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BLAZING THE TRAIL

THE leading article for the next number of

Natural History is an account by F.

Trubee Davison, President of the American Mu-

seum, of his recent expedition to Africa. The

dominating exhibit to appear in the Akeley

African Hall at the American Museum will be a

herd of elephants, placed in the center of the hall

and surrounded by habitat groups of other

African animals. Four of

these elephants are al-

ready mounted, while the

others, obtained by Mr.

Davison, will be added as

soon as the great task of

preparing them for exhibit

can be completed. The

finished group will un-

doubtedly be one of the

most impressive presenta-

tions of the kind ever

attempted by any mu-

seum. It was primarily

to complete the collection

of specimens for this group

that Mr. Davison went to

Africa, and his article is a

highly interesting account

of present-day field work

for a great museum.

MORE and more are

the early American

civilizations attracting the

attention of informed

readers, but as yet the

literature on the subject,

so far as the lay reader is

concerned, has left great

gaps that still remain to be

filled. Beginning with its

next number, Natural History will publish a

series of articles on the art of pre-Columbian

Central America, in which all the major artistic

accomplishments of the native civilizations will

be included. Dr. George C. Vaillant is the

author of this series which, when completed,

will be published in book form. The first article

will be on Central American architecture, while

later articles will cover jewelry, sculpture, cos-

tumes, painting, and pottery.

nPHOSE of us who occasionally go down to the

^ sea in ships are not likely to imagine that the

American Museum would have anything to do

with the erection of the pier from which we go

THE COVER PAINTING

"I7ENCE Lizards," the cover
* painting of thi? issue by Francis

L. Jaques, staff artist, represents a

scene in the life of the most abun-

dant lizard of the New Jersey pine

barrens. The significance of the

brilliant blue stripe in the social

life of this local reptile was not fully

understood until experiments with

artificially colored individuals were

carried out in the field. Doctor

Noble in his article describes this

field work and discusses its bearing

on the general problem of sexual

selection as propounded by Darwin.

The two lizards in the foreground

are males disputing the ownership

of a particular log pile. The original

owner of the pile has compressed

his body, and rising high on his toes

discloses his brilliant lower surfaces

as a warning to the other male to

keep away The lizard descending a

tree in the background is a female

whose attention is attracted by the

squabble.

aboard ship. Nevertheless, when the city of New
York decided to build three gigantic new piers for

the accommodation of new and greater transatlan-

tic liners. Dr. Chester A. Reeds, the American

Museum's curator of geology, was called upon to

help in solving some of the problems that were

faced. For the next number of Natural His-

tory, Doctor Reeds has written an article in

which he tells of these

huge, new piers, and the

difficulties that arose in

their construction.

A T the time this maga-
^~^ zine goes to press, the

editors are in communica-

tion with Mr. Zane Grey,

and hope that as a result

it will be possible to

publish an article by this

widely known author and

fisherman. Mr. Grey has

spent several seasons fish-

ing in New Zealand

waters, and has become

acquainted with the mako,

a shark which appeals to

Mr. Grey as a sporting

fish of unusual merit.

It is an article on this

fish, and Mr. Grey's ex-

periences in fishing for it,

that we hope will appear

in the next number of

Natural History.

W LLIAM H. Carr
has written, for the

next number, an account

of the fawns that during

last year have been living at the Bear Mountain

Nature Trail. Both the article and the photo-

graphs that accompany it will give our readers a

new appreciation of these gentle and trusting

little animals.

]V /IR. H. C. Raven has spent more than a little

*^^'- time among the natives of the Celebes,

Borneo, and other islands of the East Indies. As

a result he knows these distant peoples well, and

he has written an article about them for the

March April issue of Natural History—an

article on how they live, and es{)ecially on how
and what they eat. There will be other articles,

but lack of space precludes their mention.
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Well-known to millions of telephone

users is the circular emblem of the Bell

System. Its importance is not in its plain

and simple design but in what it repre-

sents. Back of it is the far-flung organiza-

tion that enables you to talk to almost any
one— anywhere— at any time. It is the

mark of a friendly service.

The Bell System consists of twenty-four

regional companies, each attuned to the

needs of the territory it serves. There is

also the Bell Telephone Laboratories, work-
ing ceaselessly and scientifically to im-
prove the scope and value of your tele-

phone. There is the Western Electric

Company, specializing in the economical
production of telephone equipment of the
highest quality. Co-ordinating and assist-

ing the work of the operating companies.
Bell Laboratories and Western Electric,

is the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company. It looks upon the operation of

telephone service as a public trust and is

owned largely by the people it serves.

There are today nearly 700,000 stockhold-

ers of American Telephone and Telegraph.
They represent a cross-section of the Ameri-
can people; they come from every walk of

life and live in every state of the Union.

Yet no one owns as much as one per cent

of its stock.

Everything has been planned and organ-

ized for one specific purpose— to give you
the best possible telephone service at the

lowest possible cost. That is the ideal and
the goal. That is why the work of improve-

ment goes steadily on.

A telephone senses you in many ways each day, it runs
your errands; takes you to friends and brings them to you;
speeds aid in sickness or emergency, it dttes these things

and many more for a few cents a day. The Business

Office of your local Bell Telephttne Company, or any em-
ployee, will gladly take your order.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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READY FOR A TIGER DRIVE

Most impressive of all hunting parties is one bent on heatini^ for tigers. p]cniipi)0(l with many elephants,

each one thoroughly trained for the part it has to play, and hunting a jjoworful animal through grass

so tall that sometimes this rises above the backs of the elephants, such sport is both dramatic

and unique
(See "A Tiyer Hunt in Nepal," Page 45)
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EXPERIMENTING WITH THE
COURTSHIP OF LIZARDS

Field Studies on the Social Relations Among the Fence Lizards of the

New Jersey Pine Barrens

By G. KINGSLEY NOBLE
Curator of Experimental Biology, American Museum

MUCH of the beauty which we
see in the animal world was

attributed by Darwin to female

choice, or sexual selection as he called

it. In many fishes, reptiles, birds, and

other forms of life, the male is gaudily

colored and adorned; while the female

is comparatively inconspicuous. Darwin

thought that this glorification of the male

was the direct result of the female's

choosing—over a great many generations

—the most attractive suitors for mates.

Although Darwin's theory has been

before naturalists since 1871, very little

evidence has been presented to prove or

disprove it. One reason for this is that

the attention of zoologists has been largely

directed not toward the functional sig-

nificance of color but toward the genet-

ics of color inheritance or toward the

hormones, the "chemical messengers" of

the blood which elaborate these tones.

Another, and perhaps more important,

reason for the present uncertain status of

this theory is the difficulty of the problem

itself. Conclusions obtained from a study

of captive material ought to be checked in

the field; and the problem of performing

critical experiments with unrestrained

individuals in nature is very great.

In the laboratories of experimental

biology at the American Museum there

has been maintained for several years a

colony of lizards employed in a variety

of physiological studies. Among these

hzards it was observed that the males

endowed with handsome liveries displayed

these adornments to good effect not to

attract females but to intimidate rival

males. Sex recognition was dependent

upon the degree of display of color on the

approach of an aggressive male. These

conclusions differed so widely from the

views of Darwin and of the majority of

naturalists who have more recently ob-

served reptiles in the field, that it seemed

desirable to re-study the whole problem

under natural conditions.

Fortunately at this moment the U^nited

Clay Mines Corporation, through its

vice-president, Mr. C. W. Hall, generous-

ly offered to help these field studies by
placing at our disposal a house in the little

settlement of Crossley in the heart of the

New Jerse^v pine barrens. Near Crossley

we knew the fence lizard, Sceloporus



ON THE EDGE OF LIZARD COUNTRY
Lakehurst, known as the home port of dirigibles, is also a center for cranberry bogs, rare frogs, and

fence lizards

QUI VIVE
When the spring sun shines, the male fence lizard mounts guard over his domain of fallen logs

and sandy wastes



ISOLATED
On Breakneck Ridge, overlooking the Hudson River opposite Storm King Highway, a colony of fence

lizards flourishes in spite of the bleakness of the terrain

j^m.

THE TRESPASSER
From afar the male recognizes this trespasser as a possible mate. How can he distinguish between

the sexes so quickly?
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EXPERIMENTING WITH THE COURTSHIP OF LIZARDS

which bind them to these desolate

stretches are not well known.

Sunlight, which may be intense in

regions of scanty vegetation, plays an

important role in the daily activities of the

fence lizard. Messrs. W. G. Hassler and

G. C. Lipsey went in the middle of

March to the field station at Crossley

and found that some males had already

come out from hibernation along a pro-

tected bank skirting a cedar swamp.

These males were in exposed positions

where the sun fell directly upon their

backs. The heat was not enough to

warm their bodies thoroughly, for they

were extremely lethargic and could be

caught easily by hand. Not until March
27 did we find these lizards taking the

slightest interest in one another. Then a

mild chase was observed between two of

them. The first females did not appear

until April 2. One was seen eighteen

il^iJ^

MAN S HANDIWORK IN THE AIR
Airships, sailing overhead to their home berths
near by, often invaded the quiet of the pine

barrens

TAGGED

To follow the movements of individual Uzards, an aluminum skin cUp bearing a number is attached

behind the ear of each animal, permitting certain identification on all later meetings
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BEGINNING THE BLUFF
On spotting a rival, a male lizard compresses his body, bringing his brilliant blue lateral stripe into

full view as a warning to keep away

inches from a male without arousing any

interest in him. Such early spring in-

difference stands in striking contrast to

the behavior of birds who are endowed

with mechanisms for making their own
blood warm and hence are not dependent

on the sun.

We were interested in following the

movements of individual lizards through-

out the year. Each lizard which we found

we tagged with a small aluminum skin

clip bearing a number. In order to

identify each lizard at a distance we
placed one or more spots or narrow bands

of bright yellow or red paint on some

exposed part of the body. We knew that

this paint would be lost at the first molt,

but we hoped that this event would not

occur until after courtship. One might

assume that a lizard released in the pine

barrens with the infinite possibilities of

concealment would never be seen again.

But of the 226 lizards tagged from March

to June, 155 were seen on another occa-

sion and a large number many times.

As the season advanced it was clear

that the lizards did not move aimlessly

through the barrens, but each individual

tended to have a particular territory.

For example, one male which we first

saw on March 17 was observed on ten

different days patrolHng an area approxi-

mately 120 feet on either side of his home
log. A female first appeared on the

periphery of this range on April 13 and

we recorded her movements on four differ-

ent days. Until May 15, when mating

occurred, the female was always found

within thirty feet of the center of her

territory. During more than a month

she had apparently not stirred herself to

move nearer the center of the male's

range of activity.

If the two sexes remained indefinitely

in discrete territories there could be little

courtship. We were therefore interested



ANOTHER KIND OF BLUFF
In striking contrast to the

tactics of the lizard, the hog-

nosed snake, when frightened,

turns over on his back and
plays dead. If turned right

side up again, the snake seems
to forget that he is "dead,'"

for he promj^tly turns over

on his back

DISPUTING A CLAIM
A male fence lizard dropped
on the home log pile of

another male by means of a

thread attached to the pole,

immediately calls forth a be-

wildering display of color
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in determining which sex was the more

adventurous. Both on rare occasions

wandered beyond the confines of their

home range. We recorded one female

which moved thirty feet in two and one

quarter hours and then four hours later

advanced 230 feet more. No male ex-

ceeded this record.

The lizards do not remain in their

territories because they are too stupid

to go elsewhere. Fence lizards during the

spring of the year are extremely vivacious

and are moving actively about within the

invisible confines of their territories.

They stay in these ranges through choice

as we proved by a series of experiments.

One of our first was with

a male which we had

learned to know so well*

that we had dubbed him

the "Old Reprobate,"

there being something

more personal in this

appellation than in his

real name "No. 59."

Between April 2 and
May 22 we had seen him

on twelve different days

A FURTHER TEST
Another male, with limbs tied
in such a way as to cover his

brif^ht sides, is also mistaken
for a female

AN EXPERIMENT
A male fence lizard, his bright
colors obscured with paint, is

mistaken for a female

and always on or near his

home log pile except for

one day when he was 200

feet away along one of

the roads. This lizard

was transferred 790 feet

from his home territory

in a different direction

from that of the road.

The transfer was made
across a dry, open field

entirely unsuitable for

Sceloporus which prefers to keep within

dashing range of cover. To our great

surprise the "Old Reproboate" was back

home in eighteen days.

We thought at first that the lizard

might have moved south attracted by a

cranberry bog rather than by any desire

to reach home. Another male was there-

fore caught on the far side of the field

and, when released on the bog side, a

distance of 420 feet away, it worked its

way home in seven days.

We made other tests on lizards whose

movements previous to the tests were well

known. There was a male whom we had

observed on fifteen different days between
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I

DIFFICULTIES
Even when the male has finally secured a grip on the shoulder of a real female she may object strenu-

ously to this treatment

April 2 and May 23. When moved 760

feet across an arm of a dry cranberry bog,

it made its way back in fifteen days. We
may safely assume that for seven weeks

prior to this move the lizard had not been

over this route, for the farthest distance

from home we had seen it was 150 feet.

This raised the question whether the

lizard recognized land marks at a distance

or whether it was merely recalling wander-

ings made long ago. Tests which we
made for distances more than 900 feet

did not succeed, and many lizards were

utter failures at shorter distances. Fe-

males, true to their reputation for adapt-

ability, were usually much more content

than males to remain in new territories

where they were placed.

This difference between the sexes in

their ability to find their way home is

closely correlated with their different

outlook on life. The males, as the season

advances, become extremely pugnacious,

while the females merely run from the

intruder who comes too close. The differ-

ent attitudes of the male and the female

were readily demonstrated by the simple

expedient of dropping into their territories

other males and females attached to

threads on long fish poles. The males can

recognize sex instantly. If a male is

dropped into the territory of another male,

the latter either goes into a full display,

compressing his sides until the gorgeous

blue stripe stands out in shimmering

brilliancy, or else he dashes forward in a

most violent attack. If the trespasser is

a female, the male never displays but,

giving a series of rapid head nods, runs

forward to secure a grip on her neck. If a

trespassing male resists, the guarding

male follows his initial response with a be-

wildering series of displays and rushes,

but no such demonstration of beauty and

vigor is ever presented to the female

unless the male is frightened or desirous

of driving her away. This difference in

behavior observed at frequent intervals

throughout the spring clearly shows that

the bright colors of the male fence lizard

are employed to bluff possible rivals into

withdrawing from a fight. The adorn-

ment of the male is not wedding finery but

a gladiator's vestment.

Males could distinguish sex so rapidly

and at such distances that we wondered

just how it was accomplished. Females

were therefore painted to resemble males
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A DWELLER OF THE BARRENS
The pine snake, because of its large size and gentle manners, is a great favorite with snake charmers.
This one captured near the field shown on the opposite page laid ten eggs of approximately the same

size as those of a hen

and were dropped into the male's terri-

tory on long threads. This usually evoked

the fight reaction. Others were painted

with gold, silver, yellow, and other bril-

liant hues. Mercurochrome stained the

lizards not red but green with a tinge of

pink. Any gaudily colored lizard, whether

male or female, was usually treated like a

foreign male. Conversely, a male that

had his legs tied in such a way that he did

not show his blue sides was treated like a

female. Similarly, anaesthetized males

lying flat on the logs were actively courted.

These experiments seemed to show con-

clusively that color was the chief basis of

sex discrimination.

As the work progressed, it began to

appear that other factors also entered into

the problem. For example, one lizard

which had a long record of attendance to a

restricted territory was being tested with

a choice between a firmly bound male and

a similarly bound female. Before he

could make up his mind which was foe

and which mate, another male, which our

records showed had been more prone to

wander, suddenly appeared five and one-

half feet from the station of the first

male. Without a moment's hesitation

the male under examination jumped from

the log and dashed after the other in-

truder male in the rough and tumble

manner he treated all male trespassers.

During most of the year female fence

lizards are distinguished from males not

only by their somber sides but by much
more distinct cross blotching of white

on their backs. We wondered if this

blotching might not aid sex recognition.

We noted that one male would not court

a male with the blue sides painted brown,

but would court the same individual when
white blotches were painted on his back.

However, a female with the white blotches

painted out was immediately recognized

as a possible mate, and hence the blotches

alone were not the sine qua non of female-

ness.

From the very beginning of the work it

was clear that the mood of a hzard would

seriously interfere with consistent results.

A male which was angered by seeing



A TEST FIELD
Fence lizards know their

home territories. Individuals
transferred to log piles on the
opposite side of this field re-

turned home withinPa few
days. This ability to find

their way home appears the
more remarkable, because
most of the lizards are stay-
at-homes and wander very
little in the course of a season

THE VOICE OF THE
BARRENS

The male Anderson tree frog
depends more on his voice
than on his strength to woo a
mate. His vocal pouch vi-

brates at each note. The call

of one male starts all other
males in the immediate vicin-

ity giving their crescendo of

quacks
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MARCH IN THE BARRENS
The snow fall did not seriously delay the early appearance of the fence lizards

another male drop from heaven on a

thread might require several moments of

quiet before he could shift back into the

courting mood. Since factors other than

our own manipulations might change these

moods, we found it very necessary to

repeat our experiments many times.

Frequent experimentation with the same
lizard, if not tiring, had the disadvantage

of training the lizards to respond to cues

they would ordinarily fail to notice.

For example, one of the males, who was

subjected to the most continuous experi-

mentation, toward the end of the season

could distinguish a quiet male with the

blue painted out from a quiet female.

Another male having less experience

with us failed to do so. We assumed that

the first had learned to recognize the plain

back as characteristic of the male regard-

less of the presence or absence of the blue.

However, as we were about to complete

this experiment, we found an untagged

female in the second male's log pile.

Whether or not this male had his powers

of discrimination dulled by the presence

of a female is impossible to say.

The movements of the two sexes are

different and it seemed highly probable

that these movements gave secondary

cues as to sex. For example, one of our

most experienced males recognized the

sex of a female with a broad stripe of

white paint on each side of her body,

and selected her in preference to a quiet

female. The gait of an annoyed female

during the breeding season is usually a

series of hops with the head held close to

the ground and the back arched. Male

lizards are always excited by motion of

any kind, and the jumpy type of locomo-

tion may possibly excite more than the

straight dash of the male. However, dis-

crimination can be made even between

quiet lizards. In the absence of motion,

males during the breeding season will at-

tempt to court any individuals of their

own species which do not annoy them by

a display of color.

Such a conclusion credits the male lizard

with very little comprehension of the real

situation. However, after courtship has

begun, the comprehension is less. An
anaesthetized male provided with a string

around the waist to serve for a grip when
pulled backward may be mistaken for a

mate moving in the direction of the pull.

This might be explained on the basis that

the fence lizard has had no experience with

lizards which walk backward. However,
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in the absence of a show of color, male

lizards frequently begin to court any hzard

and sometimes individuals of other species.

Once the initial grip is secured, the court-

ship unfolds in a regular pattern which is

characteristic not only of Sceloporus but

of related genera as well.

Lizards are sometimes credited with

affection toward the opposite sex and

cases of pairs living together for extended

periods are cited as proof of the existence

of a real bond between the mates. Such

groupings might be brought about merely

by the lizards seeking the same favorable

territories. Since the female's dress does

not excite the male to anger, he would

make no effort to drive her out of his

territory in the manner in which he would

dispose of a male. In the fence lizard,

however, we found that the ranges of the

males were not always well defined. At

one time three males lived together in one

of the largest log piles under observation,

and no one individual succeeded in driving

out the others for some time. There was

another case of a small log pile which was

the territory of two males. Here one

male was observed gripping a female in

courtship embrace on April 29. He was

seen on this log pile on nine different

days between then and June 9. Another

male appeared there, our records show,

on three days during this same period.

Presumably the first male dominated this

log pile but did not patrol it to the

exclusion of all other males. Log piles

are an attraction to both sexes because

they offer places for sunning during the

cooler days of early spring and an avenue

of escape at all times. Bright colors have

aided males to drive rivals from these

points of vantage. The guarding males

respond to the presence of another male

with a display even after their own breed-

ing season has passed. Bright colors

have therefore been improved in the male

line of many groups of lizards, for they

serve as a warning that the territory is

occupied and this in turn tends to prevent

overcrowding. It is an advantage to the

race for the males to be beautiful, for

this scatters the individual territories

of the males far and wide across the

barrens. It is no wonder that some of

the most abundant lizards are the most

beautiful.

The Field Station at Crossley, New Jersey



The Blue Jays Put Other Guests to Flight

A SEASON'S BIRD GUESTS
"At Home" to Furred and Feathered Inhabitants of Florida

By frank M. chapman
Curator-in-Chief, Department of Birds, American Museum

Photographs by- the Author

FOR the first four months of the year

1933 I Hved on fairly intimate

terms with a small group. of birds

at Little River, on Biscayne Bay, Florida.

Some of them were natives and resided

there permanently. Others, like myself,

had come there to pass the winter. We
met by chance. They were present when
I arrived. I was unaware of their exis-

tence when I selected a winter home. I

did, however, choose a "birdy" place, not

because I planned to study birds but be-

cause I wanted their companionship. To
the bird-lover a world without birds is a

dead world; a mere shell of a world; a

mockery of a world. Also, I was looking

for a secluded place where, undisturbed,

I could complete a book, and the presence

of birds often means the absence of men
and hence is an assurance of the freedom

of solitude. Moreover, birds bring with

them an atmosphere of good cheer; a

sense of well-being. Their vitality is

"catching." One cannot be depressed

when surrounded by birds. To "feel like

a bird," as everyone knows, is to be at

your best ; and the way to feel like a bird

is to live with birds.

There was nothing in my lease about

birds. I could not ask my landlord to

guarantee their co-tenancy. But, for-

tunately, the place was as "birdy" as it

looked, and what follows is a by-product

of this birdiness.

Our house is on "made" ground, and all

the vegetation about it is of recent growth.

This means that it is thick and bushy and

gives cover. Where the new ground ends

the old ground begins. This is a red

mangrove swamp with a margin of willows,

and grassy openings partly filled with the

debris of the last hurricane.

Far enough within this swamp to ensure

seclusion and concealment and at the head
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of an opening that gives an outlook, I

built a little study. It measures six by

seven feet and might better have been

smaller. It is not beautiful, but I see it

chiefly from within, and since the entire

front and two large windows are of mos-

quito net most of the within is without.

Behind this wire, when motionless, I

appear to be invisible. At half-past three

o'clock on the afternoon of December 27,

1932, three days after I took possession of

this structure, a wild cat walked slowly,

with several stops, past my doorstep.

He seemed wholly unaware of my presence

as I regarded him intently from a distance

of seven to ten feet. I might have been

on Barro Colorado. Within the following

eighteen days I saw him twice at about

the same hour.

"Couldn't you have killed him? " asked

someone to whom I related this event.

Of course I could have killed him. But of

what possible use would have been a

dead wild cat? Potentially, a living one

has called on me every day for the past

three months. He may come this moment,

THE LITTLE STL DY IN THE SWAMP
Behind the wire mosquito netting Doctor Chap-
man sat and watched his guests without being

visible to them

THE BANQUET TABLE
In a sheltered nook stood the feeding-table spread

with dainties

and this possibility places the seal of the

wilderness on my surroundings. His visit

was a real house-warming. The marsh

advanced immeasurably in my esteem.

Possibly I should explain that, in my
opinion, there is a marked difference

between wild cats and tame cats in their

relation to birds and man. There was a

story current on Indian River years ago,

that Brevard County, Florida, having

paid out all the money in its treasury for

bounties on wild cats, found itself unable

to raise cabbages because of the resulting

increase of rabbits. My wild cat, there-

fore, is, I beHeve, looking for the marsh
rabbits, two of which live beneath my
house and are now occupying my feed-

ing-table. With them, in their apparent

helplessness, I have every sympathy.

I do not want them to be torn apart by a

wild cat, but neither do I want the wild

cat to starve. So I have remained neutral

and feel no responsibility. These things

were before I came.

But for the house cat I am responsible;

and the only one that has invaded this
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little sanctuary did not return. Likewise,

I felt warranted in protesting to a house

rat who seated himself at our table. The
native cotton rat, on the other hand, has

rights that I do not attempt to dispute.

This table, indeed, with a pan filled with

water, form my only attempts to induce

the birds to alter their habits. They
would, I know, prefer to take their food

from the ground where, in the litter of

leaves and sticks, they are less conspicu-

ous. In fact, they always gather what is

under the table before they come to the

table itself. But I have insisted on the

table because its use seemed to make the

birds more my guests than if they ate

from the ground, a feel-

ing, I know, that is un-

derstood by everyone who
has bird guests.

It should be emphasiz-

ed, however, that I have

set my table in a shel-

tered position, where it

is not exposed to the sky

above and is so near

cover on three sides that

a single flit of the wings

REDWINGS AND
CARDINALS

A pan of water set in the
earth made an ideal drinking

place for the visitors

UNAFRAID
The most numerous among-
the guests which sought the
banquet table in the man-
groves were the buntings and
the red-winged blackbirds

will carry a diner to

safety.

I give now a list of the

birds that have honored

my board : 6 quail, 3 blue

jays, 5 catbirds, 1 mock-

ingbird, 1 hermit thrush,

1 myrtle warbler, 1 Mary-
land or northern yellow-

throat, 1 ovenbird, about

25 red-winged blackbirds,

8 painted buntings, 8 cardinals. They were

not accustomed to dining together, and it

was some time before they became even

partly accustomed to each other as well

as to me. In this matter, as well as in

many others, there was much variation

reflecting both the character of the spe-

cies as well as of the individual.

Before I speak of the behavior of my
guests, I will give the menu that was
placed before them. The chief course was
" chick-feed," composed largely of cracked

corn to which I added a liberal proportion

of sunflower seed. Next in importance

were suet and oranges, with bananas and
raisins occasionally by way of dessert.
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QUAIL
A slab from a fallen tree

formed an acceptable side-

table for the quail and oven-
birds which would not mount

to the main table

Water was supplied in a

milk pan set in the earth.

Its curled rim made an

excellent perch. Return-

ing now to the diners

:

Neither the quail nor

the ovenbird ever mount-

ed to the main table.

For the former I set a

low table made of a slab

from a fallen tree, which

they used at once. They were my most

welcome guests. With them came a spirit

of peace and good-will. Living on terms

of the closest intimacy, feeding so near

together that often a hat would cover

them, never by word or deed did they

show the slightest trace of misunder-

standing. On the contrary, in low, sweet,

tones they maintained a running conver-

sation expressive of cordial good-fellow-

ship. When the quail came, all writing

was suspended. Although they never

accepted me as part of the environment,

I could, nevertheless, share their spirit

of contentment and enjoy their exquisite

grace of form and motion. Unfortunately

they always seemed in a hurry. Nothing

I could offer would induce them to stay

longer than five or six minutes.

The ovenbird was like a dainty Quaker

maid aged thirty-five or thereabouts.

While in no way critical of her chance

companions, she (I assume the sex) held

herself very much aloof from them, picked

her way with rapid, mincing steps where

grain was scattered, and quickly retired

to the privacy of her shady haunts.

Of the two other single warblers, the

yellow-throat, an erratic, nervous, restless

little bunch of feathers, personified per-

petual motion. Bananas and suet were his

choice with chick-feed next if they were

not available. The myr-

tle asked only for suet.

The catbirds were in-

dividualists. Suet was

their favorite fare, and

they often made what

looked like insulting ges-

tures at each other while

waiting their turn at the

suet table.

The mockingbird also

favored suet. With the

THE REDWINGS VISIT
B'RER RABBIT

Birds and rabbits ate side by
side after they became ac-
quainted with one another

A
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POSSESSION IS NINE POINTS OF THE LAW
A catbird and a cardinal have a brief misunder-

standing

possible exception of the blue jays, he

was the dominant species. When he

appeared for a brief meal of suet and

grain washed down with orange juice,

the other birds retired. Doubtless be-

cause of his aggressive spirit he showed

comparatively little fear of me, and would

take his suet on the window-sill within

reach of my arm.

The blue jays, boisterous in voice and

manner, put other guests to flight

as they greedily grabbed sun-

flower seeds, screamed harshly,

yodeled softly, and then made
off for parts unknown. One of

them mimicked perfectly the

whistle of the osprey.

In strong contrast to the flaunt-

ing vulgarity of the jays was the

hermit thrush's modesty and

gentleness. Supremely gifted, he

sought no recognition of his un-

rivaled talents and was content

POSING FOR HIS POIITUAIT

Unwittinf^ly a mockinfi;bird makes a fine

.subject for Doctor Chapman's camera

to take his share of suet when other birds

had eaten their fill.

The painted buntings, or nonpareils,

were a joy to the eye. Matching the

leaves in color, the females and young

males were almost invisible when at rest

in the foUage, but the brilliantly colored

males, like diminutive trogons, were

conspicuous anywhere, whether in motion

or at rest, and were correspondingly shy.

The leaf-green birds fed regularly on my
doorstep, but only once was an adult male

seen there. Not a single note did I hear

from these birds during our months of

daily association.

It was the cardinals that in more than

one sense gave color to my table. Dash-

ing, musical, responsive, they, with the

redwings, were the most distinguished

of my guests. It was not alone through

their numbers that the redwings were

conspicuous. As early as January 22 they

began their choral singing, and their

blended notes from the mangroves created

a feeling of cheery companionship. As
a rule the sexes were not associated.

The catbirds, nonpareils, cardinals, and

three warblers and a thrush were always

present; the quail, jays, and mocker

came at intervals; the redwings evi-

dently passed the night at some roost,

doubtless frequented by others of their
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kind. It was pleasant to see them come

pitching down from the sky in the morn-

ing, and when they departed, late in the

afternoon, I felt that the day was ended.

Of the barn owls that nested in a dead

tree above my study, the pileated wood-

pecker that cleverly knocked the bark off

it, the Ward's herons that roosted in the

mangroves, and the ospreys that flew

overhead, of these, and a score more I say

nothing, for they were not my guests.

They played a part in my Hfe but I

played none in theirs.

I must, however, speak of some recipi-

ents of my bounty who, although un-

invited and unfeathered, took their place

at table as though it had been set especially

for them. First on this list I place the

rabbits which I have already mentioned.

They are not cotton-tails (Lepus sylvati-

cus), but marsh rabbits (Lepus palustris)

.

The former frequent the front lawn of

my home and come from an adjoining

field. The latter feed in the back yard

near its junction with the mangrove

swamp in which they live. Thus we
have the habitats of representative species

meeting but not overlapping. Distribu-

tionally, the case is paralleled in birds by

the house wren and long-billed marsh

wren, but in that instance the species

are not representative. The marsh

A SHARP-SHINNED HAWK FLIES OVER
Eternal vigilance is the price of life itself for this

little redwing

rabbits evidently prefer chick-feed to

anything that nature offers. They take it

wherever it is placed, whether on the

table or my doorstep, and are thus brought

into close contact with the birds. At

first they were given right of way, but

their harmlessness was soon learned, and

birds and rabbits ate side by side.

The land crabs, with whose holes the

ground is mined, have also shown a

marked fondness for chick-feed.

A large one would fill a milk pan

and a small bird would be help-

less in their lobster-like claw, but

the birds show no fear of them,

evidence that the}- have no feel-

ing for birds. Vegetation appears

to be their normal food, and it is

amusing to see them climb the

low-hanging mangrove branches

for leaves and carry them into

their holes. Incidentally, these

great crabs form a marked and

A REGULAR GUEST
The catbird obligingly comes within
range of his host's photographic lens
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UNINVITED DINNER GUESTS
A marsh rabbit and a house rat together share

the bounty provided for the birds

none too pleasing feature of the land-

scape. Not less than two score lived

within fifty feet of my study.

Blue-tailed lizards that make their

home in the crevices of my doorstep

log, and a four-foot "racer" snake that

occupies a hole beneath it complete the

Ust of my more conspicuous neighbors.

At irregular intervals the racer starts

rapidly on some mission in the swamp
and is soon lost to view. At times I see

him return to pour himself into his hole;

a thin, sinuous stream of fluid flesh.

The first thing that impressed me about

my bird guests as a whole was that appar-

ently the same individuals came every day.

I made no attempt to "band" them, that

is, place numbered rings on their legs,

for I determined to let nothing interfere

with the work that had brought me here.

But some birds could be distinguished by

certain marks, others by their actions.

For example, a quail had several white

tail-feathers, a male redwing had but one

foot, and in another's breast there was a

single buff feather. A male cardinal had

lost his inner wing-feathers, and the single

individuals of mocker, thrush, and warbler

were known by their gradually increasing

tameness, their familiarity with the reg-

ular feeding places, and their uniqueness.

My second generalization is therefore a

corollary of my first; namely, that from

mid-November, when I first distributed

food for birds, until migrants came at the

end of April, when I left for the north,

not one bird was added to my list of

daily visitors. There were vacancies at my
table of which I shall speak later, but

never was there a request for an addi-

tional seat. This to me expresses a

surprising degree of stabihty in winter

bird population. That, given an abun-

dant and never-failing supply of accepta-

ble food, I should hold the birds I found

present when I arrived, was to be expected,

but that this same food did not attract

others was equally unexpected.

All these birds lived in constant appre-

prehension of attack by hawks. I will

not say fear, for I do not think they

experience the sense of fear any more

LAND CRABS
Not less than two score lived within"fifty feet of

the ^study retreat in the swamp
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FASCINATING EEFLECTIONS
A marsh rabbit has a good look at himself, with a female redmng for audience

than does the child who plays in a crowded

street and is constantly, automatically,

on the alert to escape passing vehicles.

Eternal vigilance is the birds' normal atti-

tude toward life. Four times during the

winter I saw a sharp-shinned hawk dash

through my dining-room, and if the diners

had not all been prepared for his coming,

one of them would have lost his life. This

preparation, or training, they acquire

through their response to false alarms.

At more or less frequent intervals through-

out the day, with a startUng rush of wings,

every bird dashes for cover. I look up to

see the cause and find none. But some

bird (often it was a catbird) has given

an alarm note understood by the others

and, without pausing to ask questions,

they all spring for the undergrowth. No
matter how often the warning is sounded,

every bird responds to it. If it is a false

alarm, they all return within one or two

minutes and resume feeding as though

nothing had occurred. But if it is a real

alarm and the swoop of the sharp-shin

has actually cast the shadow of death

upon them, then it will be a half hour or

more before a single bird reappears, and

conmiunity life is more or less disorganized

for the rest of the day and even the fol-

lowing day. The birds are all much shyer,

they venture only a short way from cover,

the false alarms are given more frequently.

We see now why bush and tree-haunting

birds hesitate to visit feeding-tables far

removed from the growth which is their

haven of safety.

As my bird guests became increasingly

appreciative of my attempts to cater to

their tastes, and, instead of retreating,

actually came from their hiding-places

when I appeared, so they became in-

creasingly companionable and occupied so

large a share of my attention that my
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A CHALLENGER
APPEARS

Tertialis, the cardinal,

finds a rival in the
mirror

writing suffered cor-

respondingly. I had

intentionally left

my camera at home
to avoid the temp-

tation of using it,

but so many sub-

jects offered them-

selves at my door

daily that I finally

wrote to the Mu-
seum for a photo-

graphic outfit. With this in my hands I

deliberately neglected my work in order

to secure portraits of my visitors. Some
of the results, presented herewith, speak
for themselves. Others call for a word of

explanation.

In order to observe a bird's reaction to

its own image, I placed mirrors on the

ground and also behind the suet perches.

At first surprisingly little attention was
paid to them. A female redwing sought

their reflected heat for a sun-bath. The
photograph shows her as, with tail spread,

wings dropped, bill open, and rump feath-

ers raised exposing the oil gland, she

invites the rays of the sun, but it does

not show the peculiar, twisting motion by
which she presented first one side of her

body, then the other. A male nonpareil,

and a catbird, presumably a male, once

made a shght effort to reach their image;

the male yellow-throat attacked his image

daintily, but it remained for one of the

cardinals to wage constant and violent

warfare against the intruder in the glass.

This was the cardinal that had lost its

inner tertials and hence was easily identi-

fied. About March 1 he established his

singing perch in a mangrove at the left of

the table, and his ringing, melodious

whistle gave notice to all concerned that he

claimed this place

and its immediate

surroundings as the

site of his future

home. None of the

other male cardi-

nals ventured to

dispute his right of

A VALIANT
ATTACK

Tertialis springs
ward his rival in

glass

to-

the

THE PHANTOM
FIGHTS

Tertialis pecks and
flutters, but receives

blow for blow
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possession. Indeed, they appeared to

recognize it and made only brief visits for

food, whether on table or ground, retreat-

ing when the master of the territory

appeared. Then one day (it was March

4) a male cardinal appeared at the

ground feeding-place who not only showed

no fear of "Tertialis," as I called him,

but met his advance

step for step, and

when Tertialis

sprang toward him

he repeated the mo-

tion and sprang for-

ward to meet the

attack. Tertialis

pecked and flutter-

ed and, with equal

vigor, his rival peck-

ed and fluttered

back. But he was

a mysterious oppo-

nent, this mirror

bird, a phantom

fighter who met you
blow for blow and

still never could be

reached. Small

wonder that Terti-

alis was puzzled.

After each round he

invariably went behind the mirror and

then hopped up on it, but nowhere could

he find the valiant trespasser.

Naihng the mirror to a stake, I placed

it behind the suet four feet from the

ground, but Tertialis followed it, and as

the season advanced and his song was

designed not only to announce his terri-

torial rights, but to attract a mate, he

attacked his elusive rival with increasing

fierceness. Wanting still to test the re-

actions of the mockingbird and catbirds,

I left the mirror in position, but, when

absent, I covered it with a cloth, and

Tertiahs looked in vain for his enemy.

On one such occasion he voiced his de-

fiance in song perched on the concealed

T£;TE-A-TfiTE

A mockingbird lunches almost at the elbow of

his host

mirror. When I was present, and the

mirror was uncovered, I had to go out at

frequent intervals to drive him from his

equally tireless image.

Meanwhile, as I have said, mating time

arrived. The female cardinal is not

merely a passive wife and mother. The

fact that she sometimes sings shows that

she may have a

voice in the affairs

of the family. So a

female cardinal was

the only definitely

recognized female

that responded to

her image. A car-

dinal's crest gives

it, for a bird, a wide

range of expression.

Erect, it interro-

gates, like raised

eyebrows; lowered,

it gives to the bird a

sinister, threatening

look, and it was with

flattened crest that

the female confront-

ed her double and

at the same time

rapidly vibrated her

outer primaries. At

times this shivering, trembling motion

was given to the entire wing, but usually

it was confined to the feathers of the outer

joint of the wing, over which, independent

of the remaining wing-ffeathers, the bird

evidently has control. Thad seen females

do this before. It apparently expresses

excitement. In any event, the subsequent

actions of two females led me to believe

that the female before the glass recog-

nized in her image a claimant for the

attentions of Tertialis.

Courtship among cardinals, at least

among my cardinals, is clearly not a one-

sided affair. The female is not merely to

be wooed and won. She takes part in the

wooing., During the first week in April
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two female cardinals dashed in and out of

the singing-tree in reckless pursuit of

each other. Sometimes TertiaUs took

part in these wild flights, but just what

part he played I do not know. On April

8 one of these aerial displays ended on the

dining table where the two females,

locked in anything but a loving embrace,

clawed and pecked one another for not

less than five seconds, and the number of

feathers released explained why they both

had looked so dishevelled. This was prob-

ably not their first fight. Four days later

on this same table I saw Tertialis gal-

lantly present a female with a sunflower

seed and then insist upon her taking

another, and I assumed that she already

had accepted his heart.

April 15, I determined to see if I could

learn over how much ground Tertialis

claimed jurisdiction by moving the mirror

away from his singing tree. Without

using suet and setting it on its stake with

the cardboard back toward the bird, I

found that he soon followed the glass at

about 25-foot spaces until it was 109 feet

from his song perch, when it seemed to

have passed beyond his territory. The
following day he made a first flight of 60

feet to attack it, and on the 17th recog-

nized it at 75 feet, although its back was

toward him, and within half an hour after it

had been set in position, he was vigorously

attacking his image. I made no attempt

to carry this experiment further, but it

seems to indicate that a mirror might in

some cases be successfully used to measure

territorial boundaries.

By way of a guest-book I kept a daily

record of my visitors, and, as the weeks

passed, I found that bird after bird failed

to respond to the roll call. A male car-

CATBIUOS DISAGREE
The suet spread for their delectation is a much coveted morsel often leading to many arguments
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AN ACTIVE MARYLAND YELLOW-THROAT
Only a single individual represented this species at the banquet table, and the above portrait was quite

a bit of luck, for they are not often photographed

dinal was the first delinquent. On the

morning of January 26 1 found his remains

near my study. Presumably he had been

killed by a sharp-shinned hawk, and but a

short time before. It was an hour before a

bird ventured beyond the feeding-table.

They were all exceedingly nervous and

flew to cover at frequent intervals. At

11:30 a sharp-shinned hawk dashed

through the opening, confirming my
belief in his presence. All the birds

flew into the surrounding growth and

twenty-nine minutes passed before one

appeared.

On February 10 my little flock of six

quail appeared for the last time. They
had been coming daily, sometimes both

morning and afternoon. Their fate re-

mains a mystery. I heard no shooting;

indeed hunting is prohibited in this

vicinity. While a predator might have

captured some of them, I cannot believe

that he could kill all of them. It was too

early for them to mate, nor have I heard

their mating-call or any other note from

them since their disappearance. They
may have been trapped, but I try to

think that they have changed their local

range and are still chuckling cosily to

one another somewhere.

February 25 I first noticed a female red-

wing who apparently was ailing. When
an alarm was given and aU the other birds

darted for shelter, she often would be left

behind. If a hawk had been hunting, she

would have been captured. As the da3^s

passed she became more helpless. Appar-

ently her throat was affected. She tried

to call but could only gasp a feeble seep-

seep. Finally on ]\Iarch 2 she became so

weak that she fell into a crab's hole. To
save her from a worse death I rescued

her and, after futile attempts to find the

cause of her sufferings, put an end to

them. Dissection showed that her entire

pectoral cavity was filled with filarian

worms. Her death, as well as that of the

cardinal, would, I suppose, in avian

mortality statistics, be attributed to

natural causes. So rarely is an autopsy

possible that we know little definitely

about the causes of birds' deaths in

nature. But it is probable that, primarily

at least, far more birds die of diseases

occasioned by bodily parasites than

through capture by predators. Moreover,
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THE SUN-BATH
The reflected heat from the mirrors induces a female redwing to take advantage of the opportunity

to bask in its warmth

it is possible that many of the victims of

hawks and owls have been weakened by

disease. Nature has no mercy for bird or

beast not in possession of all its powers.

I have spoken of a male redwing with

only one foot. He has been observed

almost daily since February 18 and may
have been here at an earlier date. He is

now (April 15) in full plumage, seems to

be in good condition, calles his okalee

lustily, but nevertheless is apparently an

outcast. The other males have gone and

he is left behind. Handicapped by his

infirmity, he cannot take wing as quickly

as a bird with two feet, and some day his

deformity may mean to him the differ-

ence between life and death. If he does

not move quickly it apparently will

prevent him from securing a mate.

My four winter visitants from the north

were last seen on the following dates:

myrtle warbler, February 13; oven-

bird, March 21; northern or Maryland

yellow-throat, March 25; hermit thrush,

March 29. Each of these species was

represented by only a single individual.

Their prolonged, regular, daily attendance,

indeed residence, argued against a change

in local range. I concluded, therefore,

that they had either met with some mishap

or had started on their journey toward the

north. It may have been too early for the

myrtle warbler to leave, but the migration

dates of the three remaining birds support

the belief that they had actually begun

their flight to the nesting grounds.

We accept the marvel of a bird's re-

turn to its summer home as a manifesta-

tion of the season. The rising tempera-

ture, the development of the vegetation,

the appearance of insects, all combine to

create the effect of a cause to which the

migrating bird responds. But viewed

from the other end, the causes of migra-

tion are not so obvious. Why should

my warblers and hermit thrush desert a

food supply which for months had not

failed them? Why should they leave

climatic conditions which were daily be-

coming more summer-like to follow the

wake of retreating winter to a land where

the food supply was still at the minimum?



A DINNER GUEST
ARRIVES

Two marsh rabbits lived be-
neath the study and were
particularly fond of the chick-

feed which formed the chief

course at the banquet
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For months they had not associated

with others of their kind. Each bird,

therefore, had to get under way on its

own initiative, and, furthermore, begin

its travels, probably at night, when for

months it had been sleeping snugly from

dusk to dawn. I knew, and they did not,

that some day they would receive a call

they must obey, and knowing, too, the

dangers they must encounter on their

unmarked route, I regarded them with the

respect we accord doers of great deeds.

Who sounds the call*^ Forty years ago

{The Auk, 1894, pp. 12-17) I attempted

to answer this question, and the reply

has since been abundantly confirmed.

Impressed by the fact that the brown peli-

cans of Indian River and the terns of the

Tortugas returned to their nesting grounds

with the regularity of a May migrant,

I concluded that their call came through

neither food nor climate nor other external

influences, but from within themselves.

Birds, like plants, pass through an an-

nual physiological cycle. With the plant.

after a period of rest, sap begins to flow,

and bud, leaf, blossom, and fruit foUow

each other in orderly succession. After

the leaves fall, the resting time is reached

again. So, too, the bird rests until with

the approach of the nesting season its

"sap" begins to flow; in other words, its

reproductive system begins to develop to-

ward the functional stage, and there fol-

lows the return to the nesting-grounds

(which is migration), mating, nest-build-

ing, egg-laying, incubation, the care of

the young, the molt, return to winter

again and the resting season.

So my warblers and hermit thrush were

unconsciously obeying a fundamental

law of their nature when they started on

their journeys of a thousand miles or more

to the region of their birth. I was sorry

to have them go, but I should have been

much sorrier to have them stay and, like

the one-footed redwing, lose their place in

the annual cycle that makes their lives

and ensures the continued existence of

their species.

A Catbiki) AiM'KOACHES Its Own Imaoe



Mongolian Camel Herders Carrying Native Lassos

NOMADS OF THE DESERT
The Romance and the Tragedy of the Mongols—an Independent Race of People

Living a Primitive Existence on the Plains of Mongolia

By ROY CHAPMAN ANDREWS
Curator-in-Chief, Asiatic ExploiatioD and Research, American Museum

IF
a Mongol of Genghis Khan's time

should suddenly drop into the middle

of MongoHa today, he would be

perfectly at home. He would find that

the everyday business of life, except in a

few minor particulars, is carried on almost

the same as in his day seven hundred

years ago. There has been no reason to

change the fundamentals of existence.

The environment is almost exactly the

same. It is still a pastoral life.

The Mongols are true nomads. They
remain in one spot only as long as the

grazing lasts. They must not hamper

themselves with unnecessary household

goods, or it would be too difficult to move.

Therefore, they have developed no arts.

Even though under Genghis and Kublai

Khan they conquered half the then-known

world, they left nothing constructive

behind. They were destroyers. They
had nothing to give to the conquered

peoples. Culture, art, architecture did

not enter into their lives. These could

not be developed in a nomadic people

living a wUd, restless life upon the plains

and deserts, with the struggle for existence

against the forces of nature ever present

in their minds.

The only thing that has altered

radically in the Mongol race is the spirit

of the people and their religion. A
Mongol of Genghis Khan's time would

find them no longer a race of warriors.

He would find that two thirds, at least,

of the male population had donned the

yellow and red robes of lamas; that they

had become dissolute human parasites.

It would be difficult for him to adjust his

mental perspective to such a state.

There were several contributing causes

to the decay of the ^Mongols as a race,

but the primal factor was the introduction

of Lamaism. Before this they had been

Shamanists, worshiping the spirits of

nature that lived in the rocks and trees
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A MONGOLIAN WOMAN
Her hair is elaborately done up with a braid hanging free at the
end of each decorative " horn." This is worn night and day

and mountains. About 1294 Lamaism
became the religion of the state. Its

teachings are against war, enterprise,

ambition. Fostered by the Chinese, who
reahzed its value in subjugating a war-

like race, it obtained such a powerful

hold over the superstitious nomads that it

became the paramount factor in their lives.

The authority of chieftains and generals

gave way to that of Buddhist priests.

Custom decreed that the first-born

son of every family should become a lama.

Sometimes all the male children joined

the priesthood. Many of them remained

permanently in the temples which had

sprung up over all the country. Those

who returned to their yurts had learned

habits of slothfulness and

were periodically at the call

of the ruling lamas of their

district.

Nevertheless, I believe that

the Mongol of today is quite

equal to the warrior of

Genghis Khan's time so far

as hardihood and endurance

are concerned. Moreover, the

present-day Mongol is an ex-

cellent fighter as recent events

have shown.

In that terrible winter of

1921 the "Mad Baron"

Ungern-Sternberg, was assist-

ing the Mongols in driving

the Chinese out of their

country. Several thousand
( 'hinese soldiers were en-

camped near the root of an

ancient mountain named
Tuerin, 150 miles from Urga.

Baron Ungern sent several

companies of Cossacks to at-

tack them, but a Mongol

general learned of the pro-

posed attack and wanted the

fun for hirr S3lf. He had only

300 men; each one of them

took a led horse and rode

the 150 miles to the Chinese camp in an

incredibly short time. They arrived just

at daylight. Without regard for the

enormously superior number of Chinese,

the Mongols attacked at once.

The general, whom I knew well, told

me about it in Urga. "We rode at full

speed through the camp," said he, "killing

everyone we saw. Then we rode back

again. We did not have to waste many
cartridges; we cut most of them down
with sabers."

The Chinese ran like sheep and the 4000

soldiers were almost annihilated. Those

who were not killed in the camp fled into

the desert half clothed and died in the

bitter cold, or were hunted down and
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butchered by the Mongols. Except for the

modern weapons, the story might have

been a thousand years old, for this method

of warfare was a heritage from Genghis

Khan. Hours of hard riding, regardless

of sleep or food, a sudden whirlwind

attack, and then relentless slaughter.

Although the Mongols are lazy under

ordinary circumstances, they are not

always so. Laziness is largely a product

of their pastoral pursuits. Herding sheep,

camels, and ponies ordinarily requires

little effort, but at certain times their life

demands extreme exertion and then the

energy and endurance which they display

are amazing.

The wild free hfe of the

plains has made the Mongol

exceedingly independent. He
relies entirely upon himself,

for he has learned that in the

struggle for existence it is he,

himself, that counts. Of the

Chinese the opposite is true.

His life is one of the com-

munity and he depends on

his family and his village. He
is gregarious above all else

and he hates to live alone.

In this dependence upon his

fellow men he knows that

money counts—and there is

very httle that a Chinese will

not do for money! The per-

sonal equation enters very

largely into any dealings with

a Mongol. If he likes you,

remuneration is an incident.

If you do not appeal to him,

money tempts him but little.

The entire life of the Mon-
gols is the product of their

environment, which is and

has been dependent upon cli-

mate and geography. The
country is too dry, cold, and

windy for agriculture, except

in the southern grasslands.

Their independence, love of sport, hospi-

tality, and admiration for the strenuous

elements of life are a direct result of the

conditions under which they live.

In the real desert, sheep, goats, and

camels are the only animals that can

exist in numbers upon the spar.se, dry

vegetation. In the grasslands, ponies and

cattle are to be seen in considerable herds.

A Mongol's wealth is always estimated

by the number of animals which he pos-

sesses. Even the poorest natives own at

least one pony and a few sheep or goats.

During all my years in Mongolia, I have

seen only one beggar on the plains, and he

rode a verv decent Donv! Before the

A LAMA WITH HIS ROSARY
Mongolia is heavily burdened by the great numbers of lamas
who produce little or nothing, and must be supported by the

people of this sparsely settled land



A HERD OF SHEEP NEAR THE TOLA RIVER
Mongolians are herdsmen, whose sheep, camels, and ponies form the greatest part of their wealth.

Even the poorest owns one sheep or goat

WA'l'Em.Ni; SHEKl' AT A DEHEKT WELL
Wells have been dug along the main caravan trails and in many other parts of the desert where there^is

sufficient vegetation to support flocks of sheep or goats. The water is usually good
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MILKING TIME
Tied with their heads toward the center of their enforced circle, these goats are patiently awaiting

the milkers

MARKETING SHEEP AND GOATS AT URGA
Few towns are to be found in Mongolia, but at Urga, the capital, the MongoHans from the desert

periodically engage in barter and trade
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Soviet Government assumed control of

Outer Mongolia, the princes had herds of

ponies, camels, sheep, and goats, number-

ing many thousands. Cattle are com-

paratively few.

Although Mongols are necessarily

nomads, they move only within certain

prescribed limits. At a meeting of the

inhabitants of a district with their officials

in the early spring, grazing grounds

are allotted to each family or village.

They must adhere rigidly to these allot-

ments. How many times they move de-

pends entirely upon the grass. If moun-

tains are near by, the Mongols go well up

into the valleys during the summer,

where there is better grass

and water. In the winter

they return to the plains.

There are many parts of

the desert where grazing

is fairly good but where

water is not to be had.

Usually the natives go

there in the winter, de-

pending upon snow for ]4'^.

WOMEN SPECTATORS AT
A "field meet"

The Mongol is naturally in-

terested in si)orts and athlet-
ics. The men are excellent
riders, and are fond of horse

racing

A CAMEL CART
AT URGA

These Mongols are engaged in
shifting from one camp to

another—not a difficult task,

for their belongings are never
numerous or bulky

water. They cannot re-

main in the mountain

valleys during the winter,

for the snow lies so deep

that their stock would be

unable to dig down to the

grass beneath it. On the

plains the high winds

sweep large areas bare,

piling the snow into drifts.

Since animal droppings (argul) are the

only fuel and these burn rapidly, a con-

siderable quantity is accumulated for

winter use. Sheep dung is made into

large bricks during the summer, and these

are frequently piled about the yurt as a

wall. This acts as a windbreak for the

dwelling, a corral for the animals, and a
fuel supply. If a family moves away from

such a place in the spring, leaving a

quantity of unused argul, other Mongols

do not take it, as they know the owners

will return.

A Mongol's real home is the back of a

pony. He is uncomfortable on the ground.

His great boots are not adapted for walk-
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THE FESTIVAL OF THE
COMING BUDDH'V

The Premier of Monj^olia,

seated in the foreground, is

shown at the "Festival of the
Maidari.

'

' He wears a mag-
nificent robe of cloth of gold

ing and he is so seldom

on foot that to walk a

mile is punishment. To
go only a hundred yards

or so he will jump on his

pony, which always

stands hobbled within

reach. Children learn to

ride in infancy. Each

year, in the spring, a ju-

venile race was formerly held at Urga.

Boys and girls from four to six years old

were tied on ponies and rode at full speed

over a mile-long course. If a child fell off,

it received but little sympathy, and was

strapped on again more tightly than

before. A Mongol has no respect what-

ever for a man or woman who cannot ride,

and nothing will win his admiration so

quickly as good horsemanship. Mongols

usually ride either at a trot or a full

gallop. They use a broken snaffle bit

and ride with a loose rein, always swing-

ing the whip, which is a short stick with a

lash at the end.

Ponies are'^fairly cheap in Mongolia,

but not extraordinarily so. Racing is

almost a business and if a native owns a

fast pony he is a lucky man. He goes to

the annual field meets at all the temples

in his neighborhood and will race for a

sheep or a goat in the interim, or just for

sport. The races are really endurance

contests. Five to ten miles is the usual

distance and I have known some races to

cover twenty miles. The ponies are ridden

by boys twelve or fourteen years old, who
beat their mounts from start to finish.

Next to horsemanship, the ability to

shoot is most admired by a Mongol,

Almost every native possesses a flintlock

gun with an enormously long barrel.

Its effective distance is

hardly a hundred j^ards

and they seldom shoot

even at that range. They
do not shoot offhand.

Mr. Larsen speaks of the

ability of a Mongol to

shoot from a galloping

horse, but I never have

seen one even attempt it.

GATHERING FOR A
"FIELD meet"

Contestants are shown here

as they gather for an en-

ergetic di play of skill in

wrestling, riding, and other
sports
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THE FRAMEWORK OF A YURT

The yurt is a type of dwelling admirably suited for the windy plains and deserts, and also for the

nomadic existence of the Mongol

Two long sticks are attached to the barrel

on either side and these are used as a rest.

When carrying a gun, the Mongol folds the

sticks back on either side of the stock.

The Mongols never ceased to talk about

the ability of our men to shoot running

antelope offhand at three or four hundred

yards.

Every year the natives of each district

in Mongolia hold a field meet. Usually

these are at temples; sometimes at ohos

(religious monuments) . Horse-racing,

wrestling, shooting, and, rarely, archery

contests are the order of the day. Mon-
gols gather from long distances, dressed

in their finest clothes, and sometimes

remain for a week or more.

The Mongol has developed a type of

dwelling which is admirably suited for his

nomadic existence and for the windy

plains and deserts. A circular lattice

framework is covered with felt. Because

this material is such an excellent non-

conductor, the yurt is warm in winter and

cool in summer. It can be dismantled

and packed upon a camel with all the

household goods in less than half an

hour, and the family is ready to move to a

new grazing ground.

In the center of every ywi an argul fire

burns, and over it the family cooking is

done in a great iron bowl. Tea and milk

are boiled together, ladled out into tall

cylindrical brass-bound pitchers, and

passed about to be poured into the smaU
wooden eating bowl which every Mongol

carries in his, or her, gown. As often

as it is available, mutton or other meat is

boiled in the great pot and eaten with the

fingers and the aid of a sheath knife.

Mutton is their favorite food. They
prefer it to any other kind of meat. The
mutton is good except where the sheep

have been eating the small wild onion

which grows abundantly everywhere on

the desert. Then the flavor is decidedly

"oniony," but the Mongols consider that

a distinct asset. I have never seen the

Mongols prepare meat in any other way
than by boiling. Since they are a pastoral

people they have almost nothing to eat

except animal products. Butter, cheese.
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milk, meat, and tea are their ordinary

food. Now and then they obtain a httle

flour from the Chinese traders and make a

kind of bread fried in grease, but the

poorer natives cannot afford to indulge in

such luxuries.

The Chahar and other Mongols who
live in Inner Mongolia, where they are in

closer touch with the Chinese and an

agricultural region, use a great deal of flour

and other vegetable foods such as potatoes

and millet. On the slopes of the Altai

Mountains we found a few wild onions

and rhubarb. The latter the natives use

only as a medicine, but the onions they

eat raw. In the spring I have seen them

eat the pods of young milkweed and in the

autumn the fruit of the dune berry,

Nitraria schoheri. One might suppose

that such an exclusively animal diet

would be unhealthful. Such is not the

case. During the long, extremely cold

winter they must have heating food and,

like the Eskimo, the Mongol requires

meat and much fat.

Mr. Joel Eriksson, who has conducted a

medical mission in the grasslands for

fifteen years, has given me a good deal of

interesting information regarding the

diseases of the Mongols. About ninety

per cent of all men and women who come

under his observation suffer from venereal

diseases. After that, scabies is certainly

the most universal complaint. Because

of the common lack of cleanliness, almost

every sort of skin disease that "flesh is

heir to" appears at some time. Muscular

rheumatism is almost universal, due to

exposure, cold yurts, et cetera. Eye
troubles are very prevalent, such as

conjunctivitis, cornea sores and ulcers.

These are engendered by sandstorms out-

of-doors and constant smoke within the

yurt.

Tuberculosis is decidedly uncommon.

It is doubtless prevented by continual

sunlight and the open-air life. Indigestion

is a common complaint, and bronchitis in

winter is almost universal. SmaUpox is

prevented to a considerable extent by

vaccination, which is given to every child

from four to ten years old by the lama

A COMPLETED YURT
The framework has been covered with felt, making a dwelling that is warm in \^inter and cool in

summer. The women in the picture are southern Mongolians of the Chahar region
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doctors. They use the Turkish method.

Crusts from a newly recovered patient are

gathered and ground up with pearls and

other substances which are supposed to

weaken the germs. The more precious the

dilutant the more effective the medicine,

they believe. This powder is blown into

the mucous membrane of the nose of the

child. The patient is thus given a regular

case of smallpox, which may be light or

severe. Often the children die. There are

certain lama doctors who seem to have

very few deaths to their discredit, and

naturally these are most popular. After

vaccination the child is confined in the

yurt, and the parents try to prevent it

from pulling off the crusts.

Frequently an entire vil-

lage will be vaccinated at

one time.

Typhoid fever is often

seen, but is not really

prevalent, and typhus is

rare. The lamas recog-

nize infectious diseases

and try to keep such pa-

A SOURCE OF AMUSEMENT
The Mongols were greatly en-
tertained by looking through
the view-finder of a kodak.
Of course they did not under-
stand what the camera was

used for

INVESTIGATING AN
AKELEY MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA

This was an object of unusual
interest to the natives

tients segregated. Scurvy

appears only in the spring,

but at that time it is

very common, because

the Mongols then have

no fresh meat or milk.

They are Hving on meat

killed the previous au-

tumn and kept frozen

during the winter. From
the end of November to

the beginning of June,

the Mongols kill no stock, because the

animals are all thin. Scurvy begins to

develop in early April, but few people

die of the disease. The natives are thor-

oughly familiar with its symptoms and

know that almost any green vegetation

will arrest its progress. Since nettles ap-

pear earlier than anything else, they eat

quantities of this plant.

While we were at Shabarakh Usu
and Kholobolchi Nor in 1925, Doctor

Chaney obtained from lama doctors a

list of plants which the Mongols use in

their medicinal work. Many of the lamas

were educated in Tibet, which accounts

for the considerable number of Tibetan
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THE INTERIOR OF A YURT
The family is gathered around an argul fire over which the cooking is done in a great iron bowl. Each
man, woman, and child has a wooden bowl of birch or maple which he carries in the fold of his gowTi,

and which is never washed but licked clean with the tongue

names applied to the remedies. As a

rule, the part of the plant used is boiled

and the dose is taken in the form of the

tea which results. I submitted this list to

Dr. Bernard E. Read, professor of phar-

macology, Peking Union Medical College,

with the request that he indicate which of

these plants have value in modern medi-

cine. Doctor Read very kindly annotated

the list, and said

:

"Some of the plants, in fact practically

all of them, occur in the materia medica of

some ancient medical system but their

scientific value is probably insignificant."

He further remarks that only two have

any place in modern medicine. One of

these is rhubarb. Rheum undulatum,

a well-known purgative; the other is

ephedra. Ephedra equisetina, which con-

tains ephedrine, very good for asthma and

respiratory disorders. Of pepper-weed,

Ruta, he says :

'

' Ruta graveoleus used to be

official and is occasionally used in

hysteria." Rosa acicularis: "Rose pre-

parations are known the world over for

their mild aromatic and astringent

value,"

It is very surprising to me that the

Mongols have not found more plants that

really are efficacious in disease.

One seldom sees sick Mongols. I sup-

pose one of the reasons is that if a person

is very ill the relatives simply decamp

and leave the invalid to die. Believing

that evil spirits take possession of a body

as soon as life is extinct, they are ex-

tremely loath to have anyone die in their

yurt. I have often seen the mute evidences

of a desert tragedy—a skeleton lying

beside the dead ashes of a fire; near-by

a wooden bowl with a Httle food; there,

the circular mark left by the yurt. The

story was plainly told. The person was

about to die and the other members of the

family had moved to new grazing grounds,

leaving the invalid to pass the last

moments of his life alone in the desert.

The Mongols are very superstitious

about human remains. Under no cir-

cumstances will they touch or disturb a

skull or skeleton. As soon as a person

dies, the body is dragged off to a consider-

able distance and left to be devoured by

the dogs, wolves, and birds. Sometimes

the corpse is placed upon a cart which is

driven rapidly over rough ground. At
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some point the body falls off. The driver

does not look back for fear that he will be

followed by the evil spirits of the dead.

At Urga there are several places not far

from the city where corpses are left to be

devoured by the dogs, and I managed to

obtain a fine series of skulls for anthro-

pological study.

Life in the desert and on the plains of

Mongoha is much Uke that of our own west

in the pioneer days. Similar environment

has developed similar customs. As in

western America, hospitality is a law in

Mongoha; assistance to a traveler is

taken as a matter of course.

When one comes to a Mongol yurt,

he enters and sits down
beside the fire, feeling

sure of his welcome, and

is helped from the com-

mon pot. He may stay

a day or several days

without thought of pay-

ment. Every Mongo ]

knows that he himself

will ask for hospitality

many times during the

year and thus he is ready

ROLLING FELT
Felt is a most important
material to the Mongol who
uses it in making his dwelling

A WRESTLING MATCH
Field meets at which horse
racing, \\Testling, and shoot-
ing contests form the princi-

pal part are held annually
all over Mongolia

to offer what he has to

other travelers.

I have often had Mon-
gols ride several miles to

bring my ponies to camp
or tell me in which direc-

tion they had strayed;

they 'would expect as

much themselves in simi-

lar circumstances. To
be left without a pony is

a serious matter, for the distance between

wells in the desert is often great. Horse

stealing is a capital crime. In the old

days if a Mongol reported that a pony

had been stolen, soldiers took up the trail

and followed it until they ran the thief to

earth; usually he was shot at once.

Next to ponies, dogs are probably the

Mongol's most valued possession. The
large Tibetan mastiff is the usual breed

but smaller mongrel dogs are found every-

where. All are exceedingly savage.

They make excellent watchdogs for yurt

or caravan and are trained to attack on

sight. It is dangerous to approach a

yurt unarmed. In Urga the dogs eat
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AN EXCITING MOAIKNT
Here lamas are catching and branding wild horses in a compound at Urga

human remains and are fed by the lamas.

It is a crime to kill a dog. I have never

seen a dog inside a yurt. The owners do

not pet them, for savageness is a virtue.

I have had several very narrow escapes

from being killed and eaten by Mongol

dogs, for when they are hungry they will

attack a man like wolves. If one dog of a

pack is injured and yelps, the others

will tear it to pieces instantly. Doctor

Berkey was attacked and probably would

have been killed had he not shot the dog

;

almost all the men of the Expedition had

more or less narrow escapes.

Every newcomer in Mongolia is im-

pressed by the rapidity with which news

travels great distances; it is often be-

lieved to be due to some telepathic method

of communication which has been de-

veloped by the natives. It is true that

news does travel in an amazing way, but

I believe that the explanation is quite

simple.

The wells all over Mongolia are the

natural meeting places and concentration

points. Here the Mongols gather to

water their stock and to gossip. If a

traveler is near a well he will always ride

over to see who is there and to hear the

news. There is little to talk about and

the sUghtest novelty is discussed and re-

discussed for hours. Very often a ^^longol

will ride forty or fifty miles to carry

news to some of his friends ; these in turn

send it on to other yurts. A fifty-mile ride

is nothing to a Mongol. He knows that he

always will find a welcome at any yurt.

He seldom has business of such importance

that it cannot wait a few days while he

disperses a choice bit of gossip.

The Mongols have a direction sense

which is most amazing. I often have been

hunting gazelle on plains where there

seemed nothing to serve as a landmark.

I might drop an animal and leave it for

an hour or so. With a quick glance

around, my Mongol would fix the spot in

his mind and dash off on a chase which

might carry us back and forth toward

every point of the compass. When it was

time to return he would take us back

unerringly to that single spot on the open

plain. Of course, I learned to note the

position of the sun, the character of the

ground, and the direction of the wind,

but only by years of training can a white

man hope even to approximate the Mon-
gols' skill. They have been born and

reared upon the plains and have the

inheritance of generations whose Ufe
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depended upon their ability to come and

go at will. To them the hills, the sun,

the grass, the sand—all have become the

street signs of the desert.

The Mongol women have a great deal

more independence than those of China,

but share in the work of herding the stock

as well as attending to the domestic

duties of cooking, making cheese and

butter, and caring for the yurt. The
children, as I have remarked, are put to

work aknost as soon as they can walk and

pursue their business of herding goats and

sheep in a most serious manner. The

Mongols appear to have a good deal of

affection for the children and take much
pride in their abiUty to ride, wrestle, or

shoot.

The men universally use snuff. When a

Mongol comes into camp or sits down
beside the fire in a yurt, his first proceed-

ing is to pass his snuff bottle to each

person. It is exceedingly impolite to re-

fuse to accept it, but it is not necessary

actually to take the snuff. One can take

the bottle in both hands, put it to one's

nose, and pass it on to one's neighbor.

If the visit is official, or the visitor is

about to ask a favor, he usually produces

a light blue strip of silk, called a hata,

which is presented on outspread hands.

The abrupt way in which Mongols

enter a tent or yurt is rather disconcert-

ing at first. There is no preliminary

knocking or asking permission; they

simply come in and sit down. They
invariably leave with the owner if he goes

out. In Urga it was always difficult for

foreign women to accustom themselves to

this habit. A Mongol will enter a house as

unceremoniously as though it were a yurt on

the plains, and make his way about even in-

to the bedroom without a word of warning.

When a gift is presented to a Mongol,

even if he is greatly pleased with it, he

simply accepts it stoically without a sign

of appreciation. I have sometimes seen

one put up a thumb, as do the natives all

over the Orient, and say sai (good), but

this is only when they are exceedingly

pleased. Still they are not unappreciative

and do have a real sense of gratitude. It is

merely a custom of the country.

Until a few years ago, the Mongols

remained as one of the few people of the

world still living in the Middle Ages. But
recent political events have conspired to

impose upon them a type of civilization

for which they are utterly unfitted. Their

doom is sealed. The last act in the

tragedy of the Mongols as a race is now
being enacted.

Cbntrai, Asiatic Expedition Dodge Motor Cars at the Pass in the Great
Wall of China, 20 Miles from Kalcan, at the Entrance to the Mongolian

Plateau



Returning from the Hunt

A TIGER HUNT IN NEPAL
Stalking the Big Asiatic Cat from the Back of an Elephant

By C. SUYDAM CUTTING
Trustee, American Museum of Natural History

IT
may be interesting to many who have

never experienced the thrill of tiger or

Uon shooting, to note how really great

is the difference between the methods

employed in the bagging of these two

animals. To begin with, the tiger, which

is the bigger and stronger of the two, is by

far the more difficult to kill. Let us con-

sider, in the realm of moving pictures, how
rarely one sees any authentic view of a

tiger in his natural habitat, as compared

with the countless views of hons which

already have become a drug on the film

market.

Today, a green hunter in Africa rightly

feels that, if he is in a proper country,

with a white hunter, he should be able to

get one or more lions. The great mobility

of the motor car has infinitely simplified

this type of hunting.

The hunter in Asia is in a very different

situation indeed. He may undertake

many shooting trips and never see a single

tiger. The reasons for this are evident.

Tigers, which appear to be much scarcer

than lions and, unlike the latter, are never

seen in large numbers, are always in

dense jungle or high grass. Lions, on the

other hand, are usually shot in the open

and even from a motor car. This is very

simple compared with the elaborate

preparations that must be made for a

successful tiger shoot. The denseness and
height of the Asiatic vegetation defies a

hunter's vision, if he is stalking on foot.

Views of a tiger are momentary and re-

quire a quick shot with very little time

for the careful aim that one can take at a

lion, and vulnerable places must be sought,

such as the head, neck, heart, or spine.

Like lions, tigers when wounded are

very dangerous, and a hunter on foot in

the jungle, when faced by such an animal,

is in a truly hazardous position. For this

reason tigers are shot either from the

safety of a platform, called machan,

which is set in a tree about twenty or

more feet above the ground, or from the

back of an elephant. It is the latter

method with which this article is con-

cerned. The more elaborate way is to

form a huge ring around an identified
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A HUNTING CAMP
Developed during many years by the native princes of India, the sport of tiger hunting offers much
that other hunting hicks. Such camps as these, with their well designed tents and many servants,

provide almost every possible comfort for the hunting parties

tiger, and then slowly close in on him.

The simpler way, the one by which we
went about it, when on a recent expedi-

tion in the district of Kheri, was to form a

drive with about a dozen elephants in

line. Due to the scarcity' of tigers, we
did not go out for them unless we had
accurate knowledge that one was present.

To beat at random through the country

with the mere hope of encountering a

tiger, would be a hopeless proposition due

to the great area of their distribution.

Our usual procedure was as follows:

Each day one or more native cattle were

tied up alive in the jungle. Usually, the

British forest office was aware of the

approximate number of tigers in the

particular district we were shooting over.

This information was acquired from the

native forest rangers under its command,
who seemed to know everything going on

in the jungle. Should a tiger or leopard

have made a kill, (we hunted both of these

exactly the same way) the facts were

immediately reported to us the next

morning by a ranger running into camp
with the good news, and preparations

were made forthwith for a hunt. The
tiger, after killing a calf, would invari-

ably drag it away a short distance and

depart for a while, coming back later to

finish his meal. During this time, how-

ever, he would surely remain in the

vicinity of his kill.

There were two periods of the day when
hunting was done. One was in the early

morning, shortly before sun up, when there

was barely light to see one's rifle sight,

and continuing until shortly after sunrise.

During this time the tiger was apt to be

moving about in the vicinity of his kill.

The other time was in the hot part of the

day, when he would be lying down in some

thick, densely shaded spot, and could be

driven out by the line of elephants. The
latter was the more popular method due
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to better visibility for shooting. There

was never any hurry in our start, as we

knew the tiger would probably be some-

where about his kill all day.

We had twelve elephants which, when

in line, gave us a beat of considerable

breadth. This breadth varied so much
from the nature of the terrain and the

proximity of the tiger, that it was difficult

to estimate its mean. Perhaps it was never

less than a hundred and fifty or more

than three hundred yards wide. Should

a tiger, sleeping in the high grass, be

startled by our beat, his tendency natural-

ly would be to move on ahead away from

us. As cases frequently have occurred

where a driven tiger broke back through

the line of elephants, precautions had to be

taken to keep the latter sufficiently close

together to frustrate such a move. Tigers,

like all cats, will not fun far. They also

IN A HOWDAH
The elephant is controlled by the mahout seated
astride the animal's neck. The hunters in the
howdah are able to look out over the tall grass,

but the movements of their mount make accuracy
of firing somewhat difficult

CROSSING A STREAM DURING A DRIVE
Tiger drives are not invariably successful, for
tigers are difficult to see and the terrain some-

times favors their escape

have a short temper and no running

endurance. One does not have to fear,

while driving them, that they may dis-

appear in the blue like deer and antelope.

Of course, one may lose them, but it

would then be because they had turned or

doubled and were again secreted in some
place where the beat would just miss

them.

It must be understood that the tiger

as a species was originally a cold-weather

animal. The tigers of Central Asia,

Manchuria, and Korea are supposed to be

the progenitors of the tigers of Southern

Asia. Their migration south, long ago,

to the hotter climes must have been due

to the vastly greater supply of game
there, on which they lived.

The tigers in our area, consequently,

were not amenable to great heat and, so,

as soon as the sun got fairly high, they

chose a densely shady place wherein to

lie down. With the twelve elephants in



THE DRIVE
At the moment this photograph was taken the tiger, unknown to the hunters, was hidden in the tall

grass in the extreme right foreground

A CLOSE-UP OF A HOWDAH
Photographed duruig a pause in the drive. The howdahs are roomy and comfortable, and the native

behind finds it possible to stand on the elephant's back as he chngs to the rail



BEATING FOR TIGER

The elephants are drawn up in a long line, near enough to one another to keep the tiger from breaking

through. The big cats do not run far when they are approached

THE TROPHY
The natives often suffer from the depredations of the tigers, and consequently are delighted when the

hunts are successful. Their flocks are not uncommonly preyed upon by "stripes"
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line a considerable area could be covered,

and as we continued beating so long as

there was light, there was an excellent

chance of coming upon one. All during

the beat the line was trying to comb those

places where the grass was highest and

the jungle thickest.

Great excitement

prevailed all the

time, for at any

moment someone

might get a shot.

We knew a bad

shot might result

in a charge on the

elephant and possi-

bly the mauling of

him. In the pres-

ence of a tiger, an

elephant will al-

ways raise his trunk

and curl it over his

head, for he knows

how vulnerable it is

to a tiger's claws.

Due to the great

leaping powers of

the tiger, however,

accidents do hap-

pen, and any
wounds on an elephant's trunk must be

carefully dressed.

Although we had twelve elephants, we
did not have a rifle on each. Three or

four rifles among the lot was a fair

number, and each of the elephants

carrying a rifle had a howdah. The other

elephants, which merely assisted in the

drive, carried one or more natives besides

a mahaut. The former sat on a large

pad over the elephant's back. The ropes

that hold the pad in place provide some-

thing very tangible to hold on to when the

going is rough. The mahaut always

sits right forward of the elephant's

shoulders, with one leg hanging down on

each side of its neck, and all the signals,

such as one would give to a horse by

LUNCHEON AL FRESCO

Tiger drives often lead the parties far from camp,
but the many servants make luncheons in the

open pleasant breaks in the sport

to be some motion.

the reins, he gives to the elephant by
his feet.

Shooting from a pad elephant is not

uncommon. The hunter, sitting directly

behind the mahaut and facing due for-

ward, has two means of traversing his

rifle right and left.

For general shoot-

ing, however, the

howdah is the more

preferable. This is

comfortably ap-

pointed, having am-
ple space where any

extra kit or guns

can be placed readi-

ly at hand. Shoot-

ing from ahowdah is

always done stand-

ing up, and, at the

actual moment of

shooting, it is best

for steadiness to

lean against its front

rail. Before any

shooting is done,

the elephant is al-

ways brought to a

halt, but even then

there is always apt

He may suddenly

shift his weight from one foot to another,

and even his breathing may make the bead

on the front sight a little wavy.

One morning, during our hunt, word

was received that a tiger had made a kill

the night before, so we started off and

arrived, after an hour's beat, at a dry

swamp covered with nurtle grass. This,

grass was so high that it completely

covered all our elephants' heads. The
morning was well advanced and very hot,

and the grass made an excellent shelter

for the tiger against the sun. As we
slowly advanced, we started up numerous

wild pig and hog deer that were taking,

their noonday sleep. Everyone was tense,

those with rifles standing up, with eyes.
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ahead. As it happened, two tigers were

lying down in this grass, and our Hne

marched steadily on toward them. Under

such conditions, when a tiger is absolutely

invisible, the first news of his presence

will come from the trumpeting of one or

more elephants who have just winded

him. Although elephants and tigers are

not natural enemies and usually leave

each other alone, the former, particularly

females, are always afraid of tigers.

Shortly after the first trumpeting, we
were able to locate our quarries. They
had started slowly away from us, and

their paths could be traced immediately

by a movement in the grass tops. Shoot-

ing was out of the question until the tigers

could be driven out of the grass and

into the bordering

jungle, where a

proper view could

be obtained. They
moved forward at

first in a short series

of slow movements^

and then one of

them broke to the

left and passed safe-

ly away beyond the

elephant at the far-

ther end of the line.

No one saw it

emerge from the

grass nor did we
ever see it again.

We concentrated on

the other. We could

not tell at what

moment he would

emerge at the edge

of the jungle, so,

when he did, there was but a mere flash

and the animal was gone. As we were

sure he would not run far, we were con-

fident that by persistent driving we would
come up with him again.

It was slow work. The thickness of the

jungle vegetation streaked with light and

BATH TIME
Every morning the elephants are bathed and

groomed by their attendants

shade did much to accentuate his protec-

tive coloration. Long after he had entered

the jungle and shortly before the fight was
fading, a heavy rifle roared once and it

was all over.

All during the time of the beat, the line

of elephants was directed by one ex-

perienced person, Kunwar Dillipat Shah,

a brother-in-law of the Maharani of the

district. He was a charming Indian

gentleman and our host. His method of

directing was by a most efficient system

of whistle and arm signals. When in the

jungle, careful ahgnment was of most vital

importance, as the elephants were fre-

quently out of sight of one another.

Any irregularity in position might afford

the tiger an opportunity to break back

through our line and

we not be aware of

it. In the open, sev-

eralmanceuvers had

to be made contin-

ually such as stop-

ping, starting,

wheeling, etc. Plac-

es where the vegeta-

tion was heavy al-

ways had to be

crossed, as these

were the most like-

ly spots to find a ti-

ger. There is always

a limited amount of

time to beat for a

tiger, for it is quite

possible that he

may move so far

from his kill that,

although a gi-eat

area may be cov-

ered by the elephants in line, the hunt

must be abandoned.

It is by no means to be supposed that

tiger and leopard shooting was aU the

hunting afforded by the type of country in

which we were. These latter were merely

the spectacular game animals. Many a
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day would go by when, no tiger or leopard

having been identified, all hands would go

out on elephants to shoot anything they

could get. The game here included

swamp deer, black buck, chital, hog deer,

sambur deer, duck, pheasant, and peacock.

None of these were ever shot when we were

after tiger or leopard, for at such a time

any stray shot might easily startle one of

the latter that might be lying down in the

vicinity, and cause him to move away

from us.

Our conveniences and comforts were

excellent throughout. Large, firm tents,

with a huge fly, were set up. One pad

elephant carrying our lunch always

traveled along with us. Out in the open

and in the bright sun it was very hot, but,

with the jungle always at hand and many
clumps of trees about, one could easily

find delightfully shady retreats in which

to rest. Our luncheon hour was quite

variable, for, should we be after tiger

or leopard, we did not stop for anything

until we had either gotten or irretrievably

lost our quarry.

In all, on our shooting trip, we collected

two tigers, two leopards, many deer, and a

crocodile.^ Besides this, our meals were

often supplemented by game birds which

we had frequent opportunities to shoot

when we were crossing the big swamps
on our elephants.

One last word about elephants. As
domesticated animals go, they are ex-

ceptionally intelligent and appear to have

really lovable dispositions. In our hunt

they were so very careful of their foot

work and of the ground they had to

traverse, that there was no place in-

accessible to them in the entire area

over which we hunted. They were truly

marvelous when going through thick

jungle, and their great bulk apparently

made little difference to them. Large,

whole branches of trees would be torn

away and small saplings uprooted should

they happen to bar the way. Elephants

require a bath once a day in order to

maintain a healthy skin, and the daily

bathing and scrubbing in the stream

near camp was a regular ritual. They
would lie down docilely and allow one of

the natives to wash them all over. For

whatever work they are needed, elephants

cannot be too highly praised. No one

who has experienced the use of them can

be blind to their own peculiar charm.

i0mm^
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PLAYING BIG BROTHER TO THE BIRDS
From Rock-bound Maine to Mesquite-grown Texas, the National Association

of Audubon Societies Extends Protecting Arms to Its Feathered Wards

By ERNEST G. HOLT
Formerly Director of Sanctuaries, National Association of Audubon Societies

CERTAIN Jeremiahs would have us

believe that Peter Minuit drove a

very doubtful bargain when he

paid the Redskins twenty-four dollars for

Manhattan.

Be that as it may, how many of those

hustling along Broadway today ever pause

to consider that big buildings, big business,

and baUyhoo have not always marked the

course of the world's Main Street? But
are not most of us prone to take the status

quo pretty much as a matter of course,

whether it be in religion, politics, or

material development? This seems true

even of such a relatively new thing as

conservation.

Of course, it would tax even the most

imaginative oldest inhabitant to recall

the days when a wigwam could be found

anywhere in Manhattan save the neigh-

borhood of Union Square. Less than three

decades have passed, however, since

aigrettes disappeared from Fifth Avenue;

but who remembers the gorgeous head-

gear of the Gay Nineties, or stops to ask

what happened to it? Yet the answer to

such a question is the history of one of the

bitterest fights humanitarians ever waged
against the greed of special interest.

It is not my purpose here to delve too

deeply into that history, but I believe a

few facts drawn from it would place my
story in better perspective.

Prior to 1885 non-game bird protection

simply did not exist, though protective

laws had been written into some state

codes as early as 1850. We have all

read, of course, how schooner-loads of

passenger pigeons were offered for sale in

New York at one cent a bird, or fed to

hogs in Massachusetts when the markets

were glutted; and we aU know the

tragic consequence of this wanton waste.

The wholesale destruction of bird life

was not limited to the larger species,

however. The markets of the country
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A BIRD-MADE DESERT
Skeletons alone remain of the virgin conifers that densely clothed Old Man Island, Maine, when the

cormorants sought breeding refuge here

were filled with song birds, whose diminu-

tive bodies were purchased by the house-

wife of those times with no more com-

punction than is displayed today when

milady buys baked ham and dill pickles at

the corner delicatessen.

But even the quest for food did not

account for the most appalUng of this

destruction. Dame Fashion was to

blame for that.

Imagine 40,000 terns killed on Cape

Cod alone by one person in a single season I

Cobb's Island, Virginia, witnessed a

similar slaughter; while on the South

Carolina coast, a three-months' trip

yielded the plume-hunters more than

11,000 bird-skins. A single Long Island

village, almost within sight of the

metropolis, in four months supplied New
York feather dealers 70,000 birds!

Upon such a troubled sea of destruc-

tion the first Audubon movement was

launched in 1886—and foundered forth-

Photograph by William Dutcher

FIND him!

This young tern still believes in concealing
coloration
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with. But the idea did not go down with

the ship. Ten years later it found expres-

sion in the organization of a state

Audubon society in Massachusetts. This

was followed in the same year by one in

Pennsylvania, and thereafter others were

formed in rapid succession. In 1901 these

state societies were federated—and the

National Association of Audubon Socie-

ties was born.

There is no gainsaying the axiom that

in union there is strength, but it must

not be assumed that the new set-up

found the opposition disposed to rout.

Another decade was to elapse before the

American traffic in wild-bird plumage

could be effectively outlawed. In the

greater part of the world the traffic is still

legal.

Fortunately, it was realized at the

outset of the new movement that laws

alone could not stem the tide of destruc-

tion, and in 1900 a fund was raised by

) Photograph by Frank R. Oasller

AT OUTS
The two phases of the reddish egret on Green

Island

Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

THE SOUL OF FLORIDA
It is only in the deepest swamps that one may yet find scenes such as greeted Ponce de Le6n on his

search for the fabulous fountain
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Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

BACK FENCE GOSSIP

Louisiana herons in

their native state

Abbott H. Thayer

to give concrete pro-

tection to the more

important of the

few remaining col-

onies of gulls and

terns between
Maine and Virginia.

This was the modest

beginning of the

Audubon warden

service, a service

which today reaches from those same

rocky islets of Maine to the mud fiats of

southernmost Texas.

How sorely it was needed may be

judged from the fact that along the 1319

miles of Maine coast there were in 1900

but 28 seabird colonies, with a small

population of about 9000 gulls and even

fewer terns. Elsewhere on the Atlantic

and Gulf Coasts butchery had produced

still more alarming results.

Today, thanks to the unremitting

vigilance of thirty-three years, herring

gulls have increased in Maine to at least

60,000 and now breed in 77 different

colonies. Terns have doubled the number

of their breeding places and quadrupled

in individuals. Other birds to respond

have been puffins, black guillemots,

Leach 's petrels, great black-backed gulls,

laughing gulls, double-crested cormorants,

American eiders, and great blue herons,

as well as less conspicuous species. For

on that "stern and rock-bound coast" no

less than 39 islands are under guard by

Aududon wardens—enough to give elbow

room to all.

There are Maine coast islands that are

green the year around with hardy spruce

and fir, inviting and cheerful of aspect.

Others have stood bare and bleak to the

suns and storms of centuries, their naked

backs of granite

bowed like old men
of a more rugged

age who have sur-

vived beyond their

time.

(Left)

REDDISH EGRETS
Parents and nesthngs

safe under guard

(Below)

YOUNG ROSEATE
SPOONBILLS

Big enough to do some
foraging for themselves

©Photographs by
Frank R. Oastler
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Old Man Island exhibits a curious

transition between the two. It was once

verdant with a thick growth of ancient

conifers, among which a few herring gulls

and occasional eiders found comparative

safety for raising their young. Then
came the cormorants. Now we have the

paradox of a bird paradise, where thou-

sands of sea fowl flock to a bird-made

desert.

The island is now but a grotesque

mound bristling with the stark and broken

remnants of denuded trees like a gigantic

sea urchin stranded by the tide. Not a

living fir or spruce remains, and, remark-

able as it may seem, this startling trans-

formation from for-

est primeval to syl-

van graveyard was

brought about in

the short space of

five years.

(Right)

WILDERNESS
In the Ten Thousand
Islands off the coast of

Southwest Florida

(Below)

THE CHALLENGE
A Florida crane dis-

putes the right of way

Photographs by
Ernest G. Holt

Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

CRANE COUNTRY
The Kissimmee

Prairies of Florida

The cause, how-

ever, is obvious
enough. The shags,

as the Down-easters

call the lugubrious

cormorants, are

blood cousins to

the guanaij of Peru,

which Dr. Robert

Cushman Murphy
has called the most

valuable bird in the

world. Guano is thirty-three times more

potent as a fertilizer than barnyard ma-
nure; and once a conifer is chosen by a

shag as a nest-site its doom is sealed.

Despite a dense human population that

has made of the Connecticut coast prac-

tically a soHd town from Greenwich to

Stonington, a few colonies of common and

roseate terns still cHng tenaciously to

some of the barren rocky islets along the

north shore of Fisher's Island and Long
Island Sounds. During the past season

an Aubudon warden had nine of these

marine stone piles under his watchful

eye, and assured breeding refuge to more

than 1300 terns.
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Across the sound at Oyster Bay is the

Association's demonstration small-bird

farm. This is a twelve-acre woodlot in

which the late Theodore Roosevelt, as a

boy, gleaned much of the nature lore and

love that in later years made him the

foremost conservationist of his time. It

was deeded by Emlen Roosevelt to the

Audubon Association as a perpetual bird

sanctuary—a pecuharly fitting tribute to

his illustrious cousin.

Skipping a new small-bird sanctuary on

Staten Island, we come next to Cobb's

Island, Virginia. As an Audubon refuge,

it, like some of the Maine islands, dates

back to the turn of the century ; but here

all similarity ends. The sheer bluffs of

granite have given way to wide beaches of

shimmering sand, the stately conifers to

marsh grasses, the boreal gulls and shags

to birds of warmer clime.

On the beaches black skimmers, like

avian caricatures, lay their eggs in shallow

depressions, with dainty least terns for

neighbors, while willets and oyster-

catchers patrol the strand. In the land-

ward marshes large numbers of laughing

guUs, Forster's terns, and clapper rails

build their nests among the grasses and

sedges.

Yet, the birds here have hardly more

than held their own. Two extirpated

species, the Caspian and the royal tern,

have never regained a foothold; and it

seems probable that this region will not

again teem with the bird-life it knew
before the coming of the egger and the

plume-hunter, for the main factor which

now inhibits the increase of the birds is

beyond human control.

The history of this ornithologically

famous region is Hterally a stormy one.

Gale-driven seas have taken two miles

from the island's length and much from

Photngraph hy Byron

THE EVERGLADES AS OF OLD

Before the misguided efforts of real estate operators to convert the whole of southern Florida into

towns and farmsteads, the Everglades swarmed with birds. Consider the results shown on the
opposite page
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Photograph by Baron

THE MARCH OF CIVILIZATION

With the artificial draining of the Everglades, the muck—there is no true soil—becomes as tinder

during times of drought. Then comes the Destroyer. Thousands of herons and ibises are here perish-

ing in the flames leaping from their rookery

its breadth since "Old Nathan" Cobb
settled his belongings and his name on the

sand-spit nearly a hundred years ago.

Last season a storm swept the area at the

height of the breeding season. When it

subsided, the birds patiently built new
nests and laid more eggs, only to be over-

taken by fresh disaster. On August 23 a

still more violent storm, in which the

warden himself was lost, swept the island

clean.

This tragedy adds yet another name to

the steadily mounting roster of those who
have given their lives in the service of the

birds.

At Beaufort, North Carolina, we find

the northernmost of the Association's

egret colonies. Here small numbers of both

American and snowy egrets, in company
with Louisiana, little blue, and black-

crowned night herons, nest deep in a

dense thicket of myrtle. An interesting

spectacle, but hardly even a foretaste of

what is to come, so let us hurry along

without stopping to examine two similar

colonies near Charleston, and another

near Savannah.

In the lowlands of the Georgia coast the

big brother idea finds a sKghtly different

expression. Three great rivers—the Sa-

vannah, the Ogeechee, and the Altamaha

—meander leisurely through swamps of

cypress and gum that have played an

important role in checking the sad re-

treat of the wood duck. These ducks,

unlike most of their fellows, deposit their

eggs in the hollows of trees. Obviously,

then, they are not gregarious, and present

a problem in their protection different

from that of the colonial nesters we have

been considering. The warden here

must be highl}^ mobile, and the protection

he metes his wards is measured in gallons

of gasoline.
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Now we cross the line into Florida

—

palm-wreathed realm of fins, feathers,

and fantasies. Born of a mad quest for

a fountain of youth, it seems about to

expire from over-reaching after the equally

illusory chimera of inflated fortunes. So

much for the fantasies.

As for the fins, suffice it to say that

3750 miles of coast line, 30,000 lakes, and

countless streams make of Florida the

supreme Elysium of those who worship at

Ike Walton's shrine.

By the same token, Florida was once a

paradise for birds, especially for the long-

legged sorts that wade for a living. Then
for a time it became a bird purgatory.

At this juncture the Association stepped

in and put a warden at Cape Sable.

Plume-hunters killed him, but other

wardens have carried on his work.

There is hardly a part of the Everglade

State that has not at one time or another

been an Audubon battle ground, though

the actual swapping of hot lead has always

been confined to the lower Florida wilds.

Even now, after thirty-two years, there is

an element in south Florida not at all

averse to taking pot shots at wardens.

In north-central Florida the Association

has owned a marshy island in Orange

Lake since 1910. This is probably the

best known heronry in the state, for it is

Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

FLOATING CAMP
Because of frequent shifts

from place to place and the
almost total absence of dry
land, the Ten Thousand
Islands wardens live on a

houseboat

easily accessible and has

been described in print

so many times that I

hesitate to add another

description here. It is

the breeding place of

hundreds of American

and snowy egrets, Louis-

iana and little blue her-

ons, water turkeys and

white ibises; and is one of the few places

in Florida where the glossy ibis is known
to nest. And for every one of these crea-

tures there is a sable shadow—a fish crow.

Attractive though Bird Island mani-

festly is to its feathered throngs, it is not

without unpleasant features for humans.

J'hotoiiniph by Erncxt G. Holt

IN THE ATCHAFALAYA SWAMPS
Here the largest known colony of yellow-crowned
night herons was recently placed under guard
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RAINEY HEADQUARTERS
The size and importance of

the Rainey Sanctuary in

southern Louisiana warrant
the maintenance of perma-
nent headquarters and a

resident superintendent

When I stepped ashore

from the warden's boat

one day last June into the

dense jungle of careless

weed, pokeberry, elder,

and dock, gathering

storm clouds blotted out

the sun. Save for this

circumstance alone we

would have parboiled in

our own sweat, for in that rank growth

of weeds no breath gives respite from a

summer sun. Shod in canvas tennis shoes,

I had gone scarce a dozen yards when I

almost trod on one of the fattest, black-

est water moccasins I have ever seen. A
few more paces and I narrowly missed

-40^'^-
^

Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

BANDING DUCKS ON RAINEY SANCTUARY
Tens of thousands of ducks and geese winter in

these lakes and marsh lands

treading on another. Then another and

another and another, all of enormous

size. After routing the fifth hideous rep-

tile from our path we decided we had

seen enough.

But, at that, the decision was too long

delayed. That night I found myself host to

a horde of chiggers, and I literally swarmed

with mites that had abandoned the nest-

ling birds for a bigger proposition. The
implied compHment was not appreciated!

For seventy-five miles along the south-

western coast of the peninsula, from Big

Marco Pass to Cape Sable, lies perhaps

the least spoiled wilderness remaining in

the United States today. This is the

region known as The Ten Thousand

Islands, though examination of an aerial

map would lead one to suppose that a

cipher has been omitted from the esti-

mate. It is an enormous mangrove

swamp, flanked on the one side by the

Everglades, pounded on the other bj' the

Gulf of Mexico, and dissected by countless

channels that form a labyrinth negotiable

by few even of the natives. There is

hardly any dry land at high tide—just a

world of crisscrossed roots from which the

smooth boles rise like the rod from the

ribs of an umbrella blown wrong side out.

The mangroves here attain a size greater

than anywhere else in the world.
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WHITE BIRDS AND BLACK
Wood ibises and water turkeys nesting together

in a corner of Lane River rookery

Always good bird country, this region

has now become the scene of incredible

concentrations. Successive droughts, fol-

lowing upon artificial drainage, have so

scourged the Everglades that practically

all of the waders have been driven from

these former happy fishing grounds into

the coastal swamps. As a result the

Audubon wardens during the past season

have had the care of two rookeries prob-

ably surpassing in population any recorded

in ornithological literature. At Lane

River the wardens reported 50,000 breed-

ing wood ibises, 40,000 Louisiana herons,

40,000 snowy egrets, 15,000 American

egrets; and so on through the whole

gamut. The birds occupied about thirty

acres of mangrove islets.

On Shark River the wardens threw re-

straint to the winds and turned in an

estimate that looks more like Gotham's

deficit than anything pertaining to

birds. Picture 250,000 white ibises if you

can! Yet I found fifteen acres of vegeta-

tion trampled flat by the young.

Such tremendous concentrations render

the birds at once easier of protection and

more vulnerable to disaster. There is a

certain type of Key West fisherman,

known locally as a "conch," always alert

for the opportunity to vary his diet of fish

with a little fowl. The kind of fowl is not

of great importance, but the favorite

seems to be the fat young of the white ibis.

The "conchs" have been known to clean

out an ibis rookery and salt the birds

down in barrels. Moreover, these fellows

are still able to find a market for aigrettes

•V* r-iifc^v^\
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WINGED CLOUDS THAT ROAR AS A STORM
A small portion of a flock of about 15,000 blue geese rising from their feeding ground on the Rainey

Sanctuary
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WHERE LIFE IS A SERIOUS BUSINESS

These cormorants of the Maine coast are solemn birds, songless and funereal even at nesting

time

by smuggling them over to Cuba or the

Bahamas, whence they are shipped to the

fashion centers of Europe.

And here again it is not alone a human
hazard with which the birds must contend.

At Lane River last May the ground was

strewn with the bodies of fledgling

Louisiana herons, American and snowy

egrets, and even the tough wood ibises;

while other dead lay in the nests. So

great was the mortality that the assembled

vultures were overwhelmed. Yet there

was no evidence of violence, and I was

finally driven to conclude that the birds

were being killed by mosquitoes. In

fact, I had very personal reasons for so

believing.

Though I wore gloves and head-net,

every photograph cost its weight in

blood, for the fierce creatures found no

diflficulty in piercing my shirt. When we

sought respite by pulling our boat out

into the open water, they followed in

swarms, intent upon a ration of blood

even under the scorching midday sun.

After the breeding season the birds

abandon the mosquito-infested interior

regions and congregate in enormous roosts

on the outer keys. One of the most no-

table of these is at Buzzard Key, another

at Duck Rock.

The birds had barely begun to assemble

when, on May 14, I visited Buzzard

Key, yet there were thousands upon

thousands of ibises, egrets, and herons

settling down for the night in the man-

groves, to the accompaniment of a terrific

din of babble and squawk. After the sun

Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

A WONDERFL'L BIRD
Pelicans are grotesque even in babyhood. Thou-

sands are yearly protected by wardens
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had set, I struck the deck several sharp

blows to simulate shots. Instantly there

surged up from the trees a white cloud of

beating wings that filled the sky. The
report of a gun is not just another noise

to these birds.

A storm warning is coming in on the

wardens' radio, so let us leave the boys to

tow their houseboat to a safer mooring

among the mangroves, while we hop

across the Gulf to the delta of the

Mississippi.

At the mouth of Pass A'Loutre the

stresses and strains resulting from Old

Man River's deposition of millions of tons

of silt have spewed up a series of little

mud islets. Evanescent, here today,

tomorrow disappeared beneath the muddy
waters whence they came, these islands

find no place in human economy. But to

thousands of brown pelicans they are a

refuge and a mountain of strength. Free

from molestation save by the storms that

lash this coast, the birds return season

after season to rear their young under

the care of an Audubon warden.

Now let us follow the track of the

westing sun. On the farther side of

Vermihon Bay we come to the Associa-

tion's premier sanctuary—26,000 acres

of lakes and marshland donated by Mrs.

Grace Rainey Rogers, as a memorial

refuge for the wild fowl that held such a

strong appeal for her brother, the late

Paul J. Rainey. Ducks and geese winter

here by tens of thousands, and as many
as 50,000 blue geese, including the usual

sprinkling of snow geese, have fed on the

refuge at one time.

Time will not permit us to visit the

largest known colony of yellow-crowned

night herons, recently brought under

guard in the Atchafalaya swamps, nor

the only known colony of roseate spoon-

bills in Louisiana, guarded for years in

Cameron Parish. On the door-step of

Photograph by Oscar E. Baynard

STRANGE CREATURES OF MARSH AND SWAMP FIND A SAFE RETREAT
Hundreds of white ibises and Louisiana herons, together with other waders, rear their young in

security on Bird Island, in Orange Lake, Florida
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YOUNG WHITE IBISES ON SHARK RIVER
The wardens estimated that at least 250,000
white ibises find refuge along Shark River

Galveston another spoonbill colony has

been given warden protection, but let us

speed on southward.

Across the vast shallow expanse of

Laguna Madre a shapeless blurr in the

mirage gradually takes form. Drawing

nearer, we see that it is an island; not

a bare spit of sand or bar of shell, but an

island raised several feet above the

surrounding shoals. Its surface is lush

and green, but be not deceived. This

soft green may be balm to the eye wearied

by the glare of glassy water and barren

sand, but it is literally thorn to the flesh.

Cactus, mesquite, cat-claw, yucca—every

leaf hides a thorn or is itself a spine. Yet

Green Island is a haven for birds and its

impenetrable jungle their salvation.

We go ashore where a few piles indicate

that a pier once stood, and follow a

narrow path through the tangle that

clutches at our clothing, loath to let us

pass. Before us stands a cabin minus

most of its roof; at one side sprawls an

up-rooted observation tower. We look

at the warden, but he merely shrugs.

Doesn't he have to put a new roof on that

cabin every blessed year? And what is

one tower, more or less, when practically

his whole home town has been blown

away?

What of the birds? It is fatuous, of

course, to beUeve they escaped unscathed.

During the past season they were struck

on August 4 by "the worst hurricane

since 1886," and on September 4 by "the

worst in sixty years." Fortunately the

birds have learned to "dig in" in that vile

tangle of thorns, for though the waves

pound away great chunks of the island,

no wind can budge the matted vegetation.

The largest colony of reddish egrets in the

United States, therefore, can look forward

to yet another season on Green Island.

Prohx though I have been, I have given

Photograph by Ernest G. Holt

BROWN PELICANS ON THE PASS a'lOUTRE
MUD LUMPS

Part of.the great colony of pelicans that nest free

from molestation at the mouth of Pass A'Loutre
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but an outline of the Association's efforts

to extend concrete protection to birds, for

during 1933 there were 31 different bird

refuges under its

administration. As

we have seen, these

extend from east-

ernmost Maine to

the southern tip of

Florida and thence

along the Gulf coast

almost to the Mexi-

can border—more

than eighteen de-

grees of latitude and

thirty degrees of

longitude.

Only a generation

has passed since the idea of setting aside

an area of land as sacred to the uses of

a group of birds was first put into prac-

A Maine Coast Puffin

Photograph by William Vogt

tice, yet it is now so firmly established that

"sanctuary" has become a more familar

word outside the church whence it was
borrowed than in.

The Association can

justly take pride in

its part in this devel-

opment. During all

those years when we
used to hear so

much about our du-

ty to "little brown

brothers" of far-

away isles we did

not even know
where to find on the

map, the Associa-

tion was striving to

apply the same principle of fair play to our

little feathered brothers right here at home.

It has not striven in vain.

Gref,n Island, Texas. From a Photograph hy Alden H. Hadi.ey



General View of Darwin's Old Study

DOWN HOUSE-DARWIN'S HOME
Intimate Glimpses of the Scientific Shrine, Now Restored and Open to the Public,

Where Charles Robert Darwin Wrote The Origin of Species

By benjamin SPECTOR
Professor of Anatomy, Tufts College Medical School, Boston, Mass.

Foreword.—Sir Buckston Browne, F.R.C.S., LL.D., was born 1850, the son of a physician. He at-

tended University College, London, and was awarded medals in Anatomy, Chemistry, Midwifery, and the

Liston gold medal in Surgery. As a distinguished surgeon, he contributed important articles to the liter-

ature of his profession, including the Harveian Lectures of 1901. Through his generosity and far vision

Down House was purchased, restored, and opened to the public on June 7, 1929. It has now become the rec-

ognized repository of Darwiniana and, by his establishment of a surgical research station adjoining the

land ofDown House, Sir Buckston Browne has re-established the scientific tradition ofDowne, Kent, England.

THE thought and work of Charles

Darwin are now the intellectual

heritage of every educated person.

Students engaged in the study of the

phenomena of life and of the various

adaptations of living in all parts of the

earth find a common camping ground in

the contributions made by Darwin.

Readers of Natural History will there-

fore find it fascinating and stimulating to

examine carefully the "old study" in

which Darwin wrote his immortal The

Origin of Species. The accompanying

photographs were taken while the writer

was in London during the summer of

1932, and he takes this opportunity to

express his warm thanks to Sir Buckston

Browne, the honorary curator and donor

of Down House, for the privilege of

studying at first hand various articles in

Darwin's home; to Professor Sir Arthur

Keith, conservator of the Hunterian Mu-
seum, for his kindly encouragement; and

to Mr. L. W. G. Malcolm, conservator of

the Wellcome Historical Medical Museum,
through whose interest and kindness these

photographs were taken.

The life of Charles Darwin falls into



THE NORTH WALL IN DARWIN S STUDY
Darwin's iron-framed armchair in which he wTote The Origin of Species stands in the foreground.

His cloth-covered writing board spans the arms, and a nest of drawers for fihng notes concerning this

famous work is in the recess at the right
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THE SOUTH WALL
iln 1931, Dr. C. A. Seward, professor of botany in the University of Cambridge, decided to lend to

Downe House the major part of the Darwin Library, which was bequeathed by Sir Francis Darwin
to the professor of botany in that University

THE WEST WALL
On the wall are framed maps showing Darvnn's own markings and notes in connection with his work
on coral reefs. An armchair that belonged to Dr. R. W. Darwin and a terrestrial globe and table are

grouped close at hand
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THE WINDOW BENCH
A'detailed study of the corner by the window

where Darwin worked with his microscope

three clearly defined periods. The first

period dates from February 12, 1809,

the year of his birth, to 1831, the year in

which he set sail as naturalist on H. M. S.

"Beagle." Darwin's father, Robert War-

ing, and his grandfather, Erasmus, were

both naturalists and physicians, and from

both of them he inherited his marked

taste for natural history. During this

first period he spent two years at Edin-

burgh University studying medicine and

three years at Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, studying for the Church. The

second period begins with the voyage of

the "Beagle" on December 27, 1831, and

ends with his return to London in 1836.

These five years determined his whole

career. The third period may be dated

from the year 1842, at which time he

settled in his house in Downs, County of

Kent, and lasted to the time of his death,

April 19, 1882. It was in this third

period of his life that he wrote The Origin

of Species, The Descent of Man, The Ex-

pression of Emotions in Man and in Ani-

mals, and his other publications.

WHEUE DARWIN STUDIED EA11THWOHM8
The inscription above the circuhir stone reads: "Observations on the level of this stone were used by
Darwin and his son Horace Darwin in their investigations of the action of earthworms (1877 seq.)"
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THE BUCKSTON BROWNE SURGICAL RESEARCH STATION
The gift of Sir Buckston Browne. It adjoins the land of Down House and will carry on the scientific

tradition of Downe. A statue of Saint Francis of Assisi stands in the niche above the entrance to the

building

It is beyond the purpose of this article

to review the scientific achievements of

Darwin or to discuss in detail the pre-

cursors in the development of the idea

of evolution up to the time when Darwin

"fired the shot which was heard 'round

the world." Rather would we give free

play to our imagination to the end that

we may picture an English gentleman

—

whose qualities of goodness, kindness,

and truthfulness strike deep in his spiritual

nature—walking about a room as pictured

here, discharging cerebral energy, des-

tined to change the climate of opinion

of anything that had gone before.

Since the beginning of time man has

tried to solve the problem of Man.

Attempts to find a unifying factor amidst

the variety of life have become the

province in turn of theology, philosophy,

poetry, and science. Darwin dealt with

each one of these at varying times. It is

not difficult to look at these photographs

and imagine Darwin seated in his chair,

pondering over the first chapter of

Genesis, b.c. 4004, with its suggestive

stages of evolution through means of

THIS STONE 1
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ON THE PORCH AT DOWNE HOUSE
An interesting photograph of Sir Buckston Browne (left), the donor of Downe House and the Surgical

Research Station, and of Professor Sir Arthur Keith, who is seated in Darwin's chair

special creation. Following up this idea,

it is interesting to speculate what Darwin

must have thought as he read Book V of

The Nature of Things by Lucretius, the

Roman poet, b.c. 98-55; for, although

Lucretius places the mechanical above the

teleological conception of nature, he

continues to write

:

Wherefor, again, again, how merited

Is that adopted name of earth—the mother

Since she herself begat the human race

And at one well-nigh fixed time brought forth

Each beast that ranges raving round about

Upon the mighty mountains and all birds

Aerial with many a varied shape.

. . . but each soul thing

Proceeds according to its proper wont
And all conserve their own distinction based

In nature's fixed decree.

We should not forget that the poets

played a fairly considerable part in enun-

ciating evolutionary thoughts before and

at the time that Darwin began to consider

them, and therefore it is well to take note

of them. Let us refer to one other poet,

another son of Christ's College in Cam-
bridge, whose epic of Special Creation,

Paradise Lost, served to shape the think-

ing of his day. In Book VII of Milton's

Paradise Lost we read:

Let the earth bring forth soul living in her kind.

Cattle, and creeping things, and beast of the

Earth,

Each in their kind! The Earth obeyed and

straight.

Opening her fertile womb, teemed at a birth

Innumerable living creatures, perfect forms

Limbed and full-grown. Out of the ground

uprose

As from his lair, the wild beast, where he wons

In forest wild, in thicket, brake or den.

Vital passages from Tennyson's In

Memoriam and Browning's Paracelsus

might be quoted, but we must on to some

philosophical considerations.

The Aristotelian (b.c. 384-322) idea

that man is the highest point of one long

and continuous ascent, and Leibnitz'
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(1646-1716) enunciation that "All nat-

ural orders of being present but a single

chain, in which the different classes of

animals, like so many rings, are so closely

united that it is not possible either by
observation or imagination to determine

where one ends or begins," focussed

Darwin's thinking on the scientific level

of this problem. For a full and thrilling

story about these matters one must read

From the Greeks to Darwin by Professor

Henry Fairfield Osborn.

One should not leave the consideration

of these photographs without recalling the

magnanimous attitude that Darwin as-

sumed toward his critics. Here, if any-

where, was a man who could be stamped

as the proud possessor of that rare

quality, equanimity. One searches with-

out avail to find a single instance of trucu-

lence; his calm and benevolent manner
amidst violent opposition bespeaks his

reverent nature. To the writer it is of

the utmost importance to view the

photographs accompanying this article

with these characteristics in mind, in order

that sentiment and science may be kept

together.

It is indeed with a sense of having

made a pilgrimage that one leaves

Darwin's home, a shrine of a new dawn
of righteousness, beauty, and truth.

The Plaque on the Wall Near the Gate Leading to
DowNE House



Head of an African Buffalo. Mounted by Robert H. Rockwell

ON THE TRAIL OF THE
AFRICAN BUFFALO

Adventure in the Tall Grasses and Swamps of Africa

By ROBERT H. ROCKWELL
Taxidermist, Department of Preparation, American Museum

M'
Y opportunity to study and hunt

buffalo came through the late

Carl E. Akeley on his last expedi-

tion in 1927. His plans called for a group

of these animals to be included in the

Akeley African Hall of the American

Museum of Natural History. The hunt

began at the Tinga Tinga swamp near a

place called Kageo about sixty-five miles

north of Nairobi. This swamp comprised

an area of about one hundred acres, dense-

ly overgrown with twelve-foot reeds and

soft waist-deep gumbo mud impossible to

hunt in but a secure haven of refuge for a

herd of about thirty buffaloes. Due to

persistent shooting and on account of their

close proximity to a motor road that was

only three hours distant from Nairobi,

this herd had become exceedingly shy,

and, as we discovered, decidedly nocturnal

in their habits. All the time we remained

there, they never left the swamp in the

daytime, and it was only after staying out

all night on a platform built on the

intricate branches of a large tree that I

saw them at all. From this hiding place

I finally did get a chance to observe them

early one morning in their more peaceful

moments.

With the aid of strong binoculars I saw

the herd at sunrise as they moved in my
direction through the tall grass. Even

then only the tops of their black bodies

could be seen amid the dense papyrus,

but their presence was always indicated

by a flock of white herons that were con-

tinuously flying over them and alighting

on their backs. Fortunately they moved
up quite close to my position and, being

completely unaware of my presence, ad-

vanced through the swamp toward a

small grass-covered island thirty yards

away from my high but hidden perch. It

was a thrilling sight when an old bull

raised his huge bulk on to this cleared

dry ground. Others soon followed him,

and as he came to the center of the knoll,

he stood, looked around, and uttered low,
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rumbling grunts. This may have meant

that everything was all right. Then, as

his family came up around him, an old

cow lay down contentedly and began

chewing her cud. In the meantime at

least thirty white herons stood around

and often perched on the broad backs of

the buffaloes, preening their feathers leis-

urely or standing close by in little groups

all hunched up in perfect repose. At the

time I thought "What a setting for a

museum group!" From the spell of this

happy moment ideas developed, but I

lost my first chance to obtain a real fine

buffalo bull.

There had been several opportunities to

shoot, but charmed by the scene, I had

waited too long; the herd suddenly be-

came alarmed, milled around for a brief

moment, and then vanished into the

fastness of the swamp.

Following this episode all our efforts

seemed to be doomed to failure. The
buffaloes were there and I presume they

knew that we were there, too. Anyway,

they were safe and well protected; with

twelve feet of green fodder above them
and a hundred acres of mud bath to

wallow in, they could hold out indefinitely.

So we gave up and started looking for

other buffaloes that had not learned so

well how to take care of themselves.

Akeley had an idea that there might be

larger herds down on the Tana River. In

fact, he hoped we would rediscover sur-

viving descendants of a herd of several

hundred that he had seen and photo-

graphed in the open twenty years ago.

This plan was basing a lot on luck, but all

hunting has plenty of this element, which

makes it essentially more interesting.

Leaving our main camp at dawn,

Akeley and I, with four native helpers

and two motor trucks, proceeded south-

east cross country and toward the Tana
River. There were no roads, so our course

led over very rugged, bumpy ground and

through vast valleys of rich grass that

stood well over the hoods of our cars.

Except for herds of hartebeest and zebra.

Photograph by Martin Johnson

AN AFRICAN BUFFALO ON THE ALERT
Among hoofed animals, perhaps none excels the courage and gameness of the buffalo. His great
strength enables him to charge through the deepest swamps and tangled undergrowths with the speed

and spirit of a Spanish fighting bull
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Photograph by R. H. Rockwell

THE TANA RIVER FROM THE NORTH BANK
It was along the Tana River that several of the animals for the American Museum buffalo group were

c ollected. Buffalo are seldom seen far from water

we saw scarcely any game on the way.

But birds were exceedingly plentiful.

Doves fluttered all over the landscape.

There seemed to be no end to their num-
bers. As we passed along, we could see at

least a few on every branch and tree.

As we advanced, slate-colored hawks
wheeled in the air and circled over our

cars, frequently snatching unwary quail

that flushed from cover right in front of

our eyes.

We continued by car over this country,

exploring for two days. Akeley pointed

out the range where he had formerly found

his big herd, but the search showed us

nothing of buffaloes except the signs of a

few tracks on the brink of a stagnant

pool.

We returned to our base camp rather

discouraged, and on the following morning
Akeley left me there. He was always

restless to go on. An irresistible urge

seemed to be driving him to the Congo.

However, before leaving, he gave me
instructions to proceed down the Tana

again and, if possible, find the big herd

and try to obtain a series of animals for

the buffalo group.

On that same day I packed a supply of

provisions on the truck and, with four

black men as helpers, traveled south again,

and finally camped on an extensive plain

near a water hole, only a few miles from

the Tana. Accidentally we met some

native Wanderobo hunters who assured

us that they had seen many buffaloes, and,

in proof, showed us their fresh tracks.

We felt happier now.

It was a pleasant experience hunting

and tracking with these half-wild black

men, but it meant being on the go from

dawn until dusk under a blazing tropical

sun. Finally, after four uneventful days,

as we were plodding back to camp late in

the afternoon, my gun bearer, who spoke

English only a little, gazed for a long

time at one spot and then said sudderdy,

"I see it." Looking through my field

glasses, I saw "it," too,— a big herd of

buffaloes grazing quietly, just as they
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appeared in Akeley's wonderful photo-

graph snapped almost twenty years ago.

My guide and I counted them three times

and, as near we as could figure, there were

two hundred and fifty in the herd. It was

like looking at a great picture but much
more thrilling. I only wished Akeley

could have been there.

It was now late in the day, the light

was fading, and, considering the work

involved, I decided to leave them just as

we found them, hoping that they would

remain until morning. The camp was in

high spirits that night and we hopefully

waited for daylight.

I was up while it was still dark and

we were soon on our way. The herd had

moved only a short distance, but on

account of the lack of cover, it was well

nigh impossible for us to make a stalk

without being seen. At last we decided

to take up a favorable position in what we
figured was their line of travel to water,

and wait.

We were always far enough off so it was

easy to change our position as they ad-

vanced. We had fooled around them

nearly all day, waiting and watching,

retreating and advancing, when presently

the trek began toward water and the herd

appeared in open formation advancing

directly toward us. On they came, slowly

but with caution, led and guided by a

vigilant old cow. Muleim, my gun

bearer, stood beside me. The animals

were now almost within range, and we
were trying to estimate which carried the

best pair of horns. Suddenly the old cow

leading them stood still as she topped the

brow of a hill. She was not looking at us

but gazed steadily beyond and to the

left of us. Something was there that did

Courtesy of James L. Clark From a Painting by Arthur A. Janason

DANGER IN THE WIND
To happen upon a herd of buffalo in the open and see them all swing about and face up wind is an
unforgettable experience. The bulls with their massive curved horns present an unbroken front line,

the cows and calves in the rear, all with heads held high, with moist nostrils sniffing for a scent of
danger
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not look right to her and the whole herd

stood awaiting her decision. From our

cover we looked back toward our car and

camp that nestled under an acacia tree.

It was more than a half mile away.

Here some of the boys who had been left

in camp had climbed on top of the car in

order to see the show.

We hardly had time to decide what

happened when the old cow gave a warn-

ing bellow and the whole herd cleared out

of sight, enveloped in a dense cloud of

dust.

There was nothing to do but return to

camp. Perhaps anger is not the word

properly to describe my feelings. After

weeks of patient effort the game had been

almost within our grasp and now we had

lost it on account of these simple-minded

porters. The camp had been in such high

spirits the night before. Now it was just

the reverse. Nevertheless, exhaustion

lulled us to sleep.

Finding fresh tracks the next day, we

took up the trail with renewed vigor and

better humor. Having frightened the

herd, we found hunting from now on even

more difficult, developing into all-day

tracking trips. But not many days later

we trailed the herd again. They had

been in a dense thicket. It was early

morning and their tracks had worn a deep

path overland. They must have walked

in single file; the fresh mud flung from

their cloven hoofs still clung to the grass

beside the trail. This group entered an

extensive swamp where it would have been

hopeless to follow. We knew they were

there, for presently a flock of tick birds

flew into a tree, chattering loudly. Then,

from our vantage point, we saw the dark

bodies of buffaloes moving off into deeper

cover. Again we felt defeated, but later

in the afternoon, as we crossed a low

series of hills along the Tana, we made
contact with them again. While using the

glasses, I picked up a small group of

buffaloes moving along a wide valley

more than a mile away. They were in

full retreat, no doubt from the same herd

we had started in the morning and, as I

watched them, small bands followed the

first group at intervals of from five to ten

minutes. They all seemed to be in a

great hurry, the leader of each troupe

scenting those that had gone on, with his

nose close to the ground like a hound
following a trail. It was fascinating

to watch. Each group that passed I

thought would be the last, but on they

came at short intervals in bands of four

or five and often more. I decided if

they continued coming, there might be

others far in the rear that I could inter-

cept, so I ran for all I

was worth, arriving at

the line of march just

as five rushed past. I

posted myself in an ad-

vantageous position and

waited for more. Within

THE END OF THE HUNT
The night the buffalo was shot,

camp was made here in the
open, to guard the prize from
marauding hyenas. At this

place after dark, lions roared
unpleasantly close at hand
and, fearing that they might
make an attack, the men kept

fires going all night

Photograph hy R. H. Rockwell
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THE DONGA IS BLOCKED

On dissecting the animal, it

was noted that the ribs were
extraordinarily wide, some
of them measuring over four

inches across. Subsequent
comparison proved that
they were wider than the ribs

in any other African animal

Photograph by R. H. Rockwell

five minutes another

herd following in the

same trail offered an

easy shot and I secured

an adult cow and a

brownish-colored calf.

These were exactly what

Mr. Akeley wanted for the group, so,

with my helpers, I began to prepare the

specimens at once, and by working most

of the night, saved the two skins.

Akeley had told me to look for an old

bull, a solitary old bull, preferably with

horns spreading over at least forty inches.

This was a big order and we hunted

steadily for the best part of a week and

spied from the hills with the glasses for

hours until our eyes burned from the

strain. The quest seemed nearly hope-

less, but we had to have that old bull, and

although our provisions were running

low, there was always fresh meat and

smaller game on which we could live.

In hunting, as in other fields of endeavor,

success is often just around the corner or

beyond the top of the next hill. Some-

times it comes by a last look through the

glasses at the end of the day or just as the

shadows deepen and one stumbles home-

ward exhausted within sight of the camp.

My last day on the Tana was not unlike

many other days that preceded it, but it

furnished an episode that might be worth

recalling, as it may give a clearer picture

of what confronts the taxidermist while

collecting some of the animals for a

museum group.

We had been trailing and tracking

nearly all day and nothing of particular

interest had developed until around four

o'clock. We were far from camp and the

black boys began to show apprehension

lest we find ourselves unable to reach it by

nightfall. Consulting with Muleim, I

asked him what he thought. His reply

was, "Bwana, let us keep on until we

get to the top of this little hill."

The advice appealed to me. I always

like to look beyond the tops of hills.

We therefore kept on and soon arrived

there. Muleim looked over the broad,

grassy plains and said nothing. The

others stood beside us probably hoping

we would turn back. As I moved the

glasses on a shallow valley about three

hundred yards distant, I was astonished

to see a splendid buffalo standing close to

a dwarfed acacia bush on the farther

bank of a dry river bed. He seemed so

large and massive through the lenses that

I almost doubted my vision, and, thinking

the heat had affected me, I looked for him

again with unaided eye. Then the vision

merged into reality and as I motioned to

Muleim we all dropped down in the grass.

While the guide and I discussed a plan

of approach, the buffalo lay down, but we

could still see part of his head facing in

our direction. The position we had on the

hillside was quite exposed, but we kept

well out of sight screened by the grass
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Photograph by R. H. Rockwell

THE CAMP IN THE BUFFALO COUNTRY
Buffaloes used to roam over a much larger territory than that which they inhabit today, and even
though the advance of civilization has driven them from many of their favorite haunts, they are still

found in reasonably large herds both north and south of the equator. It is reported by reliable

authorities that in Kenya buffalo are actually increasing in numbers

from the watchful eyes of our quarry.

The stalk necessitated crawling nearly

three hundred yards, and, as the grass was

short, I had to worm my way through it,

pushing the rifle ahead. In doing this a

dry, round reed slid down the muzzle and

broke off. This made it imperative for me
to find another reed, straight and of the

same caliber, to push the broken one out.

Had I not noticed this and found a

remedy, the gun when fired might have

exploded in my hands. It held me up

some time, but the reed was expelled and

I crawled on and reached the sandy donga

as the sun sank on the horizon. Once I

had gained the top of the high bank and

reached level ground I felt that I must be

somewhere near the quarry, so I gave

a loud whistle. Instantly the buffalo

arose from the grass and stood staring at

me only thirty yards away. As I fired,

another buffalo bounded out of the bush,

and both ran off apparently none the

worse for several shots fired as they dis-

appeared down the donga. Muleim, who
had been on the hill watching all that had

happened, came over and offered words of

encouragement which were badly needed.

''Bwana, I think you hit first time.

Big bull hold his head very low when he

run."

We wandered on together along the

bank of this parched river, and had walked

only a very short distance when he turned

to me with a happy smile, shook my hand

and exclaimed, "There's your buffalo,

Bwana."

At first I thought he was fooling. As I

looked closer, a black object camouflaged

with sun-baked mud was all that I could

see. Then his full outline became more

definitely defined. We were now quite

close. The huge beast made a move
toward us, and not wishing to prolong an

unpleasant climax, I fired two more shots

which ended the hunt.

By this time the sun had set and, if we

had left our prize all night, hyenas would

have made off with most of it, so we

planned to stay right there and sleep in

the open.

There was much work to be done; but
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saving this valuable specimen meant

everything. The little food and water

that we carried with us had long ago been

consumed. We could live on the buffalo

of course, but we could not work without

water, and as there was no water any-

where in evidence on this parched plain,

Muleim suggested that he take the boys,

follow the dried-up river bed and, by

digging in the sand, perhaps find a seepage

or enough to tide us over this thirsty

spell. Without water our prize would

have to be abandoned and our efforts

prove futile. All the boys were very

thirsty, so they went with the guide. I

remained and made some measurements

of the specimen in the gathering dusk.

Then, as it became darker, I moved up to

a slight rise and sat down just above the

kill, hoping that my companions would

soon return. I remained there in the

gloomy darkness for nearly an hour

pondering over the exciting events that

had just terminated, when suddenly two

lions roared unpleasantly close. Their

voices were so distinct that I judged they

were not more than a hundred yards

away. It was a moment of extreme appre-

hension. The thought ran through my
mind, now, that / was being hunted, and,

to say the least, I felt very unhappy.

There were no trees to climb, no rocks to

hide among, absolutely no possibility of

security on this dark, open plain, only a

sincere hope that these marauding lions

would not find me. I was aware that lions

seldom approach a fire, but there was no

wood to start one. So I set fire to the

grass as they continued to answer one

another in low grunts from the hillside.

My fire flared up hopefully at first and

then died out where the grass became

thin. For more than half an hour I kept

gathering dry grass to keep this doubtful

I

THE NEARLY COMPLETED AFRICAN BUFFALO GROL'P
The background painting shows snow-capped Mount Kenya, and in the foreground the natural
habitat designated by Carl Akeley as typical buffalo country. It was largely due to Mr. Daniel
Pomeroy's interest in the buffalo group that the work was carried on after Air. Akeley's death. He
collected and contributed specimens, making extended trips into remote regions in order that repre-

sentative animals might be obtained
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beacon burning. At last the lions ceased

roaring, and later, the ominous silence

was broken by the voices of the guide and

his men heard in the distance. They soon

came up with plenty of water and kindUng

wood. Then we built a series of good

fires and the menace of lions was soon

forgotten.

I began work skinning the buffalo at

once, aided by the light of burning

faggots which the boys held over my
head. The job continued until one o'clock

in the morning, After broiling a slice of

buffalo meat over glowing embers, I

slid down exhausted on the grass and fell

asleep.

Before the first signs of dawn, accom-

panied by one porter, I made haste to

reach camp to get salt, so vital to the

preservation of the specimen. If I failed,

the thick skin would rot in a few hours

and there would be nothing worth taking

home. It was a long, hard journey back

to camp, and for the first few miles I ran

a good part of the way. Then the lack of

food and sleep began to tell; the high,

matted grass seemed to trip me at every

step. As we crossed the slopes of a low.

flat-topped hill, I gave the porter my gun

to carry. It was the first time I ever

allowed a native to carry it, and what

followed taught me a lesson. Almost

immediately, eight buffaloes with splendid

heads pushed their way through a patch

of long grass directly in front of us, and

the boy, instead of handing me the rifle,

began making off. Although he did not

bolt, he was so far out of reach that, if

the herd had charged, I never would

have had a chance to get that rifle.

Luckily for us, after they had satisfied

their curiosity, they galloped on.

We reached camp at eight o'clock,

where a good breakfast soon put us in

shape again. Then, with the motor

truck and plenty of salt, I worked my
way out over the plains to the spot where

Muleim stood guarding our prize from

the vultures and hyenas that lurked in the

offing. The chase was over and the hard

part of our labors was now nearing an

end.

The complete skeleton and the skin

were saved for science and started on the

long journey to a permanent home in the

American Museum of Natural History.

Fholoyrapli by Martin Johngorw

On the Range of the African Buffalo
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The Snowy Summit of Kenya, from the Grassy Downs of Its Northerly Base

UP KENYA IN THE RAINS
A Visit to the Second Highest Mountain in Africa, Which, with Its Glaciers

and Snow Fields, Lies Ten Miles South of the Equator

IN TWO PARTS—PART II

By JAMES P. CHAPIN
Associate Curator of Birds of the Eastern Hemisphere, American Museum

With Six Dbawings by Fbancis L. Jaques

Note.—Part I of this article appeared in the November-December, 1933, issue of Natural History

WHEN time is limited, the wise

course in climbing a mountain

is to go up rapidly and tarry on

the way down. Under other conditions it

would be as well to travel slowly, to

accustom one's heart to the decreasing

pressure. We had risen 5000 feet on

Mt. Kenya in two days, and the third day

would take us nearly as high again. A
drizzling rain delayed our departure from

the rest-house, and later began again, so

our porters set up a little tent and crowded

into it.

Mathews and I were paying little

attention to them, for we had just caught

sight of some large sunbirds (Nectarinia

johnstoni) busy at a patch of white Protea

flowers. Here was an antidote to cold rain

and wet feet ! More than any other bird

on Kenya this was the one I had longed

to meet. Males are largely metallic green,

with two lengthened tail-feathers and

tufts of scarlet at the sides of the breast.

The other sex is short-tailed and brown,

but with similar red pectoral tufts.

In South Africa, where proteas abound,

they are called sugar bushes because of

the abundant nectar the flowers secrete.

The few species of Protea in equatorial

Africa do not seem to supply so much
liquid food, and these mountain sunbirds

eat many tiny insects, including beetles.

Higher up on Kenya, above 14,000 feet,

we again found Johnston's sunbirds in
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THE MOUNTAIN BUZZARD IS A
HERPETOLOGIST

While no swiftness is required to
catch the chameleons on which it feeds
so largely, the bird is an able flier
and performs graceful evolutions

during courtship

numbers, feeding at

the tall spikes of Lo-

belia flowers. To get

at these blue flowers the birds have to

push their long beaks far in among the

hairy bracts that almost hide the blossoms.

The porter question now demanded

attention and some loud words. The
Esperanto of eastern Africa-^Swahili^is

a great help, and finally our little caravan

moved upward again. A fog enclosed us,

it rained intermittently, and often there

was no sign of a path. I wondered how we
knew where we were going until the guides

pointed out small bamboos stuck in the

ground at intervals by a previous party.

Thus far the climbing had been gradual.

The whole lower slope of Kenya has been

weathering so long that few bowlders are

left—only a brown volcanic soil. Now we
began to see gray rocks jutting out of the

ground, and soon on our left a tremendous

gorge, that of the Nithi River.

There were eight hours of steady

travel, we knew, between the

lower hut and the Lewis Glacier.

Plainty, we would not make the

glacier that day. Lake Michael-

son, a calm pool of dark water,

lay hidden in the fog of the gorge

below us.

Presently we found ourselves

scrambling over the rocks near

the head of the Nithi gorge,

where it closes in above the lake.

Up on a sort of shelf near this

point is an enormous bowlder,

with considerable overhang on

one side. Mr. Carr had noted it

on his diagram as the "Big

Stone," and when Mtwamuthara
led us up to it in the latter half

of a sloppy afternoon, there was

no better place to camp. All

about here grew two very differ-

ent types of large Senecio, one

sprawling over the sodden ground,

the other a real tree. Dead
trunks of the latter were the only available

firewood, but they were as full of water as

sponges. Clever a cook as Enoka was,

he worked an hour and a half, using two

gallons of kerosene, to get a smoky wood-

fire started under the shelter of the rock.

It was a miserable camp, more so for

our black companions than for us, even

though the temperature that night

dropped only to 42.5°—the altitude being

14,000 feet. The next morning we felt

amply repaid. The air about us was

perfectly clear, the bright sun low in the

east warmed us, and far below was the

thick cloud-bank, spread out in a level

blanket hiding all the landscape beyond

our mountain slope and Lake Michaelson.

Looking downward at sky effects is one

of the rewards in mountaineering.

We wanted to look up at the peaks as

well, but here the best view was cut off

by a near-by ridge. Leaving camp with
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light hearts and shortened breath, we

climbed into a higher valley with broad,

level floor, said to be foimed of old,

dry, lake beds. On the way, the twin ^

peaks of Kenya's summit came into

view, with little snow that day ^

on their precipitous sides. The ^^-

glaciers that gather snow and

turn it to flowing ice are about twelve

in number, or fifteen if the very small

ones are counted; but from this angle

glimpses could be had of only the

Gregory and Kolb Glaciers. The
peaks and their satellites, jagged rocks

Hke Point Lenana, looked dark brown by

the morning light.

One or two fleecy little white clouds

were beginning to condense near the

summits, a warning that the glorious view

would not last. Our guides pointed out

the spot where we would climb over the

ridge far ahead, near a small, sharp pin-

nacle called the Thorn. Our guns had

been left in camp, Mtwamuthara beg-

ging us not to shoot

in^the higher levels,

lest rocks or ice come

THE PLANTAIN-
EATER OF
KENYA

It HUNS AND HOPS
AMID THE BRANCHES
WITH THE AGILITY

OF A SOUIKBEL

orivL pioroNS
I\ IIIGHT

^'

V

These pigeons are
widely distributed
IN Africa, but only
IN THE HIGH OR COOL
AREAS. Drawing by

F. L. Jaques

tumbling down on us. In the native im-

agination great mountains usually have

powerful spirits on them, who may not

like noise, so probably some superstition

was the real cause of his concern.

Practically, a gun would have been a

useless burden. No different birds were

now expected, and it was much more
helpful to carry a light bamboo pole on

which to lean. I for one did plent}^ of

leaning that day. At the head of this

valley we were close to 15,000 feet. All

vegetation was fast petering out. There

were still lobelias, which straggled up to

15,700 feet, and a few stunted Senecio

trees. A cresslike plant and a yellow-

flowered composite still survived near the

highest lobeUas, but beyond that only a

little moss, and the lichens that grow on

rocks.

A flock of two dozen white-belhed

alpine swifts {Micropus meJba africanus)

circled over us at 14,500 feet, two of the

large starlings already mentioned were

still in evidence among the rocks close to

15,000 feet, and a few Johnston's sun-

birds flitted to and from the flowering

lobelias up to that same level. Several

red-tailed buzzards were noted, including
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camp at the "big
stone"

The rock could not
shelter more than a few
of the party, so it was
used as a kitchen, and
there the porters sought
warmth during a cold,

wet night

MATHEWS IN AN
ALPINE FLOWER

SHOW
A photograph snapped
during a misty drizzle,

as Mathews stood beside

a huge flower-spike of

Lobelia. Here is more
truth about the moun-
tain weather than in the
many pictures made dur-

ing clear intervals
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THE CLOUD-BANK
BELOW AT DAWN

View down from the

head of the Nithi Valley

at 14,000 feet, and out
over the top of the

clouds before they began
to rise as the mountain
was warmed by the sun

A DASHING BROOK
AT 10,500 FEET

A few tree-senecios over-

hung it, and beard-lichen

weighted the bushes all

about. This photograph
was taken by Herbert

Lang in 1906
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birds of both color-phases, with white

and with black iinderparts.

The next stage was a climb of about a

thousand feet up a steep slope of earth

and small bowlders, known to Mr. Carr

and his fellow alpinists as the Scree. The

word is from the Icelandic—an appro-

priate derivation, it seems to me. The

half-dozen blacks who accompanied us

now were carrying next to nothing.

Mathews was in good form, and kept up

with them very well. Sage and I were

feeling the strain, we stopped frequently

to lean on our bamboos and pant. Always

there would be a wiry Mwimbi standing a

little higher up, mutely suggesting that

we start up again.

Mathews, noting our difficulties, re-

minded us that we had smoked a few

cigarettes at the last camp. Had we

loved him less we would have felt in-

clined to push him over a cliff. We
hadn't breath enough to tell him what we

thought. Eventually Sage and I reached

prr

A MALE .JACKSON'S
FRANCOLIN

The spuus are characteristic of
the cock, which is somewhat larger
than the hen. a rich rufous color

predominates in the scaly pattern of neck,
BREAST, AND FLANKS. P'raNCOLINUS JACKSONI

OCCUPIES THE HIGHER LEVELS OF KeNYA COLONY,
and other allied species of francolin are pound
on mountains of northeast africa and the

Eastern Congo

the top of the ridge, and had an enchant-

ing view down into the Hobley Valley

beyond. There nestled three little lakes,

not robin's-egg blue as one finds them in

the Alps and Rockies, but nearer pea-

green. This broad valley, once occupied

—it is evident^by a glacier larger than

any now existing on Kenya, is drained by

the Ruguti River flowing down to the

southeast.

We now saw our advance guard picking

its way downward and to the right across

a tremendous rock-slide. The gray blocks

were of hard lava that once cooled deep

down in the neck of the dying volcano,

then far higher than the Kenya of today.

Soon the men were moving up again, and

we could guess that they were close to

Carr's upper hut. Mathews, too, was far

ahead, and I did not catch up again till we

reached the hut, close by the little "Curl-

ing Pond" at the margin of the Lewis

Glacier. Somehow I always think of it

as the Skating Pond, no doubt because of

a photograph of Mr. Melhuish

of Nairobi skating on its frozen

surface. But at the time of our

visit it was all water, and skates

would have been useless.

The hut was of the same con-

struction as that lower down,

and its trim outlines gave no

hint of the labor and persistence

required of Mr. Carr, his friends,

and their sturdy black porters,

to place it there. Inside lay ice-

axes and ropes, suggestive of the

repeated attempts to scale the

highest peak, Batian, which had

only once been conquered, by

Mackinder and his Swiss guides,

twenty-seven years earlier.

Not until three years after

our visit to Kenya did men
again set foot on the culminating

point of the great mountain. In

January, 1929, Harris, Shipton,

and Sommerfelt were at last able
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to reach the top of Bati-

an, and also that of

Nelion, its twin, which,

though forty feet lower,

had never been ascended.

The Lewis Glacier, its

rounding snowy surface

now separating us from

the base of these two

peaks, is the largest ice-

field on Kenya. On
Mackinder's map it is

shown as one mile long.

We were able to look

across at the dark base

of the peaks, and some-

times could make out the

snow-filled couloir that

has served as a way up-

ward, but nothing more.

Since nine o'clock that

morning the rest had been

completely hidden in fog.

Now that it was nearly

noon, we ate our lunch

and wandered about,

most of our native com-

panions mean while sit-

ting huddled under their

blankets. The tempera-

ture at one o'clock was

41°. Water boiled at

183.8°, and with correc-

tion for temperature, in comparison with

earlier observations at Chogoria, the

altitude would be approximately 16,014

feet. The hand of my aneroid had moved
beyond the end of its 16,000-foot scale,

and seemed to indicate about 300 feet

above that figure. The last thousand feet

are the hardest on Kenya, and they have

baffled all but the most expert alpinists.

We were mere naturalists.

Little did I expect any bird about this

glacial spot, yet while we were there two

red-tailed ''augur" buzzards came soar-

ing overhead. Down in the valley below

they would find a constant supply of

THE RUGGED PINNACLES OF KENYA
Photographed from the northern side at 9000 feet by Major A. R.

Dugmore. Close together in the center are the t\^•in peaks : NeUon on

the left, Batian to the right. Farther to the left is the Gregory-

Glacier, descending from Point Lenana. The large rocky eminence
on the right is Point Piggott

rats, but here they seemed to be spying

on our unwonted intrusion. Wishing and

waiting have no effect on weather. A
watched mountain is as stubborn as a

watched pot. Instead of complaining

about the clouds, we ought to have con-

gratulated ourselves because it did not

snow. Finally we had to leave, in order to

reach camp at the Big Stone before night.

There were no more views except of the

immediate foreground.

To meet the first flowering plants again

on the way down was a delight. The

Scree was friendly now, and in the dry

lake-beds our men caught a few rats by
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THE HIGHEST BUILDING

IN KENYA COLONY
Ernest Carr's wooden hut
beside the Curling Pond. On
the ground outside lay an
abandoned stepladder marked
with the name of a Nairobi
carpenter. It looked strange-

ly out of place; an Eskimo
dog-sledge would have seemed

more appropriate

NEAR THE UPPER LIMIT
OF FLOWERING PLANTS

Lobelias coming into bloom,
.-5j and a small tree-senecio to
^2 the right, at nearly 15,000

feet, close to the foot of the
Scree. On the left Mtwamu-
thara matches his height with

the lobelias

-,-,ifc^.' .'^-
^i?5t*^.
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CORYNDON PEAK
MIRRORED IN A TARN

Now and then a pair of brown
ducks {Anas sparso) alights

on such a pond, but otherwise
there are no water birds

LATERAL MORAINE OF THE
LEWIS GLACIER

Rocks and earth pushed out
by the ice offer a pathway
from the CurUng Pond in the
direction of Point Lenana.
The moraine and crevasses
in the ice are partly covered
by a recent fall of snow

Photograph by
Frank P. Mathews

"%.
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A SUNBIRD NEST
The swinging nursery of Nectarinia tacazze, from
which the young were just taking their departure.

Note how the entrance is shielded from above

cornering them in shallow burrows be-

neath the grass-tussocks. We reached

camp in a light rain, and a mild headache

was my only ill effect from the day's work.

As we walked cheerfully down to the

lower hut the next day, the going seemed

so easy. We continued to note the

altitude at which conspicuous plants dis-

appeared and others appeared. At 13,400

feet, along this route, the large lobelias

had vanished, and the heath-bushes re-

appeared. The smaller, sprawling species

of Senecio still grew in patches at 12,300

feet, and more sparsely down to 10,800

feet. At 12,000 feet the Protea bushes

showed again, and continued down almost

to the lower hut, near 10,000 feet.

Here we decided to spend a day, to see

more of the birds, but of these I have

told in Part I. Thermometers we had

left in the hut showed that during four

days the temperature had ranged from

41.5° to 66°. Yet it was amazing how
warm we felt when we tried to beat the

scrub for francolins.

So on May 15 we plunged again into

the bamboos and camped that night at

Maironi. It was here, the next morning,

that I saw the first yellow-billed kite

{Milvus segyptius parasitus) noted since

we left Mombasa in late March. Neither

did we see another till we reached Uganda
in July.

Reputedly one of the most ubiquitous

birds of tropical Africa, this kite is

strangely absent from certain regions

during a part of each year. To me the

migrations of some of the birds that breed

in the tropics furnish the most devastat-

ing evidence against the theory that bird

migrations first developed in response to

the Ice Age of the north.

As we tramped downward again

through the forest from Maironi to Mbo-
gori's we were in a mood to sing hymns.

I thought up ''from Kenya's icy mountain

to Mombasa's coral strand," but most of

my companions were far ahead. Now I

could not resist the temptation to stop,

look, and listen. The man carrying my
camera was annoyed, as all Africans are

by anyone's lingering along the road.

JOHNSTON'S SUNBIRDS
The white sdgar-bush bloom, large as a chrysanthe-
mum, 18 ONE OF THEIR FAVORITES. FEMALES OF THIS SUN-
BIRD LACK THE TWO LONG TAIL-FEATHERS OF THE MALE
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"Let's go," is their feeling, but

it was not mine as I bade fare-

well to this wonderful forest.

Some of the birds I might

never see again, others, like the

white-headed wood-hoopoe, I

had known years before in the

Congo lowlands. Still others,

such as the blue-spotted guinea

fowls, were only racially differ-

ent from old acquaintances in

the western lowlands. There

seemed to be all degrees of re-

semblance and difference be-

tween these mountain birds

and those of the hot lowlands

of West Africa. Animals now
and then ''snap their fingers"

at our synthetic "laws" of

geographic distribution.

Would it not be wiser to admit

that many of our fellow crea-

tures are adaptable—even though some-

what less than we?

Perhaps reflections of that nature were

slowing my pace. We had indeed fallen

far behind. My black mentor reminded

me, not once but often, that we could not

reach Mbogori's before dark. He was

right, night was falling as we balanced our

way across the Mara River and came out

of the forest.

We had left Mbogori's on May 9, and

returned May 16—eight full days, but a

very brief initiation to the lore of Kenya.

It seems to me now that we did unex-

pectedly well, nor do I regret the next

couple of days spent in the vicinity of

Chogoria. There were still other mon-
tane birds to be met, and I profited by it.

After nightfall we heard the high-

pitched trilling whistle of a goatsucker,

which we eventually identified as Capri-

niulgus poUocephalus, characteristic of the

highlands of eastern and northeastern

Africa. Only thus, little by little, we come
to know the fauna of a given region.

Mysteries fade, as in a detective story,

ALPINE SWIFTS OF
AFRICA

Among the labgest
membees of their
family, they are like-
wise among the world's
pastest-flying birds.
In THE COURSE OF A
morning's feeding they
wander eighty miles
and more from the
crags where they
spend the nights. pos-
sibly this is a distance
they could cover in
one hour at their

maximum speed

and the slow unraveling of

truth provides thrills far more
satisfying than the double-distilled "ad-
venture" of books like Haggard's African

novels.

Again we were dining in homelike sur-

roundings with the Irvines. I could not

conceal my own amusement as I asked
Doctor Irvine whether he had read Allan

Quatermain, and whether he ever com-
pared himself, as a Scottish missionary,

with the genial Mr. Mackenzie, who
avenged the kidnaping of his young
daughter by bending his best beloved

carving knife on the breast-bone of a

rascally Masai.

The Doctor's children were still too

young to take an interest in mysterious

"Goya" lilies, reputed to bloom but once

in ten years. Whether this wondrous
plant that lured Flossie ^Mackenzie into

deadly peril has even been rediscovered I

leave you to guess. But their nurse, Miss
Lemaire, was fond of flowers, and en-

thusiastic about mountains. She had
once accompanied a party of alpinists up
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Mount Kenya. Before that she had

obtained from her native Switzerland a

packet of seeds of alpine flowering plants.

These, she told us with pride, she had

scattered on the heights of Kenya in the

hope that they would grow there. Could

she imagine how fervently I hoped they

had perished? Edelweiss is a jewel in

the Alps, it would be a weed on Kenya.

I trust that I have been rightly informed,

and that the Scabiosa of Mount Kenya
is a native!

For three mornings in succession, after

we came down off the mountain, the

summit of the "Mount of Whiteness"

showed itself regularly, from about sun-

rise till eight or eight-thirty. What
greater solace could we ask as we were

obliged to drive off on the muddy road

toward Fort Hall?

ALPINE MOORS OF KENYA, AT 14,200 FEET
View from eastward, with the twin peaks in the background, Batian on the right. Except on the
glaciers the snows had all melted. It was about eight in the morning, and a small cloud was forming
near the base of Nelion. In half an hour the peaks were hidden. The very small projection close to
the left margin of the picture is the Thorn, where the ridge was crossed on the way to the Lewis

Glacier
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EXPEDITIONS

T^AHITI.—Mr. Roswell Miller and Dr. H. L.

*• Shapiro have just returned from a successful

trip to Tahiti. During their month's stay at this

island Doctor Shapiro carried on investigations in

physical anthropology among the natives, and
Mr. Miller obtained motion pictures in color of

the coral-reef life of the sea floor.

'

I
'HE 1933 Dinosaur Expedition of the

* American Museum.—Owing to shortage of

funds, this expedition was reduced in personnel

and scope. Mr. Barnum Brown left New York
for Montana, Wyoming, and South Dakota, late

in the summer and was joined at Billings, Mon-
tana, by Darwin Harbicht who assisted him in the

field.

The main object this season was to remove the

heavy sandstone covering two large herbivorous

dinosaur skeletons, found in the Big Horn Basin

near Greybull, Wyoming, in 1932. This work

was accomplished and the remainder of the sea son

devoted to reworking the lower Cretaceous beds

on the Crow Indian Reservation and exploration

for new fossil territory. In a new locality near

Harlowton, Montana, several new types of inver-

tebrates and dinosaurs were discovered.

Natural History is expecting to publish a

detailed account of this find in a later issue.

BIRDS
'

I
'HE "New Forest" Bird Group at the

* American Museum.—Bird Life in England

—a scene of great beauty in a primeval forest set

aside by William the Conqueror as his hunting

ground, and ever since preserved by the Crown,

—

New Forest,—this is the setting of the seventh

and one of the loveliest of a series of groups de-

signed to depict bird life in the major faunal

areas of the globe. It is the gift of Mrs. Carll

Tucker, and is dedicated to the memory of the

late Lord Grey of Fallodon.

The formal unveiling of the group took place

in the Hall of the Birds of the World on the

second floor of the Museum at 4 o'clock, Monday,
October 16, with President F. Trubee Davison

presiding. The British Government was repre-

sented by Consul General Gerald Campbell,

and addresses were made by Prof. Henry Fair-

field Osborn, Dr. Frank M. Chapman, under

whose direction the group was assembled and

prepared, and Director George H. Sherwood.

Mr. Francis L. Jaques assisted with the unveiling.

Considerable historic interest is centered in

this bird group because, when choice was being

made of a locale for the bii'ds of northern Eui'ope,

the selection settled upon that place in England

that seemed to offer the greatest interest to

American bird lovers,—the route covered by
Viscount Grey and Col. Theodore Roosevelt

almost a generation ago when Roosevelt visited

England to study its birds. This included the

Valley of Itchin and the New Forest.

Before leaving the White House in March,

1909, President Roosevelt asked Lord Bryce,

then British Ambassador, to an-ange to have some

English ornithologist take him afield when he, in

June, 1910, would visit England on his way home
from Africa. This desire was communicated to
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Viscount Grey, then Sir Edward, Secretary of

Foreign Affairs. He replied that he himself

would serve as Colonel Roosevelt's guide.

In June, 1910, these two famous naturahsts

went to Tichborne, walked to the Itchin, which

they followed to the environs of Winchester.

Then they motored to the New Forest which they

crossed on foot to Forest Park Inn.

It is a spot on this latter part of their walk that

is perpetuated in the Museum's group. Viscount

Grey's mterest in the American Museum and its

plans is best shown by the fact that when the

artist, Mr. F. L. Jaques, and Doctor Chapman

went to England in 1932, he personally guided

them over the path he had taken with Mr.

Roosevelt. When they finally, with Viscount

Grey's cooperation, selected the setting for the

habitat group, Mr. Jaques not only made a faith-

ful reproduction of it, but samples were taken of

leaves, branches, plants, and flowers, so that the

reconstructed material would be not only life-

like but also accurate.

Many distinguished ornithologists were present

at the ceremony of the unveiling of the group,

which is now open to the public.

EDUCATION

THE Amercian Institute's Contribution to

THE Scientists of the Future.—Part of

the scientific educational program of the Junior

Science Clubs of the American Institute is a

series of special workshop courses with which the

American Museum and the Museum of Science

and Industry in New York City have been co-

operating. In these courses the children have

been taken behind the scenes at the two museums,

and taught how to make their own exhibits.

Mr. William Carr, director of the Nature

Trails and Trailside Museum which are main-

tained by the American Museum at Bear Moun-

tain, New York, conducted two groups of

biology clubs on "The Technique of Making

Habitat Groups" and " Nature Handicraft."

"PHE Junior Astronomy Club, which is

•^ sponsored by the American Museum's depart-

ments of astronomy and education, has estab-

lished a lecture bureau which offers to provide

junior speakers on astronomy to any organization

within a moderate radius of New York City.

FISHES

Athresher shark {Alopias vulpes), 13 feet 4

inches long, caught off Manasquan, New
Jersey, has been presented to the American

Museum by Petrosino Brothers of the Washing-

ton Market. The shark was on exhibit at the

market for several days.

This swift shark is considered a heavy-bodied

derivative of the mackerel shark group, but it

has no near relatives and is usually put into a

family by itself. The whip tail, which in this

THE NEW HABITAT GROUP OF NORTH EUROPEAN BIRDS
A section of the moor-fringed New Forest, near Southampton, England, has been faithfully reproduced in this new group
recently opened to the public at the American Museum. It contains no less than sixty species of North European buds,

ranging from the tiny gold-crest to the tawny owl
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SONDA RHINOCEROS

Vernay-Faunthorpe Hall of South

Asiatic Mammals.

Mr. Vernay writes, September 7,

1933, that this particular bull is pre-

. ented by His Highness the Sultan

of Selangor, who has previously been

most kind in helping us with the

Sondaicus rhinoceros. There is still

a chance of getting the Sondaicus

rhinoceros from Selangor.

At the November meeting of the Trustees,

Major Guy S. Rowley was elected an Honorary

Member of the American Museum in recognition

of his great service in spending three months in

the search for the Sondaicus rhinoceros, a period

of extreme hardship ending in great disappoint-

ment. In Mr. Vernay's words

No one could have been more conscientious and keen
than he has been, and it is through his help that we have
left Malaya, for the time being, with every evidence of kind
cooperation between the Museum and the Resident.

In the course of preparing for the capture of the

rare Rhinoceros sondaicus Mr. Vernay has studied

the feet of the three types of Indian rhinoceroses

likely to be encountered by the hunter, and has

drawings and photographs of the tracks of the

SUMATRAN RHINOCEROS

Indian rhinoceros, the Sumatran

rhinoceros, and the Sonda rhinoc-

eros. Aside from some differences

in size, it was discovered that the

pattern of the track made by each

species varied in a characteristic

fashion from that of its relatives.

In assembling this data Mr. Vernay had sketches

of the feet of mounted specimens in the Ameri-

can Museum and in the Museum of Comparative

Zoology at Cambridge; and obtained prints of

actual tracks from a rhinoceros in the Bronx
Zoological Park which obligingly walked across a

prepared surface. The only mounted specimen

of the Sonda rhinoceros available for this study

at the time Mr. Vernay was seeking to distin-

guish between the footprints, was the specimen

in the Museum at Cambridge, but later he secured

sketches and studies of tracks made by the wild

animals of known identity in southern Asia.

Assisted by this ability to identify the rhino-

ceros by its tracks, Mr. Vernay brought to a

INDIAN RHINOCEROS

successful conclusion his hunt of

1932 for that specimen of the Sonda

rhinoceros which was donated to

the British Museum. Apparently

there are but very few remaining

specimens of this rhinoceros in ex-

istence, and since the greater num-
ber of these, if not all, are scattered,

solitary animals, living under con-

ditions which remove them from

consideration as possible breeding

stock, it is highly important that one of these

creatures finds its way to the American Mu-
seum where it may be associated with the

splendid aggregation of large mammals in the

Vernay-Faunthorpe Hall. The remnants of this

species are fated to die of old age or before the

weapons of the natives seeking it for medicine,

and Mr. Vernay deserves the good wishes of all in

his endeavor to thus perpetuate in museums a

species on the brink of certain extermination.

As on the expedition which secured the speci-

men for the British Museum, Mr. Vernay's;

party was equipped to make the fullest possible-

use of any specimens taken, for not only was a

skin and complete skeleton preserved on that

occasion, but also all of the external and internal

parasites and such parts of the soft anatomy as

merited special study. Incidentally, while the

question of parasites might seem to the layman of
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small moment to any other than the creature

carrying them, often significant side lights are

shed upon the question of origin by the species

of parasites living upon the form in question. In

other words, if it were possible to know something

of the parasites which lived upon the mammals
known to us only as fossils, it would conceivably

be much easier to restore the branches of the

family trees. The parasites of the Sonda rhi-

noceros were acquired from the associates of some

remote epoch and are an index to the company

it kept. It is fortunate that Mr. Vernay col-

lected a representation of these before the exter-

mination of the host.

""PHE Giant Sable Antelope Group in the
•*• American Museum.^Iu Mr. Albert E.

Butler's article in the September-October

number of Natural History, "Transplanting

Africa," he featured the group of giant sable

antelope, which is to be one of the attractions in

the new Akeley Hall of African Mammals. Mr.

Butler's account of the work in the field, collect-

ing accessory material and making background

studies for this group, was necessarily brief

because of space limitations. It is impossible to

think of the giant sable of Western Africa without

recalling Mr. H. F. Varian, whose name has been

inseparably linked with that of the antelope

which is known to science as Hippotragus niger

variani.

The story of the giant sable is an interesting

side light on the important part played by Mr.

Varian in the study and development of Angola,

and the intimate relationship between the history

of the animal and the activities of the man places

more than the customary significance upon the

scientific name of the antelope. It seems most

appropriate that the splendid group which Mr.

Arthur S. Vernay has so generously collected and

donated to the Museum will stand as a monument
both to him and to Mr. H. F. Varian.

Mr. Varian's interest in the American Museum
group of giant sable antelope goes back to the

very beginning, and it was his generous coopera-

tion with Mr. Vernay, when he used his influence

and knowledge to assist in every way, which

insured a successful outcome and the securing of

the animals themselves. When Mr. Butler and
Mr. Rosenkranz arrived in Angola, he again

offered his services and not only aided in the

various oflScial matters of entry into the country,

but also kindly placed at their disposal the

facilities of his home at Lobito and his home at

Huamba, and drove them in his own car the 175

miles to Quanza.

Mr. Butler has written of "transplanting

Africa," but, in the case of Angola, the American

Museum has acquired more than a biological and

geographical accession. The Museum has estab-

lished an association with a personality, and it i.s

fitting that one of the finest of Africa's superb

antelopes stands as a tribute to Mr. H. F. Varian.

HYDE MEMORIAL PARK
r\^ November 15, 1933, Mrs. B. T. B. Hyde,
^-^ on behalf of herself and her sister-in-law,

Miss Mabel L. Hyde of New York, presented to

the State of New Mexico, a 350-acre park in Little

Tesuque Canyon. This area is to be known as

Hyde Memorial Park, "to perpetuate and carry

out the ideals and purposes of 'Uncle Bennie,'

who acquired the land as mountain headquarters

for his Boys' Nature Foundation."

Mr. Hyde, who died in an automobile accident

in July of this year, had been a Patron of the

American Museum of Natural History for many
years. It is fitting that his Memorial should

consist of an out-of-doors area for the enjoy-

ment of the people, for, during the last years of

his life, Mr. Hyde's principal interest was in

encouraging people to become familiar with the

out-of-doors.—W. H. C.

OLIVER CUMMINGS FARRINGTON

p\OCTOR Oliver Cummings Farrington, one
*-^ of the world's leading authorities on

meteorites, gems, and gem minerals, died on

November 2 at the age of 69 years. Doctor

Farrington had been Dean of the Field Museum
for many years, having joined its staff a few

months after it was founded. He had been

curator of geology since 1894. During his notable

career. Doctor Farrington served on the faculty

of Yale University, lectured at the Universitj'

of Chicago, and for a time was connected with

the United States National Museum. He led

numerous expeditions, of which the Marshall

Field Geological Expedition of 1922-23 is

particularly notable. On that expedition he

spent seven months in the interior of Brazil,

traveling eight hundred miles by mule train and

doing important work in the unworked mineral

fields.

Doctor Farrington was president of the

American Association of Museums during the

year 1915-16.

MEETINGS OF SOCIETIES

C^IFTIETH Anniversary of the American
* Ornithologists' Union.—Among the most

notable gatherings to which the American Mu-
seum has had opportunity to extend hospitality

recently, was the semicentennial anniversary

celebration of the American Ornithologists'

Union and its 51st stated meeting, which con-
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vened there from November 14 to 16. The

sessions were open to the public, and it is believed

that this golden jubilee drew the largest attend-

ance in the history of the Association.

Dr. Frank M. Chapman, dean of American

ornithologists and curator-in-chief of the de-

partment of birds at the American Museum, had

full charge of the plans for receiving the visiting

bird men. President F. Trubee Davison gave the

welcoming address, to which Dr. Alexander

Wetmore, assistant secretary, Smithsonian In-

stitution, responded on behalf of the Union.

The three days were devoted to an elaborate

program of papers and discussions by outstand-

ing ornithologists from all parts of the country,

followed over the week end by special excursions

to Hempstead Lake State Park, Jones' Beach

State Park, the New York Zoological Park, the

Roosevelt Bird Sanctuary at Oyster Bay, the

home of Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt at Sagamore

Hill, the New Jersey Pine Barrens, and independ-

ent field trips in the New York City region. The

anniversary dinner was held at the Hotel New
Yorker on the evening of November 15. The

members of the Union were also entertained by

Dr. C. H. Townsend at a smoker in the New
York Aquarium, and by Mr. and Mrs. Carll

Tucker at their home in New York City.

One of the notable incidents of the conference

was the presentation of the Brew3ter Medal to

Doctor Chapman for his authorship of the Hand-

book of Birds of Eastern North America, Revised

Edition, 1932.

In celebration of the Fiftieth Anniversary of

the Union, a special exhibit of "Birds in Art"

was arranged in Education Hall of the American

Museum by the New York Local Committee,

which had brought together a comprehensive

selection of works representing birds either in a

natural environment or used in decorativede sign.

The American Ornithological Union was

founded in 1883 at a meeting held in a wing of

the American Museum.

ASTEONOMY
"T^HE Amateur Astronomers' Association
*• holds the following meetings during January

and February:

January 3—Dr. Herbert J. Spinden—"Mayan
Astronomy "

January 17—Dr. John H. Pitman—"Preces-

sion of the Equinoxes"

February 7—Mr. James Stokley
—"The Fels

Planetarium of the Franklin Institute"

February 21—Dr. A. M. Skellett—" Meteors

and Radio"

The Association has inaugurated an Amateur

Telescope Making Class to be held on Thursday

evenings during the winter and spring under the

leadership of Mr. Ramiro Quesada.

NEW MEMBERS

SINCE the last issue of Natural History, the following persons have been elected to member-

ship in the American Museum:
Sustaining Members

Mrs. Walter C. Baker.

Mr. Ernest R. Geering.

Annual Members

Mesdames Henry Bahnsen, Gordon L. Beery, Frank
A. E. CoTT, W. R. Craig, Victor W. Cuppi.es, Lewis L.

Delafield, R. G. Duval, Henry Goldman, George
MuNRO Goodwin, Charles E. Ludlow, Allan Ryan, Jr.,

William C. White, Helen Ziska.

Misses Eva G. Biberman, Laura B. Broomall, Louisa
Bruckman, Mae Garden, Aileen Carver, Emma B.
Croft, Alice Fitzgerald, Doris Laura Flick, Annie G.
Foster, Alice M. Hoben, Russella Kerr, Gatherine
Murray, Blanche M. Oppenheimer, R. Eunice Parpitt,
Nancy Scott, Lao Genevra Simons, Margaret W.
Turner, Betty Zino.

Doctors L. C. Dunn, Frank E. Smith, J. Howard Wilson.

Messrs. Morris W. Axler, Edgar A. Bedford, Claude
Brubeck, Edwin A. Carter, Waldemar Arens
Chadbourne, S. Sloan Colt, Gustavus W. Cook, .J. H.
Cooper, Gardner Corning, Paul D. Cr/vvath, F. N.
Doublf.day, Daniel .J. Dowdney, Louis Dupuy, W. A.
Flinn, Ernest Galarza, Robert T. Gannett, Donald D.
Graham, Irving H. Griswold, Toby Gruen, Frederick
L. Guogenheimer, James Harper, Edmund S. Hawley',
I. A. Herskowitz, Gustavus M. Hollstein, J. H. Mc-
KiNLEY, Joseph Plaut, Albert G. Redpath, Francis J.

Rigney, George Roll, Leonard Perkins Sayles,
Schuyler R. Schaff, S. Harvey Sklar, Herman T.
Spieth, Milton S. Steiner, Herman Steinkamp, L. L.
Strauss, W. Stephen Thomas, J. Leslie White, Walter
H. Wolff, Herbert S. Zim.

Associate Members

Mesdames George Cerio, Virginia T. B. Cobb, Eugene
S. CoLER, C. A. CoRLi-ss, Francis W. Davis, N. B.

Donaldson, J. H. Dougherty, Alfred Edey, Sydney
Ferguson, J. H. G. Gilbert, Allison Gordon, W. C.
Gulliver, Eugene A. Hildreth, G. F. Laidlaw, John
F. Meigs, Francis R. Pyne, Lewis H. Sisson, Cecil
Stewart, Wm. T. Walsh, Julian L. Woodward.
Sister Helen Angela.

Misses Ethel Dieter, Josephine Dodds, Florence S.

Dustin, Mary S. Gould, Bernice L. Maclean, Edith
Mastin, Matilda L. McCarthy, Dorothy Meier,
Patricia O'Connor, Anna J. Rothschild, Margaret
Storey, Helen C. Talbot, Joan Walsh, Priscilla
Walsh, Suzanne Walsh, ^LvRY A. White, Chi Nyok
Wong.
Res.Dn. Le Roy Gresham.
Reverend Arthur F. Lewis.

Doctor J. A. Coyne.

Professor Charles Chupp.
Brig. Gen. M. Churchill,

Messrs. Henry W. Abbot, Marshal Chandler Bacon,
Frank Baeyeutz, Benjamin G. Bradley, Walter
Briggs, Hedin Bronner, J. L. Brown, George B.
Champlin, a. E. Clough, Philip H. Cobb, A. F. Corwin,
James W. Cox, Jr., Anast Danas, Frederick W. Dau,
D. Davenport, Charles W. Davol, Robert H. Dean,
Robert R. Dince, David Dolese, Robert H. Eanes,
Arthur Cope E.mlen, Walter F. Farrell, Morris Fass,
W. L. Goetz, .\. C. Herbert, Reuben Holland, Davis
W. Howe, E. R. Fennimore Jones, William D. Klein-
pell, John M. Laing, N. R. Landon, Robert F. Living-
ston, Laurence S. Maynard, Ira H. Morse, Shaw
Newton, Robert Winship Osgood, F. R. Pleasants,
A. K. Pope, Peter Quinn, Heinz Rosenberger, Dean
Sage, Jr., Wayne C. Smith, John Spalding, Frederic O.
Spedden, H. Birchard Taylor, Hugh Maxwell Trap-
hagen, Hans von Briesen, 2d, Augustus Willson
Walker, John T. Wheeler, Arthur N. Woodward



BOOKS
Autobiography of a Bird Lover. By Frank M. Chap-

man. D. Appleton-Century Company, N. Y. 420
pp. 87 ills.

"\Y 7HY should the autobiography of a bird lover
"' be of any possible interest? Is this one of

any interest, and, if so, why? I can imagine that

a great many people will ask these questions

when they see this book on the stalls for the first

time. The answer will occur readily to many and

for the rest I can supply it in a word—-the answer

is that this is Frank Chapman's life history.

Now, since this book concerns a man whom I

venture to call my friend, I may be presumed to

be prejudiced, but I don't think that I am and

I have surely tried very hard not to be.

I need not waste time in stating the fact that

Chapman knows how to write interesting books.

Everyone knows this. This book, however, is

something quite different from anything which

he has ever tried to write before and, so,

although last winter he read me some of the

chapters in manuscript, I sat down to read the

book with a good deal of natural curiosity. When
once I sat down to read it I finished it without

pausing to do more than light a fresh pipe from

time to time, and when the evening was over; I

reflected for a while, knowing that I had the

book to review. The whole experience was a

very pleasing one.

It is hard to analyze the factors that make this

book so extremely instructive and agreeable.

Chapman's life has not been more adventurous,

more conspicuously successful, nor more eventful

from any point of view than very many other

lives; so that one seeks a reason for the extreme

satisfaction and for the deep feeling of profit

which one feels after reading the book. In the

first place it is highly informative. It tells a lot

of interesting things about a lot of interesting

places; in short—much good geographical and

zoogeographical information; then there are

reminiscences of many different people, each one

shrewdly and skillfully recounted; thus, un-

consciously one absorbs a vast deal of the history

of recent ornithology told in a most charming and

delightful way. Such matters as the origin of

the American Ornithologists' Union, the Audubon
movement, bird protection, the origin of bii'd

reservations, the early days of bu'd photography

are happily dealt with.

Then there is the absorbing storv of the

development of the collection of birds at the

American Museum which, although not as yet

the best organized, the best arranged, nor the

most useful collection in existence, is by far the

largest and the one which in the new home now
ready for it will be of the greatest service to all

students of birds. Chapman played a great and

distinguished part in bringing together this

marvellous assemblage of material, and his story

of how this was done is by no means a dry one,

either; it is full of the evidence of careful foresight

and prophetic instinct, and he gives full mead of

praise to the aid of his friend Leonard C. Sanford.

As one reads the story of Chapman's life, one is

impressed with the orderliness of its development,

of its justified ambition, with the careful way in

which every opportunity is grasped, no less than

with the development of the man himself.

Herein lies a lesson for every young naturalist.

The author showo himself not only as a person

with widespread acquaintances, but also as one

who reserves his warmest and deepest friendship

for but a chosen few, and no one can read what

Chapman has MTitten concerning his excursions

with Brewster and Fuertes without being deeply

impressed by the touching and simple way in

which these beautiful friendships have been

described. To me these seemed the finest

episodes in the book, for I also had the pleasure of

knowing these men and was delighted to find that

which I myself would have liked to say about

them so exquisitelj'^ expressed.

I venture to say that this book will be read by

a very great many people, not only in this year

of its first appearance but for a long period of

time, very largely because one person will tell

another; a father will say to his son, "Read
Frank Chapman's life. It will do j'ou good."

—Thomas Barbour.

The Conquest of a Continent. By Madison Grant. In-
troduction by Henrj' Fail field Osborn. Scribners,
New York, 357 pp., 14 maps, bibliography.

nPHE theme of this book is adequately expressed
* by Professor Osborn in his introductory re-

mark, " I welcome this volume as the first attempt

to give an authentic racial history of om* country,

based on the scientific interpretation of race as

distinguished from language and from geographic

distribution." The book is above all a history

of the peoples who came to America, and the
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fates of their respective descendants. It is in

this respect that the book is unusual, treating a

subject usually ignored in the wTiting of history.

In the main it is a statement of facts, taking up in

turn each section of the United States, Canada,

and Latin America.

We usually think of the peopling of America

as the landing of settlers on the Atlantic coast,

•overlooking the fact that there was a steadily

advancing frontier due not so much to newly

arriving immigrants from Europe as to a trfek

•of the old stock to new lands. Thus the more

adventurous New Englanders pushed into Ohio

after the Revolution; later on this same stock

moved into Indiana and Illinois; still later

Kansas and even the far west lured them. As

stated by the author, "most of the States fol-

lowed the rule . . . that a State is populated

in the first instance by its own increase, and

secondly by movements from the States directly

adjacent to it." The general picture presented

is of an expanding population, old English stocks

in the lead, laying the foundations for American

culture. Had this migration been otherwise, the

•stream of non-English peoples from Europe

would have found powerful and resisting terri-

torial units. It is due to this swirl of migration

that the population remains largely of one general

type, "70 per cent Nordic and 80 per cent

Protestant, and no one foreign language seriously

threatens our English speech."

—

Clark Wissler.

Exploring the Earth and Its Life in a Natural History
Museum." By James Lindsay McCreery, Frederick
A. Stokes Company, New York, lOS.T. 262 pages.

ly /[ R. McCREERY'S book should make many
-^ '* new friends for the American Museum of

Natural History and should help old friends to a

•better understanding of its collections and their

purpose. His aim, as stated in the Foreword, is

to suggest something of the "why" of museum
collections and to help the unprepared visitor

realize "that each item has its own place in the

•orderly pattern of the history of the earth and its

life." The book is admirably planned and written

to accomplish this for both young and old, and

:should prove good reading even for those who
cannot visit the Museum.

In 2fJ2 pages of simple text, surprisingly free

from confusing scientific names, the author gives

an excellent bird's-eye view of the Museum ex-

liibition halls, of the plans and purpose under-

lying their arrangement, and of their relation to

•one another and to the evolution of the earth and

its life forms. Mr. McCreery briefly traces the

development of the earth and the evolution of

life from earliest times to the present, as illus-

trated by the Museum exhibits. The visit«r is

led through hall after hall in evolutionary se-

quence—geology, fossils, plant life, insects, sea

life, reptiles, birds, mammals, and so up to

present-day man. This orderly arrangement

clarifies a mass of material for the reader. The

chapter on each hall has been read by the appro-

priate curator, and the accuracy of the book is

not to be questioned. The book is well printed in

large, clear type on heavy paper. Excellent pen-

drawings by the author illustrate the text.

Mr. McCreery has made an important con-

tribution to natural history education and

Exploring the Earth and Its Life in a Natural

History Museum should be in the hand of every

unprepared visitor who sincerely desires to

understand and enjoy the American Museum of

Natural History.—H. L. M.

Wellcome Photographic Exposure Calculator, Hand-
book and Diary—1934

"pHE value of photography to the explorer and
^ the traveler cannot be overestimated. In

fact, at the present time, it is universally con-

sidered an indispensable adjunct of any trip.

Travel books, scientific reports, and even per-

sonal diaries are infinitely more valuable if

illustrated with photographs.

Here is a httle book suitable for the pocket,

—

which contains more helpful information for the

nature photographer than this reviewer has ever

seen in so small a compass. One is shown how to

calculate exposure times for various latitudes,

including the tropics, for aerial photography at

various altitudes, speeds, etc. In fact ail of the

elements of the art of photography are treated,

—

hghting filters, and color photography, focusing,

developing, printing, staining, toning, reducing,

lantern shdes, etc. In addition about half of the

book is given up to space for making a complete

and compact record of photographs made—so that

one may profit by his experience. Altogether it is

a most valuable handbooK for one who has had

considerable experience with the camera, as well

as for the beginner.

—

Clyde Fisher.

"T^HE department of ichthyology at the Ameri-
'• can Museum is pleased to learn of a book on

tropical fishec by C. W. Coates of the New York

Aquarium staff, based largely on personal ex-

perience with the very extensive and interesting

collection of such living fishes now at the

Aquarium; a book to which it may refer the

ever-increasing number ot persons interested in

keeping fishes in home aquaria. A review of this

book will appear in the next issue of Natural
History.—J. T. Nichols.
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of photo-engraved illustrations in all letter-
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A MUSEUM IS NOT A
"DEAD CIRCUS" as the

famous Story has it.

It is a place of endless fascination and inspira-

tion, and those interested in museum activities

ivill thoroughly enjoy

EXPLORING THE EARTH
AND ITS LIFE

In a Natural History Museum
By JAMES LINDSAY McCREERY

Dr. Frank Lutz says of it: "While based on the

exhibition halls of the American Museum of

Natural History in New York City, it is 'good

reading' even for those who cannot visit that

institution. For those who can, it is a valuable

preparation for and supplement to their visit.

. . . The book is a short natural history of the

world."

See this book at the American Museum of

Natural History, or order it today from

the Publisher. 116 illustrations, $1.75.

F. A. STOKES COMPANY - 443 Fourth Ave.

New York
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interesting description, the work will be
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277 pages, 53 illustrations, 10 maps.
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The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West, New York, N.Y.
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INDIANS OF THE
SOUTHWEST

By PLINY EARLE GODDARD
Offers a review of the facts concerning

both the historic and prehistoric abo-

riginal inhabitants of that well known
part of the United States properly

spoken of as the Southwest. The
author spent much time among the

present survivors of these primitive

peoples and draws a clear and under-
standing picture.

205 pages, maps and many illustrations.

Bound in cloth. 85 cents, postpaid.

Address orders to THE LIBRARY
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF

NATURAL HISTORY
77th Street and Central Park West, New York, N. Y.

All Payments must be made in advance

Amateurs and Students interested in the Races of Man will find

ESSENTIALS OF ANTHROPOMETRY
By LOUIS R. SULLIVAN

Revised by HARRY L. SHAPIRO

a valuable handbook on the technique of anthropometric measurements.

Archaeologists, ethnologists, physicians, army and navy officers, travellers and

others who desire to collect records useful for the study of man should equip

themselves with this convenient outline which describes briefly and clearly

the methods for obtaining such data.
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Ichthyosaurs

Dinosaurs
Mammoths
Mastodons

In fact, the whole grotesque host of prehistoric

creatures parades across the pages of

Animals of the Past
By Frederic A. Lucas

The author tells his story of these extinct inhab-

itants of the ancient world with charm and

vividness, interspersing his tale with many fine

illustrations. It is of interest to grown-ups and

children alike.

221 pages, numerous illustrations, Bound in cloth.

Price, 85 cents postpaid.

Address orders to THE LIBRARY

The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West New York, N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance

With the problems of our largest island posses-

sion constantly before our eyes, how much do

we know about its native inhabitants?

Peoples of the Philippines

By A. L. Kroeber

describes this native population of some ten million

people and traces their gradual transition from the

most primitive condition to full participation in

western civilization. It discusses their physical

characteristics, their art, music, crafts, science and

religion, bringing to us a closer understanding of

our fellow citizens of the Far East.

224 pages, 6 maps, 44 illustrations. Bound in cloth

Price, $1.10 postpaid

Address orders to The Librarian

The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West :: New York, N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance
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restaurant on the second floor
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Operated for the convenience of

Members and Visitors
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11:00 to 2:00 o'clock

40 cents; 50 cents; also a la carte

AFTERNOON TEA
2:00 to 4:45 p.m.

DINNER IS SERVED
on evenings of regular and special

Members' Lectures

6:00 to 8:00 p.m.

Price $1.00
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BLAZING THE TRAIL

AT the moment this is being written, the sky is

' very dismal indeed, and the snow is falUng,

which, by a mental process not too difficult to

follow, makes us think of the deUghts of spring.

That is one of the advantages of editorial work,

for though February is outside the window, May
is, so to speak, on our desk, for the May-June

number of Natural History is "in the works."

The leading article for

that number will be by

Edward W. Alexander, as-

sistant curator of the New
York Botanical Garden

and curator of the local

herbarium. His article,

which certainly suggests

spring, at least to any

garden enthusiast, is on

water plants.

"y^ANE Grey, to whom
^—

' we referred in this

department in the last

number, has sailed for

Tahiti, but before he left,

he sent us a most fascinat-

ing account of fishing in

New Zealand waters. The
particular fish he describes

is the great mako, a shark

with a manner all his own,

for which Mr. Grey,

whose merits as a fisher-

man make him an au-

thority, has the greatest

respect, as we have, too,

now that we have read

what Mr. Grey has to

say. This article, with its

striking illustrations, will

appear in the next number of Natural History.

r\OCTOR Margaret Mead is not so frequent
'-^ a contributor to Natural History as we
wish she were, for her work among the natives

of the very distant islands of the South Seas keeps

her very far from the editorial offices of the

magazine for long stretches at a time. At

present, however, she is in New York, and we are

delighted to be able to announce the publication,

in the following two numbers, of two articles on

certain natives of New Guinea with whom she has

lived during her recent expedition to that island.

THE covp:r painting

A FRICAN Elephant," the cover

**• painting of this issue, is from

an oil painting by Lynn Bogue Hunt.

This great animal differs in many
ways from its Indian cousin, per-

haps most noticeably in the size of

its ears, the shape of its head, the

contour of its back, and in the two

finger-like processes at the tip of

its trunk. The Indian elephant

has only one. Rarely are African

elephants seen in zoos or circus

menageries, though occasionally

they have been obtained for such

purposes. The dominating feature

in the Akeley African Hall, which

is now being prepared for ex-

hibition at the American Museum,
will be a small herd of these magnif-

icent animals, the last of which were

collected last summer by F. Trubee

Davison, President of the American

Museum. The leading article in this

issue of Natural History tells of

the expedition that obtained them.

'

I
'HERE are, at present, only two planetaria

* in the United States, but the American

Museum will, before long, be the fortunate pos-

sessor of a third. Dr. Clyde Fisher, whose
previous articles in Natural History our read-

ers will recall, is the head of the Department of

Astronomy of the American Museum, and con-

sequently is the one person above all others to

describe this great addition

to the Museum's exhibits.

The next number of Nat-
ural History will con-

tain Doctor Fisher's ac-

count.

VY/'HETHER because of

^' " The Ancient Mari-
ner" or because of its own
striking characteristics,

the albatross is a bird with
more appeal than most.

Few of us, however, have
ever been on intimate

terms with albatrosses,

which fact makes Mr.
Alfred M. Bailey's latest

article a matter of especial

interest. This account,

which will appear in the

next number, is about
these wanderers of the sea,

and we feel sure that our

readers will be as inter-

ested in what Mr. Bailey

has to say as we ourselves

have been.

J
UST how many fisher-

men there are in these

United States, we have
not the slightest idea. Occasionally, however,

judging from the number of inquiries that come
to the American Museum's Department of Ich-

thyology about fish, we are inclined to estimate

the number is figures almost astronomical. And
most of these questions, it seems to us, have to do

with the size of fish. And now Dr. E. W.
Gudger has written an article about the largest

of the world's fresh-water fishes. Just at present

we will not say what fish that is, but will leave

the question unanswered until the next number,

of Natural History, when Doctor Gudger's

article will appear.
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A Swift Messenger in Time of Need
To EVERYBODY there comes, suddenly, the

great emergency— the occasion when, re-

gardless of all else, the desperate human
need stands first and alone.

To find somehody, to carry word to

somehody, to get somehody's advice, to

bring somehody quickly, to learn some-

body's final answer is for the moment the

one, all-important purpose.

Have you ever stopped to consider how
great a part the telephone plays in the

meeting of such emergencies?

Even our daily routine is a succession of

lesser emergencies. Satisfactory living in

this complicated world consists largely in

grasping situations as they arise, one after

BELL TELEPHON

another— solving each promptly, finally,

and getting on to the next. We dare not be

always just a little too late.

It is because of all this that the telephone

is so essential and helpful in the daily

life of so many people. To millions of

homes it brings security, happiness and

the opportunity for larger achievement.

Your home is safer—life moves m^ore smoothly—
when you have extension telephones in the rooms

you use most. The cost is small, especially when
you consider the time and steps saved, the in-

creased comfort and privacy. Installation can he

made quickly, at the time you set. Just call the

Business Office of your local Bell Telephone

Company.
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THE LINDBERGH PLANE
"Tingmissartoq," the airplane in which Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh flew to Japan and China and in
which they (iarried out their extraordinary survey of flying routes across the North and South Atlan-
tic, is shown hanging in the Hall of Ocean Life at the American Museum. The cases below it con-
tain portions of the plane's equipment, while in the background is the magnificent Coral Reef Group,

which, after seven years, is now approaching completion
(See Panes 195-197)
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ELEPHANTS, LIONS, AND AIRPLANES
Collecting and Studying Wild Life in Kenya Colony and Tanganyika

with the Aid of Man-made Wings

By FREDERICK TRUBEE DAVISON
President, American Museum of Natural History

THE prologue of the African expedi-

tion undertaken by Mrs. Davison

and myself last summer began in

the trophy room of my father's home
almost twenty years ago, where I first

became interested in the "Dark Conti-

nent" through the enthusiasm of my
father.

This interest was increased by a close

friend of my family—Carl Akeley—to

whose tales of the veldt I listened for

untold hours on his frequent visits to our

house.

Akeley was one of those rarest of men

—

a dreamer who was able to make his

dreams come true. For years he visual-

ized a great African Hall in the American

Museum of Natural History—a place

where Art and Science would unite in re-

creating—amid beautiful, realistic, and

dramatic settings—the wild life of Africa

on a scale and in a manner that would be

unique and unusual in the Museum world.

Mrs. Davison and I had hoped to make
our African trip with Carl Akeley, but one

thing or another always compelled us to

postpone it. When Akeley died, we
lost much of our enthusiasm. In fact,

the project was allowed to lie dormant

until last spring when the African Hall

Committee decided to expand the ele-

phant group in the Hall from four speci-

mens to eight.

After talking the matter over, Mrs.

Davison and I decided that there could be

no more fitting way for us to pay tribute

to the memory of Carl Akeley than to

contribute the four additional specimens

needed for the group.

With that thought inmind, we organized

our expedition and prepared a program

which began simply enough but ended

with a rather formidable list of objectives

that ranged from antelopes to amphibians

—from birds to anthropological material,

plus the four elephants for African Hall.

Most of the arrangements were made
for us by Martin Johnson prior to our

arrival in Nairobi, Africa. Without his

able and enthusiastic cooperation, om*

project never could have succeeded. Nor
must the splendid work done by Alfred J.

Klein—a former member of the IMusemn's

staff—be underestimated. His skill as a

hunter and a taxidermist stood us in good

stead.

In order to save time, and in view of the

fact that the Johnsons own two aii'planes,

Mrs. Davison and I planned to do a gi-eat

deal of flying. To that end we were accom-
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A CENTRAL AFRICAN PICNIC

At the right are Mr. and Mrs. Davison; next, in order, come Lieutenant Quesada, Martin Johnson,

Al Klein, Hugh Davis, and (in center foreground) Mrs. Martin Johnson

panied by Lt. Elwood R. Quesada of the

Army Air Corps—a splendid pilot whose

skill could be relied upon in flying over

the jungles, plains, and mountain ranges of

East Africa. As things turned out, the

planes were highly useful. We flew some

10,000 miles and covered territory that we

never could have reached without planes

in the time at our disposal. Of course, we

did not use planes for hunting, but they

were handy in scouting for game and even

more worth while as time savers in going

to and from our base camps.

We arrived in Nairobi after an unforget-

table journey. The unforgettable part

began long before dawn on July 2nd

when we bumped in a cab through the

dark streets of Cairo to the flying

field and climbed into the weekly Cairo-

Capetown plane of the Imperial Airways,

aboard which we were to spend three

days until we had covered the 3000-mile

journey to Kisumu. There the Johnsons

were to meet us in one of their ships and

shuttle us over to Nairobi.

• I never knew that flying could be so

exhausting. For three days we were in

the air from just before dawn until just

before dark, with intermediate stops for

good measure. What with rough air and

blinding sun aloft, plus terrific heat on the

ground, that part of the journey almost

wore us to a frazzle. But if anyone must

travel overland through Africa, there is no

better way of going. The ships are safe

and the service is excellent.

However, our discomforts were for-

gotten when, on the second day of our

southward flight, we beheld our first

elephant herds. The pilot, who had seen

them in the distance, came close to the

ground and flew directly over the heads of

several hundred elephants which did not

pay much attention to the plane.

That was our first thrill. The second

came the next day en route from Kisumu
to Nairobi when we flew over a lake, —
that is, we were told it was a lake. We
could hardly see the water because the

surface was covered by thousands upon

thousands of flamingoes—a carpet of

feathers that ranged in color from the
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faintest of pastel pink to flaming red.

Two thrills like that are almost enough

in any one week, but the third came that

evening in Nairobi, a town which we had

pictured as one of the last outposts of

civilization. At dinner that night we
had fish, turkey, fresh vegetables, fresh

strawberries, and ice cream. It seemed a

miracle rather than a dinner, until we
came to know Nairobi better. We soon

learned that it is a place where you can

get nearly everything you want from

Bond Street clothes to Paris frocks.

Throughout our stay in Africa we were

the guests of the Martin Johnsons. Thus,

we not only had the advantage of their

wide experiences on our various sorties

by air or truck, but also enjoyed the

hospitality and comfort of their charming

home.

Among our many friends in Nairobi one

of the most thoughtful and helpful was

Captain Archie Richie, game warden of

Kenya Colony. He is a great friend

of the American Museum and did

everything he could to

insure the success of our

expedition.

Our project fell into

two major parts:

First: To obtain four

additional elephants for

the Akeley African Hall.

Second: A visit to

Tanganyika to photo-

graph family life among
the hons.

Linked to this pro-

gram were plans to get

the specimens already

referred to for various

Museum departments.

First came the ele-

phants.

Captain Richie sug-

gested that we go to

Makindu, about one
hundred miles from Nai-

robi, where a herd of shamba elephants

had killed natives and ruined property.

These outlaw elephants were marked for

execution, and Captain Richie told us

that we would be performing a pubhc
service by exterminating them.

We hurried to Makindu, but found that

the herd had left for parts unknown. Not
a single shamba elephant remained, but

we did come across an old man and a little

boy who sat near the wreckage of their hut

in a native village that looked as if it had
been hit by a cyclone. The night before

an elephant herd had invaded their home.

When the old man tried to run off, one of

the beasts struck him with its trunk and
injured his leg. He and the boy were

lucky to have escaped death. Just before

we left Nairobi, word came that a native,

who was driving two donkeys through the

brush, had encountered an old bull.

The man, fearing the elephant would kill

the animals, tried to frighten it away, but

the beast charged, and that was the end of

the driver and the donkeys.

BIG GAME TE:RRIT0RY
The lines and arrows indicate airplane flights made by the Davisons

on their various safaris
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From Makindu we moved to the Tana

River, a famous stamping ground for

elephant hunters. However, our problems

differed greatly from those of the ordinary

Nimrod of the bush. Usually, the ele-

phant hunter seeks big bulls because he

wants their ivory. These animals usually

travel alone or in twos or threes. After a

single glance, the hunter knows whether

he wants one of these particular bulls or

not. His problem is not complicated by

the presence of a herd.

Our case was different in that we did not

try to bring home the biggest elephants

with the largest tusks. We had to collect

specimens for a cross section of a herd

and needed two average-sized bulls and

two cows. But we did not want to shoot a

cow with a calf, as that would have

deprived a baby elephant of its mother.

This made the matter quite difficult, be-

cause the youngsters, funny little things

full of life, dash back and forth and make

it hard to determine which cows have

calves. We could be guided only by the

interest various females showed in the

youngsters and we left such cows alone.

This could not be done in a few minutes.

Throughout periods of stalking, the

herds are usually more or less restless.

The beasts seem to sense trouble without

knowing just what or where it is. On
one occasion a tiny calf saw us. It was no

taller than a good-sized dog, and romped

toward the thicket in which we were

hiding until it spotted us and stopped

stock still. It stared at us with intense

interest. I stood breathless and saw

hours of stalking gone to waste. The
calf, I feared, would give the alarm and

the herd would run off. But, instead, the

baby flapped its ears, turned quickly,

dashed toward one of the cows and stayed

at its side. That was all. The old folks

paid no attention to the nervousness of the

youngster and never noticed us.

The types of elephant we wanted

usually travel in large herds, and it took

hours of careful observation at close

range in extremely thick bush to find

what we needed. Methods of hunting

have changed considerably as a result of

TRAFFIC REGULATIONS IN AFRICA
The long arm of the law as personified by a Nairobi traffic policeman
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A MODERN MUSEUM EXPEDITION TRANSPORT
The thoroughly up-to-date safari is really a cavalcade of motor trucks

the advent of motor trucks and planes.

We would fly from Nairobi to our base

camp and send motor cars ahead with

our camping equipment. When actually

hunting elephants, the procedure was to

start off in a truck at daybreak over what

could hardly be termed a road but which

was really automobile tracks paralleling

the Tana River at distances varying from

a few hundred yards to three or four

miles. Our trackers, riding inside or on

top of the trucks, would scan the road on

both sides and look for fresh elephant

spoor. On finding it, the trackers would

follow the trail while we waited for reports.

A typical experience was our last one.

The spoor of a herd of some dozen ele-

phants was located about six o'clock in the

morning. At seven o'clock one of the

three native trackers returned and told us

that the herd had been located. An hour

later we reached the two trackers who had

stayed with the herd. We found them in

thick and thorny bush which was so

dense that, although we were frequently

within ten or fifteen yards of the herd, we

caught only occasional glimpses of the

animals as they plowed through the

thicket, breaking down trees and flatten-

ing out bushes as they moved about.

Our chief tracker, Mafuta, a Wakamba
native, directed the stalk. He was fol-

lowed by Klein. Inasmuch as I was to do

the shooting on this particular occasion, I

stayed close to Klein and was followed by

Mrs. Davison with the camera. Next

came Quesada. For five and a half hours

we watched that herd and during all that

time the animals did not move more than

three miles.

There is one thing of which I am per-

fectly certain: namely, that there is

nothing more exciting than that kind of

an experience. Elephants look big in a

zoo, but in the bush, with nothing but a

rifle bullet between them and the hunter,

they are colossal. Until I met them eye to

eye, I thought those towering beasts

would stand out like skyscrapers, but I

was wrong. You can hear them when it is

impossible to see them. But thej^ can be

quiet, too. When on guard, an elephant

can be as still as a mouse, but, ordinarily,

he crashes through the bush like an ani-

mated tank. Nor are elephant herds

constantly on the move. The}^ frequently
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lie-up in the middle of the day and rest for

several hours. On numerous occasions

we would leave a herd, go to lunch, return

and find the animals exactly where we

had left them. When elephants feed,

they move along slowly. But when they

are alarmed, they disappear at great

speed.

In addition to keen and trained eyes

—

provided by native trackers—caution is

essential. Elephants are ever alert.

Hence, it is necessary to watch the wind

carefully. Mafuta always would carry a

handful of dust, and every two or three

steps he would throw a pinch or two into

the air to be sure there were no eddies or a

change in the wind that would carry our

scent to the herd.

It was almost two o'clock on this

particular day before Al Klein made up his

mind that one of the cows in the herd was

of the right size and that she had no calf.

She finally presented a target at a range of

about sixty yards and we brought her

down.

I did not feel the slightest thrill of

elation. On the contrary, my reaction

was one of regret. First came a feeling of

relief that the incident was over and that

no one had been hurt. Then, as we walked

up to the elephant and saw the magnifi-

cent animal lying lifeless on the ground, I

felt genuinely sorry that it had been

necessary, even in the cause of science and

education, to kill such a splendid beast.

Certainly, I would never shoot an ele-

phant for a trophy. After all, it is

unique in the world today—the last

remnant of the giants that roamed this

globe centuries ago. So far as we were

concerned, I think we got more real

thrill out of hunting with cameras than

with guns. We used more films than

ammunition. For instance, I think I

fired less than fifty shots throughout

the entire expedition, but I "shot" at

least 2000 pictures.

After the elephant is downed, the

hunter's troubles are over and those of the

skinners begin. Klein had recruited a staff

of experienced skinners, rare and valuable

fellows. It is easy enough for a sportsman

to remove tusks to be mounted in a

trophy room, but quite different to take

1 KMi'OliAliV lIKADQlAltTEUS
In shelters such as these the Davisons and their party camped while in quest of elephants
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]{ESTING

This magnificent group of elephants was photographed by Carl Akeley in Africa when he was engaged
in collecting and planning for a future African HaU for the American Museum

the entire skin of an elephant, prepare it

for museum exhibition, and ship it to

America. That job requires not only

much labor, but also a vast amount of

technical experience. Luckily Klein had

plenty of that.

Watching the skinners at their gory

task is interesting but somewhat revolting.

As they reach the carcass, they sing,

sharpen their knives and, in general,

give an appearance of joyous anticipation

of the work at hand. The skin is re-

moved in one piece, and that part of the

chore takes hours of careful cutting

Next, the skin, unwieldy and heavy, is

loaded on a truck. At times it would

take from twenty to thirty men to do

that. Back at camp, after it has been

sufficiently thinned down, the skin is

soaked in brine for many hours and then

salted for shipment. The number of

elephant skins that have been preserved

complete is so low that handHng them is

still an experiment. It was therefore a

great satisfaction to all of us when, after

the hides arrived in America, we found

that Klein and his natives had done their

work in a most satisfactory manner.

In addition to the elephant hides,

bones, and brains, the scientific staff of

the Museum wanted an elephant foetus.

Klein told me that our hunting had been

the most difiicult and dangerous that he

had ever known, and added ruefully that

the only way in which our task could

have been made more difficult would

have been for the staff to have specified

the sex of the foetus. Unfortimately,

neither of the two cows that we took

provided the Museum with this much-to-

be-desired addition to its collections.

We were on the Tana River about four

weeks and obtained one small bull, one

medium-sized bull, one small cow, one

medium-sized cow, and then, unfor-

tunately, we were forced to shoot a bull
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that charged us. We made every effort to

divert the attack, but had to kill him in

self-defense. Hence, we ended up with

five elephants instead of four, which

means that the group in Akeley African

Hall will contain nine specimens instead

of eight.

On the Tana we collected game birds,

reptiles, and specimens of antelope, such

as gerenuk and Hunter's hartebeest. The
last are quite rare and hitherto not

represented in the Museum. We found

them in a strip of country about twenty-

five miles wide which runs from the

Tana toward Italian Somaliland. They
are fairly plentiful in this restricted

area but are not to be

found elsewhere.

While neither Mrs.

Davison nor I wanted to

take any buffalo or rhino,

we were anxious to see

these famous so-called

dangerous game animals,

and between the Tana
safari and our next one in

THE FAVORITE TITBIT OF
THE LION

The giraffe is not only swift,

but so cleverly camouflaKed
by nature that it is almost
impossible to distinguish it

among the trees

ON THE SERENGETTI
PLAINS

Herds of buffalo browsing in

the foot-hills near Mt. Kenya.
The only shots taken at these
fine animals by the Museum
party were camera "shots"

Tanganyika, Klein took

us up to Embu in the foot-

hills near Mount Kenya.

There we found large

herds of buffalo and a

considerable number of

rhinos, none of which we
shot.

Following an over-

night stay in Nairobi, we
started for Tanganyika—not to hunt

but to watch the Johnsons do their

photographic work and to "play with"

the lions. I had heard much about this

newest of big game sports, but cannot

adequately describe it. After flying down
to the Serengetti Plains, where our native

boys had pitched camp for us, we started

out the next day in search of the king of

beasts.

Before we had gone two or three miles,

Mrs. Johnson spotted a lioness which sat

on her haunches in the tall grass and

looked at us with the bland indifference

of a large and lazy cat. I was in front with

Mrs. Johnson, who was driving; Mrs.

, \
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Davison sat in the rear with Johnson

and Quesada. Johnson's trucks are

equipped with movable tops, which is

veiy advantageous from a photographic

standpoint. We were about fifteen yards

from the Uoness and it seemed to me that

we had gone about far enough. In fact, I

clutched my rifle a

little tighter. Then

Mrs . Johnson
stopped the car and

the cameras began

to click. I was be-

ginning to feel at

ease when, much to

my horror, Johnson

suggested that we

go still closer. This

we did, and drove

up to within about

thirty feet of the

animal. But she

sat where she was,

showing sublime
unconcern, evident-

ly not caring a fig

whether we stayed

or went. After half

an hour or so of

posing before our

cameras, she slowly got up and walked

off. This was my first real contact with a

lion and provided me, as I am sure it

would anybody, with a combination of

goose flesh and amazement.

Further experiences of the same sort

during the next three weeks rather

eliminated the goose flesh, but I never

could bring myself to forget that we were

playing with animated dynamite that

might blow up without notice. Hence, om-

rifles were always ready for instant action.

Lions, of course, live on the so-called

plains game—zebra, wildebeest, topi,

and hartebeest. Therefore, when such

game is to be found, lions are likely to

follow. Where game is scarce, lions are

few and far between.

IN FULL FLIGHT
A flock of ostriches streaks across the plains in

front of the Davison party at ahnost a mile-a-

minute speed

This last summer the rains which

ordinarily fall between March and June

did not materialize. That meant a

scarcity of green grass, and as a result

—

so the Johnsons and the natives told us

—

the game was nothing compared to what it

should be. Consequently, they were

disappointed in the

number of lions we

saw, but we were

thoroughly im-
pressed. When you

sit within a few

yards of whole
famiUes of lions,

watch them eat,

play and sleep

—

what are a few lions

more or less?

Within a mile of

our camp lived a

gi'oup of about fom-
teen lions, eveiy one

of which we came

to know intimately.

We fed them prac-

tically every day

and they came to

regard us as reHable

meal tickets. In

fact, they were obviously disappointed

whenever our car drove up and failed to

bring food. As we approached, they

would come out of the donga in which

they lived and lumber toward us at a

slow pace. If the food were there, they

paid no further attention to us, but

started right in on their meal. Otherwise,

they would lie down again at distances

ranging from ten feet to fiiftj^ yards,

looking very hurt, very bored, and hoping

for better times later on, I suppose.

No one will ever know why lions are

indifferent to man when confronted bj^

him in motor cars. It seems to me that

the most reasonable theory is that, since

they have no enemy except man, they

must regard the automobile as another
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animal and therefore treat it with disdain

and contempt.

We photographed dozens of lions,

several of them lying almost under the

car. We followed them for hours as they

moved about. It was not a case of stalk-

ing, because we were perfectly visible

to them all the while. At times we would

sit on the top of the car and even call to

them in loud tones. The human voice

seemed to put them on their guard, but

any feeling of uneasiness seldom lasted

long. They might rise up, lift their ears,

and look around. A few seconds later

they would go back to whatever they

were doing before they were interrupted.

Now and then the young-

er lions would jump up
and dash off, only to re-

turn shortly. The family

life seemed happy and

well ordered. The moth-
ers always let their cubs

eat before they took any
food themselves. One
attentive mother with

very young cubs evi-

dently thought they were

THE BANQUET
One of the groups of lions
which came out every day to
be fed by the Davison party

GRASS COUNTRY
The veldt, with its abundance
of game, acts as a well-stocked

larder for the lion

too young to eat meat,

and parked them under

a tree some distance from

the supper. Eventually

another lioness brought

them a tit-bit. This they

chewed with great en-

thusiasm. The mother

looked on for five min-

utes or so, then she took

the meat away from the

cubs, buried it—and that

was that. We never saw the slightest

sign of temper among the lions nor did

they even seriously resent our presence.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt but that

lions can produce plenty of spleen when
they have good reason to do so.

Our experiences in "playing" with lions

were so fascinating that we were quite

heavy-hearted when it was time for us to

return to Nairobi and the States. It

was with regret that we left King Leo,

his ladies and his cubs, but we hope to see

them again some day.

Someone has written that "he who
drinks of Africa's waters will drink

again," and I for one am prepared to
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accept that statement without

qualification, Africa is one of the

few remaining places on earth

where wild life exists in abun-

dance and where living conditions

are not only pleasant but ex-

tremely attractive.

It is a land of contrasts, and

one of its most amazing ones is

that you may travel 'Hlirough

the blue" with nothing in sight

but wilderness and then suddenly

stumble upon a landing field for

airplanes. Not airports as we
know them, with hangars and

other facilities, but flat, cleared

spaces, kept smooth by natives

under the supervision of district

commissioners. My air travels

in Africa demonstrated the all-

round usefulness of the plane. I

am not an explorer, but I have

followed men who, like Akeley,

have gone into the Httle-known

sections of the world, and I be-

lieve that the advancement of

flight as represented by in-

creased speed, greater safety, and re-

duced costs of operation will put scientific

exploration on a new and improved

footing. We used planes in going to

and from our base camps, and covered

in two hours distances which it took our

equipment five days of difficult travel by

truck. The landing fields we used were

not built to promote air travel but

were for the use of military planes in

case of trouble with the natives. I know
one district commissioner who has juris-

diction over a very troublesome tribe.

He never knows when he may need miU-

tary help. He is far in the interior, but

fighting planes can reach him in com-

paratively short time.

The natives are not afraid of planes,

but while they do not fear them in the

air or on the ground, they are deadly

afraid to fly. On almost every flight we

NONCHALANT
This lioness, very curious and not at all querulous, posed for

more than half an hour in front of the camera before she

became bored and left

had two or more natives along and they

were not at all air-minded. As a matter of

fact, one of our ablest trackers left us be-

cause he flew once and was afraid that he

might have to do it again.

Perhaps the natives will change their

air views as time goes on. All tilings

change, even Africa. The ''Dark Con-

tinent" of Stanley's daj^ became the

"Bright Africa" of Akelej^'s time, and

probably the period is not remote when

cities and plantations will conquer nature

and primitive life on the veldt. Some

say that there is less game than there used

to be. I do not know if this is ti'ue, but I

do believe that the game will inevitably

disappear from many regions. Sportsmen

will not be primarily responsible for tliis.

The situation in Africa is, I beheve.

similar to our own in this countiy.

Years ago huge herds of buffalo and other
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A MODEL OF THE ELEPHANT GROUP
Showing it as it eventually will appear in Akeley African Hall of the American Museum of Natural

History

game roamed the western plains. Today
the herds are almost gone, and it is the

advance of civilization that has destroyed

them. The same is bound to happen to

Africa, and that is why it is so important

that our educational institutions make
available for millions of people who never

will see Africa, as well as for the genera-

tions that are to come, an accurate,

beautiful, and instructive picture of

African wild life, before it is too late.

I am proud to predict that, of these, the

Akeley African Hall of the American Mu-
seum will be the finest of its kind—

a

memorial to a frontier that won the

hearts of men such as Roosevelt, Akeley,

Eastman, and others who now have left

the veldt and its golden joys to go on

that last great Safari from which] no

hunter returns.

.^.i:^

One of Maktin .luiiNsfis's Ami'hihian Planes Landing
ON AN AlRUBOME PuEI'AUED BY THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT



Temple, Nahua Style, Santiago Huatusco, Vera Cru^. After Du Paix, 1834

THE ARCHITECTURE OF
PRE-COLUMBIAN CENTRAL AMERICA

Being the First of a Series of Six Articles on the Major Artistic Accomplishments of

Central American Native CiviHzations

By GEORGE C. VAILLANT
Associate Curator of Mexican Archaeology, American Museum

THE art of Central America is as

baffling as it is impressive. Com-
pletely a product of the Indians

of the New World, it cannot be fitted into

the customary canons of European aesthet-

ics. The higher expressions of Central

American art are far from primitive, but

the modern American, missing the emo-

tional appeal which characterizes his own
art, feels that there is something un-

developed in that of Central America.

Yet the same man would not hesitate

in his appreciation of an unemotional art

like the Egyptian, because it has a definite

place in the history of his own artistic

development. To introduce to our read-

ers the civilizations of Central America,

we have prepared a series of six articles on

their architectm-e, sculpture, painting,

dress, jewelry, and pottery.

These subjects are to be treated from a

general point of view, suppressing as

much as possible the details of time and
tribe. However, without some knowledge

of the historical background, the living

quality of the art is lost.

The first immigrants from Asia entered

America by way of Alaska toward the

close of the last glaciation, and this infil-

tration of peoples probably continued up
to the time of European colonization.

Since no traces of Asiatic civilization are

found in North America the cultm-al

plane of which is relatively low, there are

no good grounds for assuming that these

immigrants brought an art with them.

At some time during this population

of the New World, groups of people in

Central and northern South America

began to develop an agricultm-e based on
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Photooraph by LaRochesler, Mexico

PYRAMID OF CUICUILCO, VALLEY OF MEXICO
This oval structure of adobe studded with uncut stone is completely
surrounded by the lava flow at the left. It is probably the oldest

building; in Central Mexico

native plants like corn, potatoes, and
manioc, which were unknown to the Old

World until after the discovery of the

New. This food supply is one of the most
important proofs that the New World
civilizations were uninfluenced by those

of the Old. A contact with the Old

World close enough to permit absorption

of its art styles would also utilize its

food plants and domestic animals.

Once a stable food supply was assured

them, the tribes in Central America had
an opportunity to develop their culture.

Perhaps more conscious of the novelty of

agriculture than the Asi-

atics, the Central Ameri-

cans worshipped those

natural forces which con-

t rolled the harvest, and

evolved a religion in

their honor.

The broken mountain-

ous country stretching

from the Rio Grande to

Panama has several dis-

tinct climates, according

to the altitude. Great

forests and mountains

tended to isolate inhabit-

ed communities. Conse-

quently small groups of

])eople could retain their

language and develop

dialects as well as evolve

distinctive customs and

art forms. Some of these

tribes developed most so-

phisticated civilizations,

while others lagged, re-

taining a primitive cul-

ture. To thread our way
through the tortuous

mazes of the cultm-es of

these tribelets is beyond

our purpose, nor have we

the knowledge to do so

even if we wished.

Two major artistic de-

velopments can be discerned, however, the

art of the Maya-speaking people of the

low, hot country of Guatemala and Yuca-

tan, and that of the Nahua tribes of the

Mexican Highlands. Combinations and

transitions between Maya and Nahua art

may be seen in the civilizations of the

tribes in adjoining regions. Maya art

is the aesthetic of a gentle people, whereas

Nahua art is the product of a more

austere and warlike folk.

The period of Central American art

covers the first fifteen hundred years of

the Christian era. Previous to that time
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Pliotofjraph by S. O. Mnrley

TEMPLE Evil SUB, UAXACTUN, GUATEMALA
This oldest Maya building yet found is made of rubble with a plaster covering. It is a platform with-

out any trace of a temple. Note the masks carved at the sides

the tribes of Central America were making

the slow climb from a hunting stage and

inventing agriculture anew, while some of

the Old World nations had already em-

barked on the preliminary stages of

civilization. The Maya seem to have been

first to produce a really fine art in

Central America, but, by the Tenth

Century, the Nahua had also developed a

concrete aesthetic expression. While in

the first ten centuries of the Christian

era the Maya were artistically predomi-

nant, they afterward began to decline,

so that at the time of the Spanish Con-

quest in 1519, Nahua tribes, like the

Aztec and MLxtec, produced the major

examples of Central American art.

Having roughly oriented ourselves in

time and space, we can now examine the

various expressions of Central American

aesthetics. We can appreciate a little

more clearly the circumstances under

which groups of people, without steel

tools and without draught animals, were

able to create a civilization that glorified

not themselves but the gods who permitted

them to exist. Living in subsei-vience to

their divinities, the Central Americans

seemed little interested in their own emo-

tional weaknesses or sentimentahty, and

this impersonality, often austere, defines

their art.

»!* »5" *? *J* J^ •!*

Ai'chitecture, more than any other art,

symbohzes the pitiless quality of Central

American civilization. However, as cold-

ness also characterizes our own modern

buildings, the architectui'e of the ancient

Mexicans and IMayas gives us the most

comprehensive approach to their art.

We can also understand, since the major

architectm-e of Central America is domi-

nantly religious, how ritualistic and cere-

monial requirements permeate the other

arts like sculpture, painting, textiles,

jewelry, and pottery.
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Religion was the most vigorous social

force in Central America. Priests, not

chiefs, governed the various tribal groups,

and these hierarchs were ever conscious

that they must placate the gods who con-

trolled all natural phenomena. This

philosophy caused the tribal leaders to

organize ceremonies and establish places

of worship in order to cultivate the favor

of their divinities. Religious demands so

completely absorbed the surplus energy

of the Central American people, once they

had met their needs for subsistence, that,

except in the highest civilizations, one
can discern few traces of specific civil

government.

Under such conditions it is not sur-

prising that the ceremonial architecture

was tremendously developed, while dwel-

ling houses, made of adobe or wattle and
daub, were of the simplest natm-e. Only
the Aztecs and their neighbors in the

Valley of Mexico seem to have produced a

TEMPLE II, TIKAL GUATEMALA,
MODEL AND SECTION

The decorative emphasis has passed
from the platform (p. 119) to the
temple proper. The rooms are mere
slits in the solid masonry mass support-
ing the roof comb on which decoration
is concentrated. It can be readily seen
that the basic idea is to construct a
monument rather than a place to house
a congregation. Temple II is one of the
oldest Maya rehgious structures, and
illustrates one of the fundamental
principles of the religious architecture.

The succeeding photographs trace the
evolution of religious monuments like

this into temples. Section after Maler,
1911

domestic architecture at all com-

plex. Discussion of the artistic

evolution of architecture naturally centers

around the buildings used directly and

indirectly for religious purposes.

We do not know the point of origin for

Central American architecture, or whether

it had been evolved at a single place or in

several. But the most common type of

ruin comprises a group of mounds, set

sometimes around a central plaza, some-

times without an obviously formal plan.

Quite commonly in the mountainous

regions collections of mounds are strung

along ridges or mesas, which have been

graded to provide level surfaces for living

and to give a solid basis for the erection

of platforms. Very often these terraces

and substructures were faced with stone

over a hearting of adobe or rubble, when a

suitable quarry was readily accessible.

The ground plans of Central American

cities differ, but in two respects only,

—

formal or informal grouping. Yet, the

arrangement of the plan seems to depend
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on local conditions of terrain or order of

construction, rather than on the scale of

cultural evolution. The architecturally

very developed Chichen Itza has a hap-

hazard distribution, while the older and

structurally much simpler Teotihuacan

is most elegant in its orderly design.

Preservation is an extremely important

factor in our estimates of architectural

values. The stone-faced temple of

Yucatan which has resisted the elements

seems to us more worthy of admiration

than the battered adobe or rubble build-

ings on the Mexican Highlands which

have capitulated to the elements. For

all we know there may have been superb

buildings of wood representing an inter-

esting and imposing architectural order

which, being incapable of preservation, is

lost to us. We cannot, then, judge build-

ings en masse, but must trace by in-

dividual temples the coui'se of Central

American architecture.

The fundamental idea in Central Ameri-

can architecture was to create a focal

point for ceremonies which took place

outside the building. The temples were

seldom intended to house congregations,

as were the cathedrals of Europe oi' the

great temples of Egypt, nor in shape or

purpose do they resemble those colossal

mortuary chambers, the Pyramids. Maya
and Mexican ceremonial structures were

true monuments to the glory of the gods.

In view of this dominant interest, the

constant enlargement of buildings is not

surprising. Moreover, in several regions,

the termination of a fifty-two year cycle

was the occasion for renovating all pos-

sessions, ceremonial and personal, even

--r,5S.y--;T—.-,-^^„

RELIEF MAP OF COPAN, HONDURAS
Showing the plan of this ancient Maya city. Note the amount of grading done before construction of

buildings began. After Maudslay, 1899
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THE GATEWAY AT LABNAH, YUCATAN
A magnificent example of northern Maya architecture. The corbel vault is composed of overlapping
stones which are supported by the weight of the masonry above, and are not united by a keystone, as

in the true arch. Photograph by the Department of Historical Monuments, Mexico

to the destruction of household articles

used up to that tmie. This aggrandize-

ment was accomplished in two ways. The
simpler method was to build over the

original structure, filling in the temple and

adding to the platform until both were

converted into a foundation on which a

new temple could be erected. Due to this

custom many buildings that would other-

wise have been lost are now preserved

within the sheathing of the later additions.

The second way was to add a wing or an

ell to the original structure, a method of

addition well known to us today. Some-

times the two methods wei-e combined.

The two oldest buildings known to us in

Central America were platforms, probably

without temples. One of these is the

oval mound of Cuicuilco in the south of

the Valley of Mexico. This was built of

adobe bricks arranged in several ascend-

ing terraces, and two staircases were dis-

posed at either end. The outside of the

structure was faced with river bowlders,

over which a later enlargement had been

made, utilizing lava blocks as a veneer.

An altar in horse-shoe shape surmounted

the earlier building, but no trace remains

of whatever construction crowned the

later mound. While it is possible that

this earlier altar was enclosed, its size

and shape suggest that it was built in the

open. The antiquity of Cuicuilco is

incontestable, first because a lava flow

surrounded the building after it had been

abandoned, and second, because the

associated objects tie in with the remains

of one of the Early Cultures of the Valley.

The other temple, Evii-sub, at Uaxac-

tun in the heart of the Maya country,

was a quadrangular structure of rubble

coated with a thick layer of plaster.

Stairs ascended the sides, flanked by

broad buttresses carved into grotesque

masks. There was no trace of any con-

struction on top of the platform. The
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CHICKEN ITZA, YUCATAN
In this panorama of a late

Maya city, maj'- be seen how
formal ground plan was sel-

dom a primary consideration

with the Maya. The temples
of the Mexican period in the
background show a more
orderly arrangement than do
the Maya buildings in the
foreground. After Holmes,

1895

preservation of this perishable structure

was accomplished by a later platform

which effectively sealed it from destruc-

tive natural agencies, such as roots and

rains. That temple Evii-sub is of sub-

stantial antiquity there can be little

doubt, as the outer building was asso-

ciated with some of the earliest time-

markers found in the Maya area.

Both of these early structures were plat-

forms, not temples. The underlying idea

was definitely to attain elevation, and thus

to dramatize the ceremony. The open

summits show that there was no idea of

enclosing the ritual, so that temple con-

struction must have been a secondary

factor. Already we can discern in the

carved surfaces of the Uaxactun temple

the Maya preoccupation with design, and

in the unadorned surfaces of Cuicuilco

, ^y
, ,j;,

the Mexican emphasis on mass and treat-

ment of planes.

The need of a place to house the image

of a god must soon have made itself felt,

and soon the custom of a temple or shrine

surmounting the mound must have arisen.

The earliest Maya temples preserved

were of rubble faced with plaster, and were

intended to be seen rather than used.

The carving which had embellished the

side walls of the platform, as at Uaxactun,

was transferred to the temple, leaving the

substructure bare. To receive this decora-

tion a masonry block was built on the roof,

but the weight of this mass necessitated

extremely thick walls to support it. Fur-

thermore, the Maya used a corbel or false

arch, incapable of bearing a heavy weight.

As a result we find massive buildings with

rooms only two or three feet wide.

In time the Maya
learned how to lighten

the burden of the roof-

comb by rearing a narrow

perforated wall directly

above the partition walls

of the temple. By so do-

ing, no weight fell direct-

ly on the arch of the roof,

and it became possible to

TEMPLE AT RIO BEC,
QUINTANA ROD

This Maya temple shows the
transition from a religious

monument to a dirine -nath

usable rooms. The towers are
conventionalized reproduc-
tions of the Tikal tvpe of
temple (p. 120), while the
building proper is not unlike
the Yucatan structures shown
above and on page 124



THE "NUNNERY, CHICKEN ITZA

A building of Yucatan Maya type (see also p. 123, upper). Stone is used as facing and elaborate
ornament relieves the outer surfaces. Note how this solid construction resists decay and renders

possible an accurate appraisal of the architecture. After Totten, 1926

CROSS SECTION OF THE "NUNNERY
Showing structural detail and method of accretion. The platform, c, was built to add a second storey,
d, to the wing at the left of the photograph above. The third storey, g, reached by the stair,/, was

added later, after filling in one rank of the d series of rooms. After Holmes, 1895



THE CASTILLO, CHICHEN ITZA, A MEXICAN PERIOD TEMPLE

Showing this foreign influence in the dramatic treatment of the stair and the serpent columns and

balustrade. The Temple of the Warriors, a notable companion building, is shown in NATrR.\L

History, Volume XXXITT, p. fil8. Photograph by Department of Historic Monuments

HOUSE OF THE DWARF, UXMAL
Compare the ornate treatment of the ornament on this Maya temple with the simplicity of the

Mexican-influenced Castillo above. Note how the portal represents a serpent mouth. Totten, 1925,

after Catherwood, 1841
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RECONSTRUCTION OF TEOTIHUACAN
In the Toltec city of the Mexican Highlands, ground plan is very important. The temples are grouped

in precincts, which in turn are arranged in axes. After Ganaio, 1922

PYRAMID OF THE SUN, TEOTIHITACAN
This central structure in the panorama above is made of adobe with a stone facing and was the
foundation for a temple. Note the size in contrast with the buildings near by. Photograph by Fair-

child Aerial Surveys de Mexico, S. A.
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have wider rooms. Once

room plan became a pri-

mary consideration, it

was possible to give the

rooms a more varied use

instead of confining them

to the support of a heavy

roof-comb. At Palenque

we find an outer and an

inner shrine, the latter

containing a small sanc-

tuary, and at the Castillo

in Chichen Itza an outer

corridor surrounds the

shrine. The culmination

of the temple idea is the

great Temple of the War-

riors at Chichen Itza and

its various annexes. Here

the roof-comb was dis-

pensed with, and rows of

elaborately carved col-

umns supported a series

of arches. This building,

strongly affected by in-

fluence from Mexico, is

the most important Cen-

tral American example

of a temple which afford-

ed space for a congregation within its

confines.

The essence of Maya architecture may
be seen in the evolution of the offering

platform into a pyramid surmounted by an

ornamented shrine which finally, through

increased knowledge of construction, is

developed into a temple. Paralleling

this development is that of the associated

buildings which presumably were to

house the temple staff. Without the

necessity of supporting an elaborate orna-

mental crest, the rooms could be as wide as

a corbel vault could conveniently be

made, a space of some eight to thirteen

feet, depending on the length of the tails

of the roofing stones and the height of the

vault. But the long axes of the building

TEMPLE OF THE SUN, PALENQUE
The most evolved type of Maya building. Compare the wide rooms
here with the narrow slots at Tikal (p. 120). Notice also the shrine

in the back room, and the division of the door into a colonnade

could be indefinitely prolonged. At first

these houses seem to have been composed

of three or four oblong rooms fitted

together to form a rectangle. Later,

when size began to be more esteemed,

ranks of rooms were strung together like

beads.

The highest development of this land of

building was found in Yucatan. Instead

of a plaster fagade, the facing of these

houses was of stone, which was elaborately

carved. The general field of decoration

was between the top wall and the roof.

Now a large building of several ranks of

rooms was extremely unsatisfactory, since

the inner rooms were deprived of light

and air. To overcome this, the idea of

creating second and third storeys was
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THE GREAT TEMPLE AT TENOCHTITLAN, THE ANCIENT MEXICO CITY
This building and that on page 126 show the Mexican emphasis on planes in contrast to the Maya
use of ornament. The double temple is in honor of the Rain and War Gods. (See Natural History

Volume XXXIII, pp. 18-19). Reconstruction by Ignacio Marquina

evolved. As we have seen in the temple

architecture, it was incompatible with

Maya idea of safety to support a great

weight on a hollow foundation. In build-

ing a second storey the Maya usually

filled in the rooms immediately beneath
the projected upper floor. To keep the

maximum number of rooms in use, each of

the rooms was stepped back from the one

below. Another method of constructing

an edifice of more than one storey was to

surround with ranks of looms the platform

supporting a building.

We have seen that at fii'st the concep-

tion of an enclosed space was predominant,

and that later air and light began to be

considered by erecting several tiers of

rooms. As a corollary of this, the simple

doorway began to be split up into several

portals, leading to an eventual evolution

of the column. Toward the close of the

Mexican occupation of Chichen Itza,

the ranks of rooms so characteristic of

Yucatan gave way to colonnades. Here

wooden lintels strung from column to

colunm carried the weight of the vaults.



HALL OF THE COLUMNS, MITLA, OAXACA
This is one of the largest completely walled buildings in Central America. Note the ingenious mosaic

of separate blocks of stone. After Charnay and VioUet le Due, 1862

TEMPLE AT XOCHICALCO, MORELOS
Another ornate example of Nahua architecture wherein the temple and platform are treated as a

unit. The frieze falls into the Mixtec-Zapotec art style. After Totten. 1926
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Perhaps because of accident of preserva-

tion, but more probably because of in-

creased light, in buildings of this late

period we begin to find interior ornament

such as frescoes and carved and plastered

columns. Unless designs could be seen,

there would be no purpose in creating

them, for the inner apartments of a

simple collection of ranked rooms must

have been almost pitch black.

The essential success of Maya architec-

ture from the dramatic point of view was

the invention of a monolithic type of

construction involving the false arch,

which rendered it possible to combine

mass, height, and field for ornament, with

inner space for the performance of cult

practice. On the highlands of Mexico the

basis of construction was much simpler.

The false arch was unknown, and there

was no such mastery of stone and concrete

construction. Unfortunately, very few

Mexican temples have been preserved.

In the first place, the people on the

Mexican Highlands commonly used adobe

and piled stone faced with cement, a type

of construction that resists very poorly

the destructive action of time. Instead

of covering their buildings with corbel

vaults, they erected flat roofs of plaster

spread on beams, or pitched roofs of thatch

or wood. Consequently we have no

such obvious point of interest as in the

miraculously preserved Maya buildings.

However, one does have the impression

that the effect of awe was gained by the

vast, imposing mass of the substructure

rather than the building on top.

Decorative treatment of the side wall&

of the platform was emphasized very

rarely to the point of obscuring the central

planes. While the most ornate frieze

known from the Highland region is the

deeply cut Temple of Quetzalcoatl at

Teotihuacan, more often carvings like

snakes' or death's-heads were inserted in

TEMPLE OF TAJIN, VERA CRUZ
As at Xochicalco (p. 129) the platform and temple are })uilt as a unit. The apertures are small

niches for statues. This temple is most readily adaptable to European architectural ideas
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the walls. The major ornament seems to

have been the stair which was treated as a

center of interest and not as a mere com-

munication.

The plans of the temples were not so

rigidly controlled by structural factors

as in the Maya area. Roofs supported

by wooden beams

could cover wider

spaces than stone

slabs inched out to

meet in a corbel

vault. Under such

circumstances an

inner and an outer

chamber of sub-

stantial size could

be made. Some-

times the temples

had stone walls and

the roofs were lofty

structures of wood-

en crib-work. A
feature of many Aztec temples was the

erection of two temples on a platform for

whichever two gods in their pantheon

were especially to be venerated. At

Tenochtitlan there was a notable pair

of shrines in honor of the Gods of War and

Rain.

Palaces and priestly dwellings followed

domestic architecture more closely. A
number of rooms were grouped around

courts, and colonnades were not un-

common. In some places, as at Teoti-

huacan, by using interior columns a

large central room could be formed. Two-
storey houses are described in accounts

of Mexico, but at the earlier site of Teoti-

huacan, our best source for priestly

dwellings, platforms were used to elevate

one room above another. As in the Maya
area, there was the same mistrust of using

the roof and walls of one room to sup-

port another.

A blending of Mexican and Mayan
architectural ideas existed at Chichen

Itza and at Tuloom. At Chichen Itza

CROSS SECTION OF A TEMPLE AT MITLA,
OAXACA

(See p. 129 upper)

Compare this Mexican roof with the corbel vaults

of the Maya (p. 124 lower). This structural

method makes it possible to have wider rooms
than under the Maya system. After Holmes 1897

the Castillo showed a dramatic treatment

of the substructure and stair, although

the emphasis on the temple was in part

Maya. More specifically the Temple of

the Warriors resembled Mexico in the

ornate friezes around the platforai, and

perhaps the use of the colonnade in the

temple proper.

However, the vault-

ing and general ex-

terior treatment are

Maya. At Tuloom
we find an emphasis

on mass and plane

surfaces, as well as

the flat roof of the

Highlands. Con-
ceivably this is the

ultimate southeast-

ern swing of the

Mexican school of

architecture.

These types of

architecture, the Maya and the Mexican,

express the two major styles of Central

America. There are, however, certain

other buildings which suggest the existence

of different architectural evolutions.

Especially notable is the temple of

Tajin near Papantla in Vera Cruz. In

this case the temple was made one of the

successive rising stages of the platform,

thus creating a unified harmony between

fane and substructure. There was no

carving, although in niches set throughout

the sides idols were placed; but these can-

not have detracted from the essential

unity of plane and mass. Another case

where the temple was treated in terms of

the platform was at Xochicalco. Here

the planes of the building were sub-

ordinated as fields for an exquisitely

carved relief, which suggested a IMaya

inspiration.

At Mitla, in Oaxaca, we have the thi-ee

great "Palace" groups, each composed

of oblong buildings on the three sides of a

sunken com't. The walls were ornamented
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with a mosaic of cut stones composing a

lovely fretwork design. The flat roofs

were partly supported by massive stone

columns, and include the largest com-

pletely walled floor spaces found in

Central America.

This resume has covered briefly the

principal aspects of Central American

architectm'e. Maya architecture emerged

as triumphant glorification of design, as

opposed to the Mexican emphasis on

massive planes. Certain speciahzed

buildings were mentioned which although

belonging to neither of these major styles,

were none the less noteworthy. At the

same time it must not be forgotten that

Central America is spattered with mounds,

the details of which are either irremedi-

ably destroyed or else have to be studied

by excavation, so that only the broadest

outlines of Central American architecture

are visible to us.

Note.—The editors are presenting this survey of Central American

art in serial form in order to familiarize their readers with the rich

substance of these little-known civilizations. Scattered articles, such as

have appeared in previous numbers, although suggesting many aspects

of Central American art, cannot give so unified a view of the subject as

it is hoped will be produced by this series. The editors also feel that the

artistic approach, rather than the historical, will render less involved this

fascinating, if somewhat complex, subject.

TULOOM, QuiNTANA ROO, A FdSION OF MEXICAN AND MaYA ARCHITECTURE. AFTER LaTHROP, I'.IlM



The Costa Humming Bird

HUMMING-BIRD HAVEN
Two Bird Photographers Invade the Seclusion of a Colony of Breeding Hummers

By lewis WAYNE WALKER AND A. SPOTTSWOOD YOUNG
Photographs by the Authoks

LONG had we searched for an ideal

hummer's nest, one undisturbed by

other humans, but still close enough

to home to permit daily visits. We had

found some during the last two years, but

the carrying on of successful observation

seemed hopeless. Close to the center

timbers of a porch, saddled on an elec-

tric light wire, swung one of the pretty

cradles. Lack of sufficient light for

photography, however, forced an aban-

donment of our plans. Another was at

the bottom of a steep canon in an armored

yncca, fifty-five miles from San Diego.

Daily trips were an impossibility.

We took our troubles to Mr. Frank

Gander, of the San Diego Natm-al History

Museum, and on his extensive collecting

trips he promised he would watch—and

report. A week later came a letter

with copious directions for finding two

nests near the State College. To the

valley described we hurried. Here, where

Lower Murray Dam backs up the waters

of a small stream, we came upon a truty

marvelous location for the study of birds

of many types. And hummers! Black-

Chinned, Costa, and Anna! From all the

high branches of the sycamores the squeaky

melodies of corn-ting males pealed forth.

In vain we searched for the two nests

described, but in our rambles we found

another, less than two feet from the

ground, cleverly saddled on a dead

branch of sage. Our hopes soared. Here

was the ideal cradle, witliin range of

everything needed,—sun, camera, and

home,—impossible but true ! Sheltered in

the small nest that could easily have been

covered with a half dollar, were two white

eggs, no larger than medium-sized peas.

While we were admiring the dainty con-

struction of the nest and its exquisite

camouflage, the old bird tried to drive us

away. Darting at us with sliiill shrieks of

anger, and whirring wings, she came to
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within several inches of our faces before

zooming into the air.

Finding that we were not to be fright-

ened off, the mother became trustful, and

alighted on the nest rim a scant foot from

the camera lense. Here she paused for

the fraction of a second, then her long

beak reached down to fondle her eggs, and

she Hfted her breast feathers and com-

menced incubation. Every few minutes

she re-arranged the exterior of her lovely

little home, when some spider-web orna-

ment or bit of lichen did not suit her.

Although our hopes had gone skyward,

and we thought success was ours, the

next visit disclosed just another wilder-

ness tragedy, made doubly disappointing

to us because the httle bird even had

allowed us to stroke her feathers before

our work terminated on the previous

afternoon.

Two tiny white eggs lay on the ground

—cracked, and the dainty nest was

partly torn apart. The remarkably tame

mother bird that had posed so obligingly

was not now in evidence. On the muddy
stream bank a score of feet away were the

tracks of a marauding house cat, that

told a discouraging stoiy.

Homeward bound, dejected to say the

least, we were suddenly startled to see a

gorgeous male phainopepla in his black,

satiny coat, fleeing with raised crest before

the onslaught of an enraged hummer.

The smaller bird's colors were somber,

meaning the weaker sex, and we ducked

in haste to see if she would disclose her

home site. This she did. Straight as an

arrow she returned to the leafy branch

from which she had chased the phaino-

pepla, and on the end of a dead twig

settled upon a knothke-looking ball.

STANDING GUARD
The mother bird gives devoted attention to her nest, which is small 'enough to be covered with a

half dollar
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ON THE RIM OF THE SILKEN CRADLE
Humming birds' nests were found in close proximity to one another on the small island protected by

water from large red ants—a menace to the helpless young

Investigation disclosed another nest, with

its full complement of two eggs.

This was luck,—two nests within a

hundred and fifty feet of each other, but,

as we found out later, such close proximity

was not unusual in Humming-bird Haven.

This latter nest had evidently been made
in a hurry, and the two eggs deposited

while it was still under construction.

Spasmodically the old bu'd would dart

off and fly about the bushes. From afar

we saw her hover on the side of a sage.

Quick as a flash she darted in and swal-

lowed something, then, in mid-air, went

back and forth as though hung like a

pendulum on an invisible string. This

was her method of gathering spider-

webs, each strand separately, and her

first dart marked the demise of the web
owner. Back to her home she flew with

this nest material, and with the utmost

care wove it around the outside ofher dwell-

ing to hold in place loose flakes of lichen.

At one stage in the nest-building the

camera caught her eye, and its liquid-like

lense intrigued her. Many times she flew

to it, to lick its shining surface for possible

nourishment. That it was hard and taste-

less did not discourage her. She evi-

dently hoped it would melt, and be sweet!

This insatiable interest in the lense gave

us an idea. Why. not tempt her with a

wax flower filled with sugared water, as a

lure for securing hovering pictures? Home
again and up until late, cutting out pat-

terns of morning glories, nasturtiums, etc.,

and tinting them with colored wax. The

first hour they failed to arouse much
attention, but at last a bird chanced

upon them. With whirring wings and

motionless body he hovered above, squeal-

ing excitedly. Gradually he dropped

lower, and then dipped his bill deep into

the sweet syrup. His ecstasies rose to

heights unknown, as he drank his fill of

the man-made nectar,^—and om- mixture
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A COSTA HOME AGAIN
During the breeding season the humming birds darted back and forth continually—seemingly httle

perturbed by the intrusion of photographers

must have been potent, for he imme-

diately started the unforgettable hum-
ming-bird courtship.

On a slender out-jutting branch perched

a coy female, and to her his attentions

were directed. Flying far into the air,

uttering a high-pitched melody (some

notes of which sounded hke the squeak

of an unoiled hinge), he poised, body

motionless, then down he dashed, bullet-

straight for his prospective bride. When
just about to hurtle into her, his wings

spread rigidly, and the stiff primaries

vibrated as the air rushed through them,

giving off a zooming noise. Up in another

great arc the midget rose, to repeat the

performance time after time.

How long this superb display of prowess

would have continued is an unanswerable

question, for another male happened by.

Darting, buzzing, jabbing, and uttering

his battle cry of "Kiki! Kiki! Kiki,"

remarkably fierce for such a tiny mite of

life, the suitor was after the intruder.

For a hundred feet the newcomer fled

before the onslaught, then turned to fight.

Together they rose high in the sky, beak

to beak, and were lost to sight in the azure

blue. The female on the branch seemed

indifferent to the duel she had caused

between the rivals, and before the victor

returned she disappeared over the brow

of a hill.

While we were watching and also

marveling at the aerial gyrations of oui*

wax-flower visitors, we saw three of them

go to as many new nests, all within sight

of one another. Two of them, however,

were high in a sycamore, no good for our

needs, but the other was less than nine

feet from the ground, and contained just-

hatched young. By gentle manipulations

we lowered the branch in slow stages

until it was ideal as far as we were con-

cerned. The young with bits of shelf

still beside them were comparable in size
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to honey bees. A fine, black fuzz grew

out of their feather tracts, leaving only-

small areas of pink skin showing through.

Their beaks were short and stubby, not

at all resembling the pointed weapons

(or tools) they were to have when adult.

As they gi-ew in size, these beaks length-

ened. For the first week of their lives

they spent most of their time under the

feathers of their mother, being left un-

covered only for short periods, when she

was out foraging for tiny spiders, their

food.

After they had passed the first week

safely, their diet was changed to nectar,

for now the mother's trips were to the

flower-covered fields near by. In feeding

her offspring, she used the regurgitation

method. Although the babies seemed to

enjoy it, to us it looked like assault and

battery. They would open their mouths

at her approach, and her long bill would

disappear into a tiny throat, up to the

hilt so to speak. Then started the re-

gurgitation, which was a series of nerve-

jarring body racks for young bird and

old. At times the mother's actions were

so violent that the youngster was almost

lifted out of the nest, but let go—never!

Not while food was being pumped into his

crop. We often wondered why and how
the sharp beak failed to pierce the delicate

neck walls.

During our daily observations of these

young, five more nests came to our atten-

tion. One of them, high on a sycamore

branch, held fledglings about ready to fly.

Every few minutes, sitting on the nest

rim, they would try their wings. We
watched from below, covetously wishing

they were within reach, and on one of our

side glances luck played into our hands

SADDLED CLEVERLY ON A BRANCH
A carefully constructed home to shelter the dainty white eggs which are about as large as medium-

sized peas
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again. The adult bird, coming suddenly

to the nest, unbalanced one of the

youngsters, and with whirring wings to

break his fall, he slowly descended to the

gi-ound.

The old bird did not seem to realize her

loss, and after about an hour, during

which time she made ten or twelve trips

to feed the other young one, we decided

on drastic action,—namely to shake out

her remaining baby. For several feet he

fell end over end, then using his wings

which were better developed than those of

his nest-mate, he started across the

brush-tops, traveling more than fifty

yards before exhaustion forced a landing.

Placing him in a hat, where he clung

for dear life, we reunited him with his

brother. Then both of them were

perched contentedly on a branch directly

below the nest. When the adult bird

came back with family supplies, she was

the picture of despair at finding them
gone. Her long bill probed through her

dwelling several times. Her actions

plainly voiced her thoughts,

—

"It can't be true! They must be hiding

under this soft covering!"

Convinced that the beak-probing was

of no avail, she began a systematic

search. Every twig for yards around was

most thoroughly scrutinized. During this

hunt she uttered soft, anxious, appealing

notes, and on nearing her youngsters, re-

ceived an answer. Once more her manner
bespoke her feelings,

—

"Life is again worth living! There are

my wayward youngsters on a branch, and

both together!"

Instantly she was at their side.

Before leaving for the night, we placed

both the babies high in a branch, out of

REGURGITATION
The assault and battery of the bird world. At times the mother's actions were so violent that the

youngsters were almost lifted out of the nest
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A LESSON IN PATIENCE
The young humming birds were always ready to eat, and kept the mother busy foraging for tiny

spiders

harm's way, and early the next morning

we returned to see how they had fared

during the darkened hours. We hunted in

vain for the nesthngs, and just when we

were about to repent our actions in shaking

out the baby bird the day before, we

heard squeaks high in the air. Looking

up, we saw three hummers. Two of them

were content simply to hover on whirring

wings, without doubt a little afraid of the

height. The other, however, dashed back

and forth in an ecstasy of joy.

It was thrilling to watch the marvelous

control the mother had over her tiny

body. Darting forth in "high gear," she

would abruptly stop and shift to "neu-

tral," and thence to "reverse," to back up

or down in the ether. Her breath-taking

speed was hard to compute or reckon, but

at one time in showing her pupils "how to

do it," she darted back and forth over an

imaginaiy air-line, which we judged to be

about a hundred feet long. It took her

but a second—perhaps less—to traverse

this distance. "Clocking" her wing

beats was at best but a guess. In taking

photographs of hovering humming-birds

at 1/1000 of a second we have often found

the wings blurred, especially if snapped in

the center of the stroke. If at either end

of the stroke, however, the wings can be

"stopped" with a shutter speed of 1/400

of a second, for here they must pause

infinitesimally before swinging back.

Two more nests we found, making an

even dozen for "Humming-bird Haven."

Why this colonizing in such a restricted

area was a question often voiced but not

answered until almost our final visit.

One of the last two nests gave us a clue.

It was on the far side of a small brook,

and when the parent bird inadvertently

showed it to us, large red ants were cUmb-

ing over the helpless young. We did what

we could, but the insects were running up

the tree by the hundred, and their march
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was steady—menacing. There was no

stopping the advancing horde. Even the

mother, tiying to protect her young-

sters, had trouble. She would often fly

through the air, frantically pecking at a

wing, tail, or foot, trying to dislodge a

tenacious insect. Before we could get

gasoline from the car to make the ants'

trail less tempting, the worst had hap-

pened. Both fledglings were dead.

Across the brook, where the eleven

nests had been found, very few of these

large ants were to be seen. Suddenly it

dawned upon us! Humming-bird Haven

was in reahty a triangular island, bor-

dered on one end by Lower Murray Dam,
on one side by a reedy marsh, and on the

other by a babbling brook. Ants were

partly excluded by this formation,

and the calamity that befell this one nest

(outside the Haven) proved to us the

wisdom of the other hummers' choice of

location. However, even within their

sanctuary, they were not content to

relax their vigilance, for three-quarters of

their number placed their nests on the

extreme ends of dead twigs, some of them

going so far as to use fallen branches that

had become lodged on a living bough.

They seemed to reaUze that ants hunting

for tasty sap would not be apt to go

foraging on a leafless limb.

On the last of our daily visits the hum-
ming-bird population of the Haven had

swelled considerably. Almost all of the

fledglings had forsaken their nests for the

freedom of the air, and were big enough

—

in their little way—to roost on twigs over

night. No longer were we able to ap-

proach them freely. Neither could we
lure the old ones within range,—with the

eggs hatched, and the young we had used

as decoys, on the wing. Naturally

—

though regretfully—we were forced to

call a halt to om* daily trips, but we still

drop back occasionally. Humming-bird

Haven at the end of the breeding season

lost its allurement for the birds in whose

honor it was named, and with these

feathered jewels of the air missing (until

another spring), its chief allm'ement for

us is gone also.

Visiting a Wax Flower
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Mimbres Camp, Gila National Forest, New Mexico

AN ARMY IN THE FORESTS
With the Civilian Conservation Corps in the Field

By guy D. McKINNEY
Assistant to Robert Fechner, Director of Emergency Consen'ation Work, Washington, D. C.

THREE hundred thousand men,

most of them young and all of them

imbued with a desire to give Uncle

Sam something tangible in return for

good wholesome food, warm clothes, and

comfortable winter quarters, are writing

a new and revolutionary chapter in the

stirring but not always happy history of

America's once vast and still laige forest

domain.

With vigorous strokes of the axe, with

pick and shovel and the other varied tools

of the experienced forester, this youth-

ful forest aimy, popularly known as the

Civihan Conservation Corps, is making a

valiant effort to launch the nation on a

real forest conservation policy which will

stem the destructive tide that for genera-

tions has been bearing the nation steadily

toward eventual timber famine.

If these young forest workers are

successful, and a good beginning has been

made, 1933 will go down in history as a

red-letter year for foresters, conserva-

tionists, and lovers of the great outdoors.

It will be known as the year when America

definitely tm-ned from a policy which had

permitted its tremendous forest domain to

dwindle away, to one whose major

purpose will be to protect, rehabihtate,

and expand its timber-covered areas.

Every American knows of the Civilian

Conservation Corps. Launched last April

by the President as a means of bringing

workless men and work-hungiy forests

together for their mutual benefit, the

Corps became an instant success. The

reforestation and relief bill authorizing

the C. C. C. passed Congi-ess late in

March and was signed on March 31.

Seventeen days later the fii'st camp had

been established with 200 hitherto job-

less young men as its occupants. By
July 1, this first camp at Lm-ay, Virginia,

was just one of 1330 forest camps that

had been built in all sections of the

country. Bj^ July 15 the nmiiber of

forest and National Park camps occupied

by men of the conservation corps had

increased to 1466. On that date the
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enrolled strength of the Corps had been

built up to 300,000 men. The big majority

of these men came from families whose

names were on state or local relief rolls.

In the eleven weeks that had elapsed

since the reforestation movement was

initiated, these men had been selected

by the Labor Department, enrolled,

equipped, transported, and fed by the

War Department, and put to work by

technical experts from the Forest Service

of the Department of Agricultm-e and the

Department of Interior.

Since that time the camps have been

operating at capacity except for a short

period in October and early November

when several were moved to warmer

climates and the personnel of the Corps

revamped. The tents in which the men

lived during the summer have now been

replaced, except in a few instances, with

sturdy, warmly constructed wooden bar-

racks. Woolen winter clothing has re-

placed the summer work outfits. An
educational program has been adopted

which will give every man a chance to

improve his education and to enhance his

prospects for obtaining permanent em-

ployment when discharged. Otherwise

the camps are operating just the same as

during the summer. The War Depart-

ment has full charge of the men except

while they are working in the forests.

It feeds, clothes, pays them, and looks

after their welfare in other respects.

The bulk of the men receive $30 a

month, all but approximately $5 of which

is sent directly by the War Department to

their families. The leaders in the camps,

who constitute 5 per cent of the enroll-

ment, receive $45 a month; the assistant

leaders, who make up 8 per cent, $36.

It is common knowledge that, as a relief

measure, the reforestation plan has aided

I'luilniirapli hi/ v. S. Forest Service

THINNING A STAND OF SCOTCH I'INE IN PKNNSYLVANIA
A large percentage of the boys enrolled in the Civilian Conservation Camps were wholly untrained in

physical work and lacking in previous knowledge of the manual labor involved, yet in a few short

months they demonstrated a capacity for doing first rate forestry work
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AFTER THINNING
This is the same stand of Scotch pine as that shown in the photograph on page 142 A tremendous
amount of similar conservation work is now going forward in every part of the nation's vast timbered

domain

300,000 families consisting of more than

1,500,000 persons, and that it has given

employment to more than 340,000 persons.

Every man who reads the public print

knows what the Corps has done in the

way of building up the bodies of the young

men in the camps. On the average, the

men gained seven and a half pounds each

during the first six months in camp, and

registered a .29 of an inch increase in

height. But, while the health and relief

phases of the forestry program are well

known, not so much is known of the

actual work that has been done and is

being accomplished.

A study of the work reports reaching

the office of Robert Fechner, director of

Emergency Conservation Work, dis-

closes that the men have done a great

deal more than put on weight, increase

their average height fractionally, and

develop stronger physiques. The reports

of the foresters and park superintendents,

which are filed monthly at Washington,

disclose that these youngsters from the

cities, small towns, and country districts

have accomplished a tremendous amount

of worth-while work. If the work they

have started is continued in future years,

either through the medium of a permanent

corps or through more liberal state and

federal forestry budgets, millions of

acres of forested lands, now headed toward

inevitable destruction by fu'e, disease,

insect attacks, or wasteful cutting, will

be preserved for the enjo\Tnent of future

generations. Trees will be planted on

lands threatened by soil erosion. Fire

losses, which now aggregate a minimum of

$62,000,000 annually, will be substan-

tially reduced through the establishment

of fire-fighting faciUties and the removal

of fire hazards. Existing forests will be

more carefully protected, cultivated, and
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expanded. National and state parks and

monuments will be refurbished and made
accessible to the public.

The work programs now being carried

out by the Civilian Conservation Corps

boys can be divided roughly into four

major classifications as follows:

(1) Forest Protection Work which will in-

clude the construction of trails through the

forests, over which fire-fighting units can operate

speedil}^ in event of fire; the building of fire

breaks to prevent fii'es from spreading ; the con-

struction of lookout towers, observatories, fire

guard cabins, tool houses for the storage of fire-

fighting equipment; the waging of campaigns

on a wide front against destructive insects and

tree diseases; the laying of telephone lines; and

the construction of emergency fire-control land-

ing fields. The removal of fire hazards such as

standing dead trees, old logs and brush along

roads and trails, should be included in this

general protective classification.

(2) Forest Improvement Work to include

improvement of timber stands by thinning out

undesirable trees; planting of trees; forest

timber and range surveys; and the rounding out

of the National Forest through the purchase and

improvement of non-federal timber lands.

(3) The Control of Soil Erosion through

tree planting, revegetation work, and the con-

struction of simple dams. A certain amount of

flood control work also is done.

(4) The Cleaning up and Beautification

OF the Nation's Parks and Monuments.
During the first six months of the work, much
time was devoted to the control of blister rust

and other forest diseases which threaten to ruin

the most valuable white pine stands in the coun-

try. Considerable effort was directed also toward

controlling the attacks of insects, and the eradica-

tion of rodents and poisonous plants. In many
sections of the country the work already has

progressed to a point where experienced foresters

have predicted that ten years of normal accom-

plishments on the part of the federal forestry

services will have been telescoped into less than a

year.

For those who desu-e a quantitative

expression of results in work accomplished,

there are included a few figures from a

report compiled by the Census Bui-eau

from the individual work reports sent to

PJmtufjrdiilL by Crandall

CLEANING UP LAKE SHORES
Civilian Conservation Corps workers removing debris that has accumulated along the shores of

Jackson Lake in Grand Teton National Park
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IN THE CARSON NATIONAL FOREST, NEW MEXICO
Stands of valuable timber are being put into such condition that the desirable trees will make faster

growth and the stand as a whole will produce material of better quality

Washington by the superintendents and

foresters supervising the forest work. In

presenting these figures, attention should

be called to the fact that they represent

accompHshments only to September 30,

1933.

The report, compiled from official

work records prepared at the 1,522 camps

where the men of the Civilian Conserva-

tion Corps and the 8,000 Indians of the

Indian conservation camps labored dur-

ing the summer and fall, discloses that the

work done will benefit large sections of the

600 millions of acres of forest and park

lands in this country. The benefits of

forest improvement, forest protection,

soil erosion, and park improvement are

not confined to the immediate areas

where the men worked, but are spread

over millions of acres of adjoining lands.

The work was done under the supervision

of the forestry experts of the Department
of the Interior, the Department of Agri-

culture, and the fortv-seven states where

the men were located. Twenty-eight

camps containing 5,600 veterans did flood

control work under the supervision of the

Chief of Engineers of the War Depart-

ment. Of the 1,522 camps in the continen-

tal United States, 1,250 were imder the

supervision of the Forest Service, 175

under the Office of National Parks,

Buildings, and Reservations, seventy-one

under the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

twenty-eight under the Chief of Engineers,

three under the Bureau of Biological

Survey of the Department of Agriculture,

and one under the General Land Office.

''Improvements done by the C. C. C.

men and the Indians will prove of perma-

nent benefit to the forests and of mitold

value to future generations," Director

Fechner said. "The Forest resour'^es of

the nation have been given new and valu-

able protection from fire, pests, and

disease, which in the past have taken an

annual toll estimated in the hundreds of

millions of dollars. Stands of timber have
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YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK
Typical old logged areas where Emergency Conservation Workers will do valuable work for Yosemite

in removing unsightly fire hazards

been improved, erosion of land checked,

ranges for the great live stock industry

improved, and recreational facilities for

the public multiplied. The value of our

national and state forests and our

National Parks has been greatly en-

hanced."

Among achievements which stand out

in the completed program is the forest

protection work. This includes the con-

struction of trails through the forests

and parks over which fire-fighting units

can operate speedily in event of fire,

the construction of fire breaks useful in

preventing the spread of fires that de-

velop, the removal of fire hazards such as

highly inflammable dead trees and under-

brush, the construction of lookout towers,

observatories, fire-guard cabins, shelter

for fire-protection equipment, the laying

of field telephone wires to connect lookout

houses with points of mobilization for fire-

fighting units, control operations against

tree diseases, and campaigns against tree-

attacking insects and rodents. The white

pine blister rust, one of the most serious

menaces to the nation's 20,000,000 acres

of valuable white pine, represented one of

the major objectives of the forest army.

Work performed under the general

title of forest stand improvement in-

cluded thinning forest areas to improve the

stand of valuable trees, tree planting, and

construction of needed buildings and

bridges. The general aim of this forest

stand improvement was to put the stand

of timber into such condition that the

desirable trees will make faster growth

and the stand as a whole will produce

material of better quality.

Erosion control, the third major classi-

fication of work projects, developed into

one of the most important phases of the

Civilian (conservation Corps program.

In addition, the men constructed 2,569

miles of horse and foot trails through the

forests, built 1,053 dams for fish and birds;

erected 882 miles of fences, including
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both those surrounding camp sites and

range fences of barbed wire and log;

collected seed; surveyed and marked

7,485 miles of boundary; improved 716

miles of streams; canied out flood control

projects to the extent of 19,866,555 feet of

ground surveyed, 356,476 cubic yards of

groimd along banks of streams cleared,

54,951 linear yards of channel cleared,

and 36,532 cubic yards of dams excavated

and filled; reconstructed existing dams
by such measures as levee reconstruction,

log-ribbing and landscaping; cleared

9,175 acres of public camp grounds;

built necessary buildings; made 6,288 of

such camp ground facilities as benches,

tables, fire-places, etc.; aided in the

construction of camp structures, which

include 843 tool houses, 406 offices, 112

barns and 2,795 other sti-uctures, as well

as 38,847 feet of water systems.

From the beginning, the Forest Service

of the Department of Agriculture and the

National Park Service of the Interior

Department welcomed the C. C. C. move-

ment as a real opportunity for accom-

plishing needful work in the forests.

It was also recognized that the sending

of so many city men into the forests could

not help but bring the general public

closer to forestry itself.

In a recent discussion of the activities

of the C. C. C. men, F. A. Silcox, forester

of the Forest Service of the Department of

Agriculture, commented favorably on the

work being done at the camps to increase

forest protection, improve forest stands,

and correct soil erosion. He pointed out

that something like fifty-five different

classes of work are now being done in the

camps.

''I would like to comment on the pest

control work and steps taken to combat

tree and plant diseases," said Mr. Silcox.

"There has never been presented before

to the Forest Service such an opportunity

Photograph by U. S. Forest Service

CLEARING A TRAIL THROUGH THE FOREST
Boys7from Pine Grove Furnace Camp, Pennsylvania, constructing trails through the forest, over

which fire fighting units can operate speedily in case of fire
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EOAD CONSTRUCTION
The construction of roads, their improvement and maintenance are among the important phases

of the Emergency Conservation Work now being carried on by the Government

to conduct work of these kinds on a scale

such as has been afforded by the Civilian

Conservation Corps, and all of this under

the supervision and direction of men best

trained and qualified for such supervision.

These men in turn in certain sections have

been advised by the nation's best authori-

ties on plant disease and insect pest

control. These enemies rank with or

even outrank forest fires as a menace to

the nation's forest properties."

As a move toward halting the huge

annual losses attributed to soil erosion,

some 50,000,000 tiees are to be planted in

central and southern states this coming

spring. Exceptional efforts also are to be

made during the coming year to save

forests menaced by European white pine

blister rust disease and other tree-

attacking diseases. Campaigns also will

be organized to combat the attacks of

insects which annually cause huge damages

to forest trees and to scenic trees on

estates and in parks.

During the past summer and fall, more

than 20,000 Civilian Conservation Corps

men were engaged in national defence

against foreign plant diseases, especially

the white pine blister rust. This latter

disease is spread by wild and cultivated

gooseberry and currant b\ishes. In order

to protect the pine stands from this

fungus disease, all wild currant and goose-

berry bushes must be pulled in a protec-

tive zone 900 feet wide around the pine

trees as well as within the pine lot. All

cultivated black currant must be re-

moved within a radius of one mile. This

is a tremendous undertaking and one on

which the Department of Agricultme

and the various cooperating states had

not made as much headway as they would

have liked, until the coming of the C. C. C.

boys.

The usual method of attack is to destroy

the Rihes. During the past summer, fall,

and early winter, the C. C. C. men pulled

48,962,419 currant and gooseberry bushes
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from 598,054 acres. The greatest volume

of C. C. C. blister rust control was per-

formed in California, Idaho, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Pennsylvania, New Hamp-
shire, and Maine. New infections of

blister rust have recently been discovered

in National Parks and on state forest

lands. As a result of the C. C. C. work,

scenic spots have been saved from un-

sightly diseased trees and the lumber

industiy saved tremendous losses from

disease. In 1934 all valuable pine areas

unprotected within a working radius of

the C. C. C. camps probably will be the

scenes of control work.

A few concrete examples may illustrate

better than cold statistics some of the

varied types of work which the men of the

conservation corps have carried on and on

which they are now engaged. For in-

stance, the men living in some 200 camps

located in state parks are installing im-

provements such as new camping grounds,

more commodious parking areas, perma-

nent park structures such as shelters,

spring houses, bridges, bath hoases, and
bathing beaches. This work is being

done largely in the interests of tourists

and campers.

Along the old Miami Canal from

Toledo to Defiance, Ohio, five companies

of the C. C. C. are developing the land

adjacent to the canal into a practical

park that will be one of the most attractive

in the state. For a distance of nearly

fifty miles the men are building trails,

landscaping the area, making use of

portions of the canal for water sports and

recreation, and in general turning the

area that has heretofore been practically

useless into a useful park. The same type

of work is being done by a dozen com-

panies of the C. C. C. in the famous

Palisades Interstate Park in New York.

The work of. the C. C. C. in the State

Parks, as well as in the National Parks

.=^:;<. -^-^

BUILDING A LARGE DAM
This type of dam not only requires a maximum amount of man power, but also requires the use of

tile, cement, and other materials for proper construction
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and monuments, is under the direction of

the office of National Parks, Buildings,

and Reservations of the Department of

Interior. In the National Parks, camps of

the C. C. C. are adding long-needed recrea-

tional faciUties for the use of the public.

The fact that the number of visitors to

Sequoia National Park in California alone

increased from 30,000 in 1923 to 129,000

in 1933 shows that more than ever the

American public is taking advantage of

its parks for recreation.

Another interesting type of work being

done by the C. C. C. is the rehabilita-

tion of several of our famous national

battlefields. About 3,500 men are work-

ing toward this end in Yorktown, Virginia

;

Morristown, New Jersey; Gettysburg in

Pennsylvania ; Chickamauga, Tennessee

;

Vicksburg, Mississippi; Petersburg, Fred-

ericksburg, and Richmond in Virginia.

It is not the plan completely to restore

these historical spots, but to restore them

to such condition that the average visitor

will come away with a clear understand-

ing not only of the important events that

took place but also their relation to the

growth and development of our nation.

Further recognition of the importance

of the nation's wild life resources was

manifest when on May 29, 1933, the

President approved the establishing of

three C. C. C. camps on as many migratory

bird refuges, acquired by the Bureau of

Biological Survey under the provisions of

the Federal Norbeck-Anderson Migratory

Bird Conservation Act of 1929. These

refuges, under the administration of the

Survey, are located on an eastern flight

line of wild fowl. One is on the Black-

water River in Maryland; another in

North CaroHna, and the third on the St.

Marks River in Florida. The camps were

established about the first of July, and

since that time an immense amount of

development work has been accomplished

to make the refuges more attractive to mi-

gratory bird life and facihtate their admin-

istration and maintenance. The intense

interest of the men in these camps was

remarkable, and they evidenced a real

desire to learn more about bird life.

Lawton Camp, Gila National Forest, New Mexico
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TRAILSIDE FAWNS
An Adventure in Animal Upbringing

By WILLIAM H. CARR
Assistant Curator, Department of Education, American Museum

Abright July sun streamed through

gently stirring leaves of our largest

sugar maple and cast wavering

yellow patches upon the brown earth of

the deer enclosure. Virginia and Bambi,

our white-tailed deer fawns, were sleeping

peacefully with delicate, black-tipped

noses resting upon soft, tan flanks. The
sun pattern matched their white-spotted

coats so well that one was instantly

struck with the ''protective" value of the

design.

It was a peaceful early summer morn-

ing on Bear Mountain. There were two

automobiles in our Trailside Parking

space, with license plates reading "Cali-

fornia " and " Oklahoma." The occupants

of these cars strolled quietly about the

grounds, reading labels and commenting

on exhibits indoors and out.

A golden-haired little girl was the most

active of the party. She fairly bm-ned

with energy, as she ran here and there,

peering into the snake-pit, calHng to Joe,

the crow, and all but falling into the fish

pool. After a time she found the deer and
stood transfixed with interest and admira-

tion. Her father and mother joined her,

and together they read the label and re-

marked what beautiful creatures were the

deer.

"I'd love to pet them," exclaimed the

child, "do you suppose they'd let me?"
"No, I should say not," said the father,

"things in museums and zoos are made
for people to look at, not to touch."

"I don't see why that is, either," said

the mother. "Scientists seem to have all

the fun. We can only look at what they

think we ought to see
!

"

Bambi twitched one ear to drive off

several over-enthusiastic flies which were

becoming increasingly annoying. Mr.
Roos, our animal enthusiast, strolled over

to the deer-pen and opened the gate. He
looked at the Kttle girl in\dtingly, and said

:
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"Don't you want to come in with me
and play with the fawns?"

The girl cast a beseeching look at her

mother, who in turn, looked questioningly

at father. After a moment, with the full

responsibilit}^ resting upon him, father

asked

:

"Is it safe"?

"Perfectly safe," said Mr. Roos, "many
hundreds of children have played with

the deer. We have even permitted blind

persons to come in and see the animals

in their own way."

"I read something once about George

Washington's gamekeeper being killed by

supposedly tame deer," replied the man,

"but if you say so. ..."
This was permission enough for the

child. She flew through the gate and

knelt beside the now awakened Virginia.

Bambi rose to his knees, then to all fom-s,

stretched blissfully, and wandered over to

investigate the latest caller. He sniffed

daintily at her face and then ran an ex-

perimental soft tongue over the little

girl's arm. Apparently satisfied with the

taste, he commenced to lick, with an

absent-minded air, suggesting a "better

than nothing" attitude.

" Ai'-ren't they cute," shrilled the child,

"I'd like to have them home! How thin

their legs are!"

The fawns, with their usual meek

acceptance of adulation, were quite

patient as their sleek coats were stroked

and patted.

The child's mother looked on—first

with an expression of some anxiety, and

then with a decidedly pleased smile, as

she turned to her husband, saying: "Well,

Photograph by Clyde Fisher

BAMBI AND VIRGINIA

The fawns were never awkward in any pose, whether lying, standing, or in motion. Here they are-

resting after a meal
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museums have changed

since my day! John, get

the camera."

After our visitors' first

excitement had given

place to careful examina-

tion, they began to ask

questions. The very

calmness of the fawns

seemed always eventu-

ally to quiet their

audience. By this time,

the Oklahoma people

had arrived, and their

children, a boy and a girl,

were permitted to enter

the pen.

"Where did you get

the deer?" asked the

father. "Are they from

India? We saw some

like them yesterday in

the Indian Hall at the

American Museum of

Natural History."

"It was the Hall of

Asiatic Mammals," cor-

rected daughter.

Mr. Roos had observed

that the man had read

the label, or rather looked

at it. Although the sign

told at length about the

deer, Mr. Roos's experience with visitors

had taught him to realize that "glancing "

and "absorbing" were two different

things.

"Everything we have here is local,"

he answered. "All of our animals, and all

of the specimens in our museums have

been taken from the Highlands of the

Hudson."

Mr. Roos continued to tell of the deer's

habits, until fully satisfied, but with back-

ward glances at the three-months'-old

fawns, the guests walked away.

"Delightful creatures, "one woman said.

Virginia had been the first of the deer to

Photograph by Clyde Fisher

ALERT
Bambi's expressive ears were keyed to every sound. He was ever
interested in events that transpired beyond the confines of his

enclosure

come to us. When not more than a day

old, she had been pursued by dogs and,

as the story was related, had the great

good fortune to run literally into the arms

of a protector in the form of a kindh^ dis-

posed lady upon the estate of the presi-

dent of the Rockland County Association

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals.

Surely, she was in good hands! In fact,

the woman who cared for her came to see

Virginia often after she had been given to

us.

Virginia had taken to the nursing bottle

almost at once and was a most persistent

feeder from the first. Her agitation was
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great whenever the bottle appeared. She

would apply her lips to the rubber and,

with surprising energy for so frail an

animal, would "punch" repeatedly, until

the last drop had disappeared.

This fawn showed much interest in

whatever transpired near by. She would

follow us willingly and would come

trustingly along wherever we went. For a

time, she was kept in a chicken-wire

enclosure upon a grassy slope. We cov-

ered the wire with cloth to prevent the

delicate "pipe stem" feet fiom becoming

injured through insertion in the wire

mesh. The cloth was also necessary to

prevent the infant from bruising herself

when playing, for play she did! She

would leap about, with no evident

sense of direction whatsoever, reminding

one of the stiff-legged progeny of the

goat. Her little legs would fly out, as she

jumped first to the right, and then to the

left. Often she would dash straight at the

fence and then, when it seemed as though

she would certainly break her neck, the

sharp little pointed hoofs would be

brought to bear and she would stop inches

away. Sometimes, however, she would

misjudge the distance, and strike the

mesh with some force. We called it

"putting on the brakes."

When hungry, Virginia would call with

a penetrating "bleat" that could be

heard for some distance. She would

repeat this monotonously, until her

stomach had been filled. At first, Mr.

Roos, who had a sincere affection for the

infant, found it necessary to feed her at

least six times a day. He diluted the milk

with water, heated it, tested the drops upon

the back of his wi'ist and, if all was well,

performed his duty in admirable fashion.

MAKING FRIENDS
Many hundreds of delighted children and grown-ups as well were only too pleased to make the

fawns' acquaintance. A fresh maple leaf was acceptable as an admission card
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TWO BABIES
Little Cynthia Roos lost the nursing bottle to the impetuous Virginia. The fawn was not to be

denied, but Cynthia took it all in good part

Several weeks after Virginia had ac-

cepted our hospitality, we were the recipi-

ents of another fawn—this time from Mr.

John J. Tamsen, superintendent of the

Palisades Interstate Park. Some men
employed on the new highway over Bear

Mountain had picked him up when going

to work in the morning. The small

creature lay upon the floor of Mr. Tam-
sen's car, a quivering bundle of nerves,

with large, staring brown eyes.

The frightened creature was gathered

in Mr. Roos's arms, quite unprotestingly,

even as "the lamb that strayed from the

fold," and tenderly deposited upon a

blanket in the Crafts-house. Virginia

was carried in from the outdoor cage to

make the stranger feel at home. She

proved a splendid hostess, for at once she

greeted the guest with nose rubbing and

with much licking, and then, the pre-

liminaries over, lay down beside the

newly christened Bambi, with her head

upon his shoulder.

Several hours later, it was deemed time

to experiment with the first feeding, and

here the real difficulties arose. Bambi
would have absolutely nothing to do with

the bottle! He seemed paralyzed with

fear and bleated so loudly in his attempts

to escape that his keepers were in despair

of ever raising liim. This bleat was

entirely different in character from the one

given by Virginia whenever feeding time

was at hand. It had a wild, horn-like

quaUty, that fully expressed the mort-

al fright of the fawn. It so startled

its hearers at close quartei's that the
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first bottle was dropped upon the floor.

A car was dispatched to a drug store in

Highland Falls, five miles away, for some

rubber tubing. It was evident that the

nipple would not work. Visitors crowded

the Crafts-house door with advice.

"Stick his nose in a pan of warm milk

—

that's what we do with calves
!

"

"Hold him down, he'll take the

nipple."

"Put some milk on your finger and

teach him to suck that way!"

These, and other suggestions, were

showered upon us gratis, until we closed

the door and went off to permit Bambi
to rest. Eventually all of the procedures

were tried and many others, too, in order

to save our infant's life. For forty-eight

hours he resisted every effort. We were as

gentle as could be. Our men labored into

the midnight hours, soaking their clothes

with warm milk in the process, and still

the hunger strike persisted.

Virginia, in the meantime, enjoyed the

affair hugely. She licked the milk from

garments and floor impartially and

gambolled about in the Crafts-house, with

a callous disregard for the suffering of her

companion. It is true that she groomed

his coat with her tongue many times

during the day, but her solicitations were

inspired by motives that were largely

selfish—Bambi's coat was saturated with

milk!

When two days had gone by, the entire

staff was downcast at the prospect of

losing the now weak little animal, and then,

at eleven o'clock at night, Bambi fed!

Virginia really saved his life, for we
pressed her into service as a last resort.

With unshaken perseverance and kindly

patience, the extra large nipple upon the

A BOTTLE IN RESERVE
There was never any hesitancy on Virginia's part when feeding-time came.

to reach the bottle

Photograph by Le Roy Davies

SheUterally "cHmbed"
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A STUDY IN CONTENTMENT
The fawns had peaceful ways. They never quarreled, even when one attempted to steal the

other's food. Mr. Lewis, a friend, looks contented, too

milk bottle was placed crosswise through

one side of Virginia's lips in such fashion

that it projected from the opposite side.

It had been noticed that Bambi, on several

occasions, had licked drops of milk from

Virginia's face. Therefore, it was thought

that in licking he might possibly en-

counter the nipple and thus learn to use

it, and he did

!

His tongue explored the rubber surface

for a time, forcing the milk out, and then

the lips slipped over the surface and,

marvel of marvels, he commenced to

feed ! Virginia was forcibly held perfectly

still and behaved admirably. There was

joy in camp that night!

Days passed before Bambi learned to

nurse properly. Many different types of

nipples were tried in the process of educa-

tion, but at last he approached, and then

surpassed, Virginia's eagerness, when-

ever the clinking bottles were carried to

him. Best of all, we could see that he

steadily became more robust and active.

His expressive, cupped ears moved for-

ward and backward at the least sound,

and gradually he commenced to play.

When placed in the out-of-door pen, he

gained complete confidence and, by mid-

summer, outshone Virginia in alertness,

strength, and friendliness.

During the season, a companionable

coach dog, or Dahnatian puppy, was

permitted to enter the deer pen. The

fawns were interested in her arrival,

despite the fact that one of them, Vir-

ginia, had been nearly killed by dogs a

short time after her birth. The puppy was

held upon a leash and gradually allowed to

touch noses with both fawns. The deers'
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ears pointed forward—the embodiment of

great question marks—and their eyes

narrowed perceptibly, but they were in no

way alarmed. On the contrary, they

commenced to play with the little dog.

On learning that the best of relations

existed, we unleashed the dog and, with

violently wagging tail, she galloped about

the enclosure and the deer galloped too!

They licked noses, pursued each other,

and were enjoying themselves hugely,

when suddenly the puppy, now highly

excited, began to bark. This strange

procedure startled the fawns. At once

they stopped running and gazed in-

quiringly at the excessively cordial, flap-

eared puppy. Barks were beyond the

dears' comprehension and, try as she

would, the dog could not resume playful

relations as long as she persisted in

"yapping."

At another time a verj^ young and

comically awkward Airedale puppy was

placed in the pen. He investigated the

deer thoroughly, even to the extent of

standing upon his hind legs, with forefeet

on Bambi's side, in a successful effort to

touch noses. Bambi returned the com-

pliment by examining practically every

inch of the Airedale's curly, diminutive

form. As a visitor remarked, "It was

great fun while it lasted!" But after a

time, the puppy grew tired, yawnni im-

politely, and calmly lay down for a nap,

whereupon the deer retired to a far corner

of the pen and did likewise.

Throughout the entire summer the

fawns led a happy, playful existence, with

a very notable exception. Near tragedy

stalked them but once—tragedy that had

to do with taut nerves, tried to the point

of hysteria. It was due to a terrific

thunderstorm, accompanied by a cloud-

bm'st that flooded our Crafts-house floor

to a depth of four inches in the space of

twenty minutes.

HARD AT work!
Mr. Roos found it necessary to grasp the bottles firmly indeed, as the fawns gained in strength.

Their "punching" activities grew increasingly strenuous
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On this occasion the

deer were living in a large,

new, out-of-door pen,

equipped with a small

house for shelter. The

house door was closed

when the storm came

raging through the

Highlands. Several of

our staff were working

near by in the office of

the Geology Museum,

when blinding sheets of

rain poured upon the

roof. The men were in-

tent upon some trees

beside the road that

were tossing their heads

dangerously, as the

wind's force increased to

a steady gale that drove

the rain in horizontal

sheets.

Not many moments

passed before Mr. Bis-

pham, our geologist, sud-

denly exclaimed:

''What about the

deer?"

Without waiting for an

answer to his question,

or for rubbers either, he

threw a raincoat about his shoulders, and

plunged out into the storm, fighting his

way against the wind, through water

that was ankle-deep, to the deer-pen.

He was drenched to the skin before the

gate was reached. Both deer were in a

pitiable condition. They had become

completely unnerved and were jumping

again and again at the wire, trying des-

perately to escape the sounds that

crashed about their ears.

Quickly Mr. Bispham opened the

shelter door and guided Bambi within.

Virginia was too terrified to be led. She

resisted his efforts and continued to

jump, striking the wire and rebounding

TWO POSITIONS

Virginia and Bambi would follow the bottles, in the cage or out,

until not one drop remained!

to the sHppery earth with startling force.

It was evident that .she would break her

neck if permitted to continue her struggles.

After several futile attempts she was

caught and carried to the shelter, her

sides heaving and her tongue out. It

seemed that she would expire from sheer

fright. Gradually, however, she became

calm, and rested as Bambi looked on.

Like many a violent storm, this one

passed rapidly, leaving fallen trees and

broken branches in its wake. On close

examination, Virginia proved to be prac-

tically uninjured and none the w^orse for

the experience. The only signs of injur}'

were several small cuts upon the head.
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where she had struck the wu-e in her

senseless attempt to free herself.

She accepted her supper and, the next

morning, strolled about as though nothing

had ever occurred to distui'b her equili-

brium! From that time forward our first

duty on the approach of a storm was to

block open the deer-pen shelter door.

Too much affection and care had been

lavished upon the fawns to contemplate

a re-occurrence of any threatening

catastrophe.

After six months of homage as public

characters, Virginia and Bambi were

transferred to an enclosure of more than

an acre in extent. A small, but constant

brook ran through the center, and large

oaks provided shade. The fawns revelled

in their release. They dashed about from

one end of the pen to the other, tossing

dried grasses and scattering dead leaves

as they went. In a brief time they dis-

covered a muddy spot beside the brook.

Here they stood for long periods, with

their hoofs buried in the cool, damp earth.

Apparently, our other cage had been

deficient in provision for foot baths.

The deers' actions informed us of our

short-sightedness in this respect.

Both animals had been weaned and

were able to fend for themselves, feeding

upon a mixture of oats and wheat and

upon the plants in the enclosure. Their

coats took on a grayish tinge as winter

approached. A large, hollow haystack,

with a wooden frame in the middle,

provided shelter from wind and snow.

Our last view of them for the season was

a happy one. They stood beside a mirror-

like pool in the brook, their reflections

brightly outhned, with ever inquisitive

noses and ears alert to the October

breeze for whatever information it might

bring.

When spring comes again Bambi and

Virginia will be fawns no longer, but will

be grown deer ready for an appreciative

public.

Sketch by Dvrlley Blakely
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NEW PIERS FOR GIANT SHIPS
The Geologic and Engineering Problems Involved in the Construction of New

1100-Foot Piers in the Port of New York Ai'e Briefly Considered

By CHESTER A. REEDS
Curator of Geology, American Museum of Natural History

To John McKenzie, Commissioner of Docks of the City of New York, Francis T. O'Keefe, Chief Engineer,

and Alfred J. Duggan, Resident Engineer, I express my thanks for their kind cooperation, and for the loan

of various charts, sketches, and photographs prepared by the Dock Department in the course of the investi-

gation of the physical conditions of the rock in the site for the new piers. I also express my gratitude to

the Board of Trustees, to Dr. F. Trubee Davison, President, and to Dr. George H. Sherwood, Director, of

the American Museum of Natural History, for alloxving me time from my duties as Curator of Geology,

to make this investigation. To Mr. Ray N. Spooner, and Mr. F. R. W. Cleverdon, Vice-President of the

Allen N. Spooner & Son Construction Company, I express my thanks for courtesies received when visit-

ing the excavations, and for the loan of a set of photographs.—C. A. R.

THE construction of new piers for

giant ships in New York is in

keeping with the remarkable growth

of the City. Situated on a number of

islands facing the Upper and Lower bays,

and being surrounded by deep estuaries

leading inland in various directions, New
York has been ideally placed to handle

commodities by water. Having been

blessed with one of the best natural

harbors in the world, New York, with

more than ten million people in its

metropolitan district, has grown to be the

chief port of the North American con-

tinent.

The Hudson, the principal waterway

of the harbor, being a drowned river with

tides extending to Troy, provides a

natural entrance into the interior of the

United States. Some 25,000 to 35,000

years ago the coast line of the region at

the mouth of the river subsided, and the

course of the Hudson, for approximately

151 miles inland and 100 miles across the

continental shelf, was submerged. With

the drowning of the river only a few
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Brown Bros., N. Y.

LOWER MANHATTAN, NEW YORK, 1876

East River with wharves and saihng vessels in foreground; Upper Bay and Hudson River in mid-
distance; New Jersey shoreline in the background

natural impediments to navigation re-

mained in the harbor. These consisted

of occasional fogs, scattered rocks, and the

mud flats across the mouth of the river.

Progress has been made in remedying

these defects, namely: The harbor has

been well lighted and fog horns established.

The rocks have been blasted away. The

mud flats, which arise by the natural

tendency of the river to drop its load of

silt where its current meets the ocean

waters, have been removed in part.

From 1899 to 1914 the Federal Govern-

ment dredged the Ambrose Channel

across the Lower Bay at a cost of $5,000,-

000, The Channel extends in a nearly

southeasterly direction from the inner

harbor to the ocean and has a length of

seven miles, a width of 2000 feet, and a

depth at mean low tide of 40 feet. This

channel permits the largest of ocean

vessels to enter the harbor without diffi-

culty. For many years the Old Main
Ship-Bayside-Gedney Channel, width

1000 feet, depth 30 feet, sufficed. It is

horseshoe-shaped in outline and follows

the natural course of the river channel

across the Lower Bay. It is five miles

longer, however, than the Ambrose Chan-

nel. The new Anchorage Channel in the

Upper Bay, which is 2000 feet wide and

40 feet deep at mean low water, continues

the course of the Ambrose Channel.

The mean range of tide is about 4.5 feet.

When Hendrick Hudson anchored the

"Half Moon," the first ship to visit the

harbor, off the west shore of Manhattan
Island on September 13, 1609, a row boat

and a sandy beach served for a landing.

The first wharf erected by the early

Dutch settlers was built 1648-1649 on

the East River at the end of Schreyer's

Hook. It seems to have been the first

and only pier in New Amsterdam until a

larger one known as ''The Bridge" was

built in 1659, near the foot of the present

Moore Street. In 1695 the City, then

under English rule, had a great dock

which extended along Water Street from

Coenties Slip to Whitehall Street. By
the amended charter of 1730, the docks,

sHps and wharves, with all the profits

arising from them, were granted to the

City. By the time of the Revolution

there were six slips on the East River,

and two docks and one slip on the North

River at the foot of Oswego, now Liberty

Street. After the Revolution, New York

grew to be one of the leading cities of the

United States.

During the Nineteenth Centmy, the

low areas along the shore line were filled

in and an extensive line of wharves were

developed. On the west side of Manhattan
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Island a'continuous line of dock buildings

was built for a distance of about four miles.

On the eastern shore numerous piers were

erected. In Brooklyn piers and docks

were extended along the greater part of

the shore opposite the lower end of Man-
hattan and farther south in Gowanus
Bay. With the completion of the Erie

Canal in 1825, New York became the

center of commerce for half the con-

tinent. With the phenomenal growth of

the great trunk-line railroads, 1840-

1860, most of which built their terminals

at tidewater on the New Jersey shore

opposite Manhattan, there developed the

car-float literage system of freight trans-

fer. Although there was a radical change

about 1860 from canal to railroad trans-

portation. New York retained her position

as the chief shipping and industrial

center of the United States. In fact, the

ocean, the rivers, the canals, the railroads,

and a productive hinterland continued to

transform the life of the harbor, increase

the waterfront developments, add value

to property, and make New York great.

In 1860, the combined exports and

imports of New York were valued at

$311,358,064, with New York handling

twice as much of the count ly's import

trade as all the other American ports

combined. The population of the City at

that time was 800,000, the five boroughs

more than 1,000,000, and the New York

region more than 1,800,000. Throughout

the remainder of the Nineteenth Century

and up to the present, the City has con-

tinued to grow in two directions—ver-

tically and horizontally. The population

of the five boroughs of New York in

1900 was 2,507,414; in 1930, 6,930,446.

The population of the metropolitan area

in 1930 was 10,901,424.

With the continued gi-owth of the City

and its metropolitan district there has

been an increassing demand for New York

waterfront property. In 1870, the De-

partment of Docks of the City of New
York was created. It is charged with the

construction, care, and maintenance of

the City's waterfront. More than a half

million people are directly occupied in

B' - i:.- ^ ^. x.y.
HUDSON RIVER DOCKS LOOKING NORTH ON W^EST STREET, 1906

The west side of Manhattan Island is lined with piers from the Battery to 72d Street, New York.
Groups of docks appear at points bej'^ond
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From Swing Galloway, N.Y.

DOCKS AND WAREHOUSES OF THE BUSH TERMINAL, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Air view of one of the most active sections of the Port of New York

all-the-year round employment on the

waterfront. By 1930 it had made im-

provements having a value of more than

$250,000,000. The direct waterfront of

Greater New York is 587.4 miles in

length. A considerable portion of it is as

yet undeveloped. The improved water-

front around piers and bulkhead lines in

1924 measured 275 miles. In 1930 the

number of piers, both public and private,

was 722. Of these, 277 were owned by

the City of New York, 409 privately,

27 by the United States Government, and

9 by the State of New York.

Throughout the history of the Port,

river and harbor developments have been

subject to some sort of official control.

The first systematic attempt to authorize

and regulate the building of piers along

the waterfront was by the New York

State Legislature in 1796. In the course

of time, however, piers were built in

more or less haphazard fashion and with

the overlapping jurisdiction of two states.

New York and New Jersey, and the

various municipalities, the Federal Gov-

ernment, by an Act of Congress passed in

1888, assumed the authority to fix bulk-

head and pierhead lines throughout the

Port in the interests of commerce and

navigation, and created a Board for that

purpose under the War Department.

This was one of the first steps taken

toward the coordination of port facilities.

Since that date the Department of Docks

of the City of New York has frequently

been given permission to extend the pier

head line outward. Since 1921, the affairs

of the Port have been under the Port of

New York Authority, a body created by

special agreement between the states of

New York and New Jersey, and the

Federal Government. It has under its

supervision 1463 square miles of territory,

containing 771 miles of waterfront, 341

miles of which are improved. The City

has control of all water inside the pier-

head line.

In 1930 New York collected more than

$7,000,000 as rental for the piers and
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bulkheads it owns. The revenue for 1928

was $7,725,479.96, while the expenditure

for maintenance was $1,600,000. The

highest rental, $300,000 a year, is re-

ceived for Pier 86, North River, with

Pier 84 next at $270,000. Both piers are

leased to the United American Lines.

The vessels that entered the Port in 1930

numbered 4997; their cargo amounted to

43,244,036 long tons, which was valued at

$1,882,187,459. During the same year,

the 5366 ships which cleared the port

carried a cargo of 15,422,962 long tons

valued at $1,699,794,188. The total

imports and exports thus amounted to

58,666,998 tons, valued at $3,581,981,647.

Although these figures are considerably

under those for 1920, it may be noted that

nearly one-half the foreign commerce of

the United States is now handled by the

Port of New York, that more than two

hundred companies and agencies operate

to foreign ports, and at least sixty lines

are employed in coastwise and river trade.

While the New York waterfront has not

yet been fully developed, the traffic con-

ditions in the Port have been so congested

at times that special regulations have been

suggested. The commerce of the Port is

not only immense, but more than 350,000

people are carried daily in the ferries

which ply back and forth.

Of the 5000 to 6000 vessels which enter

the Port in the course of a year, some 200

are great ocean steamships with tonnages

ranging from 14,000 to 56,000 tons. The
six largest vessels according to Lloyd's

Register of Shipping 1932-1933, have

the following dimensions:
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are both dramatic and important, and

their enormous size creates, in the mind

of the travehng pubhc, an impression

greatly disproportionate to their nmnber.

Their dimensions, too, are so great that

the normal facihties of the Port are in-

adequate. Consequently, with each new

and larger ship that is launched, new and

larger piers and docks must be constructed,

in order that the floating giants may be

docked properly.

For this reason the City was forced to

consider the problem presented by the

two enormous ships now being built by

the Cunard Line and the French Line,

each of which is more than a thousand

feet in length, for no piers now in use

could care adequately for vessels so

enormous.

The restrictions imposed by the War
Department on bulkhead and pierhead

lines made impossible the construction

of piers of the required length, without

cutting deeply into the shoreline. Piers

have already grown so long and the traffic

in the North, or Hudson River, has grown

so heavy, that further extensions of the

piers into the river would tend to ob-

struct the port's proper operation. Con-

sequently, with piers 1100 feet in length

absolutely essential, the shore line would

either have to be moved back sufficiently

to build such piers behind the established

pierhead line, or, if this was found im-

practicable, to move the shore line as

far back as possible and make up the

deficiency by moving the pierhead line

out.

The only site in the waters surrounding

Manhattan Island that came near ful-

filling these specifications extended from

the foot of West 47th Street to West

56th Streets, North River. The use of this

site, however, required (1) that the pier

shps would have to be cut out of sohd

rock for a distance of at least 305 feet.

SKETCH SHOWING KINDS OF ROCKS IN 1100-FOOT PIERS, 88, 90 AND 92, NEW YORK
The metamorphosed Manhattan schist and the intruded granite pegmatites show a mixed relation.

The unconsolidated deposits consisting of glacial deposits and river silt occur on the surface
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DIAGRAM OF THE ROCK STRUCTURE, PIER 90, NORTH RIVER, NEW YORK
An isometric sketch showing the structural features and relations of the rocks in Pier 90, and adjacent

bulkhead walls. Rock slides occurred in the more densely shaded areas

and for some slips more; (2) that a slight

extension outward of the existing pier-

head line would have to be obtained from

the War Department; and (3) that the

course of Twelfth Avenue would have to

be extended northward for nine blocks

from West 47th Street across grounds

occupied in part by privately owned

buildings.

After due consideration new bulkhead

and pierhead lines for the above men-

tioned site were established by the

Secretary of War on January 13, 1931.

The territory within the newly approved

lines permitted of the erection of five new
piers each 1100 feet long and 125 feet

wide with accompanying slips each 1100

feet long and 400 feet wide. Plans for the

immediate construction of three of the

piers and accompanying slips were ap-

proved by the Dock Department of the

City of New York on July 1, 1931. The
contract for the construction of them,

however, was not let until November 14,

1931, when the Allen N. Spooner and Son

Construction Company started work on

this huge undertaking.

The site faces the Hudson River estu-

ary, which is a drowned river channel

filled for the most part with sand, clay,

and silt, to a depth near mid-channel, at

32d Street, of approximately 350 feet.

Soundings off shore from the pier sites

show the depth of the river water to be 60

feet. The concrete wall on the old bulk-

head line, established April 25, 1890, by

the Secretary of War and which has been

for the most part removed, extended in a

nearly north-south dii'ection, about 325

feet west of the bulkhead wall of the new

slips. A westwardly sloping bed rock

surface served as the foundation for this

old bulkhead wall. The footing consisted

of bags of concrete laid by divers on the

natural rock. The wall itself consisted of

huge blocks of precast concrete set upon

the concrete bags. When removed from

the pier slips, the concrete bags and the

blocks showed no signs of deterioration

although they had been submerged in
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brackish water for more than forty years.

The part of this wall which extended

across the site of Pier 90, has been left

standing and will be used as part of the

fill required to complete the pier.

Each of the new piers will consist

structurally of two parts, namely: (a)

the outermost part made of timber piles

driven into the river silt, and (b) the

landward part composed of natural rock,

and rock fill retained by concrete walls.

For the southernmost pier. No. 88, the

pile part is 795 feet long, the natural

rock and fill part 305 feet; for pier 90,

the parts are 715 and 385 feet, respectively

;

and for pier 92, 655 and 445 feet, respec-

tively. Both parts of each pier will have a

concrete deck. Above this deck will

appear a two-story standard pier-shed

superstructure. It will

be supported by concrete

footings which will be

independent of the deck.

Reinforced concrete

cross-wall fire stops will

appear at intervals of 140

feet on the timber por-

tion of the piers.

SITE OF NEW 1100-FOOT
PIERS, OCTOBER, 1933

Rock portions of piers 88 and
90 are completed; concrete

facing for pier 92 under way

PIER 86, AND SITE OF
NEW 1100-FOOT PIERS

Cofferdam, mid center, being
erected; undrained and un-
excavated rock to right

By Ewing Galloway, N.Y.

For the landward or

easterly part of each of

the shps 1, 2, and 3, earth

and rock had to be re-

moved to a depth of 46

feet below mean low tide

level. To permit the re-

moval of this rock, a

cofferdam 2079 feet long,

constructed of steel pile cells, was
erected in the Hudson River along a line

having a depth of 60 feet. The pile cells

of the cofferdam were filled with clayey

sand; the inshore side was also reinforced

by a riprap embankment. When the

river water, amounting to about 200,000,-

000 gallons, was pumped out behind the

cofferdam, an area of about 15 acres was

laid bare.

The surface of the rock as exposed over

this area was somewhat uneven, but in

general it sloped westward from 10 feet

above sea level at the easterly margin of

the pier sites to 46 feet below sea level

along the inner margin of the rock fill

behind the cofferdam. The amount of

earth and rock which had to be removed

from this area was immense. It com-

Courlesy Dock Department, N. Y.
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FairrliibI, Afrial Survtyy, Inc.

VIEW OF PIERS 88, 90 AND 92, NORTH RIVER, NEW YORK, MAY 17, 1933

Pile part of piers, in river, outside cofferdam; rock portions of piers and excavations for slips, within a

15-acre enclosure. Photograph supplied by Allen N. Spooner and Son, contractors

prised 648,000 cubic yards, 508,000 cubic

yards of rock, and 140,000 cubic yards of

earth overburden. The methods used

have been described in the August 3,

1933, issue of the Engineering News
Record. It was accomplished by using a

number of air compressors, a large

number of drilhng machines, a fleet of

30 ten-ton trucks, and a large force of

men who worked day and night in three

shifts of eight hours each, except from

midnight Saturday to midnight Sunday.

Along the pier and bulkhead walls the

rock was line drilled to a depth of 46 feet

with drill holes about 12 inches apart for

a distance of about 2900 feet. Between

these deep holes intermediate holes were

drilled to a depth of 15 feet. The Jack-

hammer drill was the principal type of

drill used in drilhng the rock in the pier

shps. The blasted rock was dumped by

trucks on scows berthed outside the coffer-

dam. The excavation in Slip 3, the most

northerly shp, was carried to a depth of

32 feet below sea level by June, 1933,

and then delayed until October, 1933,

when an additional 14 feet were removed

to provide fill for those parts of the piers

which are constructed of rock and rein-

forced concrete. The floor of each of the

three slips is now 46 feet below mean low

tide level.

During the excavation of the shps, the

natural rock composing the bulkhead walls

and intervening piers was left standing

as nearly vertical as the conditions of the

rock would permit. These rock precipices

vary in height from 56 feet at the inshore

end to zero at the distal ends near the

cofferdam. The rock walls were excavated

and benched to sound rock, upon which

were built heavy gravity retaining walls.

Where conditions made it necessary,

battered walls were constructed, and in

some portions, steel reinforcements were

placed. The enainecrs propose that these

concrete walls built upon the sohd rock

shall form the foundation for the concrete
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.'ill C. A. Heeds, N. Y.

WEDGE-SHAPED LEDGES OF MANHATTAN SCHIST, BULKHEAD WALL, XO. 3

Such V-shaped masses of hanging rock, thick at the top, and often unsupported at the bottom, gave
rise to three rock slides along the bulkhead walls, extending from the foot of West 47th to West 52d

Streets, New York City

deck and pier buildings which are to be

erected.

The composition and structure of the

rock varied from place to place in the

excavations, and since rock slides occurred

in the bulkhead walls of slips 2 and 3,

geologists were called to examine and

report upon the physical conditions of the

rock. For this investigation the Allen N.

Spooner & Son Construction Company,
contractors, engaged the services of Dr.

Charles P. Bcrkey of Columbia Univer-

sity, and Mr. John McKenzie, Commis-
sioner of Docks of the City of New York,

prevailed upon Dr. George H. Sherwood,

Director of the American Museum of

Natural History, to permit the present

writer to represent the City.

In the discussion which follows, special

consideration is given to the problem

involved, the kinds of rock encountered,

and an explanation is offered as to why the

slides occurred.

The rock walls left standing for the pier

foundations were found to consist of two

kinds of ancient rocks, each having a

different origin. They may be desig-

nated the Manhattan schist and the granite

pegmatite. The original characters of

each of these kinds of rock have been

changed or altered by processes of meta-

morphism. In addition to these two

kinds of rock, a third kind was encountered

on the surface, which may be called uncon-

solidated deposits, and described as follows

:

When the river water behind the coffer-

dam was pumped out, it was found that

the pier sites were covered with a mantle

of loose rock composed of layers of glacial

drift, river silt, and artificial fill, the

combined thickness of which varied from

five to more than ten feet. As this un-

consolidated material was removed from

the pier sites, glaciated rock surfaces were

exposed. Many of these surfaces were

uneven and exhibited typical rock hum-
mocks, caused by the grinding and scour-

ing action of glacial ice on rocks having
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varied structures and different degrees of

hardness.

The Manhattan schist which is the

predominant rock at the pier site, is the

chief bed rock of Manhattan Island. It is

frequently met in digging for the founda-

tions of buildings and other structures.

Its thickness at the pier site is not known.

Borings in this rock in various parts of

New York City have reached depths of

1224 feet, and in places it is estimated to

be 3000 feet thick. ^
It is characterized by the following

features: It is a dark schistose rock,

streaked, strongly micaceous, coarsely

crystalline, markedly fohated, and is

composed essentially of the minerals

biotite, quartz, and feldspar.

Red garnet in small crystals

is the chief accessory mineral.

In places epidote, cyanite,

staurolite, and fibrolite are

also present. The mineral

combination and its struc-

tural features indicate that

the schist was formed in

ancient times by the meta-

morphism of sediments. This

metamorphism of the original

sediments must have taken

place in the depths of a geo-

syncline, one of the stages in

the evolution of mountains.

To produce these features

the materials must have been

buried some five miles or

more below the present sur-

face of the earth, for in addi-

tion to closely appressed folds,

they show flowage structm-es

and oftentimes segregation

of the quartz, feldspar, and
mica ingredients into sepa-

rate bands.

Where the Manhattan
schist is unweathered, it

affords good foundations for

buildings. Where it is weath-

ered, it shows a brownish to rusty appear-

ance caused by the oxidation of the iron

present in the biotite. Weathered surfaces

appear in the rock along joint planes and

on surfaces which have been exposed for a

long time. Where the sm-faces show

glacial markings, the weathering is slight

and of no consequence. In long exposed

surfaces the weathering may have reached

depths of two to four feet, and in some

narrow zones, even to forty feet. In

fact, in some cases, the decay of the vari-

ous mineral ingredients may have pro-

gressed to such an extent that the rock

may be crumbled in the hand. On flat

surfaces the decayed rock will carry a

load, but on exposed vertical walls it will

WEDGE-SHAPED HANGING MASS OF GRANITE PEGMATITE
Showing bulkhead wall, slip No. 3, foot of West 51st Street,
New York City. The rock is steeplj^ inclined and jointed
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By trie J . Baker, Elizabeth, N.J.

ROCK SLIDE, BULKHEAD WALL, SLIP NO. 2, FOOT OF WEST
49th street, N. Y.

A hanging wedge-shaped mass of Manhattan schist, 75 feet long, slid

into the 46-foot-deep excavation on April 28, 1933. Photograph
supplied by Allen N. Spooner and Son, contractors

not do this unless it is reinforced.

The granite pegmatites, which are

igneous in origin, are abundant in the

pier walls, but they do not represent the

major portion of the rock mass. They
appear in the form of large and small dikes,

sills, stringers, veins, and lenses cutting

and penetrating the schist. Some of the

dikes are from six inches to four feet

across, others twelve to one hundred

fifty feet in width. The more prominent

of these features have been sketched

diagrammatically in the accompanying

isometric drawing of the pier and bulk-

head walls.

The granite pegmatites invaded the

Manhattan schist as molten masses of

rock and cooled slowly

in the positions they now
occupy. In some places

the mineral ingredients

are typical of a coarse-

grained pinkish granite

with the grains of quartz,

feldspar, and mica scat-

tered uniformly through-

out the mass. In other

areas they are abnormal

in size, being one to two

inches across, and appear

as bands one or more feet

in width, which run up

and down through the

rock. These large crystal

developments are the

typical pegmatites. They
represent the ducts
through which the hot

vapors and gases escaped

as the molten rock was

cooling.

The presence of red-

dish orthoclase in the

granite pegmatites sug-

gest that they have
sprung from a source

common to the numerous

dikes of red pegmatite

found elsewhere in New York City. Their

geologic age is still problematical. If

they are of the same age as the pegma-

tites at Bedford, Westchester County,

New York, which have recently been

determined by the radioactive method to

be 380,000,000 years old, then these

intrusive igneous rocks are of early

Silurian age according to a recent radio-

active chart of geologic time.^ A like age

has been recently determined by the

same method for similar igneous rocks,

namely: for the pegmatites at Branch-

ville, Connecticut, 374,000,000 years,

and for the granite at Fitchburg, Massa-

>Reeds, Chester A., 1931. "How Old Is the Earth?"
Natural History, Vol. XXXI, No. 2, and Guide Leaflet
Series No. 75. American Museum of Natural History.
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PEGMATITE SILL

Undulating surface exposed
by rock slide, October, 1933.

Bulkhead wall, No. 3, foot of

W. 50th Street, New York,
N. Y.

Courtesy of Dock Department, N. F.

chusetts, 360,000,000

years.

The kinds of rock ex-

posed in the site of the

1100-foot piers having

been considered, it is well

now to dwell briefly on

the structural featm-es

of the area. The rocks

have not only been folded

and metamorphosed, but the folds have

been so appressed that the rock ledges of the

schist stand nearly on edge. The tops of

the folds, moreover, have been so com-

pletely carried away by river and glacial

ice erosion that only the basal parts of the

former great folds remain. The axial

trend of these folds is slightly east of

north (N. 14° E.). In the Manhattan

schist, the only rock present which shows

banded structures, there are numerous

pressure planes and foliation ledges.

These dip westward toward the Hudson

River at high angles which vary from 55

to 85 degrees, average 78 degrees. These

structural features are more noticeable

in the bulkhead walls than in the rock

faces left standing for the piers, for in the

pier walls the ledges have been cut in

cross section and are supported by ad-

jacent ledges. In the bulkhead walls the

ledges have been cut on a bevel and appear

as sharply pointed long rock slivers,

having wide tops and thin lower edges

which, in walls 46 feet high, may remain

unsupported for distances of 60 to 75

feet.

This sUvered appearance of the schist

in the bulkhead walls has come about

through drilHng the rock face in a north-

east direction (N. 29° E.), and cutting the

ledges at an angle of 15 degrees. Further-

more, the drill has gone

vertically downward and

cut across successive

ledges pitched steeply

toward the river; con-

sequently, in the upper

part of these newly made

walls the ledges were cut,

and wedge-shaped masses

BULKHEAD W^ALL OF 1890

Resting on bags of concrete,

laid by divers on glaciated

surface of granite pegmatite,

Pier 90, foot of W. 50th Street,

New York. N. Y. Photo-
graph suppUed by Allen N.
Spooner and Son, contractors

By Eric J. Baker, Elizabeth, N.J.
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Courtrxy Ciinarrl Line By Airmap Corporation of America, N. Y.

S, S. BERENGARIA DOCKING AT PIER 54, NORTH RIVER, NEW YORK
Large transatlantic liners require numerous tug boats to warp them into position alongside the pier

of rock were left hanging on their schistose

surfaces without sufficient basal support to

insure a stable wall. The V-shaped outUne

of these attenuated hanging ledges is shown
in cross section in accompanying photo-

graphs taken by the author, and in the

diagrammatic representation of the struc-

tural featm-es in slips 2 and 3.

These structural features, together

with the presence of numerous inter-

secting joint planes, have caused slides

to occur in some places along the bulk-

head walls. In the northeast corner of

slip 2 a large slide occurred April 28,

1933, which was some 75 feet in length

and extended from Stations 800 to 875.

The part of the wall which slid out was
wedge-shaped in cross section, wide at the

top with dimensions 15 to 25 feet in

width, about 30 feet high, and inter-

sected by a joint plane along the lower

margin. When seen in May, 1933, the

inclined schistose plane was highly

micaceous and wet with seeping ground

water.

Just to the south of the great slide,

evidence of another slide appeared be-

tween Stations 750 and 800. Here a

comparatively smooth inclined surface

intersected the line of the wall at an angle

of about 15 degrees. A narrow pegmatite

dike crossed it obliquely. Since drill marks

showed only in the lower part of the wall,

and the face of a prominent vertical

joint appeared at Station 750, it was

apparent that this smooth surface was a

plane of schistosity, and that either at the

time of blasting, or shortly after, a V-

shaped mass of rock, wider at the top than

at the bottom, slid into the excavation

from the upper portion of the wall.

A slide of large proportions also de-

veloped in October, 1933, along the

southeast part of the bulkhead wall of
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slip 3. Steeply inclined schist ledges,

which were unsupported along their lower

margins for a distance of 75 feet, slid into

the excavation. The inclined surface,

which remained, was highly micaceous.

An examination of the rock showed that

it was the outer surface of an intruded

sill of granite pegmatite. The thick sill

extended to the bottom of the excavation

and was found to be quite stable. In

order that the wall line might be straight,

this section, as well as the other places

where slides occurred has now been

faced with battered concrete walls.

Since all of the principal difficulties

encountered in the construction of the

new 1100-foot piers have now been briefly

considered, it may be said that the excava-

tion of the rock in the pier slips and the

preparation of the foundations for the

new piers have been large, expensive, and

noteworthy undertakings. The engineer-

ing problems, although great, have not

been insurmountable. The chief source of

trouble was met in the bulkhead walls

where wedge-shaped masses of rock un-

supported at the base for distances of 60

to 75 feet either sHd or had a tendency to

slide into the excavation, some 46 to 56

feet in depth. These features together

with numerous joints, which cut the

ledges at intervals, caused at least three

rock slides. These sections and some

other parts of the pier and bulkhead rock-

walls have now been reinforced with

concrete walls, and it is not expected

that any additional geologic or engineer-

ing problems will arise.

As this article goes to press, the rock

foundations for the three new piers have

been completed, the cofferdam is being

removed, and the water is gradually

being let into the pier slips. As the water

rises, a man in a power boat with acety-

lene torch constantly skirts the pier and

bulkhead walls. The blue flame which we

see here and there denotes that he is

cutting off bits of steel and iron, which

project from the face of the reinforced

concrete walls. Great skill, constant

forethought, and supervision have entered

into the construction of these huge struc-

tures. They are nearing completion, and

as giant ships tie up alongside, incoming or

departing passengers will seldom realize

what the hand of man has wrought in

building these new piers for the Port of

New York.

S. S. Majestic, Outward Bound, Hudson River, New York City



Peeling Green Bananas Preparatory to Boiling Them

"MAKANAN MALAYU"
Some of the Foods in Common Use Among the

Natives of Borneo and Celebes

By H. C. raven
Associate Curator, Comparative and Human Anatomy, American Museum

A FTEl^ six months in Borneo I began

/ \ t ) enjoy Malay food. I recalled

the words of a friend who had

lived loni5 in the East Indies, and who,

when I was planning my trip there, told

me that 1 had never yet tasted rice as good

as that my Malay boys would prepare.

During the first three years I spent in

the East Indies, my home for the greater

part of the time was a small Malay

perahu, and my only companions were a

Chinese boy and two or three Malays,

the crew of my boat. Samarinda, thirty

miles up the Mahakkam River in eastern

Borneo, was the starting-point from which

I set out to collect natural history speci-

mens. T usually spent several months at a

time on such journeys, so, before starting,

I provisioned my boat with most of the

staple native foods.

Rice was the first consideration, and the

best rice to be had at Samarinda at the

time of my visit was imported from Siam

by Chinese shop-keepers. In preparing

for a six-months' trip T was told to provide

a kati (1}^ lbs.) of rice per day for each

person. As there were four natives and

myself, that meant five kati per day or

nine hundred kati (1,125 lbs.) for six

months.

Next on my list was dried fish, the

"ikan kring" of the Malays. This was

composed of various kinds of marine fishes

which were caught, cleaned, split open,

salted, and sun-dried by sea-faring natives

who lived in small boats or in houses built

over the edges of the reefs. They sold or

bartered the fish with the Chinese and

Malay merchants up the river at

Samarinda.

Other important food supplies were tea

and sugar from Java, a jug of soy-bean

sauce from China, and hundreds of

pounds of salt from the Government

godang, for in the Dutch East Indies salt

is a Government monopoly. At the

pasar, as the market is called, my boys

bought "lombok kring" (dried peppers),

each only about an inch long but very

hot, and a great variety of spices, many
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of which I know only by their Malay

names. Most important among them

were "kunyit" (tm-meric), "iintan hi-

tam" and "jintan putih," "langquas,"

"sahang hitam" (black pepper), sahang

putih" (white pepper), white, yellow, and

red onions, and a box of ''assam Jawa"
(tamarind).

We also took with us several dozen duck

eggs coated with a mixture of damp
wood ashes and salt. Enough of the salt

penetrated the shell to preserve the egg

and also to savor it so that none need be

added when it was cooked.

The morning of the day 1 left Sama-

rinda I sent the boys to the pasar to buy

bunches of bananas, some green, others

partly ripened, and any other kinds of

fruit that might be in season. We also

bought live chickens, which were carried

on deck tethered by one leg or hung over

the stern of the boat in a light rattan

basket made especially for the purpose.

We needed many cocoanuts, but these

always grow best near the coast. We

therefore stopped at a native plantation

near the mouth of the river and purchased

one hundred cocoanuts, which were duly

stored beneath the floor of the perahu.

I remember well the first time I sailed

out one of the mouths of the Mahakkam
delta. The perahu moved swiftly, for

added to the current of the river was a

strong ebb tide. With clumsy oars the

crew worked the perahu close in to the

muddy bank, where there was a dense

growth of nipa palms. As we were carried

along, they quickly cut some nipa leaves

to use as fish lures, then maneuvered

away from the bank to avoid the over-

hanging branches and sharp roots be-

neath the water.

A few minutes later we were out of the

river and we put up sail. The sky was

low and gray, and as I watched the fin

of a large shark cutting through the water

near by, one of the Malays occupied

himself with carving two or three pieces

of nipa leaf crudely in the form of a

fish. We kept to the channel for a mile or

PREPAKING SAGO
The pith of the sago palm was put into the troughhke palm stem, the base of which was covered with
fiber. Water dipped from the stream with a long-handled scoop was poured over it. It was then
jounced up and down until the water and starchy sago suspended in it worked through the netlike

fibers and dropped into the canoe, where the pure sago settled to the bottom
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more be3^ond the limit of the nipa, then

sailed northward over the flats. In a short

time we had left behind the muddy waters

from the river and were saihng over coral

reefs. By that time the fish-shaped nipa

lui-es had been attached to a line which

carried a crude

bronze fishhook and

a lead sinker.

As the line was

paid out I noticed

that the lure darted

back and forth and

looked very like a

fish swimming;
through the water.

When Nia, who was

steering with one

foot on the tiller,

had paid out suffi-

cient line, he made
it fast by giving it

a double turn a-

round his big toe.

One of the boys got

out a few sticks of

mangrove wood
from below the floor

and proceeded to

make a fire on our

very simple porta-

ble fireplace, which

was constructed by

cutting a five-gallon

oil tin in half

lengthwise, putting the two halves to-

gether to form a square container, and

then filling it with sand. Another boy

was diligently picking over the rice he had

measured out for our evening meal, to rid

it of any hulls or dirt that might be there.

Suddenly there was a tug at the line on

Nia's toe. At the time, he was sitting on

the deck with the fishing line still twisted

around his toe. With the other foot he

was holding the tiller, while with his left

hand he steadied half a cocoanut which he

was shredding with a scallop shell. He

POUNDING RICE

The steady beat of the wooden pestles in the

heavy wooden mortars is a familiar and pleasant

sound remembered by all who have spent much
time in Malaysia. Here four girls are shown
pounding in one mortar. This requires more than

usual dexterity and rhythm

dropped shell and cocoanut, grabbed the

fish-line, and began pulling in on it while

we all looked on. The fish was soon

hauled skillfully on deck and immediately

dispatched by a blow on the head with a

parang (large Malay knife). It was a

member of the bass

family and about

two feet long.

A few minutes

later the rice was

poured into the

water, now almost

boihng in the thick

iron rice-pot. It

boiled furiously for

several minutes,

after which one of

the boys tasted it,

decided it had
boiled enough,
Idlled the fire, took

the pot off the iron

ring and set it down

on the embers,
bankingthem about

the pot. In this way
the rice continues to

cook and to use up

the surplus moist-

m-e but does not

burn.

A few minutes

more and the rice-

pot was set aside

without being stirred, the fire built afresh,

and a saucepan of water put on. Into

the water several varieties of spices were

put, most important among them the

turmeric and peppers, to which tamarind,

onion, and salt were added. Into this

mixture the cook put part of the fish,

which had been carefully cleaned and

cut into pieces, and boiled it for a short

time. Fish prepared in this way they call

"ikan pindang." In a little kettle with a

tight cover to keep out smoke they boiled

water for tea.
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When all was ready, they served the

rice heaped on a soup plate. Another dish

contained the boiled fish with some of the

water in which it had been cooked. On a

small saucer was put about a table-

spoonful of "sambal," consisting of the

tabasco peppers, salt, a bit of onion, and a

bit of lemon that had been mashed
together on a slightly concave wooden

mortar. As is the usual custom in the

East Indies I ate this meal with a soup

spoon instead of with a fork. The Malays

used only the fingers of the right hand, and

used them with extreme skill and dainti-

ness, so that no

rice or other food

was spilled. My
Malay boys were

very polite and

would not eat their

meal until after I

had finished mine.

They noticed that I

did not partake of

any of the water in

which the fish had

been cooked, and

later told me that

it was good. I was

surprised to find it

delicious.

For dessert after

such a meal of rice

and fish I ate bana-

nas or mangoes or

whatever fruit we
happened to have.

Many times I have

heard my Malays

tell others that I did

not know how to

drink cold water, for

I drank only tea and that three or four

times a day.

Of com^se, during the first few months of

my stay in the East Indies, I learned to

know only a few of their many foods and
their ways of preparing them. In course

GRATING A COCOANUT
When the cocoanut is grated, a Uttle water is

added and the gratings squeezed by hand. The
result is a milk-white fluid containing the oil and
the flavor of the cocoanut. This sauce is added
to various vegetables after they have been boiled

of time, however, I found that my boys

could usually obtain a fair variety of food

even when we lived far from gardens.

When we sailed along the coast, they were
always on the lookout for fish which might
come within range of their spears, and
sometimes when we stopped at suitable

places, they put out seines and caught

quantities of a large sea-mullet, which we
salted and dried in the sun for use when
we went inland. On the shoi-es of little

islands we dug for the eggs of sea-turtles,

sometimes getting more than two hundred
eggs from a single nest. These eggs kept

very well stored in

the bottom of the

boat, and I usually

ate five of them at

a meal. The flavor

is peculiar but not

unpleasant and, un-

like hen's eggs, the

white does not

solidify whenboiled.

For meat the

natives depend on

hunting. One after-

noon we left the

perahu and went

out with a native

guide to jack for

deer in some de-

serted clearings a

few miles inland.

One of the boys

carried rice, dried

fish, salt, peppers,

and tea, also our

iron rice-pot, sauce-

pan, teakettle, and

three-legged iron

ring for a pot-stand.

We I'eached the edge of the clearing just at

sunset and the boj^s immediately made a

fire and cooked our evening meal, which

consisted of rice, roasted dried fish, and

''saioer pakis," a fern that grows along

the banks of streams in Borneo and one
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of tho commonest green vegetables to be

had. The natives pick the tender tops of

the leaves, wash them carefully, then boil

them just as we boil spinach. After a

few minutes the water is poured off and

the milk squeezed fi-om a freshly grated

cocoanut poured on: hot peppers as well

as salt are added, and the vegetable is

allowed to cook a little more. The rice,

the fish, and the vegetable were all served

on separate plates,—a simple, tasty,

and satisfying meal.

That night about eight o'clock we be-

gan our hunt for deer. I carried the jack-

hght, a Belgian wall-lamp which burned

kerosene and had a large metal reflector.

Behind me walked a boy carrying my gun,

and behind him was the boy with the

rest of our kit. On this occasion we

hunted nearly all night without getting a

shot. We were wearing thin cotton

clothing, and the dew had given us a cold

bath as we pushed through the dripping

second-growth. Finally, just before dawn
I "shined" the eye of a sambur deer only

a short distance away and shot him. We
sat beside the carcass to await the coming

of dayhght.

We were very hungry, and, as soon as

the heat had passed from the body of the

deer, which was a young one, we skinned

it and cut up some of the meat. From a

PREPARING A FEAST
On such occasions food is

-M cooked in pots and green
'

V bamboo. It is served on
woven rattan stands covered
with a piece of green banana

leaf

' \ small joint of bamboo

B
fastened to his belt one

of the Malays took salt

and hot peppers that had

been pounded together.

He rubbed this into the

venison, which was then

put on a gi-een stick over

the fire. While it was

roasting, one of the boys

gathered lemons, which we squeezed over

the meat before serving. 1 believe that

venison was as fine as any food I have

ever tasted.

From a part of the deer the boys made
"sate," which was prepared by cutting

the meat into pieces about the size of the

end of the thumb, seasoning it with salt,

peppers, and other spices, and spitting it

on fine sticks or sHvers of bamboo a foot

or more in length. It was then placed

over the fire to roast slowly. "Sate" is

delicious, and as it is dry, it keeps per-

fectly for many days in the humid climate

where meat ordinarily spoils quickly.

Another much prized food source is the

sugar-palm. One day on the coast of

Celebes we met a native collecting the sap

from this tree. He climbed up the trunk,

cut off a bunch of the young fruit, and

then fastened a piece of bamboo to the

butt so that the juice dripped into it from

the cut stem. After he came down we
walked along with him to his hut. He
was carrying another piece of bamboo
already filled with the sap, which had a

sweetish odor and was the color of water

with a little milk in it. When we reached

the hut, he uncovered a large cauldron

over the fireplace and added the liquid in

his bamboo to the contents of the pot.

This, after boihng, would be the native
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"gula merah," literally red-sugar but

generally called palm-sugar. He brought

me some cakes of the palm-sugar, rich

brown in color like dark maple sugar,

which it also resembled in consistency. It

had a very pleasant taste, quite as good as

maple sugar but very different. He also

gave me the juice of the palm to drink.

The fresh juice is rather insipid and sweet,

but the natives usually let it feiment

before they drink it. Then it becomes

more like hard cider, and to judge by its

effect contains a fair percentage of

alcohol.

Sago is another staple article of food in

the East Indies. I once watched two men
preparing it in a swamp close to my camp.

They chose a tree which was just about to

bear fruit and had a fairly good trunk.

After felling the tree they hacked off the

leaves, to be used for roofing mats. Then
they split the trunk, which contained

hundreds of pounds of sago starch im-

bedded in dense fibers near the outside but

almost pure sago in the center. To gouge

out the pithy mass they used a mallet,

the head of which, about eight inches

long, was made from the trunk of the

betel-nut palm, and the handle from hard-

wood sapling. They had rigged up a

small dug-out canoe over a near-by

stream, and beside this made a little

platform of palm stems

on which one of them
could stand. Above this

platform and at a right

angle to the canoe they

fixed the trough-shaped

stem of one of the very

large leaves, to the base

of which was attached

some of the meshlike

PUMPKIN AS A VEGETABLE
It is peeled and cut into

rather large pieces, boiled

first in water, then in co-

coanut milk, and finally

seasoned with salt and hot
peppers

fibers that grew on the trunk. The
other ends of these meshlike fibers were

gathered together and fastened to the

ends of two long saplings that had been

driven into the ground on the bank, then

arched over so that they acted as a spring

to hold up the fiber bag. In crude baskets

made of the leaves the pith was brought

out of the swamp, then put into the

trough a little at a time, while over it

was poured water dipped from^ the stream

with a long-handled scoop. It was then

jounced up and down until the water

and starchy sago suspended in it worked

through the netlike fibers and dropped

into the canoe. The coarse fibers remaining

in the trough were thrown aside and re-

placed b}'^ more pith, and this was con-

tinued until all the pith had been worked

over. As the water with the sago flowed

into the canoe, the sago gradually settled

at the bottom, as starch naturally does

in water. Finally the canoe was tilted,

the surplus water spilled out, and the

pm-e buffy-white sago remained. Con-

tainers, each holding about thirty or forty

pounds of sago, were made from sheets

of the barklike fiber that surrounded the

trunk of the same sago-palm.

A family of Kaili people in Celebes

with whom I once stayed cooked sago for

me. They lived in a palm-leaf hut, the
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floor of which was several feet above the

ground. On the earth of their fireplace

were five water-worn stones arranged in a

rectangle with one in the center. All

their cooking utensils were rounded on the

bottom and the stones were arranged to

hold two pots. However, to cook sago

for me the Kaili woman used three evenly-

concave baked clay plates but only one

triangle of stones. She put all three plates

over the fire at once until all were hot.

Then the upper plates were removed,

while a layer of crumbly sago half an inch

deep was sprinkled on the remaining one.

Over the sago she sprinkled palm sugar,

patting it down with the bottom of the

second plate, on which more sago and

sugar were placed. The same process was

repeated for plate number three. Then

the sago pancake on plate number one

was transferred, bottom-side-up, to the

uppermost plate, and all the pancakes thus

juggled about until each was done. Plate

number one was always returned to its

place next the fire, however, for its under-

side was blackened. It seemed to me

that the woman had hardly allowed them

to cook at all, and yet, when eaten, they

proved to be palatable, chewy, and well

mixed with the delicious palm-sugar.

Fruit is, of course,

one of the main articles

of food in all tropical

countries. The mango,

the mangosteen, the

rambutan, which is a

fruit with a hairy rind

and grapelike center,

and the durian, all make

delicious additions to

the menu or, upon oc-

casion, complete and

satisfying meals. I shall

never forget hunting Sago palms

alone or with a Dyak companion in the

great forest of central Borneo during the

height of an exceptionally fine fruit season.

I would .'eave camp early in the morning,

carrying a shot-gun, a machete in a wooden

sheath on my belt, and a very light Dyak
basket on my back. In the basket was my
luncheon, consisting of some cold boiled

rice rolled in leaves, a piece of roasted meat,

and peppers and salt ground together.

Many times I remember stalking cau-

tiously along pig trails through the idle

forest of mid-morning or early afternoon,

when suddenly the delicious fragrance of

dmian would come to me on the almost

imperceptibly moving air. That frag-

rance of durian was unmistakable and I

immediately followed the scent. On one

occasion we followed it for some distance,

then lost it as the slight current of air

shifted. We worked back and forth until

we again met the fragrant current, which

grew stronger as we approached its source,

but we walked more than a mile before

coming to the tree. This was not the

common green durian but a variety rich

orange in color and still more delicious,

which was called "lay." "Duri" in

Malay means spine or thorn, and

"durian" that which is covered with

spines. Inside the spiny

rinds the creamy flesh

surrounds seeds as large

as a horse-chestnut.

Sometimes we made
rattan baskets in which

we carried the fruit back

to camp with us. Many
times I returned to

camp with my luncheon

untouched, having

feasted instead on one

or another variety of

this delicious fruit.



The Caribbean Meets the Foothills of the Sierras

JUNGLE AND SNOW IN COLOMBIA
Studying the Plant Life and Climbing the Mountains

in Northern South America

By EDWARD A. SCHUMANN, Jr.

Photographs by William Seijhiz

THE snowy crests of the Cordillera

of the Sierra Nevada de Santa

Marta in Colombia are visible from

quite a distance at sea, and, dming the diy

season when they are not hidden by

canopies of clouds, offer a rehable land-

mark to ships putting into Santa Marta,

the port of the Sierras.

Despite its proximity to the Andes, this

range is entirely independent of them.

"In general structure," say Todd and

Carikker, "and in the character of its

rock formations, the Sierra Nevada re-

sembles most other sections of the old

land found in the Caribbean region, and

there is reason to believe that at one time

it constituted a part of the Antillean land

mass of which the islands of Curacao,

Aruba, etc., are also remnants."

This highland wilderness offers a verita-

ble wealth of opportunities alike to scien-

tists and explorers. Its cool paramos are

inhabited by a curious Indian folk who

have never been known to mingle with

civihzation. Theu' Httle empire in the

hills functions today probably just as it

did in pre-Columbian times.

Beyond the humid, fever-ridden littoral

the mountains Hft their virgin summits to

the height of perennial snow\ Inciden-

tally, I believe this to be the only group

of mountains between Alaska and the

Andes that has not been visited by

mountaineers.

In the summer of 1932 Prof. WilHam
Seifriz, of the botanical department of

the University of Pennsylvania, led an

expedition into the Sierras for the purpose

of collecting and studying the flora

peculiar to the region, and to make an

attempt to reach the virgin sunm^iit of an

unnamed peak. I am indebted to him for

the use of the botanical information and

the photographs used in this article.

Of the two routes leading from Santa

IMarta to the heart of the Cordillera we
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CARIB HOUSES IN DIBULLA
Most of the dwellings consist of mud walls reinforced by wattles and have thatched roofs. Except for

their shapes, they are identical with the Indian huts, even to the extent of not having smoke holes in

the roof

decided upon the one taking us by way of

the sea, feeling that we would have greater

access to the floral growth than by taking

the southern route over extremely arid

land.

We made our base at Dibulla, a typical

dingy settlement of the American tropics.

The ubiquitous pigs dispose of its sewage

after the customary tropical fashion, and

were it not for hordes of starving dogs and

fowl, the pigs would hardly suffice.

The government has made no effort to

mitigate the scourge of malarial fever.

The native vitality has been sapped

through so many generations by malaria

that the oldest die young and the children

acquire the disease long before maturity.

Some have a vague idea as to the origin

of the disease but most are of the opinion

that the night air is the culprit.

In the semi-arid vicinity about Dibulla

grow several varieties of cactus, including

the tall, slender cereus, which often

attains a height of twenty feet; the small

barrel cactus (Echinocadus) ; and the

"prickly pear" cactus {Opimtia ficus-

indica). None of these contain drinking

water, and the thirsty traveler is not a

little disappointed, upon incising them, to

discover a mucousy secretion.

The most common tree is the Acacia,

a small-leaved, low tree belonging to the

legume family. It and its cousins are

found the world over in hot and very dry

countries.

Upon turning into the lowland jungle

one finds a marked change of environ-

ment. We met the palmiche palm in great

abundance. With it occur the calabash

tree ( Crescentia cujete), and more rarely

the bottle tree (Sterculia rupestris) with

its bulging trunk. A small tree known as

the sea grape is not uncommon.
As we advanced farther into the forest,

nature's manifestation of the survival of

the fittest became more apparent. A
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specific case in point is the "strangling"

fig, a climber that clings to the trunks of

trees. As this "strangler" grows, it

sends out shoots which eventually envelop

the trunk of its support, mercilessly

choking it to death.

Many varieties of orchids lend fragrance

to the jungle paradise. Some orchids are

epiphytic plants; that is, they attach

themselves to other plants but do not

derive nutrition from them. Because of

this habit orchids appear in the most

unsuspected places, often growing well up

the trunk? of trees. Other epiphytic

plants, the tank bromelias, are to be seen

swinging like large pineapples among the

branches and network of the twisting

lianas.

Very common herbaceous plants on the

forest floor are the wild gingers and the

closely related member of the

banana family, Heliconia, with

gorgeous red and orange inflores-

cences. Everywhere among the

trees the hanging "Spanish moss"

(Tillandsia usoenoides), (which is

not a moss) is abundant.

Perhaps the most delicate and

graceful of all the trees is the tree

fern which occurs at altitudes be-

tween 3000 and 4000 feet.

The forest is rich in bird, rep-

tile, and insect life, but the larger

animals are scarce, with the ex-

ception of monkeys, troops of

which keep the lofty tree tops

alive with their raucous chatter.

Small lizards and iguanas skelter

away to safety quicker than the

eye can follow. Poisonous ser-

pents are not uncommon, and for

that reason we had taken care to

carry with us a liberal supply of

anti-venom. However, there was

no occasion to use the serum, as

the only snakes seen were two

specimens of the fer-de-lance, en-

twined in the branches of trees.

The forest ends at Pueblo Viejo, a tiny

Colombian settlement of a dozen or so

huts, whose chief occupation is the manu-

facture of panela, a crude, brown sugar

which is sold to the Indians. Pueblo

Viejo also marks the beginning of the

paramo as well as a limit of the Indian

Reservation.

After leaving Pueblo Viejo, we ascended

a steep hill and arrived at the valley of the

Rio Ancho, or the valley of the treacher-

ous and sinister witch people against

whose craft we had been warned by the

women in Dibulla. This suspicion on the

part of the Colombians is quite unjasti-

fied, but is easily accounted for by the

fact that the Indians seldom, if ever, show

themselves on the coast and are therefore

enshrouded in mystery.

The great, bare, stony slopes seen from

A PORTER
These men are loyal and faithful. For the price of a neck-

lace of roseate carnelian, they cheerfully endured the cold

and mountain sickness of the high Sierras



SAN MIGUEL
The Metropolis of the Arjua-
cos. The cluster of beehive-
shaped huts, nesthng in its

valley between the wooded
hills, is surrounded by a
wooden wall to bar out the

domestic animals

A HIGH PRIEST
The chief priests or "mamas"
are often consulted by their

people and occasionally by
coast dwellers upon matters
of health and business. This
mama was very shy and could
be induced to appear onlywhen
promised gifts. It is said that
no white man has ever been
permitted to enter a temple



TEMPLE AT TAGUINA
Taguina, like Macotama, is a
religious center. Note the
construction of the apex of

the temple and compare with
those at San Miguel. The
purpose of this adornment

remained a mystery

PRIESTS AT MACOTAMA
Macotama is an Indian shrine

consisting of a little group of

grass temples and a rock ledge,

upon which rest scores of

tiny stone pyramids. The
priests erect these at the

request of travelers, and it in

believed that when a pyramid
falls, the one for whom it was

built will die
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A CANTILEVP]R BRIDGE
Several of these bridges span the Rio Ancho near San Miguel. Their permanence and rigidity attest

the engineering skill of the Indians

the summit of the hill offered quite a

distinct contrast to the mellow, wooded
hillsides of the jungles. Far below could

be heard the droning of the turbulent Rio

Ancho, fighting its way to the sea. One

felt as though one were far from the

tropics, for nothing was indicative of the

luxurious warmth and languor of the

southland.

Somewhere near the head of the valley

lies the Indian village San Miguel,

which, we had been told, would be difficult

to see even when we should arrive in its

vicinity. This information proved to be

correct even to the extent of its being

hard to see the individual huts that were

scattered all along the valley bed.

Occasionally there appeared behind

clumps of plantain stalks what seemed to

be giant toadstools, blackened and sagged

with age. These are the "rozas" or

farms of the Indians, where they raise

bananas, yams, arracacha, and yucca.

Higher in the valley they grow tobacco,

coca, corn, and beans.

Late in the afternoon we saw the black,

conical roofs of San Miguel peering out

from behind a dense plantain thicket.

The village lies on a high plateau opposite

the bank on which we were. By way of

gaining the plateau, we crossed the Ancho

over a bridge of interesting construction.

That the Arjuacos have a sound knowl-

edge of mechanics is attested by this

wooden cantilever bridge and the manner

in which they firmly secured the beams

without using a bit of metal.

Upon entering the village we were

somewhat amazed to find it abandoned,

and wondered what would be the nature

of our reception. Later we learned that

the inhabitants only visit the village on

festive occasions such as religious cere-

monies or funerals or even the arrival of a

group of white men—an extremely rare

occasion.
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Our eyes fell upon a myriad of queer

little huts arranged in a most haphazard

way, there apparently being no discrimina-

tion between the dwellings of the authori-

ties and those of the common people.

With fantastic reUgious adornments atop

their conical grass roofs, these huts bore

testimony to the isolation of their build-

ers from the rest of the world.

The guide led us to a rather large,

rectangular house built especiall}^ for

foreigners. A similar but sHghtly larger

edifice stood not fifty feet from our door.

This was opened only once a year when it

harbored the curate from Bogota, com-

missioned by the government to say Mass
to the Indians.

Toward dusk, Indians could be seen

cautiously making their way toward the

center of the village, avoiding our

sight by darting behind huts to

reach the sanctuaiy of the men's

house and to be reassured by their

commissioner of our pacific inten-

tions.

Like their dwellings, the

Arjuacos presented a spectral ap-

pearance as they shyly approached

the interior of the foreigners'

house where a small fire cast a

shimmering glow upon their pro-

nounced features, causing them
to appear like dwarfish, aged

Mongolians. Long and very

black unkempt hair fell down well

below their shoulders. They were

attired in cotton robes cut very

like nightgowns; some wore

trousers of the same material

which hung high above the

ankles. The cloth of which these

garments are made is spun by the

men, but it is to be doubted

whether their clothes are ever

washed or mended.

We brought out some rum,

obtained in Pueblo Viejo for

distribution among the Indians.

They were reticent and timid and very

suspicious of our motives until they had
a few drinks, when they became some-

what more loquacious and reveled in

joyous fraternity. Even when intoxi-

cated, they did not resort to fighting,

beyond a mild wrestling and pulling of

one another's hair.

In a few hours we had come to a friendly

understanding with these natives and

proceeded to observe their manners and

ways of life. So long as we had rum and
gifts they were only too willing to assist

us quietly.

The Ai'juaco is an inveterate coca

addict and is never seen without his lime-

containing gourd and bag of coca leaves

{Erythroxylum coca) . A pinch of leaves is

placed in the mouth and continuously

THE BRIDGE IN DETAIL
This shows the manner in which the bridge members are
joined together with withes by the skilled workers of the

Arjuacos
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THE EXPKI)ITU).\ S BASK AND HOSI'ITAL IN PIEBLO VIEJO

Those of the party who suffered from malarial fever will never forget the hospitality of their Colombian
hosts during their occupation of this hut

chewed in a bovine manner. A long stick

is then rattled about in the sugi (gourd)

and presently brought out with its blunt

end covered with the lime obtained from

burning sea shells, and placed far back in

the mouth to join the coca. When the

stick is brought out of the mouth, it is

tapped and rubbed upon the neck of the

sugi. This continual deposition of lime

and saliva upon the neck of the gourd

results in the formation of a large,

yellow-green, calciferous collar.

Leaving San Miguel, we proceeded

toward the great unclimbed and unnamed
peak.

In the Cordillera there is a very short

dry season—a period of two weeks known
as the "veranito," or little summer,

which sets in toward the first third of the

rainy season. It was during this short

spell that we had hoped to be climbing,

and in order to move more expeditiously

we had procured from an old man two

bullocks and three porters for a single

string of carnelian roseate beads, dug up

from an ancient Taironan grave near the

coast. We miscalculated the period of

the "veranito," however, and arrived

upon the scene of attack too late. The

most important factor in a successful

ascent is the weather which, in our case,

was becoming increasingly disagreeable.

Notwithstanding this handicap, our party,

eight in number, departed from the

village via the rear gate, passed through a

grazing plot, and made our way up a

steep forbidding valley, whose barren-

ness and sheer flanks of black rock inspired

in us a certain awe. Our direction now
took us nearly due west—to the source

of the Rio Ancho.

The contour of the southern ridge was

jagged and saw-toothed. The age and

composition of the rock account for the

obvious erosion of the peaks and the

valley bed. The walls of heterogeneous
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strata were evidence of the turmoil that

took place when the range was coming

into existence.

We traversed two Ai-juaco religious

centers—Taguina and Macotama—where

we paid our respects to the mamas or

high priests who delighted in several

"trinkies'' from our coveted canteens.

The mamas' lives are restricted to their

ecclesiastical duties from early childhood

until death, but they are often consulted

by their people and occasionally by coast

dwellers upon health and business difficul-

ties.

We passed the first night in an aban-

doned rosa at an altitude of 9200 feet.

Rain and cold harried us all through the

night.

Crossing the cataracts of the Rio

Ancho was very difficult, because of the

swiftness of the current and the chasm

that yawned beneath. After scrambling

up slopes covered with a bristly thorn

CLIMBING BAMBOO IN BLOSSOM
This bamboo grows for thtrty-two years, at the

end of which time it blossoms and dies

A TWEXTY-FGOTEE
The cacti at Santa Marta are chiefly the tail,

slender, and branched Cereu?

bush, we came upon our last shelter

—

12,600 feet. It was necessary to leave the

animals here. We now found conditions

less favorable than on the preceding

evening. No dry firewood could be

found. The roofs and walls of our two

huts were riddled with holes. They had

no doors so that the icy wind swept

through, blowing shrill tunes as it

whistled as well through the tinj^ chinks.

The Indians left and shortly returned

with armfuls of long pampas grass with

which they patched these holes. Those

worthy souls labored diligently trj'ing to

make the hovels as cozy as they could,

and I dread to think of the evening we
might have passed had the old man in

San Miguel refused our offer of the stone

necklace.

That night was one of misery and

seemed unending. The billowing smoke

from the smoldering fire, finding no exit,

settled in a dense cloud not more than a
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A COFFEE PLANTATION AT SUNRISE
The tall, umbrella-Iike trees in the foreground are

known as shelter trees and are profusely distrib-

uted about the plantation to shade the coffee

plants

foot above the ground. The rasping

fumes stung our eyes and burned our

throats until asphy^ation seemed certain

should we remain within. Outside, the

wind, accompanied by flurries of snow,

made us feel that it was best to brave the

smoke for the warmth. There was no

alternative. We huddled around the

fire and put our noses to the ground, but

the dank earth and the frigid drafts ab-

solutely sealed our fate. No sleep that

night ! What Httle oxygen there was was

consumed by the fire, leaving us to gasp

and inhale as deeply as we could.

The moon passed the meridian at about

4:00 o'clock in the morning, and its silver

sheen momentarily made us forget our

discomfort. Wondering whether there

was enough light to discern our goal, and

feeling that now it should be in view, I

arose and peered out of the door. The
magnificence of the spectacle made me
catch my breath, for there, bathed in the

THE TKE1-: FEKX" I'AIIAGGN OF ARBOREAL BEAl 11

The tree fern grows in many tropical countries. Science has found that the rootstock contains valu-
able oils and filicic acid. Tree ferns yield a kind of sago which can be utiUzed in times of famine
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THE LEFT WALL OF THE COL
Maps place the peak directly to the left in relation to the photograph. As the explorers were not
very familiar with the topography, and were greatly handicapped by the weather, they sought the

peak to the south, or toward the reader

ethereal light of the moon, the majestic

silver summit rose from behind spires and

jagged pinnacles of black rock. The
scintillating stars of the winter constella-

tions enhanced the scenic splendor, caus-

ing me to feel as though I was standing

upon the very roof of the world. As the

sky grew orange, a sea of cloud floated

over the valley, blotting out the distant

lowlands and the Caribbean.

But dawn never broke—it was almost as

if we had seen the sun for the last time.

Breakfast was soon prepared and final

instructions were given to the Indians.

Today we were to dash to the top. We
dressed in our warmest clothes and donned

our high, cleated shoes. We left a man
behind to keep camp and guard the

animals. Our course was northeast, bear-

ing toward the source of the Rio Ancho.

The journey bore us over nearly vertical

rock walls. Progress was slow because of

AT 17,500 FEET
Climbing at this point was not difficult. The
visibility, however, was so poor at times that it

was impossible to see farther than one hundred
feet
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the difficulty in breathing, but we gained

altitude rapidly and soon found ourselves

at the edge of Macotoma Lake, 14,400

feet. This large horseshoe-shaped fresh-

water lake is the reservoir of the Rio

Ancho, it being fed from the melting ice

and snow above as well as by the over-

flow from another lake some thousand

feet above it.

The weather grew steadily worse while

the wind assumed the velocity of a gale.

The vista was Hterally blanketed by

clouds and snow and our outlook was

dubious. If here in the trough the storm

was so severe, what must it be like on the

exposed ridge ahead of us?

Fatigue began to hinder progress

noticeably, and it became imperative for

us to stop frequently to recover our

breath. Snow pits were numerous and

each had to be tested with ice-picks before

setting foot upon it.

Upon reaching the col Doctor Seifriz

and I left our companions and proceeded

alone. Diego, the porter, loyal to the

last, was freezing when we left him to turn

back from the col, where the cold had

very nearly paralyzed his bare feet.

At the col we found ourselves con-

fronted by a sheer drop of ice-coated rock.

To attempt a descent would have been a

more than dangerous undertaking in such

weather, so we decided to climb along the

ridge to the south and attain as much
altitude as possible in the hope of availing

ourselves of a position from which we
could get bearings.

We began operations on the western

face of a tall tower, but before long we
realized that further progress would be in

vain because of the precarious state of the

rock and the exposure to the wind, and so

decided to abandon the attempt. The
intense cold had penetrated our clothes.

We reluctantly gave up without having

ever seen our peak or even the glacier at

its base, in spite of the fact that we
stopped at an altitude of slightly less

than 18,000 feet, 2000 feet less than the

top of the mountain.

Troubles in camp arose, and, with the

weather against us, our only alternative

was to return to San Miguel, leaving the

peak still unconquered.

The Snow Crests of the Sierras as Seen from a Hilltop, Just Ootsidb of Santa Marta
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"tingmissartoq"
the lindbergh plane

/^N completing their recent 30,000-mile survey
^^ of the Atlantic Ocean and twenty-one

countries in the plane "Tingmissartoq," Charles

A. Lindbergh and Anne M. Lindbergh presented

to the American Museum of Natural History the

plane and all equipment used by them in this

exploratory flight. The plane is the same one in

which the Lindberghs made a record flight from

Los Angeles to New York in 14 hours and 45

minutes in April, 1930, and in which they flew

to China by way of Alaska in 1931. The
name "Tingmissartoq" in the Eskimo language

means "The one who flies like a great bird."

Colonel Lindbergh, in giving this explanation

to the writer stated, however, that Vilhjalmur

Stefansson, the Arctic explorer, would place a

slightly different interpretation on the meaning

of the word. Whatever may be the significance

of the name, the donation of such an exhibit is

unique in the annals of the American Museum.
On previous occasions, trophies of other ex-

plorations have been presented to the Museum;
for instance, the dog sledge on which the late

Admiral Robert E. Peary reached the North Pole,

April 8, 1909, as well as the sledge on which Roald

Amundsen discovered the South Pole, December

14, 1911. Memorabiha of the Amundsen-

Ellsworth flight across the North Pole, in the air-

ship "Norge," May, 1926, have also been

donated to the Museum. These Polar exhibits

have been placed in special cases in the pre-

geographic hall on the first floor of the Museum
building.

Colonel Lindbergh in conversation with Dr. F.

Trubee Davison, president of the Museum, made

the presentation of the "Tingmissartoq" and all

equipment used in the 1930, 1931, and 1933

flights, on December 21, 1933. Following a

conversation between Colonel Lindbergh, Dr.

George H. Sherwood, director of the Museum,

Roy Chapman Andrews, vice-director, and other

Museum officials, the Museum decided to place

the plane and equipment in the large Hall of

Ocean Life, alongside skeletons and restorations

of whales, porpoises, walruses, seals, coral reefs,

and various kinds of shell fish. When the Mu-
seum can realize its program for the construc-

tion of additional wings to the present building,

the plane, its equipment, and other accessories of

exploration will be placed in the Geographic Hall.

The Lindbergh exhibit in the Oceanic Hall was

opened to the public on Jaunary 15, 1934. The
plane has been suspended from the roof of the

building in such a way that it appears to be

flying over the surface of the sea in the vicinity

of Andros Island, Bahamas, for, behind the

plane and at the same level, one sees the huge

seascape of the great Bahaman Coral Reef

Group, which is now nearing completion on the

lower floor of the building.

The twelve cases containing the equipment and

accessories have been placed on the main floor of
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the Oceanic Hall, beneath the point where the

plane is suspended from the ceihng. The cases

contain more than 400 items which have been

arranged under the supervision of Vice-Director

Roy Chapman Andrews and Curator Harold E.

Anthony.

A casual examination of this Lindbergh

material will convince one that the supplies and

equipment which the modern explorer needs in

exploring vast stretches of the earth's surface

from the air, are quite different from that used by

Columbus and those gallant men of the Sixteenth

and Seventeenth centuries who succeeded in

making the Americas known to the then ruling

courts of Europe. To be sure, the Twelfth-

Century compass and the sextant of 1730, those

instruments which the early explorers used and

which every ship captain and traveler needs for

determining his course and his position in un-

charted as well as charted regions of the earth,

are in the Lindberghs' equipment. There are also

chronometers and other modern instruments for

reckoning and charting positions. Interesting

features of the exhibit are the navigating board,

the used and unused calculation sheets, a slide

rule, lunar and air almanacs and a Weems line

of position book. Modern maps, which are the

results of numerous explorations and surveys,

are well represented in the Lindbergh collection;

in fact, there are three cases full of them.

The accessory equipment includes clothes for

arctic, temperate and tropical weather, a rifle,

pistols, ammunition, a machete, a thirty-day

emergency food supply, fish lines and nets in case

of need, an eleven-foot sledge in three sections,

a collapsible eight-foot rubber boat, a Primus

stove, cooking utensils, blankets, black silk

sheets, a tent, parachutes, landing flares, sea

anchors, pumps, mosquito netting, goggles,

waterproof matches, jacknife, and portable

auxiliary radio equipment. This radio set is

housed in a water-proof box and surrounded with

rubber cushions so as to obviate shock. There is

also a large miscellaneous assortment of engine

equipment.

The plane itself is a Lockheed Sirius. It is

27 feet long and has a wing span of 43 feet. It is

equipped with a 750-horsepower, 9-cylinder,

Wright cyclone engine, which has been flown for

only 250 hours out of a possible 4,000. It has a

high speed of about 185 miles per hour. It is

complete in every detail except for gas and oil.

In the pilot's cockpit are the controls, stick and

rudder, by means of which Colonel Lindbergh

IN THE PILOTS COCKPIT OF TINGMISSARTOQ
Showing the complete array of instruments which enabled Colonel and Mrs. Lindbergh to stay on their course during
their recent 30,000-mile survey. The plane, which is now on exhibit in the Hall of Ocean Life at the American

Museum, is pictured in the frontispiece of this issue of Natural History
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steered the plane. In front of the pilot's seat is

the complete array of instruments which enabled

the flying explorers to stay on their course. In

the rear cockpit is the navigation and radio

equipment used by Mrs. Lindbergh.

The plane was built in 1929 and acquired by

the Lindberghs in 1930. Its first famous flight

was from Los Angeles to New York, a distance of

2400 miles in 14 hours and 45 minutes and 32

seconds. Fhghts were also made in 1930 to

Chicago, Washington, and Miami. In 1931 the

Lindberghs used the plane in a flight to China by
way of Canada, Alaska, and Japan, covering a

distance of approximately 10,000 miles. Early

in 1933 they made another flight from Los Angeles

to New York. On July 9, 1933, the Lindberghs

in cooperation with the Pan American Airways

set out to make their Atlantic survey. Starting

from New York, they made extensive explorations

in Labrador and Greenland, toured Europe by
air, and returned to the United States by way of

the South Atlantic, crossing from Africa to

Brazil, arriving in New York on December 19,

1933, after a journey of 30,000 miles.

Four large world maps showing the extent of

the 1930, 1931, and 1933 flights of the Lindberghs

have been placed in suitable positions about the

Hall of Ocean Life. The transcontinental,

Oriental, and Atlantic flights, when considered

singly, were noteworthy undertakings; together,

they constitute a remarkable log of modern
exploration. To have flown some 50,000 miles

in one plane, the "Tingmissartoq," is almost

beyond human comprehension. The record is a

credit not only to the plane, the engineers who
built it, but also to the pilot and the navigator

who flew it, over land and sea, through all

kinds of weather in temperate, arctic, and
tropical cUmates.

—

Chester A. Reeds.

ASTRONOMY

A Fine Equatorial Telescope with eight-inch
** object glass has been presented to the Ameri-

can Museum by Mrs. Worcester Reed Warner as

a memorial to her husband. This is the telescope

which Mr. Warner used in his private observatory

at Tarrytown, N. Y. It is a very fine instrument

and was made by Warner and Swasey, who are

the makers of the Lick, Yerkes, and Vancouver

telescopes, each of which in its turn was the

world's largest telescope. They are now engaged

in making the big eighty-inch telescope for the

University of Texas. The telescope presented so

graciously by Mrs. Warner to the Museum is

about the optimum size for New York skies. Mr.
Warner was an honorary member of the Amateur
Astronomers' Association and an enthusiastic

supporter of this society. This telescope which
he used for so many years will be installed in a

dome on one of the higher of the Museum
buildings.

nPHE Amateur Astronomers' Associ.-vtion
* continues to hold its regular semi-monthly
meetings as usual on the first and third Wednes-
days of each month. Following is the schedule

of lectures for March and April:

March 7—Dr. Charles P. Olivier, "Recent
Developments in Meteoric Astronomy."

March 21—Dr. John A. Miller, "An Astrono-

mer's Universe."

April 4—Dr. Charles H. Smiley, "Flying

Mountains."

April 18—Captain J. F. Hellweg, "The New
Forty-Inch Telescope at the United States

Naval Observatory."

DADIO Broadcasts.—Through the courtesy
•* ^ of Station WOR the Amateur Astronomers'

Association has resumed its weekly astronomical

talks over the radio. Tune in on Wednesdays,
at 5:45 p.m., Station WOR.

CONSERVATION

"PHE keen interest of the United States in the
•*• conservation of natural resources for future

generations, through the establishment of national

parks and natural reserves of which Yellowstone,

founded in 1872, was the first, has elicited the

following tribute to America's foresightedness.

Dr. Victor Van Straelen, director of the Royal

Museum in Brussels, and first vice-president of

the Commission du Pare National Albert, paid

the tribute at Cody, Wyoming, August 21 last,

during his recent visit to the States to attend

the Sixteenth International Geological Congress.

I feel greatly honored by your invitation to address you
tonight. In doing so I am tempted to call to mind one of the
tasks with which I have been entrusted by my government,
the organization and management of the National Parks
and Natural Reserves in the Congo and in Belgium. And
this leads me to call your attention to the fact that it is to
the United States that credit is due for the foundation of the
first natural reser^-e in the world : the Yellowstone National
Park, created in 1872, whose name is familiar not only to all

naturalists, but also to millions of other people. Its
scientific exploration was started soon afterward, and in

1873 Holmes published his physiographical and geological
sketches of the Yellowstone.
That region, the aspect of which so deeply impressed its

first explorers, is as large as one fifth of my own countrj',

Belgium.
Yellowstone was the first of a long series of parks and

reser^-es in the U. S. A. and their number is increasing everj-

year, owing to both public and private initiative.

You, my dear American friends, have been the first to
enter on this path, and I may tell you frankly it is an extra-
ordinary fact that a young nation like yours, still struggling
against the antagonism of an unsubdued Nature, should
already be thinking of preser\-ing fragments of this Nature
from the destructive interference of the human race, for the
enjoyment and instruction of future generations. In this

way"you have given the world a proof of an idealism which
you have often been quite falsely accused of lacking.

In my opinion the love of Nature is a quite recent acquisi-

tion of humanity. It increases in proportion to Man's
ability to liljerate himself from the grip of the inorganic as
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well as from that of the organic world, from which he has
evolved. Man has now become a geological factor, either
directly through his work, or indirectly through his actions
on the vegetable kingdom. His activities in the biological

world surpass those of the most destructive organisms. No
parasitic Protozoans are as destructive as man. He allows to
live only that which is of immediate use or agreeable to his

fancy. In looking at the evolution of mankind as we see it

since the invention of mechanism, we may foresee a condi-
tion in which the whole biosphere would be reduced almost
entirely to domesticated animals and cultivated plants.

You have been the first to appreciate this contingency
before all other nations, and during many decades you have
been alone with the Netherlands in erecting Nature reserves.

All other civilized nations, as they become conscious of the
necessity of maintaining untouched some portion of primi-
tive Nature, now come to this very spot for an example and
a stimulus.

Since 1905 King Leopold II invoked the American
example to impress upon public opinion in Belgium the
necessity of establishing reserves in the Congo, In 1929,
through the personal initiative of King Albert, the Belgian
government gave a legal status, under the chairmanship of

the King's eldest son, to what is now the National Albert
Park. Among the foreign members attached to the ad-
ministration of this institution are two American citizens,

Doctor Merriam and Professor Osborn, which proves the
importance we attach to American advice.

Whilst I am mentioning these facts, some 9f .you may
perhaps be wondering what all this has to do with geology.

Is not the progress of geological and palaeontological science

largely dependent on the investigations rendered necessary

by the appropriation of the Earth to Man's benefit?

Facies is one of the most familiar notions to geologists,

and perhaps one of the most difficult to recall with precision.

There is evidently only one method of defining the facies of

the past: that is by comparison with that of the present,

mainly by ecology and biogeography. But how would this

be possible in the biological deserts which Man creates
everywhere around him, even in his cultivated fields?

Where will palaeontology find the necessary points of corn-

parison if the whole of the existing floras and faunas, still

so imperfectly known, remain entirely exposed to Man's
accelerated and inexorable uprooting?
Much more might be raised on this point, but I think I

have said enough to establish the high scientific and moral
value of your initiative. In offering you the congratula-
tions of my own country and of its sister iristitutions, I

am also expressing the gratitude of all naturalists.

EDUCATION

BIRD Walks.—On Tuesday, April 24th, Mrs.

Gladys Gordon Fry, known to bird lovers and

students as "The Bird Lady," will open her third

season of spring bird-and-tree walks in Central

Park, under the auspices of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. The group will meet

at six-thirty o'clock on Tuesday and Friday

mornings in front of the main entrance to the

Museum, on Seventy-seventh Street. The fee

for the course of ten lessons will be $12.

Applications may be made to the Department

of Education, Room 306, in the School Service

Building of the American Museum, or by tele-

phoning ENdicott 2-8500, Extension 181.

"T^HE ToRREY Botanical Club Visits the
•*• Museum.—During the afternoon of No-

vember 11, an opportunity was afforded the

Torrey Botanical Club to visit behind the scenes

at the American Museum of Natural History. A
party of eighty was conducted by Mr. S. Harm-
sted Chubb, associate curator in the department

of comparative anatomy, through the laboratories

of the departments of preparation, of osteology,

and of marine life, and to the Akeley African

Hall to see the work in process of construction

and to hear about the methods of preparation for

the specimens and groups to be placed on

exhibition.

In the osteological laboratory Mr. Chubb,

explained his manner of procedure for expressing

action and animal mechanics in mounted skel-

etons. He told of the methods of obtaining

necessary photographic studies of animals in

action, of the careful study during dissection of

the specimen to be mounted, the cleaning and

preparation of the bones, and then the reassem-

bling of these bones in life-like pose to express a

specific action.

THE LIBRARY

A S part of the Drummond Memorial Gift

^*- there have come to the Library of the

American Museum some 200 volumes from the

collections of the late Dr. Isaac Wyman Drum-
mond. They comprise works on oriental carved

ivory, jade, and amber, on sword guards and

other arts and crafts of China and Japan, on

near-eastern archaeology and travel. These

magnificent treasures from a famous library have

been presented by Doctor Drummond's sister,

Mrs. William Herbert, whose generosity has been

the means of greatly enriching the Museum's

resources on these important subjects.

TOURING September, October, November, and
*-^ December, the following Novilates and Bulle-

tins were published by the American Museum:

NOVITATES
No. 654. Moimted Skeleton of Triceratops Elatus. By

Henry Fairfield Osborn.
No. 655. New American Dolichopidae. By M. C. Van

Duzee.
No. 656. New Fishes from the Kasai District of the

Belgian Congo. By J. T. Nichols and F. R.
LaI\Ionte.

No. 657. A New Species of Shrew from Eastern Siberia.

By George G. Goodwin.
No. 658. Pennsylvanian Foraminifera from Mongolia.

By .J. J. Galloway and L. Erskine Spock.
No. 659. The Distribution of Rotifera on Mount Desert

Island. Part II. New Notommatidae of the
Genera Nolommata and Proales. By Frank J .

Myers.
No. 660. The Distribution of Rotifera on Mount Desert

Island. Part III. New Notommatidae of the
Genera Pleurotrocha, Lindia, Eothina, Pro-
alinopsis, and Encentrum. By Frank J.

Myers.
No. C61. Taxonomic History of the Neotropical Hares of

the Genus Sylvilagus, Subgenus Tapeti.

By G. H. H. Tate.
No. 6C2. Four New Species of Decapod Crustaceans from

Porto Rico. By Waldo L. Schmitt.
No. 663. A Fossil Skunk from Samos. By Guy E. Pil-

grim.
No. 664. Dragonflies from Mt. Duida and the Venezuelan

Border. By James G. Needham.
No. 665. Birds Collected During the Whitney South Sea

Expedition. XXVI. Notes on Neolalage
Bankxiana (Gray) . By Ernest Mayr.

No. 666. Birds Collected During the Whitney South Sea
Expedition. XXVII. Notes on the Varia-

tion of Immature and Adult Plumages in

Birds and a Physiological Explanation of

Abnormal Plumages. By Ernst Mayr.
No. 667. A Nevada Fauna of Pleistocene Type and its

Probable Association with Man. By George
Gaylord Simpson.
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No. 668. Studies of Peruvian Birds. XI. The Genera
Taraba and Sakeapltorun. By John T. Zirrimer.

No. 669. A New Longhorned Belly River Ceratopsian.
By Barnuni Brown.

No. 670. A Slvull with .Jaws of Crocodilus Sivalensia
Lydekl^er. By Charles C. Mook.

No. 671. A Croeodilian Skeleton from the Morrison
Formation at Canyon City, Colorado. By
Charles C. Mook.

No. 672. Three Obscure Genera of Ponerine Ants. By
William Morton Wheeler.

No. 673. New North American Diptera. By C. H.
Curran.

No. 674. A New Flying Squirrel of the Genus Petaurista
from Northwestern Siam. By T. Donald
Carter.

No. 675. The African Species of Curtonotum Macquart
(Drosophilidae; Diptera). By C. H. Curran.

No. 676. The North American Species of Anorostoma
Loew (Helomyzidae; Diptera). By C. H.
Curran.

No. 677. The Spermaceti Organ and Nasal Passages of the
Sperm Whale (Physeler Catodon) and other
Odontocetes. By H. C. Raven and William
K. Gregory.

No. 678. A Skull of Crocodilus Clavis Cope, in the United
States National Museum. By Charles C.
Mook.

No. 679. Two New Dinosaurian Reptiles from Mongolia
with Notes on some Fragmentary Specimens.
By Charles W. Gilmore.

No. 680. The Status of Minerva Antigua, Aquila Ferox
and Aquila Lydekkeri as Fossil Birds. By
Alexander Wetmore.

No. 681. Mammals Collected in the Maritime Province of

Siberia by the Morden-Graves North Asiatic
Expedition, with the Description of a New
Hare from the Amur River. By G. G. Good-
win.

No. 683. Some North American Diptera. By C. H.
Curran.

BULLETIN
Volume LXVI, Article 2. The Sarcophaginae of Panama

(Diptera: Calliphoridae). By David G. Hall.
Volume LXVII, Article 2. On the Dinosaurian Fauna of

the Iren Dabasu Formation. By Charles W. Gilmore.
Volume LXVII, Article 3. Glossary and Correlation Charts

of North American Tertiary iVIanamal-Bearing Forma-
tions. By George Gaylord Simpson.

FISHES

""PHREE fishes sent to the American Museuna
*• from Indo-China, by Mr. Arthur Vernay,

belong to a genus beheved by native fishermen

to have some mysterious connection with the

teeth of the crocodile. Some natives believe the

fish to be a tooth which has left the crocodile's

mouth and taken on a fife of its own; others

regard it as a rejected crocodile toothpick!

The native name, "Kunnur dant," means croco-

dile's teeth. Of course it is easy to dismiss such

an idea as preposterous, but since there must be

some connection or association between fish and
crocodile, at least in the minds of the fi.shermen,

it would be interesting to investigate further.

Was this name originally given merely on account

of the crocodile-like scutes of the fish, the elon-

gated snout and prominent, ringed eyes, or

does the fish hang around the open-mouthed
crocodile, hoping to pick up tiny fragments of its

last meal? Perhaps some Indian naturaUst

might be in a position to clear up this mystery.

"Kunnur dant" undoubtedly includes several

different species, and possibly more than one

genus. The fishes shown in the accompanying

photograph have unfortunately lost their small

tails in transit, but appear, without doubt, to be

a species of Doryichthys (formerly called

Microphis).

Although they themselves are unpleasant-

looking objects, they are closely related to the

popular little sea horse. Unhke it, they do not

swim in a vertical position, although they are apt

to drift around in a slanting attitude.

In most of the fishes of this order, the male

hatches the eggs, which are deposited in a pouch
on his breast and remain there until the young
emerge.

The family is inadequately covered in the

Uterature, although the fishes are particularly

interesting for several reasons. Apparently

there are either a great number of species in this

genus, or great variety within one species, and
certainly there is a wide difference of appearance

between young and old of the same fish. Al-

though primarily marine in distribution, Dory-

ichthys is found quite far up rivers. It is abun-

dant where found, but very locaUzed, and there-

fore comparatively rare in collections. These

KUNNUR DANT
Two of the three fishes from Indo-China acquired by the .\merican Museum through the courtesy of Arthur S. Vernay.

Native fishermen believe they have some mysterious connection with the teeth of the crocodile
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three are the only representatives of the genus

in the collections of the AmericanMuseum.

—F. LaMonte.

INSECTS

CURATOR LuTZ and Associate Curator

Mutchler attended the meetings of the

national scientific societies at Boston during

Christmas week. Doctor Lutz gave the annual

address at the joint meeting of the Entomological

Society of America and the Association of

Economic Entomologists. The next week he

spoke on museum work at the University of

Toronto and on "Testing Insect 'Intelligence'"

at the Royal Canadian Institute.

THE degree of Doctor of Science has been

awarded to Assistant Curator C. H. Curran by

the University of Montreal, in recognition of his

splendid work on flies, including his as yet un-

pubhshed revision of and keys to North American

genera.

MAMMALS
'

I
'HE Berolzheimer Gift of Mammals.—The

* American Museum has just recently received

a small but interesting collection of mammal
specimens, the gift of Mr. Alfred C. Berolzheimer

of New York City, a member of the American

Museum who, with Mr. James L. Clark, made a

hunting trip to the headwaters of the Yellow-

stone River, Wyoming, during the month of

September.

Mr. Berolzheimer's interest in the Museum
influenced him to vary his plans from the usual

sportsman's pattern, and to this end he requested

Mr. Clark to preserve complete specimens which

might be donated to the Museum rather than to

consider them as the sportsman's trophy of head

and horns.

The most noteworthy specimens are a very

fine male and female Shiras moose represented

by skins and complete skeletons. This race is

scientifically interesting because it has the south-

ernmost range of all of the moose and may be

considered as being derived from Canadian ani-

mals which worked south along the slopes of the

Rockies.

There are also two large bull elk as skins and

complete skeletons, and two exceptionally fine

pronghorn antelope, the latter taken in the plains

country around Gray Bull River where there is

today a herd of about 3000.

In addition to the collection of specimens,

many still photographs of the habitats of these

animals were taken and will be very useful in

developing the habitat groups for the new Hall of

North American Mammals. About 2500 feet

of motion pictures were obtained, the outstand-

ing feature of which is many feet of close-up

pictures of the Shiras moose which may be used

in connection with the educational work of the

Museum.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY

'T'HE Cope-Osborn Theory of Trituberculy,

as it is known among palaeontologists, cele-

brated its half-century of existence at a meeting

of the American Philosophical Society on Janu-

ary fifth, upon which occasion Dr. William K.

Gregory gave an illustrated lecture on this sub-

ject. The Society will devote a special number
of its Proceedings to this paper.

SCIENCE OF MAN

pvOCTOR Mead's New Guinea Collec-
^•^ TioNs.—Debating stools, temple ornaments,

human heads, ceremonial masks, and elaborate

headdresses are among the features of an out-

standing collection recently brought to this

country from New Guinea by Dr. Margaret

Mead. It has been placed on view in the Philip-

pine Hall of the American Museum of Natural

History.

The specimens brought back by Doctor Mead
form not only a valuable addition to the anthro-

pological collections of the American Museum
but also represent an important contribution

toward scientific knowledge of the Uves and

customs of primitive peoples.

Doctor Mead, who is assistant curator of

ethnology, last fall returned from New Guinea,

where she worked for two years among the

Arapesh of the Prince Alexander Mountains, the

Mundugumor Tribe on the Yuat River, and the

Tchambuli Tribe on the Aibom Lake. Both of

the last-named tribes are situated on the Sepik

River, of which the Yuat is a tributary and the

Aibom Lake an extension. Natural History

Magazine is expecting to pubhsh in a later

issue an interesting account of some of Doctor

Mead's experiences.

A South Sea Headdress.—An interesting

*^ addition to the South Sea Hall at the Ameri-

can Museum is a Port Moresby dance headdress.

It was collected and donated to the Museum by

Mrs. Jo Mielziner.

A model of the Aztec Temple at Tenayuca,
•** Federal District, Mexico, has just been put

on view in the Mexican Hall of the American Mu-
seum. The Spanish Conquest of Mexico in 1519-

20 was so complete that few examples are left of

Aztec architecture, and this model is probably

the first that has ever been constructed to illus-

trate the architecture of this civilization.
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MODEL OF THE PYRAMID AT TENAYUCA, FEDERAL DISTRICT, MEXICO
Now on exhibition in the Mexican Hall of the American Museum. Note the imposing mass of the structure as compared

to the figure at the head of the stair

The original temple epitomizes the history of

the Valley of Mexico. According to tradition,

after the Tenth Century, a tribe of fierce nomads,

the Chichimecs, filtered into the Valley and

brought about the downfall of its civilized occu-

pants, the Toltecs. The Chichimecs took over

elements of the Toltec culture and began a

sedentary life. Later, other tribes like the

Tepanecs and the Acolhuas entered the Valley

and, fusing with the Chichimecs, built up a

civilization. Finally came the Aztecs, who,

absorbing this Chichimec-Acolhua culture, be-

came strong enough to dominate the Valley

tribes.

At Tenayuca six temples were found super-

imposed, the upper two of typical Aztec architec-

ture. Excavations near by revealed three layers

of pottery, the upper of Aztec date, the second

probably to be correlated with the Tepanec-

Acolhua people, and the crude styles of the lowest

layer assignable perhaps to the Chichimec.

While it was not possible specifically to correlate

the ceramic styles with the individual buildings,

yet it is very probable, to judge from the changes

in the profiles of the buildings, that they were

made by these successive peoples.

The symbolism of the temple involves the wor-

ship of the natural forces governing agriculture.

Enough stone ornaments were found to reveal

the presence of two temples, one honoring the

goddess of the Earth and the other the god of

War, who was also connected with the Sun.

The serpents ornamenting the sides symbolize

the earth, and the two connected with the altars

fianking the pyramid represent the 52-year

calendric cycle which the Aztecs considered much

as we do our century.

The excavations were carried out by the De-

partment of Prehistoric Monuments of the

Mexican Government during the years 1925-32

as part of their program of reconstruction and re-

search on their antiquities. In making this model

Mr. Shoichi Ichikawa, of the division of anthro-

pology, followed the plans of Mr. Igancio Mar-

quina, head of the department, under the super-

vision of Mr. Hay and Doctor Vaillant. It is a

privilege to present to American Museum visitors

this tangible example of the cooperation between

the archa!ologists of Mexico and the United

States. Unfortunately this model was com-

pleted too late to include its picture in "The

Architecture of Central America," the first of the

series of articles on the Arts of Central America,

appearing in this issue of Natural History.

—G. C. V.

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS

AT the annual meeting of the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science held

at Cambridge, Massachusetts, Dr. G. K. Noble

presented before Section F two demonstrations on

the tactile organs of reptiles. These structures

are of particular interest because they have

special functions in the social hfe of reptiles.

The mammalian hair seems to have evolved from

one type of reptile tactile organ and the particular
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functions of the several different types had not

been previously known. The facial pit of the

rattlesnake represents a type of tactile organ

which has become specialized for the detection

of air vibrations.

Doctor Noble and Doctor Clausen presented a

paper before the American Society of Ecologists

on the aggregation responses of serpents.

Heretofore it was not known that outside the

breeding season some

snakes follow the trails

made by other individ-

uals of their own spe-

cies. In times of desic-

cation some snakes

come together in aggre-

gations to conserve the

water which might be

lost by evaporation.

Clustering also lowers

the respiratory rate,

thus further conserv-

ing the energies of the

species.

A GIANT TOAD FROM THE TROPICS

This toad is a voracious insect eater, saviDg West Indian
planters thousands of dollars each year

A BENEFACTOR OF THE TROPICS.—In many
•*»• parts of the American tropics one of the

most characteristic creatures which the visitor

to that region sees in the evening is a large toad

known to taxonomists as Bufo marinus. Al-

though many naturalists may have suspected

that this toad might be of great value in main-

taining the balance of nature, only recently has

detailed information been secured. In a recent

number of the Journal of Economic Entomology,

Dr. M. D. Leonard gives a report of the stomach

contents of a series of these toads secured in

Porto Rico. He finds that 51% of the stomach

contents constituted insects injurious to agricul-

ture, 42% neutral species, while only 7% might

be considered beneficial forms. It was found

that the toad was capable of eating in one night

12.5 June beetles, a species injurious to bananas

and other plants. In 1913 1914 one plantation in

Porto Rico s[)ent $1876.73 for the hand collection

of 1,602,000 beetles over a j)eriod of 133 days.

At the rate of 12.5 per night, 1000 toads could

handle the same number of beetles in the same
time at no cost at all.—G. K. N.

HARRY WATKINS

"pHE sad news comes from Lima, Peru, that
•» Harry Watkins, long associated with the

South American field work of the American Mu-
seum's department of birds, died at his home
in Lima, on July 5, 1933, after some months'

illness with tuberculo-

sis. His wife, who
accompanied him on
many of his excursions,

survives him in Lima.

Harry Watkins, the

son of an English en-

tomologist, first went
to Peru in 1902 to

collect butterflies.

During the following

thirteen years, he va-

ried his activities in

this field by engaging in

mining and other devel-

opmental projects, and
began his bird collecting in 1911 for Mr. W. F. H.

Rosenberg of London. His association with the

American Museum began in 1915 and continued

until 1926. During this time he explored many
parts of Peru and sent in more than 12,000 bird

skins, including many forms new to science,

several of which have been named in his honor.

He was an expert photographer and, after leaving

the service of the American Museum, engaged in

that occupation, especially in aerial survey work
for the Peruvian Government and for the Stand-

dard Oil interests in Bolivia and Venezuela.

Mr. Watkins' excellent specimens and the

photographs and field-notes which accompanied

them form a lasting monument to his industry

and efficiency. These specimens form the back-

bone of the American Museum's collection of

Peruvian birds now being studied in the prepara-

tion of the volume on the distribution of bird-

hfe in Peru, the third work in the series of

Andean bird-life studies begun in 1910, of which

the volumes on Colombia and Ecuador have

already appeared.—J. T. Zimmer.

NEW MEMBERS

Since the last issue of Natural. History, the followinj?

persons have been elected members of the American
Museum:

Benefactor

Mrs. Katheri.ne W. D. Herbert.

Honorary Life Members
Miss Mildred Conner.
Mr. Alfred C. Berolzheimer.

Sustaining Members

Mesdames James P. Donahue, Marshall R. Kebnochan.
Messrs. Woolworth Donahue, E. Townsend Irvin.

Annual Members
Mesdames George Jarvis Coffin, Elinor Payson Cole-
man, Paul Debry, .John W. Decker, B. W. Freeman,
Fredric E. Humphreys, B. Talbot B. Hyde, W. W.
Kelchner, Eleanor P. Lyon, Lawrence M. C. Smith.
Misses Allison Garver, Annah Hazen, Helen R. Hbnd-
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BICK8, M. L. Hyde, Marion Jonas, Mabel Kelly, Sara
J. LaBranche, Ann Strickland, Dorothy M. Wein-
KAUFF,

Brother Anthony.
Doctor Edwin P. Maynard, Jr.

Messrs. Robert Bacon, Kurt Eric Bauer, Beverly W.
Bristol, William G. Brooks, Jr., Dennis G. Brussel,
Thomas C. Cummings, Harold Dennis, John Donnelly,
H. W. Ford, Edward W. Friedman, Wm. P. Gilmour,
Wright D. Goss, Jr., Henry G. Gray, William A. Han-
way, Harry E. James, Lawrence K. Jennings, George
M. L. LaBranche, 3d, R. B. Lea, Neil MacInnes,
Gabriel R. Mason, Richard Osenkop, Donald B
Percy, John Quigley, Douglas H. Rodie, William S.

RoDiE, George Salensky, F. Leon Shelf, Ernest
Stauffen, Jr., Abbott M. Swift, F. John Ward, Corne-
lius W. Wickersham, George C. Wood.

Associate Members
Mesdames Edith F. Ackley, Julia E. Bambby, James H.
Coghill, Elizabeth M. Crozier, Alfred W. Dater,
R. Neville Davis, Yann Dedons db Pierrefeu, Edward
D. Duffield, Ernest Frederick Eidlitz, Oliver D.
FiLLEY, M. H. Gates, William S. Godfrey, S. S. Gregory,
Sr., Flo. Grebnvald, Jos. J. Haggerty, Frank S.

Hamblbton, Jambs Philip Harper, Percival S. Hill,
John Humpstonb, Ferris J. Meigs, Esther Monroe,
Edwin N. Moore, Rose O. Newman, Walter M. Patton,
Dallas B. Phemister, Warren A. Ransom, Sidney
RoLLE, George P. Shiel, Ames Stevens, C. M. Swezey,
Lewis S. Thompson, Paul Van Anda, Richard F.
Warner, Grace Watts, John C. Wise.

Misses Clara B. Aiken, Barbara Bradley, Amanda
Cecil, Emily E. Clark, Josephine H. Croggon, Caro-
lina V. Davison, Katherine Dougal, Miriam Goldfarb,
Hazel Gruppe, Mary Harris, Ellen Hilles, Marian
Holden, Leola Kruger, Rosemary Loughlin, Edith
Webster Mank, Anne W. McKenna, Hester M.
McLaren, Frances McTear, Jane Moller, Marjorie
Palmer, L. M. Pingbr, Jane M. Powers, Edith Read,
Willie Ruth Reed, Harribtte W. Revere, Ida Roder,
Gretel Simon, Jenny Russell Snyder, Margaret Ann
Stall, Elizabeth Swords, Charlotte Wilson Taintor,
Hannah B. Walsh, Edwina M. Ward, Myrtle H.
Waterfall, Susan H. Webster, Elizabeth Weinberger,
Betty Jane Woodring.
Viscount Takbsada Tokugawa.
Doctors Alexander Cairns, John D. Chambers, Albert
Sprague Coolidge, H. B. Ferris, Henry Hall Forbes,
William J. Fordrung, Robert T. Frank, H. E. Friesell,
Max J. Giber, C. H. Gordon, G. Philip Grabpield,
Michael S. Granelli, S. B. Grubbs, Margaret W.
Henderson, W. B. Hoofnagle, J. Ralph Jacoby, Roy
S. Knorr, Robert McIlwain, A. H. Peacock, Ernst
Renold, William P. Shepard.
Professors S. C. Dellinger, Ruskin S. Freer, Hugh L.
FuLMER, Wm. H. Gates.
Major Gen. Henry Jervey.
Major W. Maitland Congreve.

Captain J. W. Flanagan.
Messrs. Merriam Abbot, Frank H. Adams, Samuel B.
Applegate, Charles W. Arnold, David Fitz Barnes,
Malcolm Barto, R. Belarski, Percy Bell, Jr., Alfred
R. Bellinger, Edward J. Bernstein, Alexander
Brodell, Wilfrid Swancourt Bronson, G. G. Brown,
Wayne K. Burton, Robert P. Butler, Harold Car-
penter, Kenneth C. Carver, Hector Carveth, Glen
D. Chamerlain, Eugene B. Clark, Joh.v Clark, Freder-
ick Clarkson, .Jr., Charles Clement, Thomas T. Cole,
Richard T. Comery, George Francis Conley, Jr.,

George M. Coram, James Cox, Lee V. Cutsforth, John
Elkins Dale, Jr., Curtis B. Dall, J. C. Dam, Richard
Colg.ate Damon, Bela Dankovszky, Robert Wesley
Darrow, Royal J. Davis, Franz H. De Beche, Victor
A. Debes, Garland Dodd, Elliott Donnelley, Bill
Downs, Stephen D. Durrant, Edward Eagan. John
Early, J. Dudley Eggliston, George A. Elliott,
Gage B. Ellis, R. Engel, Carl E. Erpf, Lloyd L.
Exline, E. L. Faber, Frank C. Farley, Percy C. Feger,
Philip A. Fbiner, John Thomas Fbrneding, Willia.m
Finigan, John D. Fitzhugh, W. Allston Flagg, G.
Clifford Foote, Ralph E. Forbes, James A. Fortune,
William R. French, Joseph F. Gaffney, G. Y. Gaill-^rd,
Frank Galsworthy, John F. Galvin, John L. Gardiner,
Frederick V. Geier, Frank Gillmorb, M. Leo Gitel-
soN, Lindsay Mac K. Goodevb, A. Z. Goodfellow,
William H. Gould, Harding Gow, Malcolm Montrose
Graham, Melvin F. Graves, H. U. Green, Carleton
Greene, Albert W. Greenhall, H. McL Grout, Jr.,
Cecil H. Grover, Victor Guillemin, Jr., A. Avery
Hallock, Wm. A. Hamann, 3d, F. J. Hankinson, W. H.
Hanners, Homer Blakbslee Harlan, Joseph Harrison,
Henry M. Haviland, Ed. Henderson, H. P. Hender-
son, David Uriah Herrmann, Lincoln C. Higgins,
Walter S. Hinchman, John W. Hines, Dunbar M.
HiNRicHS, Gilbert T Hodges, George J. Holden,
Penn H. Holsapple, R. K. Honaman, K. W. Horn,
Ralph E. Horton, Henry S. Hulse, Jr., John Hump-
stone, Joseph Husband, James S. Y. Ivins, J.vmes
Madison Jacobi, John Jarvis, Henri Jeltrup, Stephen
E. Jennings, Charles M. Jervis, C. Victor Jordan, A.
F. Joseph, Milton J. Katz, Lionel Lacey, Lawrence
Larkin, Henry E. Lee, Carl Philip Lenz, G. Edward
Lewis, Herbert C. Lloyd, Willi.\m B. Long, Jr., Samuel
Mason, Robert T. S. McEwen, Paul Francis Foley
Nace, Hans Nagbl, Joseph R. Neaves, Lawrence
Newcomb, Webster Kent Newcomb, Jr., John W.
Nichols, Nicholas Northrup, Wm. I. Orr, Richard C.
Patterson, Jr., Mulford Perry, H. R. Peterson,
George Pollitt, Stewart Reinhart, George Riddle,
H. Rindal, John F. Rock, Daniel Rubbnstein, John
H. RucKMAN, Jr., John Salmon, Fred S.^rbach, Sr.,

Charles F. Schwep, Thomas C. Shotwell, John J.

Spagnoli, Herbert A. Spring, Gregory Waterm.an
Spurr, Jr., Ferris M. Stout, John C. Sturgis, Kajuro
Tamaki, Bertrand L. Taylor, 3d, John Tennyson,
John Grosvenor Thorndike, Carlos Todd, Egbert
H. Walker, Jack Charles Walter, Harvey A. Ward,
Jambs S. Wiley, Jr., Charles Williams, John Ellis
Wilson.

NEW PUBLICATIONS
Man and the Vertebrates. By Alfred Sherwood Romer,

Professor of Vertebrate Paleontology in the Univer-
sity of Chicago. The University of Chicago Press,
vii-|-427 pages, 278 text figures.

CO many good things are to be said about this

*^ book that it is hard to know where to begin.

Its readability is such that even without the

large number of excellent figures its text gives a

clear though condensed account of the vast epic

of evolution. Up from the lowest known pre-

fishes of about four hundred million years ago, it

follows the wandering trail, showing where the

numerous by-paths branch off toward the dino-

saurs, birds, and other specialized groups, but
always coming back to the main road leading to

man. Not stopping there, however, the story

follows the branching of mankind and then
describes the amazing transformation from egg to

old age. The reader who enjoys the author's

descriptions of the numerous groups of fishes,

reptiles, birds, and mammals, can hardly fail to

realize the importance of visualizing these other

branches in any attempt to reach a philosophical

judgment as to what man is and where he came
from. Thus this modestly-sized book is prac-

tically an outhne of vertebrate palaeontology and

a visual epitome of the major classification of all

the vertebrates; it gives the embryological key

to the intricate adult anatomy of the circulatory,

digestive, and nervous systems, together with

the evolutionary key to the history of the skull

and locomotor system.

Fortunately the author has not wasted his

space in argumentation over the general evidence

for evolution nor felt it necessary to defend the

right of Homo sapiens to be recognized as a

member of the order of Primates. Nor in the
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brief space available has it been possible to set

forth the evidence for many a far-reaching con-

clusion as to the origin and rise of the verte-

brates. The present volume may indeed be

regarded as a semi-popular sequel to Professor

Romer's Vertebrate Paleontology, where the reader

will find many fair and critical appraisals of the

evidence together with the factual basis for our

modern concept of the tree of life.—W. K. G.

Tropical Fishes as Pets. By Christopher Coates. Photo-
graphs by S. C. Dunton. 226 pp., New York:
Liveright.

""PHE widespread hobby of collecting and
*• breeding tropical fishes in private homes has

created not only a large and profitable industry,

especially here and in Germany, but an enormous

demand for expert information and guidance.

Mr. Coates, who is in charge of the New York
Aquarium's splendid collection of tropicals, and
who conducts a weekly column on this subject in

the New York Sun, gives us a compact book,

written in an easy, non-technical style, and well

adapted to the needs of both expert and amateur.

There is practical instruction about assembling

an aquarium, beginning with the collection and
transportation of the fishes—those small crea-

tures so strangely susceptible to seasickness!

Sizes and styles of tank are discussed, as well as

temperature, light, plants, chemical balance of

water, and, finally, choice of inmates for the

tank—all in a way that takes into consideration

the owner of the smallest goldfish bowl as well

as the largest commercial supply house.

There is a valuable chapter on food and feed-

ing, and one on the treatment of disease, and,

more important, its prevention.

All through the book one finds interesting and
amusing bits of information about collection,

prices, or the distant places of the fishes' origin,

many of which the author has known well.

The book does not purport to be a complete
hst of tropical aquarium fishes. It discusses the

possibilities and care of such fishes, divides them
into the larger groups, and takes up numerous
examples under each group. This section in-

cludes much first-hand data on the habits of the

fishes^—their courtship, breeding, nesting, and
parental care; their preferences in food, and their

temperaments.

Some fishes are peaceful and suitable for com-
munity life, while others are pugnacious or even

cannibalistic, making them unsuitable. Still

others display infanticidal tendencies and their

young must be removed from reach of their jaws.

Many have strange breeding habits. Copeina

arnoldi, for instan(!e, hops up out of the water

several inches and deposits its eggs on a rock or

leaf, after which it spends the next two days

laboriously splashing water up on to the eggs

with its fins. Some of the Cichilidae make holes

in which they deposit their eggs, then pick them

up and store them in the parent's mouth until

they hatch. Among certain genera of this same

family, parental care is developed to a surprising

extent. Sometimes a pair of fishes takes turns at

guarding its young, one swimming off as the

other comes to relieve it.

There are fishes whose color rivals the brightest

rainbow; fishes of the deepest blues and reds, and

the densest black, and fishes of gleaming silver.

And there are the lowly, undecorative scavenger

fishes, not beautiful, but most useful in the tank.

The fifty-six illustrations were taken in the

Aquarium, and are most unusual and beautiful.

The book is informative and practical, and makes
very entertaining reading.—F. LaMonte.

'

I
'HE recent appearance of The American Field

•* Naturalist, monthly mimeographed magazine

of the American Naturalists' Association, edited

by William G. Hassler, calls to mind a number of

closely related publications of the past and

present. The thu-teen-page November issue is

well planned and well written. The field notes,

edited by Mr. John C. Orth, are particularly

valuable as records.

The mimeographed medium becomes an in-

creasingly useful field for those who seek concrete

self expression upon the printed page. In 1925,

and for three years thereafter, a very similar

magazine was issued by the camps in the Pali-

sade Interstate Park. This pioneer project was

known as The Camp Naturalist. At one time it

reached a list of 4,230 subscribers. Since then,

various local natural history clubs in schools.

Boy and Girl Scout Groups, and others, have

developed their own journals.

Outstandmg among these periodicals are the

ones released by the naturalist staffs of the

National Parks under the supervision of the

Department of the Interior. The Yosemite

Nature Notes, an excellent publication of field

observations, is perhaps the first in the National

Park group, It has now adopted a printed form.

The Nature Notes from Acadia, presented by the

Acadia National Park, at Bar Harbor, Maine, is a

comparatively new member of the list. Arthur

Stui)ka wTites charmingly for this magazine.

The Junior Astronomy News, issued at the

American Museum, is an excellent magazine that

must be included in any list of American natural

history mimeographed material.

The American Field Naturalist enters the field

with an attractive product and an ambitious

title. We wish it all success.—W. H. C.
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In fact, the whole grotesque host of prehistoric

creatures parades across the pages of

Animals of the Past
By Frederic A. Lucas

The author tells his story of these extinct inhab-

itants of the ancient world with charm and

vividness, interspersing his tale with many fine

illustrations. It is of interest to grown-ups and

children alike.

221 pages, numerous illustrations, Bound in cloth.

Price, 85 cents postpaid.
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Quoth "the RAVEN" (Bulletin of

the Virginia Society of Ornithology)

in December, 1933, concerning

BIRDS OF THE
NEW YORK CITY REGION ^-^*^

By Ludlow Griscom

"The Editor would like to recommend, at this time a book which ... he finds very

helpful in field identification ... Its discussions of field marks and its suggestions

toward field identification are unsurpassed. It is particularly helpful in pointing out

the marks by which closely similar species may be recognized in the field. The author

is an expert in this phase of bird study."

400 pages, 6 colored plates, 30 text illustrations and 1 map. Price $1.10 postpaid

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

THE LIBRARIAN, THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
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MICROSCOPY
As a Home Hobby

rHE knowledge
which the micro-

scope has revealed is

the basis of the Natural

Sciences. Microscopy

as a hobby is again in

popular favor. Several

of Bausch & Lomb's
various models of

Microscopes are excel-

lently adapted for

home use. This old

institution's name
assures optical quaUty,

yet the prices are reasonable—from $14.50

up to the costly specialized types for the most
serious of scientific research. Even the lower-

priced models yield acceptable photomicro-

graphs. Complete literature, free on request,

will enable you to select the model you prefer.
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If you would like to know more

about the original inhabitants of the

great prairies, read

North American

Indians of the Plains

By Clark Wissler

This Handbook by an out-

standing authority on the

American Indian gives a

many-sided picture of those

tribes who for centuries made

their homes on our western

plains. It discusses physical

types as well as material

culture, social organization,

religion, ceremonies, art and

language.

172 pages, maps, 58 illus-

trations. Bound in cloth.

85 cents postpaid.

Address orders to THE LIBRARY

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

77th Street and Central Park West

New York. N. Y.
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two beds in a stateroom; hot and cold running water

in every cabin; abundant and dehcious food; the un-

restricted use of the ship with its spacious decks,

veranda cafe, and recreation room. But // can be done.

We proved it last year to students, teachers, scientists,

professional people and family parties. They were de-

lighted with the comforts and steadiness of our ships

and the congenial friends they met aboard. (If you
are visiting the Passion Play, an ideal way to reach

Obsrammergau is via Antwerp.)
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AUTOMOBILE ^

ROUND TRIP

nso
This is the leading automobile

service on the Atlantic. We
have handled tens of thousands

of cars without a scratch. No
crating, no hoisting. You will
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take your own car.
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April 16 to August 31. West-
bound June 1 to October 31.)

The winter rate (all other times

of the year) is $ 1 5 round trip;

$8 5 oneway. One price; no ups!

DELIGHTFUL PEOPLE

This letter from an assistant curator

of the American Museum of Natural History:

Just a word to thank you for the passage you arranged for

me on the good ship Usenstcin of the Arnold Bernstein

Line. The accommodations were comfortable, the food

excellent, the officers and crew capable. The boat rides the

waves like a trooper. Even in the rougher weather there

was no excessive pitching and rolling. The passengers were

on the whole as fine a group of people as one could wish

:o find. Singers, painters, actors, writers, as well as some

of we ordinary mortals, formed a homogeneous, spirited

group. Most of the passengers prefer to return from Europe

on the same line. Ten days may seem like a long trip to

some people, but for most of us it seemed all too short.

So in these few words, I express my sincere thanks for a

most pleasant European voyage.

PLEASE NOTE: When asking for full infer-

mation and illustrated literature kindly state

whether you are interested in the automobile

service or the passenger service or both.

ARNOLD BERNSTEIN LINE
Det)t. IS, 17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK
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BLAZING THE TRAIL

IT is hard to think of a way in which one can

approach Nature more closely than by going

camping. The trees and streams, the rocks and

soil, the mammals, birds, and fish seem to the

camper very definitely a part of the world in

which he is temporarily sojourning, as indeed

they are. And there is no better way to renew

one's youth and enthusiasm than thus to drop

one's contacts with a too

complex existence. Fortu-

nately, we of North

America have innumera-

ble opportunities to camp,

whether modestly for a

week-end, or ambitiously

during a veritable expedi-

tion into the wilds. Dr.

Frank Oastler, whose

camping experience is

enormously broad, has

written an article for the

next number of N \tural

History which has al-

ready made us long for the

trail, the mountains, and

the woods. We fully

expect that it will do the

same for our readers.

"T^HIS matter of sea

' serpents is something

we can no longer ignore.

As the official publication

of a great scientific institution Natural History

has been very superior about these yarns, and

has refused to dignify them by even so much as a

remark. But there are too many questions and

far too many new accounts for us to continue our

original course. Consequently we have asked Dr.

William King Gregory, curator of comparative

anatomy at the American Museum, to write an

article on the subject. It will appear in the next

number.

QOME strange stories have recently come from

'^Chinese Turkestan. In the first place, certain

citizens of that distant land seem to have become

just a bit fed up with their association with China,

and have decided to go it alone. That in itself is

interesting, but when, having decided that they

needed a king to head their new national govern-

ment, they selected an English pickle manu-

facturer who had dwelt among them for a time, it

THE COVER PAINTING

A CORNER of an aquatic garden
•** is depicted in the cover paint-

ing of this issue of Natural His-

tory, by Francis L. Jaques, staff

artist of the American Museum. In

the article " Water Plants for Home
Cultivation " appearing in this issue,

many types of water x'l^iits are

discussed. The yellow pond Uly,

Nymphaea advena, shown on the

cover, is one of these, and is the only

true water lily called by botanists a

pond lily. It has a strikingly beauti-

ful flower, and grows wild through-

out eastern North America.

The two birds swimming among
the lilies are wood ducKs, Aix

sponsa, which are often regarded as

America's most beautiful wild fowl.

began to sound very much likeGilbertand Sullivan,

and we wish the matter could have ended there.

The next step, however, was tragic enough, for

the opposition brought on a battle that resulted

in thousands of casualties.

Few of us Know much of Chinese Turkestan,

and fewer still have visited it. But for the next

number of Natural History, Mr. James L.

Clark, vice-director of the

American Museum, will

describe what he knows of

the land from his journey

to its mountains, cities,

and deserts.

THE next number of

will appear on the first of

July, when many of its

readers will be along the

seashore, and if they do as

we have often found our-

selves doing, they will

periodically pick up some

shell, some strange crea-

ture of the shallows, or

some bit of marme vege-

tation, and say quite

solemnly, "I wonder what

that is?"

In an attempt to answer

some of the questions

that arise in this manner.

Dr. Roy Waldo Miner, curator of lower inverte-

brates at the American Museum, has written an

article for the next number of Natural History

in wliich he discusses the hfe of the tide pools

and the beaches.

""PHIS page is far too small when we allow our
*• enthusiasm full sway over the material we

are to publish. It is impossible for us to hold

ourselves down to the limits of space. There are

several other articles for our next number, each of

which deserves a large paragraph of its own. But

space is at a premium, and we can barely mention

them. There is, for instance, an article by Dr.

Robert T. Hatt on pangoUns and aard-varks,

strange appearing creatures of Africa that feed

on ants. Dr. Margaret Mead has written a

second article about her experiences with the

natives of New Guinea, and Dr. George C.

Vaillant has written a third article on the art of

Central America.
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THE FEATHERED SERPENT
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WATER PLANTS
FOR HOME CULTIVATION

Old and New Plants for Use in Home Aquaria and Garden Pools

By E. J. ALEXANDER
Assistant Curator, New York Botanical Garden

GREAT interest has recently been

aroused in aquatic plants that

may be easily grown in home
aquaria and pool gardens. At present the

New York Botanical Garden has on view

in its museum building about sixty

kinds suitable for home aquaria. There

is also a permanent showing in Conserva-

tory Range 1 of some of the most attrac-

tive of cultivated aquatic and swamp
plants.

Besides these already fairly well-known

species, others are described here because

of their undoubted value for aquaria and

pools, could they be introduced. It is

hoped, in fact, thus to arouse interest in

their collection and subsequent cultiva-

tion.

Aquatic plants, though many belong

to the same families as terrestrials, are

found to have definite pecuHarities of

structure. As a general rule they are

simpler than land plants.

In true aquatics (submerged plants)

there are but few types of leaves: broad-

elliptic or oblong, long and straplike, or

short and extremely narrow, or divided

into a number of fine threads. These

leaves, as well as the stems, have very

little cuticle, or hard, protecting surface,

so that water containing the dissolved

salts and gases needed by the plant for

food passes in easily. There are no air-

pores, and but few wood-vessels, and

such roots as are present are not for ab-

sorbing food, but merely to fasten the

plant to the bottom; there are very few

if any root-hairs. These plants grow

rapidly, often branch freely, and repro-

duce mostly by vegetative means instead

of by seed; often they do not flower

freely. In a few cases, flowers are fitted

for polKnation under water, the water

acting as a pollen-carrying medium, and

some are adapted for pollination at the

surface. In most, however, the floral

parts are borne above the water where

pollination is effected as in land plants,

either by wind or by insects.

On the vast majority of floating leaves

the entire undersurface is transformed

into a thick, spongy, but fleshy tissue.

Leaf-stalks or stems which are inflated

have the same structure, as an aid in

keeping them afloat. These floating

leaves otherwise have the same general

structure as those of land plants, but they

bear air-pores (stomata) on the upper



WATER-HYACINTH
Eichornia crassipes is a
native of tropical

South America. In
Florida where this

plant has become a
pest, it is known as

"lilac-devil"

WATER-POPPY
Hydrocleis nymphoides,
native of tropical
America, is a handsome
subject for planting out
in summer in ponds or

pools, where its large,

yellow flowers make a
fine display

J



AT THE EDGE OF A
POND

At the right is a plant-

ing of papyrus. In the

left rear are lotuses,

and in the foreground,
water-hyacinths, par-

rot's -feather, and
water lilies

WATER LILY

The best known and
most beautiful of aqua-
tics can, because of the
variation in size among
different species, be
grown in a large aqua-
rium, a tub, or small
pool, as well as in large

tanks and ponds
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Ottelia alismoides, a spectacular aquatic of the old-
WOBLD TROPICS IS A COMPLETELY SUBMERGED PLANT, THE
FLOWER BORNE JUST ON THE SURFACE OF THE WATER. At
PRESENT IT IS UNKNOWN IN AMERICAN GARDENS. ADAPTED
FROM KoMAROV, Key for the Plants of the Far Eastern Region

of the USSR

surface, which is covered with cuticle or

wax to prevent wetting.

While water plants represent only a

small percentage of seed-bearing plants,

they are widely scattered through the

plant kingdom. The greater number,

however, are found among the more

simply organized plant groups.

At the bottom of the class of flowering

plants is the large order of Naiads, con-

taining nearly all of the truly aquatic

members of the division of monocotyle-

dons. In this group are the two similar

appearing genera, ZannicheUia, the

horned-pondweeds, and Ruppia, the

ditch-grasses, both consisting of tangled

masses of threadlike stems and leaves.

The pondweeds, genus Potamogeton, are

attractive plants in nature with elliptic

or short, straplike leaves, beautifully

veined, underwater, or in some species

narrow, grassUke leaves. Some, as they

approach the flowering stage, develop

elliptic, floating leaves. Only a few of

them, however, are satisfactory under

cultivation.

The genus Naias contains a number of

species, mostly slender-stemmed and

much-branched, with short, slender,

bright green leaves, usually toothed.

Still among the Naiads, the genus

Aponoqeton, the water-hawthorns, have

underwater leaves which are long and

WATER-MOSS
A plant of cold waters is Fonlinalis antipijretica of the north temperate zone.

this must have cool water, as heat kills it

To do well in aquaria,
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ONE OF THE FINEST OF THE MILFOILS

Myriophyllum pinnattim is bright green in color. Note the two types of leaf. The less dissected ones

are on shoots which were aerial, but, upon being submerged, the more divided underwater form
developed

ribbon-like, tongue-shaped, or elliptic,

with elliptic floating leaves and forked

spikes of fragrant flowers. The lace-

plant of Madagascar, with large, broadly-

elliptic leaves consisting solely of a lace-

like, open network, is one of the members

of this genus, though it is sometimes

separated out under the name of Ouvi-

rand^ra.

The water-plantains, Alisma, and the

arrowheads, Sagittaria, both familiar

plants around New York, as well as a

number of related genera, are also much
used. They mostly have straplike under-

water leaves, and elliptic or arrow-

shaped ones above water. A few species

have floating leaves and one has tubular-

shaped ones. They all have white, pink,

or yellowish flowers.

The so-called flowering rushes are most

attractively represented by the

water-poppy, Hydrodeis nyrti-

phoides, whose floating stems

bear heart-shaped leaves. Its

flowers look like large three-pet aled

yellow poppies afloat on the surface. The

flowering rush itself is a large, handsome,

hard}^ plant, well suited to outdoor use.

The frog-bits have a number of repre-

sentatives among Avhich are two of the

most important aquarium plants, wild

celery and water-weed. The wild celery

or eel-grass, ValUsneria, is recognized bj"-

its long ribbon-like leaves and spirally

The water-nut, Trapa natans,
NATIVE OF Eurasia. A i.ittle-
used curiosity is this float-
ing plant supported by its
bladdery-inflated leafstalks.

The "nuts" .\re edible

.\d.\pted fro.m
Reichenbach

Icones Flora Germanica
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TWO GRACEFUL AQUATIC PLANTS
The plant at the left is the fanwort, Cabomba caroliniana, a close relative of the water lily, native of the
southeastern United States. Sphagnum macrophyllum, a recently introduced moss, is on the right.

The sphagnum has lost its green color and is transparent with a brownish cast

'/'\i>.r ."''iv

coiled stalks, which

carry the female flow-

ers to the surface and

withdraw them again

after pollination. An-

acharis, the water-

weed, has the short,

narrow leaves borne in

close whorls along the

stem.

The true frog-bit is

a floating plant with

heart-shaped leaves
and three- petaled

white flowers. The
related water-soldier

or water-aloe, a Euro-

FOR HARDY POND PLANTINGS IS
THIS FLOWERINO RUSH, ButoTMlS
Umhellatus, native ok buhope.
It is not known in the United
States, but has escaped from
cultivation along the St.
Lawrence River in Canada.
The leaves are from two to
three feet long, and the rose-
colored FLOWERS AN INCH ACROSS.
Adapted prom Schni/.lein,
Iconographia Familiarum Nalural-

ium Regni Vegetalis

pean plant worth bringing to America, has

aloe-like leaves vv^ith spiny margins, and

white, three-petaled flowers. This plant

sinks to the bottom in winter when the

leaves become incrusted with lime from the

water, and rises to the surface in the

spring, because of the relative lightness of

the young leaves. The two genera Boottia

and Ottelia are other foreign members of

this family which are also very deserving

of cultivation. Boottia has long, beauti-

fully veined leaves underwater, and heart-

shaped ones above,, sometimes growing

two or three feet high, while Ottelia has

leaves varied in shape, which often reach

a foot in length in running water. So

much for the greater majority of mono-

cotyledonous aquatics.

Among the higher Monocotyledons in

the Order of Poales, the grasses and

sedges, are some swamp plants already in

cultivation as aquatics. The only truly

aquatic grass is the Asiatic genus Hygrorr-

hiza, with broad, lance-shaped leaves
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floating on the surface, dangling feathery

roots in the water. Species of Scirpus

and Eleocharis of the sedges are both used

under the name of hair-grass. When kept

under water, they consist only of masses

of threadhke, branched stems. Weh-

steria suhmersa, a recently introduced

sedge, bears its threadlike leaves in dense

clusters. The papyrus-plant, Cyperus

papyrus, though very large, is valuable

for outdoor pools. The so-called umbrella

palm, Cyperus alternifoUus, with a num-

ber of grasslike leaves borne umbrella-

like at the top of the long stem, is also

rather popular.

In the family of the arums and calla

lilies are some of the most decorative of

aquatic plants. The best, because readily

available and easily grown, is Crypto-

coryne, two types of which are used, one

with long, narrow, tongue-like leaves, and

one with elliptic leaves sometimes heart-

shaped at the base. How many species

are involved is doubtful, as flowers, which

are necessai'v for satisfactorv identifica-

A NATIVE SPECIES OF ARROWHEAD
NOT AT PRESENT USED IN AQUARIA,
BUT WELL WORTHY, IS SaqitUiria

teres, with round-tubular
l^fiAVES, COMPLETELY SUBMERGED;
THE FLOWER STALK RISING A FEW

INCHES ABOVE WATER
-H

tion, are rare. Pistia, the

water-lettuce or shell-

V

plant, with velvety, pale \ v

green leaves, is an attrac- ^|

tive floating plant. The

arrow - arum or green

arum, Peltandra virgin-

ica, is a member of this

family, though often

sold as narrow-leaved

spatterdock, v/hich is a

water lily, and about as much related as

is a squirrel to a fish. Peltandra is not a

true aquatic, and hence is short-lived un-

der such conditions. The golden-club,

genus Orontium, while too large for an

aquarium, is fine for outdoor pools where

its large blue-green leaves and club-

shaped spikes of yellow flowers are quite

showy.

A number of members of the duckweed

THREE EXCELLENT AQUARIUM PLANTS
On the left is Naias fiexilis, a frasiile plant, not much in use at present; in the center, one of the

bladderworts, Utricularia; on the right Anacharis canadensis, native of North America
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weed family. Some of these have fleshy,

round, or elliptic leaves, and grow in mud
3r shallow water ; some float by means of

inflated spongy leaf-stalks, and some have

grasslike leaves. All, except one yellow

species of the grassy-leaved ones, have

blue or lilac flowers.

Passing into the dicotyledonous divi-

sion of plants, the number of aquatics is

proportionately much smaller.

In the buttercup genus are nearly a

score of aquatic species with finely

dissected leaves, long floating stems, and

white or yellow flowers. Some have the

surface leaves cut or lobed but not

dissected.

The beauties among aquatics are the

water lilies. The fanworts, genus Cabomba,

scarcely betray their relationship to the

true water liHes, for they have finely

dissected, opposite leaves on a stem that

trails through the water; only at flower-

ing time do a few round or elliptic float-

ing leaves develop.

The water shield, Brasenia, has ellip-

tic, floating leaves with the stalk centrally

attached, giving them the appearance

responsible for the common name. The
lotuses have very large shieldlike leaves

borne well above the water, and large

yellow, white, or pink flowers.

The true watei lilies, whose I'ound,

floating leaves and beautiful sweet-

scented flowers in shades of white, yellow,

pink, rose, red, blue, and purple, and with

variously purple-mottled leaves, are

familiar water-garden subjects. The
spatterdocks or yellow pond lilies have

similar leaves, but their flowers are less

showy, appearing like small, yellow balls

afloat. In the young state they are fre-

quently used in aquaria, as their earlier

leaves are submerged. Most of the re-

maining members of this family, although

equally attractive, are too large for home
cultivation.

Ceratophyllum, the hornwort, which

forms its own famity and is also appi'o-

TWO RECENTLY INTHODl CED AMrATR'S
On the left is Mayaca fluviatilis of tropical America; on the right Naias _fle.cilis robusta, more stiff-

growing than the typical form
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SOME LITTLE USED PLANTS
On the left is shown a species of Eriocaulon. In the center is a species of Eryngium, member of the
carrot family; the one on the ri^ht is the water-shield, Bri^enia Schreberi, a seedling plant. Above

is a species of Utricularia (bladderwort)

priately called mare's-tail, coontail, or

foxtail, is a subinergod plant with close

whorls of forked, threadlike leaves, a

beautiful thing in an aquarium.

In the mustard family, the aquatics

are the well-known watercress, and the

tiny, little-known awlwort. Subularia.

The tiny plants such as Subularia, Lirno-

BuCKBEAN, Menijnn-
thes trifoliata, k hand-
some PLANT OF COLD
BOOS IN Eurasia an'd

North America

sella, and Littorella should be particularly

useful in underwater landscaping where

subjects which will never reach a large

size are desired.

In the sundew family, Aldrovanda, a

relative of the Venus's flytrap, has the

same habit of growth as the hornwort,

with the addition of leaf-tips formed to

catch insects by a quick spring motion.

The spui'ge family has but one true

aquatic representative, Phyllanthus flui-

tans, of South America. It is a floating or

shallow-water plant with a running stem

bearing nearly round leaves, and looks

much like a Salvinia.

The genus Callitriche has members

which are similar in appearance to and

often confused with Anacharis. In fact,

they go by the name of dwarf-anacharis.

These may, however, be distinguished by
the three veins in the leaves, whereas in

the true genus Anacharis there is only one

vein. So similar to Callitriche that flowers

are sometimes required to deteiTnine

which is which, is the waterwort,
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Elatine, member of a small aquatic

family.

In the evening-primrose family, mem-
bers of the genus Isnardia, called Lud-

wigias by i-eason of their original botanical

name, are much used. They have obo-

vate often reddish leaves on long running

stems. The sister genus Ludwigiantha,

with short, narrow leaves, is often con-

fused with it.

The water-nuts, interesting natives of

Europe and Asia, with peculiarly shaped

floating leaves and horned, nutlike fruits,

are excellent for outdoor pools or ponds.

The popular water-milfoils, Myrio-

phyllum, are the most feathery of all

aquatics, with their stems densely clothed

with finely dissected leaves. The closel}^

related genus Proserpinaca is a delicate

plant when grown submerged, quite

similar but less leafy. The true mare's-

tail, Hippuris, with leaves like Anacharis,

The four-leaf wateb-
CLOVER, Marsilea un-
cinata— actually a
FERN RELATIVE TYPI-
CAL OF MANY OF THE 53
SPECIES OF THE GENUS

but in whorls of 6-12 each, is also a

member of the same family.

The pennywort, Hydrocotyle, often

found bordering wet meadows, or in

EFFECTIVE CONTRAST
In the center is a splendid aquatic, the red-stemmed, brownish-leaved form of a species of Myrio-
phyllum. The moneywort, Lysimachia Nummularia, is shown at the left, and on the right is water-

hyssop, Hydrotrida caroliniana of the figwort family
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THE MERMAID-WEED, PROSERPINACA PECTINATA
A native of cold swamps in North America. Related to the water-

milfoils, this plant is coarser and more denselj^ leafy when grown in

shallow water

shallow water, is being grown as an

aquarium plant. A member of the carrot

family, it has running stems from which

long-stalked, round leaves arise. Lilaeop-

sis, a related genus, has flattened, paddle-

shaped leaves only about an inch long.

Other members of this family will develop

finely cut leaves when grown under water.

Among the primroses, two wet-ground

plants are used—the water-pimpernel,

with a lettuce-hke cluster of small leaves,

and the moneywort or creeping-Charlie,

with long flexible stems and small round

leaves in pairs.

Noteworthy as truly aquatic, and not

yet in cultivation, are the two feather-

foils, Hottonia inflata,

the curious American

species, and Hottonia

palustris, the Euro-

pean, which resemble?

a milfoil, except for

the spike of purplish

flowers which gives it

the name of water

violet.

In the buckbean

tribe of the gentian

family, we find a few

interesting genera.

Best known of these

is the genus Nym-
phoides, called float-

ing-heart, or water-

snowflake, with heart-

shaped, floatingleaves,

and clusters of short-

stalked white or yellow

flowers at the base of

each leaf. The buck-

bean, Menyanthes tri-

foliata, with large,

fleshy, clover-like

leaves and a handsome

spike of hairy, pinkish-

white flowers, is a

good subject for

shallow ponds.

Among the figworts, the family of the

foxgloves and snapdragons, there are

many creeping plants with sm all round or

paddle-shai3ed leaves which grow in shal-

low water, among them the m udwort,

Limosella, which alters its leaves to rushlike

ones when submerged. One Orient al gen-

us, Limnophila, which has delicate, finely

cut leaves similar to those of Myriophyllum

is worth attempting to obtain from Asia.

The family from which we obtain ses-

ame or benne-seed has an aquatic mem-
ber, Trapella, with leaves and seed pods

somewhat like those of the waternut, but

with tubular flowers. This rare Chinese

plant is deserving of cultivation.
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The largely aquatic family of the blad-

derworts has many members which grow

floating just beneath the surface of the

water. They have slender stems and

leaves so finely dissected as to appear like

clusters of green threads. These leaves

bear tiny bladders with bristles at their

mouths, in which minute aquatic animals

are trapped.

Among the plantains, the shoreweed

Litiorella is the only aquatic—a small

plant with rushlike leaves

one or two inches long.

In the Lobelia family,

Lobelia Dortmanna, the

water lobelia is aquatic.

This has a cluster of short,

blunt, rushlike leaves, with

a flowering stalk which rises

well above the water.

The family of the daisies

and thistles has fine aquatic

members which might well

be cultivated. Sderolepis,

native of southern coastal

swamps, is similar in ap-

pearance to the mare's-tail,

Hippuris, but has a head of

pink flowers. The water-

marigold of northeastern

North America, Bidens

Beckii, has leaves much
like Cabomba, but more finely cut, and a

daisy-like head of yellow flowers. The
genus Cotula has a member with Cera-

Altlrovanda ve.iiculosa

Aquatic buttercups. — Three
types op water-crowfoots, ra-
nunculus Lenormandi, R. hetero-
phyllus, R. trichophyllus. Natives
OF Europe. None of these is
KNOWN to AmERIC.^^N WATER-
gahdeners. Adapted from Further
Illustrations of the British Flora by

Butcher <fe Strudwick

Trapella sinensis, a rare floating pi^ant native of China,
AND UNKNOWN TO CULTIVATION. ADAPTED FROM Annals of

Botany

a curious plant of
the Old World, whose

LEAVES ACT AS " FLY TRAPS." ADAPTED FROM EnGLER &
Prantl. Pflanzenfamilien

tophyllum-\ike leaves, growing only on the

Cape of Good Hope. The two genera

Pedis and Erigeron each

have a desirable aquatic

member in Mexico.

Besides the preceding

flowering plants, a number
of algai, hepatics, mosses,

ferns, and fern-allies are also

aquatic and greatly orna-

mental.

Among the algae the two
genera Chara and Nitella are

used in aquaria. These

plants consist of many
much-branched green stems,

the stems having whorls of

branches, which are com-

monly again branched.

Among the hepatics,

Riccia fluitans is used, form-

ing carpets of green on or

just under the surface of the

water. The plant-bodies are long, slender,

and forked. JAnother member of the same
family, Ricciocarpus natans, broader and
coarser and floating on the surface, is

rarely found in aquaria, but might well be

more widely introduced.

Among the mosses the genus Fontinalis

is best known, its long, much-branched

plants growing attached to rocks, the

branches floating in the water. In the

genus Sphagnum are some species which

can be made aquatic. These have brown
stems and the dense bi-anches are closely

set with pale yellow-green leaves, which

usually lose all color when submerged for

a long time. These, with Potamogeton
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and Ceratophyllum require cool water for

growth. Other mosses no doubt will also

be found usable as aquaria are developed.

Among the ferns the genus Ceratop-

teris, known as floating ferns, are attrac-

tive underwater as well as floating plants.

They have much-branched, coarse, fern-

hke leaves when mature, but in the young

stage are not divided, but are frequently

deep-lobed.

Among the fern-allies the number of

aquatics is larger. The genus Azolla

floats on the surface, its plant-body re-

sembling a Riccia, but more frilly and

lacelike. Salvinia also floats on the

surface, its roimd, hairy fronds and feath-

ery "roots"—which are strangely modi-

fied leaves—being distinctly attractive.

Members of the genus Marsilea are very

popular, but identification of species is

impossible without the fruiting-bodies.

All of them have four-parted, long-

stalked leaves which somewhat resemble

four-leaf clovers. The quillworts, Isoetes,

have long tufts of tubular leaves, in the

bulblike bases of which are borne the

reproductive spores. The plants look

like clumps of seedling onions, and all of

them may be grown completely submerged.

Some amphibious plants still retain the

ability to become either terrestrial or

aquatic, as will be found by planting

seeds in soil both above and under water,

in which case, although the first-formed

leaves are similar, later ones will take on

totally different forms. Many swamp
plants or even those of damp ground may
be adapted to aquatic conditions, in which

case the process can be observed in the

change of leaf-form. Plants with long,

narrow, untoothed leaves become nar-

rower and longer in proportion, while those

with toothed or broad leaves become dis-

sected, and some lose the leaf-blade

entirely, the more or less modified petioles

serving as leaves.

Water plants naturally are much more

widespread than land plants, because their

seeds are often carried by migrating

water fowl, and because water conditions

in different regions are so much more

alike than those of land, that these plants

have less difficulty in taking hold.

One should use extreme care, therefore,

as to what aquatic plants are allowed to

spread in the open, as a lesson has been

learned by the introduction of the South

American water-hyacinth into Florida

and tropical Asia and the introduction

of the water-weed into Europe. In both

cases, the plants spread with such

i-apidity as to choke up navigable waters,

thus presenting serious problems of

ei'adication.

Thk Water-hnowflake, Nymphoulc



A I^eaping Mako

THE GREAT MAKO
An American Angler Makes the First Photographic Record of One of the Most

Fearless Leaping Game Fishes of New Zealand Waters

By ZANE grey

The following article is especially interesting because it is the first account ever published, according to

Dr. E. W. Gudger, bibliographer and associate of the department of ichthyology of the American Museum,
of a shark that leaps when hooked. The photographs, too, illustrate for the first time this leaping fighter of
the South Seas. Natural History is especially pleased, therefore, to present this account to its readers,
and regrets that lack of space prevents the publication of all of the material submitted by Mr. Grey. The
narrative will, however, amply demonstrate that Mr. Grey's claims for the mako are well founded.—The Editors.

DURING the nine months of my
New Zealand fishing, spread out in

the summer seasons of 1926, 1927,

and 1929, my bag of mako, to use an

English sporting phrase, numbered some-

where in the neighborhood of seventy in

all. Naturally, I lost a good many, espe-

cially the fii'st year. The mako is a fish

that often gets away. I had kept strict

account of the larger ones, over 300

pounds; and I have caught ten of 400 or

over, and one of 580 pounds. The last

began to get into a class with big mako.

I have hooked and lost several larger

than that. And I have seen almost as

many as I have caught myself, caught alto-

gether by my brother, R. C., by my son

Romer, and Captain Laurie Mitchell.

Romer's big mako weighed 609 pounds,

a really big one, an ugly brute in this case,

cut and scarred by fights with his own and
other kinds of fish. And he never showed
once during the battle, fighting deep and

doggedly for two hom-s. R. C. caught a

grand leaper off the Great Barrier Island,

a shark well over 300 pounds, and one

that exemplified all I claim for this class

of fish. Captain Mitchell's famous strike

of a 1200-pound mako at Cape Brett,

and the loss of his line after two magnifi-

cent leaps, I have written about else-

where. Altogether, I have had a varied

and full experience with mako shark.

The highest jump I have ever photo-

graphed up to 1932, is reproduced here-

with. This mako, weighing some 400
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FIGHTING A MAKO
Let no one imagine that there is no danger in angUng for these monsters of the deep. Mr. Grey,

shown in this picture, has had many narrow escapes from serious injury and several from death while so

engaged. He compares this activity with tiger or elephant hunting

odd pounds, leaped pretty close to twenty

feet higher than Captain Mitchell's

boat. I saw another, at a distance of two

miles, flash white as snow as it shot above

the same boat to a height of many feet.

Both these mako escaped. At Cape

Brett I saw one hooked by C. Alma
Baker—a 503-pound shark that leaped

six times behind the boat, all leaps from

close to the same place, the second higher

than the first, the third highest, and

nearly thirty feet, and the remaining

three graduating down. This shark

turned over twice in the air at the top

of his jump—on the second and third

jumps—a performance that I would give

much to record in motion pictures. I had

one do almost the same for me.

Mako leap every way under the sun.

But they always come up stiff as a poker.

The energy is released under water.

Swordfish, tuna, sailfish, tarpon, king-

fish, dolphin—all the great leapers—move
their bodies, gills, fins, tails, in the air.

Not so the mako.

The vitality of the mako is almost

equal to that of the broadbill swordfish.

The heart muscle is extraordinarily

strong and probably beats for quite a

period after death. I caught a mako
once (268 pounds) that had the point of a

marlin swordfish spear imbedded in the

roof of its mouth. It had been there a

long tune.

Peter, my boatman, records the catch-

ing of a mako that carried over two feet

of a marlin spear in its back, the point

protruding more than six inches just
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AN ARISTOCRAT AMONG SHARKS
The mako is beautiful to look at, with dark blue back, white underside, spear-pointed head, and
staring, cold black eyes, wide wing-shaped fins, and magnificent tail. As a leaper, this shark is in

a class bv itself

below the dorsal fin; and the large end of

the spear had gone clear into the flesh,

which had gi'own over and healed. This

is a remarkable instance of the abiUty of

the mako to recover from serious injury.

Remoras or pilot or sucking-fish are

found on mako as well as on other sharks

and swordfish. On December 30, 1932, I

brought up a mako attended by two

violet, black-barred remoras of a species

we did not know. We had never seen any

like them, nor heard nor read of them.

Early in December, 1932, I pitched

camp on a bold promontary overlooking

the islands of Mercury Bay, and about

one hour's run for a fast launch from the

fishing banks off Red Mercury Island.

Probably this was not the most beauti-

ful camp-site I ever saw, but it was strik-

ingly romantic and magnificent. A high

sugar-loaf bluff that connected a narrow

strip of white sand beach to the mainland,

marked the site. We cut a trail from the

beach to a ravine that divided two knolls

upon which stood many marvelous speci-

mens of the puhutakana trees—the scarlet

Christmas trees of New Zealand. Many
of these were in full bloom, the deepest

and rarest hue of which was a rich

magenta. I have seen only one blos-

soming tree superior to the puhutakana—
the flamboyant, or flame tree of Tahiti.

The outlook upon the islands of the

bay and the cold dark sea was magnificent

in the extreme. The islands are of vol-

canic origin, some of lava, some of gravel

in cemented strata, others of white, bold

bluffs of chalk or pumice, all showing the
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LEAPING FULLY FIFTEEN FEET ABOVE THE BOAT
The mako is a veritable engine of destruction, and in its fearlessness and ferocity when brought to the
boat, it will bite anything. It will snap the blade off an oar or tear a man to pieces if it gets a chance

ruggedness of an iron-bound coast, of the

ravages of an insatiate sea. Far out the

Aldermans raised their saw-tooth heads

and, beyond them, Mayor Island blurred

round over the horizon. All these features

of the Southern Hemisphere seemed to

furnish a savage and harmonious back-

ground for the great mako.

This season was marked by an unusual

abundance of trevalli and kahawai. On
fair days we ran through schools of these

wonderful bait fish, and off Red Mercury

on the banks we often counted as many as

ten schools in sight at one time. Nowhere

else in the Seven Seas can the like be seen.

These schools will cover an acre of water

and go down almost solid for fifty feet.

They feed on plankton, tiny fish of the

reefs, that can be seen moving over and

through the water, a shining mass, im-

possible to credit without actual visualiza-

tion. The fishes of the upper layer swim

with mouths agape, gulping in the plank-

ton, and making a sound not unlike the

continuous rush and babble of a brook.

When a mako or swordfish charges one of

these schools, it vanishes in a white,

roaring splash.

These schools of bait presented a most

fascinating study to me and a source of

thrilling sport. They showed way out in

the open sea, a mile off Red Mercuiy and

ten miles from the mainland.

"Lone Angler" Wiborn, my fishing

partner, gave me the same supercilious

little glance and quiet smile that my
brother R. C. once gave me when I

handed over an ideal mako tackle and

said: "Careful now! You've got to

unlearn some things. I don't care how
much tackle you break or lose overboard.

But—look out for your hands. Wear
double gloves. And when you fetch your

mako up to gaff, unbuckle your harness,

release your drag, slip out of your chair

while holding yoiu' rod—and watch that
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whipping wire leader and don't let it fly

round your neck. You'd lose your head !'

'

R. C.'s brotherly reply to that was:

"Well, Zane, I don't see how that could

have made any great difference to you.

You never had a head anyhow!"

''Lone Angler" said: "Me break

tackle? Why, I never use brute strength

on fish. Only skill! I've seen the day I

could run any boat alone—lick one of your

old mako and eat an ice cream cone at the

same time."

To both these old comrades of the rod I

laughed sardonically: "Ha! Ha! Ha! Ha!

Ha!"

On the second day of our New Zealand

sojourn the season of 1932-33, 1 saw some

white splashes back of the " Avalon," out

of which Wiborn was fishing. We were

pretty far away and I could not see a fish,

but I told Peter to take the glass and see

if they were hooked on.

"Right-o, sir," said Peter, with

alacrity, and levelled the glass at the

launch between us and Red Mercury

Island. "It's a mako, sir. . . . Looks

like they are having trouble. . . . By
Jove! . . . They're running away from

the fish!"

"Hook up. Let's run over," I replied,

taking the glass. One glance confirmed

Peter's fears. Wiborn was on his first

mako. He and the two boatmen appeared

to be going through some strenuous antics

which were occasioned by a mean and

lively mako that was flying in the air

when he was not tearing the water white.

I sustained a moment of fiendish glee.

Flying spray from our bow spoiled

my view until the "Frangipani" slowed

up and turned to run close to the

"Avalon." Whatever had been doing

was over. Lone Angler sat in his fishing

chair, sort of red in the face, and pop-

eyed; and his rod lay limp over the gun-

ONE OF THE FIRST PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS OF THE MAKO S LEAP
This mako leaped so high that the still camera failed to record the splash and proof of a thirty-foot

leap. The motion-picture machine, however, caught it successfully
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wale at right angles with a slack line float-

ing on the water. The boatman Cook

appeared to be bandaging his hands, and

the bo}^ Vic stood staring into vacancy.

I hailed Wiborn: "Hello, there, Lone

Angler! We saw you'd hung a fish. What
was it?"

"It wasn't a fish," declared he.

"No? . . . What, then?"
" It was one of those flying devils. . . .

Blue and white. . . . With a mouth like

a subway entrance with spiked gates."

"Mako! I thought so. He looked

pretty husky. Where is he?"

"I've an idea he had an engagement in

the China Sea. He was in something of a

hurry."

"I see. . . . Broke off. Only an inci-

dent of New Zealand angling. . . . He
busted your rod."

" I should say not. It was your rod."

"Fine! I'm tickled pink. What else

did he do?"

"Well, he knocked that small gaff sky-

high."

"You should have used the big detach-

able with the long rope."

"We did."

"Oh! Missed him, eh?"

"No. He took that gaff with him."

"Not my big detachable!" I ejaculated,

incredulously.

"We needed a mile of rope."

"So?—I'm sure glad I didn't give you

one of the expensive gaffs to practice

with."

Here Peter chimed in: "Hey, Neville,

how could you lose a detachable gaff with

sixty fathoms of rope?"
"Huh !—He took it—like greased light-

ning. Look at my hands," returned the

boatman, giimly.

"Didn't you i)ut on gloves?"

"Forgot."

Here the boy Vic added his mite: "I

wrapped my shirt around my hands. He
took that, too."

I laughed. "Well, you seem to have

had some trouble with a little mako.

What will you do with a big one?"

"Say, I came down here to fish. Not
to fight ocean monsters," retorted Wiborn.

"You'll learn. It's all in the day's

work. . . . Take a couple more gaffs

and try again."

That day I caught a 682-pound thresher

shark, a fine fighting fish that took three

hours to whip. He did not leap, which is

something threshers do rarely and is a

wonderful spectacle. When we came

ashore at camp that evening, Wiborn

was waiting to see my thresher hung up

and photographed.

"Some fish! Some queer, hideous fish,

believe me! ... I thought you had

hooked the bottom of the ocean. I

never saw a rod bent like that. It was

gi'eat stuff. I learned a lot watching

you."

"Wliat happened to you?"
" I don't remember exactly, but it was a

lot. I had a fine strike—let him run

—

hooked him O.K. He fell heavy, but

came in easily. It was a mako. Wonder-

ful fish! Blue as a tuna! He had cold,

black, glittering eyes. . . . My boatman

wanted to harpoon him. I said "Nix,"

and made him gaff him. My lord! I

thought we'd been hit by an exploding

mine. The gaff was thrown thirty feet.

My mako ran off a hundred yards. It

was hell to pump and reel him back. I told

Neville to try the big gaff. He said the

fish wasn't ready. He ran the boat away
from the mako. Fact is he was scared

stiff. I couldn't hold the mako under

such conditions, so I made Neville take a

soak at it with the big gaff. All he did

was piick the brute. Then I had hard work

saving tackle from going with the shark.

Again, at greater pains, I hauled the mako
back. This time the gaff went in. There

was a tremendous thumping splash. The

gaff rope whizzed out. Burned both men's

hands till they let go. Gone in a flash!

And he broke my rod and then my line.'"
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AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF SEA GULLS
The leaping qualities of the mako are beautifully shown in this photograph. Mr. Grey went to New

Zealand solely to photograph this great leaper both in still and motion pictures

"What do you think of the mako?" I

asked.

"My first impression is that he has a

mean disposition," repHed Lone Angler,

evasively.

Next day I caught two mako, 286 and

300 pounds, both of which performed for

Wiborn's edification, and which drove my
camera-men, Emil and Andy, into wild

ravings.

"Say, you haven't seen anything, yet,"

I declared. "A couple of good jumps!

Wait till I hang a big mako."

It chanced that Wiborn was the first to

have that great sport. We got our bait

at Whale Rock, a long, gray, hump-
backed ledge, around which the Ka-

hawai and trevalli swam in huge schools.

These schools of small fish, from five to

eight pounds in weight, are what attract

the big fish in from the sea. The first-

named can be caught on almost anj- kind

of a trolled Im'e, a brown or black gig

being the best, but the trevalli have to be

snagged. When I first came to New
Zealand, no angler had ever tried a

trevalli for bait, for the simple reason

that the}' could not be caught. ^Mlen I
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THE GREAT MAKO (I.iURUS)

This 580-pound mako reveals the wonderful build and line of the
species

found that all the big fish hke trevalli

better than kahawai, I devised a way to

catch them. We cast into the schools with

a leaded gang; hook, and jerk hard. On a

light rod a trevalli puts up an exceedingly

hard fight. My followers at this method

never use rods, but hand lines. And at

that they prefer kahawai because they

are easy to catch. My claim is that

trevalli are the best bait I have ever used.

They troll easy, being wide and flat, and,

used as live bait, they simply swim down

and hunt up a big mako or swordfish.

This morning we got oui- bait quickly

Wt&tM S'^d headed for Red

^^^^B Mercury Island, trolling

'W on the way. Before we
were half a mile from

Whale Rock, I raised

and hooked a small

mako, which we could

not induce or drive to

leap. Just after that,

however, Wiborn on the

"Avalon," had one of

the marvelous leaping

mako strikes about
which I have written so

much.

The big mako struck

Wiborn's trolled bait and

came out in a magnificent

leap, shining in the sun-

light, a beautiful blue and

white shark thrilling to

see. He dropped back

in a huge splash and

sounded. This fish, no

doubt, hooked himself

before Wiborn had a

chance to jerk.

We ran as close as we
dared, Emil and I with

still cameras, and Ander-

son on top with the

Mitchell moving picture

camera. We waited in

keen anticipation.

But nothing happened, except Wiborn's

efforts to biing the dogged mako to the

surface. When an hour passed without

the shark showing, I began to fear this

particular mako was not going to perform

of his own accord. And I was doubtful

about Wiborn's boatmen being either

desirous or capable of making the shark

leap.

In cases like this, I usually grow im-

patient and relax vigilance, when as a

matter of fact the thing to do is to be all

the keener. We changed position from

time to time, according to where the shark

I
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was, and we always tried to keep him

between us and the "Avalon." After

about a half hour more Wiborn appeared

to be getting the upper hand and had the

mako close. Its big fin, sharp and tri-

angular, cut the surface. We ran closer,

hoping to get pictures of what happened

at the gaff; and we were perhaps two

hundred feet away when the mako leaped

unexpectedly.

He came out slick and fast, without a

splash, and as he swept upward, stiff as a

poker, gleaming blue-white, with wide

pectorals spread and huge tail curled, his

great savage head narrowing to a spear

point, he was assuredly a spectacle to fire

any angler. I yelled with the rest of

them. But I was out of position and

could not get my camera around in time.

Emil, however, snapped him with a

ringing yell. I jumped out to be ready for

a second leap. It came—a long, low,

grey-hound bound over the sea, ending in

a furious white splash as large as my boat.

That time I nailed him on the film. But
it would have been better if I had waited.

He shot out so close to our bow that he

could have been touched, and he went up
to half the height of our mast, fifteen feet

above the water, and turned in the air to

smack down with a resounding roar. I

missed that shot because I could not lean

over the gunwale far enough. Then,

when he split the water just opposite the

cockpit and frightfully close, I was too

excited, thrilled, and scared to remember
my camera. I would have been out of

focus anyway. We waited, tingling in

suspense, but he did not leap again.

All this had happened in a few seconds.

THE WOLF OF THE SEA
Legends handed down by the forebears of the Maoris attest to the fear their fishermen had of this sea

brute. The mako's great, lancehke, ivory teeth are highly prized
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Emil was raving because he had gotten

only two snaps.

"And}'," I yelled. "Did you get any

of it?"

"Did I?—I got it all!—Must have had

a hunch. Threw on the juice just before

that first leap—caught him in the finder

—

and panned all the rest. . . . You can

gamble that mako is in the Httle black

box."

"Grand, Andy! It's the first time

with a movie. . . . What did you think

of him?"

"Swell! Looked like an airplane. On
the third jump he didn't miss us far. And
on the last he splashed water all over me."

"Look sharp. He might break out

again," I concluded.

But he did not. He stayed down deep

and wore himself out in the succeeding

half hour, so that when Lone Angler

finally hauled him up to the boat and the

gaff he had only one wag left. They held

him and the fight was over.

That afternoon we ran in with flags

flying. While the boatmen towed the big

mako to shore. Lone Angler paid him this

tribute

:

"When he came out on the strike, I

had the thrill of my life. He's not a fish.

He's a torpedo. Never in my life had I

seen such a magnificent fish spectacle as

his leaping. He was a stubborn, strong

fighter, too. . . . You are right to put the

mako in a class by himself."

This mako weighed 486 pounds. He
was in fine condition and did not have a

scar, which was something unusual for a

mako of that size.

Wiborn's next notable experience with a

mako occurred some days after that.

They sighted one on the surface and

circled him with a bait. He took it.

Wiborn promptly struck him, and passed

the rod to his boatman so that he could

use a camera, and that mako flashed

straight for the boat, coming like a streak

on the surface. He seized the rudder in

his powerful jaws and churned the water

into seething foam in his efforts to bite it

off. It was iron, of course, and he could

not do much damage, except to his teeth.

Neither was he huge enough to tear the

rudder off, as the sharks do at Suva. But

he got away.

I would have given a good deal to have

seen this attack. Wiborn was profoundly

impressed.

During the next several weeks, before

the swordfish came, we caught a dozen

or more mako, losing half that number as

well ; and all of them more or less leaped

and fought for us to the augmenting of

our respect and admiration. In most

instances we had to rouse them to battle.

One of my mako, a 350-pound specimen,

must have had a skin so tough that it was

well-nigh impregnable. While Peter held

the mako by the leader, Reuben, my
engineer, attempted to gaff it. He failed

three times, after each of which the mako
raised merry hell, jerked free for me to do

the work of hauling him back again.

After this Peter let Reuben take the

leader and he struck with the gaff. It

would not go in. And there was another

terrific maelstrom. The mako raced

away and I had to pull him back. This

happened again and again. Not until

the fourth attempt did Peter get that gaff

to hold.

Cruising between Richard's Rock and

Red Mercury one afternoon, I espied a

sharp, blue fin cutting the surface. The

sea was running pretty high. We had

difficulty in keeping track of this mako.

We would see him again and then lose

him. Finally wo thought he was gone for

good, when Wiborn, who was following

in the "Avalon," sighted him for us.

This time we got in front of him. We let

out two baits, one about a hundred feet,

the other about fifty. The mako dis-

appeared. I was exclaiming at our

awkardncss in missing hhn, when we had

a hard pull on the closer bait. He had
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THE CLEANEST PHOTOGRAPH EVER TAKEN OF A MAKO LEAPING
The market fishermen of New Zealand hate and fear the mako, and leave him severely alone rather

than risk injury or death to themselves, and certain loss of their fishing gear

seen that one first. I reeled in the other

as fast as I could. But I had not gotten

it near the boat when there came a

broad, greenish-blue flash, then a dark

fish shape, and then the mako showed at

my bait, a wonderful fish magnifying all

the gamy points of the species, and of

large size.

He swam at us, no doubt looking for

another bait. We had him on two lines.

''Grab that rod and swack him,

Peter," I yelled, putting on my drag.

We struck together. Thrillingly I

expected that mako to tear the water to

shreds and shoot into the air. But he

just followed us, if not menacing, then

surely curious.

"Rush, run away from him. Quick!"

I ordered.

With a hundred yards of water be-

tween us we felt safer. But he came at us,

and succeeded in biting off the line of the

rod Peter held. That was good. It is

difficult to handle a vicious fish on two

rods. I tightened up on this mako and

lay back on the rod. He was the heaviest

fish I had had hold of that season. I

prayed he would leap. But he did not

like the strain of the line. He followed it

up. He hunted trouble. We ran away
from him until I got tired of it and angiy

with him.

" Come on. Let's stick him !

"

"Right-o. We'll wake the plugger up !"

replied Peter.

While I settled down to hauling the

shark close, Peter got the long, spiked

pole which we kept on board for the pur-

pose of irritating these curious and callous

mako without disabling them. It looked

as if the stage was all set for a thrilling

scene. Wiborn was close at hand on the

"Avalon." M}^ camera-men were on

edge.

It developed that I did not have to

drag the mako to the boat. Presently he
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THE AUCKLAND MARKET FISHERMAN S NIGHTMARE
Mako hang around the fishing grounds and interfere with the market fishermen at their work. They
sometimes snatch off the schnapper and tear off hapauka and occasionally get hooked themselves

came so fast that I had to wind equally

fast to keep the line tight. We saw him

come with a swell. And, oh! was he not

beautiful? I overstimated his size and

weight, but that was one of the fallacies

of angling.

The swivel of my thirty-foot leader

stopped at the tip of my rod. Still the

mako came on until, for me, he disap-

peared behind the combing. Then Peter

lunged out with the pole. In a roar of

white water that blinded me, my mako
was off to the races. He ran two hundred

yards on the drag before slowing up. But
to our intense disappointment he did not

leap.

"We'll have another go at him," I

shouted, and bent to the laborious job of

pulling the mako back. It was hard work

this time. He did not want anything to

do with us. But as he would not sound I

soon pumped him in. Peter gave him

another jab with the spiked pole. He

thumped the water like a whale with his

flukes. He left a huge boil in the water

and he ran clear to Wiborn's boat and

almost under it. If he had only leaped!

There we had three cameras trained on

him. We had him between the boats.

But he would not do it.

"Stay with him, old Red and Blue.

Make him jump!" called my college

mate.

This time it took long to work the

mako back. He fought sullenly. He had

weight. He was like a log. I was a

quarter of an hour straining, winding,

burning, sweating, on that mako, before

I had the leader again where Peter could

reach it. Peter was mad, now. He had

the long spear instead of the spiked pole.

And Peter was a whaler. He stuck that

mako far back toward the tail, where a

mako is sensitive if he has any feeling.

Anticipating a deluge, I had slipped out

of my chair, harness unbuckled, my gloved
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hands on the reel to prevent an overrun

of the Une, and I saw the great shark as

Peter struck him. Then he disappeared

in a whirlpool of spray and my line

ripped off my reel.

No good! He would not jump for us.

I had another back-breaking task. But

I would not give up, and we soon had

another try at him. The result was

equally as explosive, as wet, as disap-

pointing and futile. In our passion to

make him jump for the cameras, we
utterly lost sight of the game fight he

was putting up.

Three more attempts we made before

I tired, after the last of which I told Peter

to gaff him next time. The next time did

not come soon. I had to extend myself to

start the mako back—to get his head

turned our way. And, at last, when I

saw the shining brass leader come out, it

was none too soon for me.

"Get ready—gloves—big gaff—careful

of—the leader," I panted.

Reuben had to leave the wheel to take

the leader from Peter. I was out of the

chair, ready to duck. Peter bent low.

He lunged. Crash! Peter almost went

overboard. His yell was only a whisper in

the threshing of water. The gaff-rope

paid out, and so did my line. Both men
fell in the cockpit, hanging on to the rope.

Emil leaped to lend his aid.

The three of them stopped

the mako before all the

rope was gone. Then
began the strain

and heave of haul-

ing him back. I

wound up my
slack line without

getting into the

V

chair, and kept watch for the mako. At

last he showed, broadside, limned dark

against the blood-stained water—gaping,

his terrible jaws spread, his wide, weary

tail churning the water. He was over-

come but not beaten. He had the dia-

bolical eye of a creature that would kill

as he was being killed. And as Reuben

lassoed that waving tail, the mako
lurched out with snapping jaws, half wa}^

up to the gunwale, to sink his teeth on

the side of the boat. That was his last

gestm'e.

I never loved sharks, but at that

moment I repented of my lust to kill

these death-dealing engines of the deep.

If he had only leaped, I would have let

him be the last mako to fall to my rod!

But he would not leap. He was the nine-

tieth mako for me and that should be

enough. He weighed 510 pounds and

was the second largest I had caught. No
doubt, however, he came first in exempli-

fying the claims I had made—that he was

New Zealand's premier sporting fish, as

game as he was beautiful, as ferocious as

he was enduring. It could not be proved

against him that, like the white shark, the

tiger shark, the gi'ay nurse, the blue-

pointer, and the terrible man-eaters of

the Indian Ocean, he would stalk men
in the water to eat them, but I knew

beyond peradventure of doubt

that, when provoked or

hurt, the mako would

kill, and added to

that, if he was
"''

hungry and tasted

blood, he would
become as raven-

ous as any
other shai'k.
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Mundugmnor Dancers Wearing Headdresses of Cassowary Feathers

TAMBERANS AND TUMBUANS
IN NEW GUINEA

An Account of the Way in Which the Various Tribes of the Sepik District of

New Guinea Borrow the Ceremonial Paraphernalia of the Secret Ceremonies

of Other Tribes and Fit it Into Their Own Dramatic and Religious Patterns

By MARGARET MEAD
Assistant Curator of Ethnology, American Museum

Note.—As the keynote to New Guinea culture is the distinction between the initiated and the

uninitiated, the complete picture can be obtained only by investigators of both sexes, working in

cooperation, and I am indebted to my husband, Dr. R. F. Fortune, for the esoteric details and

attitudes in the ceremonies from which women ivere excluded.—m. m.

F(JR many years the Sepik District

of New Guinea has been known to

collectors and students as a region

remarkably rich in material culture. A
bewildering display of masks, ornaments,

headdiesses, bark paintings—ceremonial

paraphei-nalia of great diversity and

brilliant colorfulness—has poured out of

the region into museums and private

collections. It has also been known that

there were many different tribes in this

region, small local groups speaking mu-
tually unintelligible languages. The con-

nection between the wealth and diversity

of the material objects and the narrow

provincialism betrayed l)y the numljcr of

languages and the great diversity of social

customs among different tribal groups

only a few miles from each other, was not

clear. Although one could guess, with

veiy little to go upon, how useful objects

like pots or plates, baskets or fish nets are

maniifactvued in one spot and diffused to

other far distant tribes, the ways in which

sacred objects, artick^s of ritual and religi-

ous ceremonial find their way through a

wall of alien custom and different speech,

were not so easy of conje(!ture. This was

one of the points which was specially

investigated by my husband, Di'. Reo

Fortune, and myself, on our recent two-

year expedition duiing which we studied
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three tribal groups in this region: the

Arapesh tribe of the Prince Alexander

Mountains, whose territory reaches across

the mountains from the sea to the edge of

the great Sepik grass plains; the Mundu-
gumor tribe on the Yuat River, a tribu-

tary of the Sepik; and the Tchambuli

tribe on the Aibom Lake, two days farther

journey up the Sepik River. Doctor

Fortune also made collecting trips among
the Abelam, a more inland tribe who
occupy the territory between the Arapesh

and the latmul tribes of the Middle Sepik

River.

Among all three tribes we found the

same conditions; masks, headdresses,

ornaments, unlike the local style and often

characteristic of the domestic styles of

some far-away tribe, were woven into the

rich, dramatic ceremonial life of the

people. Such innovations may be classi-

fied, to use the widespread pidgin

English terminology of New Guinea, as

"tamberans" or ''tumbuans."

"Tamberans" are anything—a sound

making instrument, a piece of bone, a

mask—which may not be seen by unini-

tiated members of the tribe. Around the

tamberans clusters an atmosphere of awe

and dread; often they are protected by spe-

cial magical charms which supposedly deal

death to the uninitiated and which cling

sufficiently to the initiated so that special

purification ceremonies are necessary.

Tamberans may become so numerous and

so bulky, as among the plains Ai-apesh,

that special houses have to be built in

which they can be concealed between

ceremonies. They may be tamberans by

definition only, as among the mountain

Arapesh, where flutes played in pairs from

a hole in the side near the end are tam-

berans, and flutes played from the ends, in

trios, are just part of a pretty musical

ceremonial to which anyone may come.

The most ordinary everyday article, like

a net bag, may be made by women in one

tribe, and carefully hidden from the sight

DOCTOR MEAD SHOWING A DOLL TO AN ARAPESH CHILD
As the Arapesh women had never seen any form of graven image, they were at first very much
frightened by this doll. The men recognized it as an image and threatened that it would bring harm

to the women
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PAINTED BARK STRUCTURE
The Munduf^umor construct these painted bark triangles as part of a

yam feast. The whole surface is treated as a unit, of which the

central design is a crocodile

of women in another tribe, to which it has

been sold by a devious route. But the

conception of a tarnberan, something

sacred, forbidden and hidden, and usually

impersonated for the unitiated by some

sound-makin'G!; instrument, remains as an

hospitable categor}^ to which the inven-

tions and creations of other tribes may be

assimilated.

Tumbuans, on the contrary, are masked

figures which are meant to be seen, and

which are usually part of an elaborate

mimetic or dramatic ceremonial. Any

kind of dance, any kind

of headdress, any song

and any dance step, may
l^e imported from one

tribe to another in con-

nection with a tumbuan,

a dancing masked figure

which performs for the

benefit of the entire com-

munity, more particu-

larly for the benefit of

the uninitiated. It is true

that the song may lose

all its words or these may
dwindle down into non-

sense syllables as they

pass from tribe to tribe.

Or a part of a tumbuan

in one tribe may be pur-

chased by another tribe,

and fitted, not into the

open dancing tumbuan

pattern, but into the

secret forbidden tamber-

an pattern. Both tam-

berans and tumbuans

contain an element of

secrecy and surprise. In

the first case it is the

secrecy of the temple into

which only the duly initi-

ated may enter, there to

be amazed and surprised

at the simplicity of the

noise-making device

which in childhood they heard attributed

to supernatural monsters; with tumbuans

the secrecy of the temple is exchanged for

the secrecy of the green room;—dressing

rooms, walled enclosures, leggings of

leaves to conceal the identity of the

dancers, suspense because no one knows

just when and from what direction a

grotesquely masked figure will emerge,

all these are substituted for the super-

natui-ally sanctioned secrecy of the tam-

beran cult.

There is then the double situation: a
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wide region with great diversity of

natural conditions which shelters number-

less small, highly individualized tiibal

groups, who cHng to the core of their own
religion and customs but at the same time

are attracted toward the different and

therefore fascinating ceremonial para-

phernalia of their neighbors, and the

widespread conception of the distinction

between initiated and uninitiated, on the

one hand, and between grateful audience

and masked performers upon the other.

By canoe, over mountain

trails, along the sea

coast, the netting, the

shell work, the carving,

the painting, of one tribe

is carried, through formal

and informal avenues of

trade, sometimes along

lines of hereditary trade

friendships, sometimes

by definite middlemen
who buy up the theatrical

and decorative posses-

sions of one tribe and sell

them in an assorted lot

of masks, new styles of

dress, new songs, to an-

other tribe.

Among the plains Ara-

pesh and the Abelam, a

triangular temple is built

in which tamberans are

hidden; this temple has a

fagade which is decorated

with rows of painted

faces and conventional

designs brilliantly done

on strips of sago bark.

Several tribes away, on

the other side of the Sepik

River, among the Mun-
dugumor, a triangle of

painted bark appears

again, no longer as a

fagade behind which tam-

bei-ans are hidden, but

as a painted triangle set up in the village

as part of a yam ceremony, the original

meaning of its shape and proportions en-

tirely forgotten.

Sacred flutes are an important element

in the tamberan cult of the Sepik River,

and one of their richest developm ents is

found in Tchambuli, where they are

decorated with the heads of men and of

birds and regarded as the voices of named
guardian supernatural or of their children.

The Mundugumor have taken the idea

4

Wl4

PLAINS ARAPESH TAMBERAN HOUSE
The Abelam and plains Arapesh build ceremonial houses constructed
like hollow triangles, with a steeply sloping ridge pole. The decorated
facade, made up of separate rows of paintings, is an integral part of

these structures, which are sometimes SO or 90 feet in height
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WHERE A TWO-YEAR SURVEY OF NEW GUINEA CULTURE WAS MADE
Showing the locations of the four tribes from which the collections were made for the American

Museum

of a sacred flute and developed and

decorated it until it seems more like an

idol than a flute and it is no longer possible

to play upon it. The whole surface of the

flute is encrusted with shells, and in the

top is set a small carved figure with an

enormous head and diminutive body upon

which a great number of valuable shells

have been arranged. These flutes are

spoken of as crocodile spirit children, and

each new one, after it has been secretly

decorated with shells and fur and chains

and feathers and a beard and ringlets of

real human hair, is given ceremonial

birth. Its mother, the mother crocodile

spirit, is a great water drum which is

hidden in an enclosure on the banks of

the river. From the enclosure the new

flute is triumphantly born, displayed for a

moment to the whole village, then hidden

away forever in wrappings of matting

from which it can be unwrapped and

"fed" only by the initiated.

These flutes with their heavy weight of

valuable shells, are the marriage portion

of Mundugumor women, and every Mun-
dugumor bride of wealth carries with her a

tamberan, which will become the property

of her eldest son. It is not surprising

that under these circumstances the Mun-
dugumor have lost sight of the fact that

the principal point of a tamberan is that it

is something which women may not see,

and instead emphasize only the point of

initiation, so that any girl who is willing

to keep the food taboos incident to initia-

tion is permitted to see the tamberan.

This makes an effective division between

mild, lazy, uninquisitive women and

children on the one hand, who can eat the

tabooed foods and form a duly impressed

audience for the esoteric sections of an

initiation ceremony, and the older boys,

men, and more aggressive women, who are

permitted to witness the inner details,

who know that the flute is a flute and not

the voice of a new-born crocodile spirit,

and that the booming of the mother

crocodile is made by laboriously beating

the water drum up and down on the water.

The Mundugumor take great delight in

initiation ceremonies, and instead of

lumping all their tamberans together and

showing them to the initiates in one big

ceremony, they have many kinds of

tamberans, the flute forms or tumbuan
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masks of neighboring tribes, into the

sight of which everyone has to be initiated

separately. Initiation includes not only

seeing the mask or flute and thereby tak-

ing upon oneself the food taboos, but also,

in the case of boys, having one's back cut

with crocodile teeth, or being showered

with sparks. Anyone who has not been

initiated into all the different kinds of

tamberans is always likely to undergo the

ignominy of being asked, gently, to please

not come in, or to please go out of a

house, as the Mundugumor keep and

display these sacred objects in their own
houses. So the sanction which makes

every youth consent, often morosely

enough, to one initiation after another, as

it suits some owner of a tamberan to give

a feast and put his sacred treasure on view,

is the fear that at some future time when
this kind of tamberan is displayed he will

be excluded from the house.

The Arapesh live some six days' journey

from Mundugumor, and their initiation

HOUSE PLATE MASK
This enormous wooden mask of the type used in

other tribes as a sable decoration was used by
the Mundugumor as a tamberan

IMPORTED PLAITED MASK
The Mundugumor imported this mask and in-

corporated it into their initiation ceremonies.
They failed, however, to import also the tech-

nique of its manufacture

ceremonies are very differently organized.

The emphasis is upon the division be-

tween men and women for the safety and

health of both, and the tamberan cult

divides the sacred activities of the men
from those of the women. All j-oung

boys must be initiated, not scarified

as on the Sepik River, but beaten

hygienically with stinging nettles, and

must suffer a mild form, of circumcision.

About every sLx or seven 3'ears some

community with a larger nmnber of

young boys, a more enterprising leader,

or an extra supply of yams, will give a

big initiation feast. A special enclosure

is built for the initiates, and their younger

brothers and sisters are told that they are

going to be swallowed b}' a monster. On
the Sepik River this monster is some-

times actualh' pantomimed. The latmul

tribe build a giant crocodile mouth as the

gate to their initiates' enclosure, and the

Mundugmnor have one form of initiation



SACRED FLUTES AMONG
THE ARAPESH

Arapesh men playing the

paired sacred flutes in a village

from which all the women
have been expelled. The
diminutive thatch hut shown
at the right covers a newly

made grave

HEAD OF A MUNDUGUMOR
CROCODILE FLUTE

The Mundugumor carve
small wooden figures with dis-

proportionately large heads
and insert them in the ends of

bamboo flutes which have
been heavily encrusted with
shells. Upon the carving an
enormous load of valuables is

decoratively arranged



ABELAM WOMAN MAKING
A NET BAG

Manufacturing net bags is

woman's work among the
Abelam. Less than a hundred
miles away these bags are
imported and treated as
tamberans which only the

initiated may see

TCHAMBULI HOUSE
DECORATION

Gable decorations of this

type ranging from a foot and a
half to four feet in height, are
placed in each gable of the
Tchambuli men's house.
They are brightly painted
in red, white, and black, and
stand out vividly against the

thatch
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FOLLOWING Tin: MASKED WIIII'PIXG DAXCEKS
Doctor Mead with a group of Tchambuli women is following the masked dancers from one dancing

ground to another

in which they build a huge crocodile of

bamboo and have the older men dash out

among the initiates, carrying the mon-
ster, with one small boy suspended in

its mouth so that only his head shows

among the bristling teeth; all the initi-

ates are then required to crawl through

the belly of the crocodile and lie as if

dead at the other end.

The Arapesh have none of this drama;

actually the sacred figure of their initi-

ation ceremonies is a cassowary, not a

crocodile, and the circumcisor wears a

mask of cassowary feathers. But they

have imported some features of the Sepik

initiation ceremonies, among them the

idea of a swallowing monster. .This idea,

meant to be so frightening, is taken very

casually, and Arapesh small boys answer

that they aren't afraid of being swallowed,

because Badui, or Anop, looked very

plump and happy after he was swallowed

by the tamberan. The point of the Ara-
TCHAMBULI WATER DRUM , j r +u • •

^, , , , r, -, ^- • pesh ceremony, aside from the incismg
The water drum used on the bepik River is an .

*i i i
• j. i

enlarged form of the hand drum which is to make the boys grow, is to show
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them that everything which they thought

was done by supernaturals is really clone

by men. This is the great secret which

makes one a man, and it is the height of

blasphemy to say, in a moment of great

rage and excitement, that there is no

tamberan, there are only men.

It is further desirable to surprise and

amaze the initiates, and for this purpose

they are shown new and unusual things

imported from other tribes or copied

from imported objects. The oldest men
among the Arapesh had been initiated by

being shown an odd kind of mask, with

the nose curved down and set fast in the

chin. Today a few of these masks, still

regarded with a kind of chilly awe, are

hidden away on the shelves of the small

tamberan house, but the whole excite-

ment of the ceremony has changed.

Where, before, the tamberan spirits were

impersonated only with wooden drums

and seed whistles, about twenty years

ago flutes were imported from the

Sepik. Only a very little of the idealogy

SHELL ENCRUSTED MASK
This delicate mask is characteristic of the most
beautiful type of mask made on the Sepik River

^

SMALL MODEL OF AN INITIATORY CROCODILE
Used in a pantomine swallowing of initiates in one type of Mundugumor initiation ceremony,

model was made for Doctor Mead with all due ceremony including flute playing
This
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A PLAITED MASK IN THE MAKING
These masks are made of many sections, each one
of which is plaited separately. In Tchambuli this

is a special ceremonial task, performed by the
children of the sisters of the owners of the masks

connected with them came with them,

but male and female flutes were imported

on the coast, and as each more inland

village wished for a pair, new ones were

made and said to be the children of the

preceding pair; so again, many miles

away, are found flutes spoken of as

children, not of water drums, as in

Mundugumor, nor of the sacred clan super-

naturals as in Tchambuli, but simply as

the children of another set of flutes. The
men take the most tremendous care

never to let the women see these flutes, or

guess they are flutes; the women, however,

distinguish between the fluting of the

tamberans and the fluting of young boys

by the very simple formula—"the men
have not told us to run away, so obviously

that sound is just a boy and not a

tamberan."

Tumbuans, among the Arapesh, are

bought by an entire village, as the center

of a complex of new styles, new songs,

new charms. For several years a village

will bend all its energies to accumulating

enough pigs, feathers, shell rings, and

tobacco to pay to a beach village, or

initially to canoe travelers from some

other tribe, to persuade them to sell them
one or usually two of their beautiful

tumbuans. When one of these tumbuans

is sold, the original owners sell it forever,

and, after having danced in the masks in

the buying village, they sorrowfully hand

over the bright paraphernalia to the new
owners, and weeping, leave the village.

The new owners forbear to dance and

sing while the old owners are traveling

homeward, as the sound would make
their hearts still heavier. In a few years

the fancy of the owning village will be

caught by some newer and different

tumbuan, and they will sell the old one,

together with the dance steps and the

LONG-NOSED PLAITED MASK
Many variations of plaited masks are found
throughout the Sepik River district. The long

nose is an exaf^geration of the Sepik idea of

beautv

I
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BEHIND THE SCENES IN TCHAMBULI
In the enclosure walled with cocoanut leaf mats, the young men are putting the finishing touches

to the elaborately masked figures which will presently emerge in sets of four to dazzle the eyes

of the waiting women

songs, to a still more inland village and

purchase the new tumbuan with the

proceeds. Songs which are being sung in

the mountains are no longer sung on the

beach; the old people remark with an

indulgent smile that they still can hear

. them, that is, recognize the tune, but they

have forgotten the words.

So, hidden and awe-inspiring as tam-

berans, or gay and laughter-giving as

tumbuans, the inventions and artistic

products, the songs, the dances, even small

bits of belief, pass from tribe to tribe,

from one end of the Sepik district to the

other. Among the Arapesh, who are a

poor mountain people with very sUght

organization and a scattered way of Hfe,

each new importation is brought in,

used enthusiastically for a few years, and

then sold or forgotten, to make room for a

newer fad in religious or theatrical styles.

Among the Mundugumor, where each

importation is owned by an individual

instead of by a village, the result is a

great diversity of tamberans and a most

inconvenient welter of initiation cere-

monies, and the weeding out process is

more gradual; some tamberans are im-

ported without any instructions for mak-

ing them, or only the owner knows, and

he dies without training a successor; the

one, once highly valued plaited mask rots

away, or the wooden mask which no one

bothered to copy is eaten by borer and

never replaced. Where there are al-

ready so may kinds of tamberans, no

one misses them, but the would-be

innovator purchases, instead, some new

style from a heighboring tribe, which

may in its turn either become modified

and integrated into tribal life, or for-

gotten.
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In Tchambuli a large population and

the custom of different clans owning differ-

ent tamberans and tumbuans, men's

houses with large attics in which sacred

objects can accumulate, and enormous

leisure on the part of the men, have per-

mitted a greater accumulation, so that

today one finds a more complicated situa-

tion, many kinds of flutes, dog flutes and

bird flutes and flutes with small carved

figures and flutes with human heads;

dozens and dozens of styles of plaited

masks, which are made with great secrecy

and ostentation in the men's club houses,

and then paraded through the village;

carved wooden masks in great variety,

and also a motley array of sacred objects,

old painted stones, archaic bits of carving,

and pieces of broken pottery. In Tcham-

buli the tamberans are supposed to be

only for the men, and women play the

part of distant spectators, who care-

fully avoid referring in public to the fact

that they know all about the tamberan

secrets.

Perhaps it is because the secrecy is so

much a matter of form and courtesy

between the sexes, instead of being the

pivot upon which health and growth are

set, as among the Arapesh, or a matter of

family pride and disciplining the refrac-

tory, as among the Mundugumor, that the

Tchambuli have been able to conserve so

many different art styles, many of them

undoubtedly inspired originally by far

distant tribes and imported at some

remote period either as tamberans or

tumbuans.

Tchambuli Sacred Flutes



The Projection Planetarium Installed in the Hemispherical Dome

THE HAYDEN PLANETARIUM
The New Addition to the American Museum Which Will Contain the Latest

Example of the Most Wonderful Device Ever Developed for Setting Forth

Realistically and Impressively the Motions of the Heavenly Bodies

By CLYDE FISHER
Curator, Department of Astronomy', and of the Hayden Planetarium, American Museum

WHY did not somebody teach me
the constellations, and make me
at home in the starry heavens

which are alwaj^s overhead and which I

don't half know to this day? "

There will soon be no excuse for those

living in the metropolitan district of New
York to utter this plaint of Carlyle's, for

in spite of smoke, haze, clouds, and the

glare of artificial lights, they will have

opportunity to become familiar with the

night sky, thanks to the new Hayden
Planetarium which is coming to the

American Museum of Natural History.

This realistic representation of the sky is

evidently more important to the city

dweller than to the suburbanite, since the

case of the former is further complicated

by the fact that a great portion of the

sky is hidden by the ever-present tall

buildings.

Devices to show the movements of the

planets and our moon in relation to the

sun have been constructed since the early

days of Copernican astronomy, and no

doubt previous to the announcement of

the sun-centered theory of our solar sys-

tem, there were devices to illustrate

Ptolemy's earth-centered system. As

early as the latter half of the Sixteenth

Century, the great Dutch astronomer,

Huygens, and the great Danish astron-

omer, Roemer, built a planetarimn to

represent the solar system, as it was

then known, according to the new Coper-

nican theory, and doubtless this inven-

tion had much to do with the general

acceptance of the sun-centered notion of

our family of worlds.

After the general acceptance of the

Copernican theorj^ of astronomy, a great

variety of instruments was made for the

purpose of showing the relative motions

of the then Ivnown bodies in our solar

system,—many of them crude, but for the

most part verj'- helpful. Some were

limited to the earth and sun and moon,

others just to the earth and the moon,
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Champlain Studio, New York

MR. CHARLES HAYDEN
Through his generosity the marvelous planetarium instruments have
been made available. In recognition of this the planetarium building

at the American Museum is to be named in his honor

and still others to the sun and all the

known planets and satellites.

One of the most intorestinp; and com-

plicated of these early insti-uments was
built in England for Charles Boyle, the

fourth Earl of On-ery, and this one gave us

a new word for our dictionaries. The
word "orrery" has come to be applied

to this type of planetarium.

The most famous on-erj^ or planetarium

of this type to be made in America was
devised and built by the "Father of

American Astronomy," David Ritten-

house of Philadelphia.

It is one of the most

highly prized of the

historical astronomical

instruments in the

Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia, where it

may now be seen.

Probably the largest,

and certainly one of

the best of these old-

fashioned Copernican

planetariums ever
made is installed in

the world-famous
Deutsches Museum in

Munich. Briefly it may
be described as follows

:

A lighted globe in the

center represents the

sun. The six planets

nearest the sun, with

their satellites,—the

jilanets and satellites

all revolving at their

proper relative speeds,—

are represented. The
diameter of Saturn's or-

bit is about thirty-five

feet. Uranus and Nep-

tune are left out because

of the tremendous size

of their orbits as com-

pared with the four in-

ner planets. Pluto had

not been discovered when the instru-

ment was built, but its enormously larger

orbit would all the more preclude the

possibility of including it. There is no

light during demonstrations except from

the central sun; and the walls, ceiling,

and floor are painted black. Conse-

quently, the continual change from day to

night and from night to day is well

shown on all of the six planets, and so are

the phases of our moon. For the lecturer

or demonstrator, a small car travels

around under the earth, which goes
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around the sun in twelve minutes, the

entire apparatus being propelled by an

electric motor. By means of a wide-

angled periscope, which makes it possible

to see Venus and Mercury from the level

of the plane of the ecliptic, the phases of

these inner planets can easily be observed.

The constellations of the zodiac are shown

in a belt on the wall, with their names in

wWte letters and with the degrees of

celestial longitude marked. The principal

stars of the zodiacal constellations are

shown by lights back of small, round holes

in the black wall.

In short, these planetariums or orreries

consisted of a series of globes to represent

the various bodies of om' solar system,

each revolving globe supported by a metal

rod, the whole system of sun and planets

and satellites being connected and pro-

pelled by gears so that their relative

motions were approximated. Ever since

their first appearance, these devices have

had and still have great value in teaching,

the three-dimensional mechanism capable

of simulating the motions of the heavenly

bodies being incomparably more effective

than flat pictures or pages of printed

text.

In these mechanisms just described the

observer is outside looking on,—a condi-

tion that has been improved by placing

the model of the solar system inside a

spherical glass globe, upon the outside of

which is represented the constellations

with their principal stars and also the

Milky Way,—a transparent celestial

sphere, certainly an improvement over

the usual opaque celestial globe. Ex-

amples of this type are the '' Astrophane,"

made by Mr. 0. J. Russert, and the small

Copernican planetarium just inside the

entrance to the Fels Planetarium, made
by Max Sendtner of Munich.

THE HAYDEN PLANETARIUM
As it will appear from Eighty-first Street, New York City. From a sketch by Hugh Ferriss
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THE PROJECTION APPARATUS OF THE ZEISS PLANETARIUM
An instrument more than a dozen feet hi^h, built with the accuracy

of a watch

The next step in the evolution of the

planetarium seems to be the model of the

celestial sphere with the audience inside.

This type has been developed in at least

three different countries. In 1758 Roger
Long, Lowndes Professor of Astronomy at

Cambridge, built one at Pembroke C'ol-

lege. The globe was eighteen feet in

diameter and seated thirty persons.

(Described in A Cycle of Celestial Objects,

by Smyth and C'haml)ers, pp. 208-209.

Oxford, 1881). The only one of these that

the writer has seen is in the Museum of

the Chicago Academy of Sciences in

Lincoln Park, built be-

fore 1913 by Dr. W. W.
Atwood, now president

of Clark University. It

is known as the Atwood
Celestial Sphere. It con-

sists of a hollow metal

sphere in which the most

conspicuous stars of the

sky are shown by lights

outside of small, round

holes through the sphere.

The small audience is

seated inside the globe,

while the latter revolves

as the real sky seems to

do. In all of these devices

heretofoi'e described, so

many astronomical bod-

ies and so many move-

ments and relations have

been omitted that they

are evidently inadequate.

Late in 1924 there ap-

peared something new
under the sun, an appar-

atus that ^hows every

object in the sky that is

visible to the unaided

eye, and in a most rea-

listic manner. The lising

and setting of the sun,

moon, and stars are repre-

sented just as they occur

in nature, due to the rotation of the earth

on its axis. The moon goes through its

phases. The planets are shown as wan-

derers among the stars, their direct east-

ward and their retrograde westward mo-
tions being represented with great accu-

racy. Even the precession of the equi-

noxes, together with the swinging of the

celestial pole around a circle, which in the

sky takes 26,000 years, is shown by this

apparatus.

In this new projection planetarium

there are no globes to represent the

heavenly bodies, and no holes through a
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large globe with lights back of them, but

everything is shown on the inside of a

dome by projection of light from a central

apparatus. The optimum size for this

inverted bowl is from sixty-five to seventy-

five feet in diameter. This hemispherical

dome, which is white inside, becomes our

artificial sky, and since there are no

pillars or posts to intercept the light, the

illusion of the depth of space is perfect.

One feels that he has been suddenly trans-

ported outside under a clear night sky.

The realistic appearance is beyond belief.

The projection apparatus, which is

located on the floor in the center of the

dome, is a bizarre-looking

instrument some twelve

feet high, resembling a

huge dumb-bell with a

long bar between the

globular ends. The globes

at either end of the in-

strument are for the pro-

jection of the fixed stars,

one globe being for the

northern and the other

for the southern hemi-

sphere of the sky. Each
globe consists of sixteen

stereopticons pointing in

all directions with one

central lamp. The lan-

tern slides or diaposi-

tives are not square or

rectangular, but are so

shaped that their images

fit together like the cells

of a honey-comb, thus

making a complete pic-

ture of the starry heavens

without overlapping and

without gaps.

The representation of

the fixed stars, including

the Milky Way, is a com-
paratively simple part of

the performance of the

instrument, and yet it is

certainly the most impressive. It matters

not whether the audience be made up of

children or adults, or professional peoj^le or

laymen, the emotional experience is always

the same. When the Hght is gradually

diminished, bringing on the darkness of

night in the dome, and the stars are "turned
on," the audience 'gasps audibly in

surprise at the breath-taking beauty of it.

No one is prepared foi- anything so

realistic and so dramatic.

Upon my visit to Jena in 1925,—made
for the purpose of examining the first

projection planetarium to be built,

—

when I congratulated the inventor. Dr.

NEAR VIEW OF A PROJECTION GLOBE
Showing the assemblage ol' stereopticons
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THE OPTICAL POINTER
In reality a complete stereopticon with condensers and objective lens. An uncanny but most useful

device

Ing. W. Bauersfeld, he admitted to me
that the ilhision of the immensity of

space and the reahstic representation of

the fixed stars, including the Milky Way,
had exceeded even his expectations. Due
to some sub-conscious imagination, per-

haps,—at least for some psychological or

physiological reason, this artificial sky

seems to possess the deep night blue seen

in the real sky, and yet there is no blue

color on the inside of the dome and none

in the projection apparatus.

The names of the constellations may
be shown on this artificial sky by means
of a special set of projectors. The advan-

tage of this over outdoor star-gazing in

learning the constellations is obvious.

With an optical pointer, or flashlight

showing an arrow-shaped light, the lec-

turer can point out any star, planet, or

other body in the sky. It is evident that

an ordinary fish-pole pointer, even with a

tiny light at the tip, would be precluded

by the large size of the dome.

In the bar of the dumb-bell between

the globular assemblages of stereopticons

showing the stars, are seven special pro-

jectors, one for each of the five planets

visible to the unaided eye from the earth

and one each for the sun and moon.

From the standpoint of the inventor,

these projectors which show the "wan-

dering" of the planets including their

periodical retrograde motion, the phases

of the moon, etc., were the most difficult

to perfect.

The whole apparatus has several differ-

ent speeds, all of which are many times

faster than the real motions. This makes

it possible to condense a very long

astronomical story into a very short time,

and with increase rather than loss of

drama, so that a child or a grown-up,

who has not stopped learning, can get a

clear understanding in a few minutes of

the seemingly intricate though actually

simple workings of the heavenly bodies.

With the projection planetarium, one

can change his latitude at will. He can

go to the Land of the Midnight Sun or to
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the North Pole, and observe the apparent

movements of the sun and moon and stars

there; or he can go to the equator, or to

southern latitudes and see the Magellanic

Clouds, the nearest fixed star visible to

the unaided eye, and the romantic South-

ern Cross.

With the projection planetarium one

can go backward or forward in time. He

can set the instrument back say 2000 years

and note with accuracy the configuration

of the planets among the stars at that

time; or he can set it back 5000 years,

say to 3000 B. C. when Alpha Draconis,

the brightest star in the constellation.

The Dragon, was our North Star; or he

can set it forward say

12,000 years when Vega

will be our North Star,

and the Southern Cross

will be visible from the

latitude of New York.

Dr. Philip Fox, for-

merly professor of astron-

omy and director of the

Dearborn Observatory at

Northwestern Universi-

ty, brought the first Pro-

jection Planetarium to

America and introduced

it to our people. Thanks

to the generosity of Mr.

Max Adler, it has been

established in Chicago in

conjunction with the best

astronomical museum in

America, and Doctor Fox

is director.

Made possible by the

generosity of Mr. Samuel

Fels, the second Ameri-

can projection planetari-

um has been installed in

the Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia, where it

was opened last Novem-
ber. Mr. James Stokley,

formerly of Science Service, is the director.

The third American projection plane-

tarium is soon to be installed in a building

nearing completion in Griffith Park, Los

Angeles. It now seems quite certain that

New York City will have the fom'th

American projection planetarium. In

the whole world there are now about a

score of these remarkable instruments in

operation, about a dozen in Germany,

two in Italy, two in America, one in

Austria, one in Sweden, and one in

Russia.

Many of the greatest astronomers of

the world have expressed in enthusiastic

words their approval of this new device:

EXAMINING THE MECHANICAL EYELIDS
Which keep the stars from being projected on the audience or on the

floor. How these boys would hke to take them apart to see how they
work

!
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A POPULAR ATTRACTION
Visitors waiting to enter the Adler Planetarium, Chicago

''^ Dr. R. G. Aitken, director of the Lick

Observatory,—"The Zeiss Planetarium

is the most remarkable instrument that

has ever been devised to exhibit impres-

sively, and with the illusion of reality,

the motions of the heavenly bodies and

the phenomena which result from these

motions."

Dr. Walter S. Adams, director of the

Mount Wilson Observatory,—"The Zeiss

Planetarium . . . would prove of great

educational value, fixing in the minds as

no description could do the simple astro-

nomical principles which everyone should

know."

Di'. Elis Str6mg!-en, director of the

Royal Danish Observatory in Copen-

hagen,
—"Never was a medium of dem-

onstration produced as instructive as this,

never one more fascinating in effect, and

certainly never one which appeals to

everybody as this does. It is a school,

theater, and film all in one, a lecture hall

under the vault of the heavens, and a

drama in which the celestial bodies are

the actors. No description, no photo-

graph, no drawing can possibly reproduce

the overwhelming impression made by a

demonstration in a Zeiss Planetarium."

The educational value of the projec-

tion planetarium is now widely recog-

nized. In Italy the naval cadets are re-

quired to attend regularly the demon-

strations at the Planetarium in Rome
in order to acquire their navigational

astronomy. In the Fels Planetarium

in Philadelphia, besides the usual dem-

onstrations with lectures to the general

public, classes in astronomy from Swarth-

more College come to the Planetarium

once a week for special instruction by

Dr. John H. Pitman, professor in charge,

and this opportunity is being shared

by students from Villanova College. Doc-

tor Pitman says that the students get

more astronomy in an hour in the Plane-

tarium than in a week of lectures without

its aid. Dr. Caroline E. Furness, profes-
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sor of astronomy at Vassar College, in a

congratulatory letter has written: "A
planetarium will be of great benefit to me

and my classes. . . . You may expect

me to be a steady visitor when once the

building is finished."

With Dr. Oskar von Miller, director

emeritus of the Deutsches Museum in

Munich, and with Mr. Waldemar Kaemp-

ffert, science editor of the New York

Times and former director of the Museum
of Science and Industry in Chicago, we

believe that a combination of the Projec-

tion Planetarium and a large Copernican

Planetarium, similar to the one in the

Deutsches Museum, will make an ideal

teaching unit, and in accordance with this

behef we have planned to install both

types of planetarium in our new building.

Dr. George EUery Hale, dean of Ameri-

can astronomers, honorary director of Mt.

Wilson Observatory, and member of our

Advisory Committee, in a congratulatory

letter upon the assurance of our plane-

tarium has made the following recommen-

dation to the director of the American

Museum: "I greatly hope its equipment

will include a telescope of about twelve

inches aperture, and such other instru-

ments and exhibits as those under prepa-

ration for the new Planetarium and Public

Observatory at Griffith Park, Los Angeles.

In my opinion, based upon many years of

experience at the Yerkes and Mt. Wilson

Observatories, the public will not be

contented with the Planetarium alone,

but will wish for an opportunity to ob-

serve the sun, stars, and planets with a

telescope and the necessary auxiUary

instruments."

In the astronomical department of the

FrankHn Institute in Philadelphia, there

are two fine, modern telescopes, a ten-

inch refractor made by Carl Zeiss, and a

EXTHHALLKI)
Audience observing the representation of the night sky on the inside of the dome,—each heavenly bodj'

moving as it does in the real sky and with the time speeded up
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METEOR CRATER IN ARIZONA
Four-fifths of a mile across and nearly 600 feet deep. Photographed by Clyde Fisher, January 12, 1933,
when the ground was covered with snow. A photograph of Meteor Crater will be included among the

astronomical transparencies to be installed on the walls of the planetarium building

twenty-four -inch reflector made by J. W.
Fecker. These are mounted on the roof of

the Frankhn Institute building, quite a

distance from the Planetarium, and they

are in use on every clear night from seven-

thirty to ten o'clock.

We are greatly pleased to announce in

this connection a gift to the department

of astronomy of the American Museum of

Natural History, of an eight-inch equa-

torial telescope with Brashear object-

glass. The telescope was manufactured

by Warner and Swasey, who on three

different occasions have made what was

then the world's largest telescope, and it

was used by the late Mr. Worcester Reed

Warner in his private observatory at his

home, Hillholm, at Tarrytown, New
York. The gift of this valuable instru-

ment is made by Mrs. Worcester Reed
Warner as a memorial to Mr. Warner. It

is especially fitting that we have in the

American Museum a memorial to Mr.

Warner, because he was one of the only

two honorary members of the Amateur
Astronomers Association. It is to be re-

gretted that the high surrounding build-

ings cut down the available sky so much
that it is not practicable to install this

telescope on the new planetarium build-

ing. However, it will be placed in a dome
on top of the Akeley African Hall or on

some other vantage point of the Museum
buildings. It is evident that this telescope

will be largely used by the people of New
York City and vicinity, who are interested

in seeing the real objects in the sky. This

prophecy is based upon the long lines that

have formed on the Mu§eujn grounds,

—

after the meetings of ^e ^ Amateur

Asti'onomers Association during the past

seven years,-—awaiting their turn at the

portable telescopes lent by Mr. S. B.

Grimson, Mr. George A. Galliver, Miss
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Laura B. Garrett, Mr. C. W. Elmer,

Mr. B. T. B. Hyde, Mr. James B. Wyber,

Mr. Ramiro Quesada, and others.

In the planetarium building, besides

the projection planetarium, which is

obviously the chief attraction, and the

large Copernican planetarium on the

floor below, which will be immensely valu-

able in bridging the conception of the

apparent and real motions of the heavenly

bodies, there will be many accessory

exhibits planned to make the whole

astronomical hall a complete and well

balanced institution for stirring the

imagination and enlightening the mind.

Among these will be the great collection

of meteorites belonging to the American

Museum. This collection consists of

several thousand specimens, representing

a few hundred falls. Among them are

three brought from Cape York, Green-

land, by Peaiy,—one of these, the

Ahnighito, weighing 36}^ tons, being the

largest meteorite in any museum in the

world. There is also the famous Wil-

lamette meteorite, weighing 15}^ tons,

which fell near Portland, Oregon, and
which has the unusual deep pits devel-

oped after its fall. Several specimens,

one weighing a few hundred pounds, have

come from the vicinity of Meteor Crater

in Arizona.

In short, this is one of the most spectac-

ular collections of meteorites in the world,

and it will be installed on the main floor

of the planetarium building just outside

the Copernican planetarium. Up to the

time when Kirchhoff made the principles

of spectroscopy available, meteorites fur-

nished our only direct and positive evi-

dence of the constitution of any of the

heavenly bodies outside of the earth.

Large transparencies made from the

finest astronomical photographs in the

world will be shown on the walls of the

ambulatory around the Projection plane-

THE AHNIGHITO IN THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
This largest meteorite in any museum weighs 36i tons, and was brought from Greenland by Peary.
It is planned to install the American Museum's collection of meteorites in the new planetarium building
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tariiim dome on the second floor, and on

the walls of the first floor around the

Copernican planetarium.

Sundials of several types, dial-rings,

astrolabes, compasses, hour-glasses, rep-

licas of Galileo's telescopes, and various

instruments of historic interest in astrono-

my will be shown in well lighted cases.

A coelostat, a spectroscope, and a

spectrohelioscope, all functioning on clear

days, so that the results can be observed

by visitors, are included in the plans.

A Ptolemaic planetarium, three or four

feet in diameter, illustrating the old earth-

centered theory of astronomy, epicycles

and all, enclosed in a spherical glass

globe, with a crank that may be turned

by visitors, is included.

A Foucault pendulum to show the rota-

tion of the earth on its axis, and a vortex

of water to illustrate the same phenome-

non are contemplated.

The modern trend in the interest in

astronomy will be shown, not only by

transparencies from some of the newer

photographs of spiral nebulae or galaxies,

but also by a model of a galaxy, and a

model to show something of what is

known about the distribution of the

nearer stars in our own Milky Way
Galaxy.

All of the astronomical paintings by

Mr. Howard Russell Butler, which are

now shown in the Pro-Astronomic Hall,

as Professor Henry Fairfield Osborn

affectionately referred to it, will be re-

installed in the new planetarium build-

ing. These include the famous tryptich

of eclipses (1918, 1923, and 1925), and

we hope to add Mr. Butler's fourth picture

of a total eclipse of the sun, that of 1932.

These are, without much doubt, the finest

oil paintings of eclipses ever made. Per-

haps as high praise could be given to Mr.

Butler's two paintings of Mars, as well as

to his other paintings in the hall.

On the outer wall surrounding the

Copernican planetarium, on the first floor,

there is planned a zonal oil painting repre-

senting the zodiac, that belt in the heavens

in which the planets are found. This

painting will show the mythological figures

of the signs of the zodiac and the principal

stars of the zodiacal constellations.

To greet the eyes of visitors as they

first enter the building, there is under con-

sideration a large decorative painting in

oil, in three panels, illustrating American

Indian astronomical mythology. Al-

though primarily from the Blackfeet, the

myths selected are those of rather wide

distribution with little variation among
the various tribes of North America. The
left panel shows the Northern Lights or

Aurora Borealis in the form of an arch

in all the delicate colors, in which may be

dimly seen the figures of the White Men
of the North dancing around their camp-

fires. The central panel shows the sun-

god on a brilliant yellow background, the

moon-goddess on a paler background,

while in the upper right may be seen the

Pleiades as conceived by the Indians, and

in the upper left the Big Dipper and

the North Star. These corner represen-

tations, with the Milky Way or Sky Trail

between them, are shown in silver on a

background of deep blue. In the lower

left corner is represented the story of the

creation of the earth by the Old Man. On
the right panel is seen a symbolic Thun-

der-bird in the clouds with the conven-

tionalized zigzag lightning striking from

the cloud to the earth.

The planetarium building has been

made possible by a loan from the Recon-

struction Finance Corporation, while the

instruments, both the projection plane-

tarium and the Copernican planetarium,

are the gift of Mr. Charles Hayden of New
York City, for whose generosity a multi-

tude of persons will be sincerely grateful.
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THE SCULPTURE OF
PRE-COLUMBIAN CENTRAL AMERICA

The Second of a Series of Six Articles on the Major Artistic Accomplishments of

Central American Native Civilizations

By GEORGE C. VAILLANT
Associate Curator of Mexican Archseology, American Museum

THE sculpture of Central America

expresses in a more subtle and var-

ied form the quality of impersonality

noticeable in the architecture. The arts

were created by nameless craftsmen to

enrich their tribal ceremony, and were

not expressions of the individual as they

are today. Thus we see the Central

American arts as a communal production,

not the aesthetic reactions of a number of

individual artists. Whereas the major

buildings were the foci of the highly

ceremonialized group religion, sculpture

had a more diffuse function. Not only

did it adorn the temples and explain their

purpose, but also it depicted the god

honored within the shrine. Plastic forms

were also utilized in the creation of incense

burners and other temple furniture.

Sculpture had its place in the life of the

individual, who fashioned from various

substances his household gods and votive

offerings. Again, images of people and

animals were sometimes made to put into

graves as equipment for the next world.

If the plastic arts of the Central Ameri-

cans were not entirely religious, their

inspiration, at least, must have originated

in rituahstic necessity, to judge from the

all-permeating effect of rehgion on tribal

life.

This religious domination makes Cen-

tral American art seem to us cold, un-

sympathetic, and confused. Accustomed

as we are to completely untrammeled

artistic forms and to the glorification of

the individual, it is hard for us to con-

ceive how an art could be so imprisoned

by ritual. Yet if we think back to the slow

emergence of European art from the

formulse of religious teaching, Central

American sculpture becomes more con-

ceivable. Its lack of emotional appeal is a

question of racial interest. The Central

Americans, to judge from their art, con-

sidered awe the proper emotional relation

between the worshipper and his god. If

European art had followed the Old Testa-

ment conceptions of religion instead of the

New, the artistic forms of Europe and
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"house of the
nuns," at uxmal,

YUCATAN,
MEXICO

Late Maya period. De-
tail of the inner fagade.

Note the conventional-
ization of the superim-
posed serpent masks.
Here religious sj'mbol-
ism has all but ob-
scured the direct visual

image, but there is

complete mastery of
design. After Holmes,

1915

CENTRAL VERAJ
CRUZ SCULPTURE

In this carving of a
wild turkej', the re-

quirements of design
are met, although the
presentation is natural-
istic. To represent it

more dramatically, the
figure is' 'shown base

upward

I



TEMPLE
OF THE CHACMOOL,

CHICHEN ITZA,
YUCATAN

Period of Mexican in-

fluence. These pilaster

figures represent a staa;e

midway between the
complete religious sym-
bolism (page 260, up-
per) of the late Maya
and the more natural-
istic treatment of the
Nahua peoples. After
Morris, Chariot, and

Morris, 1931

CLAY TIGER FROM
OAXACA, MEXICO

Zapotec culture. A
tiger god is represented
by this clay figure. The
attributes of divinity

detract little from the
hveiy realism of the
figure proper which has
been humanized to

some extent
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Central America might have produced a

very similar emotional effect.

Another conflict between the modern

observer and ancient American art is the

variation in the ethnic ideal of beauty.

Consequently, it is well to remember that

the Central Americans were reproducing

their own racial type.

The confused quality of the art arises

from two factors, the presentation of the

attributes and symbols of the various

gods and the extreme fascination which

complicated design held for the Central

American. After all, if we examined me-

GUERRERO, MEXICO
Unknown culture. This head of a monkey in black stone presents a

happy balance between design and reproduction of a living form

dieval painting according to its original

purpose instead of from our modern tech-

nical and sesthetic point of view, we

would be infinitely bewildered trying to

understand the attributes of the various

individuals and the exact significance of

the scene. Furthermore, simplicity or

complexity in plastic design veers from

one extreme to the other in the history

of European art, so that Central Ameri-

can art cannot be justly dismissed by us

on the ground of complexity alone. There-

fore, if we discount our racial and emotion-

al prejudices, aroused all too quickly by

the unfamiliar, we find in

Central American sculp-

ture a competent and

versatile art, well adapt-

ed to the portrayal of

human beings, as well as

the relationship between

them and their gods.

This sculpture is known

to us chiefly by examples

in stone and clay. Be-

cause of their perishabil-

ity, few carvings in wood

have been found, and

shell, owing to its size,

was used only for the

making of ornaments.

The carving of semi-pre-

cious stones like jade we

shall defer to a later ar-

ticle on jeweliy.

The earliest sculptures

found are small figurines

of clay. Their evolution

can be traced fairly accu-

rately through ascending

stages wherein experi-

ment and variety alter-

nate with conventionali-

zation arising from the

attainment of temporari-

ly satisfactory forms.

The human form engaged

the attention of these
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early sculptors and there

was a sustained effort to

give the little figurines

vitality by countless ex-

periments in depicting

the features. Owing to

the difficulty of support-

ing strips of wet clay,

arms and legs had to be

disposed in more or less

passive positions so that

little action could ever

be shown. Usually there

is an underlying stylistic

unity between the plastic

product of each tribe, but

occasionally individual

expression obtrudes.

In the early culture

groups clay sculpture was

the dominating artistic

medium, and, seemingly,

the religion in those days

must have been a sim-

ple anthropomorphism.

With the rise of civiliza-

tion the art was trans-

formed to meet the re-

quirements of religion,

and the clay sculpture

was no longer a dominant

plastic medium. The de-

velopment of a pantheon

composed of different di-

vinities atrophied the

simple naturalism of the earlier art, and
the invention of the clay mould made it

possible to cast myriads of figures scrupu-

lously defined by their attributes. Thus
the craftsman tended to abandon this

mechanical reproduction of divinities and
utilize stone as a medium of expression, al-

though he occasionally worked in clay

with the most harmonious results. Con-
ceivably, the increased specialization of

individual activity in a developed civiliza-

tion allowed men the opportunity to

dedicate themselves to religious art, and

OAXACA, MEXICO
Zapotec culture. This clay figure in the Oaxaca Museum is a'strik-

ing example of Central American art, when allowed to express itself

without religious symbolism. Photograph by Miguel Covarrubias

to utilize materials like stone, which re-

quired time to shape.

We know on archaeological grounds

that stone sculpture developed later than

clay in the Maya and the Mexican regions.

While it began like the clay plastic, in the

round, it took a somewhat different

course. Where clay could be readily

shaped, stone had to be laboriously

pecked and ground into the desired form.

On the basis of the earliest stone cannngs

recovered from Central American sites,

there seems to have been no inheritance



COPAN, HONDURAS
Early Maya culture. One of the best examples of Maya sculpture is this maf^nificent limestone

head in the Peabody Museum. Compare it with the racial types shown on pag;es 259 and
263. This photograph and that on the opposite page are by Dr. Clarence Kennedy



COPAN, HONDURAS
Early'Maya culture. This conventionalized serpent head, also in the Peabody Museum, expresses
vividly the ceremonial preoccupation of the Central American sculptors, which all but extinguished

their extraordinary naturalistic gifts, as exemplified on the opposite page
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CUERNAVACA, MORELOS
Gualupita I culture. The genesis of the sculp-

tor's art lay in the development of clay fig-

urines like this in the Bourgeois collection in

Mexico

from a former wood-carver's technique of

which such strong traces exist in the

sculpture of the archaic Greeks and ancient

Egyptians. Wood-carving, on the con-

trary, appears to have followed in the

path of the stone-work. Such a condi-

tion could well arise from the absence

of adequate metal cutting tools, which

so hampered the Central American

sculptor.

It is perhaps owing to this circum-

stance that we note one of the most strik-

ing differences between Egypto-Grecian

and Central American carving. The in-

sistence in Old World art on anatomy

would result from hewing out the rough

outline of the figure, but the Central

American preoccupation with external

contour would arise from pecking and

smoothing down the resistant stone sur-

faces. Probably the fleshy physical type

of the Central American, in contrast to the

muscular and bony European, also contrib-

uted to this divergence in presentation.

Once the Central American sculptors

had mastered their material sufficiently

to fulfill their conceptions of gods, men,

and animals, they began to develop the

various applications of sculpture and also

to establish regional styles. Even as in

architecture, there is discernible the

cleavage between the gentle Maya and

the fierce Highland tribes like the Nahuas

and the Zapotecs.

Maya sculpture in stone is chiefly to be

found enriching buildings or composing

those great monoliths on which the priests

caused to be inscribed the ceremonial

pattern of their calendar. But scarcely

a specimen exists of complete sculpture

in the round, such as might be enthroned

on the central altar of a temple to symbol-

ize a god.

CUERNAVACA, MORELOS
Gualupita II culture. This clay figure represents

an advance over the crude work of the preceding

period. It is but a short step from this figure to

the skilful presentation on page 263
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The most impressive sculpture comes

from Copan, Honduras, where exquisitely

carved figures ornamented an architecture

that, compared to other Maya cities, was

inferior. Great skill was shown in bring-

ing out the soft outlines of human faces,

and, in the depiction of bodies, real an-

atomical skill was displayed. Grotesque

beings were conceived with equal imagina-

tion and artistry. The great stone blocks

of the stelae or time markers also pre-

sented majestic figures, carved in such

deep relief that only the back of the block,

containing the inscription, disqualified

them from being sculpture in the round.

To the north at Quirigua this art reached

its zenith in gigantic stelae, twenty-five

feet high, and in those fantastic bowlders,

ornamented and reornamented into an

essence of ceremonial involution.

To the west, across the lowlands of

TEOTIHUACAX, MEXICO
Teotihuacan culture. This crude figure more
than ten feet high represents an early stage in

stone carving, which seems not to have been de-
veloped until long after modeling in clay

PUEBLA, MEXICO
Unknown culture. This simple and vigorous
presentation of a Highland face is characteristic

of Nahua stonework. The eyes were probably
inlaid with shell and obsidian

Guatemala, is another style of Maya
sculpture, that of the cities of the Usu-

macintla River. Here, at Yaxchilan and

Piedras Negras lintels of hard zapote

wood or of limestone were adorned by

scenes in low relief. Stelae, too, were

decorated in the same manner, and,

although some of the relief is very deep,

nowhere does it approach sculpture in the

round. The finest examples of this

school come from downstream, at Palen-

que. So low is the relief and so firm the

line, that the sculpture almost enters

into the realm of drawing and painting.

Especially interesting in this Usuma-
cintla art is the naturalistic treatment of

the figures which are framed by the hiero-

glyphic text.

To the north, in Yucatan, the sculp-

tures are largely reduced to theological

abstractions, wherein the gods are de-

picted hy a harmonious disposal of their



SEIBAL,
PETEN DISTRICT,
GUATEMALA

Maya culture. This
detail from a stone
time-marker is a
magnificent exam-
ple of Maya low
relief carving. Note
the combination of

naturalism in the
figure proper with
the pure design of

the disposal of the
headdress and the
hieroglyphs. Espe-
cially graceful are

the head-dress and
its pendant plumes.
After Maler 1908

VALLEY
OF MEXICO,

AZTEC CULTURE
This colossal head
of the Goddess Co-
yolxauhqui in the
Mexican National
Museum is a mas-
terpiece of High-
land art. Compare
the simple strength
of this goddess, de-

picted as dead, with
the softer elabora-
tion of the Maya

carving above



PIEDRASNEGRAS,
PETEN DISTRICT,
GUATEMALA

Maya culture. One
of the loveliest Ma-
ya treatments of life

forms is this detail

from a door lintel.

Comparing it with
the relief on the op-
posite page, one can
see the difficulty in

using modern Euro-
pean aesthetics to
choose the best ex-

amples of an art

based on totally dif-

ferent canons. Pho-
tograph by Dr.
Clarence Kennedy

PANTALEON,
GUATEMALA

Pipil (?) culture.

This detail from a

ma.=sive carving
seems to represent
a blending of Ma-
ya artistic formulae
with the rugged
strength of the
Highland sculpture.

Little is known of

the ethnic aflfib'a-

tions of this dis-

tinctive school of

stone carving
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COSTA RICA
Guetar culture. This almost life-size stone figure comes from
one of the cultures peripheral to the great Central Ameri-
can civilizations. It has a crude vigor, unobscured by the

detail of religious symbolism

attributes. Such treatment precludes an

appreciation of this carving as true sculp-

ture, since it is, in reality, pure design.

With the intrusion of the Mexicans and

the rise of Chichen Itza, naturalistic

reliefs again found favor, but they also

had a strong theological flavor in their

involved ornament.

Bordering on the Maya area to the

south in Costa Rica and Nicaragua is a

sculpture that represents a stylistic mid-

point between the civilized conceptions

of the Maya and the somewhat fumbling

naturalism of the early cultures. Al-

though probably contemporaneous with

the best art of the Maya, it shows the

archaism of provincial districts. There

is, however, a rugged boldness about

the major sculptures that establishes

them as highly significant forms.

The sculpture of the Mexican

Highland at the outset seems to

have fallen under rigid theologi-

cal control. The sculptures at

San Juan Teotihuacan and the

grotesque divinities of the later

Aztecs, reflect the elements of

pure design arising from the theo-

logical use of form. Yet occa-

sionally one finds superb natural-

istic treatment of divine subjects.

Nowhere on the Central Plateau

does that balance obtain between

the intrinsic beauty of natural

forms and the harmonious design

of theological conception obtain as

in the Maya sculptures of Copan
and the Usumacintla region.

However, the art of this people

freshly endowed with the para-

phernalia of civilization, has an

undoubted strength and vigor

that one does not feel in the grad-

ual unfolding of the older and

softer Maya civilization.

This conflict in Aztec art be-

tween the grotesque conventional-

ization of religious dogma and the

naturalism arising from increased skill in

portraying human forms may be seen re-

duced to its essential constituents in the

arts of the Zapotec and the Totonac.

The Zapotec of Oaxaca practiced an ex-

tremely formalized art best exemplified

in their clay funerary urns. In these

specimens ritual is apparent in every line.

Clay models were used to build up the

ornaments and attributes of the divinities

portrayed. Human or animal forms were

used as a terrifying background for the

addition of ceremonial featm-es. Yet ex-

cellent naturalistic sculptures occur scat-

tered infrequently through this art.

Among the Totonac of Vera Cruz we

find the reverse, that the conventionaliza-

tion of religious formulae is subordinated

to a rich portrayal of the human form.
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Whenever conventionalization is deemed

necessary, it is concentrated on some ob-

ject like a ceremonial yoke, but it is

nowhere used to throttle a naturalistic

expression. Extremely entertaining are

the clay "laughing heads," which grin

with a blissful good humor. A number

of the heads from the Totonac region

were shown with oblique eyes, and

created the belief in some quarters that

this was Chinese influence. Since the

American Indian is of Mongoloid stock,

it is not surprising that such traits as the

epicanthic fold should be reproduced in

the sculpture, but it by no means implies

that Chinese art had any connection with

Central American.

From the point of view of the European,

these east coast Mexican forms are the

most satisfying of all the various Central

American sculptures, since there is a

minimum of theological grotesqueness.

Closely connected with this Totonac art

is that of the Huaxtecs at the north of

GUIAROO, OAXACA, MEXICO
Zapotec (?) culture. The rugged racial type of

the Mexican Highlands is shown vividly by this

small stone head

TEMPORAL, VERA CRUZ, MEXICO
Huaxtec culture. This seated female figure is a

survival of the most primitive art in clay

V^era Cruz. Although Maya-speaking,

their sculpture shows no artistic influence

from the parent stock and is noteworthy

in its appreciation of youth.

An exquisite group of sculptures comes

from a strip of territory that runs from

coast to coast between the lands of the

Aztecs and the Zapotecs. Conjecture

might attribute these marvellous carv-

ings to the Olmec, who appear in the dim
background of mythological historJ^ It is

a perplexing paradox that the creators of

the beautiful heads and ornaments from

this area, which were traded far and wide,

must rest in anonymity, unless further

research can define them. Much of the

sculpture belongs to the lapidary's art.

Another important style of sculpture

comes from the Pacific slopes of Guatemala
and expresses a fusion of Nahua vigor and

Maya mastery of ritualistic design. This

plastic style suggests a sudden genesis,

rather than the slow evolution of a self-

contained tribal art.

Finally, the rich clay plastic of Western

Mexico gives us an idea of the utmost
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^^

development of a people who were

subjected neither to the discipline

of complicated ritual nor to the

stimulation of a highly organized

religion. While there is gi-eat va-

riety in subject and attitudes, the

characteristic one would expect

from an art in the hands of the

people, there is none of the finish

of the Central American arts under

hierarchical control. If these west-

ern Mexican sculptures are basic-

ally religious and intended for use

as mortuary offerings, they aic

nevertheless worked out by lay

methods. They are in reality

survivals of an older aesthetic

system.

However unified the purpose of

Central American sculpture, it is

not the product of a single people

and should not be so con-

sidered. It is the product of

a numbei of tribal groups, of

different language and physi-

cal types, striving to glorify

their religion, according to their various

abilities. Yet there is, none the less, a

:v^V--i».-.-.-;

QUIRIGDA, GUATEMALA. MAYA
CULTURE. THIS STELE OR TIME-
MARKER IS SOME 2.5 FEET HIGH
AND SHOWS THE CERE.MONIAL
ART OF THE MAVA AT ITS BEST
AFTER MAUDSLAY, 1889-1902

whole, which lies in the absence of

those sensual and emotional fea-

tures that characterize our own.

It is not to be expected that people

of one race can derive from the art

of another the same psychological

reaction, particularly if it is reli-

gious. However, the detached and

impersonal repose of the Central

American sculptures has a soothing

effect in this modern era where in-

tensely independent individuals

strive to perpetuate their person-

alities in the face of mass produc-

tion. While there is conflict in

Central American sculptures be-

tween the freedom necessary for

naturalism and the conventionali-

zation dictated by theology, it is a

struggle of technique. The crea-

tors of the sculptures were harmo-

nizing their tribal life with

the rhythms of nature. They
expressed their gratitude for

divine favors through the

skilled anonymity of their

craftsmen, and their works registered com-

plete content without a sign of the fickle

generic resemblance in the sculpture as a protest in our modern art.

Western Mexico. These Clay Figures Exemplify the Vitality and Humor of a Folk Art
Unaffected by Requirements of Ritual



The Laysan Albatross

WANDERERS OF THE SEAS
Albatrosses, Birds of the Stormy Waters of the Southern Hemisphere,

which Nest on Coral and Volcanic Rocks in the Pacific Ocean

By ALFRED M. BAILEY
The Chicago Academy of Sciences

Photographs by the Author

CORAL isles in tropical seas and ice-

worn rocks of the Antarctic are the

homes of the wide-ranging alba-

trosses. The birds spend a few weeks

upon their nesting islands, carry on their

courtships, hatch their young, and then

depart again for the open spaces of the

rolling ocean. It is unfortunate that the

Ancient Mariner could not have recorded

that, with his camera, he shot the albatross,

for then he could have had a pleasant

recollection of his experiences with the

long-winged sea birds.

The wandering albatrosses are creatures

of the stormy waters of the Southern

Hemisphere, but the name "wandering"

could be applied equally to other species,

for they are all wide ranging, working the

open ocean for hundreds of miles from

their nesting islands. The albatrosses of

the Pacific, north of the equator, nest on

coral and volcanic rocks in mid-ocean,

ideal homes for animals which range the

far-reaching leagues of the sea.

It was my good fortune to spend a

season in the haunts of the albatrosses,

voluntarily marooned with three com-

panions far from the line of travel. Our

little island, Laysan, in the Leeward chain,

which extends northward some twelve

hundred miles from the Hawaiian group,

was a bird paradise, where the albatrosses

and other rangers of the ocean came to

rear their young. Our bird neighbors

were unafraid of man, so we had ample

opportunity to become acquainted with

them. We visited their colonies on stormy

days, when the waves pounded over the

coral ledges with grumbling roars, their

breaking crests white against the sullen



A COLONY OF LAYSAN
ALBATROSSES

Nesting along the salt la-

goon. Birds off duty would
gather in groups to wile the

time away

^V

,->

A BLACK-FOOTED
MADONNA

Squatted proudly beside her

offspring. The fuzzy young-
sters of this species are the

color of coral sand

I



THE BLACK-FOOTED
ALBATROSSES

Nesting on the exposed
beaches. When on-shore
winds blew, the waves often

destroyed their nests

®

A PUGNACIOUS PARENT
ON GUARD

The blackfeet would stand no
foolishness from the camera
man, and often charged with

snapping beaks _^_
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THE EXPEDITION'S ISLAND HOME
A few ramhliriK shacks, a watch tower, and two cocoanut palms were

the conspicuous marks of the httle island

sky, and found the brooding Ini'ds

crouched low upon thoir nests, all facing

into the wind; again, when all was clear

and the sea was still, the reefs would be

exposed for miles out in the glistening

blue of the Pacific, and the albatrosses

would be sitting high upon their eggs,

while visiting neighbors, temporarily off

duty, were apparently passing the time

of day.

There were two species in our little

sanctuary,—the beautiful white Laysan

albatrosses which nested along the gentle

slopes and the flat that bordered the salt

lagoon in the center of

the island, and the more

aggressive black-footed

albatrosses which pre-

ferred the wind-swept and

wave-pounded beaches as

proper surroundings for

their offspring. Both
places had their disadvan-

tages, for the high seas

often rolled over the

nests upon the beaches,

while heavy rains raised

the waters in the salt la-

goon and inundated those

in the near vicinity. The
birds were persistent un-

der adverse conditions,

and it was a common
sight to see an old one

sitting on her egg when

the water was almost

deep enough to float her

away. The birds would

pull soil and vegetation

abou t them , building

their mud nests higher,

but hundreds of eggs were

destroyed. The bristle-

thighed curlew swarmed

on to the flats and ate the

abandoned eggs.

The albatrosses had just

started housekeeping
when we arrived late in December, for

there were less than one thousand nests;

it was not long, however, before thousands

of others had deposited the single egg and,

while incubation was going on, scooped a

little embankment to form a nest.

These birds are affectionate during the

nesting season, and when one desired to

take its turn upon the egg, it would ap-

proach its mate, they would rub cheeks

together, caressing, and talking in gentle

tones. Usually, the one upon the nest

was reluctant to leave, and it was neces-

sary for the other to shove it gently
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away. Then, when it had possession of

the precious egg, the bird would tuck

it under her carefully, talking to it like

a mother to a new-born babe.

While incubation was going on, the bird

"off shift" was usually ranging the ocean

for food, the squid being the principal

article of diet. But there were always

birds standing around, more or less idle,

and these whiled the hours away by
dancing, a performance which probably

originated as a courtship affair but which

has degenerated into a shindig that is

carried on for pleasure

only. The dance usually

started by one old fellow

waddling to a neighbor,

waving his head and

snapping his bill, and, if

the other felt incUned

—

the dance was on. They
would bow to each other,

talking and groaning; one

would reach around as

though taking something

from under his wing and

hand it to his partner who
would accept it with a

bow, and then one would

throw his head in the air

with beak pointing
straight upward, and give

a hoarse cry. The birds

were usually rather lei-

surely in their dance, but

when four or more would

get together they would

become so excited that

there was no order to the

performance, and one or

two would waddle off in

disgust. They were usu-

ally so interested in their

dance that I could ap-

proach within a few feet

of them, but when they

finally observed me, thej^

would paddle away hke

children caught in mischief. They dance

all night long, and it is a weird sight to

see ghostlike figures flitting in the moon-
light, and to hear their strange calls com-
bining with other night voices.

The first egg hatched (after an incubat-

ing period of thirty-one days) Januaiy

21, and we found the black-footed parent

squatted at one side of the nest, survey-

ing her youngster with evident pride.

And what a change came over the mild-

mannered ''black feet" as soon as the

eggs began to hatch. They would stand

AMONG THE BONES OF HIS ANCESTORS
Japanese poachers raided Laysan and killed thousands of birds.
This little Laysan albatross had a nest lined with the remains of

former dwellers of the portulaca-grown flats
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AMONG THE NESTING ALBATROSSES
The white albatrosses showed a great deal of curiosity, and often, when their human visitors sat

motionless, they would gather around and tug gently at a bit of clothing

ON WITH THE DANCE
[Albatrosses dance at all hours of the day and night, a performance which probably originated in a

courtship affair, but which is now apparently carried on for pleasure



GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH A BLACKFOOT
The black albatrosses were not pugnacious until after the eggs began to hatch, and did not seem to

resent famiUarities

PERSISTENCE
The mud rims about the nests served a useful purpose when the heavy rains raised the waters of the

lagoon. Thousands of nests were destro.yed, however
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A DESERT WASTE
Laysan was formerly clothed with luxurious vegetation, but rabbits
were introduced and the grasses were destroyed. A few clumps still

persisted, in spite of the drifting sands

no foolishness from a camera man, and

would attack the intruder, snapping their

great, razor-sharp beaks,—most excel-

lent weapons which discouraged one from

approaching too near. The Laysan alba-

trosses were of a more gentle disposition

and did not resent our presence, however,

as did their dark cousins.

The little fellows began to snap their

bills like the adults, almost before they

were able to sit upright; they are droll

creatures which show their unfriendliness

by patting their soft beaks together, but

they quickly become ac-

customed to man. There

was one fuzzy little pi-

rate whose nest was made
of bones of departed al-

batrosses, and this one

and its parents were par-

ticularly incensed when
we wandered near. We
started making friends

by stroking the young

one, and it was not long

before he would raise him-

self as high as possible,

with wings extended, and

remain in that position

as long as we would ac-

commodate him.

Twenty-five thousand

Laysan albatrosses nest-

ed along portulaca-cov-

ered flats of the salt la-

goon,—a snow field of

white breasts glistening

in the tropic light. What
wondeiful creatures they

are when flying! They
swoop and bank with

scarcely a movement of

their large wings, but as

agile and graceful as they

are, they are so numer-

ous that collisions are

inevitable. Occasionally

they come together head

drop to the earth with

thump, only to shuffle

away awkwardly, as though ashamed of

having been caught in a traffic jam. With

their heavy bodies and long wings, it is

necessary for them to run against the

wind in order to take off, and occasionally

I would keep several bii'ds walking ahead

of me down wind for several hundred

yards. When they grew tired of strolling

with me, they would sprint down wind

with wings extended, knocking over all

adults and babies in their way, and then,

on, and they

a resounding
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turning into the wind, would make the

sand fly as they tried to get into the air.

Just a touch on the wing would upset

them, and then they would try again.

There were sixteen thousand of the

black-footed albatrosses on Laysan, ac-

cording to our estimate. We marked the

island into quarters and each of us counted

nests; we allowed a percentage for non-

breeding birds, and so, we believe, secured

a fair idea of the number of both species.

There are many other isolated rocks,

sandy keys, and coral atolls making up

the chain of bird-breeding islands in that

bit of tropical ocean, where the birds go

each year to rear their young. They
spend three months on land, possibly,

where we can become acquainted with

them, if we desire to visit such remote

places, but then they depart again for the

open ocean, where we can observe them

from a distance only. For nine months,

at least, they are creatures free to roam at

will with nothing but their fancies to

guide them; —they are just wanderers

of the seas.

.-'-xfmtmm^itmmVm"^:

On Stormy Days the Waves Founded on the Coral Ledges with Grumbling Roars, Their Crests White
Against the Gray of the Sky



CourUay of L. P. Schultz

A Sturseon about Thirteen Feet Long, Supposedly Taken on the Siberian Coast

THE LARGEST FRESH-WATER FISHES

The Giant Sturgeons of the World

By E. W. GUDGER
Bibliographer and Associate in Ichthyology, American Museum of Natural History

PERHAPS the question most fre-

quently directed at the department

of fishes in the American Museum
pertains to the sizes attained by fishes.

To the question, "What is the largest

fish?" the answer is "Either the whale

shark, Rhineodon typus; or the basking

shark, Cetorhinus maximus—probably the

former." The whale shark has been

measured to 45 feet and estimated by

experienced })ersons to attain 60 or 70

feet. For the })asking shark no compila-

tion of sizes has ever been made, although

it is said to grow to 36 and 40 feet. Some
day I am going to collect the data for the

lengths of these two gi'eat sharks and by

comparing them detcnniine which is the

larger.

But my questioner comes back at me
thus: "Many thanks, but these are both

marine fishes. Now please tell me what is

the largest fresh-water fish?"

To this I answer that there are four

great fresh-water fishes: the alligatoi- gar,

LepidoHlenH spatula, of the Mississippi

River basin; the pii-arucu, the Arapaima

gigas, of the Amazon and Orinoco basins;

the giant catfish, Silurus glanis, of the

Danube; and the giant sturgeon, Aci-

penser huso, of the Black and Caspian

seas and of the rivers that flow into them.

Then I add that, so far as I know, no one

has ever ascertained the greatest lengths

to which they attain, Init that the great

beluga is said to attain a weight of 2760

pounds and even of 3200 pounds and a

length of 24 feet.

But again my questioner
—"But we

have great stiu'geons in our own United

States. How do they compare with the

Eurasian forms? How lai'ge do they grow?

Are they our largest fresh-water fishes?"

Having the data at hand for some of

these questions, I shall try to answer them

by giving figui-es and reproducing photo-

graphs.

Some years ago I learned that very

large sturgeons were sometimes taken in

the Eraser River, and in the Columbia

River and its lower tributaries. An effort

was made to secure data, but nothing

came of it. However, more recently, in-
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teresting photographs and accounts have

come to me through the kindness of

Professor Leonard P. Schultz of the de-

partment of fisheries of the University of

Washington. These form the basis of

this article, and for the rehabiUty of the

reporters Professor Schultz vouches, since

he knows them personally.

The giant of our Pacific sturgeons is

Acipenser transmontanus, the transmon-

tane, white, Oregon, or Sacramento

sturgeon, found on the Pacific coast of

North America from Monterey, Califor-

nia, to Alaska. Of it Jordan, Ever-

mann, and Clark say in their Check List

of the Fishes . . . of North and Middle

America (U. S. Bureau of Fisheries,

Washington, D. C, 1930), "Largest of

the [American] sturgeons, reaching a

weight of 1000 pounds. A record speci-

men, taken at Astoria [Washington]

weighed 1900 pounds." Then they add:

"Once abundant, now nearly extinct."

I have sought in vain to ascertain the

authority for these statements. Claik, the

only surviving author of the trio, can give

no authority nor can any of my corre-

spondents in Seattle and elsewhere. How-
ever, as a result of my inquiries, some

interesting photographs and data for

very large specimens have come to hand.

The first of these large fish is shown in

the figure on page 284 made from a

photograph sent me by Professor Schultz.

He states that the fish was taken at the

mouth of the Fraser River, British Colum-

bia, and that it measured 10 feet 6 inches

in length, and weighed 1015 pounds. It is

indeed a magnificent specimen.

Professor Schultz has also sent me
records of another and longer but fighter

fish caught in the same locality in May,
1931. This was a female measuring 12

feet in length. Just out of the water it

weighed 800 pounds, but its dressed or

net weight was only 692 pounds. It

contained 50 pounds of eggs which were

made into caviar.

Mr. L. J. Farley, Prosser, Washington,

is seen in the figure on page 285, standing

beside his great sturgeon taken from the

mouth of the Yakima River, an affluent

of the Columbia at the point where, after

flowing south, it turns west to the Pacific.

The fish was 11 feet 6 inches long over all,

but weighed only 826 pounds. It was
caught on a set line baited with lamprey

eel. Mr. Farley states that it was a

specimen of the green sturgeon (Acipenser

acutirostris) but this may be an error. He
had heard of a 12-footer weighing about

1100 pounds taken from the Yakima
some years before.

The next set of data comes from Mr.

A. B. Chapman of Seattle, Washington.

He sends me a photograph of an 11.5-foot

specimen taken in 1917 from the Columbia

River at Kalama, Washington, close to its

mouth. It was a female weighing 835

pounds and was of the same length as the

preceding fish but slightly heavier. From
it were obtained ninety pounds of eggs

which sold for -fl a pound. The total

value to the fisherman of this sturgeon

was about $150. The photograph, an

old picture postcard, which shows this

fish lying on the ground, is not suitable

for reproduction.

The largest of all the Columbia stur-

geons reported to me was taken near

Vancouver, Washington, about 125 miles

from the mouth of the great river. I

owe the data to Mr. Wilbert M. Chapman,

a graduate student in the department

of fisheries, Universit}^ of Washington,

Seattle. The fish was captured late in

May or early in June, 1912, in a salmon

gill-net in which it was rolled up after the

fashion of a netted shark. This giant

was 12.5 feet long and weighed 1285

pounds. It was a female and had roe

weighing 125 pounds. Curiously enough,

this was also the weight of its huge head.

Mr. Chapman had these data from his

father, Mr. A. B. Chapman, who had the

fish photographed, made the measm'e-
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Courlexy of L. P. Schultz

thp: white sturgeon of the
eraser river

This huge specimen measured 10 feet 6 inches

"over all" and weighed 1015 pounds While

it was 2 feet short of the record for the Pacific

Northwest, it was only 270 pounds lighter

merits, and then dressed it. He states

that this was the largest specimen he

(^ver saw taken from the lower Columbia

(luring all the time that big sturgeon

were being captured there.

This is the record fish from the Pacific

Northwest, and indeed for the United

States, for which we have definite data,

and it is greatly to be regretted that no

figure can be shown. Mr. Chapman writes

that the photograph has unfortunately

been packed away and that he has not

been able to locate it. He adds that the

day of these immense sturgeons in the

lower Columbia is over, and that one has

to go to the region around the mouth of

the Snake River for them now—but these

only weigh around 500 pounds. The

largest he ever saw there weighed "a

little over 300 pounds." "The average

sturgeon [in the lower river] now weighs

about 25 pounds, and big ones about 100

pounds." How are the mighty fallen

!

I have stated that the above 12.5-foot,

1285-pound sturgeon is the largest from

the Columbia River of which there is

definite record. However, there is a

legend that in 1892 a sturgeon weighing

more than 2000 pounds was caught near

Astoria, preserved, mounted, and ex-

hitjited at the World's Fair at Chicago,

in 1893. Possibly this is the fish referred

to by Jordan, Evermann, and Clark. I

have been unable to ascertain anything

further about this great fish, though every

effort has been made to run down its

history.

It has probably been noted by the

reader that the two 11.5-foot fishes were

lighter than the 10.5-foot specimen. The

sex of the latter was not noted but the

two former were females. The 11.5-foot

fishes may have been spent or unripe

females or males—which sex in fishes

generally runs lighter than the female.

Among the materials kindly sent me by

Doctor Schultz was the photograph of

the fish shown on page 282. This is
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labelled "Giant Stuj-geon Supposed To
Have Been Taken Off theSibecian ('oast."

This is probably correct if one may judge

by the physiognomy and dress of the fisher-

men standing behind it. Unfortunately

there is no history of this photograph.

It is greatly to be regretted that no

measurements are given, but, judging by

the size of the men, the lai'gei- specimen

must be 12 or 13 feet long. The smaller

appears to be about 7 feet over all. But

the larger, while less than twice as long

as the smaller, looks as though it might

weigh three to four times as much—and

probably at least 100 pounds to the foot

of length. The genus and species are not

given, but by comparing the photograph

with the figures of sturgeons in Berg's

Freshwater Fishes of Russia [including

Siberia] it would seem to be Huso (Aci-

penser) huso. This great fish, if not longer

than Mr. Chapman's Columbia River

specimen, appears bulkier and heavier than

any of the American sturgeons figured.

For the magnificent fish portrayed on

page 286, 1 am indebted to Mr. Ferdinand

Hansen, president of the Romanoff

Caviar Company of New York City.

Mr. Hansen states that this huge fish

was caught in his presence at the

mouth of the Volga River near Astrakan,

Russia, in 1912. Its length was 14 feet

2 inches, its depth 2 feet, and its weight

2250 pounds. "It became entangled"

says Mr. Hansen, "in one of the huge

drifting nets used in the Caspian Sea,

and was practically undamaged when

brought to shore." Mr. Hansen thinks

that such a great fish would contain about

100 pounds of roe, but this is probably an

underestimate.

This fish, like that from Siberia, is a

Huso huso, and this particular specimen is,

I believe, the largest on record. This is

said notwithstanding the fact that J. S.

Kingsley in his Standard Natural History

(Boston, 1885, Vol. Ill, p. 93) says that

"The huso of the rivers falling into the

K(!/st(iric T"iV»- Company

GREAT STl'RGEON FROM THE
con MBIA RIVER

Mr. L. J. Farley beside his bip ll.\-foot fish. It.

weighed only 826 pounds, was one foot shorter

than the .\merioan record, and 459 pounds lighter.

Compare with the fish on the opposite page
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Black and Caspian Seas, . . . sometimes

reaches a length of twenty or twenty-five

feet, and a weight of nearly three thou-

sand pounds." Nor do I believe the

Cambridge Natural History (1904, Vol.

VII) when it says of the Huso that

"individuals weighing 2760 and 3200

pounds have been captured." Nor do I

take any stock in the Encyclopaedia

Britannica (1911, Vol. XXV) when it

says that the hausen (Huso huso) "at-

tains the enormous length of 24 feet and a

weight of 2000 pounds." Nor can I swal-

low David Starr Jordan's fish (Fishes,

1925) which "ranges in length to 30

feet." And I do not even believe the

Father of Ichthyology, Pierre Belon,

who in his book on fishes (the first on that

subject ever published in the history of

the world—1551), says that a sturgeon

18 "pieds" long was once brought to

King Francis. None of these writers

gives reference to those who have seen

and measured these fish. These accounts

are just old tales, copied by one man from

another. I quote the late Dr. F. A. Lucas

that: "All fishes shrink under the tape,"

and, it may be added, on the scales.

Finally, let it be said that, so far as the

facts and figures at hand enable one to

say, the giant beluga of the Volga and

Caspian is the largest fresh-water fish.

And Mr. Hansen's specimen is the largest

for which we have reliable data.

•^ Courtesy of Ferdinanil Hansen

A GIANT BELUGA STURGEON FROM THE VOLGA RIVER

This fish measured 14 feet 2 inches long, was 2 feet deep, and weighed 2250 pounds
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TRAILSIDE UNNATURAL HISTORY
"Tales That Are Strange and Amazing"

By WILLIAM H. CARR
Assistant Curator, Department of Education, Amsrican Museum

WE were standing beside the new-

snake pit near the Bear ]\Ioun-

tain Trailside ^Museum, watch-

ing a beautiful, glistening mountain

blacksnake swim gi-acefully around the

island in the middle of the enclosure.

A large crowed lined the circular railing,

admiring the performance.

"He really is handsome,'" said one

woman gi'udgingly.

"That's the snake that kills rattlers,"

volunteered an onlooker.

We knew at once that another snake

fable was to be added to the long list that

had come to us over a period of years. We
listened attentively as our guest went on

:

"You see the blacksnake chases rattlers

through the woods, comes up behind

them, and then they have a battle. The
blacksnake always wins

!

"

"WTiat happens if the rattler bites the

blacksnake?" asked his credulous com-

panion.

"Oh, they take care of that. If the

rattler bites the blacksnake, he goes off

and chews a certain kind of weed and

comes back to finish the fight. Every

time the rattlesnake bites him, he goes off

and chews the weed and keeps right on

until the rattler is dead!"

And the strange thing is that people

really believe these things! Time and

time again we have heard persons tell far-

fetched stories and claim actually to have

witnessed the utterly fantastic actions

described. Folk lore is a fascinating

subject—one that has provided us with

background material for many exhibits,

indoors and out, along the Nature Trails

and in the Trailside ^Museum.

Among the many new features added to

our Nature Trail area this season, the

snake pit was perhaps the most successful

as far as large crow^ds and popular interest

were concerned. Numerous fact and fiction

stories were heard at the pit-side.

We heard the famihar "hoop snake"

story on literally countless occasions—the

storj' of the mj-thical snake that gi'asps its

tail in its mouth and, a la bicycle tire.
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Photograph by Le Roy Davies

TRAILSIDE CRAFTHOUSE
This workshop served visitors in many ways. Children and adults were encouraged to use tools and

materials to build natural history collecting equipment

rolls merrily down the hill, or aci'oss the

plains, as the case may be. This odd

serpent was frequently reputed to "strike

at trees with his tail " ; whether in a fit of

anger, or a spirit of revolt against local

conservation policies, the story tellers

never related. In any event, the trees so

attacked would invariably die ! We would

be only too glad to secure one of these

snakes, if one but existed. In fact, we

would cheerfully construct a saucer-

shaped bowl, similar to the ones used in

six-day bicycle races, that the reptile

might be properly exhibited in action.

Seriously, these stories ai-e rather sad.

Snakes have too many human enemies as

it is. It is an absolutely senseless thing to

kill harmless snakes, and the fables cir-

culated actually do a great deal of harm.

Persons are unnecessarily frightened and

then fail to grasp the fact that the snake

is one of the most interesting animals

upon the face of the earth.

Our trail labels try in their own way to

correct certain points of mis-information.

Here are several samples:

One cannot determine a rattle-

snake's age by the number of rattles

on its tail. Frequently many in-

dividual rattles are lost as the snake

travels about and, again, rattle-

snakes often "grow" more than one

rattle each year

Snakes do not have "stingers."

They bite with fangs, or with teeth.

Only poisonous snakes have fangs.

There is no truth in the story that

all snakes are harmful. Many are

decidedly beneficial and should not

be killed. By what authority do

you kill snakes?

I
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A great naturalist once told us that his

only objection to the Bible, as a book,

was the "Adam and Eve " story. He said

sadly

:

"The whole thing was so unfair to the

snake!"

There are animals other than snakes

that have been grossly maligned in popu-

lar imagination. We have been annoyed

to hear the tales related by visitors in

regard to the habits of fish, birds, mam-
mals, and almost every other type of

creature that flies, crawls, creeps, or

swims.

The fallacy in regard to hawks and owls

is of truly serious consequence and one

that has a very real bearing upon our

native woodland. Careful scientific in-

vestigation over a period of years in

many parts of the country has revealed

that many of our so-called "birds of

prey" are decidedly beneficial and should

by no means be slaughtered indiscrimin-

ately. It is true that theie will always be

a certain amount of willful killing, but a

great deal of good may be accomplished

thi-ough public education.

Our Trailside efforts have ever leaned

heavily toward the side of plant and

animal conservation. We have discovered

that it is useless to rant about the exter-

mination of animals of various sorts.

However, we have been able, through

carefully planned methods, to correct

many false impressions and to stimulate

respect for creatures that were formerly

considered "vermin."

What a vicious word is "vermin"!

It is applied frequently to any animal that

displeases gamekeepers, or provides a

good target for otherwise useless guns.

A short time ago a large, expensive

automobile drove into our parking space.

The liveried chauffeur jumped out, opened

the door, and helped an immaculate

gentleman to come forth. The chauffeur

Phofoqrnph by Le Roy Davie

f

THE SNAKE PIT

Trailside employees heard many "nature fables" here. The island of stone, surrounded by water
and ringed with an inverted, circular wall, served to confine the various harmless snakes on exhibit
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Pliol.>(irap)t by Le Roy Daiien

SNAKE SHELTER
A large, hollow tree shelter was provided upon
the snake island. Here several blacksnakes are

shown movins; into the sunshine

then returned to the car and brought out

a box. We expected at least a ruby for our

Geology Museum, or a rare animal (for

which we would have had no use) for our

Zoo.

On opening the box with proper cere-

mony, we saw a lifeless, red-shouldered

hawk, lying upon carefully arranged

tissue paper. The gentleman was beam-

ing, with a "cat that swallowed the

canary" smile, evidently expecting us

to exclaim with joy.

"See what I've brought you," he said.

"We shot him near the stables this morn-

ing. He was flying low over the fields,

looking for chickens."

"Do you keep chickens on your place?"

we asked.

"No," he answered, "but he was look-

ing for them, just the same!"

Our donor seemed just the least bit

crestfallen. He had looked for a more

Uvely evidence of appreciation oh our

Photograph by Kenneth Lewis

THE BARRED OWL POSES
The immature owl proved a prreat attraction. Persons who observed him carefully learned that

"owls do see in the daytime." The bird has grown considerably during the past winter
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Photograph by Wilfred Miller

NATURE TRAIL INTERLUDE
The Swamp Trail runs through shaded woodland, across Hessian Brook, and on to the Trailside

Museum. Many labels tell stories of plant life along the waj^

part. We thanked him and invited him

to our office, where a large chart showed

the results of many stomach examinations

of numerous specimens of hawks and owls.

In a moment we explained that the

red-shouldered hawk, which he had called

a "chicken hawk," was in reality a bird

that should be protected, rather than

warred against.

"He must have been looking for mice

over the fields," said the chauffeur

helpfully.

"The red-shouldered hawk and many
of their relations eat enormous quantities

of harmful mice each year," confirmed the

chart mutely.

"Well," said the man, "I guess we
shouldn't kill hawks. The farmers in our

region shoot every hawk they see. I'll

try to tell them about it. When one photonraph /.y u p,^ A.c.e

discovers a hawk in the act of killing a two small turtles

chicken, though, I suppose he should be Howard Cleveland is seeking turtle information

"U ^9" ^^ hand It is the function of Irailside to
killed

.'

provide opportunities of this sort
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GERALD
Mr. Hug;h Spencer, a visiting naturalist from Chester, Connecticut,
made this portrait of Gerald, the young opossum. Many photo-

graphic opportunities are offered to the owners of cameras

"Yes," we replied, "he might be killed

with good reason. However, that should

be no reason for killing all hawks. Some
acquire bad habits, but these are probably

in the minority."

We walked out of doors over to

"Colonel's" cage. "Colonel" was a fine

young barred owl, with black eyes and

banded feathers.

"I've heard that owls can't see in the

daytime," said our guest.

"Colonel" turned his head and gazed

off over the treetops. A prominent sign

in fI'ont of his cage read

:

Owls do see in the daytime

"I see," said the man,

unnecessarily

!

"Do owls knock you

down at night and chew

your ears?" queried the

chauffeur. His expres-

sion was perfectly serious.

"Where on earth did

you ever hear that one?"

we asked, amazed.

"Why, down home in

Pennsylvania, we were

always told that owls

liked to eat people's

ears!"

Sensing a "goblin'll

git you if you don't

watch out" story, we
conscientiously explained

that, as far as we knew,,

owls were far more inter-

ested in avoiding people

than in attacking them.

We also said that we had

never heard of owls show-

ing any special prefer-

ence for thin h\mian ears

instead of for fat mice

!

"That may be," said

the gentleman, "but a

friend of mine was once

attacked by a large, brown owl that had

tufts, like ears, on the side of its head.

He was trying to secure the owl's young

ones at the tune."

"The great horned owl will certainly

attack when its young are disturbed," we
replied. "But that has nothing to do with

ears! No doubt your friend will think

twice before tackling a proposition of that

sort again!"

We wandered over to the cage contain-

ing an opossum, the strange marsupial

that carries its young in its pouch.

"Ah, ha, a 'possum!" beamed the

hawk-Vjearer.

An old man leaned against the guard

rail, peering short-sightedly at the sleep-

I
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ing animal. Opossums, by the way, are

rather unsatisfactory to exhibit. They
persist in sleeping all day and in waking

up at night, when all the visitors have

gone home!

"I don't like 'possums," stated the old

man. "They're tricky things. They steal

the laces out of your shoes to build nests

with!"
" Is that a fact?" asked our other guest.

It was evident that he was willing to

believe anything whatsoever, provided it

related to beasts with which he was un-

familiar. The chances are that he him-

self would be very keen where business

matters were concerned.

"Did you ever see an opossum in the

act of stealing shoe
strings?" we asked the

old man.

"No, I never did," he

replied, "but down south

they all say its true
!

"

"Did you ever see an

opossum's nest made of

shoe strings?" we asked

further.

Again the answer was
"No."

" Oh, it's a regular hab-

it with them!" continued

the old man.

"It's a wonder they

don't steal the shoes,

too, and be done with

it," said the chauffeur.

"They probably
would," the old fellow

rambled on, "but you
see they don't like

leather!"

Our guest leaned over

and whispered, "I'm
afraid that chap is sim-

ply romancing."

We agreed with him
emphatically and moved
on, before any other pro-

ducts of an over-productive brain were

forthcoming.

The hawk-shooter rode off shortly with,

we hoped, a few natural histor}^ ideas in

his head—ideas that had to do with

truth and fiction.

Among hosts of other visitors were

many young men from near-by Civilian

Conservation Corps Camps. These boys,

gathered from wide-spread sections of the

country, were sadly in need of forest in-

stiuction during the first few weeks of

their encampment. However, the camps
were excellently managed, and soon

regular, detailed periods of education were

instituted by an all-beneficient govern-

ment. At first we went out to the camps

Photograph by John Rothirell

TAME RED-SHOULDERED HAWK
It is worth while to keep at least one hawk in captivity each year in
the Educational Zoo. Labels tell of reasons for hawk conservation
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frequently, to lecture and to invite the

personnel to visit us. Here was an ex-

cellent opportunity to encourage people

to use their leisure time intelligently.

There seemed to us no better way for

these boys to use their spare time than to

familiarize themselves with the natural

objects of their new environment, with

the trees and flowers, the birds, and the

animals.

Here was a rare chance for us to gain

some first-hand information as to natural

history fables. We were told that the

raccoon of the south traveled about all

winter, because its "bones were too large

for its skin," and "this always made it

restless"! Needless to say, this was as

much of a falsehood as another story we
heard that the muskrat, when alarmed,

"could stand on its tail upon the water,"

the better to scan the surrounding country

!

We also heard that there was a "snow

snake " that slept all summer and emerged

only on the coldest winter days to travel

about upon icy surfaces. This snake, so it

was claimed, had a special growth or

appendage upon its tail shaped somewhat
like a powder puff, which was used to

smooth a path in the snow, to permit

unobstructed locomotion. Apparently

this fabulous serpent journeyed backward

!

And then there was the one about the

bullfrog that "always swam upside-

down, because there was more weight on

its back." Another bullfrog tale related

how large groups of the unhappy amphi-

bians invariably "croaked before a

thunderstorm, so that the warm aii in

their lungs would cause the lightning to

strike elsewhere!" One searches in vain

for some spark of truth in these stories

Alas, the truth is not there!

One may readily understand that the

Civilian Conservation Corps proved a

fertile field for natural history teaching.

It goes without saying that many of the

boys were well-founded in woods-lore,

but not all!

LIGHTNING DID NOT STRIKE H?:HE!

This yount; frog was not the one that "croaked l)efore a thunderstorm," at least as a regular

practice. Above, on this page, will be found a strange frog tale
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On one occasion a group

of these boys in their

blue dungarees visited

our Trailside Museum in

a highly excited frame of

mind. It appeared that,

on their long walk over,

one of the young men
had, by exercising great

stealth and no small

amount of courage, cap-

tured a dangerous crea-

ture of some sort beneath

a rock at a brookside.

The animal in question

was safely contained in a

tin tobacco can.

"It's a lizard!" an-

nounced one boy. "It

tried to hook its fangs in-

to me, but I shoved it in-

to the can with a stick!"

As we opened the lid

on the can, we were cau-

tioned to "Look out, he

might jump!"

We peered in and there

lay a perfectly innocent,

inoffensive, spotted sala-

mander—one of the most

harmless of all the de-

fenseless creatures to be found in our

native woods.

We struggled to explain that the small

animal had no fangs and was an amphi-

bian, closely related to frogs and toads,

not a "hzard" at all!

As we reflect upon it, there is nothing

particularly humorous al.^out all of this.

It is rather sad that persons who live in

the out-of-doors and who frequently

travel in the woods, and those who spend

their vacation in the open are so abys-

mally ignorant of the most common,
ordinary, eveiy-day "facts of life," as it

were. If our Trailside Museum and

Nature Trails can in any way succeed in

making even the smallest of impressions

Photograph by Wilfred Miller

COCO, THE RACCOON
This raccoon's bones do not appear to be "too large for its skin."

In fact, Coco ate so heartily that her bones were not in evidence!

in the correction of popular misconcep-

tions, well and good. The important

thing is that proper information and con-

servation go hand in hand. Vituperative

letters to the newspapers accomplish

very little. Earnest, conscientious efforts

to inform are of much value.

''That beats me," said the salamander

capturer, "I was always told that these

things were lizards."

"Yes," we replied, "we once knew a

fisherman who thought the same thing.

He killed every salamander that he saw.

It took us a long time to convince him

that he was in error."

"You mean to say that we shouldn't

kill these things!" exclaimed the boy.
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"Certainly not!" we answered. "You
have absolutely no right whatever to go

about through the woods destroying

anything! This is a State Park. It be-

longs to the people, not to you fellows

alone and, besides, whether it is a State

Park or not, you still would have no

right!"

"I see that you preach a bit over here,

too," laughed an older man, who had

played the part of eavesdropper.

"Well, they asked for it!" we replied.

We had very little hope that our advice

would serve as a deterrent to these

particular C. C. C. boys. Yet there was

certainly no harm in trying. About all

that we are able to do is to insert a

wedge and then endeavor to di'ive it

home. What more may anyone do!

What is responsible for widespread

popular misinformation concerning an

endless diversity of plants and animals?

There are, among many others, three main

reasons. The first has to do with an

inherent lack of interest; the second, with

the inability to observe accurately; and

the third, with the deplorable practice of

elders giving wrong information to chil-

dren, instead of saying, "I don't know,"

and then honestly seeking to aid the child

in his quest for knowledge.

It is the most natural thing imaginable

for childi'en to have a wholesome interest

in the world about them. That interest

should be encouraged in every sane way.

In years to come, it is to be hoped that

the only animal fables to be discovered

will be contained in books. It is fairly

safe to say, however, that no living man
will ever see that day!

A Sun-flecked Trail
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EXPEDITIONS

""PHE American Museum-Sinclair Expedi-

TioN.—An airplane survey for dinosaur re-

mains among the jagged hills of the Big Horn
Ba-d Lands forms an important part of a fossil

hunt to be made this summer in the West by the

American Museum of Natural History under the

leadership of Mr. Barnum Brown, curator of

fossil reptiles.

This expedition is made possible through the

generosity of Mr. Harry Sinclair, financier and oil

operator. It will be known as the American

Museum-Sinclair Expedition, and its principal

purpose—aside from making an aerial survey of

fossil regions in Wyoming, South Dakota, and

Montana—will be to excavate two skeletons of

prehistoric giants which probably belong to a

hitherto unknown species of dinosaurs; they

were found in 1932 and partly uncovered in 1933.

Mr. Brown expects the expedition to get under

way in June. He will be accompanied by Messrs.

P. C. Kaisen of the Museum staff, G. E. Lewis

of- Yale University, and Darwin Harbict of

Montana.

Expedition headquarters will be established by
Mr. Brown at Cleverly Post Office some twenty-

five miles northeast of GraybuU, Wyoming.
This site has been selected because it is close to

the spot where the two Sauropods of heretofore

unknown species rest in a "grave" that is 65

feet long and 45 feet wide. The skeletons will be

removed by excavating the matrix of rock in

which they are embedded and sent to the

Museum.

ASTRONOMY
TOURING the month of May the season of the
*-^ Amateur Astronomers' Association draws

to an end. The last two lectures of the year are

on Wednesday, May 2, when Mr. Joseph L.

Richey of the American Telephone and Telegraph

Company speaks on "Astronomical Factors and

Radio"; and on Wednesday, May 16, at which

time there will be a showing of astronomical

motion pictures, and the Annual Meeting of the

Association. All persons interested are most

cordially invited to attend these meetings.

During May, also, the series of radio talks given

by the Association over Station WOR comes to

an end. These talks are given on Wednesday
afternoons from 5:15 to 5:30:

]\Iay 2—Dr. Clyde Fisher
—"The Calendar."

May 9—Mr. Ramiro Quesada—"Amateur Telescope
Making."

May 16—Mr. Charles A. Federer, Jr.,—"Star Clouds."
May 2.3—Mr. Hugh S. Rice

—"Summer Telescopic
Objects."

|V /F ANY requests have come to the astrono-
^^*- my department for information concern-

ing the hours and lectures of the Adler and the

Fels Planetariums. The Adler Planetarium in

Chicago has a very fine astronomical museum
which is open on Monday, Wednesday, Thursday,

and Saturday, from 10:00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m.; on

Tuesday and Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.,

and on Sunday from 2:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Plane-

tarium demonstrations with lectures are given on

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Saturday

at 11:00 A.M. and 3:00 p.m.; on Tuesday and

Friday at 11:00 a.m. and 3:00 and 8:00 p.m.; and
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on Sunday at 3:00 and 4:00 p.m. The Fels Plane-

tarium of the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia

has lectures as follows: Monday, Tuesday,

Wedaesday, Thursday, and Friday at 3:00 p.m.

and 8 :30 P.M. ; Saturday

at 11:00 A.M., 2:30, 3:30,

4:30, 8:30 P.M.; Sunday
at 2:30, 3:30, 4:30 arrd

8:30 P.M. During May
the subject of the lec-

ture at the Feb Plane-

tarium is "The Skies in

the Year 14,000: Pre-

cession." During June

the subject is "The
Midnight Sun."

A Camera Demon-
**STRATION BY NA-
TURE.— On August 31,

1932, Mr. F. S. Gehr,

while in the northern

part of New York
State, witnessed "a
camera demonstration

by nature," as he calls

it, during the memora-
ble eclipse of the sun

which occurred on that

day. He succeeded in

making photographic

records of the demon-
stration, one of which
is reproduced on this page, together with his

account of his experience:

Astronomy was in its glory for the day, and men from all
over the world were established in position to get pictures
of the display in the heavens. Being a photographer my-
self, I had a camera set up to get as good a record of it as
possible, but, like so many others, I failed to get what I

expected.
A friend of mine, Mr. Becker, was standing beside me

wheni took the shot of the eclipse, and just as I had finished,
he shouted to me to look at the cabin. Always in fear of
fire when in the woods during dry times, I was startled and
wheeled for a iiuick look, expecting almost anything. I

swept the front and roof of the cabin in one glance, but failed
to see any signs of the fire demon at work. That one quick
glance not only assured me that the cabin was not on fire,

but it also made me gasp.
While thousands of people were watching the sight in the

skies they were missing tlie massive camera effect that was
being displayed wherever the proper set-up was at hand. I

was at one of those locations, the set-up being made po.s-
sible by the work of nature and of man.
The part of thje camera lens was being played by openings

through the leaves of the trees, and the front of the cabin
took the place of the ground glass or film. The cabin front
was almost covered with crescents the exact shape of the
eclipse. I just stood and took in the view to the limit of
my eyesight, which at that time seemed to be more than
active. Suddenly I happened to think of my camera, and
at once reset it for a picture of the cabin. By that time the
light was so dim that I was afraid I would not be able to
fully reproduce the display before me. I waited until the
eclipse was starting in the last half, then, with a color filter

over the lens of the camera, I made an exposure. Remov-
ing the filter, I made two other exposures, but when these
negatives were developed, I found that the one in which I

had used the filter, produced a better negative.

NATURE PHOTOGRAPHS THE ECIJPSE
A photograph taken by Mr. F. S. Gehr during the eclipse

of August 31, 19.32

CONSERVATION

DIALOWIES THE Old and New Home of
^-^ THE European Bison.—In the late sum-

mer of 1931 Dr. W. Reid Blair, director of the

New York Zoological

Park, was delegated by

the New York Zoologi-

cal Society to visit vari-

ous locahties in Europe

where specimens of the

wisent, or European

bison, were still to be

found, for the purpose

of making a general

survey of the situation

and formulating plans

which would ultimately

lead to the rehabilita-

tion of the remnants of

this ancient and inter-

esting species.

The census figures

for several years past

had indicated that the

total number of wisents

still in existence had

been reduced to a fig-

ure representing almost

the vanishing point for

the species. It was

therefore hoped that

if measures were taken

at this itme to provide for a natural increase in

the numbers of the wisent, the species might be

saved from complete extinction and gradually

reestablished as an important part of the fauna

of Europe.

With this purpose in mind. Doctor Blair in-

spected first the herd belonging to His Grace, the

Duke of Bedford of Woburn Abbey, who owns

the largest herd of pure-blood European bison in

existence. Proceeding to the continent, Doctor

Blair, accompanied by Dr. and Mrs. Kurt

Priemel, president and secretary respectively of

the International Society for the Preservation of

the Wisent, saw the collections of wisents at the

Hagenbeck Tierpark near Hamburg, in the

Zoological Gardens at Berlin, Hannover, Bres-

lau, Dresden, and Frankfurt-on-the-Main, and

at the Government Station at Springe. In

Germany a visit was also made to the estate of

the late Count Arnim-Boitzenburg, owner of

the largest wisent herd in Europe.

The tour further included an inspection of the

herd belonging to the Prince of Pless located in

the 25,000 acre forest preserve at Katawice in
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what was formerly Upper Silesia, and a visit to

the collection in the magnificent forest of Bialo-

wies. The tour of inspection was made by auto-

mobile under the auspices of the Pohsh Ministry

of Agriculture in the company of Mr. von Janta-

Polczynski, Doctor Hausbrand, and Forest

Supervisor Biernacki, representing the Minister

of Agriculture.

As a result of Doctor Blair's observations and

report, the New York Zoological Society agreed

to subscribe the sum of $15,000 covering a period

of five years, in furtherance of the plan promul-

gated for the establishment of parks or reserves

where nucleus herds of pure-blood wisents will be

introduced for propagation along scientific and

systematic lines. One tentative site has been

selected in Bavaria for the proposed operations

and the animals will be acquired either by gift

or by purchase from the funds donated by the

New York Zoological Society. A small inter-

national committee selected by the European

Bison Society is administering these funds.

Some idea of the manner in which the $15,000

subscribed by the New York Zoological Society

is being expended, may be gained from the fol-

lowing description of Bialowies, the old and the

new home of the European bison, recently re-

ceived from Miss Erna Mohr, Archivar, Inter-

national Society for the Preservation of the

Wisent:

Before the war about 800 wisents lived in the primeval
forest of Bialowies, under the care of the Czar of Russia.
The war reached this animal Eldorado, swept over it, and
the herd was wiped out. On February 9, 1921, the last
wisent in natural surroundings became the victim of a
poacher's bullet. The fate of all wisents, not only in
Bialowies but elsewhere, seemed sealed.

In 192.3, after years of effort the International Society for
the Preservation of the Wisent (Office: Zoo, Frankfurt,
a.M.) was founded. This society includes all breeders,
owners, and friends of the wisent, and in time from the
scanty remnants a new wisent race was bred.

In the meantime the heath of Bialowies became a part of
Poland, and the wisent question became a national problem.
The Poles wish to give the wisent a new home in old sur-
roundings and, therefore, have bought up al! the stock
available. Although not all the animals were of pure breed,
some had traces of the .\merican bison and of the white
cattle of th e Podolian steppes,—the Polish government was
not discouraged. The bastard bulls were placed in many
Polish Zoos as "Phenotypes," while the pure breeds and
the bastard cows were quartered in the Bialowies reserva-
tion.

In July, 19.3.3, the Polish government gave me an oppor-
tunity to visit Bialowies and view the animals, a number of

which had been familiar to me before their removal to
Poland.

Bialowies is a large reserve which gives the impression of

being a collection of primitive huts, and a few stone houses.
The buildings within the gates of the park, however, are
well-built and comfortable. Bialowies is situated on the
Narewka River and is at the end of the railroad, which
branches off at Haynowka into the primeval forest. A
museum, with many zoological collections, the administra-
tion office, and the rooms for government guests are located
in the former hunting seat (a castle) of the Czar.

Between Grodno and Brest Litowsk the heath of Bialo-
wies covers an area of ,500 square miles, 130,000 hecto, of
which .57 hecto are fenced off as wisent reservation near the
highway between Bialowies and Haynowka. It consists
of several enclosures of various dimensions, the largest,
with heavy underbrush and high fern growths, being, in-
habited by a part of the herd. The leader and master of
this herd is the bull "Borusse," born in the park of Count
Arnim of Boitzenburg in Uckermark. Three heifers and a

pregnant cow, separated from the rest for protection, were
in another enclosure. In the third very large one lives the
Ijull "Hagen," twenty-two years of age, born in the
Hagenbeck Zoo at Stellingen in 1911. This bull leads a
quiet life save from the temper of Borusse, of whose strength
and force of horns the fence shows traces. All animals have
choice of light and sun, or coolness and shafle, or sand or
grass. A firm wooden trough near the fence contains water
and additional food. In the summertime this food is usually
refused, as the enclosures are so large that all necessary
nourishment can he found in the open. On the other hand,
the animals depend entirely on the water which is drawn by
a keeper from a well between the enclosures. This seepage
water is the only available water. By eliminating pools
and stagnant water, it is hoped that the animals will be
spared from becoming infested with the liver fluke, that
scourge of game and sheep, which claimed so many victims
in Bialowies in former times.
With the exception of the bull-leader, all animals are

remarkably good-natured. This is of advantage only as
long as they are kept within the enclosure, and will be lost
as soon as they are liberated in the primeval forest. W the
present time, the autumn of 1933, the Bialowies herd con-
sists of six pure breeds and as many valuable bastards.
Only the pure bred stock will be liberated later on.

All visitors who wish to see the herd are taken to high
wooden platforms from which they can safely overlook the
reservation. As a rule strangers are not permitted to enter
the enclosures, first, for self-protection, and second, to
prevent contagion for the animals.
The Zubr Reservation is not the only object of interest

for sight-seers in Bialowies. The Primeval Forest Reserva-
tion perhaps is of still greater interest. The entrance to
this is about one kilometer from the park. A. vast area is

completely enclosed. Here not a shot, not a blow of the
axe is heard. Fallen trees remain as they fell. Only those
which block the narrow driveway are rolled aside while
those that fall on the trails remain. Again and again one
must jump and climb over them. Leaf trees alternate with
conifers. Oaks 600 years old and 38 meters high, elms 400
years old and 37 meters high, firs 200 years old and 46
meters high, delight the nature-lover. Besides these, one
finds ash trees 400 years old and 37 meters high, and linden
trees 300 years old and 42 meters high as forest trees, a
fact entirely unfamiliar to us. The hornbeam also (Carpin us
betulus) is of gigantic growth. Birds are abundant; big
game includes roe, deer, and wild boars; in the winter-
time a few wolves come near. Later on, the pure-breed
wisents will be liberated here as the last and greatest
dedication to this natural park. The surroundings are so
magnificent that one can almost become reconciled,—in

memory completely—-to the enormous swarms of buzzing
and chirping insects, which cannot be worse in the notorious
northern summer.
Thousands of foreigners from all countries visit Bialowies

every year. When I was there, nine different tongues were
being spoken. In several tourist houses, lodgings and
provisions can be obtained, and a casino provides for those
of modest demands. Indeed, new Poland has founded
something unique for Europe in this achievement, and her
contemporaries should be very grateful.

nPHE Wood Bison, Plains Bison, and Prong-
•' horn Antelope in America.—Dr. Hugh M.
Raup in a recent paper on the wood bison brought

together some valuable information on its history

in Wood Buffalo Park in Western Canada. The
northern bison apparently suffered an immense

decrease in numbers during approximately the

same period as its southern relatives. Figures re-

lating to the former abundance and decline of

this animal to near extinction are very limited.

In 1893 the Canadian Government enacted the

first laws for protection of the wood ])ison and

in later years created a national park covering

most of its present range. With efficient

protection, the numbers of wood bison probably

now reach well into thousands.

Early white travelers who entered the basin of

Athabaska and Great Slave Lakes found bison as

well as other game abundant. Mackenzie, on his

epoch-making journey to the mouth of the river
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named for him, noted large herds of ))ison along

the Slave River. Later, in 1793, on his trip to the

Pacific Coast, he found that the plains on either

side of the lower Peace River, near the mouth of

Smoky, abounded with bison. Early records and

statistics indicate that wood bison ranged at

least over most of the upper half of the Mackenzie

basin between the Rocky Mountains and the

Slave River, north, roughly, to the Horn

Mountains. According to accounts of early

travelers, they were seen in great numbers in the

region immediately west of the Slave River.

The present site of Fort Smith maintained the

remnant herds longer than any other district

and may have been the center of abundance,

though there is no definite account of this prior

to the period of reduced numbers. Seton figures

the forestefl bison range area as al)out 1 ,000,000

square miles, which supported no more than

about 5,000,000 head.

The wood bison reached its lowest ebb some

time in the late 1880's or early 1890's, and

owes its preservation up to that time to the isola-

tion and remoteness of the country in which it

existed. Tt was not until 1772 with the settle-

ment of the country and increase in the fur trade

that danger threatened to reduce its numl)ers.

Factors concerning the rate and manner of

approach to near extermination are not well

known. It seems to have persisted in its wide

range in fair numbers until after 1840, and from

then on until 1 870 the decrease was gradual. The
destruction during the short period between 1870

and 1890 appears to have been rapid. It was

difficult to determine with reasonable accuracy

the number of buffalo in the region in question

at that time, owing to the nature of the country.

Various estimates of the total number were made

PRONGHORNS IN
NORTHWESTERN NEVADA

Antelope herd at a water hole on
the Charles Sheldon Wild Life

Refuge, a sanctuary area of 30,000
acres

during this period. The most

reliable ranged from 150 to

600 head, but some even set

the figure as low as fifty. The
law for protection of bison

that was passed in 1893 was

not rigorously enforced until

1897, but in later years,

under poUce protection, a

steady increase in numbers

was assured, and in 1922,

when the Wood Buffalo Park

was established, the number
was estimated at 1500.

It should be noted that in the Park there are

now two separate main groups of bison—the

northern herds which are considered typical wood
bison, and the Peace River herds, which, accord-

ing to some authorities, have interbred with the

plains bison, and it is to the southern herd that

the surplus from the Wainwright Park is being

added from time to time. A census of bison in the

Wood Buffalo Park in 1929 showed that there are

10,000 head in the two groups, it being impossible

to make a distinction between them.

The typical wood buffalo as a pure race is

probably disappearing. The northern herd may
yet be intact, but the rapidly increasing southern

herds may soon cover the whole area and in

consequence interbreeding will be inevitable.

The American Bison Society has more or less

brought up to date the present status of the

plains bison. A summary of the bison census

taken in 1929 shows that there are approximately

18,494 pure blood bison in the world today. Of

this number 3,385 are in the United States;

14,969 in Canada, including the wood bison; 21

in Alaska; 4 in Mexico; and 115 in South

America and other countries.

Though formerly the bison range covered some

3,000,000 square miles, reaching from the Atlantic

Ocean to Oregon and from Great Slave Lake to

the Gulf of Mexico, the center of abundance for

the plains bison was the great plains lying be-

tween the Rocky Mountains and the Mississippi.

Early explorers give us no more definite record of

its numbers than "countless herds," "teeming

myriads," etc., but Seton states that we are safe

in placing the number of bison formerly living

on the entire plains as about 40,000,000. The
range on the prairies was a third as large as that

on the plains, but the prairies were more fertile and
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probably sustained a population of 30,000,000.

The total number of bison on the plains and
prairies was about 70,000,000 for an average year.

As a result of the recent action of the National

Association of Audubon Societies the Charles

Sheldon Wild Life Refuge has been established

for antelope, an area of 48 square miles or 30,720

acres. The antelope on this refuge seem to vary

from 500 to possibly 2,000 individuals, depending

on the season the observations are made.
The pronghorn antelope diminished greatly in

numbers at about the same time as the bison

and probably through very much the same cause.

It is difficult to obtain anything like an accurate

census of the numbers of antelope in the widely

scattered herds ranging over such vast areas. In

1908 the Biological Survey estimated the number
to be less than 20,000 for the United States and
Canada. About this time the pronghorn had
probably reached its lowest ebb in numbers
although the census made by the American Bison

Society in 1921 recorded but 11,279 head for the

same area. Doctor Nelson, in his 1922-24 census

for the Biological Survey, with the cooperation

of various agencies, concluded that there were

26,604 in the United States and 1327 in Canada
during that period. Today, a fairly accurate

census of the pronghorn published in the Bulletin

of the New York Zoological Society, (November,

December, 1932) places the figure at 68,392 in the

United States, and 2400 in Canada. While

Doctor Blair considers that these figures are

possibly somewhat optimistic, the fact of greatest

interest is that the pronghorn is increasing in

numbers and the future bears a certain assurance

for their safety.

The efforts of the American Bison Society,

the Boone and Crockett Club, the New York
Zoological Society, and other

institutions also have done

much to incite public senti-

ment and provide funds

to preserve and perpetuate

the game animals of North
America.—G. G. G.

EDUCATION
DEAR Mountain Trail-
'-' SIDE Museums and Na-
ture Trails.—For the first

time since its inception in 1927

the Bear Mountain Nature

Trail was maintained throughout the year. The
new Crafthouse and Geology Museum also re-

mained open during the winter months. This

institution, supported jointly by the Commis-
sioners of the Palisades Interstate Park and the

American Museum of Natural History, will

officially open its eighth spring season on May
first, at which time the following educational

features will be in operation

:

Main Nature Trail
Geology Trail
Botanical Trail
Swamp Trail
Acorn (question and

answer) Trail

Historical Trail

Trailside Museum
Trailside Geology Museum
Trailside Crafthouse
Snake Pit, etc.

A Trailside Historical Museum and liibrary,

now under construction, will be a new feature for

the year. It will house the Hyde Memorial
Library and will be the largest of all the Trail-

side units. It is expected that this Museum will

be open to the public in mid-August.
The new buildings of this and last year have

been erected near the West Gate Toll House of

the Bear Mountain Bri dge. They occupy grounds

never included in the Nature Trail System and,

therefore, do not, in any way, encroach upon the

trail area. The small, stone, out-of-door mu-
seums serve as concentration points where
students and the general public may crystallize

information gained along the trails.

"T^HE department of visual instruction of the
* National Education Association will hold

its annual meeting on July 2d and 3d in Wash-
ington, D. C. The program which is being ar-

ranged by the president, Mrs. Grace Fisher

Ramsey, associate curator of education in the

American Museum, will consider the two themes:

"Visual Instruction in the Modern School"

and "The Social Aspects of Visual Instruction."

YOUNG WISENTS IN THE
BIALOWIES SANCTUARY,

POLAND
In this magnificent forest a nucleus
herd of pure blood wisents has been

introduced for propagation
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Demonstrations of teaching techniques and dis-

cussions by well-knowTi sociologists promise a

program of paramount interest to educators and

also to those who merely desire to keep abreast

of modern trends in education.

THE American Museum of Natural History

has been offering in its department ot

education a free course of four informal talks on

Jade and the Drummond Collection, by Mr.

Herbert P. Whitlock, curator of minerals and

gems. The lectures, two of which have already

been given on April 21 and 28, are on Saturday

afternoons at four o'clock. The remaining two

lectures occur on May 5 and 12, and will include

the Section of Modern Jade and the Section on

Amber and Ivory, respectively, of the celebrated

Drummond Collection.

FOSSIL VERTEBRATES

ON the evening of March 15, Mr. Barnum

Brown, substituting for Prof. Henry Fair-

field Osborn, lectured at the American Museum,

giving an account of the expeditions for dino-

saurs during the past four years in Wyoming,

Montana, and South Dakota. This series of

expeditions has resulted in the acquisition by the

Museum of sixteen skeletons and partial skele-

tons of Lower Cretaceous dinosaurs representing

new species, genera, and at least one new family

—

filling in a gap in its fossil fauna between the

Jurassic and the close of the Cretaceous.

At the close of the lecture Mr. Brown demon-

strated with charts the subdivision of the geologic

periods with their duration in years, and demon-

strated with samples of radio-active materials the

emanations and dispersal of radio atoms made
audible by the Geiger Counter, an instrument

constructed by and loaned for the occasion by the

General Electric Company of Schenectady. The

following simple explanation of the Geiger

Counter is given l)y Mr. L. A. Hawkins of the

General Electric Company:
The Geiger Counter consists of an ionization cliamber,

amplifier, and a loud speaker. Emanations from the radio-

active substances penetrate a thin diaphragm, enter the
ionization chamber and cause a momentary flow of current
through the chamber. This impulse is amplifietl and passed
into the loud speaker. It is thus evident that for each
penetration of the ionization chamber, there will be a click

of the loud speaker.
For the disintegration of each atom of radio-active

substances, there is an emanation. Since the ionization

chamber does not surround the whole mass of radio-active

substance, it intercepts only a definite portion of the total

emanations. By counting the number of loud speaker clicks

over a given period of time, the rate of disintegration is

determined. By weighing the uranium, for example, we
determine the total number of atoms present in the piece.

This total number in the case of uranium includes several
other types of atoms of the various stages of disintegration,

the last stage being lead. By chemical analyses the pr(^
portion of lead, and, therefore, the total number of lead
atoms is determined. This number coml)ined with the rate
of disintegration, as determined by the Geiger Counter,
enables one to determine the age of the particular sample.

I have not gone into great detail in connection with the
case of uranium because the substances intermediate be-
tween uranium and lead have different rates of disintegra-

tion, and, furthermore, the emanations are of three types,
alpha, gamma and beta particles. A much simpler case
would be to consider the disintegrations of polonium which
converts directly into lead with no intermediate steps.
The method of calculation, however, is the same.

LIBRARY

A NOTHER facsimile of a Mexican Codex
'^*- has been added to the American Museum
Library by the acquisition of the Codices In-

digenas de Algunos Pueblos del Marquesado del

Voile de Oaxaca. This was pubhshed by the

Me.xican Government for the First Mexican

Historical Congress held in the city of Oaxaca in

1933. The writings date from the Post-Columbia

era and record the period immediately following

the conquest of Cortez when he and his men re-

ceived grants of land and peons from Spain. The
documents show the complaints made by the

Indians in regard to the rents paid to Martin

Cortez, son of the Conqueror, who had become

master of large tracts of land in the present

Federal District and in the states of Morelos,

Guerrero, and Oaxaca.

The Library is endeavoring to maintain as

complete a collection as possible of the various

codices which have been and still are being issued

in facsimile form.

TOURING January and February the following

•*-^ Noirilatea and Bulletin were published by

the American Museum:

NOVITATES
No. 683. Key to the Males of Nearctic DoUchopus La-

treille (Diptera). By M. C. Van Duzee and
C. H. Curran.

No. 684. Key to the Females of Nearctic DoUchopus
Latreille (Diptera). By M. C. Van Duzee
and C. H. Curran.

No. 68.5. Review of the Tachinid Genus Calodexia Van
der Wulp (Diptera). By C. H. Curran.

No. 686. New Species of Carabidae from Puerto Rico,
by Andrew J. Mutchler.

No. 687. The "Argiles Fissilaires," A Series of Opal-
Bearing Rocks of Patagonia. By G. C. Mc-
Cartney.

No. 688. The "Buckwheat Problem" and the Behavior
of the Honey-Bee. By Frank E. I.utz.

No. 689. ''Fossil Turtles of Mongolia: Second Contribu-
tion. Publications of the Asiatic Expeditions
of The American Museum of Natural History.
Contribution No. 1 19. By Charles W. Gilmore.

No. 690. An Upper Miocene Suid from the Gobi Desert.
By Edwin H. Colbert. Publications of Asiatic
Expeditions of The .\merican Museum of
Natural History, Contribution No. 120.

No. 691. A New Emydid Turtle of the Genus Geodemys
from Kwangtung Province, China. Publica-
tions of the .\siatic Expeditions of The Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History. Conribu-
tion No. 121. By Clifford H. Pope.

No. 692. Records of American Bembieidae. By Hugo
Rodeck.

No. 693. Notes on American Lycosidae. By W. J.

Gertsch.
No. 694. A New Species of Amblycaslor from the Platy-

belodon lieds, Tung Gur Formation, of Mon-
golia. Publications of the Asiatic Expedi-
tions of The American Museum of Natural
History. Contribution No. 122. By R. A.
Stirton.

BULLETIN
Vol. XXXIII, Part IV. Anthropometry and Blood Types

in Fiji and the Solomon Islands. Based upon
data of Dr. William L. Moss. By William
W. Howells.

Vol. XXXIV Part II. Kinship in the Admiralty Islands.
By Margaret Mead.

i
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THE Pro-Geographic Hall.— Exhibition

space has been set aside recently in the

American Museum for a Pro-Geographic Hall. It

is located on the first floor of the main build-

ing in the passageway

to the north of the

elevators and alongside

the main stairway.

The principal fea-

tures are the materials

used by Robert E.

Peary in his dash to

the North Pole, April 6,

1909, which were pre-

sented by the Peary

Arctic Club, 1909;

those of Roald Amund-
sen, 1913; two cases

containing memora-

bilia of the Amundsen-
Ellsworth airplane

flight of 1925, and the

Amundsen-Ell sw o r t h

expedition of 1926,

which flew over the

pole in the dirigible

"Norge," from Kings

Bay, Spitsbergen, to

Teller, Alaska; a model

of the Dornier-Wal, N.

C. 25 airplane, a model

of the "Norge," and of

the "Polar Star," the

airplane which Ells-

worth took to the Ant-

arctic continent in 1933. A 1934 addition com-

prises two polar maps, each seven feet across and

including the latest information concerning polar

exploration. This data was furnished gratis by

the American Geographical Society of New York.

A bust of Lincoln Ellsworth, by Sally Clark,

June, 1933, has also been included, since it was
by means of the Ellsworth fund of 1933, that the

reorganization and presentation of this display

was made possible.

When the Trustees of the Museum are assured

of sufficient funds for erecting an additional wing

to the present Museum building space, present

plans call for setting aside a Geographical Hall

which will include, in addition to the objects

already enumerated, the Lindbergh plane "Ting-

missartoq," the accessories used by the Lind-

berghs on their 1930, 1931, and 1933 flights and

such other geographical material as may prove

to be desirable.

—

Chester A. Reeds.

LINCOLN ELLSWORTH
A bronze bust by Sally Clark loaned by Mr. Ellsworth to

the American Museum for exhibition in its Pro-Geo-
graphic Hall

MAMMALS
/^ ERVAIS Whale.—Recently the American
^-* Museum acquired two complete speci-

mens of the rare beaked whale or Gervais whale

(Mesoplodon europaeus). The first specimen, a

subadult female meas-

uring a little more than

fifteen feet in length

was beached by a long-

shoreman at Far Rock-

away on December 22,

1933. On January 15,

1934, an adult female

was stranded not more

than half a mile from

where the first one was

beached. It measured

16 feet in length.

These two beached

whales are the first

specimens of this spe-

cies to be represented

in the American Mu-
seum collections. They
were bluish black in

color, with broken,

dull-grayish, lateral

stripes, and throat and

abdomen white. The
adult female had as-

sumed a peculiar pink-

ish color when discov-

ered, which can proba-

bly be attributed to

the effect of a sharp

frost.

The Gervais whale belongs to the family Ziphii-

d;f' or toothed whales, which are, with the excep-

tion of the bottle-nosed whale Hyperoodon,

among the rarest of the cetaceans. They are

distinguished by their teeth, which are hmited to

one or two pairs found only in the lower jaw.

The gervais whale has only a single pair situated

well back in the lower jaw.

The existence of this whale {Mesoplodon euro-

paeus) was first made known when a single

specimen was found floating in the English

Channel about ninety years ago. Two other

specimens have been found on the American

coast, an immature male at Atlantic City, New
Jersey, in 1 889, which is now in the U. S. National

Museum, and an adult female at North Long

Branch, New Jersey, in 1905, which is in the

Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge,

Massachusetts.
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REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS

P\OCTOR Harvey Bassler has recently

*-^ been appointed research associate in the

department of herpetology at the American Mu-
seum. For some years he was in charge of the

departments of geology and biology at Albright

College. He has also been a member of the U. S.

Geological Survey and the Maryland Geological

Survey. From 1925 to 1931 he was chief geologist

of the Standard Oil Company of Peru. During

his extensive travels in South America, Mr.

Bassler was particularly interested in reptiles

and brought together perhaps the largest single

collection ever made on that continent. He has

presented the collection to the American Museum,
and at the present time he is in Iquitos, Peru,

packing the material for shipment to New York.

Doctor Bassler is planning to continue his studies

on this material and to e.xtend them to the other

extensive South American collections in the

Museum.

""PHE seventeenth annual meeting of the
*• American Society of Ichthyologists and

Herpetologists will be held in the American Mu-
seum, May 10 and 11. A program of scientific

papers has been planned, and in addition the

Society will be the guests of the Aquarium and

the Zoological Park. This meeting will be the

occasion of bringing the leading students of

reptiles, amphibians, and fishes to the Museum.

MUSEUM ART EXHIBITION

"T^HE Third Annual Exhibition of Arts and
•* Crafts by members of the stafT of the

American Museum opened somewhat earlier than

usual this year. It was held in Maxwell Hall of

the School Service Building from March 10 to

April 8. The work of former artists and crafts-

men as well as a liberal sprinkUng of new talent

greeted the eye. The sub-arctic weather pro-

duced a liberal crop of winter scenes as well as a

larger showing of still lifes. Fewer pieces of

sculpture and craft work were evident.

William R. Leigh's dramatic "In a Bad Fix,"

flanked by two small paintings of burros, domi-

nated this year's exhibit. He also showed a

characterful Zuni woman's head. In pleasant

contrast to the heat and action of "In a Bad
Fix" were the cool and restful wood ducks,

Florida bird life, and northland caribou and

wolves of F. L. Jaques. Lynn Bogue Hunt
contributed his striking African elephant

cover for the March- April Natural History

Magazine.

Olenchak's suave black crayon and red san-

guine drawings of felines contrasted with the

forthright, colorful animal posters, mostly from

Museum material o^^ Roland Rolando. George F.

Mason's dog studies, Margaret M. Colbert's

hippo head, and the tropical fishes of Bruce

Brunner, Chris Olsen's underseas paintings, and
Olive Earle's brilliant "Sea Garden" completed

the resume of the living animal world.

The scientific and prehistoric were represented

by the convincing pencil drawings of mastodon-

tines by Margret Flinsch, the reptiles of Froder-

strom, and the scientific illustrations of Mildred

Clemens, as well as the delicately colorful insect

studies of Mary C. Easton.

Landscapes and seascapes were well repre-

sented by views along the Gaspe Peninsula by

Mrs. Colbert, Arthur A. Jansson's brilliant

autumn scene and twihght scapes, the Mghthouse

and Atlantic coast beaches of Louise and John

Germann, Joseph Guerry, and David T. Crothers,

as well as some little gems by Hazel de Berard.

Lieber's craggy mountain scenery, and Guerry's

"Adirondack Lakes" were in marked contrast to

Olsen's exotic coral isles with waving palms.

Closer to home were Robert Kane's river views

and country-sides, as well as the richly wrought

autumnal scenes of Crothers and the Germanns.

Another homey scene was the "Blue Monday"
by Howard Moore. Portraits, fewer in this

year's exhibition, included Dudley M. Blakely's

study of "Peggy" in green and brown, and the

self-portrait of Moore. Character studies by

Anna K. Berger and Robert Kane were also

included. Contributions of still lifes, widely

varied, were Karl Koehn's fruits and arrange-

ments by Kane. In the field of black-and-white

were Mrs. Fulda's campfire scenes, Olive Earle's

decorative botanical studies, with designs by

Hazel de Berard, and book illustrations by Tom
Voter.

Dominating the sculptures were the heroic

Nandi hunters spearing the king of beasts, by

the late Carl Akeley. Animal sculpture included

bronzes by James L. Clark of such varied sub-

jects as rhino, seal, and sable antelope; "Bongo"
by Robert H. Rockwell, bears by Ferraglio and

Christiansen, JohnW. Hope's panels in low relief

of animals for African Hall, and the dogs of M.
Flinsch, Robert H. Rockwell, and Fred Mason.

Heads by Hope, Flinsch, Snedegar, and a padre

by Petersen, as well as the highly imaginative

centaur of Ludwig Ferraglio and the interesting

astrolabe by Christiansen, completed this branch

of the exhibit.

Mr. U. Narahara, with wax, H. O. Mueller

with glass, and W. H. Southwick with tiles,

showed their virtuosity in craftsmanship, while

in the world of the microcosmic were C. Margug-

lio's miniature paintings on easels. Dr. George

I
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H. Child's tiny animals in natural habitats, and

C. McKinley's small-scale model of the Long

Island state parkway development. Rounding

out this year's showing were a miniature

diorama "The Building of the First Trans-

continental Railroad, 1869, by Lee Black, and an

attractive batik by Emmy Jazykoff.
—Arthur Ohlman.

NEW BOOKS
Sheep and Bear Trails. By John P. Holman. Introduction

by Capt. Robert A. Bartlett. Approved by the Boone
and Crockett Club. Frank Walters, New York, 1933,
211 pp., numerous photographs

nPHIS is a simple narrative of hunting ex-

* periences in the mountains of the North-

west, a territory so large, so wild, and so isolated,

that only an unfortunate minority of the bear and

sheep and goats that inhabit it meet with the

handful of hunters who penetrate its fastnesses.

Here we learn something of the lives of these

animals in the unbroken wilderness; and the

lives of the few men, mostly trappers, who share

it with them give human interest to the book.

The author has been deeply impressed with the

beauty of mountains, and forests, and rivers,

and has the skill to bring this home to his readers

in no small measure, together with some of the

love of and satisfaction in untamed nature which

actuates her devotees.

In writing of the "Rivers of the North" he

says:

"Perhaps it is the wide visions of uncharted

mountain ranges that loom gigantic from the

mists of early morn or the far sight of snow patches

glistening in the noonday sun that bring such

sweet content to the weary toiler as he breasts the

cold current of the stream and bends his back

to the tug of the line; or maybe it is the ever-

present song of the river that murmurs all day

like a crooning lullaby. Ever at dawn it falls

faintly on the ears of the awakening voyager and

brings with it a sense of the eternal poise that

abides in nature; in the hush of noontime, when
the sun bathes the landscape with efflulgent light

and the wilderness people are resting in the grate-

ful shade of the forests, the gentle lapping of the

water breeds a calm content; but it is at eventide

that the song of the river speaks to the man who is

resting on its banks, with a more potent voice.

Then he catches a note that has been lost to him

during the restless struggle of the day. It is a

note of immortality, without which all things in

nature are but as dust—the tone of divine assur-

ance that all is well with the world."

The book is a good one to have on one's shelves

to turn to, when the world seems overcrowded.

—J. T. N.

The Universe of Light; A Book for the General
Reader. By Sir William Bragg. The MacMillan
Company, New York, 1933, 283 pages.

A S we would expect from the pen of so

•**• accomplished a lecturer as Sir William

Bragg, The Universe of Light is written in a

dehghtfuUy intimate popular vein that will, I

venture to say, intrigue his greater audience

quite as much as his Christmas lectures at the

Royal Institution captivated his London

audiences in 193L

Those of us who have struggled through a

course of optics in our University days may well

ask: "Why didn't some one write a popular

book of this kind before? " The answer of course

is that only once in a blue moon does there appear

among us a scientist of the first rank who has the

gift of making his science readable to the man in

the street.

And for this same man in the street there is

now opened up a marvelous adventure in the

realm that Sir WilUam Bragg knows so well.

With singular simplicity and charm the author

carries us successively through the intricacies of

"The Nature of Light," "The Eye and Vision,"

"Color," "The Polarization of Light" and "Light

from the Sun and Stars," to mention a few of the

chapter headings.

Throughout the 110 text figures, and the 26

half tone plates, the illustrative matter has been

chosen with great care, and rivals in clearness the

admirable clarity of the text. The two color

plates are well and truthfully reproduced.

Altogether Sir William Bragg has produced a

book that well deserves a place on our shelves

beside his Concerning the Nature of Things

(Harper and Bros., 1925), and that, I think we
will all admit, is a high honor.

—Herbert P.Whitlock.

Songs of Wild Birds By Albert R. Brand. Thomas
Nelson and Sons. New York, 1934.

/^NE of the problems which has always con-
^-^ fronted the beginner in bird-study is the

identification of birds bj^ their songs. When an

unknown melody is heard and the author of it

can be clearlj^ seen, the identity of the songster

ma}^ be determined with no unusual difficulty.
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But how many times is the unfamiliar song heard

in a chorus of mixed voices or from behind a leafy

screen when the most determined search brings

no sight of the minstrel. Then, indeed, is the

student in a quandary.

Perhaps the song has been one of such great

individuahty, so easy to transcribe in simple

musical notation, or so suggestive of some syl-

lables of human speech that it is no great task to

find a printed description by which the unknown
songster may be recognized. Some of these trans-

criptions may have been learned in advance

so that when the bird is heard for the first time,

the listener knows what he has found. The loud

song of the ovenbird, the mellow whistle of the

bob-white, or the melancholy quaver of the

screech owl need no great study to be recognized.

Quite otherwise is it with other numerous

species whose songs, though recognizable to a

practised ear, are not so easily described or are so

similar to those of other species that until they

have been learned through repeated hearing they

remain indistinguishable. Some songs defy

description ; they conform to no chance phrasing,

their distinctive quality is utterly ignored in a

musical score. The most careful rendition on

musical instruments may give no clue of their

identity even to one familiar with the bird in

life. A whistled imitation is better but depends

for its success on the imitator's personal knowl-

edge of the subject and cannot be put into

writing. As for transcription into syllables, the

variety of expressions proposed for a single song

may be as numerous as the proponents. Such

transcriptions can be very useful to assist in the

fixation of certain songs in the student's memory,

but they are of greatest utility when originated

by the individual student, expressing what the

bird appears to say to him; they may mean
nothing to a companion hearing the same song.

How welcome, then, is Mr. Brand's volume

with its accompanying records of actual birds'

voices, recorded in nature on cinema film and

here transferred to phonograph records that may
be played at will and repeated as often as desired.

With these there is no guesswork or author's

interpretation. The actual birds are singing.

There are, necessarily, certain mechanical diffi-

culties in all recording which leave a slight margin

of artificiality in the finished product, but a

generation accustomed to the radio and sound film

makes an unconscious allowance for these varia-

tions which detract no element essential to the

recognition of the sounds. So far as is possible to

modern mechanics, the voice of nature is repro-

duced in Mr. Brand's records.

In the grouping of the songs, an effort has been

made to bring together those most likely to be

confused, and close comparisons can be made to

properly assign the shades of difiference. Many
years could be spent in the field before similar

comparisons might be possible. Even to one

famihar with the songs in life there is both

pleasure and profit in having them thus so readily

accessible. The text of the volume is intended to

supplement the records and forms a useful ad-

junct for study in the field. The birds are named
with the preferred vernacular and the scientific

names for each of the thirty-five species treated

in the present series. A short list of other fre-

quently used common names is given for the

help of those who may know the bird under one

of these other terms. The approximate dates

when the song is abundant (mostly, for the

vicinity of New York City), the usual location

chosen by the bird when singing, brief descrip-

tions of the song, suggestive catch-phrases, and

notes on impressions of the mannerisms of the

song or songsters are quoted from various ob-

servers or given from the author's own experience.

A chapter is devoted to the manner and mean-

ing of bird song and, although it makes no

pretense of being a thorough treatise on this

complicated subject, it contains much informa-

tion and recent theory which should stimulate

the reader to go deeper into the study. An
account of the process, in field and work-room by
which the records were obtained and reproduced

is of considerable interest beyond the field of

ornithology. Doctor Allen of Cornell University

supphes a foreword, and a selection of photo-

graphic illustrations of birds and apparatus

enliven the pages.

Though issued ostensibly as a book for children,

the utility of the production will go far beyond

those limits and it makes a milestone in man's

efforts to bring the great outdoors to do his

bidding. There have been other books on the

songs of birds but Mr. Brand's is a successful

new departure. A host of bird-students, ama-

teur and professional, will wish the author every

success in his expressed intention of placing in

similarly available form the songs of other

American birds.—J. T. Z.

Our Primitive Contemporaries. By George Peter
Murdock. The MacMillan Company, New York,
1934, 595 pp., 117illus.

'

I
'HE number of professional anthropologists

•*• is relatively small, but even so the output

of books is impressive,—for America alone an

average of about two a month. Naturally these

books vary in interest and importance, so we
welcome this new volume of Murdock as some-

thing aside from the ordinary. It could well be
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characterized as the "Book of Eighteen Tribes."

The plan of the author was to select from all the

various peoples of the world eighteen tribes as

types. These range from the lowly Tasmanians

to the barbaric Inca, but are so chosen that in a

large way these present the whole gamut of

primitive culture. Each type-tribe is treated

fully and concisely, in fact so crammed are the

pages with information that the reader may find

the going a bit heavy. Yet if he persists, if he

masters the details of each, he may rightly feel

that he has more than a bird's-eye view of primi-

tive humanity.

The book should prove a ready source of avail-

able information to anyone about to compose a

picture or write a story in which the truthful

treatment of particular primitive states is

desired. It may well prove useful to museum
visitors as a general handbook, since in the Ameri-

can Museum, for example, the exhibition hall

units devoted to primitive man each present

from one to three of the eighteen type-tribes so

well described by the author.

—

Clark Wissler.

Cave Life of Kentucky. Mainly in the Mammoth Cave
Region. By Vernon Bailey, with chapters on the
birds by Florence Merriam Bailey, and on the inverte-
brates by Leonard Giovannoli. Reprinted from The
American Midland Naturalist, Vol. XIV, No. 5, pp.
385-635, 1933. The University Press, Notre Dame,
Indiana. 254 pages.

IN this book, whose scope is far greater than its

•*• title indicates, Mr. Bailey and his colleagues

have produced a work which covers almost as

wide a field as Funkhouser did in Wild Ldfe in

Kentucky, 1925. In the present instance,

however, discussions of species are definitely

oriented to show the relation of that species to the

great limestone caves of the state of Kentucky.

The general introduction and sections covering

the mammals, fishes, reptiles and amphibia are

all treated by Vernon Bailey himself. Mr.

Bailey's exceptionally long service and wide field

experience with the United States Biological

Survey, coupled with his own ability as a sys-

tematic naturalist, and the fact that he has

already produced a valuable work not dissimilar

in subject to the present book, viz.. Animal
Life of the Carlsbad Cavern, 1928, are sufficient

guarantee of the excellence of the study which we
are discussing. In the introduction a synopsis of

the history, geography, botany (with a list of the

woody vegetation), and general environment of

the cave region is presented. Touching upon the

subject of conservation, the author advocates

(pages 25 to 27) the establishment of well-

administered wild life sanctuaries, where game
may breed uninterruptedly and from which a

continual overflow into neighboring areas will

permit a certain amount of well-regulated

hunting. Mr. Bailey has had the benefit of the

cooperation of a number of specialists in the

United States National Museum in working out

many of the special groups about which he

writes, and presents the facts concerning cave-

inhabiting fishes, reptiles and amphibians in a

most interesting manner.

The section on birds by Florence Merriam

Bailey of necessity is less closely related to the

limestone caves. She deals with the avifauna of

the mammoth cave region as a whole. Her

presentation of the many species is in the well-

known and sympathetic manner of her handling

of the bird section in Wild Animals of Glacier

National Park, 1918, and her Birds of North

America, 1928.

Mr. Leonard Giovannoh has limited himself

quite strictly to the cavernicolous invertebrate

fauna, and the greater part of his observations

appear to be original.

The book is admirably planned and written

amd is illustrated by 90 text figures. Some of

these figures are half-tones drawn from various

sources, and some are line drawings. A bibliog-

raphy of 162 titles, more than a hundred of which

are ornithological, and a good index conclude the

work.—G. H. H. Tate.

The Birds of Dutchess County. By Ludlow Griscom.
Transactions of the Linnaean Society, Vol. III.

I7RIENDS of the late Maunsell S. Crosby, of

* Rhinebeck. will be d^Ughted to see that the

ornithological notes he kept so scrupulously

through many years have been worked into

definitive shape by Mr. Ludlow Griscom, form-

erly of the American Museum's department of

birds, and handsomely pubhshed, in a volume of

184 pages and three plates, by the Linnaean

Society.

The work, which is thus a collaboration by two

capable and ardent field workers, is a model

regional study. Introductory chapters trace the

somewhat scanty ornithological history of Dut-

chess County, in which the youthful labors of

President Franklin D. Roosevelt find a place,

and which culminated in the sustained and

enthusiastic studies of Crosby and his innumer-

able guests. Another chapter describes the

territory with its rich and varied environment,

after which the seasonal status of the birds, the

migrations, the notable one-day censuses, and

the counts of breeding birds on Grasmere, Mr.

Crosbj^'s estate, all receive attention.

The final section, save for the bibliography, '. i

devoted to an annotated list of the 254 species of

birds recorded from the County. Although the

notes are mostly brief, they contain exacth^ the

information for which the field worker and the
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ecologist would seek. Mr. Griscom and the

Linnaean Society are to be congratulated upon
the production of a useful and well-deserved

monument to Mr. Crosby.—R. C. M.

NEW MEMBERS

Since the last issue of Natural History, the follo\ying

persons have been elected members of the American
Museum:

Benefactor
Mr. Charles Hayden.

Associate Benefactors
Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh.

Hon. Frederick Trubee Davison.

Col. Charles A. Lindbergh.

Patron
Mrs. Worcester Reed Warner.

Fellows
Miss Marcelle Roigneau.
Dr. Robert T. Hatt.

Mr. Alfred C. Berolzheimer.

Life Members
Mesdames James W. Fesler, Charles C. Kalbfleisch,
WiLMARTH S. Lewis, Herbert Neal.
Messrs. Charles G. Christman, Henry Hemmerdinger,
Halleck Lefferts, Malcolm Lloyd, Jr., Robert
McAnuff, John Seim, John H. Seip, John J. Tobin, J.

Watson Webb, Jr.

Sustaining Members
Messrs. Hall Clovis, Dave Hennen Coddington, Felix
W. Knauth.

Annual Members
Mesdames Grace S. Butler, J. M.\gee Ellsworth,
Frank Hermes, Charles W. Holton, David W. K.\hn,
Wm. T. Kennedy, James Eli McConnell, Richard T.
Merrick, Dave H. Morris, Jr., Helen Simonson, T.
Durland Van Orden.
Mis.^es Gladys Lisle Brown, Florence Carey, Abbey
T. Kissel, Margaret Kudlich, Florence Lattimore,
Edith Mastin, Ellen M. Moonan, Rosalie N. Wicker-
sham.

Rev. Thomas Tobin.

Doctors W. S. Fulton, Frederick J. Kinsman, Samuel
W. Lambert, Jr.

Captain Paul Franklin Johnson.
Messrs. Edwin L. Anning, William A. Belden, Frederic
Cromwell, Carl Gerdau, Duncan Graves, Robert T.
Hall, Samuel C. Harriot, Dexter C. Hawkins, Clar-
ence H. Hn.L, J. B. Hill, Henry E. Hird, J. W. Hoban,
Thos. M. Howell, John Laurence Hutton, Ernest
Ingersoll, F. Cliffe Johnston, H. E. Jones, ]\Ieri-
WETHER Jones, John C. Juhring, A. C. Kaufman,
Winfred F. Kingsbury', A. Krasne, Sylvester J.
Leary, W. Lichtenfels, Robert E. Liebmann, Thomas
P. Lindsay, E. Hubert Litchfield, A. P. Mason, Wil-
liam M. Mather, Philip Ainsworth Means, Siegfried
W. RiNDSKOPF, August Sidler, H. Jermain Slocum,
J. Gilbert M. Stone, Jr., Victor Wisner, Robert L.
Woodbury.

Associate Members
Mesdames E. C. Bodm.vn, Sterling Bunnell, Lillian
Consorty, Donald Cormack, Nelson C. D.wis, Mar-
gharita Derfelden, William Wade Dudley, Stanley
W. Edwards, Jeanie L Fillmore, Samuel Knapp Frost,
C. C. Guion, Perle T. Harm.\n, Massby Holmes,
Percy S. Howe, Mary V. Hun, O. E. Hyde, F. C. Ja-
RECKi, R. S Johnston, Annie M. Hurd Karrer, Fritz
Kaufmann, F. W. Kellogg, Wm. N. Kerr, L. Kesten-
baum, Thos. Knowles, Geo, L. Kohxe, Jos. B. Kruskal,
J. W. Lacey, Thomas La Farge, Frederick Laist,
Francis A. Lewis, Sr., Mead A. Lewis, G. T. Lippitt,
Martin W. Littleton, Jr., Sidney Lowenthai., Robert
N. MacGuffie, Clarence D. Maffitt, Alice .\inslie
Noble, William G. Ramsay, Reginal V. Sara, Char-
lotte Seigel, Walter Starr, Anna M. Strinofield,
Philip T. White, Jack Wilson.
Misses Frances E. Andrews, Clare L. Beckwith,
Elizabeth M. Claph^.m, Clara I^. Crane, Madeleine
Curtis, Martha Davis, Dorothy Donahue, Mabel
Drinkwine, Matilda C. Ellsworth, ."Antoinette Gian-
Nuzzi, Dorothy L. Graves, Louise Green, Janet S.
H.\RRis, Mary B. Hidden, Ruth Hill, Helen S. Joh.vson,
Lorraine Joy, Laura Keenan, Elsie M. Kupfer, Alice
M. Laine, Genieve Lamson, Mary E. Larson, Mary B.
Leonard, Christina B. Locke, E. L. Moulton, Eliz.^-

beth T. Newall, Nancy Pond, Gertrude Schmidt,
Ruth Shaw, Helen A. Stratton, Mary Crocker
Sutherland, Jane Thomas, Betty West, Isabel N.
Williams.

Marques de Arriluce de Ibarra.

Monsignor Federico Lunardi.

Rev. F. p. LeBuffe.
Doctors Ernst Antbvs, P. R. Crosby, Ned Dearborn,
B. S. Denzer, George Draper, William H. Eyster,
Caleb A. Fuller, Louis Garibaldi, Robert Hegner,
A. Ross Hill, Harry Hurtt, Cecil C. Jarvis, Howard
Jones, Wilhelm Junk, E. L. Kalbfleisch, Clapham P.
King, Franz Koempel, Rol.vnd E. Kremers, Philip R.
Lehrman, W\rd H. Leonard, Samuel A. Levine, Clar-
ence W. Lied, S. R. Lipscomb, Brenton R. Lutz, D. W.
McKenzie, H. Pinault, Leon.'Vrd Rothschild, Ch.irles
W. Stevens, John W. Stokes, Irving A. Swanson, A. B.
V.\NDERBEEK, KeNNETH C. WaDDELL, CaRL H. WiNTSCH.
Professor C. W. Kreger.
Ambassador John Cudahy.
Colonel Gordon Johnston
Lieutenant D. H. Wilson.
Major Hef.schel M. Colbert
Messrs. F. M. Abr.\ha.ms, Lionel Anderson, J. Johnston
Appleton, Roger S. Baldwin, J F. Balog, Gilbert
Holt Barnes, Morton P. Bates, Wm. Bebb, Chester E.
Bigelow, Jr., John Manning Birdsall, George W.
Bramwell, B. B. Brandt, Maurice Brooks, Harry W.
Brown, Arthur C.vrpenter, Berkeley Carver, Morti-
mer, Cas.sileth, Alton Chase, W. T. Chollar, Grange
S. Coffin, George V. Cooper, Hewitt W. Cooper,
Royal B. Daggett, Herbert S. Dahlstrom, Griswold
B. Daniell, Jr., Solon De Leon, E. W. Dutton, R. L.
Ettenger, Charles L. Fagan, H. H. Farwio, Harry
Flint, Floyd D. Frost, Kenneth Fuessle, Walter H.
G.4.MMILL, F. Taylor Gause, Bennington P. Gill, John
R. P. GoLLER, Dean N. Gooderh.^m, Ralph Gordon,
J. B. Graf, Joseph C. Green, G. Weidm.vn Groff, John
W. Haley-, Wilson C. Hanna, Henry U. Harris, Nelson
T. Hartson, Robert M. Hbbden, R.\ymond A. Heising,
Gustav F. Herdst, Willi.'K.m J. Herdman, Wayne Herk-
ness, 2d., Charles J. Hill, P. S. Hill, W.\^rren R. Hill,
Edward H. Hillock, C. H.vnley Holtan, George Hopp,
C. M. Horner, Lucien B. Horton, Harold Horwitz,
T. S. Hose, A. H. Hotopp, Jr., Oscar Howard, John
Howe, Jack Hudspeth, John A. Hughes, Rowland
Roberts Hughes, Philip Husta, Francis C. Huyck,
Richard Irvin, Halvor Jacobsen, Melancthon W.
Jacobus, Jr., Arthur C. Johnson, Meredith E.Johnson,
William M. Johnson, James M. Johnston, Jr., Chester
D. Johnstone, Henry Hand Jones, Herbert H. Jones,
J. E. Keays, John A. Kebler, Edward D. Keth, Joh.n
Payne Kellogg, C. B. Kilmer, Fred B. Kilmer, Wil-
liam C. King, Jr., Douglas Kirk, Miles W. Kirk,
Frederick Kirsten, W. P. Klapp, Jr., William N.
Kling, Elmer Knapp, Arthur T. Knowles, Seymour
H. Knox, Harry D. Koenig, Edwin Phillips Kohl,
Henry Kotzian, Carl W. Kuehne, Francis J. Kuerzi,
Henry G. Kuhn, Chas. H. Kunze, Chas. T. Kurtz,
Merton C. L.A.NE, Roy M. Langdo.'*, Angelo Langella,
Lewis G. Larus, Vance Lauderdale, Harry A. Lee,
James W. Lee, J. B. Leeper, Ira D. Le Fevrb, K.\rl F.
Lehnhardt, Louis Leinwand, Howard W. Leitch,
Felix Leventh.\l, Robert C. Lewis, Benj.\min Liebo-
wiTz, Theodore Lilley, Br.^.yton Lincoln, Lowell L.
Lincoln, William G. Lind, Jr., Frederick B. Lindsey,
Hal.stead Lindsley, Leonard C. Linkroum, Jr., John
C. Lober, E. Victor Loew, W. Noel Lohr, George F.
F. Lomb.^rd, Karl Looser, W. Easton Louttit, Jr.,

Ralph R. Luddecke, Frederick J. Luedebs, Charles
J. Luthe, Jr., Ferd. Luthy, Hugh Mackenzie, C. F.
Manness, W. a. McCarthy, Fred. P. Muhlhauser,
Max B. Norpell, James Salisbury Pass, Edward D.
Patterson, E.\.ton H. Perkins, Fred B. Peterson,
Carl P. Prince, E. W. Putn.\.m, Robert P. .St. John,
Carl L. Schmidt, Jr., E.mil O. Schoe.vstein, Jr., W.m.
W. Seaman, .\dolphe E. Seebach, Henry C. Seibert,
Robert A. Smith, Clifford l,. .Stockwell, Jr., Carly
Z. Struve, Dix Teachenor, Jack .McL. Thebaut,
Geo. a. Thorne. Jr., W. F. Thko.m, Stiri ing Tomkins,
Jr., Francis J. Trembley, Spence D. Turner, William
Weber, Alfred E. Westerfield, Sr., Innbss Whitaker,
William Whittemore, W.^ltbh B. Wild, Dan Williams,
Vitalis H. Winterfield. Arthur Edwin Woods,
Thomas S. Young



MOUNTAIN GORILLA
Sculptured by Sally Clark

Interesting as a unique desk ornament

or paper weight.

An exact reproduction of the famous

larger model, approved by scientists—and

also accepted in the 1934 Exhibition of the

National Academy of Design. Standing

four inches high and selling for five dollars.

Other miniatures in the sculptured

series are the Red Fox, Ruffed Grouse,

Woodcock, Turkey and Quail.

THE JAMES L. CLARK STUDIOS, Inc.

70 5 Whitlock Avenue

New York City

Sculptors Craftsmen Taxidermists

SONGS OF
WILD BIRDS

Albert R. Brand

Here is no ordinary guide. Included

with each book are two records of the

songs of the actual birds made during

years of research and after surmount'

ing many practical difficulties. The
author tells the absorbing story of his

endeavors in one chapter. There are

other chapters on the habits of the

birds.

Albert Brand is Associate in Orni'

thology at the American Museum of

Natural History.

Vrice $2.00
THOMAS NELSON AND SONS

381 Fourth Ave. New York

Catch life in the act with this

^QissShon Camera
Unposed action photos or still pictures now possible

under adverse light conditions. Shots may even be made
at night in ordinary light. Pocket size camera. Speeds

up to 1/1000 second. 36 pictures, l"xl^/i", permit-
ting remarkable enlargements. Loads as easily as any
roll-film camera. Ever-lasting metal shutter. Built-in

long-base range-finder focuses automatically. Many in-

terchangeable lenses and accessories.

ZEISS BINOCULARS
assure the utmost enjoyment of travel,

sports, nature-study, etc. Unexcelled

Zeiss optical quality afFords large

field of view and striking definition.

Models of 3 to 18 power.

At leading dealers. Write for literature.

CARL ZEISS, INC., Dept.TC, 485 Fifth Ave., New York

728 So. Hill St., Los Angeles

OBERAMMERGAU
PASSION PLAY

Once every decade a drowsy hamlet nest-

ling in the Bavarian Alps awakes and

turns to its sacred duty of re-enacting for

our vexed and pre-occupied 20th century

world the beautiful story of the Gospel

—

The Passion Play. Performances will be

given this summer because it is the 300th

Anniversary of the Play. The name of

this village is Oberammergau, and a visit

there may be the crowning event of your

European tour.

Apph to ycur own Agent, or

AMEROP TRAVEL SERVICE, Inc., 400 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY, 65 Broadway, N. Y. C.

THOS. COOK & SON, 587 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. C.



RUSSIA RE-BORN
This most talked of country covers

one-sixth of the earth. It offers a multi'

tude of trips and sights you will never

forget. Travel in Russia ranges from $8

a day Tourist to $15 First Class, all

expenses included. For complete in-

formation apply at any office of the

AMERICAN EXPRESS
"Intourist" Representatives

. . Freighter Voyages . .

Average Cost $5 Daily

Attractive ships with accommodations limited to 12 pas-

sengers, offering trips of 12 to 125 days. West Indies,

Caribbean, Mediterranean, Far East, California, etc. All

outside cabins, many with beds. Lots of fun and an op-
portunity to rest and relax. Catch up on your reading or
write that novel, living the plot as you go. For complete
information, call, write or phone for our booklet.

TRAMP TRIPS
44 Beaver Street, New York BO-9-8850

With the problems of our largest island posses-

sion constantly before our eyes, how much do

we know about its native inhabitants?

Peoples of the Philippines

By A. L. Kroeber

describes this native population of some ten million

people and traces their gradual transition from the

most primitive condition to full participation in

western civilization. It discusses their physical

characteristics, their art, music, crafts, science and

religion, bringing to us a closer understanding of

our fellow citizens of the Far East.

224 pages, 6 maps, 44 illustrations. Bound in cloth

Price, $1.10 postpaid

Address orders to The Librarian

The American Museum of Natural History

77lh Street and Central Park West :: New York, N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance

TRAILSIDE TRANSFORMATION
T^e healthy Spring urge to visit field and woodland, where

bird voices call, and Nature awaits your coming, is reflected in

A NEW NATURE TRAIL BOOKLET by William H. Carr

A/OU will discover that the Bear Mountain Trail'

side Museums and Nature Trails have been truly

transformed to meet added public demands. The
educational zoo has been extended. The new snake

pit is here described. A complete bibliography is

included in this booklet that tells of a fine approach

to nature. The motto of Trailside might well be

stated in these four lines from Wordsworth:

^'One impulse from a vernal wood
May teach you more of man,
Of moral evil and of good,

Than all the sages can."

25 pages, illustrated 18 cents, postpaid

Address Orders to THE LIBRARIAN

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
77th Street and Central Park West, New York, N. Y.

All payments must he made in advance



Kalmuck family

Pbcto by

Mcntm-aark
Aliatic Expedition

foreign lands, exotic customs, the findings

of explorers and the wonders of nature are

brought before you through the medium of

photo-engraving. The educational value

of photo-engraved illustrations in all letter-

press printing is incalculable. The realiza-

tion of the high utilitarian value of our

product serves as a constant stimulus to

put into "Sterling" engravings only

the finest vtrorkmanship.

STERLING ENGRAVING COMPANY
304 EAST FORTY-FIFTH STREET MUrray Hill 4-0715 lo 0726

NEW YORK, N.Y.

NO OTHER CAMERA
LIKE IT

AT THE PRICE

Voigtlander

Brilliant
The camera that works like

an expensive reflex and en-

ables you to see your pic-

tures almost FULL SIZE in

the reflecting finder while

yon snap the shutter.

Very compact, light in weight and easy to carry.

Fitted with F4.5 Skopar Lens in Compur Shutter.

Takes standard Brownie No. 2 film and makes 12

pictures to the roll, size 6x6 cm.

Price $36.00
Eveready Leather Case with Shoulder Strap, $3.00

See it demonstrated in our store, or send check or

money order to Dept. NH and we will ship it pre-

paid on 10 days' trial. Money back if not satisfied.

Willoughbys
World's Largest Exclusive Camera Supply House

110 WEST 32nd ST., N. Y.

Quoth "the RAVEN" (Bulletin of

the Virginia Society of Ornithology)

in December, 1933, concerning

BIRDS OF THE
NEW YORK CITY REGION

By Ludlow Griscom

"The Editor would like to recommend, at this time a book which ... he finds very

helpful in field identification ... Its discussions of field marks and its suggestions

toward field identification are unsurpassed. It is particularly helpful in pointing out

the marks by which closely similar species may be recogni2;ed in the field. The author

is an expert in this phase of bird study."

400 pages, 6 colored plates, 30 text illustrations and 1 map. Price $1.10 postpaid

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

THE LIBRARIAN, THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
77TH STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST - - NEW YORK. N. Y.

All payments must he made in advance



Carry BAUSCH & LOMB
BINOCULARS!

Priced 15% to 20% below any similar quality on

the market, Bausch & Lomb Binoculars are as fine

as can be made. Models for every use— travel,

nature study, yachting, vacationing. Every model

artistically designed, carefully balanced, engineered

dust-proof and moisture-proof. Built for life-time

service and guaranteed. Exclusive features of

unique value fully explained in de luxe catalog.

B^p^ Literature on Microscopes

and Telescopes mailed on request.

BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
731 ST. PAUL ST.. Bldg. A, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Used by the World's Leading Explorers
and Naturalists.

"NEWMANLITE" FLARES
The Only Method for Taking Outdoor Movies at Night

Used the world over with marvellous success by expeditions in

Africa, Asia, and South America in photographing natives,

animals, etc., for scientific and pictorial purposes.

Send for booklet No. 2.

I. C. NEWMAN Co., Inc.. 6 E. 45th Street. New York

INDIANS OF THE SOUTHWEST
BY PLINY EARLE GODDARD

Offers a review of the facts concerning both the

historic and prehistoric aboriginal inhabitants of that

well known part of the United States properly spoken

of as the Southwest. The author spent much time

among the present survivors of these primitive

peoples and draws a clear and understanding picture.

206 pages, maps and many illustrations Bound in cloth

Price 86 cents, postpaid

Address orders to The Library

The AMERICAN Museum of Natural History
77th Street and Central Park West New York, N. Y.

All payments muft be made in advance

Are you interested in the great

nations which preceded ours in the

Western Hemisphere? If so, you

will jind

Old Civilizations

of Inca Land

By Charles W. Mead

A fascinating story ofan an'

dent people who achieved

a high degree of culture in

the new world before its

discovery by the white

man. In the study of their

architecture, their social

and political organization,

their religion and ceremo'

nies, their art and their

science, you will find the

thrill of real adventure.

117 Pages, 55 Illustrations

Bound in cloth

Price $1.10 postpaid

Address orders to The Librarian

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY
77th Street and Central Park West

New York, N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance

I



BOOKS BY MUSEUM AUTHORS
f07^ sale by The American Museum of Natural History
Boy Scout Book of True Adventure 2.50

Akeley, Carl E.
In Brightest Africa $1 .00

Akeley, Carl and Mary Jobe
Adventures in the African Jungle 3.00
Lions, Gorillas and Their Neighbors 2.50

Akeley, Mary Jobe
Carl Akeley's Africa 5.00

Andrews, Roy Chapman
Across Mongolian Plains 5.00
Ends of the Earth 4.50
On the Trail of Ancient Man 6.00
Wliale Hunting with Gun and Camera 6.00

Andrews, Roy Chapman and Yvbtte Borup
Camps and Trails in China 5.00

Anthony, H. E.
Field Book of North American Mammals 5.00

Beebe, William
The Arcturus Adventure 7.50
Beneath Tropic Seas 3.50
Galapagos, World's End 6.00
Jungle Days 3.00
Pheasant Jungles 3 . 00

Brand, A. R.
Songs of Wild Birds. 1934. Has two phono-

graph records; songs of 35 birds. 2.00

Breder, C. M., Jr.
Field Book of Marine Fishes of the Atlantic

Coast 5.00

Cahr, William H.
Glimpses of Familiar Birds 1 . 00
The Stir of Nature 2 . 50

Chapman, Frank H.
Autobiography of a Bird-Lover 3 . 75
Bird-Life 4.00
Bird Studies with a Camera 3.00
Camps and Cruises of an Ornithologist 4 . 00
Color Key to North American Birds 4 . 00
Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America.

Revised. 1928 4.00
Handbook of Birds of Eastern North America.

2nd Revised Edition. 1932 5.00
Our Winter Birds 2 . 00
The Travel of Birds .76
What Bird is That? 1 . 50
My Tropical Air Castle 5.00

Clark, James L.
Trails of the Hunted (First Edition) 4.00

Blue Ribbon Edition 1 . 00
COATES, C. W.

Tropical Fishes for a Private Aquarium.
Tropical Fishes as Pets. 1933. 2.00

Dean, Bashford
Chimeroid Fishes and Their Development 4.00

Grant, Madison
Conquest of a Continent 3. 00
The Alien in Our Midst 1.00
Passing of a Great Race 3. 50

Gregory, William K.
Our Face from Fish to Man 5.00
Man's Place Among the Anthropoids. 1934. 2.50

Green, Fitzhugh
Roy Andrews—Dragon Hunter (A book for

boys about Dinosaurs . . . and Bandits) 1 . 75

Johnson, Martin
Camera Trails in Africa 4 . 00
Cannibal Land 1 . 00
Lion 5 . 00
Safari: A Saga of the African Blue 5.00

Johnson, Osa Helen
Jungle Babies

Kunz. George F.
The Magic of Jewels and Charms
Rings for the Finger

LuTz, Frank E.
Field Book of Insects

1.75

8.50
8..50

3..0O

3.00

3.00
3.50

each 2 . 00

5.00

McCrbery', Ja.mes Lindsay
Exploring the Earth and Its Life in a Natural

History Museum 1.75

McKenny, Margaret
Mushrooms of Field and Wood 2.00

McSpadden, J. Walker
To the Ends of the World and Back Scout-

ing for a great Museum (The Amer
can Museum of Natural History)

Mann, Paul B., and Geo. T. Hastings
Out of Doors. A Guidebook to Nature

Mason, Gregory
Columbus Came Late

Mead, Margaret
Coming of Age in Samoa
Growing Up in New Guinea

Medsgbr, Oliver P.
Nature Rambles

Spring, Summer, Autumn or Winter

Morden, William J
Across Asia's Snows and Deserts

Murphy, Robert Cushman
Bird Islands of Peru

Nichols, J. T. and Breder, C. M., Jr.
The Marine Fishes of New York and

Southern New England

Noble, G. Kingslby
The Biology of the Amphibia

OsBORN, Henry Fairfield
Cope; Master Naturalist
Evolution of Mammalian Molar Teeth
Creative Education in School, College, Uni-

versity and Museum
The Earth Speaks to Bryan
Evolution and Religion in Education
Fifty-Two Years of Research, Observation and

Publication, 1877-1929
From the Greeks to Darwin
Impressions of Great Naturalists
Man Rises to Parnassus. 2nd Edition
Men of the Old Stone Age. 3rd Edition
The Origin and Evolution of Life

Reeds, Chester A.
Our Ever-Changing Planet

Simpson, George G.
American Mesozoic Mammalia

Stepansson, V.
My Life with the Eskimos—New and

Abridged Edition
The Friendly Arctic

Vandbrbilt, William K.
Across the Atlantic with Ara. Summer 1924
15,000 Miles Cruise with Ara. 1927
Takinj-' One's Own Ship Around the World
To Galnpagos on the .4ra

West Made East with the Loss of a Day
Walker, Edith B. and Mook, Chas. C.

Tales of the First Animals

Wissler, Clark
The American Indian
Introduction to Social Anthropology
Man and Culture
Relation of Nature to Man in Aboriginal

America 3 . 50

5.00

5.00

5.00
2.75

2.50
1.00

1.50
2.50
2.50
3.00



New Ships

"COLOMBIA
and "HAITI

ONE OF THESE
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AIR COOLED
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—an important feature add-
ing greatly to the comfort of
tropical cruises.

Also popular "PASTORES"

2^Z!^

MA IT I • JAmAICA
coLomeiA o°)PAnAmA

All hands "take a dip" in the

outdoor pool

A little tasty refreshment

on deck

WELL-BALANCED ITINERARIES
H Day Trip Allows

9 DAYS AFLOAT — 9 DAYS ASHORE

n to 18 DAYS

$110
and up including

all expenses
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going cruises on trim luxurious
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"COLOMBIA" and "HAITI,"
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to do—afloat . . . and plenty of
time ashore. Friendly, yacht-like,
atmosphere, courteous ship per-
sonnel, excellent cuisine. All
outside rooms, sound movies,
orchestras, etc. Complete details
on request.

18 DAY "COM-
PLETE" CRUISE—
(Two weeks and an extra

week-end.)
Visiting Port - au - Prince,

Haiti ; Kingston, Jamaica ;

Barranquilla and Carta-
gena, Colombia, So. Amer-
ica, Panama and the Canal
Zone. Live aboard ship all

the way. $160 up. Five
shore excursions slight ad-
ditional cost.

11 DAY HAITI
CRUISE— allowing 3

days and 3 nights in pic-

turesque Haiti. Room and
meals at first class hotel

in Port-au-Prince. Motor
sightseeing trip. $110 up.

11 DAY JAMAICA
CRUISE—allowing IVi

days and a night in Kings-
ton. Two short visits in

Haiti. Motor sightseeing

trips in Haiti and Jamaica.
$125 up.

17 Battery Place. New York, N. Y. Tel. WHitehall 4-800C
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Blazing the Trail

NATURAL HISTORY might be said, in the jargon

of the day, to have had its face "hfted," and we
hope that our readers will be pleasantly im-

pressed by the effects of the operation. The maga-
zine is, of course, only thirty-four years old, and
among humans that age might not bring about the

necessity for such a transformation in appearance.

But styles do change, even in magazines. Hence our

new departure.

The "Vanishing" Many people imagine, because

Americans ^^^ ^^^ whoop is heard no more
and the scalping knife is not put

to its former use, that the American Indian has
almost entirely gone from the land. This, we are

glad to announce, is fallacious, and because of the
changes that are proposed for the government of the
Indians, we have asked Dr. Clark Wissler, curator-in

chief of anthropology at the American Museum and
one of the world's outstanding authorities on the
American Indian, to write an article for the next
number of Natural History on the "fall and
rise"—we think that that is a fair way to put it—of

one of the most appealing of the native races of the

world.

AnExpeditionReturns These days of depression

from J^ew Guinea have made their inroads on
the number of expeditions

sent into the field by the American Museum, but
they are still being sent, and though to us stay-at-

homes it seems that some of them remain in fascinat-

ing corners of the world for enormous lengths of

time, they do return eventually, burdened with col-

lections of great importance, and brimming with facts

freshly gleaned. In the next number of N.\tural
History a pictorial record of the Archbold 1 93^j New
Guinea Expedition will be published, showing in

more than usual detail the camera record of scientific

work in a distant and difficult field.

Autumn Flowers Now and then members of the

staff of the New York Botanical

Gardens have contributed articles on their de-

lightful botanical subjects, and we are especially

pleased to have prevailed upon them to do so again

for the next issue. This time Mr. T. H.
Everett, of the Botanical Gardens staff, has written

an article on autumn flowers which, at least when
autumn comes, we so often feel are the loveUest of all.

An Observer^ a Writer, Careful observers are not

and an Artist invariably able to record

their observations in lan-

guage appealing to lay readers, and perhaps more
rarely are they able to paint attractive pictures

of what they see. For the September number of

Natural History, however, we have obtained an

article by one who is not only an observer, but is a

writer and an artist of merit as well. Dr. Henry
Smith Williams is the contributorwho is sogenerously

gifted, and we are fortunate to have an article on his

observations of certain birds, together with his

etchings and paintings of them. A few of these will

be reproduced in color, but to our eye, at least, there

is real color even in those that will appear in black

and white.

Carved Jade, Ivory, The most interesting and

and Amber attractive of recent acquisitions

of the American Museum is the

Drummond Collection of Chinese and Japanese
jade, ivory, amber, etc. The collection is already
installed as a unit in its own hall, and now for the
first time Natural History has an opportunity
to present some of its details. Mr. Herbert P. Whit-
lock, curator of minerals and gems, and the member
of the Museum staff responsible for the Drummond
Hall, has written an article for the next number
about this extraordinarily beautiful presentation of

oriental art. The illustrations will portray some of the
more outstanding and artistic pieces of the collection.

Dr. George C. Vaillant has
Arts and Lirajts oj written several articles in a
Pre ' Columbian series on the art of Pre-Colum-

Central America bian Central America. The
next in the series will be on

the arts and crafts of the same region and the

same period. Popular articles on this subject have
been extraordinarily rare which, since we have seen

Doctor Vaillant's article, seems strange indeed, for

the material possesses unusual interest.

The Cover Painting

"The Portage," a painting by Mr. Francis L. Jaques of the American Museum staff, has

been used on the cover of this issue. It typifies one phase of the canoeist's paradise, and has,

we believe, a real appeal to every individual to whom the attractions of the out-of-doors lead him,

periodically, to live for a time in the wilds.



By . . . George Gaylord Simpson
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Research
The department of experimental biology at the American

Museum has recently taken possession of its new laboratory

which is complete with the most modern equipment and

facilities for experimental work. The picture reproduced on

this page is the first published photograph of the laboratory
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Trails and Camp Fires
by

Frank R. Oastler
Twentynine photo-

graphs by the author

No better way of becoming

acquainted with Nature has yet

been devised than the method

of the camper, and to the citi'

zens of North America an

infinite variety of camping

possibilities present themselves

FORMER President Coolidge consid-

ered the matter of outdoor recrea-

tion of so much importance that he

called together a National Council on

Outdoor Recreation for the purpose of

coordinating the various agencies inter-

ested in this subject. Now that working

hours are being curtailed and men have

more time for leisure, a careful study of

outdoor recreation becomes still more im-

portant, for there is nothing more dis-

tressing or demoralizing than idle hours.

Of all forms of outdoor enjoyment prob-

ably camping offers the greatest diversity

of amusement. Those of us who live on

the North American Continent, including

Canada and the United States, are par-

ticularly fortunate in the opportunities

offered for camping under practically all

kinds of conditions that afford the great-

est variety of interest. As a result, the

fun of camping is attracting increasingly

larger numbers every year, and, with the

introduction of the automobile, the desire

to learn what is just around the corner

has become almost universal.

Camping solely for recreation occupies

the attention of the average man, but

today the National Park Service of the

Department of the Interior is urging the

outdoor man not to be satisfied alone

with recreation, but advises him to take

advantage also of the opportunity offered

to add to his knowledge of the things

about him. In fact the Secretary of the

Interior has placed education ahead of

recreation in the conduct of our national

parks. The joy and freedom of the great

outdoors may be in itself all sufficient,

but how much greater may be the pleasure

derived from a knowledge of the things

about one and the interpretation thereof.

To the average person a forest is simply a

piece of ground covered with trees offering

a certain amount of shade. How much
more interesting this forest will become if

one is told about the mammals, birds,

kinds of trees, plants, and flowers,

together with the character of the soil

from which the trees and plants grow.

Then, if there may be added an insight into

the various evolutionary processes that

have taken place to bring about these

present conditions, as well as a realiza-

tion of the interdependence of animal and

plant in the forest, a simple forest of

ground and trees becomes a training area

with possibilities of the greatest interest,

and unlimited opportunities for stimulat-

ing research—and so we find recreation



I pit by Ewing Galloway

By Horse

or Canoe

Whether one cares to pad'

die his own canoe through

a New Brunswick sunset,

prefers to lead his pack

train across the Saskatche'

wan River into the Rocky

Mountains of Alberta,

or feels the need of other

camping grounds, Canada

can go far toward meeting

his demands



By Automobile

So practical is the autc
mobile these days that,

although it may occa'

sionally need a little help,

as this picture in the

Painted Desert of Ari-

2iona demonstrates, it

offers the ideal means of

visiting distant camping
grounds, and serves per-

fectly the needs of those

who prefer the beauty

spots along our many
excellent highv^ays

Photograph by Ewing Galloway
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proceeding hand in hand with education

to the end that it will be difficult to

determine which phrase may be more

appropriate for consideration—the educa-

tional advantages of recreation or the

recreational advantage of education.

Camping in Many Forms

In our country all forms of camping

may be undertaken. There are pack-

train trips with horses, guides, and cook,

canoe trips of various sorts, automobile

trips with a suitable spot to camp in tent

or cabin at night, camping trips through

the national parks and forests where

tents or cabins are provided and you may
prepare your own food or obtain it at

near-by cafeterias, camping in the state

parks where you may erect your tent and

remain as long as you wish, or, if there

are only a few days at your disposal, you

can just pitch your tent by some lively

stream wandering through a near-by bit

of cool woods with a modicum of animals,

birds, and flowers round about and maybe

a few fish in the stream—and let us not

forget a congenial companion or two.

Those who are particular about climate

can certainly be accommodated in North

America. There are all varieties, from the

cold winds of the mountains of Alaska to

the heat of the southwestern deserts of

,
New Mexico, Arizona, and California.

For great wilderness areas with towering

mountains, tumbling glaciers, and tundra

unhmited, and a fair abundance of wild

life, Alaska has no equal. For real scenic

beauty of mountain and lake, the Cana-

dian Rocky Mountains are supreme.

Camping in the arid regions has its

peculiar fascination and charm. The

state of Utah probably affords greater

opportunity than any other with its

grand canons, unique monuments, natural

bridges, and colorful deserts—and, too,

those who have experienced the joy of

living on the deserts of Arizona and

California with their sand dunes, chocolate

mountains, flowering cactus, giant

saquaro, sublime yuccas, peculiar wild

life, and wonderful sunsets cherish these

memories for years to come. Probably

the most enjoyable camp sites are those in

the national parks and forests of Canada

and the United States, of which there are

many. Here may be found all types of

scenic beauty with its geologic story, its

great variety of wild life, forests, flowers,

waterways, and an unlimited number of

good trails for man and horse. These

national parks and forests extend across

the continent and so are within reach of

all the people of our country.

Sources of Information

Camping nowadays has become so

popular that the transportation com-

panies, both bus and rail, have estab-

lished information bureaus furnishing all

kinds of information about camp sites,

ranches, fishing, climbing, and hunting,

so that the tenderfoot may be properly

cared for. Also throughout the country,

especially in the western states, are many
organizations, outdoor clubs that hold

meetings for two or three weeks each year

in some wilderness area where the outdoor

man is always welcome. Here the spirit

of the outdoors is at its best. You can

always find congenial companions. Every

day brings an interesting trip and at night

the camp fire with its accompaniment

of songs and weird tales helps to cement

the friendships of the day. Camp fire

—

what a lot that means to the man who has

been privileged to enjoy its subtle charm.

The merry crackle of the burning wood,

the flickering blaze casting its brilliant

array of sparks into tlie shadows of the

night, the whirl of the smoke turning and

twisting each little cloudlet into fantastic

shai)es to be lost at last in the starry

heavens—and you sit and watch the

embers and gradually become at peace

with the world. A soothing calm invades

your soul and if there be anything of good



The Pacific Northwest offers a

great diversity of beauty to the

camper and the naturaUst. With'

in easy reach of Portland, Seattle,

Tacoma, Spokane, and Vancou'

ver lie many of Americas most

appealing wilderness regions

Spray Park

Mt, Rainier



There

Are a

Thousand

Haiduk Lake in the Canadian

Rockies. For real scenic beauty

of mountain and lake, the

Canadian Rockies are

surpassed

Hidden Lake in Isle Royale,

which lies in Lake Superior.

Here the canoeist finds ideal

conditions for the kind of

camping he desires

,33nK^^a

Probably the most en-

joyable camp sites are

those in the national

parks and forests of

Canada and the United

States, of which there

are many. Here may be

found all types of scenic

beauty with its geologic

story, its great variety of

wild life, forests, flow-

ers, waterways, and an

unlimited number of

good trails for man and

horse



Places in

which to

Camp

f

f^.-'bi^^
tu-y

^^^^::

Open forest and fire

weed near Dead Indian,

Wyoming. This state

offers many camping
grounds in addition to

the unsurpassed attrac'

tions of Yellowstone
National Park



Fauna

and

Flora

The camper finds it impos-

sible not to be interested in

the wild life and the vege-

tation that surround him.

Even these Wyoming prairie

dogs assume a new im-

portance to the person in

camp near by

f^'Wi*.

An Abert squirrel

in the Grand Cafi'

on of the Colorado

A black bear of the

Kenai Peninsula, Alaska,

and above it a mule deer

of the Cascade Range
in Washington, both of

which, unfortunately,

are rarer than they once

were
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in you it will grow and grow, and from

that camp fire you will rise a bigger and

better man. And your pals will become

real pals. Among such organizations are

the Alpine Clubs of Canada and America,

the Sierra Club of California, the Maza-

mas of Oregon, the Appalachian Club

of Massachusetts, the Mountaineers of

Seattle and Vancouver, the Trail Riders

of the Canadian Rocky Mountains, and

many others.

What Is the Best Time?

A question that is often asked is what is

the best time of the year to camp. Here

opinions differ greatly. Probably the best

way to settle this question is to find out

what you are camping for. As good a

summary as any is the following; Fish-

ing, May and June ; Wild Flower Study,

May, June, July; Mountain Chmbing

—

Alaska, March and April; Canada and

the United States, July and August;

Photography—Birds, May, June, July;

Animals, June, July, and September;

Hunting, September, October, and No-

vember, depending upon the legal shoot-

ing season for the bird or animal sought;

Scenery, all seasons.

Probably the most important things to

know about camping after you have

chosen the time and place are cost and

equipment, and of course that depends on

where you are going and what you are

going to do. Pack-train trips mean
horses, guide, cook, camp outfit, and food.

An average charge per day for this service

will be about $30 which includes every-

thing except personal equipment and

bedding. Canoe trips are less expen-

sive and may be taken for about $10 a

day. Automobile camping includes the

cost of the outfit, tent, cooking outfit,

bedding, food, and the cost of running

the car. In our national parks this cost

is very low, and the auto camps are con-

sequently well filled during the summer
months.

Alpine climbing requires a tent, camp
outfit, food, and a trained mountain guide.

Guides may be engaged for $5 a day.

And a word about guides and cooks. A
real guide is a true friend, a man ever

mindful of your welfare, a natural lover

of the wilderness, a man thoroughly

conversant with the rules of the game
and one who will not allow them to be

broken, aman whose friendship adds much
to your life and whom you will always

remember as among the best of human
kind. Oddly enough, such a man is not

hard to find in our wilderness areas.

Cooks, however, are born, not made,

and few of them are born. A bad cook will

spoil your stomach and your trip. A good

cook is a joy forever and almost never

can be found in the woods. When you

find one, cherish him as you would your

birthright. If you find he does not know
the meaning of the word lard, you have

made a real find. Cicero has written

that woman is a variable and changeable

thing. So is a cook. But the cook has

the edge on the woman. Generally, in

camping you put up with your cook.

You don't enjoy him, and you are ever

grateful that the good fresh air and out-

door life will fortify your digestion so

that you may survive in spite of, not on

account of, your cook. And what is

worse, everyone thinks he knows how to

cook—and there is the rub.

Equipment

It is hardly necessary to consider the

question of equipment. All the sporting

goods establishments have lists and prices

and most of the guides know the require-

ments for the particular region in which

you are going to camp. Each camper has

his own particular fads and there are as

many as tiiere are files in a typical fisher-

man's fly book. It is well to remember one

or two things, however.

Make yoiu'self as comfortable as pos-

sible when you arc in camp, but do not



A
New Jersey

Lake

Photograph by Swing Galloway

It is not usually essential for the camper to travel

far to find an appealing camping ground. The Ap'
palachian Trail extends from Mt. Katahdin, in

Maine, toMt. Oglethorpe in Georgia, and passes near

mostofthe important citieson the Atlantic seaboard.

The Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence River offer

many opportunities. Even the prairies offer much to

the camper, and the deserts, the mountains, and the

forests of the Far West present infinite possibilities,

many of which, however, can be reasonably well

offset by some spot nearer home, such, for instance,

as this small lake



On the

Trail

A Miramichi River

portage in New
Brunswick

A party ascending Mt.
Rainier, Washington

A pack train beside the North

Fork of the Saskatchewan

River in Alberta



By the

Way

Salmon fishing in the

Copper River,
Alaska

Resting on the

top of Mt. Rainier,

Washington
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Camp Porcupine,
surrounded by the

Canadian Rockies

A tipi among the trees of White
Man's Pass, Canadian Rockies.

It is probable that no other

country in the world has more to

offer the camper than Canada

Camps

and

A temporary shelter

at the foot of Mt.
McKinley, Alaska

An Apache Indian wickiup be'

side Roosevelt Lake, Arizona.

Indians in the United States are

no longer to be found among their

natural surroundings save in the

Southwest



An automobile camp
in the Mojave Des-

ert, California

u ^

"^i-

4 .-

*ft.

Camping at the headwaters of

the Athabasca River in Alberta.

The canoeist who cares to do so

can slide his craft into these

waters and continue north for

2000 miles or more

More

Camps

Beside Leman Lake,

near Palliser Pass in

the CanadianRockies

A permanent camp on the shores

of Stony Brook Lake, New Bruns-

wick. Eastern Canada, New
England, and New York offer an

infinite variety of possibilities

for the camper. Log cabins are

to be found within an hour of

New York

if. si
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take along a lot of things you think you

might need but never do. There is a

popular idea, especially among younger

people, that in order to establish your

prowess as a camper it is necessary for

you to make yourself uncomfortable.

This idea has gone out of fashion. Don't

sleep on the ground if you can do better

;

don't keep yourself wet when you can

keep dry; don't eat improperly cooked

food, and don't allow flies and mosquitoes

to pester you almost to death when a bit of

mosquito netting or fly dope will help.

Seasoned campers take advantage of

every opportunity to be comfortable.

Often, unfortunately, this may not be

possible, but do not try to make yourself

miserable. Amundsen truly said that the

story of the successful trip was the story

of few thrills, for little happens out of the

ordinary when a trip is properly planned.

Take along every possible convenience

such as sleeping bag, air mattress, good

food, and equipment. Don't forget a

muslin inner tent to keep out the flies and

mosquitoes. Be well shod, warmly clad in

cold weather, the reverse in hot. For

those who enjoy photography a Graflex

camera and a 16 mm. moving picture

machine will prove useful. Pack all your

film in tin boxes sealed with adhesive

tape and take plenty of film. It is the

luck of the game to run out of film just

when something of importance happens.

What to Eat

About food—a dollar a day per man is

sufficient. Build your food supply around

these essentials, flour, tea, sugar, salt,

and bacon. After that you may add eggs,

butter, potatoes, canned milk, chocolate

bars, cereals, and jam. If you have

horses, canned vegetables, meats, and

fruits are acceptable. All should be

properly packed for protection against

heat, moisture, and wear and tear. Varia-

tion in your food supply will depend upon
climate and mode of camping. Butter,

for instance, is of no value on the desert.

There are many things in camp life that

tav the patience of the most phlegmatic

individual; in fact, there are few other

things in life that bring out the good or

bad qualities of a man in a better manner

than camp life. Every man should

realize that he must train himself to

meet all kinds of diflEiculties and tempta-

tions with a smile, and if he finds that he

cannot play the game when things go

wrong, he had better not camp. Realize

that you are on trial and do not allow any

fellow camper to feel that the camp would

be better without you. Do your part,

take your share of the dirty work, and

when things go wrong, show the stuff that

is in you and crack your best joke. If

you are hunting, take your fair share of the

sport but don't be a game hog.

Conservation of Wild Life

There are 6,000,000 hunters in this

country who hunt game every year and

the automobile can go almost anywhere a

man can. Our wild life is diminishing

largely through the depredations of

civilization, but do not fool yourself into

the belief that hunters cause only an

inconsequential percentage of this loss,

as some would have you believe. Finally,

always remember that there will be an-

other fellow coming after you who wants

to enjoy himself as much as you do.

Leave tilings the way you found them.

Do not forget your trail manners.

In conclusion remember that the wild

things of the continent are in your hands.

They do not belong to you but were given

to you as a heritage to care for and hand

on to those who come after you. (luard

your trusteeship well so that camping

may be regarded by all as the sport of a

gentleman and a real sportsman. All

nature is dependant upon the outdoor

man for its existence. Destroy it and you

dissipate your inheritance. Preserve it

and you become rieli



by

William K. Gregory
Curator of

Ichthyology and

Comparative Anatomy

American Museum

Sea Serpents

Sea serpents have, of late, been much

before the public, and questions con'

cerning them have consequently been

coming with great frequency to mem'

bers of the American Museum staff.

This account, it is hoped, will play its

part in explaining these ''monsters."

DAVID the psalmist said in his

haste, "All men are liars," but he

evidently forgot the dupes. P. T.

Barnum said, "The public loves to be

humbugged," and "A sucker is born

every minute." One every second would

probably be nearer the truth. Even

Lincoln, with all his good will toward

mankind, admitted that "You can fool

part of the public all the time and all of

the public part of the time." Possibly

ninety-nine per cent of the population

of China believes devoutly in dragons,

while untold millions of Americans lap up

everything printed in the tabloids, includ-

ing astrology and not mentioning the

other fifty-six varieties of lucrative

mythologies. In brief, Homo sapiens

(who applied this name to himself) would

doubtless have been more accurately

designated as Homo mythophilus.

The old serpent of Eden had no trouble

in fooling one human, but the serpent of

liOch Ness numbers his dupes by millions.

The London niustrated News spread the

glad tidings by having its staff artist draw

pictures of the monster as described by

"eye witnesses." Does this tell us .some-

thing about the sea serpent or something

about the eye witnesses?

The "jvmior veterinary student" who
first described the stranger as "a cross

between a seal and a plesiosaurus " was at

least partly right, however, for, after a

thorough investigation, Mr. Hinton, the

able keeper of mammals in the British

Museum of Natural History, concluded

that the Loch Ness "monster" was a

seal. How disappointing! How much
more romantic the explanation attributed

to the abbot of the near-by monastery,

namely, that the Loch Ness creature was a

possible survivor from the Devonian Age!

"But," reply the true believers, not

without heat : (1) " Are there no mysteries

in science? (2) And especially is it the

proper attitude of mind for a curator in a

public institution to shut his eyes against

new discoveries? (3) What about the

testimony of the officers of H. M. S.

' Daedalus ' and many other equally high-

class witnesses? (4) Wliat about the

recent official entry in the log-book of

the 'Mauretaiiia'? (5) And what about

the sea monster thrown up on the beach in

Normandy, with a head and neck like a

camel? (5) Might there not be undis-

covered survivors of the dinosaurs and

plesiosaurs of past ages?"

Yes, yes, my dears, one at a time,

please! As to Qi^estion No. 1, natural

history is almost nothing but mysteries.

Every naturalist can tell j'ou hundreds of

astonishing, utterly unexplained facts,

and every new discovery reveals new

mysteries lying underneath the surface in



Should one of these

huge reptiles appear tO'

day, few would hesitate

to label it a sea serpent.

This nothosaurus lived,

however, in the Triassic

Age, and has been ex'

tinct for some one hun'

dred and sixty millions

of years

Restoration by

Dr. Eberhard Fraas

The artists of an earlier

time did not permit facts

to hold them too much
in check. One of these

monsters would appear

to be related to the

elephant, while another

has fins on its horns
By Joannes Stradan



The bsst obtainable

photograph of the
'

'Loch
Ness Monster'' that has

appeared so often in the

news of late. According
to Dr. Roy Chapman
Andrews this silhou'

etted^head and neck"
bears a marked resem-

blance to the dorsal fin

of a killer whale

One could hardly ask for

a better "sea serpent"

than this twenty-seven-

foot mosasaur, but un-

fortunately it has been

extinct since the Upper
Cretaceous Age—say

eighty million years

By Charles R. Knight

after Henry Fairfield Osbom

--^^^v^:

'mt^^tiHm^.
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An especially vicious sea serpent, as imagined

by a medieval artist. From Olaus Magnus

an endless sequence. But there are the

mysteries of Nature and the mysteries of

Man. How to tell the myths from the

mysteries is the problem set for the

naturahst.

Question No. 2.—If mu.seum curators

did not lose their early trustfulness, their

collections would soon be stocked with

"genuine mermaids," angel or monk-
fishes, "fossil" human heads, and casts of

(hippopotamus) footprints made on the

spot for the Loch Ness monster.

Question No. 3.—The officers of H.

M. S. "Daedalus" cannot now be reached

for cross-examination, and if they could

we would only have more testimony

instead of evidence.

Question No. 4.—As to the alleged

entry in the log-book of the "Maure-
tania," "Cherchez le journaliste" (press

agent).

Question No. 5.—The sea monster at

Querquevillo, Normandy, was fortunately

examined on the spot by an accredited

representative of the Paris Museum, M.
Petit. He took back to his laboratory

pieces of the backbone, the skull, and
various other parts. According to later

reports of the New York Times, upon the

Hans Egede's sea serpent, as he described

it in 1734

basis of examination and comparison of

these parts, M. Petit identified the animal

as a basking shark (Selache maxima).

Meanwhile, according to The Field and

The Illustrated London News, both of

March 10, 1934, Mr. J. R. Norman of the

department of fishes, British Museum of

Natural History, who compared the

photographs of the Querqueville specimen

with specimens in the Museum, "found

that tiic skull corresponded with that of a

basking shark in every particular, while

there was a close resemblance between

the sections of the vertebra." The long
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"neck" of the fish was only what was

left after the huge jaws and gill-arches had

been torn away. So much for the

"camel's head and neck."

Question No. 6.—There are several

reasons why museum curators are un-

willing to credit newspaper reports of

living dinosaurs, plesiosaurs, and the like.

During the 117-odd millions of years of the

so-called Age of Reptiles such creatures

swarmed from Greenland to Australia,

and their catalogued remains in the mu-

seums of the world must run into the

thousands. But for reasons that may be

There often are real explanations

for sea serpent stories. In this

drawing, H. Lee shows how Egede

might have mistaken a giant squid

for
I
the monster shown opposite

conjectured but not wholly proved, these

reptiles apparently went out with the Age

of Reptiles itself; that is, their fossilized

bones are never found above the beds of

Upper Cretaceous age. Then, for tens of

millions of years, sharks, whales, and later,

seals, became the dominant giant marine

types, leaving their remains in great

numbers in marine formations of the Age

of Mammals. And it is precisely these

forms, sharks, whales, and seals, which

appear to give rise to at least most of the

sea-serpent stories that are not wholly

fabrications.

Then again, hundreds of hard-headed

American whalers scoured the seas of the

world for generations, but after an ex-

haustive examination of a great number

of their log-books. Doctor Townsend,

director of the New York Aquarium,

never found a single entry of gigantic

"sea serpents." It is the "well educated"

officers of yachts and warships that report

"sea serpents" moving in great vertical

humps in a manner otherwise unknown

among vertebrates. And so officially, so

far as we are concerned, the sea serpent

is still classed with the hoop snake.

The opposite poles of eager credulity and

hard'boiled resistance to "testimony

without evidence" are well illustrated

m this cartoon by George Wotherspoon

X I'z rr: rr
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To Antarctica Again

by

Lincoln Ellsworth

Trustee, American Museum

and Leader of the Ellsworth

Antarctic Expedition

Twelve Photographs

from "Wide World"

AT four-thirty on the morning of

/-\ January 13, 1934, my expedition

to the Antarctic was suddenly and

unexpectedly terminated. The months of

preparation, the 18,000-mile voyage of the

" Wyatt Earp" from Norway, the thought

and labor of the most loyal of associates,

and the plans I had laid for years were

abruptly brought to nothing by the

sudden an inexplicable breaking up of the

ice on which our plane was resting and

beside which our ship was moored. With-

in fifteen minutes the apparent security of

the seemingly rigid ice was turned into a

broken, shifting bedlam of grinding floes,

with the plane damaged beyond hope of

immediate repair and the ship herself in

danger.

And yet, disappointed as we were, the

expedition was far from valueless, despite

the fact that we were forced to retreat

with the battered plane on deck and the

possibility of further work during that

season ended.

It had been my plan to fly from the

shelf ice of the Bay of Whales, which lies

at the southern edge of Ross Sea between

the 163d and the 166th meridians of west

longitude, across Antarctica to the in-

dentation made by the Weddell Sea, which

lies due south of South Georgia. Inas-

much as bases could not be set up both at

the Bay of Whales and in the Weddell

Sea, this plan necessitated a round-trip

flight of about 2900 miles, with the return

duplicating almost exactly the first half

In order to fly across the South Polar Con-

tinent from Deception Island to Ross Sea

of the journey. That such a flight would

be of great value is unquestionable, but

our misfortune last January, which forced

us to abandon our activities for the season,

gave us an opportunity to make further

plans for our future efforts, and those

further plans have been made in order to

accomplish all that we had expected to

accomplish in the first place, with added

work, all of which, oddly enough, can be

performed by a flight about 100 miles

shorter than the original plan would have

necessitated.

The fascination of the Antarctic still

lures me, even after the disappointment

that brought about the abandonment of

my January flight. It is natural that I

should feel that the task I set myself is

incomplete, and I have consequently de-

cided to go south once more with the

same essential object in mind as that which

took me there before. The opportunity

to play a part in the exploration of a

continent is not given to everyone, and

Antarctica contains the last great area of

unknown land in the world today. No
other unexplored land mass even remotely

comparable in size awaits the inquisitive-

ness of man, for Antarctica is larger than

all of Europe, and as yet only a minor

fraction of its immensity has been seen

and recorded by man.

The months of October and November
are, without doubt, the best for flying in

the far south, because these bring the

Antarctic spring—a cold spring, to be sure,

but clear and without fogs. However,

the enormous fields of heavy pack ice in

Ross Sea do not break up so early, and
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^ From Deception Islan^

Prepared by the American Geographical Society ofNew York

The expedition expects to reach its base at

Deception Island about November 1. From
here Lincoln Ellsworth and Bernt Balchen plan

to fly along the west coast of Weddell Sea to its

head, thence, without stopping, across the Ant-

arctic Continent to Ross Sea—a total distance

of 2800 miles. Meanwhile the "Wyatt Earp"

will make its way to Ross Sea and through the

icz pack to the Bay of Whales, where it will pick ^llsWOrtil ExDcdition
up the aviators. Approximately 2000 miles of ^
the flight will be over territory never before

visited by man

The

Proposed Route

of the New



The plane ready to be

taken off the ship

Assembled on the ice shelf

beside the Bay of Whales



Badly bent by the shifting ice,

the plane ultimately is salvaged

and hoisted aboard the ship

A crack opens directly

below one of the plane's

skiis, damaging the running

gear beyond immediate repair

On the 1933-34

Expedition

The ice unexpectedly breaks up.

A group of men are shown try'

ing to cross the rapidly widening
cracks in an effort to save the

plane, which appears in the

distance at the right

A front view of the Ellsworth trans-

Antarctic plane, showing part of the wing
spread of 42 feet, and the front of its

powerful 9'Cylinder, 600'horsepower, air-

cooled Pratt and Whitney motor. Fully

loaded, the plane weighs 7500 pounds;

empty, about one and a half tons. It has a

maximum speed of 210 miles per hour, and
on the trans-Antarctic flight must fly at a

minimum of 150 miles for navigating pur-

poses. It flies 8 miles on a gallon of gaso-

line. This was the first plane of its type



The Ship

The Plane

The Men

The expedition ship, the ""Wyatt Earp," last summer
carried the expedition plane from Norway to the

Bay of Whales. This motor ship will play an im'

portant part in the new Ellsworth Expedition to the
Antarctic this year. Above on the opposite page is

shown the plane at the time of its test flights. Below
are pictured Lincoln Ellsworth, leader of the expedition,

navigator, photographer, and record keeper; and
Bernt Balchen, pilot and radio operator for the flight
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one cannot count on taking a ship through

to the Bay of Whales until after the first

of January. By that time it is past mid-

summer. Clear weather is less common,

and if one has not accomplished his work

by the end of February, he must leave it

unfinished or risk being frozen in for the

long, long winter. Thus, working as we
planned to work on our last attempt, we

were definitely gambling, and the chances

were far from being in our favor.

These, then, are the reasons for our new
plans, for there is another possible way to

accomplish our purpose.

The Weddel Sea

Across Antarctica from the Ross Sea

and the Bay of Whales lies the Weddell

Sea, where conditions differ radically.

It is true that Weddell Sea itself offers no

possibility for a base, but to the north of

Weddell Sea lies a great and complicated

archipelago which for years has been

visited regularly by whalers.

South Georgia, the South Orkneys, and

the South Shetlands lie to the east and

south of Cape Horn, with the South Shet-

lands forming a link that ties these islands

to Graham Land, a part of the great Ant-

arctic land mass. Here, in Bransfield

Strait, hes Deception Island, which, for

years, was a favorite headquarters for

whalers. Of late years, it is true, the

whaling base has been moved to South

Georgia, 1100 miles to the northeast, but

still the harbor of Deception Island awaits

the person who would use it. Lying be-

hind a narrow entrance, this harbor is

from five to seven miles in length—the

bed of an extinct volcano—and here are

conditions such as an expedition could

use to good advantage.

Naturally, I would prefer to make my
base at the head of Weddell Sea, instead

of 1350 miles away on Deception Island,

for from the inmost reaches of Weddell

Sea to the Bay of Whales the distance is

only 1450 miles—a reasonably short flight

for such a plane as mine. But Weddell

Sea has not often been penetrated. Only

two expeditions have ever succeeded in

reaching the head of the ice-crowded

waters of this dangerous gulf.

Consequently, with Weddell Sea out of

the question, I have decided to do the

next best thing, and for that reason have

chosen Deception Island. Furthermore,

as is often the case, this very handicap

serves a useful purpose as well, for be-

tween Deception Island and the farthest

south known point beside Weddell Sea

lies an area eight hundred miles in extent

that as yet has never been visited by man.

Thus by flying from Deception Island

to the head of Weddell Sea, and from there

to the Bay of Whales, my flight will divide

itself into two major portions, each of

which provide all the unknown territory

requisite to the purpose I have in mind.

Then, too, the total flight is 2800 miles,

as against the 2900 of my original plan,

for I do not plan to return. Having

reached the Bay of Whales, we intend to

land and await the arrival of the "Wyatt
Earp," which, from Deception Island to

the Bay of Whales, will have a voyage of

2850 miles.

New Plans

These changes in my plan will not

necessitate a change in the organization,

for both the ship and the men have been

thoroughly tried out and have proved

themselves all that could be asked for by

the most exacting. As for the men, I

never have known a finer or more loyal

group, and while the ship is slow—she can

make only six knots under power, and

cannot surpass nine under sail and power

both—she is a splendid ice boat, which is a

vital matter in the Ross Sea.

The airplane that was damaged when

the ice broke up beneath it in January

is being rebuilt at the factory in Los

Angeles, and will once more be in perfect

condition before long. When it is ready,



This picture was taken at a time when the

going was comparatively easy for the

''Wyatt Earp."" Twenty'two days were re-

quired to cover 487 difficult miles through the

ice. During one four-hour watch, 157 signals

were sent to the engine room, stopping, start-

ing, and changing the speed of the engine

Through the

Pack Ice





Ice

Blink

The navigator in Antarctic waters is warned of ice

ahead by the "ice blink," a streak of Hght in the sky

which contrasts strongly with the darker sky over

open water. If the ice is near by, the streak of light

shows higher in the sky than is shown in this instance.

By the same token, open water is shown by a darker

patch or streak, difficult to describe, but more or less

gray-lavender in color. A streak proving that ice

lies in the distance is shown above the horizon at the

left in this photograph which was taken at the en-

trance to the Bay of Whales. A great ice barrier

looms close to the right of the "Wyatt Earp"



Antarctic

Difficulties
The "Wyatt Earp" completely

blocked by ice in the Ant-
arctic Seas. Members of the

crew sei2;e the opportunity to

survey their surroundings



The 403'ton ship buck-

ing the stormy seas on

the return to New Zea-

land early this year

The "Wyatt Earp"

comes to the rescue of

the men who were ma-

rooned on the ice shelf

by water, when it so

unexpectedly broke up
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it will be shipped to Dunedin, New Zea-

land, where the "Wyatt Earp" is being

overhauled, and in September we hope to

be on our way to Deception Island.

Flying Equipment

The plane upon which we are depend-

ing for the flight is undoubtedly the most

interesting part of our equipment. Pow-

ered with a Pratt and Whitney super-

charged motor of 600 horse power, she has

a maximum speed of 210 miles an hour,

and we must maintain a minimum of 150

miles an hour for navigating purposes.

Incidentally, even with so powerful a

motor and so great a speed, we are able

to get eight miles to a gallon of gasoline,

which cannot be exceeded by some of the

larger motor cars of today. Further-

more, with her maximum supply of gaso-

line, she is capable of a flight of 7200 miles.

With the necessary equipment for our

flight, however, her cruising radius is

greatly reduced—to 4200 if we use skiis,

but to 3200 if we are forced, as we expect

to be, to use pontoons. Deception Island

does not offer a flying field of dimensions

great enough for us to take off equipped

wath wheels or skiis. Consequently we
expect to take off from the waters of the

harbor, and it is for that reason that the

pontoons will be used, despite their added

weight

Empty, the plane weighs about 3000

pounds. Loaded, her total weight is

increased to 7500 pounds. Despite this

great capacity, however, she will carry only

two passengers—Balchen, who is to be

the pilot and the radio operator, and

myself, whose tasks consist of the navigat-

ing, the photographing, and the keeping of

the detailed record. Thus, for from nine-

teen to twenty hours, Balchen and I will

be busy every moment of the time in the

tasks we have assigned ourselves, before

we can reach the ice shelf and the open

water of the Bay of Whales.

Despite the great power and high speed

of the plane, which are necessary for the

success of the proposed flight, the special

flaps with which the wings are equipped

make it possible for us to land at 42 miles

an hour—a remarkably low speed. These

flaps, too, aid us in taking off.

This forthcoming flight, then, which

should take place in November, is truly a

voyage of discovery over a gigantic ice-

capped region in which no advance bases

are possible. A successful flight will

subtract a belt of the unknown from the

blank map of the Antarctic regions. It

will tell us whether or not Ross Sea and

Weddell Sea are connected—it will tell

us something more of the mountains and

plateaus of the far south—it may tell us

that the Antarctic "continent" is in

reality two gigantic islands.

The South Polar Continent

Antarctica is unique among the land

masses of the world. It is the most re-

mote. It is the loftiest of the continents,

apparently being approximately seven

times the average height of Europe. Its

gigantic ice cap is seven or eight thousand

feet deep, and yet, though it is still in an

ice age of its own, its earlier conditions

were vastly different. Within a hundred

miles of the South Pole enormous coal

seams have been found—seams a hundred

miles long and forty feet thick, with fossil

plant stems 18 inches in diameter, and

fragmentary impressions of even larger

trees.

Now is the time for the pioneer surveys

of this great region. My interest does not

lie in the Pole. My flight will miss the

Pole itself by almost three hundred miles.

But it is my hope to bring back an accu-

rate survey of an 1800-mile route across a

region never before visited by men, in

order that, by that much, we may have a

more complete picture of this fascinating

sphere on which we live.



Chinese Turkestan

by

James L. Clark

Vice-Director, American Museum

Recently strange storiesfrom Chinese

Turkestan have appeared in the

newspapers. In this region which

"seceded" from China, an English

pickle manufacturer, it was an-

nounced, had been chosen "king." A
faction, less than satisfied, objected,

and a battle or massacre followed,

with the loss, apparently , of thou-

sands of lives. Because of these news

accounts Doctor Clark was asked to

write the following article, in order

that our readers might more readily

appreciate any further news that may
come from this very distant and little

known land.—The Editors

CHINESE Turkestan—the very

name is fascinating, but it is hard

to conjure up a picture of what it

really looks like, for few novels have told

of its people, and practically no motion

pictures have recorded its details as they

have those of Africa and India. Thus it

is difficult for most of us to create in our

minds any clear concept of this land which

lies so far back of beyond.

"Sinkiang," as it is known in the Far

East, lies in the geographical "Heart of

Asia," just beyond the so-called Roof of

the World, wMch may be considered as

the high Himalayas and the elevated

plateau countries of Tibet and the Rus-

sian Pamirs to the east and west. From
here all lands slope almost precipitously

downward to the radial points of the

compass. Here and there they may rise

again, but never to the altitudes of these

snowy wastes.

''Sinkiang/' the land that

lies at the back of China

Photographs by the Author

Topographically, this great central

Asian basin, lying at about 5000 feet

altitude, is protected by natural barriers

on all sides. From the south and west the

great mountain ranges rise like huge walls,

half encircling it ; to the north the steppes

and interspersed lesser ranges spread far

into Siberia; and to the east the seemingly

endless desert of the Gobi rolls on and

on to the Yellow Sea.

From any angle of approach it is a

great trek by native conveyances or by

one's own caravan. It must take weeks

and sometimes months before one can

say, "Now I am in Turkestan." And all

of this, too, after days on trains up through

India from the south, over Siberia from the

east or west, or down into its lower west-

ern approach from Moscow, before one

begins to near its borders. Far from its

outermost edges modern transportation

stops, and one must begin to arrange for

some more simple way to proceed.

There are no Cook's offices, aeroplanes,

or automobiles, to meet you and carry

you on, for as yet there is no supply of

gasohne or suitable roads in the whole

country, and all means of transportation

but native carts, camels, horses, and yaks

are left far behind.

Across the center of this almost circular

land, from east to west, runs the magnifi-

cent Thian Shan, a great range of moun-
tains which finally fades into the Gobi

Desert. A more spectacular array of

snow-clad pinnacles cannot be found.

Named by the Chinese for their superb

beauty—The Thian Shan, "Celestial

Mountains"—they rise colorful and
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A mapa — the

"covered wagon"
of Central Asia.

These high'
wheeled carts are

widely used for

the transporta'
tion of freight and

passengers



A native pack
train passes the

toll gate in a bar-

rier wall across a

Thian Shan valley

Entering Turke
Stan over the Min

taka Pass

A freight cart
goes aboard a

"ferry" in order

to cross the Aksu
River
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gigantic from dusty, arid sands, glistening

for miles upon miles against the sky, like

the phantom of a promised land, luring

the traveler to then tumbling streams,

grassy meadows, and great spruce forests,

while he toils in a bumping cart or

astride a tired horse over the seemingly

endless and scorching dust, his throat

parched, his skin dry and dust-begrimed,

his imagination carrying him on to those

gleaming mountain peaks, as the other-

wise monotonous landscape slowly passes

by with hardly a change for days upon

days.

The Turfan Depression

In the east central part of this country,

almost in the shadow of Mt. Everest,

which lies to the south, is the great Turfan

Depression, which descends to more than

900 feet below sea level. In place of the

water that once was there, great blocks

of soda, cracked and piled up like a huge

ice jam, now lie on its bed.

In these arid flats water is scant and

far between. From the melting snows on

these and the encircling mountains little

streams converge into roaring, silt-laden

torrents, which find their way out into

the edge of the flat country, where they

fan out and disappear as the thirsty sands

immediately suck them up. Conse-

quently, no streams of this whole great

basin ever reach the sea.

Cities are only possible at the "mouths"

of these constant streams, and therefore

they are few.

As these rivers come from the moun-

tains and fan out, they deposit a rich,

alluvial soil, which in some places may be

fifty to a hundred feet thick. Only liere

can habitations exist; first, because of a

soil rich enough to grow crops, and

second, because of a supply of wat(n-

sufficient to maintain them.

Elaborate irrigation ditches dispcnise

the water to the maze of fields tilled in

this richer ground, where the cities are

definitely hmited by the soil deposited on

the barren sands and by the amount of

water that can be had.

So it is that often an entire river is

carried into the labyrinth of ditches,

where it is dissipated by absorption and

evaporation. When this point is reached,

the increasmg population, if it does in-

crease, must find new homesteads.

Immediately at the edge of the cultiva-

tion the desert begins, and continues un-

broken until a similar condition provides

for another small community, or the plains

give way to richer highlands, where a

different life exists.

Here in the hills, where grass and water

are more plentiful, we find the nomads

with sheep, goats, cattle, horses, and

yaks. In the southwest highlands they

are mostly the Kirghis, a brown-skinned

race with only a suggestion of the Mon-
golian. Here, also, we find a small group

of Sarikoli, darker-skinned nomads w^ho

begin the transition into the tribes of

northern India. Immediately we drop

down from the great snow divides of the

south, we begin to see the native ijurts,

those very warm and comfortable round,

felt shelters of the Mongols, adopted and

used by practically all the nomad tribes

from Turkestan to Kamchatka and from

Tibet to Siberia. Those who live in cities,

of course, do not use them. Instead, they

build adobe houses. In the north the

Kazaks make a log house, like a good log

cabin. They are a capable people who

raise great numbers of horses in the

fertile grasslands, and make komiss, the

national intoxicating drink, from the

march's milk, which they allow to ferment.

Walled Cities

As in mediaeval times, and for the

same reason, all cities which are confined

to the areas of the alluvial deposits of the

lower flat country are enclosed in great

walls made of mud. Wood is extremely

scarce, coming from the trees of their
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A typical nomad home being

erected by its owners. These

movable huts are merely

frames covered with felt mats

Khirgiz women—nomads of

the mountainous country
along the southern and west'

ern borders of Turkestan



A typical native

house and garden on

the outskirts of the

city of Turfan

Their Homes
The British consulate at

Kashgar—the "listening

post" of the British Em'
pire. This structure is

built of mud bricks, but

it is not typical of native

construction

The dark-skinned Chan'
tos of the Kashgar

region, where they pre'

dominate
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gardens, or otherwise transported on

camels or bullocks for many miles from

the forests of the mountains far beyond.

Each night, at sunset, the gates of the

cities are locked, not to be opened until

dawn, so the traveler, if he be late, must

stay outside until morning. Only by

very special order from the Total, or

local Amban, do they depart from this and

permit any one to pass in or out. This,

of course, is a relic of the past, but as they

cling to other customs so they cling to this,

and it still serves them as a protection in

this land. No one Hves outside the walls

except bad men and outcasts, and as they

are often desperate, they may prey upon

those whom they find unprotected.

Way Stations op the Caravan Routes

Outlying stations, "serais," like our old

Pony Express stations, are the halfway

houses where travelers stop en route be-

tween larger communities, and these are

likewise protected by surrounding walls,

which shelter those going both ways, but

no one seems to trust the others within,

for each and every one sleeps atop his

chattels, and the gates are securely

locked. .

For the most part these way stations,

which are along the few caravan routes of

this country, are alongside well-holes or

small streams, which may come from the

ground only to disappear later on. Some
of the wells are from fifty to seventy-five

feet deep, dug, not where they find water

readily, but where they must have it for

man and beast. Often these stations are

as far apart as fifty miles but they average

perhaps twenty, if water can be found.

Nor is this water always good. Some-

times our supply from these deep wells

was so limited that we had to ration it to

animals and men alike and, in addition, so

strong was it of alkali, that we drank

only what we had to.

At times the midsummer heat was so

very exhausting to our animals and our-

selves that we rested in serais by day and

traveled in the cool of the night. Only in

this way could we make the longer

stretches between stations. For the most

part our animals had to "feel" the road,

such as it was, while we watched the stars

for our general direction. Melodious,

deep-toned bells on carts or camels told

us the position of our winding caravan and

told us, also, that all was well. Without

them it would have been a very simple

matter for the units to get separated in

the dark and stray beyond hope of recall

in the expanse and thirst of that desert

before daylight.

The hundred-degree heat of the summer
is replaced in winter by sub-zero cold,

when the thermometer drops to forty or

fifty below. Then, there is the "forty-

day cold," as they call it, a time when the

law, both written and unwritten, says

that no one shall refuse shelter to a

traveler.

Chinese Administrators

The Chinese at the time of our visit in

1926, were in political control, and ad-

ministered the government, keeping order

with handfuls of soldiers recruited from the

natives, while the ruling class, much in the

minority throughout the whole country,

held order with a tightened rein. With

such a small force, they were of necessity

most severe.

Politically, Chinese Turkestan is a

hotbed of potential strife, where different

people with different religions sway back

and forth like surging tides, ever strug-

gling for the upper hand, outwardly peace-

ful, but ever scheming for the time when
they can win their cause.

Until the World War changed the form

of governments, the southwest corner was

referred to as "Where three empires

meet,"—India, China, and Russia. It

was the back door to them all, and it was,

and still is, carefully watched by each to

see that the other does not attempt a



Sunlight

and

Shadow

A Morden^Clark Expedition ''mapa'' passes

through a small village. Here and there on the

parched plains little villages such as this occu-

py the rare oases caused by some small stream

or spring. Their advantages are few, but after

the dust and heat and thirst of the desert-

like plains they seem to the traveler to be

places of extraordinary beauty and comfort
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The huge mud wall which
protects the city of Urumchi

Market day in Kashgar
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coup to seize any of the other's land, while

he is busily engaged in affairs of state in

his front yard.

A Military Problem

To maintain armies would be too ex-

pensive, but here a few handfuls of soldiers

sit, each in their own corners, to see that

the other fellow does not establish himself

at strategic places along the great precipi-

tous gorges, where they might balk for

indefinite periods any attempt to dislodge

them. With such a toe hold, they could

prepare to sweep down on the country

beyond.

China, unless the recent news from the

East is more serious than seems likely at

the moment, now holds Sinkiang, but

only very loosely, for, like many of her

provinces, it is a long way from Pekin,

and her control is remote, at best.

Its Chinese governors have administered

the affairs of state much as they wished

for their own profit and pleasure. They

well know that if their superiors in Pekin

do object and wish to punish them, there is

little danger. To send an army 2500 miles

by caravan across the southern Kansu

route would be a very difficult under-

taking, and it would probably never get

there, or at least, not for a very long time.

Once this was tried, in about 1868,

and it took the army ten years to reach

Urumchi, the capital. They moved in

winter and grew crops and stock in the

summer, robbing and slaughtering humans

as they passed, and leaving only devasta-

tion in their wake.

In 1916 the Pekin Government felt

they should more thoroughly bring under

their control the insubordinate outlying

provinces. At an expenditure of a great

deal of money and time and the experience

of foreign engineers, they built a string

of radio stations—one at Pekin, one at

Urga, one at Urumchi, and one at Kash-

gar. Now they thought all was well, as

they could issue strict and definite orders

to their governors, but this did not work so

well. If the governors did not like the

orders after they received them, they just

tore them up and said they never came

through. These radio stations, which now
stand and, as far as I know, are still

working, are the only bit of modernism in

this whole land.

The Governor, therefore, is supreme, a

dictator with his eight Totals, or provin-

cial heads, administering the provinces.

Under these are the Ambans, or magis-

trates, who rule over the districts. These

are all Chinese, educated and of the old

school and fine chaps, too. Many of the

younger men are college bred, from Pekin

or Shanghai, some speaking good English.

There are about six big cities in Chinese

Turkestan—Urumchi, the capital, Aksu,

Kashgar, Yarkand, Karashar, and Kho-

tan. Urumchi, the largest, holds some

60,000 souls, while the others run 20,000

or less. Outside of these cities there are

but few communities, for the reasons I

have mentioned—lack of soil and water.

Here and there one may find a very small

one, made possible by a spring or water

pan, but in between these and the scat-

tered cities is a void waste of arid lands,

often unknown and untraveled.

Exports and Imports

Game and bird life, therefore, are very

scarce, and the traveler must live on food

purchased from the natives. As a con-

sequence, little is raised in this country

for export. From the sheep, goats, and

few cattle, which are the main source of

food supply, wool and hides are taken and

sent north to Russia, which in turn sends

back, principally, iron and mushn, sheet-

ing, sugar, and tea, while other supplies

for the Chinese are brought 2500 miles by

caravan from Pekin and Shanghai, having

been exchanged for wool and hides taken

to the coast.

Merchants predominate, and one won-

ders what they all do to keep so busy, but



At Kashgar

A Gateway

in the City Wall

This gateway in the mud-brick wall of one of

Chinese Turkestan's principal cities is an excellent

example. Beyond the silhouetted group beneath

the arch can be seen the second defense gate, erected

in order to hold back any enemy that might sue

ceed in passing through the outer portal. The mud

bricks of which the walls are built are shown plainly

about the arch



A Total— one of

the high Chinese
officials of Aksu,

with his son

The

Rulers

and

Cavalry and infantry as Chinese

Turkestan knows them. These

ragged troops are not highly efficient.

In fact, they are largely the ne'er-do-

wells of the country who join the

army where they are usually fed, and

are sometimes even paid
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they use many supplies from the East and

West, making them up into native designs

and garments, which we do not always

recognize as something from without.

As in all the Orient, the bazaars are

fascinating. Storekeepers squat over

small piles of spices, sugar, or local foods,

awaiting someone who will buy even a

little, but you never seem to see anyone buy
anything, and you often wonder whether,

should they sell the whole lot, they would

be doing what you would consider a paying

day's business.

Jewelers seem to predominate along

the bazaars, making elaborately de-

signed ornaments, earrings, and trinkets

from silver wire. Blacksmiths not only

shoe horses, but make pots and repair

wagons and anything else in which iron

is used. Most fascinating of all is the

man who goes about with a little box,

mending broken dishes. Artfully he

drills a series of little holes near the

broken edges, and fits into these holes

perfect little metal staples, which so

securely bind the broken pieces that the

dish cannot leak, and except for looks, is

as good as new\ Personally, I think it

has an added attractiveness with this

applied exquisite craftsmanship.

A Fruitful Land

The irrigated sandy soils, under the hot

sun, produce wonderful fruits. Here is

the land of apricots. We found them grow-

ing in every garden. Cantaloupes and

watermelons were as delicious as they

are at home, and tasted even better

while we waited for our boiled drinking

water to cool. Grapes, pears, and apples

occasionally were seen, but were not as

good as the melons.

The country is so old and the strifes so

many that it is difficult to say just who
originally belonged there. But today we

have the very dark-skinned Turkis, or

Chantos, supposedly originating from the

southwest toward Turkey. They have no

suggestion of Mongol blood, and pre-

dominate in the southwest sector of

Turkestan, with Kashgar as their center.

They are the plains, or agricultural

people. To the north there is a tribe of

Kazaks, mountain nomads, with little or

no strain of Mongol blood, but seemingly

strongly Nordic—blue eyes, light hair,

and skin as fair as ours.

A Mongoloid People

The Kalmuks are the other predominat-

ing people, strongly Mongolian, if not

definitely so. They are the nomad horse-

men of the grasslands and mountains.

Other small tribes seem to be offshoots or

phases of these three groups.

Peoples have invaded, fused, and

separated, like wind-driven clouds, and the

unscrambling of distinct groups is difficult.

There is a real future for this country.

Surely, in these great mountains there

must be vast stores of minerals. Urumchi
is supplied with coal dug from the surface

twenty miles outside of town.

In the Tekkes Valley of the Thian Shan

there are great forests and thousands of

square miles of grazing land and fine

agricultural lands. This section alone,

which has a temperate cfimate, could

support a nation of people, for it is self-

contained, with all requirements.

Turkestan approximates our Southwest

—deserts and plains which run up into

bountiful mountain ranges. Planes and

railroads and roads will gradually come in

from the north and northwest, and as

soon as that happens, the country will

develop.

There is here, then, a vast amount of

good land to absorb people, and it is a

"white man's" country.



The Kingdom of the Tides

Some of the Creatures One May Find

along the Shore Line of New England

By

Roy Waldo Miner
Curator, Living Invertebrates

American Museum

WHEN we look at maps and charts,

we see the boundary between

land and sea marked by a definite

line, but if we search for its exact location

as we stroll along the beach, we cannot find

it. The incoming waves rush up over the

sands untU they flatten out, lose their

momentum, hesitate, and stream back

into the flood whence they came. As the

tide rises, the sea gradually advances

farther inshore, but finally a limit is

reached at high water. At certain seasons,

and at times of storm, a greater area of

land is covered, but the recession always

takes place and the territory won by the

ocean is abandoned, until, at the very

lowest ebb, a strip of sea-bottom, in

turn, is conquered by the land.

The strand slides under water at the

same general slope, and, though diversified

by sand bars and shoals, the sea-bottom

sinks at a uniform rate, until, at a greater

or less distance offshore, at a depth of

about six hundred feet, it dives at a more

rapid gradient into the depths of the sea.

Here, at the edge of this steep slope, is the

first indication of a line of separation. It

is said that, ages ago, the real boundary of

the land was to be found here, and the

continents were much larger. Now the

seas have flooded over the edges of this

ancient land, forming a comparatively

shallow border or rim, varying in width

from thirty to one hundred miles, which

we call the continental shelf.

This shallow area, well lighted by the

sun, and warmer than the oceanic deeps,

is the real theater of the life of the sea-

bottom. In the sunlight the sea-plants, or

algae, abound, and feeding among them

are myriads of small oceanic creatures.

which, in turn, form the food of the larger

inhabitants of the sea.

Here are gathered living hordes of

fishes, mollusks, crustaceans, sea-worms,

echinoderms, and the lower forms of life.

From this shallow zone, in the course of

time, many species have invaded the

deeper waters and have become adapted

for the dark abysses beyond the edge of

the continental shelf. Myriads of others

have crowded into the warm, sun-lit

shallows near the shore and have even

sought the intertidal stretch wiiich is laid

bare twice daily by the ebbing tide.

As we walk along the shore at low tide

or wade in the shallows, we invade the

edge of this teeming world of sea-creatures

and see many signs of their activities.

Along our coast from New York to the

Bay of Fundy, the aspect of the ocean

margin presents many contrasts. Long

Island and Connecticut are characterized

by stretches of exposed sand beaches,

sheltered mud flats and sand spits. Here

and there may be found out-croppings of

rocks or tide-rips where glacial bowlders

have been laid bare, but the chief char-

acter of the coast is low and free from

rock. This condition becomes intensified

as we reach and round the curving arm

of Cape Cod, which is nothing but a huge

sand spit. North of Massachusetts Bay
and Boston, bold headlands of rocky

cliff jut out into the sea, as at Nahant,

Marblehead, Gloucester, and Cape Ann
generally. Along the coast of Maine,

high, rocky cliffs become the rule, lining

and Umiting deep bays, sown with jagged

islands, and hemming in the estuaries of

great rivers.

The height to which the tide may flow



Sea Shore

Warfare

The five pictures at the right

show, first, a colony of oysters

on a mud flat. The second

picture shows a mass of in-

vading mussels which, in the

third photograph, are pictured

after they have overwhelmed

the oysters. The fourth view

depicts the mussel colony be-

mg invaded, in turn, by

barnacles which, in the fifth

view, are shown completely

victorious

"^^^^



Creatures

of the

Sandy Beach

At the left on the opposite

page are two pictures of

Xatica, the sand collar snail,

which hides in mound-shaped

barrows or crawls over the

sand, pushing its tleshy apron

before it. Next comes a

lady crab up to her eyes in

sand; a "sand bug" preparing

to "dig in"; a rock crab, and

finally another lady crab show'

ing its paddle-shaped hind legs
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shows great variation. Along the exposed

sandy shores of southern New England it

ranges from two to five feet in height,

except where the incoming seas are forced

into narrowing bodies of water like Long

Island Sound, where it rises six to seven

feet, as at New Haven and Bridgeport.

High Tides and Low

On the outer side of Cape Cod, the rise

is but two feet, but the masses of water

that crowd into Cape Cod Bay reach nine

feet at Plymouth. North of Boston this

height continues, becoming gradually in-

creased along the Maine coast. The Gulf

of Maine is a huge, curving and tapering

funnel, guarded by Cape Cod to the

southward and the peninsula of Nova
Scotia to the northeast.

The tides entering this huge gulf are

shunted along the hollow curve of the

Maine shore line and Bay of Fundy,

rising at high water eighteen feet at Bar

Harbor, twenty-eight feet at St. Andrews,

New Brunswick, and the enormous height

of forty-five feet during spring tides at

Amherst and Truro, where, at the double

apex of the funnel-shaped Bay, the Nova
Scotian isthmus ties the peninsula of that

name to the mainland of North America.

Naturally the combination of high,

swift-running tides and rocky coasts has

a far-reaching effect on the animal and

plant life inhabiting the impetuous waters

of northern New England, compared with

the low-lying, quiet, sandy and muddy
coasts of the more southerly portions.

The temperature of the waters in the

two regions also is of great influence.

Southern New England is washed by

spurs from the warm waters of the Gulf

Stream, especially in the Cape Cod region

which, with the outlying Elizabeth

Islands, as well as Marthas Vineyard and

Nantucket, juts boldly out into the sea.

But farther north, the cold Arctic Current

pushes its way in close to the shor(^, and

creatures which, in southerly waters, are

found only in the deeper, colder seas,

here occur near the surface and are able to

live in shallow waters near the rocky shore.

If we could stroll along the entire New
England coast in a few hours, we should

find ourselves passing over regions con-

tinually changing in character, and the

species of animals populating the shallow

waters around the low-tide limit also

would be seen to vary in harmony with

the changing environment. The forces of

inanimate nature sift out all individuals

that invade regions to which their bodily

structures and habits are not adapted.

As it is out of the question to cover so

much territory in one journey, let us

transport ourselves in imagination from

place to place and sample a number of

contrasting typical localities to become

acquainted with the shallow-water animals

characteristic of them.

An Exposed Sandy Beach

The white sand stretches out before us

for miles, heaped high into dunes at our

left or extending over into broad flats

covered with beach grass and low shrub-

bery. At our right, the surf breaks thun-

dering on the shore, washing to our very

feet and bringing quantities of loose sand

along with it. Here and there, with a

rattle and a roar, the waves bombard the

coast with masses of rounded pebbles,

spreading them over the strand in assorted

sizes ranging from gravel to bowlders.

We pick up dead and empty shells on

the beach, many of them broken and

beach-worn. Ruffled fronds of kelp are

washed up and other flotsam from the

sea, but, for the most part, life is con-

spicuous by its absence, and the sandy

shore seems barren indeed. This is not

to be wondered at. The shifting sand

gives little opportunity for harboring

animal life which otherwise might burrow

within it, and the force of the waves trans-

forms into grindstones the pebbles and

rocks wliich, in (juieter waters, would give
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shelter to all sorts of sea-creatures. The

siliceous sand grains are barren of food

material and could support no life even if

any could find foothold among them.

Nevertheless, at the upper tide limit,

long lines of beach wrack mark the

boundary of the ocean's surge, and as we

stir up the decaying and drying fragments

of seaweed, swarms of beach-fleas (Orches-

tia agilis) come to life and jump hither

and thither in clouds. If we are quick,

we can capture them and put them into a

glass jar, where we can examine them at

leisure. They are olive green in color.

Now, as we look closely at the sand not far

from the high-tide mark, struggling forms

emerge from tiny little holes that are

almost invisible, and go leaping about,

their grayish, sand-colored bodies closely

resembling their environment. They, too,

are sand-fleas of two different species

{Talorchestia megalopthalma and longi-

cornis) somewhat larger than their green

brethren and distinguished by unusually

large eyes and long feelers, respectively.

The Laby Crab

At low tide, when the sea is calm, one

may wade in the shallows with a water

glass and find other evidences of life.

Yonder a lady crab {Ovalipes ocellatus)

goes swimming by sidewise, waving its

paddle-shaped hind legs over its back as a

means of propulsion. A short distance

away it settles down on the sea-bottom,

raises its stalked eyes, and regards us

warily. We approach with stealth, to

get a good view of its carapace gayly

spotted with irregular purplish pink dots,

and the sharp pincer-like claws, striped

also in purple and pink, which wave

menacingly toward us. It is all a bluff!

For as we cautiously wade nearer, the

crab shoves the hinder margin of its

carapace down into the sand, and rapidly

digs itself under till only the frontal edge,

the ends of the stalked eyes, and the wav-

ing, threadlike antennae are visible.

The rock crab (Cancer irroratus) is also

abundant here, scuttling over the sandy

floor, as it has no paddles to smm with

like its more fortunate cousin. We catch

ghmpses of the slender almost transparent

boatlike bodies of the common shrimp

(Crangon vulgaris) darting here and there

like phantoms.

Sand-collar Snails

A number of sand-collar snails of two

species (Natica heros and dwplicata) have

started a settlement yonder where the

sandy floor is nearly level and is laid bare

only at the lowest tide. Low, rounded

mounds scattered over the wet sand betray

their habitat, and, as we watch, there is a

disturbance in one of them which is still

under water, and we see a round, almost

globular shell, about as large as a tennis

ball, break through. A fleshy foot pro-

trudes itself from the shell opening and

extends forward and back over the sand

until it seems impossible that so much
animal could be packed so tightly ^nthin

the spire of the sheU. Now it begins to

travel forward, pushing before it an apron-

Kke flap, above which waves a pair of

antennae, each with an eye-spot at its base.

As the creature slowly progresses, a

transparent, jelly-Hke ribbon emerges

from under the right side of the apron and

is slowly pushed around the lower margin

of the shell, where it is overlapped by a

fold of the broad, fleshy body. Soon it

completely surrounds the shell like a

border. The snail continues to creep

forward and leaves the transparent ribbon

behind it on the sandy sea-floor. The

sand washes against it and sticks to it.

We pick it up and find it is a delicate little

collar-shaped arrangement, open in front

and slightly ruffled at the lower margin.

The sand which has stuck to the outer

surface covers it in a single layer, giving

it an appearance of fine sandpaper. If we

examine the under side with a hand lens,

we find that it is entirelv lined with a



Tidal Water

and

Marsh Grass

In settings such as the one

shown at the top of the

page, fiddler crabs dig bur'

rows among the grass roots.

The sectional view above at the right shows a

fiddler'Crab burrow, together with a starfish pre-

paring to feed on an oyster. Marvelously adorned

seaworms dig in the mud, as well. In the circle

the ornate worm (Amphitrite ornata) spreads its

delicate tentacles; in the center rectangle a fringed

worm (Cirratulus grandis) extends its threadlike

filaments; at the left is pictured the head of a

plumed worm {Diopatra cuprea). Except for the

view at the top, these photographs are of models

at the American Museum



A Ripple-Marked

Mud Flat

Prolific sea worms make their homes and dig their

subways in the tide-washed mud. In the circle,

a clam worm (J^ereis) appears to be attacking an

opal worm. At the upper right a trumpet-worm
model is shown, surrounded by the sand grains

that it has built into a home. The center rectangle

shows a model of the head

of a "beak thrower," pic-

tured also in the circle

"throwing its beak.'' Be-

low at the left the head ofan

opal worm is shown, gleam-

ing with iridescent hues.

The tracks shown crossing

the ripple marks in the bot-

tom picture have been made
by black mud-snails

Photograph by M. C. Dirkerfoii
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delicate layer of transparent eggs, each

like a tiny bead of jelly, all closely set to-

gether in a finely wrought mosaic. As the

collar dries in the sun, it becomes so fragile

that it crumbles to sand in our fingers.

We now turn our attention to the snail

itself and see that it is rapidly creeping

through the shallow water toward a group

of little flattened sticks standing up from

the sand at an abrupt angle. The snail

seems much interested in them. As we
examine them with attention we see that

their sides are formed of two long, narrow,

slightly cur\dng shells which somewhat

suggest the size and shape of the old-

fashioned razor handle. We recognize

the razor-shell clam (Ensis diredus).

The shells stand half-buried in the sand,

showing the ends of their short siphon-

tubes at the top bordered with fringelike

papillae. Apparently they are aware

either of us or of the approaching snail,

for suddenly first one, then another,

shoots down into the sand until the

siphon-openings are barely even with the

surface. They are great diggers, for their

lower end is equipped with a powerful

curved and tapering foot, which is used

as a \'ery efficient digging organ.

These inhabitants of the exposed sandy

beaches, together with certain others,

such as the soft clam (Mya arenaria),

the surf clam (Spisula solidissima) , the

"sand bug" (Hippa talpoida), the sand

dollar (Echinarachmus parma), and a few

sea-worms, are able to endure the difficult

conditions of exposure to the open sea.

Most of them also occur in the more

sheltered regions described below, but

they are the hardy explorers of the shal-

low seas, and form the scattered popula-

tion of a region which is otherwise without

abundant visible life.

Sheltered Saxd and Mud P^'lats

As we walk along the beach, we may
find our progress stopped by an inlet

through which the tide flows into more

sheltered waters. In such places the cur-

rents wash the sand and mud away from

the bowlders embedded therein and much
of the mud is carried into the sheltered

waters of the bay, to be deposited upon
its floor, mingled with sand to a greater

or less degree.

Among the Eelgrass

This mud is filled with nutritive ma-
terial in which eelgrass grows readily and
which also provides sustenance for all

sorts of burrowing sea animals, and many
others which lurk among the weed. Hosts

of tiny creatures grow on the eelgrass

blades, hide under the stones in the bottom

and edges of the tidal channel, and cling

to the seaweeds growing in such places.

Depending on the amount of exposure

to the open sea, the soil grades from

gravel, through sand, sandy mud of

various degrees of admixture, and pure

mud, abounding in inhabitants which

thrive best in each special environment as

well as those ubiquitous creatures which

range over the whole field.

The Uttle hermit crabs (Pagurus longi-

carpus) are among the latter. These may
be seen scuttling back and forth in shallow

water. They are small shrimplike crea-

tures with a pair of heavily armored, formi-

dable claws and four spiny walking legs,

but with a soft, tapering abdomen which

is their weak point and is entirely un-

protected. Attached to this are a few

pairs of small holding claws. To make
good their deficiency, the hermit crabs

appropriate abandoned snail shells, back-

ing their soft abdomen into the spiral

chamber of the shell, into which it neatly

fits. They hold the shell in place by

gripping the central columella of the spire

with their weak abdominal claws, and then

boldly run around with their castles on

their backs. If assailed by an enemy, they

retreat within the shell, closing the open-

ing with one of their large claws. How-
ever, certain species of fish eat them, shell
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and all. The hermits are the scavengers

of the shallow seas and always gather

together in great numbers to feast upon

dead and decaying plants and animals.

On muddy bottoms they are joined by the

black mud snails (Nassa ohsoleta), whose

progress over the mud can be traced by

their undulating groovelike trails.

A Populous Citv on a Shell

The hermit crab is also interesting,

because, in many cases, the dead shell

that it carries may become covered with a

soft substance appearing at first glance

like the pile of coarse velvet. If we place

such a crab in a small dish of sea water

and look at it under a magnifying glass,

this covering resolves itself into a city

of tiny hydroids (Hydradinia echinata),

little flower-like creatures with slender

tube-shaped bodies, some of them with

terminal mouths surrounded with grasp-

ing tentacles ; others with no mouths but

carrying quantities of egg-producing

organs looking like tiny clusters of grapes

;

and still others near the edge of the shell

with no mouths, but with their heads

crowned with beadlike batteries of sting

cells. Obviously this is a community of

specialists, some members of which are the

feeders for the colony, others, the repro-

ducers and nursemaids, and the rest the

fighters. Each has its special work to do.

All the individuals are connected by a net-

work of tubes, so that food may be supplied

to the members that have no mouths

by those which secure and digest it.

Larger species of hermits (Pagurus

hernhardus and pollicaris) hide in the eel-

grass, where also may be found the great

whelks (Fulgur canaliculata and carica),

which bear large, coiled shells on their

backs with a pointed siphon in front.

The females of these whelks manufacture

egg-strings, two or more feet in length,

looking like strings of spiny, yellow pill

boxes, in which the eggs hatch into baby

snails with tiny shells like those of their

parents. After a time the little snails

emerge from a hole in the edge of each pill

box and take up an independent life. The
whelks prowl around, in the hope of cap-

turing one of the scallops {Pecten gibhus)

which abound in the eelgrass. This is a

game of stalking, for the latter possess a

hundred or more gleaming, steely blue

eyes around the edge of the mantles, and,

when alarmed by a shadow, will spring up

in the water and flit out of the way,

opening and closing their shells rapidly as

a means of locomotion.

The green crab {Carcinides msenas),

conspicuous with its bright green, yellow,

and black markings, and the blue crab

(Callinedes sapidus), familiar to us in the

markets, frequent the sheltered mud flats

in shallow water, while the small mud crabs

{Panopeus herbstii and sayi) with their

black-fingered claws are everywhere at

the water's edge. The large spider crabs

{Lihinia emarginata and duhia), with their

long legs and small, spiny, rounded cara-

paces, hide in the eelgrass and are hard to

see on muddy bottoms.

Oysters and Mussei-s

On mud-flats laid bare at low tides one

may chance upon occasional oyster beds,

though these are usually cultivated at

some depth. More frequently huge flats

may be covered with edible mussels

(Mytilus edulis) . These black mussels are

a potential article of food, now much
neglected, but, when properly prepared,

they rival the succulent oyster and little-

neck clam in deUcacy of flavor and nutri-

tious value. On Marthas Vineyard Island,

literally acres of mussels are laid bare at

low tide. They multiply so rapidly that,

if by chance they come in contact with a

bed of oysters, they will overspread it

and completely smother it. The rock

barnacles, in turn, reproduce even faster

than the mussels, and, by sheer force of

numbers, given an opportunity, will

invade a mussel colony and overwhelm it,



Above: A giant whelk pursues a scallop, which
swims by opening and closing its shell

Below: The "velvet" on the hermit

crab's appropriated shell is shown, in

an American Museum model, to be

made of three types of tiny hydroids

—

fighters, feeders, and egg producers

Pliotoyraph by M . C. Dirkcrscn
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thus rendering poetic justice to the former

conquering horde.

Enemies of Mollusks

These beds of shellfish, of course,

attract the enemies of bivalve mollusks in

great abundance. The most important of

these are the oyster drill {Urosalpinx

cinerea) and the common sea stars {As-

terias vulgaris and forhesi). The former

bores neat little pinholes in an oyster shell,

and sucks out the contents, while the

latter mounts the oyster, applies the pneu-

matic disks of its tube-feet to the two

valves, and, bracing the tips of its arms

against surrounding objects, pulls the

shells open by main force and proceeds

to devour their contents.

The oysters are not naturally found in

muddy localities, but have been trans-

planted there by man, by spreading shells

to form a ''clutch." They belong more

properly on a rocky bottom.

The animals most typically associated

with more or less muddy regions are the

sea worms. Burrowing in the soil every-

where, they construct tubes of greater or

less consistency, or, in some cases, no

tubes at all. They hide under flat stones,

or dig among the roots of eelgrass. In

localities rich in mud the fringed worm
{Cirratulus grandis) burrows in great

abundance, its reddish body adorned with

a multiplicity of long, threadlike, breath-

ing organs on the forward third of its body,

each filament of golden yellow with a

brilliant red thread of blood showing

through the translucent walls. The
plumed worm (Diopatra cuprxa) con-

structs tough, parchment-like tubes in

sandy mud, showing like chimneys above

the sea-bottom, to which bits of shell and

seaweed are cemented. The worm has a

bluish iridescent body equipped on the

forward part with marvelous blood-red

plumes with spirally arranged branch(\s.

The ornate worm (Amphitrile ornata)

builds tubes of sand and nuid. It is a

wonderful creature with three pairs of

intricately branched gill-plumes on its

shoulders and numerous flesh-colored

tentacles extending in all directions from

its head. Its body is beautifully marked

with reddish brown, and a broadly taper-

ing upper lip is colored from rich rose to

violet. The opal worm (Arabella opalina)

has an orange head with four eyes, and a

long, slender body composed of brilliantly

opalescent rings. The trumpet worm
(Pectinaria belgica) digs with a pair of

golden combs and constructs a trumpet-

shaped tube of neatly matched sand

grains arranged in a delicate mosaic.

Scores of other species occur, all re-

markable for beauty, grotesqueness, or

strange habits, but it is impossible to

mention them all here. Needless to say,

the sheltered mud- and sand-flat is one

of the most fruitful fields for the study

of the strange creatures of the sea.

Rocky Shores and High Tides

Let us now transport ourselves to the

north shore of Massachusetts or the coast

of Maine. We are on a rock-bound coast,

hemmed in by high cliffs, against the base

of which the incoming tide breaks in

masses of foam, which scour through every

crevice and rush back into the sea. The
tide rises and falls nine feet or more,

according to the locality, and, farther

north, several times that distance.

At low tide the vertical walls of the

cliffs are seen to be broken into shelving

terraces, draped and festooned with rock-

weed, bordered above with a long frieze

of white barnacles. The basin-like hol-

lows on the rocky terraces are filled with

water, even when the tide is at its lowest,

and each one glows with submerged

colors like an aquatic sea-garden. There is

no soil for biu'rowing like that on sand- and

mud-flats, and all animals having no ade-

quate clinging organs, or requiring a soft

substratum for burrowing are eliminated

here by the force of the elements, and yet



Left: The only coral (Astrangia dana'i)

of the New England coast is shown
growing over a rocky bottom



The rocky coast at low tide.

The white band is made up of

barnacles. Below these, fes-

toons of rock weed partly

cover crowded masses of mus'
sels. In the water, starfish

and green sea urchins abound



Seaweed drapes the rocks of ^
a beautiful pool at Nahant,

Massachusetts. In these clear,

quiet waters are displayed a

magnificent sea garden in

which the observer may find

a rich field for observation
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certain creatures familiar to the southern

shores adapt themselves to these trying

conditions and survive.

Black Mussels and Purple Snails

The same kind of black mussel {Mytilus

edulis) that covers the mud-flats of the

southern coast to so great an extent,

clings to the rocks in broad bands below

the barnacle zone and underneath the

rockweed, but, in exposed situations, the

shells are always very small, for when they

reach a size to present resistance to the

force of the waves, the silken strands of

their tough byssus threads give way and

they are stripped from their anchorage by

the rushing water. They also must dis-

pute their territory with the purple snails

(Thais lapillus), which cluster iji numer-

ous colonies and feed on the little mussels.

These snails derive their name from the

fact that they exude a purple fluid, alUed

to the Tyrian purple of Mediterranean

snails. Their shells, however, are gayly

banded with red or yellow spirals, or the

entire shell may vary from white, through

orange, red, and brown. They lay their

eggs in little pink or yellowish vase-

shaped capsules, which stand on slender

stems and are grouped together in small

patches in the crevices of the rocks.

At low tide multitudes of sea stars

familiar to the southern shore (Asterias

vulgaris) but varying greatly in color

from purple, through blue, crimson, and

yellow, feed on the mussels and on

the little green sea urchin with the long

scientific name (Strongylocentrotus droeh-

bachiensis), which is very abundant here.

Another sea star characteristic of rocky

coasts is a small, deep-red species (Henri-

da sanguinolenta) , bright yellow beneath

and at the tips of its curving arms. The

Jonah crab (Car.cerborealis) is very com-

mon, crouching and hiding in rocky dens.

It is larger and with much rougher cara-

pace than the rock crab of Southern New
England (Cancer irroratus), which also is

found on the northern coast, but more

sparingly.

The tide pools on the terraces show re-

markable concentrations of sea life. As

the sun slants through one of these flooded

basins at low tide, it lights up tangles of

rich brown, brilliant green, purple, pink,

and red algse, their graceful fronds cluster-

ing and overarching miniature vistas, in

which acorn snails (LiUorina litorea), green

crabs (Carcinides msenas)^ and tiny red or

variegated chitons (Chiton ruber and

apiculatus) creep about amid fairy clusters

of pink-hearted hydroids (Tubularia cro-

cea), gray-green chimney sponges (Hali-

chondria panicea), and pink finger sponges

(Chalina oculata).

Sea Anemones and Seaweeds

Sea anemones (Metridium dianthus) ex-

pand their broad, flower-like, fringed disks,

and cylindrical bodies, brown, pink and

white, and bright orange in color. Even
the rocky basin itself is enameled with

encrustations of red-purple Melobesia

and brick-red Lithothamnion,—calcareous

seaweeds, that spread thin, stony layers

of color over the underlying rock. Clus-

ters of huge horse-mussels (Modiola

modiola) covered with purple and red

bryozoa, open their shells slightly, ex-

posing their orange-colored mantles.

It seems impossible that there should be

such an abundant association of living

forms in so small a space, but the secret

lies in the flood of aerated and food-laden

waters that twice a day overwhelms

these tidal pools and brings the inhab-

itants everything on which their life

depends.

These associations of the animal life of

the seas, whether on sandy shore, mud-
flat, or rock-bound coast, are but gUmpses

of an almost infinite kingdom of creatures

under the rule of the tide, which sweeps

over the great oceanic shelf, bringing life

or death to its subjects, depending upon

how they adapt themselves to its laws.
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Margaret Mead
Assistant Curator

Department of Anthropology

American Museum

An account of the mountain Arapesh of New
Guinea, who, in spite of a meager food supply,

have built up a social system in which each

man works happily so that his neighbor may eat

AGREAT many theories have been

developed upon the relationship

between food and civilization and

between food and temperament. Popular

conceptions of the way in which the

savage manages his food supply present

striking incongruities. There are those

who beUeve that the savage lives a life of

idylic laziness, lolling beneath breadfruit

trees from which pre-cooked and well

scraped breadfruit fall into his open

mouth at stated intervals. In direct

contrast to this day-dream picture of the

South Seas, is the idea of the savage,

cowering gaunt and unclothed beneath an

overhanging cliff, gnawing an uncooked

bone. In the face of such contradictory

conceptions, it is of interest to investigate

the way in which a primitive people really

do plan the cultivation and distribution of

their food supply.

The mountain Arapesh of New Guinea

live on very poor land. The precipitous

mountain ridges provide little level garden

space; torrential rains followed by land-

slides devastate the gardens perched so

percariously on the steeps. The top soil

is thin and infertile and the natives know

no method of fertilizing; each year a new

piece of bush is partly cleared by cutting

down the small shrubs and lopping off the

branches of the tall trees, so that a garden

presents a ghastly contrast between lush

new vegetation below and stricken, limb-

less trees towering palely above. As

their mainstay, the Arapesh depend upon

taro, a tuber with a waxy, stringy con-

sistency which tastes at first a little like

soap. Taros are of two kinds, those which

will keep like good potatoes in a cooler

climate (of these the Arapesh have very

little) and those which keep only a few
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days and which must be replanted from

the cut green shoots before they have

withered. This means that for their chief

carbohydrate dependence the people are

always hurried, digging a small supply of

taro, hastening to plant back the shoots

before they wilt away and are lost.

Temperamental Yams

There is also the yam, a tougher tuber,

requiring more care wliile it is growing,

for the vines must be trained and tended,

and subject to far greater hazards, as a

promising looking yam garden may yield

no yams beneath the ground. The natives

think of the yams very personally; if in

the middle of harvest, the harvesters are

called away, the yams get sulky and dis-

gruntled and slip away into the woods and

are lost, so that the yam-digging stick

meets only empty, yielding earth. Yams
will keep for months, finally going bad

and sprouting in the store houses of the

too dilatory, but for feasts for which one

must plan in advance, or at which it is

the fashion to give the guests uncooked

food to take home with them, yams are

best. Yams are men's work, as taro is

women's, and yam planting and yam
harvests are accompanied with much
magic and ceremonial.

Third among the vegetable foods of the

Arapesh is sago, the pith of the sago palm.

Sago is scarce among the mountains; there

are no natural sago swamps, every tree

has to be planted, and it is customary for a

father to plant sago trees for each son.

He also plants cocoanut and betel palms

so that each child svill start life with a

capital sufficient to last him his lifetime

and enable him to take part in the life

of the community. In the gardens are also

planted bananas, sugar cane, and several

varieties of greens which resemble Swiss

chard and which are an essential part of

every Arapesh meal.

For protein, they have to depend upon

hunting and upon domestic pigs. The

pigs are a sad race of razor-backed animals,

meager creatures that are always coming

to grief, being strangled by snakes, taken

by hawks, or falling into traps which have

been set for some wild animal in the bush.

Raising a domestic pig is a difficult busi-

ness and one at which some women never

become adept, in native phrasing either

''because they are so greedy that they eat

up the very parings of the yams and leave

nothing at all for the pig" or "because

they are so careless that they can forget

their pig for a whole day." The small

pigs, which are usually petted and

pampered like lap dogs and spoken of as

"childi'en," are even credited with dying

of sulkiness if suddenly neglected. A
man whose wife has repeated losses of the

pigs which have been entrusted to her to

feed, will finally serve public notice upon

her that her days of pig feeding are over

forever, by setting up a pig-feeding mora-

torium sign outside her door, a spear

stuck in a pig trough of bark, with half

a yam tied to the top. This is a great

disgrace. A man speaking reverently of

the great abilities of his grandmother or

mother will mention, high in the list, that

she had a great way with pigs.

Difficult Hunting

Hunting is a hard and unrewarding

task among hills which have been popu-

lated by a hungry people for hundreds of

years. The Arapesh use dead falls, and

traps; they build shelters and hide in

them all night, waiting for an unwarj'^ wild

pig to venture into the baited enclosure;

they make rope snares for tree kangaroo

and cassowaries and shoot wallabies and

opossums with bows and arrows. After a

heavy rain they occasionally find a few

fish in the streams. Small boys learn to

trap rats and bandicoots and to sit

patiently holding one end of a bird's

snare in their hand until a bird lights

upon it. At certain times of the year

great masses of edible caterpillars appear.



The organizier of the feast is distributing platters

of cooked pork and bundles of sago to those

whom he has invited to be his "dogs"—feasting

partners—who later will give him other food in

return for that which he now gives to them

An
Arapesh

Feast
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Doctor Mead's
mountain house

Below: In an Arapesh
yam garden



Native

Feast

Right: Beach Arapesh
carrying the casso'

waryfeathered spear

which gives notice

that pigs are due

Below: Learning to

carry her share

In the center of the village, food which has

been gathered together after many laborious

months of preparation is piled into a "moun-

tain." Around the edges are the sprouting

cocoanuts which the visitors will take home

and plant in memory of the occasion. The

central pile of yams is decorated at the top

with clusters of shining green betel nut and

sections of smoked meat
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and sometimes a mud hen's nest is

found in the bush. There is a kind of

grub which flourishes in rotting sago

trees. Every bit of available protein

is used, even snakes, although there is

always the more than suspicion that a

snake is really a supernatural. Still,

the average adult is fortunate if he gets

half a dozen ounces of protein a week.

For the rest he must subsist upon vege-

tables, which makes traveling particularly

difficult, for seven pounds of yams is a

good days' fare for a grown man.

The Generosity of a Hungry People

Upon this scanty and inadequate food

supply, what kind of a social system has

developed? There are those who would

argue from a pervading pessimism about

human nature, that scarcity and hunger

always tend to make men stingy and

grasping, each holding tight to his own
little portion of food and drink. Now,

there is no doubt that, even by native

Ne^v Guinea standards, the Arapesh are

hungry. The figures of the grown people

reveal the stigmata of rickets; most

people's bones protrude sharply from too

tightly stretched skins. They are poor

and they are cold and they are hungry.

Often there is no food in the house, the fire

has died, and the people wake shivering

long before dawn, to sit about a camp fire

outside and sing softly until the sun rises.

Pressing a visitt)r to stay means that the

pot will be empty tomorrow, but no

visitor is ever hurried on his wa^^

Once I asked an Arapesh man to de-

scribe a bad man, and he did it in these

words

:

A bad man is he who when he sees visitors

come says: "Now, who is going to feed these

people? " He and his wife sit down. Smoke issues

from their house. He eats until his skin is

stretched tight. He wipes the grease from his

lips with the back of his hand. He goes and sits

down with the visitors and makes empty talk.

If he has killed meat, he hides it. If his wife is

good and says. " Let's give a little of this meat to

a friend," he says "No." If the wife is really

good, she will run away from such a man.

In their system of food distribution,

the Arapesh divide all the people of the

community into two classes, bonah and

shalloh, children and old people on the

one hand, and all those past puberty who
are still hale and strong, on the other.

i\lthough there are some foods which may
be eaten by both groups, many foods are

divided so that one kind of yam belongs

to bonah, another to shalloh . This system

ensures that neither the strong shall take

too much from the weak, nor the old too

much from the young. After a feast, the

givers of the feast spread food for their

womenfolk who have labored faithfully

bringing firewood and cooking leaves, and

preparing food. This little family feast

they garnish with wallaby, a food for-

bidden to all adults, because "the women
will be even more happy to have food

which can be eaten only by their children."

i How Food is "Stored Up" for the Future

Strict social rules govern hunting and

the distribution of game. The most

despised man in the community is the

one who will eat game which he has killed

himself, be it only a bird the size of a

sparrow. When Nahomen, a lazy, half-

witted man from the hamlet of Mogili-

gum, took his small son hunting and

together they devoured a hornbill which

he had killed, the community rang with

the scandal for weeks. Instead of eating

one's own kill, it must always be sent to

another, a mother's brother, a father-in-

law, or a hereditary feasting partner,

called a buanyin. This rule when applied

to big game animals—that is, the biggest

game animals known in New Guinea, the

bush pig and the tree kangaroo, or the

great wingless bird, the cassowary—works

out into a sort of primitive banking system.

Kule is giving a feast in three months'

time. For that feast he will need much
meat. He goes out hunting to find some



A native banana garden.

The natives lop off the

branches to let light into

their gardens, but do not

cut down the trees

At the time this picture

was taken there was rain

in the air, and the hosts

were waiting anxiously

for the visitors to arrive

before the storm burst.

They didn't!
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small game for a little feast to his cousins

who have just carved him a drum, and he

kills a cassowary, far too much meat for a

small feast. He smokes it and sends it off

to his buanyin, who later, when Kule is

ready to give his big feast, will return the

same amount of meat, a domestic pig if

he has no luck at hunting. So Kule, who

has no means of keeping his cassowary kill,

has stored up a future meat supply for

himself. Rule's huanyin will distribute

the cassowary among all his brothers and

cousins and brothers-in-law, with a little

extra amount for those who have good

hunting dogs and so can be counted upon

to help him return it later. Each of

these may keep the leg or the slice of

breast which they receive, for their own

families, or pass it on still farther.

How Many Ends Are Served by One "Kill"

In this way, one kill may serve a number

of diverse individual ends, Kule stores up

for his feast, and has a bit of meat, too,

to give to his drum-carving cousins; his

huanyin feasts all his relatives; one of

them may use his share to end his wife's

period of taboo after childbirth by giving

a feast for the midwife; another, now

that he has a piece of meat, will ask his

brothers to come and help him finish his

house. So these impoverished, meat-

hungry people succeed in deriving the

maximum amount of excitement and

delight from each hunting success. It is

delightful to kill a cassowary, drums will

send out the glad news and people will

shout from mountain top to mountain

top—the native telephone system in a

country where a peak which is an hour's

hard walking away, may be within (»asy

shouting distance. It is delightful to

bring the cassowary home; everyone in

the hamlet will come to admire and ex-

claim and the children will pluck out the

long horsehair-like feathers which will

later be made into a headdress, or perhaps

even into the fearsome mask of the cir-

cumcisor in the initiation ceremonies,

who dresses to impersonate a cassowary.

It is a pleasure to give it away with

elaborate speeches, and it is a pleasure to

be the recipients and dance around the

meat laid out on plates on the village

green, shouting "Wa Wa Wa," thus

vociferously emphasizing the fact that

some day this magnificent gift will be

adequately returned. Finally, it is a

pleasure to feast all one's cooperative

friends who have helped one to build a

fence or roof a house, or carve a drum.

The host who goes hungry beams un-

enviously upon the feasters, and a few

women set off hurriedly to carry bits of

the feasts into still farther villages where

some child will go to sleep happily chew ing

a bit of the meat which Kule killed, five

villages away, some days before.

Sometimes, especially w^hen a pig is

given away, the first recipient feels that

he cannot afford to keep it. He has no

pigs himself; the women of his family are

poor pig feeders, the friend in a far-away

village who promised him a little pig has

had bad luck with his last litter and sent

none—altogether he is discouraged and

pessimistic about accepting the pig. So he

sends the pig, still trussed to a pole from

which it will never be loosened until it is

to be killed, to someone to whom he is

indebted.

Further Adventures of a Gift Pig

This man in turn may send it to an-

other, so that the unfortunate pig is

trotted up and down, along winding paths

and crumbling cliff edges, on the aching

shoulders of shouting men, now five miles

in one direction, now three miles in the

other, sometimes lying for half a day in

one hamlet, screened from the sun by a

raised palm leaf, carefully tended and

even fanned, while all those through whose

hands it passes hope passionately that it

will not die before it reaches a final

destination. Because even the stoutest



A view taken from one end of the tiny mountain
village which occupied the largest piece of level

land in the whole mountain region. Eighty'seven

people had residence rights in this village and
returned to it occasionally, especially at feast

time. The dark gable of Doctor's Mead's house

shows over the rooftops at the extreme left

An

Arapesh Village
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pig weakens after several days of being

carried trussed to a pole, there are fre-

quent casualties, most often attributed

by the natives to the disgruntlement of

the person who fed the pig's grandmother

and is now dissatisfied with the disposition

of the pig grandchild, or else to the fact

that the original owner of the pig has

failed to observe the taboos prescribed

for the time when one's pig is on the road.

"Investing" Pigs

In order to be able to plan feasts, the

Arapesh have another system besides this

one of banking a kill with a relative or a

huanyin. The man who ultimately plans

to give a big feast starts with one pig,

which he has had raised and fattened by

some women relative. He cuts it into

large sections, cooks it, and gives a feast

to which he has invited several men of

consequence, the kind of men who "are

accustomed to having pigs under their

houseladders." He accompanies his gifts

of pig with plates of beautifully made
croquettes of taro or sago, rolled in

grated cocoanut—a very special dish in

the preparation of which men alone are

proficient. Each guest receives a large

amount of cooked food and a portion

amounting to about a quarter of a pig.

A few months later the feast organizer,

the "trunk of the feast" gives another

similar feast, and later a third. Each of

the recipients—they are called collec-

tively "the dogs"—has now received

three-fourths of a pig and a great many of

the most prized made dishes. They are

each obligated to provide a whole pig

when their host is ready to give his feast,

wiiile those who received plates of cro-

quettes and small bits of the extra quarter

of each pig, are obligated to help their

host with vegetable foods. So for an in-

vestment of three pigs, serially, he is

ensured four pigs at onc(\

The gardening habits of the ArajK'sh

are as unexpected and as characteristic

of their whole genial approach to life,

as are their habits of dividing up meat.

Although everyone has garden land

which is specially his, inherited from his

patrilineal ancestors, the Arapesh do not

follow the more usual Oceanic custom by

which each man makes a garden, fences

it, directs his wife's work in it, and claims

all the harvest when it is ripe. For the

Arapesh, although they can have no real

village life, because there is no room in the

mountains to build enough houses to

make a real village, are a social folk

who detest working alone. But the

country is also unadapted to commu-
nal gardening on a large scale. So the

Arapesh combine the ends of sociability

and food growing, bj'' each man's planting

some of his seed in the gardens of half a

dozen of his relatives; some with his

brother, some with his uncle, some with

his brother-in-law Then one wife plants

part of her taro with her mother, and

part with his sister, the other plants with

his cousin's wife. His sago patch is side

by side with that of his cousin, because

their two fathers were friends and planted

together. ?Iis cocoanut trees are scat-

tered over the locality because no one

thinks of planting palms on his own land.

Instead one walks five miles, carrying a

single sprouting cocoanut to plant, as an

act of courtesy and friendship, upon an

uncle's house site. So every household

in the community is knitted together in a

fine mesh of common gardening, of trees

plants at other men's back doors, of

other men's yams sprouting in the land

over which one's own ancestral ghosts

preside.

The Difficulty of Making many Gardens

( lardening in so many places means that

the whol(^ population is semi-migratory.

The women pack tlie wooden plates, the

pots, tlie babies, tlie taro sprouts and

freshly j^lucked bundles of greens, into

their net bags, and the whole family sets



Distant view of the

mountain country taken

from the edge of AHatoa,

looking inland toward

the grass plains which
the natives identify with

the sea
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out to sleep tomorrow in a different garden

shack, of which each household has far

too many to keep any one in adequate

repair. So many cheerful gardeners

crowd into one little hut that only a few

can sleep by the fire while others must

"sleep nothing," away from its heat, and

the most unfortunate lie beneath a leak

in the thatch. Fences, difficult enough to

construct at all on the steep slopes, get

out of repair in a week's time, and the

bush pigs break into a temporarily de-

serted garden and eat the taro. But mean-

while the owners are eating, not too

heartily, but very happily, and in com-

pany, taro planted somewhere else. Just

as one garden fails, or is struck by a land-

slide, another will come to harvest, and

the women will come home at nightfall,

their jaws shut tight beneath the stagger-

ing weight of a net bag of yams.

The Lost Calendar

In the Pacific Islands yams are usually

planted and harvested at stated seasons,

and often in accordance with a calendar.

The Arapesh know of a calendrical system

in which the months are named for periods

in the orderly maturing of yams, such as

"the moon \Ahen the yam vines redden,"

but they plant their yams at any time of

the year when someone is ready to clear a

patch of ground and a few are ready and

gathered together. They have completely

lost sight of the whole idea of the calendar

and have no idea that it is at all con-

tradictory for one man's October to be

another man's December. "What moon
is it now?" you will ask. They will

scratch their heads, and think back to the

last yam garden they have noticed.

"Let's see. In Ahalesemi'i they will be

harvesting before this moon dies. So

this moon can be called the moon of yam
harvesting." So by a casual disregard of

calendars and seasons, the Ara})esh has

avoided the lean "time hungry" in which

there are no yams at all, which afflicts

most yam-growing people.

A "Mountain" of Yams

No one may accumulate so many yams

that he stands out from his neighbors as

rich and a miser. If a man is lucky and

his yams multiply, he is permitted— for

so they phrase it—to give the feast called

an abulluh. He paints all of his yams in

bright colors, a new design for each 96,

and spreads them out in a set order upon

a long rattan tape measure. This he can

fold up and tuck into the outside wall of

his house, to record how many yams he

had. Then he piles all of his yams into a

"mountain," and summons everyone to a

feast. To it they come bringing any-

thing which they can spare, a new plate, a

pot, a shell ring, a net bag. Upon a

section of the yam pile the gift is laid, and

the yams are gathered up and carried home

as seed for next year's garden. The

maker of the abulluh, the successful

gardener, can never eat yams grown from

this seed, which provides an anxious

housekeeping problem for hospitable

Arapesh women who must keep their

yams carefully sorted out as to origin,

so that no one may be offered the wrong

ones.

Despite tiie scarcity of food and in-

clemency of weather, the Arapesh have a

social system under which each man hunts

that another may eat meat, fishes for

someone else's cook pot, and tends his

yams faithfully only to distribute the

surplus among his neighbors as seed.

The Arapesh, poor in soil and poor in

foodstuffs, have turned the tasks con-

nected with food-getting and food-

distributing into delightful exchange in-

stead of greedy parsimoniousness.
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CENTRAL American painting does

not show the same masterly control

over subject and material that is so

evident in the architecture and sculpture.

Perhaps this inferiority may be due to the

rarity of examples. Frescos and deerskin

or paper manuscripts are extremely perish-

able, so that few specimens have survived

the action of the weather or the destructive

fanaticism of the Spanish priesthood.

Much more probably, however, the ritual-

istic restrictions which controlled the

architecture and sculpture have limited

painting even more, for this art was con-

fined to a didactic or explanatory supple-

ment to the religious symbolism expressed

by the stone carving, or else was used for

simple narrative purposes in connection

with the historical annals.

The term ''painting" we are using in

the common sense of the word, to mean a

picture, not the mere laying on of colors.

Hence we shall not consider the designs on

pottery vessels nor touch on the coloring

of sculpture, which was a universal

Central American practice. On the border

line of this subject are the low reliefs of

Chichen Itza and the Usumacintla River

sites. These sculptured friezes were coated

and corrected with plaster before they

were painted, but they do not really fall

within the scope of painting and draughts-

manship. Therefore we shall confine our-

selves to the examples of frescos, manu-

scripts, and vases which depict actual

scenes, in distinction to designs.

Few frescos have sur\ived, since those

natural agencies which have caused whole

buildings to crumble, attack first the

paintings on their walls. The sur^'i^^ng

examples display colors such as red, blue,

yellow, and green, obtained from ochreous

earths and sometimes from vegetable

dyes. Occasionally scarlet cochineal, ob-

tained from insects, was employed. The

earUest examples known to us are from

San Juan Teotiliuacan in the Highlands

of Mexico, where the painter, despite
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Caracol,

Chichen Itza,

Yucatan

This circular astronomical observatory is

shown partly restored by the Carnegie

Institution of Washington. The dis-

integration by natural forces that ruins

massive buildings like this, offers scant

chance of survival to perishable materials

like frescos and manuscripts. The wonder
of Central American painting is that any

examples survived at all



This limestone low re-
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trates the transition

between drawing and
sculpture. The Central

American never could
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achieved in modeling

The painter of the vase

from Guatemala, a detail

of which is shown be-

low, lacked only an
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perspective to equal the

masterly result of the

sculptor whose work is

shown above. After

Gordon, 1928
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his rude drawing, has caught in lively

terms a ceremonial scene. Especially

noteworthy is a conventionalized design

combining various fruits and plants.

]\Iost of the frescos presumably date

from the time immediately preceding the

Conquest, and come from Yucatan where

the rugged stone architectin-e resisted the

elements, and in consequence preserved

the fragile paintings within the rooms of

the buildings. A number of the subjects

seem to be secular. At the Temple of the

Warriors, in Chichen Itza, two animated

scenes were reconstructed by Anne Axtell

Morris from the fallen blocks of the

temple vault. In one a seaside village is

shown, and in the other the defeat of a

foray by marauding strangers. There is

no real grasp of foreshortening, but the

arrangement of the figures suggests a

dawning knowledge of perspective. In

the Temple of the Tigers at the same site

there is a fresco depicting another attack,

and in this case some rather successful

attempts at foreshortening have been

achieved. At other sites like Chacmultun

scenes have been attempted but the

draughtsmanship is crude.

Religious Frescos

There are a number of purely religious

frescos, without the secular element

introduced by the presence of human
beings. The most celebrated are found

at Santa Rita in northern British Hon-

duras, and at Tuloom on the east coast of

Yucatan. In this group the element of

design is dominant, and the divinities are

arranged according to the dictates of

ceremonial pattern. Curiously enough,

although found in Maya territory, these

frescos have strong affinities in subject and

style to the paintings at Mitla in distant

Oaxaca.

The Mitla frescos are entirely cere-

monial, being composed of divinities and

their attributes, and they are closely re-

lated to the codices or ritualistic books of

that area. Other Oaxacan examples are

extremely rare, and in Central Mexico,

save for the frescos at Teotihuacan al-

ready mentioned, the painted altars at

Tizatlan, near Tlaxcala, alone are worth

consideration. These designs are com-

posed in brilliant colors, but the content

is purely ritualistic and ceremonial. Tike

the Mitla frescos, the draughtsmanship is

closely related to that of the manuscripts.

Illuminated Manuscripts

By one of those constant paradoxes in

Central America, codices abound where

frescos are few, and vice-versa. Thus on

the Mexican Highlands there are many
illuminated manuscripts, but, as we have

seen, feAv frescos have survived. On the

other hand, in the Maya country, the

source of most of our knowledge of fresco

painting, only three books have been

preserved. For a knowledge of draughts-

manship, the manuscripts are a most

valuable source of information. They
include ritualistic and divinatory manuals,

historical annals, tribute rolls, maps, and

the like. Thus in the rendition of the

subjects chosen, artistic considerations

were always secondary to the needs of

exposition.

Middle American writing was at a rela-

tively primitive stage. It was ideographic

and phonetic, the principle being that of

our modern rebus. There was, however,

no means of conjugating verbs or declin-

ing nouns. Consequently action had to

be expressed by pictures. It is quite prob-

able that long recitations learned by rote

and passed on from generation to genera-

tion supplemented the picture writings

which served as a mnemonic aid. A
great many of these documents gave

calendric and astronomical calculations,

and the inscriptions are largely composed

of the names and numbers of the various

dates, the pictures of the gods presiding

over the various days, and the ceremonies

associated with them. [Continued on jmge 398]



Painted Relief

from

Chichen It2;a

This carved wall from the lower chamber.

Jaguar Temple, was covered with plaster

and then painted. A procession of priests

and warriors converges on an altar in

honor of their god Quetzalcoatl, the

Feathered Serpent. The warriors carry-

spears and spear-throwers, and the two
priests have feathered robes in their hands
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Ritualistic uses of painting. The upper picture,

an altar at Teotihuacan (Gamio, 1922), shows

religious formulae reduced to pure design. The
1 middle picture from the Codex Florentino de-

scribes a ceremony in which people dressed as

i birds or gods participate. At the bottom is a

scene from the Vienna Codex after Humboldt,

i 1814. The content is partly ceremonial and

partly historic
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Descriptive uses of paindng

include this woodland
scene from the Temple of

the Warriors at Chichen
Itza. The panther in the

tree suggests that the artist

cared more about defining

his species than drawing
them naturally. After

Maudslay, 18894902J

Detail from a battle scene,

Temple of the Warriors,

Chichen Itza, shows con-

siderable animation in the

house to house fighting and
the captives being led off

for sacrifice by the black-

painted priests. After
Morris, Chariot and

Morris, 1931



Tikal

This dramatic model constructed by S. J.

Guernsey under the direction of Dr. H. J.

Spinden for the Buffalo Museum shows a

typical early Maya ceremonial center. The
jungle has wreaked havoc with the site so

that now little except the architecture rC'

mains of the achievements of its builders.

Thus the incomplete patchwork comprising
present knowledge of Central America

utilizes scraps from many sources



Perishable remains

like this plaster

temple at Uaxactun,
Peten District,
Guatemala, are some'

times miraculously-

preserved. This
model cross section

shows how a later

building sheathed the

earlier structure and
protected it

This fresco from Teo'
tihuacan, perhaps the

earliest in this series,

was saved in the

same way. Men and
women offer gifts

to the statues of two
gods at either side of

the picture. On the

altars before them
burn sacred fires.

After Gamio, 1922
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The three Maya books fall into this

last category. As the Maya had de-

veloped an extremely conventionalized

way of depicting word symbols, the pages,

from an artistic point of view, do not com-

pare with the Highland documents.

Among the latter the manuscripts assign-

able to the Mixtec civilization are

especially handsome. The day signs and

the representations of the divinities are

carefully, one might say arduously, drawn.

Proportions are based upon the ritualistic

importance of the details shown rather

than their anatomical symmetry. Colors

are used not only to reproduce natural

tones but also to define the object cere-

monially, since colors had a strong ritual-

istic significance in Central American

religion. Permeating all the symbols,

and their distribution on the page, is

design, which follows closely in the train

of the order implicit in ritual.

Aztec Painting

In comparison to the Mixtec docu-

ments, the painting in Aztec manuscripts

seems barbaric, but because it is less con-

fined by ceremonial restrictions it has a

freshness rather engaging to our eyes.

Furthermore, the Aztec system of writing

was incorporated into the Spanish colonial

administration, both as a method for

keeping legal records pertaining to Indian

affairs and as a means for disseminating

Christianity among the natives. It is,

therefore, possible to see in a number of

drawings the transition fi'om a purely

Indian to quasi-European style of

draughtsmanship.

In the purely ceremonial documents,

like the tonalamatl or sacred almanac,

there was a close connection with the

extremely stylized documents of the

south, but there is more immediate in-

terest to the casual reader in the annals.

These follow two forms. One is in the

nature of a map, where the events are set

forth much as are localities. A knowledge

of the symbols defining personages and

tribes does not explain the action entirely,

so that manuscripts of this type must

have been supplements to oral tradition.

The other class is more self-contained.

The symbols for the years were set down
successively, and lines connect the various

events pictured with the year glyphs.

Some of these records, like the annals of

1576, were kept well into Colonial times,

but the text gradually shifted from

picture-writing to Nahuatl words trans-

literated into Spanish characters.

Another category of documents is

composed of the tribute rolls, land grants,

and similar administrative records. The
Aztecs kept careful account of the toll to

be exacted from the towns they con-

quered. Pictures of the objects with

symbols for the quantity are set down
together with the hieroglyphs designating

the tributary pueblos. Other records

show the land held by individuals and

the rent payable, and, as these records

were retained in colonial times, there is

often a gloss in European characters,

describing in Spanish or Nahuatl the

significance of the document. A few-

colonial manuscripts exist wherein the

symbols were rearranged into a sort of

phonetic writing, suitable to record

prayers. The Spanish priests broke

down the ideographs into a system of

actual writing, but the greater service-

ability of Spanish characters caused this

attempt soon to be abandoned.

Codex Florentino

The most diverting document from

Central America is the Codex Florentino,

a collection of pictures illustrating Father

Bernardino Sahagun's exhaustive work,

A General History of the Things of New
Spain, written about 1565. These draw-

ings depict every detail of Aztec social life

and religion, not to speak of delightful

excursions into natural history. The
draughtsmanship suggests the phrase
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Mexican narrative painting. Successively presented

are the Conquests of Montezuma I.I {Codex Teller-

iano-Remensis),a seashore in Yucatan (Temple of the

Warriors), the meeting of Cortez; and Montezuma
(Lienzo do Tlaxcala), the migration of the Nahua
tribes (Tribute Roll of Montezuma), an Aztec cere-

mony, and an Aztec tribute roll (Codex Borhonicus)

fS^
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This mortuary bowl from

Uaxactun shows great ease and
freedom in drawing. The
hole in the center of tlie vessel

was made to kill the pot, so

that it could pass with its

owner to the next world.

After Smith, 1Q32

The detail shown below from

another Maya vase commem'
orates the meeting between
a Maya chief (at the left)

and a noble stranger. The
features are accentuated to

express racial differences.

The glyphs doubtless give

explanatory details. After
Dieseldorff, 1904



This painting from a Mixtec
history, the Codex Nuttall,

involves a group of warriors in

canoes, who are attacking a

town on an island in a lake.

Note the ingeniously stylizied

wild life which inhabits the

water. After Joyce, 1927

No such schematic drawings
as shown above mar this Maya
vase from Copan, which repre-

sents a quet2;al or trogon, the

sacred bird of the Maya.
After Gordon, 1928
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"old wine in new bottles," since despite the

influence of European methods of draw-

ing, the content and psychology are Aztec.

The preceding pages have outlined the

two principal sources for Central Ameri-

can painting, the frescos and the manu-

scripts. While the frescos show a certain

fresh ability in presentation, the manu-

scripts on the whole exhibit the lifeless-

ness that one would expect from the

standardized repetition of signs and

symbols already defined by ritual. The

draughtsmanship does not equal the

sculpture and the architecture. Yet there

is the inevitable exception to every gen-

eralization, and this is to be found in a

small group of Maya vases, where a lively

and subtle style of drawing is to be found.

Human figures, naturalistically pre-

sented, are extremely rare in Central

American pottery decoration, and are

confined almost exclusively to the Maya
region. The style commences at Copan in

a vigorous shorthand and finally blos-

soms into its fullest flower in the Chama
region of Guatemala, although there

seems to have been a sub-center in the

Peten district of the same country.

The scenes are apparently purely

descriptive. A notable receiving an

embassy from another tribe is depicted

on one vase. On another a high personage

is borne on a litter,

and a third vessel

is decorated by a

scene wherein a chief

seated on a throne holds a levee. The
racial types are exaggerated, but the

positions of the body are as graceful in

carriage as they are harmonious in design.

The strong, sure outlines recall the best

of the low reliefs from the Usumacintla

River region, and it is apparent that the

same school of draughtsmanship which

inspired the vase painting controlled also

the outlines of the reliefs. When we re-

member that sculpture was falways

painted in C'entral America, it will be

seen that here painting and sculpture

blend. In the Maya vase painting we
have at last found an approximation to

the beauties of the stone carving.

The art of painting in Central America

exists for us by implication, much as does

the delineative art of the ancient Greeks

for which vase painting and literary

description are the principal sources since

the paintings themselves have disappeared.

The frescos are not really representa-

tive, because either, as in the case of the

Teotihuacan examples, they came from a

primitive civiUzation, or, as in the Yucatan,

they were the product of a decadent one.

In the codices, the draughtsman's skill,

because of delineative and ritualistic

conventions, had no opportunity to ex-

press itself save in design. Only in Mayan
vase painting do we find that the painters

give indications of a

skill equal to that of

the architects and

the sculptors.

Maya vase,

from Nebaj,
Guatemala.
After Gordon

1928
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Second Expedition to Northern Patagonia

Dr. George Gaylord Simpson has completed

successfully the Second Scarritt Expedition

to Northern Patagonia. He and his assistant,

Mr. Coleman S. Williams, left the American

Museum on September 9, 1933, and proceeded

down the west coast of South America, flew

across the Andes from Chile to Buenos Aires, and
from there traveled to the fossil fields of Chubut
Province by motor car. The exploration this

time was, as on the First Scarritt Expedition in

1930-1931, in beds of pre-Santa Cruz age, early

Tertiary.

The most important discovery this past season

was that of a small deposit, possibly the filUng

of a volcanic blow out, only a few hundred yards

in diameter but extremely rich in fossil remains.

Many complete skeletons and numerous more
fragmentary specimens were obtained from this

deposit and most of these will probably prove

new to science.

The party returned to Buenos Aires late in

March, and it is expected that the collection, in

charge of Mr. Wilhams, will reach the Museum
soon. Doctor Simpson has gone to Moscow
where he will attempt to get permission to visit

the dinosaur egg locality in Outer Mongolia this

summer.

Jupiter in Motion Pictures

The Amateur Astronomers' Association com-

pleted its seventh year on the evening of May
16th, at which time there were shown for the

first time in New York City direct motion pic-

tures of Jupiter, the moon, and other celestial

objects, made at the McMath-Hulbert Observa-

tory of the University of Michigan. At the same

meeting officers were elected for the coming

j'ear as follows:

President, Dr. Clyde Fisher.
First Vice-President, Dr. R. E. Lee.
Second Vice-President, Dr. O. H. Caldwell
Third Vice-President, Dr. C. S. Brainin.
Fourth Vice-President, Mr. William Henry.
Treasurer, Mr. Charles J. Liebman.
Secretary, Miss Marian Lockwood.

The following were elected members of the

Council

:

Mr. Charles A. Federer, Jr.

Mrs. ^'irginia Geiger.
Mr. Stansbury Hagar.
Mr. Leo Mattersdorf.
ISIr. Meyer Meadow.
Mr. A. Cressy Morrison.

A Planetarium for New York City

May 28 marked a long anticipated event in

the history of the American Museum—the

ceremony of breaking ground for the Hayden
Planetarium Building on the Museum grounds.
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The story of how the building was made possible

by a loan from the Reconstruction Finance

Corporation, and how the marvelous instruments,

both the projection planetarium and the Coperni-

can planetarium, were the generous gifts of Mr.

Charles Hayden of New York City, was told in

the May-June issue of Natural History.

Mr. Hayden, in whose honor the planetarium

building is being named, turned the first

spadeful of earth at the ceremonies. F. Trubee

Davison, president of the American Museum,

presided, and brief addresses were made by

President Davison, Mr. Hayden, and Bernard

8. Deutsch, president of the Board of Aldermen,

who represented the City of New York. Mr.

H. E. Whittaker represented the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation. Under the leadership of

Charles Ulivieri, the Bryant Concert Band

furnished an excellent musical program.

The Zeiss Projection Planetarium was ordered

from the Carl Zeiss Optical Works in Jena several

weeks ago, and it is expected that the entire

project will be in operation in about a year.

The contract for construction of the Hayden

Planetarium was awarded to the White Con-

struction Company.

Summer School of Natural History

The Alleghany School of Natural History

opens its eighth season July 5, 1934, in Alle-

ghany State Park, nine miles from Quaker
Bridge, New York. This school is sponsored by

the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences in co-

operation with the New York State Museum,
and is affiliated with the University of Buffalo,

Notables at the ground-break-

ing ceremonies of the Hayden
Planetarium Building. Left

to right, Clyde Fisher, curator

of the new planetarium, F.

Trubee Davison, president of

the American Museum,
Bernard S. Deutsch, president

of the New Yorii City Board

of Aldermen, Charles Hayden,

after whom the planetarium is

to be named, H. E. Whit-
taker of the Reconstruction

Finance Corporation, and

Henry Fairfield Osborn, hon-

orary president of the Ameri-

can Museum

which gives college credit for work at the School.

Courses offered include field zoology, field botany,

field geology, natural history of birds, and nature

study. Registration can be made with Harold

T. Clement, the Buffalo Museum of Science,

Buffalo, New York.

Blind Cave Fishes

Several specimens of bUnd fishes from a deep

lake in a cave near Alacranes, Cuba, have been

presented to the American Museum of Natural

History by Van Campen Heilner as a result of

his recent exploratory trip to Cuba. These

fish, when alive, are of various shades of pink.

They have lost their eyes through generations

of breeding in underground recesses of con-

tinuous darkness. Two somewhat similar

types of such blind fishes have previously been

found in Cuban caves, but none have been

brought from those near Alacranes. While

much like these, the present specimens show some
slight variations, which later study may show to

be important in scientific significance.

Insect Portraits

The American Museum of Natural History

has just received from the heirs of the late C. V.

Riley, widely-known scientist, a practically

complete set of the wooden blocks from which the

original illustrations for his world-famous works

on insects were printed.

Mr. Riley, who was appointed state entomolo-

gist of Missouri in 1868, was a leading pioneer in

the work of controlling harmful insects. American

agriculture owes much to his successful work.
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Hi? reports on the subject of insect pest control

not only set a high scientific standard, but are

charmingly written and illustrated by his own
drawings, which have become a standard in

much the way that the bird drawings of Audubon

have done. Scarcely a book on insects has been

written since that time which does not include

pictures inspired by his work. The gift includes

more than 1000 wood cuts, together with some

early electrotypes.—F. E. L.

Insects vs. Insects

A division of foreign parasite mtroduction has

been established in the Bureau of Entomology,

U. S. Department of Agriculture, to direct the

importation of parasites and other natural

enemies of insect pests. C. P. Claiisen, who has

headed several insect exploration trips to the Far

East, will be in charge of the new division. In

making this announcement, Lee A. Strong, chief

of the Bureau, said:

"One way to combat insect pests which have

been introduced accidentally into the United

States from abroad, is to introduce deliberately

the parasites and predators that keep these

insects from becoming major pests in the country

of their origin. This calls for the discovery of

the insect enemies, their safe transportation, and

their successful colonization in a new land.

Because of the balance that nature maintains

between insects and their enemies in their native

habitat, it is often very difficult to run down the

parasites and predators needed for investigation.

Once found, they must be carefully tested and

then, if the results of the tests warrant, means
must be found for their safe shipment over a

long distance. Only recently have modern trans-

portation and refrigeration facilities removed
many of the obstacles from this phase of the

work. Nor can newly arrived insects be turned

loose at once. They must first be given time to

prove that they will carry on the work they did

back home and not develop a tendency to attack

other useful insects already established.

Several small beetles, flies, and wasps have

proved their worth in cutting down the numbers
of fruit insect pests in America. A little beetle

from Australia, in 1888-89, rescued the citrus

fruit industry in California from the cottony-

cushion scale, also a native of Australia. This

successful rescue from a dangerous pest cost the

Government only $1,500. It has saved American
fruit growers millions of dollars. More recently,

a tiny parasite discovered by Mr. Clausen in

Asia has relieved citrus fruit growers from fear of

the citrus black fly which had migrated from

tropical Asia to Cuba, the West Indies, and

Central America. Released in orchards there,

this parasite soon reduced its ancient host to

safe numbers. Thus the danger of the black fly's

entry into this country was greatly reduced, and a

weapon made ready for American growers in

case of need.

A large number of parasites and predators

brought from Europe and Asia have helped to

maintain the balance of nature over much of the

area infested by gipsy and brown-tail moths.

Insect explorers at the three stations main-

tained by the Bureau of Entomology abroad,

will continue their search for new enemies of

insect pests. In Japan the search will be directed

primarily toward the discovery of parasites and

predators of the Japanese beetle, the Asiatic

beetle, and the Oriental fruit moth; that in

France to enemies of the corn borer, alfalfa

weevil, and Hessian fly; and that in Austria to

insects that prey on the European pine shoot

borer, birch bark scale, larch case bearer, and

other forest insect pests. These explorers, how-

ever, will not confine their search rigidly to these

particular species. Each will be concerned with

any insect enemy of an American crop pest that

he may find."

The Hall of Insect Life in the American

Museum shows some of these and other im-

portant insect friends of Man.

Water-walking Lizards

An interesting collection of reptiles from Teu-

hantipec in southern Mexico has recently been

given to the American Museum of Natural His-

tory by T. MacDougall of New York. Partic-

ularly notable are the only specimens of the

spring tail lizard {Ctenosaura quinquecarinata)

which are known to be now living in captivity.

This Uzard has been known only since 1842, and

only twenty-one specimens of it are on record.

The two pairs presented to the Museum have

begun to breed. The lizards are about fifteen

inches long and are related to the iguanas.

There is also in the MacDougall collection one

specimen of the basilisk lizard, which is noted

for its ability to walk upon the water, as well as

several specimens of the uncommon Cnemi-

dophorus deppii, which is a small, and less

brilliant Mexican relative of the common pine

swift lizard of the New Jersey pine barrens.

600,000 Frogs in Embryo

About seventy quarts of frogs' eggs, which

mean a potential pond population of from five- to

six hundred thousand frogs, have recently been

acquired by the American Museum of Natural

History for use in its school ser\dce department.
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These eggs are kept in cold storage to retard their

growth until they are needed. They are greatly

ia demand for use in nature study in New York
and neighboring schools.

Experimenting with Forests

Eight experimental forests have been desig-

nated in widely separated regions of the United

States by Chief Forester F. A. Silcox, it was

announced by the For-

est Service, U. S. D. A.

Each experimental

forest is composed
principally of a type of

forest cover representa-

tive of large sections

of the national forests

and the private forests

of the region. Areas of

the experimental tracts

vary from about 1,000

to 17,000 acres. All are

located on national

forest lands.

The eight forests

were chosen after

thorough study by the

Forest Service of their

value as outdoor labo-

ratories for working

out problems of timber

growing, watershed
protection, erosion con-

trol, etc. They will be

maintained and oper-

ated under the direc-

tion of the Forest

Service's regional for-

est and range experi-

ment stations, for

practical scientific inve.stigations of regional and

general problems of forestry and land u.se.

Studies will include watershed problems in

California and Utah, and forest management and
timber growing in the Northwest, the Ozarks,

and the Southern Pine Belt, and other in-

vestigations.

A Million Dollars for Birds

One million dollars of Emergency Conserva-

tion Work funds were allocated for migratory-

bird restoration purposes by President Roosevelt

on April 19. Executive Order No. 0684 authorizes

the purchase and rental of lands as refuges for

migratory birds and other forms of wild life

that constitute a diminishing natural resource.

Acquisition and proper development of the

A mortuary urn of clay from the Ocaiio district,

Colombia,which has been presented to the American
Museum

refuge lands will provide protection not only for

the depleted wild-life resources but for the lands

themselves. The work incident to acquisition

and improvement will also provide employment
on useful public work.

Mortuary Urn from South America

Through the generous interest of Mr. Alonzo

Wittick and Mr. C. K. MacFadden, the Ameri-

can Museum has ust

received a rare mor-

tuary urn from the

Ocano district near

Los Angeles, east of

the Magdalena River

in Colombia. It was

found in a stone crypt

which, with several

others, was covered by

a low mound. Within

the urn were placed the

bones of an individual,

a condition indicative

of secondary burial,

since, apart from the

difficulty of placing the

bones in so small a

container, the head

was also missing.

This urn, of unslip-

ped clay, is equipped

with three handles and

two ornamental bosses

in the form of animal,

perhaps frog, heads.

Below each head hang

three tassels terminat-

ing in the same num-

ber of pendants. The

lid of the urn is con-

vex and acts as a seat for a female figure, whose

face is painted white. The style of the figure

suggests potential affinities with those important

but
I
ill-defined cultures of northern South

America.

In the opinion of Prof. Marshall H. Saville, no

such specimens are in the possession of American

or European museums. Three similar vessels

from the same general region and in a slightly

more advanced art style are figured in the

Journal de la Societe des Americanistes, n.s.

Vol. XXIV, pp. 210-211. The American Museum

is greatly indebted to Messrs. Wittick and Mac-

Fadden for this superb addition of great intrin-

sic and scientific value to its South American

collections.—G. C. V.
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Accessions

Among the recent items of interest and im-

portance received in the Library of the American

Museum by gift or exchange are the following:

Catalogue of Books, Manuscripts, Maps and Drawings in

the British Museum (Natural History). Volume VII
Supplement J-O. London, 1933.

A Catalogue of the Works of Linnaeus . . . Preserved in
the Libraries of the British Museum and the British
Museum (Natural History). Second Edition. London.
1933.

Dieseldorf, E. P.

—

Kunst und Religion, der Mayavolker.
III. Die Datierung der Tempel. Hamburg. 1933.

Marcus, Ernst

—

Tiergeographie. Potsdam, n. d.

Peterson, Roger Tory.

—

A Field Guide to the Birds. New
York. 1934.

Reichard, Gladys A.

—

Melanesian Design A Study of

Style in Wood and Tortoiseshell Carving. Volumes
I, II. New York. 1933.

Villacorta, J. Antonio y Villacorta, Carlos A.

—

Codices
Mayas, Reproducidos y Desarrollandos. Guatemala.
C. A. 1930.

Recent American Museum Publications

During March and April the following Novi-

tates and Bulletin were published by the American

Museum:

NOVITATES
No. 695. Some Instances of Incrustations Selective upon

Crystal Forms. Stilbite Incrusting Apophyl-
lite. By Clifford Frondel.

No. 696. The North American Lonchopteridae (Diptera).
By C. H. Curran.

No. 697. Records of Western Bees. By T. D. A. Cockerell.
No. 698. A New Fossil Zalambdodont Insectivore. By

Erich Maren Schlaikjer.
No. 699. The Distribution of Rotifera on Mount Desert

Island. Part IV. New Notommatidae of the
Genus Cephalodella. By Frank J. Myers.

No. 700. The Distribution of Rotifera on Mount Desert
Island. Part V. A New Species of Synchaeti-
dae and New Species of Asplanchnidae,
Trichocercidae, and Brachionidae. By Frank
J. Myers.

No. 701. The Deslongchamps Publications on Fossil
Crocodiles. By Charles C. Mook and Leonora
R. Borker.

No. 702. A New Species of Teleorhinus from the Benton
Shales. By Charles C. Mook.

No. 703. Studies of Peruvian Birds. XII. Notes on
Hylophylax, Myrmothera, and Grallaria. By
John T. Zimmer.

No. 704. Correlation of Ossiferous Sections in the Upper
Cenozoic of India. By Guy E. Pilgrim.

No. 705. Studies of African Land and Fresh-Water Mol-
lusks. West African Achatinae Related to
Achatina balteata Reeve. By J. Bequaert and
W. J. Clench.

No. 706. Reactions of Drosophila to 2537 A Radiation.
By Frank E. Lutz and E. N. Grisewoqd.

No. 707. Notes on American Crab Spiders (Thomisidae).
By W. J. Gertsch.

No. 708. Fourteen Hitherto Unrecognized African
Rodents. By Robert T. Hatt.

No. 709. Birds Collected During the Whitney South Sea
Expedition. XXVIII. Notes on Sorne Birds
from New Britain, Bismarck Archipelago.
By Ernst Mayr.

No. 710. Notes and Descriptions of African Diptera.
By C. H. Curran.

No. 711. Fossil Birds from Mongolia and China. By
Alexander Wetmore.

No. 712. Some American Spiders of the Family Hahnii-
dae. By W. J. Gertsch.

No. 713. Bats from the Pacific Islands, Including a New
Fruit Bat from Guam. By G. H. H. Tate.

No. 714. Birds Collected During the Whitney South Sea
Expedition. XXIX. Notes on the Genus
Petroica. By Ernst Mayr.

No. 715. A Review of the Races of Buthrauvis eximia
(Boissonneau) . By Robert T. Moore.

BULLETIN
Vol. LXVII: Fo.ssil Invertebrata from Northeastern

Brasil. By Carlotta Joaquina Maure.v.

A Resignation and an Appointment

At a meeting of the Board of Trustees of

the American Museum, held May 7, Mr. E.

Ronald Harriman was unanimously elected a

member of the Board in the class of 1936, and
was also appointed treasurer of the Museum to

succeed Mr. James H. Perkins who has resigned.

The Trustees in accepting Mr. Perkins resigna-

tion, adopted the following resolution in apprecia-

tion of his valuable service to the Museum:

Resolved, That the Trustees accept -.vith sincere regret the
resignation from the Board of Mr. James H. Perkins and at
the same time desire to express to him their deep apprecia-
tion of the able, conscientious, faithful and efficient service
he has rendered to the Museum since his election as a
Trustee on January 3, 1927, on which date he was also
elected Treasurer—an office he has held throughout his
trusteeship. As Chairman of the Finance Committee and
as a member of the Executive Committee, he has given
freely of his wisdom and time to the financial administra-
tion of the Museum. He also served during 1927 and 1928
on the Trustees Committee on Fishes, and acted as Treasurer
of the Sixtieth Anniversary Endowment Committee from
its inception in 1931 to the present time.

In accepting Mr. Perkins' resignation, the Trustees wish
to assure him that his presence will be genuinely missed and
that his record will stand as an inspiration to those who have
had the privilege of being intimately associated with him.

DISTINGUISHED GUESTS
D. M. S. Watson, F.R.S., professor of zoology

at the University College, London, and one of

the leading paleontologists of Great Britain, with

F. R. Parrington, Strickland curator of the

University Museum at Cambridge University,

England, were guests of honor on the afternoon

of Wednesday, April 11, at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. On this occasion a re-

ception was given in their honor by the Osborn
Research Club, which is composed of members
of the scientific staff of the Museum.
The Museum's department of comparative

anatomy each year sponsors a lecture known as

the James Arthur Lecture on the Evolu-
tion OF THE HuM.Ajsr Brain, which is perpetuated

by an endowment given by the late James Arthur

of New Rochelle, New York. Professor Watson
came from London to deliver the third lecture of

this series on April 24, when he spoke on ''Fossil

Brains from Fish to Man."
Another prominent scientist recently visiting

the Museum was Sir Frederick Moore, late

of the Museum of Arts and Sciences of Dublin,

who with Lady Moore came to New York, where
they both acted as judges in the recent exhibition

of the Federated Garden Clubs. Sir Frederick

expressed especial appreciation of the habitat

groups on exhibition at the Museum, commenting
upon the accuracy and realism of botanical

specimens in the various settings.
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Scientists Convene

The American Museum recently was host to a

number of distinguished scientists who gath-

ered there from Maj^ 8

to 12 to attend the

annual meetings of the

American Association

of Physical Anthro-

pologists, the Ameri-

can Society of Mam-
malogists, and the

American Society of

Icththyologists and

Herpetologists. At the

meeting of the Physi-

cal Anthropologists,

Prof. Raymond Pearl

was elected president.

Dr. H. L. Shapiro,

secretary -treasurer,

and Prof. T. Wingate

Todd, member of the

executive committee.

The beautiful new
laboratories in the de-

partment of experi-

mental biology on the

sixth floor of the Afri-

can Wing were thrown

open for the first time

to visitors and for

demonstration pur-

poses during these

meetings. Recent dis-

coveries of fossil reptiles were also shown in

the laboratory of vertebrate palaeontology.

Members' Day
The Sixth Annual Members' Visiting Day was

observed at the American Museum on Friday,

May 18, particularly commemorating the Sixty-

fifth Anniversary of the founding of the Museum.
During the sixty-five years of its remarkable

growth, the Museum has striven to maintain the

highest standards of exploration, research, exhi-

bition, and instruction. Its present estimable

position in the museum world is due in a large

measure to the pioneer work which the institution

has carried on.

The program for Members' Visiting Day this

year was arranged to illustrate for the members
the contrast between the old and the new in

museum practice, with particular emf)hasis on

the latest developments in research and exhibi-

tion. There was a conducted tour "behind the

scenes" and to some of the exhibits most recently

opened, including the Lindbergh exi)loration

In the new experimental biology laboratories at the

American Museum which were opened for the first

time to visitors in the early part of May

plane and the Drummond Collection of Ancient

Jade, Amber, and Ivory. The studios of the

department of preparation were open for inspec-

tion, and members and

their guests visited the

Akeley African Hall,

in which large mammal
habitat groups were

observed in all stages

of installation. In the

new laboratories of

the department of bi-

ological research,

which occupy the en-

tire sixth and seventh

floors of the African

Wing, some of the Mu-
seum's interesting re-

search problems were

demonstrated.

After the tour cf the

Museum, members and

their guests assembled

for tea in Education

Hall, where an exhibit

of work of the children

in the art classes of the

elementary schools of

New York City was on

view. President Davi-

son extended the greet-

ings of the institution

and briefly reviewed

the history of the Mu-
seum. Music was furnished by the New York

Salon Orchestra, with George Rubinstein con-

ducting.

A Gift in Bronze

Through the generosity of Mr. George D.

Pratt, the first two of the series of African

bronzes that are to ornament the new Akeley

African Hall have been presented to the Ameri-

can Museum. They are life-size figures by

Malvina Hoffman, chosen from her masterly

series in sculpture representing ethnic types all

over the world.

Set against the deep-green marble columns of

African Hall, the sculptured figures are to serve

as a decorative complement to the architectural

beauty of the hall and add a human element to

the life of Africa as portrayed in the animal

habitat groups.

Miss Hoffman's distinguished art is at its best

in these two bronzes selected by Mr. Pratt as his

gift. One represents a tom-tom drummer, a

lean, taut figure, an inch over six feet in height,
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with a tall, narrow drum braced between his

lithe legs, his head thrown back in a gesture of

rhythmic ecstasy, one hand grasping the drum-

stick, the other poised above the drum head,

ready to strike. The other figure is that of a

young Daboa dancing girl, a slender, long-

limbed creature, five feet, nine inches, tall, wrists

and ankles adorned with bracelets. One arm is

extended, the other hangs at her side.

The bronzes are now being cast, and it is

expected that they will arrive at the Museum
during the summer.

Recently Elected Members of the American Museum
New Members and New Honors

The following resolution was adopted at a

meeting of the Board of Trustees of the American

Museum, held May 7, 1934:

Resolved, That the Trustees are deeply appreci-

ative of the generous support of the Museum by

its many friends, and in recognition of gifts of

specimens or of cash contributions take pleasure

in making the following elections to membership:

Associate Founders
Mrs. Childs Frick
Mr. Clarence L. Hay
Mr. Horace S. Scarritt

Associate Benefactors

*Lud\vig Drevfuss
*John De Witt Sterry

Pairons

Mr. Eman L. Beck
Mr. Dean Sage, Jr.

Fellows

Hon. Robert Woods Bliss
Mr. .lohn D. Rockefeller, 3rd

Life Members
Mr. Templeton Crocker
Mrs. van der Wotide

CINCE the last issue of Natural History,

the following persons have been elected

members of the American Museum:

Life Member
Mrs. Eugene H. Pool.

Sustaining Members
Messrs. Eugene O'Neill, Arthur E. Pew, Jr., G. How-
land Shaw.

Annual Members

Mesdames Henry Sloane Coffin, John F. Fowler,
Arnlod Frye, Elias Kempner, H. R. Kinsley, B. Mayer,
Lucius W. Mayer, Charles G. Meyer, Lancaster
Morgan, Blanchard Mundy, Thomas W. Phillips, Jr.

Mile. MoNiQUE Robert.

Misses Dorothy Bildersee, Regina C. M. Burke, Anna
E. Clemency, Marian B. Maurice, Mary McCbeery,
Elsie Rockefeller.
Doctors Raphael Kurzrok, John Butler McCook, K.
WiNFIELD NeY.

Professor Harry L. Parr.
Messrs. Harold Norman Altman, William G. Bond,
Thomas D. Cabot, Charles Copeland, M. D. Cunning-
ham, Everly M. Davis, Jr., Luis Gamarra Dul.\nto,
Frederick Goldsmith, Simon Hirsdansky, John H.
Jones, Arthur Macauley, Robert B. Marsh.\ll, .John
F. McCowan, Herbert J. McCreary, D. D. L. McGrew,
Bertram A. Meyer, Clifton M. Miller, William D.
Mitchell, Robert T. Moore, Keith L. Morgan, Emil
Mosbacher, Edmund W. Mudge, Jr., John Munroe,
Rea a. Murdock, W. H. Norrington, Innis O'Rourke,
F. W. Paine, Charles J. Phillips, Edward S. Pinney,
William Kelly Prentice, Julien J. Proskauer, El-
wood R. QuESADA, Victor F. Ridder, Freddy L.
Rockefeller, Samuel Sloan, Walter Trumbull.

Associate Member.''

Mesdames Lor.\ H. Chalmers, W. J. Childs, A. L. Dar-
gatz, John William Draper, James Fairlie, Julian A.
Gregory, F. P. Hart, Frances Hirshenhorn, G. Mari.a.
HoYT, H. A. Ligon, Camilla H. Lippincott, Eliza W.

Deceased.

Loomis, Grant C. Madill, George H. Mairs, Charles
Cyrus Marshall, Edwin A. McAlpin, A. B. McClel-
land, E. H. McKone, Allan McLane, Jr., J. B. Miller,
Sr., Wm. H. Mitchell, Amelia Berndt Moorfield, .\.

Reynaud Morris, Eugene S. Morris, Ida I^L Neeb,
EwiNG Noyes, Grace Foreman Page, J. Cclbert
Palmer, Jr., Arthur A. Parks, Charles Russell Peck,
Alma Peterson, J. Dudley Phillips, Daniel A. Poling,
William Evelyn Porter, C. K. Post, Harden de Valson
Pratt, Alva Rayner, Arthur L. Saunders, E. Schoe-
mann, C. N. Titterington, H. O. Tompkins, John J.

VlANO, R. B. WOODELTON.
Misses Elizabeth Dickens, Gertrude Gottsch.\ll,
Lauribel Hart, Lillian W. Harvey, M.\bel Kerr, Ruth
M. Kessler, Eva Klausmeyer, C.^^rolyn B. M.^cFarlane,
Mary Maier, Geraldine R. McAlpin, Louise A. Mc-
Dowell, Marguerite M. McKee, Constance McKin-
LEY, Harriett Meek, Elis.a.beth W. Mixter, Gertrude
MooDEY, Helen A. Mowry, Anna A. O'Neill, Jessie
Allen Page, Lilla E. Payne, Natalie Peters, Lina
M. Phipps, Mildred Elizabeth Plant, Leila R. Rams-
dell.

Count Giacomo Quintano.
Doctors John S. Bouslog, Frank Chauvet, D. Bryson
Delavan, Sidney L. Ford, G. L. Foster, Alf Gundersen
M. F. Hickernell, H. V. King, Roy M. Ledford,
Moses N. Levine, Stephen Lockett, W. N. Miller,
Caroline Mims, George W. Norris, A. P. Ousdal,
Douglass Palmer, Benjamin H. Priborsky, Laurence
F. Rainsford, T. Rakieten, N. O. Ramstad, Robert
N. Ross, M. Russell Stein.

Professors Chas. G. Maphis, Jeannette Marks, William

Peterson, Earle B. Phelps, O. E. Plath.

Colonel J. F. Reynolds Landis.

Lieutenant Joseph G. Pomeroy.
Messrs. Harry Belknap, Randolph Bullock, Camilo
Carrizosa, William J. Chappa. Chalmers Coe, Louis
CoRRiGAN, A. H. Crow, Harvey Willard Culp, Melville
P. Cummin, Roy A. Cutter, H. li. Faulkner, Gordon
Frazier, Roswell F. Greene, E. J. Hofheinz, Robert
M. Jepfrbss, Jens Jensen, Albert Karlsson-Ygger,
Paul W. Kearney, T, P. King, John L. Koehne, Whit-
ney S. Landon, Jr., John A. Larkin, R. V. Lewis, Jr.,

Melville N. Lincoln, Leon.ird P. Lisner, J. H. ^L^c-
MiLLAN, Roswell Magill, John A. ISLvnley, C. F. ^L\NN,
Warren H. Manning, A. H. Marks, Charles W. ^L^.RK-

us, George T. Marsh, Nelson I\L\rtin, B. .\. ^L^s8EE,
S. Livingston Mather, Gregory "M. 1\L\thews, Geo P.
Mayer, Lawrence S. Mayo, Geo. P. McCallum. Robert
H. McCarter, 2d., Neale B. McCord, E. O. McDonnell,
Raymond D. McGr.\th, John A. McGuire. Hugh Mc-
Millan, John E. McMillan, Robert W. Metcalf,
Sidney Robert Milburn, Wilfred A. Miller. T. H.
Mitchell, Chas. A. Mixer, Carl L. Modesttt. John
R. Montgomery, Stokeley W. Morg.an, David Z. Morris,
W. K. Morrow, Anthony Morse, Philip Muller,
Thomas V. Murtha, C. N. Myers, Fr.^ncis P. Nash,
Adolph N.vthanson, N. Gilbert Nelson, C. .\. Nichols,
John Nichols, ]\L\lcolm Niebuhr. Leon J. Obermayer.
William J. Oehrlein, Otto Oppenheimer, William A.
Paff, Arthur W. P,4.ge, Clifford E. Paige, G. H.
Palmer, Edward V, Papin, M.vxfield P.^.RR1SH, Lowell
D. Parsons, Charles P. Penney, J. C. Penney, .Andrew
J. Peters, H. O. Peterson, George A. Phelps, D. L.

Pickman, Jr., Emil G. Pieper, C.^rleton Pike, Fr.\nk
Pinklev, F. H. Plaisted, Ben K. Polk, W.^.lter S. Poor,
Arthur W. Pope, Mark C. Pope. .Tr., John F. Post. Jr.,

Edward C. Potter, Howard Spencer Potter, E. .\.

Pratt, Alex T. Primm, Jr., Alfred O. Ra.msey, R. B.
Ray, Cecil E. Reel, F. H. Richardson, George I. Rock-
wood, John H. Rowe, Edward A. Ruppell. Benj. N.
ScHWAiD, Allen G. Sh.\w, Jr., Philip Albright Sm.all,

B. N. Smith, Wm. A. Soni.a.t, Albert Spletter, Freder-
ick H. Stoye, Floyd V. Studer, Rrss Symontowne,
Jacob Tucker, Fritz Wahl, Reginald L. Whitman,
W. H. W^FTHERSTINE, HOR.VTIO C. WoOD, 3d., VeRNON
WORTHINGTON.



Reviews of New Books

Recent Publications For

Those Interested in Nature

Lions Wild and Friendly. By Eric F. V. Wells. The
Viking Press, N. Y., 1934.

jV yi R. Wells states on his title page that he is

IVl "Presenting the King of Beasts as a com-

panion and an interesting subject for photog-

raphy in his natural habitat. The anecdotes of

one who has reared lions as a hobby. '

' The book

lives up to its title.

The author has given us a very unusual story,

unusual in the incidents it describes, unusual

in the point of view toward the lion, and unusual

in the high standard set by the photogravures

which so admirably illustrate the text. In the

format selected, with large pages, easily read text

and generous illustration, one might judge that

the work was designed to appeal to children.

There is nothing juvenile in the treatment, how-

ever, and the adult who picks up the book will

probably not lay it down until he has read from

cover to cover, a matter of 108 pages. Lest these

observations might imply that children would not

do the same, this reviewer should note the fact

that he had no opportunity to read the book

until each of his three children had taken turns

at it.

The stories of lion behavior are simply and

convincingly related, but the reader is forced to

marvel at the apparent lack of tragic accidents

where seemingly the stage is so well set for them.

One can understand a partial confidence and

trust between a man and a full grown lion, hand-

reared or wild, but Mr. Wells displays a courage

and willingness to trust his feline companions to a

surprising degree. When a full grown lion leaps

upon Wells and his pony, rolling them over, the

author concludes that it is all in play, albeit

somewhat rough, and treats the incident very

coolly. He has proof of the logic of his reason-

ing in the many episodes of his experiences with

lions, and he must have grasped much of the royal

feline psychology.

Successful as Mr. Wells has been in his cultiva-

tion of lion society and thrilling as his dealings

with the big cats have been, it is not anticipated

that the average reader of his book will be

obsessed with the idea that he can go and do like-

wise. After all, Mr. Wells need have been mis-

taken only once, during some of these associa-

tions, to have provided quite another ending to

the story."—H. E. Anthony.

Bumblebees and Their Ways. By Otto Emil Plath.
With an introduction by William Morton Wheeler.
MacMillan, New York, 201 pp., 10 plates (of which 3
are in color), 20 text figures.

'

I
'HIS admirable book represents the results

*• of some thirteen years of study devoted to

one of the most interesting groups of social insects.

There are many different species of bumblebees

—

from the New World alone about one hundred

forms are recognized; but of the colonial life

and habits of the greater number of these little

is known. Doctor Plath has succeeded in making

intimate studies of nearly all of the seventeen

species that occur in New England, including the

industrious species as well as the guest species

of the genus Psithyrus that profit by the

labor of the industrious species. Lest the

uninitiated reader have the impression that such

studies are a light task, be it said that for the

most part these insects nest in the ground. To
become acquainted with them, their nests must

first be located, then exhumed—not an easy accom-

phshment when, as frequently happens, in excess

of one hundred insects each armed with a sting

offer opposition—and finally transported, aggres-

sive adults as well as passive brood, to prepared

nest-boxes. This achieved, if all goes well, the

observer is in a position to note the daily be-

havior of his colony during the weeks or months

before the colony comes to an end, for, in the

temperate zone at least, these colonies are not

perennial. To indicate with what persistence and

success the author has gathered data for study,

it need only be mentioned that out of a total of

282 nests discovered, no less than 202 were trans-

ferred to nest-boxes for further observation.

Add to this the familiarity on the part of the

author with the literature of the bumblebees,

evidenced by frequent references to the conclu-

sions of other workers and by the comprehensive

Bibliography at the end of the volume, and it is

little wonder that Doctor Plath has produced a

book so dependable and informing.

In spite of the fact that eminent entomologists

have been attracted to the study of the bumble-

bees, their pul)lished reports are at conflict

regarding not a few details of the behavior of

these bees. Through his careful observations

and thanks to the wealth of his material. Doctor

Plath has been able to clear up some of these

mooted points. At the same time, the behavior
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pattern, as illustrated by Doctoi Plath's observa-

tions, diiTers in interesting ways from species to

species and makes generalization difficult. Per-

haps there is no more interesting section of Doctor

Plath's work than that which deals with the

reactions of different species to the intruding

queen of the inquiline bumblebee (Psithyrus).

At times her acceptance is more or less passive;

in other cases she is stung to death by the angry

workers; but the most remarkable reception is

witnessed in nests of the species fervidus, the

workers of which eject drops of liquid (presum-

ably honey) over the velvety livery of the

intruder until, drenched and bedraggled, she is

anxious to make her escape from a nest where her

presence is so little appreciated.

The book, which has ten plates—three of them

in color—and twenty text figures, the greater

number of them maps showing the geographic

distribution of the several species considered, may
be recommended to the lay reader for its non-

technical presentation of a subject that is deserv-

ing of wider popular interest. By the student the

book will be welcomed

not only as a summary
of Doctor Plath's pub-

lished papers on the

Bombidae but also for

the hitherto unpub-

lished observations
that it offers.

—H. F. SCHWARZ.

Red Man Echoes, Com-
prising the Writings of
Chief Buffalo Child Long
Lance and Biographical
Sketches by His Friends,
edited by Roberta J.

Forsberg. Published by
Frank Wiggins Trade
School, Los Angeles , 1933

.

TjNDER the title of

Red Man Echoes,

a beautiful memorial to

Long Lance has been

prepared by Roberta

J. Forsberg, in the

form of an elegantly

bound and well printed

quarto volume of 219

pages, fully illustrated.

The frontispiece is a

camera study of Long
Lance by his friend,

Bob Davis of the New York Sun, the same photo-

graph that the latter uses in his gorgeous volume,

Man Makes His Own Mask. The striking cover

design, entitled "He Who Shoots the Stars," Miss

Forsberg writes, is an adaptation of an Indian

statue by Philip Sears, which stands overlooking

Chief BufFalo Child Long
when he was a stud

the Nashaway Valley in Massachusetts, a valley

set aside for the Indians, and in which there is

located an Indian Museum,—a most appropriate

design for a book devoted to this energetic and

highly sensitized American Indian.

A large section of the book is made up of writ-

ings of Long Lance, not included in his book,

which he reluctantly permitted his publishers to

call Long Lance, an un-Indian thing to do, he

said. By the way, his own book, Long Lance

was published in an American edition, in an

English edition, and was translated and published

in an Italian edition (Milan). These selections

in the memorial volume, take from his writings

in The Cosmopolitan, McClure's, Good House-

keeping, The Mentor, and other magazines, show
well Long Lance's unusual literary ability, an

ability that many of his white brothers would

have been proud to possess.

In the Foreword to the American edition of

this book, Irvin S. Cobb writes, "I know of no
man better fitted than Chief Long Lance to write

a true book about the true American Indian

and I know of no book

on the subject which

better reveals the
spirit of the Indian

in the years that are

gone and the spirit

of times the like of

which will never be

seen again. I claim

there is authentic his-

tory in these pages and

verity and most of all

a power to describe in

English words the

thoughts, the instincts,

the events, which ori-

ginally were framed in

a native language."

Another part of the

memorial volume is

made up of interesting

and revealing letters

written by Long Lance

to his close friend. Rev.

Canon S. H. Middle-

ton, Principal of the

St. Paul's School, on

the Blood Indian Re-

serve, Cardston, Alberta, one of those to whom
he dedicated his book.

Long Lance's valedictory address at the Car-

lisle Indian School for the class of 1912 is given in

full. Some of his earlier work from the columns of

the Calgary Herald and the Winnipeg Tribune is

Lance, in aviation costume
ent at Roosevelt Field
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given, and also the story of the "Silent Enemy,"

in which motion picture, depicting the Indian

before the white man came, he and Yellow Robe

played the leading parts.

The book is not a commercial venture, and no

copies are for sale. However, they have been

distributed among Long Lance's loyal friends,

and in certain libraries such as that of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, St. Paul's

School on the Blood Indian Reserve, and in that

of the Explorers' Club, Long Lance being the

only American Indian who has ever been a

member of the Explorers' Club.

Altogether it is an excellent piece of book-

making, presenting an intimate picture of a fine

Indian person,—a worthy memorial for which

Long Lance's friends will be grateful.

In view of all this, it is doubtless in bad taste

to express a wish that Miss Forsberg had secured

and included tributes from a few more of Long

Lance's great friends, namely, Frazier Hunt,

Bob Davis, Irvin S. Cobb, Constance Lindsay

Skinner, Peter B. Kyne, J. P. McEvoy, Will

James, Bob Bartlett, and Will Beebe.

Athlete, soldier, student of Indian languages

and sign-talking, writer, lecturer, raconteur par

excellence (doubtless a heritage from his Indian

ancestry), Long Lance was a man among men.

"To live in hearts we leave behind is not to

die."^

—

Clyde Fisher.

The African Today. By Diedrich Westermann. 339 pp.
Oxford University Press. London, 1934.

'

I
'HERE is a steadily growing interest in negro

Africa. As elsewhere, the contact of Euro-

pean and primitive is working rapid changes in

the lives of the natives. Many are disposed to

lament the transition, but similar changes have

occurred wherever peoples came in contact—it is

the order of human life. Anyway, in this new
book we have a clear and for the most part read-

able statement of the present situation. To the

museum visitor the chapters on economic bases of

life, arts and crafts, and the supernatural world

will be of special interest; to those interested in

mental and social problems such topics as the

negro's mind, the group and the individual, and
the clash of races, will prove stimulating.

In the matter of crafts, the author says, "It

will be regretted that African crafts are doomed
to destruction. The development is, however,

inevitable." (p. 103). Again, "It is especially

regrettable that the Africans themselves have
lost their belief in their own art, and that the

educated classes are showing them a bad ex-

ample in this respect." (p. 106).

Cattle raising is an important thing in the

lives of many tribes. With us this is a mere

matter of economics, but many Africans love

their cattle, live with them, decorate their horns,

and maintain them in useless numbers. "In

these circumstances separation from a favourite

animal is a real sorrow, and the idea of slaughter-

ing it for a mere material purpose strikes the

owner as cruelty." (p. 69).

However, the book is not an elementary

treatise on the peoples of Africa, for it presup-

poses some acquaintance with the aboriginal

setting. To such a reader it will be stimulating

and provocative.

—

Clark Wissler

Cactus. By Laura Adams Armer. Illustrated by Sidny
Armer. 101pp. New York: Frederick A. Stokes Co.
1934.

jV/lRS. ARMER has prepared a handbook for

the cactus fancier who stays at home and

also for those who journey into the "land of Uttle

rain." While the former group includes a con-

siderable number of enthusiasts, the latter in-

cludes most of us, for the lure of the desert seems

to get about all who expose themselves to it.

The text, which consists of a single page, in

good-sized legible type, for each kind of cactus,

is divided into three parts;—first, a general

description of the plant and its flowers and fruit,

together with the Navajo Indian knowledge and

uses of the cactus; second, "information for the

cactus hunter"; and third, "botanical informa-

tion." Thus it will be seen that the technical

part, which is very brief, may be skipped by the

non-scientific plant-lover.

Opposite each page of text, which treats of a

single species, is a full-page drawing of the cactus

described. These accurate illustrations were

made by Sidney Armer.

.Just fifty plants are described and illustrated

in the little volume, all except foiu- of which are

cactuses from the giant cactus to the tiny button

cactus. Among the four close companions of the

cactuses, one wonders why the Joshua Tree

was not included, but there would be no place to

stop if one looked about for it in the rocks and

sand of our southwestern desert.

Here is a most useful book, especially for those

who wish to become acquainted with the conspicu-

ous members of this l)izarre and fascinating family

of native American plants.

We suspect that Mrs. Armer became intrigued

with the cactuses while making her superb

motion picture of the Mountain Chant of the

Navajos, and while gathering the material for her

exquisite story. Waterless Mountain, which was

the prize winner in Longman's Juvenile Fiction

Contest in 1931, and which was awarded the

Newberry Medal the same year.

—

Clyde Fisher.



"/'W have orange juice and ham and eggs for

breakfast." (^^But certainly, sir,'^ says the

steward.)

"y4 hot bath at six, please,'' you say. . , . (At six,

presto, your bath is ready , , . and hot!)

Yes, we speak your language on these French Line

ships . . . both literally and figuratively. The
stewards not only understand English, but they even

anticipate your unspoken wishes. Everything is ar-

ranged precisely as you would have it. Everything

is comfort and modernity and efficiency.

A trip abroad on France-Afloat is the experience

of a well-rounded lifetime. There's plenty of oppor-

tunity . . . and space . . . for sport, recreation, or just

plain loafing. You whip up a whale of an appetite

. . . then satisfy it with the best food in the world.

(Have you ever tasted a Chateaubriand steak, two

inches thick, prepared as it should be?) To com-

plement this delicious cuisine . . . the finest old

wines, at moderate prices. Then always, on a French

Line trip, there is the feeling of security inspired

by staunch Breton seamanship.

For all its extra pleasures, a passage on France-

Afloat costs no more! And shipboard expenses have

been adjusted to the value of the dollar. The French

Line is a direct route to England (straight to Plym-

outh, no channel to cross). And the French Line's

the logical route to Paris (gateway to all the Con-

tinent) . Your travel agent will be glad to help plan

your trip without charge. . . . French Line, 19 State

Street, New York City.

ILE DE FRANCE, July 7 and 28, August 18 • PARIS,

July 21, August 11 and 30 • LAFAYETTE, August 25

• CHAMPLAIN, July 14, August 4, September 3 •



• THE AMERICAN ROUTE
TO NORTHERN EUROPE •

Special Northland Cruises

40 DAYS AT SEA AND ASHORE

5 FOREIGN COUNTRIES VISITED

10,000 MILES

Denmark • Sweden • Poland

Finland • Russia

All Outside Rooms with Baths or

Showers . . . Spacious Promenade
and Sports Decks . . . Excellent

Cuisine . . . Courteous Service . . .

Scandinavian "Smorgasbord" Feature

Write for our Special Northland Cruise Booklet

Also U. S. S. R.—Russia

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION APPLY
TO YOUR LOCAL TRAVEL BUREAU

OR

AMERICAN SCANTIC LINE, Inc.

5 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

N. Y.

1 BOURSE BLDG.
PHILADELPHIA

PA.

ROLLEIFLEX
The Ideal Camera for

Explorers and Naturalists

•
Precise, compact, rapid, and
automatically responsive,
RoUeiflex captures your scene
or subject with Kraphic fidel-

ity. A high speed focusing:
finder lens shows a brilliant
upriKht imajre in actual film
size on a Rround Klass screen,
predicting the sharpness and
riictorial (lualities of your neg-
ative. Truly Rolleiflex is the
Camera that Thinks for You.

Literature on Request.

BURLEIGH BROOKS
127 W. 42nd St. New York

THROUGH its exploration, The American Museum of
Natural History is bringing together rare and valuable
natural history collections from all parts of the world.

Through its exhibition halls, its lectures, its work with
school children, and its publications, the Museum is making
these wonders of nature easily accessible. Membership
receipts are applied directly to these purposes. There are
now approximately twelve thousand members who believe
that the Museum is doing a useful service to science and
to education, and are contributing to this work.
The Secretary would be glad to receive your inquiry if

you are not already a member of the Museum.
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

77tb Street and Central Park West New York, N. Y.

VOICTLANDER

VIRTUS
A New Modern

Roll Film Camera

with the

New Type Finder

Here's the most modern pocket camera made, fitted

with a Built-in type of finder and a simplified dis-

tance setting scale that automatically sets the lens

in the proper position. Uses regular Brownie No.

120 Film, 2 '/4X3 /4, but makes 16 vest pocket pic-

tures lYjiXlYz. It is light, compact and sturdy-

fits easily into hip pocket.

Equipped with ¥3.5 Skopar

ill Compur Self Timer.

See it demonstrated in our store, or send check or

money order to Dept. NH and we will ship it pre-

paid on 10 days' trial. Money back if not satisfied.

World's Largest Exclnsitr Camera Supply House

H250

Willoughbys
110 WEST 32nd ST., N. Y.

SKILL CONCEALED

Kn/oui //umi:n„f; linJ on Nest, rhul In-ll, Jr

Like the humining hird.s wing technique

and nest - hiiililing .'^kill, the artistry

in |)h()t(>-(n<:ra\ings is concealed. One

halltone lias ahoiit the same appearance

as anotlx r. The real (pialily is revealed

on the press— tiie printed resnlt. Per-

fection in this result is the constant aim

of the makers of "Sterling' engravings.

I'hi' itiiislnilioiis in " i\(iliiriil History" are printed

from Sleriinji" jiltites.

•

STERLING ENGRAVING COMPANY
304 EAST FORTV-FIFTH STKEET, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Telephones — Ml rrny Hill 4-0715 to 0726



MUNSON Triple Feature Vacation Cruises

NASSAU • MIAMI • HAVANA
CRUISES'12%.DAYS«»108
"I

Three of the world's most fasclnat-

ing ports, ship goes direct to dock at each port.

iy Lowest pricefor this type of cruise.

With all expenses included.

Q Ample time to see each port, . . .

3 days in Britain's "Isle of June," Nassau, includ-

ing swimming at world famous Paradise Beach,

2 days in Miami and 2^/2 days in Havana, with

shore excursions included at each port.

S. S. MUNARGO
Fortnightly Sailings on Saturdays—Regularly Thereafter

l^T A ^~1 ^^ AT r OR ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ steamer round trip to Nassau only and stay 7 days

^ ^y /% ^^^^ /% I ^-^ *• at the delightful Royal Victoria Hotel, every summer sport, including

-L ^ -^ ^K^k_>'-i- .». \_v swimming and unsurpassed deep sea fishing . . . 12^4 days $118, American Plan.

SOUTH AMERICA 12,000 MILES

OF CRUISING

On the largest and fastest ships to South Am-
erica, the luxurious 21,000-ton liners American
Legion, Western World, or Southern Cross.
Large, comfortable, airy, outside rooms supe-
rior cuisine. To Brazil, Uruguay, Argentina,
Bermuda and Trinidad. Sightseeing trips in-

cluded at all ports except Bermuda. Special
tours available for sailings of July 7, 21, and
August 4, in connection with the regular fort-

nightly service from New York.

Here is a wonderful summer vacation. Enjoy the match-

less summer climate of Brazil, the rare scenic beauty of

the sub-tropics; the delights of fascinating, cosmopolitan

Latin American Capitals. Enjoy gay shipboard life, ex-

cellent cuisine and service, fine weather at sea (a ten-

year average shows better than 92% fair weather). Cool-

ing trade winds make the trip comfortable at all times,

even crossing the Equator. Sightseeing trips included at

all ports except Bermuda.

ROUND
TRIP

TOUR 1: 41 DAYS. Tourist Cabin $348.

First Class $540. All expenses
included. 5 days in Brazil, including Rio de Janeiro,

Santos and Sao Paulo. One day at Montevideo, and 4

days at Buenos Aires.

YOUR 2: ^^ ^^^^- ^*"^^ ^^ ^°"''
" p'"' ^ ^^'^^^

weeks in beautiful Rio, north bound.

Hotel (American plan) included. Tourist Cabin $38 5;

First Class $649.

YOUR 3i ^^ ''^y^' ^^'"^ *^ "^"""^
^ p'"* ^ ^^'^

weeks in Buenos Aires, Argentine's Cap-

ital. Hotel (American plan) included. Tourist Cabin

$379; First Class $632.

TOUR 4l '^^ days. Round trip to Rio de Janeiro

only, with 14 days stop-over. Hotel

(American plan) and sightseeing trips included. Tourist

Cabin $28 5; First Class $543.

BERMUDA «50 12 DAYS 8 IN
HOTEL 106

Fortnightly sailings on Saturdays on 21,000-ton South American liners. All airy, outside rooms, excellent cuisine and

service. Ships are extremely steady because of their special construction.

Special arrange IIIcuts for large parties or conventions. All Sailings from Pier 64, North Riter, New York.

For further information consult your travel agent, or

67 Wall St., New York, N. Y.
BOwling Green 9-3300MUNSON S. S. LINES



cA^nnouncing

T/ieFLOATING UNIVERSITY
5?

AROUND the

WORLD on the

VOLENDAM
DETAILS: 225 days visiting 60

ports in 34 countries • 38,000

miles of travel • sailing from Uew

York October 4th, 1934 • from

New Orleans October 11th, 1934

from San Francisco October 28th,

1934 • returning to New York May

21st, 1935 • minimum rate $1750

Standard Shore Excursions $600.

ITINERARY -

Ideal education combines

STUDY and TRAVEL Here at

last is The Floating University, a col-

lege cruising the world , . . offering

a full year's course of study. The

VOLENDAM, famous cruise steamer

of The Spotless Fleet," will sail at the

beginning of the next Fall semester

carrying an

entire faculty \V^SP/^^^
and student

body— a ver-

itable "Float-

ing College

Campus."

V

PORT ARRIVE LEAVE PORT

New York Oct. 4 Macassar
Havana Oct. 8 Oct. 9 Boeleleng
New Orleans ..Oct. 11 Oct. 11 Soerabaya

ARRIVE LEAVE

Jan. 9 Jan. 10
.Jan. 11 Jan. 13
.Jan. 14

SPIR^^
Colon Oct. 16 Batavia Jan. 20
Balboa Oct. 17

Los Angeles . . Oct. 25 Oct. 26
San Francisco Oct. 27 Oct. 28
Hilo Nov. 4 Nov. 4

Honolulu Nov. 5 Nov. 7

Yokohama Nov. 19 Nov. 23
Kobe Nov. 24 Nov. 27
Miyajima Nov. 28 Nov. 28
Beppu Nov. 29 Nov. 29
Chemulpo Dec. 1 Dec. 2

ChingWangTao Dec. 3 Dec. 6

Shanghai Dec. 8 Dec. 12
Hongkong Dec. 14 Dec. 17
Manila Dec. 19 Dec. 22
Saigon Dec. 25 Dec. 27
Bangkok Dec. 29 Dec. 31
Singapore Jan. 3 Jan. 5

Balik Papan . . Jan. 8 Jan. 8

Padang Jan. 22 Jan. 23
Oleleh Jan. 25 Jan. 25
Colombo Jan. 29
Bombay Feb. 16
Djibouti Feb. 22 Feb. 23
Suez Feb. 27
Port Said Mar. 2
Haifa Mar. 3 Mar. 5
Istanbul Mar. 8 Mar. 11

Athens Mar. 12 Mar. 16

PORT ARRIVE LEAVE

Algiers Apr. 4 Apr. 4

Malaga Apr. 6 Apr. 6

Gibraltar Apr. 7 Apr. 7

Cadiz Apr. 8 Apr. 9

Lisbon Apr. 10 Apr. 11

London Apr. 15 Apr. 19

Edinburgh Apr. 21 Apr. 22

Sogne Fjord Apr. 24 Apr. 24

Corfu Mar. 17 Mar. 17 Bergen Apr. 25 Apr. 25

Kotor Mar. 18 Mar. 18 Oslo Apr. 26 Apr. 27

Dubrovnik Mar. 18 Mar. 18 Copenhagen Apr. 28 Apr. 30
Venice Mar. 19 Mar. 23 Stockholm May 1 May 5

Messina Mar. 25 Mar. 25 Rotterdam . . May 8 May 12

Naples Mar. 26 Mar. 31 Boulogne May 12

Monte Carlo Apr. 1 Apr. 2 Southampton May 12

Palma Apr. 3 Apr. 3 New York . May 21

Full details of curriculum and itinerary from your agent or

Dean JAMES E. LOUGH, 66 Fifth Avenue, New York, or

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE
29 BROADWAY NEW YORK CITY
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New Ships

"COLOMBIA
and "HAITI

ONE OF THESE

ALL-€XP£nS€ CRUISiS
—the ships with

AIR COOLED
DINING ROOMS

—an important feature add-
ing greatly to the comfort of

tropical cruises.

Also popular "PASTORES"

^iAt

MAITI • JAmAICA
COLOmBIA 0^)PAnAmA

All hands "take a dip" in the

outdoor pool

A little tasty refreshment

on deck

5^,
i-

X^^^
i^?>sv>w

WELL-BALANCED ITINERARIES

IS Day Trip Allows

9 DAYS AFLOAT — 9 DAYS ASHORE

n to 18 DAYS

$110
and up including

all expenses

Take advantaKe of temptinKly
low rates for these thrilling sea-
Koinp: cruises on trim luxurious
pleasure - liners. Three ships to
choose from—the sensational new
"COLOMBIA" and "HAITI,"
or their popular companion-ship
"PASTORES." Three cruises to

choose from with itineraries that
embrace the most interesting
and colorful ports of the Spanish
Main. Plenty of time—and lots

to do—afloat . . . and plenty of
time ashore. Friendly, yacht-like,
atmosphere, courteous ship per-
sonnel, excellent cuisine. All
outside rooms, sound movies,
orchestras, etc. Complete details

on request.

18 DAY "COM-
PLETE" CRUISE—
(Two weeks and an extra

week-end.)
Visiting Port - au - Prince,

Haiti ; Kingston, Jamaica ;

Barranquilla and Carta-

gena, Colombia, So. Amer-
ica, Panama and the Canal
Zone. Live aboard ship all

the way. $160 up. Five

shore excursions slight ad-

ditional cost.

11 DAY HAITI
CRUISE— allowing 3

days and 3 nights in pic-

turesque Haiti. Room and
meals at first class hotel

in Port-au-Prince. Motor
sightseeing trip. $110 up.

11 DAY JAMAICA
CRUISE—allowing iVi
days and a night in Kings-
ton. Two short visits in

Haiti. Motor sightseeing
trips in Haiti and Jamaica.
$125 up.

CbiLopen^ia
17 Battery Place. New York. N. Y. Tel. WHitehall 4-800C



How will you go to EUROPE?

DELICIOUS FOOD

Would you like to travel the new way? It saves

you a good deal of money—and you'll enjoy it. These

are not ostentatious ships of the golden era. They arc

more up-to-date. The keynote of the Arnold Bernstein

Line is good taste, comfort, steady ships, excellent

food and a passenger list of people who appreciate

these things, but whose travel budget is modest. So

that you may know about it all from one who has

travelled this way, we print below a letter (un-

solicited) which arrived one day in our office.

AUTOMOBILE
ROUND TRIP

n2o
This is the leading automobile service

on the Atlantic. We have handled

tens of thousands of cars without
a scratch. No crating, no hoisting.

You will see more and pay less if

you take your own car.

PASSENGER
ROUND TRIP

nio
The summer rate is $170 round trip;

$9 5 one way. (Eastbound May to

July. Westbound July to October

16.) The winter rate (all other times

of the year) is $150 round trip;

$8 5 one way. One price; no ups!

DELIGHTFUL PEOPLE

ARNOLD BERNSTEIN LINE
17 Battery Place, New York

Gentlemen:

Before taking passage on the

Gerolstein, I greatly wanted a frank

appraisal of your service from the

point of view of a passenger. There

must be many discriminating persons

who are attracted by your low

charges, and yet wish the assurance

that this voyage would be a happy
experience. As we draw into Ant-
werp may I recall, and answer, some
of the questions that come to mind
of the would-be voyager?

What of the passengers? They are

of the higher middle class, doctors,

teachers, ministers, musicians, busi-

ness men, retired business men, habit-

ual travellers, their families, includ-

ing a number of children, and a

considerable quota of young people

in college or just out of college have

typified the group.

Is the ship clean? Yes, thoroughly,

above decks and below decks.

Are the rooms satisfactory? Yes,

in every way—all are outside, beds

are comfortable, service is quiet and

thorough, ventilation is ample.

The (lining room? The "Ober-

koch" I shall always remember for

his lordly appearance, his genial

smile, and above all for his delicious

meals. They have been more elabo-

rate than there was any need for,

and besides with bouillon at ten, tea

at four and sandwiches at ten-thirty

P. M. thrown in.

Toilets and baths? They are Euro-

pean in character, are artificially

lighted and ventilated, but are kept

freshly painted and uniformly don.
Entertainment? There has been a

varied program of events—dancing,

athletic contests, dinners, plays and

recitals. Ping Pong has been popular

as also the canvas-lined pool which

has been refilled daily. The Captain

has been a true host. He has made
us feel that the Gerolstein is our own.

Miscellaneous? The bar gives ex-

cellent service, I am assured by those

who know. But it is not, however,

a conspicuous feature. The lounge

is comfortable and in constant use

for reading, writing, checker and

chess playing. Children on board

have been taken into things in a

homelike way. There is a barber

shop, and provision for laundry

service. And finally, being relatively

long and broad for her height, the

Gerolstein is a soft, easy-riding ship.

There is very little vibration.

Mrs. M. and our three children

join me in the above appraisal and

we want to thank you cordially for

t)ur altogether delightful trip.

—M. R. M.

Operating regular

schedules between :

NEW YORK
HAVRE

ANTWERP

ARNOLD BERNSTEIN LINE
Dept. 152, 17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK

(Phone BOwling Green 9-3395)

We will gladly send
you full information :

illustrated folders, sail-

ing schedules, rates to
points in Europe and
England, road maps
for those who wish to
take their own cars, etc.
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/ind so we have lo add ...

a third ship lo this service]

-—\^ „.."« «•::;„; -"C"«°

o» " ' York T"»"' , „ m»

,nd
courtesy

THIS LETTER
(unsolicited) was written to

a member of the staff of the

American Museum of Natural

History. It is typical of hun-

dreds of enthusiastic letters

received from our passengers.

Due to the great demand for

t/yis service, a third ship has

been added to our fleet, oper-

ating regular schedules be-

tween New York, Havre

and Antwerp.

$150 ROUND TRIP TO EUROPE ... NO UPS!

"At that cost of a ticket we can afford to go

to Europe!" Many people are saying that when

they hear of this new service, but, naturally,

they say in the next breath

—

What's it like}

$150 Round Trip (summer rate $170) gives

you the best of everything on the ship. Outside

room, not more than two beds in a stateroom,

spacious decks, delicious food (one of the best

chefs on the Atlantic). Comfortable smoking

room and lounge; veranda cafe, trained and

courteous stewards, in fact everything that the

experienced traveller desires. And, moreover,

the company of fellow passengers who appre-

ciate the best. There are many professional

people, scientists, doctors, lawyers, teachers,

students, and families with children.

TAKE ALONG YOUR OWN CAR
FOR $120 ROUND TRIP

You will see more and pay less if you have your

own car in Europe. You can stay at inns and

delightful places off the beaten track, less ex-

pensive than the big city hotels; you will save

in tips, bus and railroad fares, auto hire. It's very

simple to take your car this way. No crating,

no hoisting. Your car runs into ship's garage.

ARNOLD BERNSTEIN LINE
Phone BOwIing Green 9-3395

17 BATTERY PLACE NEW YORK, N. Y,

Aik for illustrated folders with l>l.}(>t()gra[>l.>s of life on s/iiphotird, complete de-

scriptions, and sailiiiii dates. Also special folder about taking your car to Europe.



New Ships

"COLOMBIA"
and "HAITI"

. . ONE OF THESE

—the ships with

AIR COOLED
DINING ROOMS

—an important feature add-
ing greatly to the comfort of
tropical cruises.

Also popular "PASTORES"

ALL-CXPCnS€ CRUISCS

unisH itiAin
HAITI • JAmAICA

COLOITIBIA (»)PAnAmA

All hands "take a dip" in the

outdoor pool

A little tasty refreshment

on deck

'^1
0^^

%f>^'

WELL-BALANCED ITINERARIES
IH Day Trip Allows

9 DAYS AFLOAT — 9 DAYS ASHORE

11 to 18 DAYS

$110
and itp including

all expenses

Take advantage of temptingly
low rates for these thrilling sea-
going cruises on trim luxurious
pleasure - liners. Three ships to
choose from—the sensational new
"COLOMBIA" and "HAITI,"
or their popular companion-ship
"PASTORES." Three cruises to
choose from with itineraries that
embrace the most interesting
and colorful ports of the Spanish
Main. Plenty of time—and lots
to do—afloat . . . and plenty of
time ashore. Friendly, yacht-like,
atmosphere, courteous ship per-
sonnel, excellent cuisine. All
outside rooms, sound movies,
orchestras, etc. Complete details
on request.

18 DAY "COM-
PLETE" CRUISE—
(Two weeks and an extra

week-end.)
Visiting Port - au - Prince,

Haiti ; Kingston, Jamaica ;

Barranquilla and Carta-
gena, Colombia, So. Amer-
ica, Panama and the Canal
Zone. Live aboard ship all

the way. $160 up. Five

shore excursions slight ad-

ditional cost.

11 DAY HAITI
CRUISE— allowing 3

days and 3 nights in pic-

turesque Haiti. Room and
meals at first class hotel
in Port-au-Prince. Motor
sightseeing trip. $110 up.

11 DAY JAMAICA
CRUISE—allowing 1%
days and a night in Kings-
ton. Two short visits in

Haiti. Motor sightseeinu'

trips in Haiti and Jamaica.
$126 up.

€biL0iM%D^ia
17 Battery Place. New York. N. Y. Tel. WHitehall 4-800C



Blazing the Trail

THE recent change in the appeaiance of Natural
History's pages has been so popular among our

readers that we are deUghted to be able to

announce still another improvement. For fourteen

years the magazine has appeared every second

month. Beginning with this number, however, it

will be published on the first of every month,

except for July and August, and thus will appear ten

times a year instead of six, as formerly.

The People of the For thirty-six years the Phil-

PUvJVKKivi^c ippine Islands have been
Philippines

^^^^^ American rule. Now,
however, the reasonably near future will undoubtedly

bring independence to this far eastern archipelago.

But what are the chances for success in what will be,

after all, a major experiment in the lives of a "sub-

ject" people? Who are the peoples who make up
the inhabitants of this interesting island group?

How will they play their part in the world?

Some of the questions that are being asked cannot

be answered, of course, except by time. Answers to

others, however, are known by certain highly compe-

tent students, and it is in an effort to present the

known facts that we have asked Dr. Fay-Cooper
Cole, of the University of Chicago, to prepare an
article for the October number of Natural
History.

Doctor Cole, from 1906 to 1923, was in charge of

ethnological research in Malaysia for the Field Mu-
seum of Chicago. During most of this period he was
also special investigator for the Philippine Bureau of

Science. In these capacities he spent four years

among the pagan tribes and visited all parts of the

Archipelago. Since then he has made other visits

to the Philippines, his most recent having been in

Octoljer of last year. He is thus an observer who
speaks with absolute authority, and current news
from the Philippines will be far more understandable

to those who read his article.

The Drought The newspapers are properly filled

with news of the unparalleled

drought in the United States, and we could hardly

pretend to edit a natural history magazine without

being conscious of the fact. It is with the news in

mind, therefore, that we asked Mr. Charles Fitzhugh
Talman, of the United States Weather Bureau, to

write an article on droughts for the next number of

Natural History. It will, we are certain, give

our readers a new and deeper appreciation of the

problems created by this tremendous calamity.

A Dog Story Dr. Rov Chapman Andrews, leader
of the Central Asiatic Expeditions of

the American Museum, was long the fortunate owner
of a police dog named Wolf which attained a place

of real importance in the world in which he lived,

and many times appeared in the news dispatches
from China. Unfortunately, Wolf has now gone to

that "mysterious realm" to which all dogs must
sometime go, but his story is more than worth
telling. Consequently, Doctor Andrews has written
it for our October number, and every lover of dogs
will find it an account filled with unusual interest.

The Account of a Dr. George Gaylord Simpson,

Fossil Hunter ^^° headed the second Scarritt

Patagonian Expedition, recently

reappeared at the American Museum after retui'ning

from Patagonia by way, no less, of Moscow. And
we hardly waited for him to fill his lungs with New
York air before we demanded an article on his doings.

Anyone who can write such a book as Attending

Marvels, as he has done so recently, must not be
permitted to keep his material from the pages of

Natural History, and our next number will contain

the article that we so insistently demanded. Pata-

gonia becomes a fascinating place when Doctor
Simpson describes it.

Birds in a Garden Dr. Frank M. Chapman
is the dean of the scientific

staff of the American Museum. That, however,

is a distinction that time alone has brought about,

and he has many other distinctions which we
believe are infinitely more fascinating. To have
made a life-long study of birds is something, but to

.

have brought to that study so much of human
understanding and to be able to transmit that under-
standing to others in what he writes, is accomplish-

ment indeed. Last year he wrote of the birds that

he observed in his garden in Florida, and for the

next number he gives another account of these

intimate and appealing friends of his.

For Lack of Space This page, when we grow en-
thusiastic, is amazingly easy

to fill. We can only say, in the little space that re-

mains, that Dr. George C. Vaillant will have another
article on Central American native art in the next

number, and that still other material is now
being prepared.

NATURAL
HISTORY

September
1934

N'atlrai, History is published monthly (except July and August) by The
Ameiican Museum of Natural History, New York, N. Y. Subseripiion price

%'.i a year, single copies fifty cents. These rates also apply to Canada, New-
foundland, and all foreign countries. Entered as second-class matter April .3,

1919, at the Post Office at New York, New York, under the act of August 24,

1912. Acceptance foi mailing at a special rste of postage provided for in

Section 1103, Act of Octobei 3, 1917, authorized on July 15. 1918.
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Quoth "the RAVEN" (Bulletin of

the Virginia Society of Ornithology)

in December, 1933, concerning

BIRDS OF THE
NEW YORK CITY REGION ^^

By Ludlow Griscom

"The Editor would like to recommend, at this time a book which ... he finds very

helpful in field identification ... Its discussions of field marks and its suggestions

toward field identification are unsurpassed. It is particularly helpful in pointing out

the marks by which closely similar species may be recognized in the field. The author

is an expert in this phase of bird study."

400 pages, 6 colored plates, 30 text illustrations and 1 map. Price $1.10 postpaid
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Telephone Transmitter and Receiver used at the Philadelphia Centennial

From one telephone
to thirteen million

Fifty-eight years ago a tele-

plione was demonstrated at

the Philadelphia Centennial.

Today, there are more than

thirteen million Belltelephones

in the United States. Three-

quarters of a million people

own the Bell System. They

and their families would make

a city larger than Philadelphia.

It took long years of pioneer-

ing, forward-looking planning

and honest management to

build the Bell System as it is

today, a national institution

fulfilling a national need.

It is a big system, for it

serves a big country. It has

grown in size and usefulness

because it has been built upon

the solid foundation of service

to the public. Its constant pur-

pose has been to give you the

best possible telephone service,

and the most, at the lowest

cost consistent with financial

safety.

The test of trying times has

shown the soundness of its

structure and the rightness

of its one policy, one system

and universal service.

Bell Telephone System
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In New Guinea

Waters

rhn/,,.,r,ii,/, 1,1, John T. Zimmer

The dugouts used by natives in parts of New Guinea, while

frail-looking crafts, can safely carry a full complement of

passengers or cargo. Their balance is unstable, and if they

are heavily loaded, the water may flow through from bow to

stern. Nevertheless, the natives are skilled boatmen and

can manoeuvre these hollow logs with amazing success

(See "Camera Impressions of New Guinea," Page 4i7)
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The Rebirth of the

''Vanishing American'^

by

Clark Wissler
Curatof'iri'Chief

of Anthropology,

American Museum

The Indian is still in the land. More than that,

for over forty years his numbers have increased, and

the time may not be distant when he will be more

numerous than ever before in his troubled history

FROM Washington emanates the promise

of a New Deal for the American Indian

According to unofficial report the Presi-

dent is about to reverse the Indian policy of

a century and start off in a new direction.

Some of the proposals are to restore former

Indian lands to tribal ownership; to abandon

the idea of allotting individual lands; thus

the Indian will cease to own land in the tradi-

tional manner of American citizens. Further,

greatly to increase the present tribal lands

by purchase or otherwise, each tribe or com-

munity is to be organized into a self-governing

political unit and to operate its land under a

legalized corporation; the original language,

social customs, and religion of each tribe are

to be rehabilitated. Just how much of this

program will be authorized remains to be

seen. No doubt some of the proposals are

impracticable, but since our interest here is

neither politics nor social reform, we offer no

comment. The occasion, however, seems

appropriate to review the history of the

Indian during his contact with the white

man. In other words, just what did happen

to the American Indian under the Old Deal?

Naturally, so brief an article as this can but

open up the subject. Page upon page has

been printed concerning the Indian question,

and it seems a little strange that among the

heaps of books and pamphlets cluttering up
the shelves of our libraries one looks in vain

for a sober and exhaustive study of the

Indian problem. Sooner or later, of course,

such a history will be written. For the

present, this short article may serve to out-

line certain of the major points of a long and
complicated story.

Perhaps the best introduction to our

subject will be an attempt to characterize

the Old Deal. The historical information at

hand shows the beginnings of our Indian

policy to lie in British and French Colonial

times. Anyway, this historical information

indicates that both France and England

recognized each tribe as an independent

nation, and both of these Powers approached

the chief of each such tiny state as on that

level. The intent was to make each Indian

chief feel that he was talking with a mes-

senger direct from the throne and as king to

king. The natural consequence of this

attitude was that all questions of war,

trade, and land were adjusted by treaties

following the usual European pattern.

President Washington followed this same

procedure, his Secretary of State negotiating

with the numerous petty chiefs who solemnly



Left:-—A Northwest Coast Indian

carving a canoe from a large cedar

log on Neah Bay, Washington

Below:—SpHnt baskets were fav'

orites with the Micmac Indians
of Nova Scotia

Photograph by H. I. Smith

Eving GcMovay
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Ewino Gallnvmy

Hopi Indians in Arizona. Hopi Indian women
are especially artistic in designing their heavy-

woolen blankets and earthenware pots

In the circle:—A sewing school at the

Blackfoot Indian Reservation in Montana

Etving GiUnxrciy

Above:—The old and the new in

art. The father uses a pointed
bone and earth paints; the son,

up-to-date equipment

Right:—An Indian mission school

at Fort Providence, Northwest
Territories, Canada

Photooraph

^, .. by

H '.f. O.S.Finme
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affixed their marks to documents which they

httle understood. Our government did not

abandon the treaty method until after 18T0,

when it put on record what had long been

the reality, that all Indians were subjects of

the government and in no sense independent

nations. Canada, on the other hand, con-

tinued to negotiate treaties well into the

present century. The mportant basic

idea in this attitude was the recognition that,

in theory, all lands were Indian owned and

that the title to any such lands was extin-

guished by treaty only and when payments

were made in accordance therewith. The

Dutch began it by buying Manhattan, It

mattered not if the tribe concerned had

warred against the whites, killed many
settlers, and destroyed much property.

When at last they were defeated and made
prisoners, the governments concerned still

proceeded to negotiate a treaty of peace and

to compensate the captives for lands taken

from them. Further, no such tribe was

forced to sell all of its lands, unless other

lands were given in exchange, these lands

having previously been released by other

tribes. The plots of land still in posses-

sion of the Indians were then spoken of as

"reserved" in the sense that they were not

open to white settlement. Hence we have

the term "Indian Reservation."

The Inoian'.s Attitude Toward Land

With the foregoing outline in mind, let us

turn for a moment to the Indian's attitude

toward land. His original customs did not

recognize individual ownership. In fact, he

found great difficulty in understanding what
was meant by the term. To him all lands

were the common property of the tribe and

each individual had equal rights therein

except as otherwise determined by the

proper tribal authority. This attitude of

the Indian was recognized when payments
were made, and so each year when annuities

are due, the tribal census roll is added up and
the sum due is divided by the total number
of Indians living at that date. Each in-

dividual thus receives the same amount.

whether he be an infant in arms or an aged

paralytic. Thus, if the annuity payment
should be $4 per capita, a family consisting

of father, mother, and four children would

receive $24. Naturally, these amounts
differed from tribe to tribe and from year to

year.

The Purpose of Reservations

It is natural to assume that when the

governments of the United States and

Canada formulated their Indian policies

they had certain objectives in mind. The
history of the case indicates that it was

always assumed that Indian reservations

were to be so regulated that each tribe resid-

ing therein should quickly become a self-

supporting and self-sufficient community.

Of course, at the time these regulations were

originated, a self-supporting community was

conceived of as a farming community. Now
every schoolboy knows that many Indians

did not farm and that those who did were

also hunters on a large scale. Naturally the

white people of the time believed their way
of life the most civilized, and so obviously

the better. Consequently they assumed

that, once settled on a reservation, all Indians

would cheerfully turn into happy, prosperous

farmers. We may smile at such naive

optimism, but our people were living for the

most part on an advancing frontier, and one

characteristic of frontier life is that it is

sustained by optimism; the white men ex-

pected to do great things in this new country

and in fact did, so why not the Indian?

Looking back at the situation, it is easy to

see one reason why things did not work out as

expected. Each small Indian tribe, with its

ancient communistic economy, was trying

to retain its social identity in the midst of a

crowd of competing individualists.

However, we began this article as a review

of what happened to the Indian under the

Old Deal. A satisfactory answer to such a

question cannot be given in a few pages, M
because the subject is as complex as human
life is everywhere. Yet we can seek informa-

tion on a few points. Thus, we are in the

I



Left:—Mothers and children

watching the arrival of the
trading company steamer at

Arctic Red River, Northwest
Territories, Canada

A Seminole

and child

Pub. Photo Service

mother

Eviing Galloway

Above:—This little Winnebago is

following in the road of the white
man. His mother, though dressed
in native fashion, clothes him in

modern style and feeds him in

approved scientific manner

Ri^t:—Indian children have no end
of fun riding about strapped to

their mothers' backs

)Puh. Photo Service
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Above:—A Navaho hogan and the ever pres-

ent sheep and goats in Canon de Chelly

Le/t:—An Osage home. A modern house,

but surrounded by the frames of old style

homes, over which a cover can be thrown
to accommodate guests

Brown Bros.

Right:—A Ford becomes the covered

wagon of the Navaho. Sia, New Mexico

Below:—The New Mexico village of Taos
is famous, and its original style of archi-

tecture is well worth preserving
Pulj. Photo Screirr
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Above:—Camp at the foot of the Rockies.

Assiniboin Indians, Canada

Right:—Flathead Indians make their first

attempt to live in the white man's house.

Note that the tipi still survives

Courtesy,
National
Museum,

Ottawa

Left:—One of the two kinds of houses

used by the Ojibway of the Great Lakes

country. Birch bark covers this type

Below:—The Seminole of Florida prefer to

keep their original style of housing
Pub. Photo Sercice
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How the Plains Indian popu-

lation has changed. The first

great drop shown was prin-

cipally due to smallpox. Wars

with the white men and a

radical change in the Indians'

way of life continued to re-

duce the population until

1895 or thereabouts. Since

that time the population has

shown a steady growth

habit of speaking of the Indian as a vanishing

race. What is the truth about this? Will

another century see the last Indian carried

to the cemetery? The answer to this question

seems a proper beginning to our task and

naturally we first consult government records

to see how many Indians are living today.

The latest information to come to hand is as

follows

:

United States 320,454

Canada 122,911

Total 443,365

This is a small number of people, as

populations run, since about as many
Indians live in all this great area as white

people in Buffalo, New York. Now^ if we
knew how many Indians were here in 1492,

the question could be settled at once, but

here is where we meet with our first difficulty.

Columbus did not see the coast of the

United States, nor were many settlements

made here, until after 1600, more than one

hundred years later. Consequently, we
cannot expect to find worth-while data as to

the number of Indians residing in the

country as a whole. In fact, it was not until

1800 that North America was sufficiently

explored for writers and governments to

Adult Indian women were
originally more numerous
than men, owing to the more
hazardous lives led by the

men. The elimination of
tribal wars and the other

changes that have taken place

have brought about the

change portrayed in this dia-

gram, which gives the propor-

tions of men to women among
the Blarkfoot Tribe of Canada

become acquainted with the various Indian

tribes and so form an idea as to their

numbers. About 1907 Mooney, a distin-

guished authority of the time, patiently

searched the available records and books of

travel, compiling original population esti-

mates tribe by tribe. From these sources he

finally decided that in the United States

and Canada there were one million Indians

in 1780. The reason for choosing this date

was that a great smallpox epidemic swept

over Central United States and Canada
during the following year, and, according

to reports of the time, carried away more

than half of the population in the region.

According to Mooney's estimates, about

100,000 died of this disease. Yet no tribe

seems to have been wiped out completely,

and in a few years most of them regained

their normal population. As we have stated,

Mooney estimated the original population

as one million, and he saw no reason to

believe that either more or less were living

in the same territory in 1492. However,

his estimates have been critically studied,

and the general verdict is that he was too

liberal—750,000 is the most probable number
of Indians living in 1780.
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If we accept this as being close to the

truth, it may be well to examine the original

records for a more detailed picture as to this

population. We understand populations

only when we know how they are distributed

over the country, since more people live in

one place than another. For convenience,

we have divided the continent into four main

divisions and, from Mooney's population

tables, have determined the number of

Indians living in each. If we compare these

with the number of square miles, we obtain

the following results:

The Pacific Coast Belt— 1 square mile per Indian.

Atlantic Coast Area—3 square miles per Indian.

Central and Plains Area—8 square miles per Indian.

The Canadian Northwest—24 square miles per

Indian.

The most striking point in this table is the

wide variation in the density of the original

Indian population. For example, on the

Pacific Coast the population was 24 times as

dense as in Northwestern Canada. Of

course, this is a generalized statement and

many local differences existed.

We are now ready for another question.

If there were less than one million Indians in

1492 and again about the same number in

1780, why did they not increase? The preced-

ing table shows us that more land was avail-

able to support an Indian in some parts of

the country than in others. Perhaps here

is the answer. Nature seems to have a way
of reaching her objectives even though we
are not sure we understand how it is done.

Obviously animals and birds would have filled

up the world long ago if some check were

not in operation. Man seems to be a fauna

which nature looks after in the same way.

If there had been no check in population

increase among the Indians, North America

should have teemed with millions upon

millions in 1492, but the Indians, living as

they did, could not rise to such levels. Had
they hit upon the mode of life we follow,

doubtless some hundred million would ha\'e

been here to meet Columbus.

These theoretical interpretations may be

right or wrong, yet whatever may have been

c:--^C/<
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Above:—Many Indians served in the World
War. This photograph shows several mem-
bers of the Potawatomi on Armistice Day
in Laurence, Kansas. The tribal regalia is

quite a contrast to the somber uniform of a

United States infantryman

Ewina Galloway

Below:

The appeal to the

Great Spirit

Swing GaUoiray

Yellow Head, a Black'

foot chief. Undoubted-

ly the great interest that

peoples all over the

world have taken in

the American Indian is

due to the fact that

picturesqueness, inteUi-

gence, and bravery are

qualities so often com-

bined in these red

natives of America



Montana Black'

foot Indians on

the move

Publishers P)ioto Service

Left:—A fur traders' fort on the

Missouri River in 1834

Below:—Assiniboin and Cree Indi-

ans making a surprise attack on

Blackfoot Indians camped outside the

trading post of Fort Mackenzie,

Montana, in 1833. Drawing by
Bodmer, an eye-witness

-i^ ^^i^
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Most of the Indians were settled on reserva-

tions between 1840-1880; those in Canada

somewhat later than in the United States.

It is then a question as to when this loss in

population occurred, before or after reserva-

tion life? Before presenting the necessary

statistics to answer this question, we should

take a look at the history of Indian contact.

So far, the history of every Indian tribe we
have reviewed falls naturally into three

periods.

(1) The period of trade in furs and other

commodities.

(2) Encroaching white settlement and Indian

wars

(3) Reservation hfe

Since in both the United States and

Canada settlements advanced steadily from

east to west, the actual dates for these

periods will vary with the geographical

positions of the tribes concerned.

A Period of Economic Prosperity

Naturally there are some contrasts in

Indian life during these periods. In fur

trade times the Indian maintained his own

tribal organization, moved about freely

within his recognized territory, and was

able to buy European goods in proportion to

his industry and climatic conditions. True,

he was under the necessity of guarding

against attacks to take his scalp, massacre

his family, run away with his horses, etc.,

but he was usually ready to retaliate at

every opportunity. On the whole, his life

was richer and more interesting than before

the whites came upon the scene. He was

now able to provide himself with firearms,

steel tools, horses, and many other conven-

iences, all of which lightened the drudgery

of daily routine, raised his standard of

living, increased his ability to travel, and

subjected him to considerable intellectual

stimulus from contact with a new race and a

new culture. In general, this was a period

of economic and political expansion in In-

dian life.

However, like all things in hiunan life,

the fur trade period eventually started on

the down grade. The advancing frontier

destroyed hunting and trapping grounds

and threatened to take possession of lands

regarded by Indians as their own. In such a

situation war was inevitable. The results

of these conflicts were always the same in

that sooner or later the tribe was hopelessly

defeated and forced to settle on a reserva-

tion, which, for a time at least, took the form

of a prison camp. As may be expected, the

Indians were now in a state of economic

collapse, since they no longer produced furs

nor hunted for food. Many looked upon the

situation as hopeless. It is recorded that in

one tribe, at least, many young men com-

mitted suicide.

In general it must be said that the gov-

ernments of both Canada and the United

States took a humane view^ of the situation,

providing food and encouragement. As

previously stated, all Indians were expected

to support themselves by farming. Further-

more, they were encouraged to adopt the

housing, clothing, and other material modes

of life traditional to white people. School-

houses were erected and churches built.

The uniformity of this historical cycle

warrants us in looking upon it as the key to

the situation.

The Decrease in Population

Want of space forbids recounting the

tragedy and heroism of the struggle to

survive under the reservation system, and so

we turn back to the original question as to

what happened to the Indian population dur-

ing these successive historical periods. Theo-

retically we might assume that diu'ing the

fur trade period the Indian population would

increase, or at least, hold its own. As pre-

viously indicated, this is what did happen.

On the other hand, we should expect that

the period of war woidd reduce population,

not only by actual casualties, but by the

necessary privation and discouragement

accompanying defeat. Apparently this hap-

pened also, since we note from the records

of the United States government that the

total number of Indians on reservations at
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Burning

Buffalo Grass

All Plains Indians love the rolling grasslands as truly as

sailors love the sea. Here some Blackfoot Indians in

Canada, awed by the great stretches of land and sky,

are offering prayers and sacrifices to the great mysteries

of the plains. This ceremony is held at the time of the

first full moon in June
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Above:—Pima Indians clearing new lands for

farming in Ari2,ona . Indians are operating the

outfit under the supervision of the United

States Land Subjugation Project

Above;—An Indian

Village wharf at

Queen Charlotte

Islands. These mod-
ern boats are all

owned by Indians

Left:—Indian la-

bor is often em-

«» W*\'^
ployed in the^ 4SJ* building of roads

Flathead Indians harvesting wheit. Indians

in their native state were usually hunters

and not agriculturists, yet they have taken

reasonably well to this new occupation
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The main building at Standing Rock Indi-
an Agency, North Dakota. Some of the

office employees are Indians

An Alaskan fish'

ing camp. Dried

fish forms a large

part of the food of

these natives

Brown Bros.

Below:—A Navaho blanket weaver. Differ-

ent tribes have developed various arts and
crafts, some to a very high point of perfection.

The handwork of few however, can equal the

excellence of the handsome woolen blankets

woven by these Indians of the Southwest
Pub. Photo Senice

Below:—A Chilcotin

Indian cowboy. Indi'

ans love horses and
3 are efficient herders

Photograph hi/ H. I. Smith
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three different periods was as follows:

1865 294,574

1891 246,834

1933 320,454

The estimated number of Indians in the

United States in 1780 was 636,750 and the

difference between this estimate and that for

1865 probably indicates the losses due to

disease, and to war and its accompaniments.

However, we note that in 1891 the reserva-

tion Indian population reached its lowest

point. In other words, from the time the

Indians were placed on reservations up to

1891, there was a more or less steady decline

in numbers. On the other hand, after that

date they increased slowly at first and then

at an accelerating rate.

At present the birth rate among the

United States Indians is much higher than

that for the total white population, but on

the other hand, the death rates for Indian

children are also much higher than for

whites. Tuberculosis is prevalent among

the Indians, and as elsewhere, causes a high

death rate among young people. It is

because so many young Indians die before

raising families that their numbers have not

increased more rapidly. However, advances

are being made in the care of Indian health

and it stands to reason that if the Indian

birth rate continues high and the death

rate among the young is materially lowered,

the increase in Indian population will be

greatly accelerated.

Tribes That Increaskd

If one turns to a population table for

Plains Indians, it is observable that not all

Indian tribes lost population at the same

rate. For example, the Dakota-Sioux seem

now more numerous than ever before.

Mooney estimated that in 1780 they num-
bered 25,000, the re.servation census in 1860

listed them at 24,000, and at present they

are said to number 35,000. Thus it appears

that they not only maintained their numbers,

but also are now more numerous than ever.

This is not because they were not subjected

to the same hardships as other Indians, for

they engaged in bloody wars with the white.-

and found difficulty in adjusting themselves

to reservation life. The Navaho furnish

another example, since in 1869 they were

estimated at 9,000, whereas at present they

exceed 22,000 in number. Some authorities

place the present Navaho population at a

much higher figure, but even at a conserva-

tive estimate, it is certain that they have

more than doubled since 1869 and are now

said to be increasing faster than ever.

In conclusion we should note the mixed-

blood factor. Practically all mixed bloods

are listed as Indians and given full tribal

rights. Possibly had there been no such mix-

ture the loss in Indian population would have

been greater. At present the United States

Indian Service lists about 40 per cent of the

Indians as being of mixed blood. We have

no reliable data as to whether intermarriage

with whites is increasing or decreasing, but

the latter seems probable. The New Deal

is expected to discourage such unions. As

to our main problem, before the white man
intruded, Indian population seems to have

reached a balance, and would have remained

much the same until such time as the Indians

made drastic changes in their modes of life.

During the early years of contact, a few

white men went among the Indians to trade.

As trade increased, the Indians prospered

and held their own, but as more white men
came, hunting lands were taken for home-

steads, resulting ultimately in war and in the

economic collapse of the Indian. Here the

Indians lost in numbers from lack of food,

disease, and casualties. The loss was nearly

40 per cent. Now crushed and hopelessly

defeated, the Indians began reservation life

to learn farming and other white ways.

Under the stress of such a calamity, losses in

population continued for a time, but even-

tually adjustment to the new conditions

got under way and the population started on

the up grade. With a New Deal to accelerate

tiiis increase, there should soon be more

Indians in the United States and Canada

than ever before in the history of these

appealing people.



Nest Building—New Style

How the birds of a wild life sanctuary in

Connecticut followed the example of a pair

of orioles that were willing to experiment

with new and unconventional materials by

Henry Smith Williams
With 29 paintings,

etchings, and

drawings by

the author

AT "Three Brooks," our Wild Life

Sanctuary near Roxbury, Connecti-

^ cut, Mrs. Williams and I have had ten

years' experience in the observation of a colo-

ny of birds whose nest-building activities have

come, through our cooperation, to have a

novel character. Our Baltimore orioles in

particular (and to a less extent our kingbirds,

robins, and waxwings, and a few others) have

been induced to depart most radically, in

the matter of the selection of nest-building

material, from the practices of the thou-

sands of generations of their ancestors. The

nests that our orioles now build are con-

structed almost or quite exclusively of soft

woolen yarns. The instinct that causes

orioles in general to gather natural strips of

vegetable fiber—bark of milkweed, grape-

vine, and the like—seems altogether in

abeyance.

These anomalous nests are mostly (in

recent years) much larger than nests of the

species of ordinary or normal type, and, far

from being hidden or camouflaged, many of

them are glowing masses of color, insistently

visible sometimes for hundreds of yards. In

building such structures, the birds seem to

have departed very widely indeed from the

"instinctive" practices of orioles in general,

and of their own direct ancestors of any

year prior to 1923.

In viewing our collection of nests in series,

one is instantly struck with the idea of

progress. The nests of 1931 and 1932, for

example, are so large, so spectacular, as to

throw the nests of 1926 quite into the shade

—

though some of the latter, as contrasted

with normal nests of any other region, are

striking indeed. Moreover, only one nest

of the first score or more utilized our man-

made offerings exclusively. Even after a

stage had been reached where the entire

outer structure was of yarn, a lining of

natural materials would be placed at the

bottom of the pouch. Not until the eighth

year of the experiment did it become usual

to substitute cotton for crude fiber—so that

the entire structure was made of material

we supplied, with perhaps the incorporation

of a few horsehairs, to give requisite

solidity to the walls of the cradle.

In the course of ten seasons, however, the

transformation has been complete. Even in

1930, of eleven orioles' nests built \\-itliin

one hundred yards of our arbor (the chief

source of supply of yarns), only one utihzed

any considerable proportion of natural

materials. In nests of succeeding years, to

date, soft yarns have had exclusive prefer-

ence. And the average nest of 1930, '31, or

'32 utilized enough yarn to have built at

least three average nests of any year prior

to 1927.

In giving these details, I am leading up to

the question: Can one properly or logically

explain such a change of habit, involving an

entire colony of orioles for a period of ten

generations, in terms of "instinct"? It is

freely admitted that instinct fully explains

the tendency of orioles in general (including
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those of our colony prior to 1923) to gather

strips of vegetable fiber and weave it into

suspended nests. But here we have a

colony of birds that have abrogated that

instinct. These iconoclasts show individual

preferences as to texture of materials and

very decided differences of taste as to color.

The concensus among them now (but not at

first) is that soft woolen yarns are preferable

to any other material.

In two recent years, all individuals but two

have sliown a preference for white yarn

(though objecting not at all to the inclusion

of red or blue or orange); but this fashion

prevailed only after several years during

which no individual used white yarn ex-

clusively, or even predominantly.

A not dissimilar caprice of fashion (it is

impossible to avoid human terms in describ-

ing the activities of our "educated" birds)

dictated in 1930, for the first time, that nests

should all be displayed at the very tops of

trees—whereas many of the most spectacular

creations of earlier years had been swung

within from eight to twelve feet of the ground.

All this seems to suggest what may fairly

be called "intelligent" choice. Still the

point might be debatable. Instinct is a word

of wide connotations. Some specific in-

dividual activities, however, really seem to

involve mental action of a type to which the

word "reason" can hardly be denied.

For example, Madam Oriole of the west

maple, in 1931 (a year-old bird as shown by

the color of her head), made unsucces.sful

efforts at nest-building on her first and

second trials. Then by selecting only long

strands of yarn—four and a half feet by

actual measurement—she constructed one

of the deepest and most commodious nests

of the entire series.

In this case I had full opportunity to make
what might be called psychological tests

(elsewhere recorded in detail), proving that

the bird, after making a large, abortive

nest, with strands of yarn about two feet

long, realized clearly that she must have

longer strands in order to get requisite deptli

for her projected nest-poucii. When three

long strands were hung at the ends and

center of a long row of shorter strands on a

pole, she selected the long strands sequen-

tially without a moment's hesitation—and

declined to touch the others, even when
further supplies of the kind she wanted were

withheld for a time. The tests were re-

peated and varied, until I was fully con-

vinced that the bird knew what she wanted.

Need we doubt that she knew why she

wanted it?

In three other instances, inexperienced

members of our colony have similarily failed

to get proper depth in their first effort at

nest-building; and each time the neophyte

has profited instantly by her mistake, build-

ing at second effort a nest of exceptional

depth, such as otherwise is seldom achieved

except by an experienced matron in her

second or third season. Thus the observa-

tion that our "educated" orioles may learn

directly and definitely from individual ex-

perience, and profit by their own errors, is

four times fortified.

Amazing Kingbirds

Nor is it orioles alone that have shown

capacity to choose as individuals and to

break with racial tradition. For five years,

to be sure, no member of another species

emulated the orioles in accepting our artifi-

cial nest-building materials. But in 1928 a

kingbird adopted the new custom and, with

the zeal of the neophyte, outdid the orioles

themselves.

Her nest, with its astonishing display of

white-cloth-strip drapery, is still one of the

most spectacular exhibits of our collection.

Considered as a bird's nest, it seems so

downright absurd a contrivance, that it

never fails to arouse hilarity whenever I

exhibit it. The painting here reproduced

does scant justice to the display it made in

the little apple tree where it originally hung,

because the canvas was not large enough

to show the numberless auxiliary strips of

cloth that were entangled on neighboring

branches.

The builder of this remarkable domicile



Cedar

Waxwings

The waxwings did not use any arti'

ficial nest-building materials exten-

sively until the season of 1931, nine

years after the first oriole started the

fashion, and four years after the

first kingbird had followed suit.

But when they did decide to use the

soft woolen yarns, this pair made
amends for past neglect. They
seemed to feel that they could not

have too much of a good thing, and

the cradle here shown is commonly
referred to as the "incredible" nest



Robins

The robins, once they decided to

emulate the orioles, set to work with

enthusiasm. They gathered quanti-

ties of yarn, seemingly regardless of

color, and deposited it in the selected

tree-crotch. They then went ahead

and built an old-fashioned robin's

nest, mud and all, on top of the

tangled mass. Evidently they had

no clear notion as to what the yarn-

business was all about



Orioles

The Baltimore orioles were the

original users of the artificial ma'

terials, and after a few seasons they

decided to use soft woolen yarns

exclusively. This nest was built in

1931, when the fashion of the season

called for white yarn. As a com-

promise, strands of white and scarlet

tied together were accepted. In the

treetop, white reflects the surround-

ing foliage, and is less conspicuous

than might be expected



Kingbirds

This was the first bird other than an

oriole to use our artificial materials

in quantity for nest-building. This

kingbird, adopting the custom in

1928, chose strips of white cloth in

preference to the strands of yarn

that the orioles had come to favor.

Once she had started, the bird

seemed obsessed by the novel

material. The four color plates in

this series are reproduced by

courtesy of Good Housc\eeping

4i
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disappeared while her nestlings were im-

mature. We never knew what happened to

her, but we were assured that if some preda-

tor took her hfe, the tragedy had no relation

to the spectacular nest, because the nestlings

were not molested. They did not flourish,

however,—perhaps the surviving parent was

unequal to the task of caring for them un-

aided,—and died before coming to maturity.

Next season (1929) the male convoyed his

new mate to a site a hundred yards away,

just beyond the pond, selecting an apple

tree even smaller than the one that had borne

the marvelous but ill-fated cradle of the year

before. The new mate showed at once her

individuality of temperament, in selection of

nest-building material. There was the usual

variety of textiles, permitting freedom of

choice to suit all tastes. But for this young

matron only one of these had any appeal.

Strands of soft, white, woolen yarn alone

took her fancy. The strips of cotton cloth

that had so delighted her predecessor were

totally ignored. She accepted the yarn with

eagerness and in quantity, and wove it

into a compact structure, with just enough

old-fashioned materials—grass stems and

rootlets—to give it solidity.

It was a less spectacular cradle than the

cloth-strip creation, but hardly less anomal-

ous. Certainly it showed a wide departure

from kingbird traditions.

Next season a second white-yarn nest,

almost precisely like the first, was built on a

fork of the same tree, not two feet away from

the severed branch that had borne the other

—in fact, on a remaining fork of the same

limb. No better evidence could be asked of

a bird's return to the same building site

(were the matter in doubt, as of course it is

not) than is afforded by comparison of these

two nests—closely similar, but unlike any

other birds' nest—built in successive years

on the same branch of a particular tree.

The builder of these dainty nests did not

return the third season. But the yarn-

using tradition she had established did not

vanish with her. Two other nest-builders of

the species, both of which may well have been

her daughters, showed their appreciation of

soft woolen yarns, and garnered this material

in profusion. The nests they built, however,

were very different indeed in appearance

from their white prototypes. Each builder

seemed to revel in gathering a superabun-

dance of material (as the first kingbird

innovator of 1928 had done), and each used

only one end of any strand of yarn for prac-

tical constructive purposes, the remainder

dangling to a distance of two or even three

feet below, or being entangled with neigh-

boring branches. Doubtless this was largely

accident or lack of craftsmanship (putting

aside the question of "design"). But in any

event, the result, in each case, was the

creation of a cradle of positively startling

character.

Two Spectacular Color Creations

To add to the interest, the two nests were

totally different in color scheme, one being

preponderantly red, as viewed from a dis-

tance; the other as preponderantly blue.

In the case of the latter, I had opportunity

to watch the actual selection of building

material, from a distance of only five feet,

as I sat behind a screen in my studio. The
strands of yarn of various colors were strung

through staples along the top of a horizontal

chestnut pole that served as a railing. As is

my custom, I put strands of different colors

together, to test the birds' color sense.

The lover of blue was seen to select and

pull out one blue strand after another, from

successive staples, leaving yarns of other

colors. The test would have been definitive

had not the bird taken also a few w^hite

strands. The red and yellow strands that

appear dangling or tangled near the nest

were originally tied to the blue (or by ex-

ception white) strands that the bii'd selected.

Like the orioles under similar circumstances,

she either did not mind the presence of the

(to her) less attractive color, or else sub-

mitted to its presence as an unavoidable

evil for which the much-desired blue yarn

more than compensated.

The building of the blue nest involved an



Oriole's nest of yarn of varied

colors, built in 1925; probably a

second creation of the original

genius of 1923, shown at the right.

Drypoint etching

The original oriole genius of 1923

at work. Aquatint etching

Eight Years of
The original oriole genius above, whose initia-

tive was responsible for the entire ten-year

experiment in cooperative nest-building, was
avid of artificial textiles of almost every type

—

strips of cloth, string, ribbons, but in particular

soft woolen yarns. She took materials of varied

Oriole's nest of 1927, ex-

clusively of heavy woolen
yarns of varied colors, pre-

dominantly dull orange. Oc-
cupied by house wrens, after

being vacated by the oriole

brood. Drypoint etching

Many-hued oriole's nest of

1930. Mezzotint engraving



First all-white yarn oriole's nest,

1929. This nest has a double

entrance. The same bird built

another all-white nest with

double entrance the following

year. Line etching

Oriole's red and white nest

of 1926. Line etching

Nest Building
colors, but accepted scarlet ribbons of large size

only when attached to the yarns she especially

coveted. In the maple tree where it swung, the

body of the nest glowed like an orchid, and the

streamers of scarlet, yellow, and white, dangling

two feet below, made a singular spectacle

Oriole's blue and gold nest of

1928. Very neatly and com-

pactly woven. Other orioles of

the same year, selecting from the

same yarn-supply, chose red,

white, and dark-orange strands.

Aquatint etching

Oriole's white nest of 1931.

Soft-ground etchina



Above:—Oriole of 1928. Largely natural

fiber, conspicuously decorated with pink and

white cloth, strings, and yarn. Line etching

Below:—Kingbirds of 1929. White yarn nest,

which was duplicated the following year on a

near-by branch of the same apple tree.

Painting

Orioles of 1927. Nest made partly of natural

fiber, with elaborate trimmings of pink yarn
and white cloth. A really beautiful cradle,

glowing with color. It was excelled artisti'

cally, however, by two other nests of the same
season, in neighboring trees
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Above:—Orioles of 1930, in sycamore tree.]

Thick-walled nest of yarn of varied pale colors

—

amber, pink, yellow, white. Drypoint etching

Right;—Kingbirds of 1931. Red and white

yarn woven into the nest and dangling; con-

trasting strikingly with the kingbird's blue

nest in a neighboring tree. Mezi^tint engraving

Waxwings of 1932. Perhaps the same bird that

built the spectacular nest of 1931,"in the same

large maple tree—an unusual selection, an'apple

or a pear tree being commonly chosen . This nest

is imbedded in a tangled mass of yarn, chiefly of

rather bright orange intermingled with white.

Aquatint etching
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element of domestic disharmony that to an

onlooker was of extraordinary interest. It

grew out of an apparent difference of opinion

as to the best building site. Nest-making

began in a small half-dead apple tree—and

finished there. But there was an interlude

during which the builder (the female, of

course) apparently tired of struggles with

tangled yarn in dead branches, and shifted to

another tree, fifty yards away. She got a

fair start on another nest before protests of

her husband availed to bring her back to the

original tree; and the conclusive protest took

the form of a literal attack in the air on the

yarn-laden feminist—driving her back at the

point of the bill. Even then she did not

resume work on the first structure, but chose

another branch. And there in due course the

blue nest that is one of the most spectacular

of all bird creations took form and was

carried to completion.

Of course it is familiar knowledge that the

male usually selects the building site But

here was novel evidence that he may
physically enforce his authority. It will be

noted, however, that the edict concerned

only the tree. The helpmate was apparently

free to select the particular 6ranc/i she thought

most suitable. We may plausibly assume

that the same arrangement holds with

oriole households, as the female there also is

the exclusive nest-builder. The head of the

family, chooser and defender of the home tree,

apparently knows nothing about the art of

cradle making.

Birds That 8 \v Bhie

It has been assumed by some observers

that birds cannot "see" blue. This king-

bird not only recognized blue, as distin-

guished from other colors, but refused all

substitutes—except an occasional strand of

white. An oriole of 1929 selected blue and

red yarn in about equal proportions; and

another oriole built nests in successive years,

1932-33, on the same hickory branch, using

blue and white strands only. In the latter

case, many blue strands were adjusted

together, as if by design, but perhaps even

this does not quite prove that the bird

distinguished between blue and white—which

is really the point at issue. Other orioles,

however, have clearly demonstrated that

they could so distinguish.

The tests were made by mixing blue and

white strands of yarn, through the same
staple-loop, during the season of 1931, when
our orioles had decided that white yarn

alone should be taken for nest-building.

DlSCRIMINATIOX

Not one bird merely, but three or four,

showed scores of times in the aggregate, the

clearest discrimination between white strands

of yarn and strands of all other colors, blue

included.

A strand of white, enmeshed with multiple

strands of any or all colors, would be

singled out and extracted with altogether

convincing finality. I had planned to have

red nests that season; and I got them—but

only by subterfuge. I tied strands of the

scarlet the birds did not want to the white

they did want. That had been my original

method at the outset of the experiment.

The birds accepted the compromise. They
flew off with white yarn (never with blue)

in their bills, the scarlet streaming behind.

Mostly they left the scarlet part of the

strand dangling, with most striking effect,

after incorporating the white part into the

nest-structure.

I have named 1931 as the season when this

passion for white yarn obsessed our orioles.

For two years prior to that, one oriole,

and one only, had declined to accept any

but pure white strands of yarn. This had

seemed an individual peculiarity of taste,

but ai)i)arently it served as the basis or

example for a new fashion.

The first nest of this iconoclast was built

in the season of 1929, after other orioles'

nests of that season were finished (but not

the kingbird's creation of white yarn—from

the same source). The second nest, for the

season of 1930, was built early, as is usual

with birds other than yearlings, and may
ha\e been observed b}^ the builders of the
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A pear tree nest of 1931, ornamented with a mass of scarlet

yarn, incorporated with grass stems and fibers of the usual

natural materials. Less spectacular than the "incredible"

nest of the same year, but very striking. A third waxwing's
nest, in a near-by apple tree, used yarns of pale colors, mostly
purloined from the nest of a kingbird in the owner's absence.

In each case, the body of the nest was saddled on a limb, and
depended largely on natural materials rather than the yarn
for its solidity. Nevertheless, surprising craftsmanship was

shown in handling the yarn. Aquatint and mezzotint

Cedar

WaxAvings



Orioles

Above:—Orioles of 1927- Exceed-

ingly beautiful nest of very bright-

colored yarns —-pink, red, lavender,

blue, white—^marvelously woven.

Artificial materials exclusively; dec-

orated at either side with a feather

!

Drypoint etching

Below;.—Orioles of 1931. A deep,

heavy, and wonderfully woven nest

of white yarn, with scarlet trim-

mings. The weaving, stitching, and
knot-tying reveal bird craftsmanship

at its best. Aquatint etching

Kingbird of 193 1 . Described in the text as

the "blue nest," this structure is among the

most remarkable of bird cradles. In addi-

tion to the superabundance of yarn,

mostly blue in color, the bird eagerly ac-

cepted bountiful supplies of white cotton,

and molded them with her body and feet,

to form the chief structure of the body of

the nest, incorporating just enough horse-

hair and small rootlets, along with the

the yarn, to give firmness to the amadngly
deep and beautifully hemispherical cradle.

No other member of the species, and no
other bird but an oriole, within Doctor

Williams' experience, has approached this

kingbird in craftsmanship. Drypoint

etching



and

Kingbirds

Orioles of 1926. The most artistic of the

bird cradles of that season. It is a well-

woven structure of string and yarns,

mostly gray, with numerous strands of

crimson. This nest, like others of the

earlier series, was strapped to a larger

limb than the ones orioles ordinarily select.

The following year several orioles mas-

tered the problem of knotting strands of

yarn on small terminal twigs. Painting

Orioles of 1929. The nest is of

crimson and blue yarn, with some

strands of white. Although having

the outward appearance of com-

pletion, it was never occupied.

Aquatint etching

Be/ou;;—Kingbird of 1930. A rela-

tively unspectacular but very neat

nest, largely of natural materials, but

incorporating strips of cloth and

some yarn. Drypoint etching
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neighboring nests (to tlie number of ten), who
in any event, showed a propensity to favor

yarns of Hght colors, though not holding

exclusively to white. The very nearest one,

indeed, utilized red and blue yarn in about

equal proportions with white, producing a

nest famous in our annals as the "Tricolor."

But in 1931, though the original protagon-

ist of white was no longer with us, her ex-

ample had seemingly borne fruit, for one

builder after another (as just related) came

to the arbor with the desire for white yarn,

and white only, firmly implanted in her

mind. Not an oriole of our colony that

season voluntarily took a single strand of

yarn other than white in color.

Earlier Lovers of Color

To appreciate the bearing of all this, it

must be understood that our orioles had been

accustomed, for five years prior to 1931, to

select yarns of many and varied colors, and

to use them with the utmost freedom in

building the nests that now comprise the

middle series of specimens in oiu- collection.

In the 1927 series of three nests nearest

the house, one is a rich, heavy, textile of dull

orange, red, and deep blue; the second has a

dark matrix of natural fiber, with pink and

white ornamentation about the entrance;

and the third is an amazingly woven globulai-

structure which, swimg from the tip of an

apple branch, glowed in the sun like a

gigantic oi'chid—brilliant with reds, blues,

lavender, and yellow. I i ung in the open,

scarcely shielded by le:i\es, only ten feet

from tiic ground, blatantly \isible from e\-ei-y

side.

One nest of 192(S is crimson, l)lu(', and

white; another, pale blue and gold; a third

bright red and wliife intermingled; a fourth,

red and orange. In the two succeeding

years the color displays were varied and

.striking. But the climax came in 1931, when,

in addition to the kingbirds already cited,

robins, catbirds^ and cedar waxwings sud-

denly decided to give our yarns a trial.

Collectively, they staged a great show. In

early June, within a hundred yards of the

house, you could not avoid seeing: (a) four

nests of the Baltimore oriole of relatively

enormous size, made of pure white yarn,

with or without scarlet trimming (one about

half scarlet) ; (b) five robins' nests decorated

—two of them flamboyantly—with masses of

red, white, orange, and blue yarn; (c) two

kingbirds' nests prodigal of color, one red

and white, the other blue and white with red

and orange trimmings; (d) two catbirds'

nests decorated with orange yarn, while

strands of sundry colors dangled from sur-

rounding briers; (e) nests of redstart and

least flycatcher made almost exclusively of

white cotton; and (f) three cedar waxwings'

nests, one decorated conspicuously with

orange, the second resplendant in red, and

the third a gigantic cat's-cradle of yarn of

many colors—spectrum yellow, blue, lav-

ender, white, red—so draped and woven as to

constitute an "incredible" structure.

Keeping Up with the Joneses

There is hardly the remotest chance that

robin or kingbird or waxwing would have

built nests in the least like those of our

collection had not the builders observed

other birds, orioles at first, gathering and

using the new materials. Even when they

have gathered the material, many of the

copyists do not know what they ought to do

with it. The robins in particular never use

the yarns effectively as building material

proper. They deposit a mass of yarn, of

whatever color chances to be available in the

tree-crotch chosen for a nest-site (often

lea\ang as much more dangling from neigh-

boring branches), and then go ahead and

build an old-fashioned robin's nest, mud
and all, on top of it.

In a word, it is only the orioles that really

weave nests of yarn. The imitators incorpo-

rate yarn with other materials, or leave it

dangling, and produce extraordinary decora-

tive—or bizarre—effects. But for the most

part they obviously have no clear notion as

to why they are using the strange textiles.

They merely feel that they must follow the

fashion, at whatever cost.



Camera Impressions

of New Guinea

From the

Record of

an Expedition

A Hanuabada la\ato\ going

,
west for sago and betel nut

The 1933-4 New Guinea Expedition of the Ameri-
can Museum left the United States in January,

1933, for Papua, in order to collect high moun-
tain fauna and flora. The party consisted of

Richard Archbold, leader and mammalogist;

A. L. Rand, ornithologist; L. J. Brass, botan-

ist; and C. J. Adamson, in charge of transport.

The latter two joined the expedition in Papua.

The expedition made an excellent collection on Mt.
Albert Edward and spent two months in the west-

ern part of the territory before returning in June,

1934. The photographs in this series were taken

byMr. Archbold, Mr. Brass and Mr. R. V. Oldham



The Expedition in

Mr. Archbold, the leader of the

expedition, buying food from the

natives at the 9000'foot camp on
Murray Pass

Messrs. Rand and Archbold on the

central peak of Mt. Albert Edward
with Mr. Adamson looking toward

the Eastern Peak



Above:—Mr.
Adamson's
launch arriving

at Bioto, the

Hmit of naviga-

tion

Right;—Loading

a double canoe

with the expedi-

tion's gear and
supplies for the

six months' trip

into the moun-
tains

the Field

Below.—Mountain car-

riers leaving Urunu on p
the way back to the

coast

Left:—Coastal
carriers crossing

the Vanapa River

by means of logs

from rock to rock.

These carriers, be-

ing coastal boys,

showed great ner-

vousness, to the

amusement of the

mountain carriers

The large photograph shows the

expedition's Nimode Camp situated

on Mt. Tafa eight days from the

coast. Though the sun was shining

when this picture was taken, normal

conditions were quite different.

Throughout the expedition's stay

at this point, the weather was con-

sistently rainy
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Above:—The fruiting top of Frcycinetia

Left:—Fruit of the Pandanus

Opposite page:—This lake

near the summit of Mt. Tafa
is held in great reverence by
natives who claim that a

devil lives in it, and that if

any person should step into

the water, he would disappear





Birds

and

Beasts

Above:—A lizard collected by the ex-

pedition in the mountains

Right:—A tree'Climbing member of the

kangaroo family restricted to New Guinea

and Northern Queensland

Left. One ot the rare tinds S^ot the

expedition. This is the first specimen

with authentic locality so far reported

from New Guinea. It is the Australian

echidna or spiny anteater, differing con'

siderably from its Papuan representative

Below:—Two young wallabies just

taken from their mother's pouch

^%i,*{l*Wfcs~





Papuan Villages



Hanuabada, the native quarter of Port

Moresby. This is a most civili2,ed

village, possessing electric lights and

homes equipped with tables and chairs

The dance platform with a dance

in progress at Port Moresby

and Villagers

Urunu boys with spears and clubs,

with the expedition's ''skinning boy"



Manu Manu dancer. The huge headdress is

beautifully decorated with feathers, many
of which are plumes from birds-of'paradise

Two dancers in full dress. They both wear long

necklaces made of dogs' teeth, and carry drums,

the heads of which are Hzard or snake skin

Dress

Parade

in

Papua



Men of the Motu Tribe Married women of the Roro Tribe

f
Koari dancers. This tribe lives in the

interior not far from Port Moresby

Papua is that portion of the great island of

New Guinea that lies to the east of the

Dutch territory and to the south of the

mandated territory of New Guinea. Port

Moresby is the seat of the central govern-

ment, and it is there that most visitors

land. The natives of the territory have a

great love of personal finery, especially on

the occasions of their numerous dances.

Brightly colored bird plumes, dyed palm

fibers, carved shells and bone, and other

ornaments are widely and effectively used

Left:—Man of the

Roro Tribe attending

to his toilet by the

wayside



Jade, Amber,

and Ivory

by

Herbert P. Whitlock

Curator of Minerals and Gems,
American Museum

26 Photographs

by the American Museum
Staff Photographers

AMONG the court officials who at-

tended the Chinese emperors of the

^ Chou dynasty (b.c. 1122-255) there

was, it is said, a steward of the treasury

whose task it was to attend to the preserva-

tion of the Hall of the Ancestor of the

Imperial House, in which were kept all the

precious objects handed down from genera-

fon to generation. This stewardship of the

treasury, however, has long since been

abolished. Even the latest dynasty of

Chinese emperors has passed away and with

it much of the tradition and romance that

are always attached to what is old and what

is regal. Yet, although there is no longer an

imperial treasury in Peiping, there has been

created during the past six months, in the

American Museum in New York, a veritable

"Hall of Ancestors," a treasure house in

which are gathered the beautiful and precious

objects representative of Chinese and Jap-

anese culture brought together through the

life work of a man whose knowledge and

taste in these matters rendered him an

authority of high standing.

This new acquisition of the American

Museum is the collection of the late Dr. I.

Wyman Drummond, which came to the Mu-
seum through the gift of his sister, Mrs.

Katherine W. D. Herbert. In reality it is

not merely a collection. Instead, it is a

group of collections, each correlated with and
supplementing the others; and with so keen

an appreciation and such ripened knowledge

have these units been chosen, that it seems

Precious and beautiful carvings of the

Drummond Collection depicting not

only the art, but also the ancient

myths and legends of China and Japan

as though the touch of beauty passing from

hard, cold jade to glowing amber and vital-

ized ivory, carries with it all the wealth of

tradition and symbolism of the two great

oriental races.

In the matter of jade alone the Drummond
Collection, which is now the Drummond
Memorial, is a rich and well balanced series,

representative of all periods, and covering a

cultural range of more than thirty centuries.

Exceptional indeed is the splendid group of

ancient jade ceremonial weapons which has

no counterpart in other museums of the

world. By far the most important piece in

the series of carved jade, however, is the

superb composite piece of white jade that

constituted the gift to the Emperor Kien

lung by the officials of his court upon the

event of his fiftieth birthday.

In solving the problem of the display of

the Drummond Memorial in the round tower

room at the southwest corner of the fourth

floor of the American Museum, this famous

piece of jade has been made the center of the

installation. From it, like the spokes of a

wheel, radiate the eight upright cases, some

of which are equipped with glass shelves,

while others are treated in panel fashion.

The left half of the room is devoted to jade

arranged by periods, and the right half is

given over to amber, i\ory, lacquer, and

bronze sword guards. Around the walls

between the window spaces are ranged the

cabinets which contain the units of the

Drvnnmond Collection as they were formerly

displayed at Doctor Drummond's residence.

With these latter cases care has been taken

to retain the original arrangement, so that

every piece occupies exactly the position

with respect to its neighbors that it did in the



The ivory statuette of K'wan Yin of the Fish is character-

istically Japanese both in conception and rendering. It

immortalizes in ivory the story of the princely fisherman who

set up a shrine to this goddess after her image had repeatedly

appeared in his net, taking the place of the fish he sought

K'^van Yin

of the Fish



Japanese

Figures
Left:—A miniature carving in ivory

of the celebrated Buddha of Kama'
kara sitting in eternal meditation.

Behind the master spread the

wonderful conventionalized flames

symbolizing purification

Above:—An elaborately carved ivory figure of

K'wan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy, holding a vase

which is one of the traditional objects associated

with her. The wealth of detail and marked

realism of this Japanese figurine is in strong con'

trast with the formal conventionality that stamps

the Chinese rendition of such a subject

Left:—A charming and elaborately wrought figure

of Lan Ts'ai'Ho, the work of a Japanese ivory

carver. Lan Ts'ai'Ho was one of the Taoist im'

mortals who wandered through the streets singing

of the futility of earthly pleasures



Carved

In Ivory

Right

Wang Mu, the Chinese Queen

of the Fairies, attended by one

of her jewel maidens, who holds

a basket filled with the immortal

peaches. A very charming Httle

group in Japanese carved ivory

Left

The Three Heroes of

Han, legendary Chinese

warriors of the Han

dynasty (200 b.c. to 250

A.D.). They are repre'

sented in this ivory

carving as drinking sa\e

in a kind of Japanese

Valhalla



Below:—The reverse of

group representing

the

the

Chinese Zodiac pictured at

the left of the opposite page

Chinese

and

Japanese

Ivory

Left:—This intricate

Japanese carving in

ivory represents the

Dragon Boat, laden

with immortals and

magical treasures. It

is being guided to the

Western Paradise by
the crane, the mes-

senger of the gods

Above:—Among the out-

landish animals originating

in Chinese mythology, one

of the strangest is the

Baku, the creature that

feeds upon the bad dreams

of mortals. This Baku is

carved from ivory by a

Japanese artist



Right:—The miniature figure of

Ho Hsien-ku (only three inches

high) is carved from ivory and

dark wood. She is supposed to

have lived in the Seventh Cen-

tury, and, having attained im-

mortality, became a fairy. In her

hand she carries a fly whisk

Above:—This little

masterpiece in ivory

pictures a realistic

group of the twelve

creatures (the back of

the group is shown
on the opposite page)

that represent the

Twelve Terrestrial

Branches, the Chi-

nese zodiac. As seen

they are the dragon,

the rat, the cock, the

monkey, the ox, the

serpent, the goat, and
the dog

The carving of a

''pu7,2;le ball," such as

this one, is a feat of

ivory carving per-

formed only by Chi-

nese artists. Carved
from a single piece of

ivory, this ball in-

closes eight others,

each smaller than and
separated from the

next outer one
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lifetime of this famous connoisseur, the

charming taste and sense of color that have

always characterized his displayed collection

thus being retained.

Particularly is this the case with the series

illustrating the various colors of jade of

relatively modern date, which includes

among others the rare lavender tint very

much prized among collectors.

The magnificent suite of Burmese amber,

which also speaks eloquently of Doctor

Drummond's taste in color arrangement,

has been conceded to be the finest assem-

blage of oriental amber in the world. Here

ruby-red colors contrast with limpid honey-

yellow and mottled orange in wonderful

and intricate carvings.

Of the six wall cases that contain the

varied and important collection of Chinese

snuff bottles, one is filled with those fashioned

almost exclusively of oriental amber.

Jade

Perhaps no one material other than jade

can turn back so successfully the pages of

time and permit us to read the record of a

culture that was old when our own was

struggling to emerge out of barbarism. Here,

among these old jade objects, many of which

have been buried for centuries, we find the

beginnings of a philosophy, cosmic in its

inception, that in China has outlasted

dynasties.

Among the most ancient of the symbols

carved in antique jade is the group of designs

called the Twelve Ornaments. More than

2000 years B.C. the Emperor Shun, referring

to these designs, said, "I wish to see the

emblematic figures of the ancients embroid-

ered in five colors to decorate the official

robes." Only the Emperor had the right to

wear the complete set of twelve emblems on

his ceremonial robes. Nobles of tlu; first

rank were restricted from using the symbols

of the highest order. With decreasing rank

further restrictions in the display of the

remaining nine ornaments defined five sets of

official robes. In the Drummond (yollection

an ancient and beautifully carved jade piece,

representing the deity Earth, expressed by

the Chinese as being square outside and

round inside, represents on one of its faces

these ancient Twelve Ornaments.

A very fine piece of white jade of the Kien

lung period of renaissance in glyptic art is

in the form of a "Scepter of Good Luck"
(Joo-i scepter). On the long handle of this

piece are carved in high relief the figures of

the Eight Immortals, the half mythical, half

historical personages so often represented in

Taoist art. Each of these carries some char-

acteristic object, such as the flute of Han
Hsiang-tzu, whose marvelous tone caused

flowers to grow and blossom instantly

.

Singularly enough, there is, in the Drum-
mond Collection, a Chinese flute carved from

pure white jade, and while those of us who
were privileged to hear M. Georges Barrere

play upon it at the opening of the Drum-
mond Hall, might need to stretch our imagin-

ations a little in order to credit it with

causing the spring flowers to bloom, it

nevertheless has a remarkable tone, quite

capable of producing exquisite music. In-

cidentally, it was made in 1488 in the Studio

of the Eternal Spring. Many symbolic

designs, have, through the reverence that

all Chinese have for what is old and

traditional, persisted throughout jade and

amber carvings down to the present day.

(See the author's article on "Jade" in

Natural History for September-October,

1932.)

Japanese Carvings

In sharp contrast to the conventional

treatment and traditional recurrence of

designs in ('hinese carving, is the realistic

freedom that characterizes the work of

Japanese carvers in ivory and wood, scores

of examples of which are included in the

Drummond Collection. Hampered by no

such formalism as that which has been

handed down through generations of

(Chinese lapidaries, the Japanese artists,

working in ivory, produce graceful and

impressive figures of the sages and immortals,

charming and often grotesque statuettes,

'.'•J'N
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Abovs;—A general view of the

Drummond Hall

Circle:—A portrait head of the

late Doctor Drummond, modeled

by James Drummond Herbert

Bdow:—In the center stands the as'

semblage of jade pieces which was
presented to the Chinese emperor

Kien lung on his fiftieth birthday
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Jade

and

Amber

Ei

This white jade incense burner is a superb example of the

open work carving that reached its height in Kien lung's

time. Both the bowl and the cover were reduced to about

the thickness of a piece of heavy cardboard before the

intricate lacelike pattern was executed with hundreds of

cleverly shaped holes



The dragons on
this jade cup are

of the form which
developed in
China in the Ming
dynasty. The per'

fection in carving,

however, shows
the piece to be of

later date, prob'

ably early Kien
lung

Of a wonderful

rich orange is this

piece of Burmese
amber carved to

resemble a huge
peach, to which is

added the ''long

life'' symbol,
showing that it is

a ''Peach of Im'

mortali t y."
Two bats, signi'

fying happiness,

flutter above



An Emperor's

Birthday

Gift

A masterpiece of modern carving in white jade was selected

for this gift to a famous emperor—Kien lung. The central

piece has a loose button decorated with the yang yin (uni-

versal life symbol). Surrounding the central piece are twelve

pieces fitted together, each of which is carved with a repre-

sentation of one of the twelve creatures which in China

correspond to the signs of the zodiac as used by Westerners



A very ancient jade image

of the deity Earth carved

with representations of the

Twelve Ornaments.
Reading from the top

downward these are: The

sun, the moon, the stars,

mountains, dragon, pheas'

ant, the cups, pond weed,

fire, grain, the axe, and the

symbol of distinction. The

Twelve Ornaments are of

great antiquity and signi-

fied authority and power

Highly convention-

alized dragons as well

as a bat meaning

happiness mark this

elaborately carved

disk of white jade



Guards

A magnificent gold dragon

decorates this Japanese sword
guard, and since this is a

''dragon of the air" he is

surrounded by conventional

clouds

The subject pictured on this sword
guard in bronze of various colors and in

gold inlay is from the Japanese fairy

tale of the sparrows who entertained

their human friend in a manner singu'

larly human, even for fairy-tale sparrows

The maker of this

magnificent Japa-

nese sword guard
chose for his sub-

ject the fairy tale

that recounts the

adventures of
Momotaro, who,
with the aid of a

dog, a monkey,
and a pheasant,

overcame the
demons and took
their treasure for

ransom



A Traveling

Shrine

This lacquered box is

in reality a traveling

shrine. The wooden
interior displays a

figure of Amitabha,
the Buddha of En'

lightenment, beau'

tifuUy carved and
gilded

A Crystal

Snuft Bottle

Among the almost

miraculous feats of

dexterity practiced

by Chinese artists is

that of painting the

inside surface of a

glass or rock crystal

snufF bottle. This
delightful little paint-

ing was executed by
passing a very minute
brush through the

neck of the bottle and
reversing the strokes,

somewhat in the

manner of a "looking-

glass" painting
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and groups illustrating folk lore and legend

dear to the hearts of Japanese boys and

girls.

Among the ivory figures of appealing

beauty from the Drummond Collection, is

the "K'wan Yin of the Fish" in which the

goddesss is poised with great freedom of

action upon the back of a huge carp. The
legend that inspired this masterpiece relates

how a banished Japanese prince, who was

forced to earn his living by fishing, on one

occasion found in his net no fish but instead

a small image of the Goddess of Mercy. This

he threw back into the sea only to find it

again when he next cast his net. So he kept

the image and with his own hands fashioned

a shrine for it on a hill overlooking the sea,

where the Goddess of the Fish was continu-

ally worshiped.

Another charming figurine to which a story

is attached, is Hsi Wang Mu, the Chinese

Queen of the Fairies, whose legend, like many
other Taoist myths, was brought into Japan

from China. It is said that the palace of

Wang Mu is in the Kuen-lun Mountains,

where she guards the Tree of Immortal

Peaches that grows beside the Lake of Gems,
whose fruit ripens upon her birthday, every

3000 years. Here gather to the Feast of

Peaches all the immortals to renew their

immortality by eating the celestial fruit.

Carving in Ivory

A small but extremely intricate ivory

carving shows the Dragon Boat laden with

sages and immortals and freiglited with the

fabulous treasures of Takaramono, which

include the hat of invisibility, the purse

whose wealth never fails, not to mention

many other remarkable things. Above flies

the crane, the messenger of the gods guiding

the vessel to the Western Paradise. With
such wealth of detail are all of these ivory

pieces wrought that such matters as neck-

laces and headdresses are rendered with the

greatest fidelity. In fact, wiiolc costumes

might be copied to the last clasp and fold

from these authentic sources. And such

costumes! It would seem as though the

devine K'wan Yin, and Lan Ts' ai-Ho, the

immortal flower girl, were especially created

to grace costume balls and pageants.

Sword Guards

Much as the Japanese carver in ivory

loved to draw his subjects from the legends

and myths of Japan, he was probably no

match in this respect for his brother crafts-

man whose art consisted in fashioning sword

guards from iron, bronze, and other alloys,

some of which are not used outside of Japan.

These were inlaid in gold and silver with

great skill and artistry. A large and very

handsome example from the Drummond
Collection depicts an incident from the fairy

tale of Monotaro, the boy who was found

inside a peach, and who grew to be a sort of

Japanese "Jack the Giant Killer." Accom-
panied by a dog, a monkey, and a pheasant,

he invaded the island of the devils and, hav-

ing overcome them in battle, returned to his

astonished foster parents with all of their

fabulous treasure.

Another beautifully inlaid sword guard

illustrates the fairy tale of "The Tongue-cut

Sparrow " who, after sumptuously entertain-

ing his benefactors with food and sake, re-

warded them for their charitable deeds with

a basket filled with treasure. Needless to

say the spirited designs which picture these

folk tales are wrought by master artists

whose names inscribed on little gold inlaid

plates actually add to the attractiveness of

their designs.

In order to describe in detail the hundreds

of works of art that make up this extra-

ordinary collection, one would almost re-

quire the magic aid of the gods and devils

that are so generously portrayed among
them. Nor, even then, could words picture

these beautiful objects satisfactorily. Color,

form, patina, subject matter—all require

first-hand visual examination, before their

beauty and their rarity can be made mani-

fest.

They are, however, now on permanent

display, and are ready, always, to offer

tlieir beauty to any who care to see.



Autumn
Flowers

How to plan a garden

that will continue

to bloom until frost

by

T. H. Everett

Horticulturist,

The New York

Botanical Garden

With 20 Photographs

by The New York

Botanical Garden

PLANNING for fall effects in the flower

garden rarely receives the same amount

of consideration as that given to the

spring and summer plantings, and in con-

sequence the garden is apt to be less of a

success in autumn than earlier in the year.

Yet at this season a colorful display is

often more desirable than during July and

August when the vacation season takes so

many people away from home. By the

exercise of a little forethought, however, and

the proper selection of material, very lovely

effects can be obtained.

The time to start planning next year's

garden is now. Stroll through your own

garden and through the gardens of your

neighbors. Visit the New York Botanical

Garden and other institutions where collec-

tions of growing plants may be seen. Avail

yourself of the opportunity to see large

estate gardens which are opened to the public

in the aid of charities from time to time, and

MrFarlaad P holograph

do not omit visits to a number of nurseries.

Take your notebook with you and make

careful entries of those plants which espe-

cially appeal to you as worth growing, and

which you would like to have. Write down

their varietal names, height, color, date of

blooming, and other pertinent points. Most

garden plants grow best in a sunny, open

position, or in light shade, and in a rich,

loamy, well-drained soil, but if you observe

any which are thriving in heavy shade, or

in a poor, sandy soil, or a very wet position,

record this in your notebook, for it is likely

that the same plant will do well under

similar conditions in your own garden, and

it is very easy to forget such details before

planting time comes around unless they are

committed to paper.

In particular write down the names of

varieties which associate together happily,

for, while a few people have a good color

sense and a good color memory, the majority
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Dahlias

Above:—The Jane Cowl
is bronzy-buff and salmon

Right;—This bright red giant

is the pri2;e winner Satan

Below:—The Alice Marie
is pink and creamy ivory
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cannot safely trust to these and must per-

force resort to notes. By cutting a few-

flowers and holding them against other varie-

ties in bloom at the same time, pleasing

combinations can be worked out, and some-

times rather surprising results are obtained

in this way. It must be remembered,

however, that col::r is not the only factor

determining whether flowers will associate

together pleasingly—form and texture as

well as character of foliage play important

parts, and the effect of these can best be

seen by holding distinct varieties next to

each other in the manner described.

Proportion in Color

Another point whicli seldom receives the

consideration it deserves in planning garden

color schemes is the effect of the actual

numerical proportion of the various colors

associated together, yet this can be ex-

tremely important, especially in the more

daring arrangements. A hue which, when

introduced with proper restraint, enhances

the whole effect of the garden, may become

horribly insistent and overpowering if over-

done.

Having acquired as much reliable data as

possible concerning the plants it is desired

to grow for fall effect, it becomes important

for one to plan on paper just where they are

to be planted, and to coordinate their use

with the flowers that bloom at other seasons.

This very j)roj)erly may be regarded as winter

work, and will i)ro\'e one of the most delight-

ful i)hases of fireside gardening. In a garden

of any considerable extent a border planted

entirely with a variety of autumn-blooming

subjects can be a very splendid feature, oi-

borders or beds can be devoted to distinct

kinds of plants, or even to individual varie-

ties with excellent effect. Limitations of

space usually prevent such luxuries in the

small garden where the mixed border must

of necessity i)i-ovide a home for a variety of

plants which bloom from early spring until

late fall.

Whether the garden be large or small,

certain fundamental requirements in the

way of soil preparation must be met if fine

flowers are to be produced. This work

should not be postponed until spring, but

rather should receive attention just so soon

as a killing frost writes "finis " to the present

flower garden season. It has been said with

much truth that the cups and medals

awarded at the autumn flower shows are

really won the year previous when the soil is

turned and manured. Many amateurs

neglect this phase of cultivation and in con-

sequence the quality of their produce suffers.

Do not imagine that you can get praise-

worthy results by merely scratching over

the top few inches of soil, sprinkling a little

fertilizer about, and grubbing out a small

hole at planting time. Invest in a good

spade or digging fork and turn over the

earth where plants are to be placed to a

depth of at least ten inches. Incorporate

with the soil at the same time a generous

supply of partly rotted manure, or, if this is

unobtainable, substitute humus, leaf-mold,

or any decayed vegetable matter from the

compost heap. No amount of chemical

fertilizer can possibly take the place of

organic matter, although such fertilizers

can be used with good effect in spring and

through the growing season to supplement

the more bulky manures turned under in

the fall or early winter months. When dig-

ging at this time of the year, leave the surface

in a rough condition so that the frost and

other weathering agencies can effect their

maximum benefits.

Spring Preparations

Hy spring the soil should be in a wonder-

fully friable state, sweet and kindly to the

roots of plants. Alight orking over with the

addition of a little bone meal or other s'.ow-

acting fertiliser will put it in planting con-

dition. If it is thought that liming is desir-

able—and the majority of fall blooming

plants do best in a soil which is limed every

third or fourth year—a dressing of ground

limestone may be scratched into the surface

before planting. Remember that lime is

soluble in rainwater and gradually leaches
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An Autumn

Garden

Sweet alyssum blooms late into the fall, seeming to

increase its fragrance with the advancing season.

Above the steps, tall Japanese anemones flower as

profusely as their tiny American cousins are likely

to do months before in early spring



Golden, red and bronz,e, pale yellow,

pink and white, they play an import-

ant part in supplanting the autumn
leaves and the flowers of summer

Chrysanthemums

Defy the Frost



Above:—Crista, one of the

smallest of chrysanthemums

Left:—Julia Quinland, an'

other favorite for picking

Below:—Chrysanthemum arctv

cum blooms in rock gardens

after most other flowers are gone
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downward, therefore much of its benefit is

lost if it is buried deeply in the soil.

With the soil in good condition and the

planting plans prepared, the next problem is

that of securing the plants and seeds re-

quired. Some of these may be obtained from

friends by gift or exchange, but the seeds

and ofttimes many of the plants usually will

be purchased. The only advice worth offer-

ing here is to deal with nurserymen and

seedsmen of repute and pay a fair price.

So-called bargains are apt to prove expen-

sive in the long run. After all, the initial

cost of a few seeds or plants is but a small

item in the garden budget—certainly too

small an amount to risk disappointment by

undue saving. The time of planting will of

course vary with the type of plant. The

hardy perennials should be placed in the

ground at the first favorable opportunity the

spring offers, selecting always a t me for this

work when the soil is in a pleasant, crumbly

condition, rather than beng wet and sticky.

Hardy annuals for fall flowering should in

most cases be sown during the early summer,

while half-hardy annuals will be most satis-

factory if sown in spring and planted out as

soon as warm and settled weather seems

assured.

Four Groups of Fall Flowers

Fall flowers may be classed in four main

groups. First we have those which are

normally and characteristically fall-bloom-

ers as the dahlias, asters, and chrysanthe-

mums. Most of these are perennials, al-

though cosmos and a few other subjects

either are annuals or are treated as such by

the gardener. The second group consists of

true annuals together with certain tender

bulbs, and while these are not primarily

autumn flowers, a number may be had in

bloom at this season by selecting appropriate

sowing and planting dates. Included in the

third group is a large number of both peren-

nials and annuals (using the term annuals in

the garden sense to include all those plants

which are usually raised from seed to bloom

the first year and are afterward discarded).

These have their main season of bloom earlier

in the summer, and during the hottest

weather remain more or less dormant so far

as flower production goes, but under the

influence of the soft rains and genial sun-

shine of September they break into a second

flowering which is always delightful.

Flowers That Bloom Twice

Delphiniums, roses, and the sweet-scented

Daphne cneorum come to mind as peren-

nial representatives of this group, while

hybrid verbenas, early sown sweet alyssum,

and California poppies serve as examples of

the annuals belonging here. It is interesting

to note that among the perennial plants

which have this decided second season of

bloom, the later flowers frequently assume

a more intense color than do those pro-

duced earlier in the year. The fourth and

last group comprises a number of plants

which bloom continuously throughout the

summer and fall months, as heliotropes,

lantanas, cannas, geraniums, and begonias.

The dahlia is surely queen of autumn

flowers and, udging by its well-deserved

popularity, will continue to reign in this

proud position for many years to come.

Every year many thousands of people visit

the New York Botanical Garden especially

to view the dahlia collection there, which

comprises more than four hundred distinct

varieties and is a blaze of color from August

until the advent of severe frost. Dahlias

offer but few difficulties to the cultivator,

and as their growing season occupies only

about four months, the period during which

they require skilled attention is correspond-

ngly brief. They are raised either rom

divisions of old roots planted out of doors

about the first of June, or from seeds or

cuttings planted in spring in the greenhouse

and grown on Into what are termed green

l)lants. These green plants may be set out

in the open ground during the first two weeks

of June. When making divisions, care must

be taken that at least one "eye" or bud is

left with each. At planting time, first drive

a stout stake where each plant is to be
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placed—allowing three or four feet between

the plants—and then set the root or plant

close to the stake. Subsequent care consists

o hoeing, watering, tying, and spraying.

Disbudding is necessary to prevent over-

crowding of the growths and to encourage the

production of large flowers.

Chrysanthemums

Perhaps no flower is more characteristic of

late fall than the chrysanthemum, and the

hardy varieties are certa'nly worthy of a

place in any garden. They come in a wide

range of colors, including warm yellows,

oranges, bronzes, and reds, as well as :n

whites and pinks, and delight us with bloom

long a ter all other garden flowers are past.

These chrysanthemums are of course quite

perennial, but the best results are obtained

if the old plants are lifted, and divided and

replanted each spring. Each division should

consist of a single shoot two or three inches

long with a few roots attached. Plant the

divisions about a foot apart in well-prepared

ground and, after they are established, pinch

out the tops to induce a bushy habit. This

pinching should be repeated two or three

times during the early part of the season.

Frequent surface cultivation, staking, and

tying must receive attention, and a watchful

eye should be kept for pests. Hardy chrys-

anthemums are of several distinct types, as

large-flowered, singles, anemones, pom-poms,

and baby pom-poms. The smaller-flowered

kinds wfll not require disbudding, but the

largest blooms can be obtained only by

giving some attention to this matter. Dis-

budding of chrysanthemums consists of the

removal of all but the terminal bud on each

shoot so that the energies of the plant are

concentrated in the development of a few

blooms rather than the large number which

normally would be produced.

Familiarity breeds contempt, and per-

haps this explains why, until comparatively

recently, we have been inclined to neglect

the fall asters in our gardens, although

everyw^here the fields and hillsides are

purple with the parent species of many of

the finest varieties. Most of these improved

varieties have been raised in Europe. In

England particularly they are exceedingly

popular and are known as Michaelmas

daisies. Hardy asters thrive in any average

soil in an open position. Old plants should

be lifted and divided every second or third

year. If especially fine flowers are desired,

it pays to thin out the growths to some

extent in early spring, so that those left have

sufficient room to develop to fullest advant-

tage. A very distinct aster known as

"mauve cushion" is valuable for the front

of the border or for inclusion in a large rock

garden. This variety makes a dense, flat-

topped, bushy plant, eighteen inches or two

feet high, and bears a profusion of delicate

lavender flowers late in the season.

Closely related to the asters and requiring

identical treatment are two species of Bol-

tonia {B. asteroides and B. latisquama).

These grow from six to eight feet high and

are admirable for planting toward the rear

of the border.

Anemones and Lilies

Where a moist yet well drained soil is

available and some light shade can be pro-

vided during the hottest part of the day,

the Japanese anemones may be expected

to do well. They come in a number of

varieties ranging in color from pure white to

deepest pink, and may be had in single,

semi-double, and double forms. A dwarf-

growing variety of this species is known as

Anemone hupehensis and flowers a little

earlier than the other varieties. Anemones

of this japonica group only give of their best

when well established. They resent disturb-

ance at the roots and so should not be trans-

planted unless absolutely necessary.

At least two lilies for supplying fall bloom

can be readily accommodated in a cool, well-

drained border, where the lower parts of the

stems are shaded by the foliage of herbaceous

plants or by low-growing shrubs. The most

satisfactory of these is Lilium speciosum

which is available in a nimiber of distinct

color forms, ranging from the white-flowered



Left:—Showy stonecrop

{Sedum spectahik) prefers

to have a sunny bed

Broivn Bros

Gladioli, \{ planted late,

will continue to bloom well

into the autumn

Cannas are now avail'

able in orange, rose, and
salmon color, as well

as many shades of red

and yellow, some with
handsomely bronzed

foliage



Favorites

Right:—Japanese anemones
in September are graceful

reminders of spring

Scabiosa, Buddleia, and

Cimicifuga comprise this

attractive autumn bouquet

in blue and white

New England asters

make showy garden

flowers for autumn. Im-

proved varieties have

been developed abroad
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variety known as album to the deep red

variety Melpomene. Lilium auratum platy-

phyUum is the finest form of the golden-

rayed lily of Japan. This blooms rather later

than the other varieties of this magnificent

species, bearing flowers which frequently

measure as much as twelve inches in diam-

eter. They are white with a yellow band

down the center of each segment and lightly

marked with red spots. Unfortunately, all

the Lilium auratum varieties are uncertain

in cultivation and are very apt to become

diseased, djdng after a year or two in the

garden. Rogueing out every plant w^hich

shows any evidence of the dread mosaic

disease should be rigidly practiced, for no

cure is known for this condition. Both of the

lilies mentioned produce stem roots, there-

fore the bulbs should be planted so that their

tops are at least twice the depth of the bulb

below the surface. Fall is preferred to spring

as a planting season for lilies. Like the

Japanese anemones, they object to fre-

quent transplanting, hence should be allowed

to remain undisturbed so long as they are

doing well. A light soil well enriched with

leaf mold or peat suits these lilies best.

Outstanding Late Flowering Perennials

Without attempting to list or catalog all

the late-flowering perennials, the following

come to mind as I write, and suggest them-

selves as worthy of consideration. Eupa-

torium ccelestinum, Liatris in variety, PhysD-

stegia virginica, Aconitum in variety, Cimici-

fuga simplex, Helenium autumnale varieties

Riverton Gem and Riverton Beauty, Salvia

azurea Pitcheri, Kniphofias, Sedum Sie-

hjldii, Lysimachia clethroides, Lobelia car-

dinalis, Lobelia syphilitica, Chrysanthemum

arclicum. Chrysanthemum Koreanum and

its hybrids, Sternbergia lutea. Autumn-
flowering Crocus, Ceratostigma plumbagi-

noides, and Polygonum affine. The last

five mentioned are particularly well adapted

for rock gardens.

Many hardy annuals if sown in late May
or early June will give a good display of

bloom in September. The China aster is

typical of this group, and a point in favor of

late sowing in this particular case is that the

flowers are not destroyed by the aster beetle

which often works havoc with earlier plant-

ings. Seeds sown in May or early June

should be covered more deeply than those

sown in April. An especially important

point to remember is that the drills in which

the seeds are scattered should be well soaked

with water a few hours before actual sowing.

Gladioli and Delphiniums

Plantings of gladioli made up to the end of

June will result in elegant material for

cuttings and for the embellishment of the

garden during September. Particularly are

the primulinus hybrids valuable for this

purpose.

Among plants which have a second season

of bloom during the fall, one of the most

satisfactory is the hybrid delphinium. To
obtain the best results the plants should be

cut back somewhat after their first flowering

and the ground should be loosened up and

mulched with some old rotted manure.

Good spikes of delphiniums may also be

obtained late in the year from plants raised

from seed sown in the greenhouse in January

or February. The young plants are grown on

under glass until late April when they are

planted out of doors about eighteen inches

apart.

Thus by selecting the proper flowers and

planting them in the right season, those who
have missed—or have not had enough—of

the beauty of midsummer gardens still can

enjoy a splendid display of flowers when

vacations are over.

To produce fine blooms for any season one

must know plants and the conditions under

which they thrive. One might as well try to

learn to swim as learn to garden from books

alone. I cannot overemphasize the de-

sirability—indeed the necessity—of becom-

ing intimately acquainted with the gardens

of others as well as getting out in one's own

garden and grubbing in the soil.



The Crafts of Pre-Columbian

Central America

by

George C. Vaillant
Associate Curator of

Mexican Archaeology,

American Museum

MANY of the crafts of ancient Central

America have persisted to the pres-

ent day in spite of the transforma-

tions which the Spanish Colonial Empire

and modern industry have wrought on the

native civilizations. The major arts of the

anc.ent peoples now exist more as an heir-

loom than a useful heritage. The modern

artists from the Central American republics

have recently utilized aboriginal themes, but

between them and their source material

stretch four hundred years of European

artistic inspiration. In the crafts, however,

there are connections, ofttimes tenuous to

be sure, with the aboriginal industries.

Sometimes only the technique survives,

and the subject matter is completely

Spanish Colonial or modern Republican.

None the less, it is in the crafts that we
feel most strongly the influence of the

Indian past.

The applied arts of the ancient civiliza-

tions embodied many of those characteristics

noted in architecture, sculpture, and paint-

ing. The same religious purpose that domi-

nated the stone carving not only extended

to ceremonial dress and temple parapher-

nalia, but even penetrated into secular

possessions. Thus the elaborate decorat've

expression of ceremonial values influenced

the craftsman as much as it did the creator

of artistic masterpieces. Such a result,

however, is natural, for there are no sharply

The fourth of a series of six articles

on Central American native art

drawn distinctions between the two spheres

of action. Skillful workers were drafted to

enhance the religious ceremonial, which gave

the chief outlet for aesthetic expression.

Wealth and social position, which make
possible the private possession of fine things,

were inextricably combined with the grada-

tions of the religious hierarchy.

Surviving examples of these ancient arts

must often take the place of selected master-

pieces, for most of the perishable material

has disappeared, owing to natural decay

or to the willful destruction of Avar and con-

quest. Often the written descriptions of

the Spanish Conquerors or the crabbed

drawings in the native documents offer the

sole testimony of remarkable craftsmanship

in ancient Central America. Descriptions

of the jewelry and pottery we shall reserve

for succeeding articles, since much of this

material is wrought of imperishable sub-

stances and has survived in far greater

quantities than examples of weaving, feather

work, wood carving, and the like.

Weaving was an important art in Central

America, but few examples have resisted

decay. To determine its degree of excellence

we must rely on knowledge derived from

other areas, where arid climates have

preserved textiles and other perishable

materials. The Basket Makers of the

Southwestern United States, the earliest

agriculturists discovered in that region,

developed great skill in weaA'ing cloths,

sandals, and baskets, before they learned

how to make pottery. Thus we can postu-

late with some confidence that weaving in

the New World was well advanced on a very



Costumes

The richness of Aztec

costume deeply im-

pressed the Spanish

Conquistadores, but the

contemporary drawings

do scant justice to the

originals. These illus'

trations by Keith Hen-

derson for Prescott's

Conquest of Mexico pub-

lished by Henry Holt in

1922, recapture the

splendor of the Aztec

scene, thanks to the

artist's study of native

source material

This drawing of the

Aztec ambassadors

to Cortes shows the

dress of high officials.

Note the elaborate

coiffure and the orna'

mental mantles. The

feather fans further

add to the splendor

of the costumes



This procession of

warriors shows the

imagination that

governed gala dress.

As this is a peace-

time occasion, they

are carrying flowers

and standards in the

place of weapons.

Cotton, skins, feath'

ers, and paper were

utili2;ed in composing

these outfits

Women's dress, as

exemplified by these

Totonac girls, was

relatively simple, yet

with a little tailor-

ing these lovely fab-

rics would not be

out of place as sports

costumes today
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early cultural horizon. At the other extreme

we find the magnificent textile art of ancient

Peru, miraculously available to posterity,

because the arid climate preserved thousands

of burials, each enveloped in several lovely

fabrics. That distinguished authority, Mr.

M. D. C. Crawford, said of Peruvian weav-

ing, "No single people we know ever in-

vented and perfected so many forms of

textiles," and again, "In tapestry Peru

reached its highest textile development.

The harmony of color, the beauty and the

fastness of the dyes, and the perfection of

spinning and weaving, place these fabrics

in a class by themselves, not only as com-

pared to other textiles of this land, but as

regards those of any other people."

Although we have scant means of judg-

ing the relative merits of the fabrics of

Central America and Peru on the basis of

weaving technique, we can compare their

designs. The Mexican tribute rolls list

mantles in many patterns, and on the great

Maya sculptures we see evidence of the most

elaborately decorated vestments. These

designs are by no means inferior to those

adorning the textiles of Peru. If the actual

weaving processes were less developed in

Central America than in Peru, the decorative

aspects must have been very nearly equal.

Enrichment of Fabrics

The greatest development of the Central

American textile art lay in dress. Although

the quality of the garments depended on the

station of the wearer, the basic costume

was the same for all classes. Men wore a

breech clout and mantle, knotted at the

neck, both made of cotton or maguey fiber.

Women usually were clothed in a skirt and a

long blouse, the huipil which is still worn in

parts of Central America. Such costumes

could be varied or enriched by the (luality

of the fabric or by its decoration of brocade,

openwork patterns, or embroidery. Addi-

tional means of enriching the fabrics were

provided by tie-dyeing, batik, and complete

dyeing in colors made of various vegetable

and animal substances like logwood or

cochineal. Clay stamps were used to print

designs either on the fabrics or on the skins

of the wearers.

The accessories of dress called into play

much cunning craftsmanship, since for

ceremonial occasions and warfare dazzling

costume was demanded. A conspicuous ele-

ment of ceremonial dress involved the use

of feathers. Sometimes the feathers were

attached to a loosely woven fabric in such a

way that they made an actual cloth, with the

designs worked out in various colors. The
plumage of different birds was also employed

as a mosaic adorning shields and helmets.

Long plumes of tropical birds furnished

crests on headgear or formed part of the

standards which picked warriors wore on

their backs to distinguish various clan and

tribal units.

Featherwork and Wood Carving

Today the finer types of weaving and

featherwork have disappeared with the

destruction of the ancient religion, and the

adoption of European costumes for gala

occasions. An attractive embroidery still

lingers on the Highlands of Guatemala,

although many European motives have

entered the designs. The featherwork, too,

has almost ceased to exist, but, during the

Colonial and early Republican period in

Mexico, a sort of landscape painting in

feather inlay survived.

Wood carving, like weavuig, would be

difficult to appraise, had not a number of

examples found their way to Europe as

trophies of the Conquest. Other specimens

have either been guarded as heirlooms, or

discovered by chance in dry caves. Prof.

M. H. Saville, in his Wood Carvers' Art in

A ncient Mexico, has gathered together all the

available information on this art. The most

intricate work is represented on several

atlatls or throwing sticks, which must have

been reserved for state occasions. The same

mastery of design which distinguishes the

majoi' works of art characterizes this carv-

ing. Wooden drums show equal artistic

ability and the human and animal forms of



Turquoise mO'

saic mirror,

Chichen Itza,

Yucatan. The
reflecting sur'

face was prob'

ably made of a

number of frag'

ments of iron

pyrites laid

against the
sandstone
center. The
elaborateness

of the setting

together with

its discovery

beneath an
altar indicates

that its use

was ritualistic

After Morris,

Chariot and

Morris, 1931

Right:—Obsidian mirror with gilded wooden frame

Mexico. This exceedingly rare specimen was purchased

in Europe and may well have been among the presents

sent to Charles V by Cortes

Lacquer tray. These
gay utensils were a

characteristic prod'

uct of Mexican In-

dians during the

Colonial period, and
in recent years their

manufacture has been

revived in various

villages in western

Mexico, lit is prob'

able that their origin

IS Pre-Columbian



Pages From a

The Cbdex Florentine consists of

several hundred paintings by Aztec

artists to illustrate Father Sahagun's

great work on the Aztec civilization.

The pictures shown here give an idea

of the complexity of the civilization.

Besides the divisions expressed by our

nursery rhyme, "Rich man, poor man,—"

there was a great variety of other

trades and professions, some of which

Feather Worker



Mexican Album
are shown at the bottom of these pages.

Since the illustrations were intended for

secular consumption, naive vivacity

(see "Bathers") replaces the usual ritual'

istic formality . Compare these drawings

with those of Keith Henderson on

pages 486-7, to see how faithfully that

artist caught the native spirit, and to

guide the eye in perceiving the subject

matter which is depicted in this group

Chief

Weaver
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several belong properly to the realm of sculp-

ture. The construction of one type, the

teponaztli, required considerable ability, for

the sounding board consisted of two tongues

of wood which were partly freed from the

hollowed block of the drum and gave differ-

ent notes. Although the tone of the drums

varied considerably, the interval between the

notes of each was always the same.

Mosaic Work

Masks of wood for religious purposes were

frequently made, since the gods were im-

personated in a number of ceremonies. War-

fare, too, created a function for the wood
carver in pro\dding helmets which frequently

took the form of animal heads. Yet such

work was really the base for another distinc-

tive Mexican craft, mosaic work, for knowl-

edge of which we are again indebted to the

erudition of Professor Saville. Fragments of

turquoise, jade, obsidian, and shell were

inlaid with consummate skill, and this art

was a favorite method of embellishing a

multitude of implements and jewelry. One
of the most extraordinary examples of the

craft is a shield in the Museum of the

American Indian, where a scene in low relief

is carried out in turquoise mosaic. The
temples at Mitla show an adaptation of this

mosaic technique in the creation of decora-

tive friezes. Today, however, little or

nothing survives of this industry.

A craft much more widely practiced was

the cutting of shell. The demand for this

easily manufactured substance was enormous.

Few indeed were the New World peoples,

however primitive and however distant from

the coast, who did not barter for their quota.

Shell most frequently was made into beads

or pendants, and perhaps because of its

almost universal use, seldom n^ceived the

attention of the more skillful craftsmen.

Yet conch shells were sometimes ground and

carved into handsome trumpets, while some
were covered with plaster and painted with

ritualistic designs. A few engraved gorgets

show how readily this material responded to

a skilled craftsman, but such ornaments

are rare. Evidence exists that the carapaces

of turtles and armadillos were also worked in

ancient times. Some very beautiful objects

are made of tortoise shell, today, but it is

problematical whether this can be called a

legitimate survival, or is of European intro-

duction. Far to the south, in Panama, there

occur splendid bone carvings that are

reminiscent of major sculptures. Mention

should also be made of carved whale teeth in

the same region, and carved jaguar fangs in

the Maya country, a type of work which

showed considerable ingenuity in adapting

the design to the natural form.

Horn and bone were substances perhaps

too work-a-day for the highly skilled artisan.

Needles, awls, flakers for stone tools, and

many other household implements were

made of bone, but seldom does one find a

beautifully worked example. The most

notable exceptions are the jaguar bones from

the priestly tomb at Monte Alban. These

were split and polished, and on then* convex

surfaces inscriptions of a ceremonial char-

acter were chased, with a minute precision

worthy of the Japanese. The backgrounds

of these patterns were picked out in turquoise

mosaic. Engraved human femora, some-

times ornamented in mosaic, are grim re-

minders of the exigencies of Nahua religion.

Stone Artifacts

Work in stone we have considered in

respect to architecture and sculpture, and

shall describe again in connection with

jewelry. Yet to manufacture the ordinary

implements of everyday life required a con-

summate mastery of an obdurate material.

To detach in a single effort the thin blades of

obsidian used as razors and scalpels for

ceremonial blood letting necessitated as

skillful a coordination of strength and skill

as did the patient flaking of the great leaf-

shaped sacrificial knives. Some of the axes

ground from hard stones like jade and serpen-

tine are aesthetically satisfying in their

useful symmetry. This same pride in crafts-

manship, which was not unlike that of a medi-

eval smith, seems to have dominated even



Right;—This mosaic has as its

matrix a human skull cut away in

back to form a mask. It is one of

the treasures of ^the British Mu-
seum. jThe lighter bands are

turquoise and the darker, lignite

Mosaic

Mosaic working was one of

the most elegant of Central

American crafts, and color

reproductions alone can give

its true value. The wooden

mask (taken like the two other

illustrations on this page from

Saville, 1922) was purchased

from Cosimo de Medici for the

Prehistoric and Ethnographic

Museum in Rome, for two and

one half francs. It must have

been part of the loot from the

conquest

Left:—This sacrificial knife in

the British Museum is a little

more than a foot long. Tur-

quoise, malachite, and various-

ly colored shells compose the

m.osaic work which depicts an

Eade Knight



Featherwork is so ex'

tremely perishable that al-

most no Pre-Columbian ex-

amples survive. Under
Spanish colonial influence,

a sort of genre painting

in feathers was develop'

ed which continued in

Mexico until the middle

of the last century. Ex-

amples of this feather paint-

ing in its degenerate state

are shown at the left and
on the opposite page. At
the bottom of page 490

is shown a featherworker

practicing his craft, and

from the pictures on pages

486 and 487 one can judge

how important an adjunct

to costume feathers were

This headdress (from Heger

1908) originally belonged

to the ill-fated Moctezuma
and was sent by Cortes to

the Emperor Charles V,
who in turn gave it to his

nephew Ferdinand II of

Tyrol. Kept in Ferdi-

nand's castle at Ambras,
this unique headdress fi-

nally became part of the

collections of the Natural

HistoryMuseuminVienna



Feather-

Work

The patient selection of different colored feathers and the

care in joining them, as exemplified by this picture, made dur-

ing the last century, is a direct expression of the Indian her-

itage in Mexico. It is curious to see in comparing this and the

feather painting opposite with the costumes on pages 490 and

491 how little the dress ofthe Indian has changed with the ages.

Only the trousers and the hat distinguish these people of

1850 from their ancestors of three centuries and a half before
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the manufacture of an arrowhead whose

every facet shows the skilled impress of the

worker's hand.

Ancient Mirrors

The manufacture of mirrors gives yet

another aspect of Central American cap-

ability. There were in that region relatively

few substances that could take a polish high

enough to give a reflection. Glass and bronze

were unknown, and copper never seems to

have been used for such a purpose. The

inhabitants did, however, make mirrors of

iron pyrites and obsidian. Iron pyrites

sometimes occur in small nodules on which a

plane surface could be ground, giving a

very satisfactory reflection. Another type

of mirror consisted of thin plates of pyrites,

laid like a mosaic on a backing of pottery

or stone. Few complete specimens are

known, but there do exist a number of stone

disks which may well have been backs for

such mirrors. It is quite probable that the

celebrated mosaic disc from Chichen Itza

could have had a mosaic of iron pyrites in

its center. A unique mirror in the American

Museum of Natural History utihzes iron

pyrites in their original slate matrix, the

pyrites being polished as a surface and the

slate carved as an ornamental back. The

obsidian mirrors of Central Mexico are among
the wonders of ancient technology, since even

a modern lapidary, with his diamond drills

and carborundum wheels has difficulty in

grinding down this volcanic glass to the

lustrous sheen of early times. Mirrors of

both materials must have been very precious,

and it is not surprising that they were used

as much for divining purposes as to cater to

the vanity of their owners.

The introduction of iron and steel tools

has largely destroyed the ancient crafts of

wood-carving and stone-work. Yet two very

flourishing crafts survive, that may well have

had a pre-Columbian origin. A plaster-

cloisonne decoration of gourds is carried

out at several points along the Central

American Highland, and its prototype may
be represented in pottery vessels from north-

western Mexico, which are ornamented by

similar means. No example of the beautiful

lacquer trays from Guerrero and Jalisco

survives from the indigenous civilization,

but although their pre-Columbian origin

may be doubtful, their manufacture was an

exclusive Indian property in Colonial times.

Art in Every-day Life

Thus vestiges of the ancient civilization

exist today in some of the modern crafts.

Those carvings and buildings which we have

grouped under the Fine Arts were really

projections of the common technical skill

of the people. The virtual anonymity of

most religious art fuses the humble crafts

with the highest aesthetic expression. The

attempts to inculcate "Art in the Home,"

so often made in modern times, would have

been unnecessary in Ancient Central America.

While the little-known may well present

fictitious advantages, particularly in the

case of civilizations viewed through the

mouse-holes of archaeological research, yet

one feels that the Central Americans individu-

ally participated in their civilization to a

greater extent than we do in ours
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Southeastern Polynesia

Mr. Templeton Crocker is leaving San Francisco

on September 15 on the "Zaca" for a scientific

expedition to southeastern Polynesia, accompanied

by Dr. H. L. Shapiro, Dr. James P. Chapin, and Mr.

Francis L. Jaques, all from the American Museum of

Natural History. The itinerary is expected to

include the Marquesas, Tuamotus, Tahiti, Rapa,

Mangareva, Pitcairn Island, Easter Island, and

several islands off the coast of South America, as

well as the Galapagos Islands. Doctor Chapin and

Mr. Jaques will collect material for habitat groups

of oceanic birds, while Doctor Shapiro will continue

his extensive studies of Polynesian peoples. The
Pitcairn Islanders will be a particular object for his

genetic researches on the descendants of the

mutineers of the "Bounty."

To Explore in Mongolia

Dr. George Gaylord Simpson has recently returned

to the American Museum from Moscow where he

started negotiations with the Mongolian Mission for

permission to explore in Mongolia. He was cordially

received at the Mongolian Mission, and only the

lateness of the season and necessary slowness in

communicating with the capital of Mongolia pre-

vented his carrying out the plan immediately.

Negotiations are still going forward, and it is ex-

pected that the necessary permission will soon be

granted and that Doctor Simpson will be able to

return to undertake this important work.

The fossil material from South America which

Doctor Simpson collected during the recent Second

Scarritt Expedition to Northern Patagonia is now
being unpacked in the American Museum
laboratories.

Autumn Lectures

Five free courses for teachers, given by the

American Museum in cooperation with the College

of the City of New York, are open without cost to

its members,—"Nature Study for City Teachers,"

"Applied Physiology and Health," "The Museum
in Elementary Social Studies," and two courses in

"The Mechanics of Visual Instruction." Students in

"Applied Physiology and Health" will have the

advantage of the results of original research carried

on by Dr. G. K. Noble and Dr. H. J. Clausen of the

Museum's department of experimental biology

and by Dr. W. K. Gregory of the department of

comparative anatomy.

Four courses, given primarily for teachers, ui co-

operation Avith New York University are open to

members and friends of the Museum, upon payment

of the regular fees. These are "Astronomy for

Teachers," "Survey of Natural History for Teach-

ers," "The Museum in Elementary Education," and

"Primitive Culture."
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The regular Saturday afternoon showings of

motion pictures will be continued, starting on

October 6 with the talking picture, "The Silent

Enemy."
A series of four Saturday afternoon talks on the

Gem Collections of the American Museum will be

given at the Museum by Mr. Herbert P. Whitlock,

curator of gems and minerals, on October 20, 27,

and November 3 and 10.

The Lectures for School Children of the city,

supplementing their work in science, history, and

geography, will be continued on Mondays, Wednes-

days, and Fridays at 10:30 A.M.
The Sight Conservation classes for children with

defective sight will be carried on as they have been

for the past twenty-two years.

A new Special Activity Program, consisting of

Finger Painting, Nature Crafts, and Miniature

Group Making are included in the Exhibition Hall

Talks offered to children of the public schools.

This is an unusual opportunity for the child to

complete, under expert supervision, a definite piece

of creative work of his own choosing.

Ten free lectures on Biologic Science will be ofifered

to students in elementary, general, and advanced

biology by members of the Museum staff.

The Know Your Museum Series for Members will

begin on October 30. There will be four evening

programs, following a plan entirely different from

that of previous years.

Crippled Children Guests of the Museum
During the past year about 600 crippled children

from the public schools of New York City have

visited the American Museum by special invitation.

In groups of 20 or 25 the children were entertained

with nature talks, followed by trips through the

Museum halls containing material related to the

subjects of the talks. All the children then went

to the auditorium where they saw Martin Johnson's

African film, "Simba." After a luncheon served by
the School Relief Committee, the Museum guides

took their guests to the Hall of Ocean Life, where,

among the wonders of the sea, the Lindbergh plane,

"Tingmissartoq," is on view, together with the

equipment carried by the Lindberghs on their last

long flight. After enjoying another motion picture,

the children were taken directly to their homes in

school buses.

A School for Gardeners

Education in the sciences underlying the practice

of horticultm-e is to be offered again this year in a

course for professional gardeners sponsored by the

New York Botanical Garden. The opening classes

of this, the third year, will be held at 8 P.M.,

Monday, October 1, in the rooms of the Horticul-

tural Society of New York. Prospective registrants

are expected to communicate beforehand with Dr.

Forman T. McLean, supervisor of the course, at the

Botanical Garden in Bronx Park.

Modeled, at present on a small scale, after the

work given at Kew Gardens, in England, this course

is the only one of its kind in the United States. It is

definitely not a school of gardening, but a school for

gardeners. Only those are admitted who have done

actual work as professional gardeners for several

years.

Subjects include systematic botany, plant mor-

phology, plant physiology, soils and fertilizers, ento-

mology, plant pathology, and breeding. The fee is

$.5 for each set of twelve lectures, or $20 a year.

Scientific Work in New Guinea

On pages 447-57 of this issue of Natural History,

appears a series of unusual photographs taken on

the American Museum's 1933 New Guinea Expe-

dition. This expedition, which was headed by

Richard Archbold, has now completed its field work

and has been disbanded. The birds, mammals,

and plants collected on the south coast of New
Guinea in January and February, 1934, by the mem-
bers of the expedition have just been received and

unpacked, and a preUminary examination of the

material promises much of interest and value.

This part of the collection comes from just west o

the Fly River in South New Guinea, near the point

where New Guinea most nearly approaches Australia

and where the dry coastal belt of savanna closely

resembles the savanna of North Australia.

New Guinea in general has a flora of Asiatic

origin while its fauna is Australian and Papuan.

Here on the south coast in the dry savanna both the

flora and fauna strongly resemble that in near-by

North Australia, the fauna being more closely re-

lated to that than is the fauna of the rain forest of

the rest of the island. If New Guinea were not sep-

arated from Australia by the Torres Straits, it is

probable that this savanna belt would be included

in the Australian zoogeographic subregion, while the

rain forest in northeast Australia (on Cape York)

would be included in the Papuan subregion. As it is,

perhaps this would be the best way to consider it.

Until this collection was made, the natural history

of this part of the south coast was known only from

the work of d'Albertis, an Italian from Genoa, who
collected there about fifty years ago. Since then

only a few collections have been made near Merauke
in Dutch Territory farther west, but nothing further

had been done in this particular locality. These

lowlands seemed the most promising collecting field

for the last part of the expedition's stay in New
Guinea, and though the two months spent there were

all too short for a thorough exploration of the flora

and fauna, the results were considerable.

Much more evidence of the close affinity of South
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New Guinea with Australia was obtained. The ex-

pedition secured the first specimen with authentic

locahty of the Austrahan echidna, Tachyglossus

aculeata, spiny anteater or porcupine, as it is vari-

ously called. Birds were recorded such as the

button quail {Turnix maculosa), savanna parrot

(Aprosmidus erythropterus), ground dove {Geopelia

humeralis), happy family bird (Pomatorhinus

temporalis), white-naped honey-eater (Melithreptus

lunatus) and the strawberry finch {Neochina phaeton)

which have long been known to occur only in Austra-

lia and this dry belt of South New Guinea.

The expedition also collected for the first time in

New Guinea the wedge-tailed eagle {Ureoaetus

audax), cinnamon quail thrush {Cinclosoma cinna-

momea), noisy friar {Philemon corniculatus) and the

little friarbird {Philemon citreogularis) , all Australian

species. Along the coast was made the first record

of the Aiistralian silver gull {Larus novae hollandiae).

Besides these new records for New Guinea, this

collection extends the range of other New Guinea

forms which further study may prove to be new sub-

species. Much material that will be valuable for

future comparative study was also collected.

The botanical collections made by Mr. L. J.

Brass, botanist for the expedition, form the largest

and most important single collection of such ma-
terial so far made in British New Guinea. Mr. Brass

is an experienced collector, having prosecuted ex-

tensive field work in botany in Queensland, and

having made two previous botanical expeditions,

one to the Solomons, and one to Papua. The collec-

tions made in 1933-34 comprise about 2500 numbers,

with about 15,000 specimens. The material is

ample, with an extensive series of duplicates, is

beautifully prepared, and the specimens are sup-

plied with particularly ample field notes.

Mr. Brass made collections wherever it was

possible to do so in connection with the field work

of the expedition, some at low altitudes, some at

medium altitudes, and much at the higher altitudes

on the Albert-Edward Range. He gave particular

attention to those species characteristic of the

primary forests, as a result of which it is found

that the magnificent collection recently received is

particularly rich in New Guinea endemics. He did

not confine his field work to obtaining the most

obvious and the most easily secured material, but

collected an excellent series of those coarse species

often ignored by collectors, such as the palms and

pandans. While the bulk of the collection represents

the flowering plants, ferns, and fern allies character-

istic of the primary forests, the lower groups such

as the fungi, lichens, mosses, and hepatics were not

overlooked. The collection is peculiarly rich in

ferns and fern allies. High altitude species are

particularly well represented in all groups. The
collection is now under study, at the New York

Botanical Garden, and, when this task is com-

pleted, it will be found to contain a very large

number of new species. The published results based

on this collection will make a most valuable contribu-

tion to our knowledge of the particularly rich Papuan

flora.

Mr. Archbold is to be congratulated because of

the fact that he made his Papuan expedition one of

general biological interest by securing a vast amount

of material in groups outside of his own special

interest, mammalogy.

Man's Fight Against Disease

The public health exhibits of the American Mu-
seum have been completely rearranged in the new

Hall of Biology and Public Health, which was form-

erly one of the engine rooms of the Museum. Among
the new exhibits is a large physiographic map of the

New York City area, showing the struggle of the

City against water pollution. On this map the

incinerators and sewer screens are located and the

degree of pollution of the waters of the New York

City area are indicated. Many of the smaller groups,

showing the fight against sleeping sickness, typhus

fever, etc., have been provided with backgrounds

which make them much more interesting and sig-

nificant to the public. The largest of these groups

shows the methods of preventing rats from infesting

ships. Rats harbor fleas which may transmit the

plague germ. The story of man's fight against

disease and his methods of building up a strong and

healthy body are shown in this new hall.

Errata

Due to an unfortunate editorial error in the July-

August issue of Natural History, the unusually

handsome photographs that illustrated the article

on Chinese Turkestan were credited to the author,

James L. Clark. Some of these, it is true, were

taken by Doctor Clark, but most were taken by
Mr. William J. Morden, the organizer and leader of

the Morden-Clark Expedition, which crossed

Chinese Turkestan in 1926 on its way from India

to China.

In the July-August number of Natural History,

page 329, under the painting of a restoration of a

Mosasaur, the legend read: "By Charles R. Knight,

after Henry Fairfield Osborn." The painting was by

Charles R. Knight; it was based on a fossil skeleton

described by Professor Osborn.—W. K. G.

Library

On June 1, after thirty years of faithful and

enthusiastic service to the American Museum
Library, Miss Ida Richardson Hood, who was

assistant librarian from December 26, 1903, to

January 26, 1926, and curator of books and publica-

tions since that date, retired from her duties.
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Taking up her work at the Museum jast a few

months after the appointment of Dr. Ralph Win-
fred Tower to the position of curator of books and
pubHcations, she was privileged to share with him
in the interesting though stupendous task of building

up a library worthy of this rapidly growing and
increasingly important but still fairly young Mu-
seum. She was thus well equipped to take over the

reins when, through his premature death, in 1926,

Doctor Tower was forced to lay them down. The
Library, as well as the entire Museum staff, is

feeling the loss of her gracious and wise administra-

tion, but is rejoicing with her in her prospect of

new happiness and refreshing leisure.

In assuming the duties of acting curator of books
and publications, Miss Hazel Gay is endeavoring to

maintain the high ideals and standard of service

set by her predecessors.

Honors

On June 12, Lehigh L^niversity, awarded the

degree of Doctor of Science to Barnum Brown,
curator of fossil reptiles at the American Museum,
for his distinguished work in palaeontology.

A Birthday

A surprise luncheon by the members of the

Scientific and Administrative staff was tendered to

Dr. Frank M. Chapman, dean of the curators of the

American Museum, on the occasion of his seventieth

birthday. Appropriately, the setting was the Flying

Bird Hall of the Museum. During the luncheon a

birthday cake bearing lighted candles was borne to

the birthday table and placed before Doctor
Chapman amid the applause of the guests. Tributes

to Doctor Chapman's long years of devotion not

only to the American Museum but also to the study
of the bird life of the world were given by Witmer
Stone, Henry Fairfield Osborn, Roy Chapman

Andrews, and Robert Cushman Murphy, under

whose auspices the luncheon was arranged.

Recent American Museum Publications

During May and June the following Novitates and
Bulletin were published by the American Museum:

No. 716.

Xo. 717.

No. 718.

No.
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Collecting Insects in the Grand Canon

Curator Lutz and Mr. E. L. Bell of the American

Museum and two volunteer assistants spent the

summer in southwestern Colorado and northern

Arizona for the purpose of collecting and making

observations upon the very interesting insects of

that region. Their work took them to the very

bottom of the Grand Canon and to tree-line near

the tops of near-by mountains. There are few

regions in the United States where such a vertical

range exists in so short a horizontal distance.

With changes in altitude go corresponding changes

in fauna and flora so that within a few miles there

are to be found representatives of the life of our

continent from the Mexican plateau to the shores

of Hudson Bay. Probably less than half of the

insects living there have been recorded and many of

the species are "new to science" in the further

sense that they have never been described.

Beaked Whales

Two specimens representing two species of rare

beaked whales were cast up on Rockaway Beach,

Long Island, approximately twenty miles from the

American Museum of Natural History. The first

came ashore on December 22, 1933, and the second

about a mile farther west on the same beach on

January 14, 1934. Through the kindness of the

Rockaway police and other officials the Museum was

notified in each case and the specimens were guarded

until they could be sent for.

Now that the skeletons of the two animals have

been prepared, it is possible to identify them with

certainty. The first specimen is known technically

as Mesoplodon europaeus and measured fifteen feet,

four inches, in the flesh, a female, apparently adult.

The type and for a long time the only known speci-

men of this species was found floating on the surface

of the sea at the entrance to the English Channel.

It was taken in tow by a French ship and later

described and named by the French naturalist

Gervais in 1848. Dr. F. W. True of the United States

National Museum wrote a monograph of the beaked
whales of the family Ziphiidae, which was published

in 1910, in which he recorded two more specimens

of Mesoplodon europaeus, both taken on the New
Jersey coast, one at North Long Branch and the

other at Atlantic City. An examination of recent

literature has failed to show any new records. Thus
the specimen stranded on Rockaway Beach on
December 22, 1933, is the fourth known specimen

of its kind and the first to represent its species in the

collections of the American Museum.
The animal stranded at Edgemere on the Rocka-

way Beach on January 14, 1934, was sixteen feet

long and also proves to be rare. At first it was
tliought to be of the same species as the former, but
when the skull was prepared, it could be positively

identified as Mesoplodon mirum or True's beaked

whal(!. This is the fifth known specimen of tiie

species recorded to date. The only other American

record is the type specimen, which was captured at

Beaufort Harbor, North Carolina, in 1912. The
remaining three .specimens were all stranded on the;

coasts of the British Isles.—H. C. R.

More Sea Serpents

As an aftermath of the article "Sea Serpents" by

Dr. W. K. Gregory that appeared in the July-August

issue of Natural History, the following letter has

been received by the author just in time to include

it in this issue:

Dear Dr. Ghbgory:
Noting your article on "Sea Serpents" in the last number of

Natural History, I was reminded of an expeiience some years
ago which may interest you.
At one of Dr. Graham Bell's evening gatheiings at his home

in Washington, theie were present among others Doctor Dall of

the National Museum, Admiral Peary, and Edward S. Morse of
the Essex Museum. The subject of sea serpents came up and
various persons gave their idea as to what they might be.

Peary, I remembered, thought that birds flying close to the
water might easily be mistaken for a sea serpent, and claimed
to have seen what afterwaid proved to be a flock of birds which
when first observed looked like a continuous snakelike body.

Professor Moise was the only one in the group who claimed
to have seen a sea sei pent. He was on a small boat in the China
Sea when word was bi ought to him that a sea serpent was fol-

lowing the boat. Rushing on deck, he was astonished to see a
cieature trailing the ship which, as he said, agreed perfectly
with his idea of a sea serpent. There was a huge head with
straight horns on each side and about twenty or thirty feet

of a lound body, brown in color, showing above the water.
Naturally he was much excited, and insisted that an effort be
made to catch the monster. The Captain and crew were not
nearly so anxious, but Morse insisted hfi must at least get a
drop of the blood from the animal. Finally with the aid of

grappling irons and pulleys, the serpent was brought up on
deck, where it proved to be a log with roots attached which if

they had been specially carved could not have made a better
head for a sea serpent.

Doctor Dall had what to me seemed one of the best explana-
tions of some of the reports on sea serpents. He pointed out
that whales when haipooned often spewed up the content of

their stomach, and in this way he had seen the tentacle disks
of the giant squid twice the size of any that had ever been
recoided for a live squid. He believed that if the tentacle was
as much longer as the disk was larger, that such a thing waving
about on the surface of the water would provide an ideal sea
serpent.

I am.
Yours very truly,

George T. Moore, Director.

Missouri Botanical Garden, St. Louis.

Blind Fishes

A note in the July-August issue of N.\tural

History concerning specimens of blind fishes

presented to the American Museum by Van Campen
Heilner stated that these fishes were the first to be

collected near Alacranes, Cuba. It is now brought to

light that about twenty years ago Prof. Thomas
Barbour of the Zoological Museum in Cambridge,

Massachusetts, with Mr. W. S. Brooks collected a

series of blind fishes from this same locality. Some

time previous to this, Prof. C. H. Eigenmann re-

ported good collecting of blind fishes near Alacranes.

Anthropologists Meet in London

Professors William K. Gregory and George E.

Brewer were official representatives of the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History at the International

Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological

Sciences, held in London from July 30 to August 4.

Professor Gregory' read two papers before the Con-

gress at the invitation of the Anthropological Section.
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Recent Publications For

Those Interested in Nature

Attending Marvels: A Patagonian Journal. By George
Gayloid Simpson. The Macniilkui Company, New Yoik.
1931. xi)i-29.5 pps., 10 illustrations.

T^HIS is only the modest narrative of a fossil

hunter's expeditions into a land no more barren

or terrifying perhaps than many others where fossil

mammals are to be found. Yet it is the kind of book

from which a reviewer longs to make frequent and

liberal quotations. Other North American palaeon-

tologists have invaded Patagonia, have come back

laden with fossils and eventually have published

their journals in narrative form. To plough through

the longest of these works is a task for only the most

determined reader. Attending Marveh, on the

contrarj-, sweeps us along on its own current; in

the end we are ready to go even further than other

reviewcs, who have compared it favorably with

Hudson's classic books on the Patagonia of Victorian

times. What a panorama of past and present ages

the author reveals to us; and what muddle-headed,

tragi-comic specimens of Homo sapiens strut

through his pages!

Not the least value of this book is that it will

supplement the author's technical descriptions, in

the scientific publications of the American Museum,

of his priceless Patagonian fossils, which ever since

the book was written are opening up new vistas of

the evolution of these strange South American

beasts. Scientists, in spite of comic tradition, are

people, and the author's vivid but evidently effec-

tive descriptions of the geological history and

present appearance of the country will be just as

refreshing to students of geology and palaeontology

as they are to non-professional readers. Students of

race mixture and of the way that social and lin-

guistic barriers react upon their owners in a strange

land will find much to interest them in the accounts

of the Dutch and Welsh settlers in Patagonia.

Naturalists will appreciate the many first-hand ob-

servations on the behavior of armadillos, guanacos,

native ostriches, and other creatures. But we resist

again the strong temptation to begin quoting. The
reader will enjoy it better for himself.—W. K. G.

The Behavior of Animals. By E. S. Russell. Edward
Arnold and Co., London. 184 pages, 6 plates and 20
figures.

'

I

'HPj behavior of animals may be dissected in the

laboratory into its various components. Some
of these are called tropisms, others reflexes of a

simple or more complex type. The laboratory

analysis may reveal the mechanism of response but

it will fail to shed light on the significance of the

behavior. Thus in the laboratory one animal may

be positively heliotropic, moving in a stereotyped

manner toward light, and another spgcies negatively

heliotropic, moving away from it in the .same

forced way. A glimpse of the home life of these

species will frequently reveal that the first lives in

such a habitat that the easiest route of escape is

toward the light and the other away from it. The
significance of the laboratory experiment is merely

that both animals under strained conditions are

attempting to escape.

Professor Russell, in a series of lectures at Uni-

versity College, London, in 1933. made a plea for the

study of animal behavior in its natural setting. The
little book under review is an elaboration of these

lectures. Such problems as insight and the percep-

tion pattern or Gestalt are considered from the stand-

point of both the human and animal mind. Percep-

tion in even the lowest animal is something different

from the physiological stimulation of the sense organs

involved. The animal responds to the perception of

the object in relation to its own needs. In other

words there is a goal to behavior even when the

animal has no knowledge of this goal.

In developing this thesis Professor Russell has

drawn his illustrations from manj^ different groups

of animals. He has taken such homely examples as

the dog who never listens to the radio but responds

immediately to the bark of another dog because the

"points of attention in her auditory world are few

and specialized and are limited to such as are of

'dog interest.'" He also makes frequent reference

to invertebrates, such as the limpet which, although

blind, makes a practice of returning regularly to the

same "home," a scar on the face of some rock.

These many types of animals have this in common
that they select "from the possible perceptual

environment only tho.se features which are significant

in relation to their manner of life, and ignore the

rest. In this sense each animal makes its own world

of perception."

Professor Russell's book should prove of the great-

est interest to the naturalist, for, while not under-

valuing the work of the physiologist and the psy-

chologist, he has emphasized the importance of

recording fully and accurately the normal day-to-

day activities of animals. It is only through a

knowledge of these details that the significance of

any one part of this behavior can be fully under-

stood. Old-fashioned natural history if accurately

and fully pursued takes its place with the more exact

sciences which have the advantage of precise methods

and adequate control.—G. K. N.
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Rebel Destiny. Hy Melville J. and Frances S. Herskovit.s.
New York. Whittlesey House, McGraw Hill Hook
Company, 1934. pp. xvii, 366. 15 illustrations.

"D EBEL destiny is a unique contribution to the

literature of the forest and its primitive in-

habitants. Written with a sensitivity and verve

that is seldom found combined with scientific sophis-

tication and accuracy, it gladdens the reader with its

manner and convinces with its matter.

It is the story of Dr. and Mrs. Herskovits' trip

up the Suriname River into the interior of Dutch
Guiana, into the country of the Bush Negroes, the

descendants of African slaves who freed themselves

from their white masters during the first generation

of their enslavement. Before they had lost the

manner of life of their African home, they were able

to reestablish it again in the South American jungle.

From their stronghold they inspired respect and
fear in their former masters. Arrogant, certain of the

validity of their own customs and their own pride,

they have maintained a coherent culture in this

remote spot to which their ancestors were so brutally

and fortuitously brought. While the white man
invaded Africa with the products of machine civili-

zation and the teachings of missionaries, the Bush
Negroes remained free of such alien influences. As a

result their customs are of very great importance to

the student of African ethnology. But Rebel

Destiny is not an ethnological monograph; the

routine statement of the minutise of the culture is

reserved for soberer volumes. In this book we have

instead the record of the way in which this culture

impinged upon the senses and the understanding of

two people who were privileged to see it vividly.

—Margaret Mead.

Traders to the Navajos, By Frances Gillmore and Louisa
Wade Wetherill. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston
and New York, 1934. 256 pp. illus. bibliography.

'

I
'HE Indian trader was usually the first white man
to form intimate contacts with Indian life. At

first these traders went out alone, taking Indian

wives, usually daughters of chiefs. Later on came
traders with their own families, among them the

Wetherills. The present volume is a series of

sketches, biographical and appreciative, of John and
Louisa Wetherill, long resident in the heart of the

Navajo country. To one who has traveled in that

country the book will be more than interesting.

Members of the American Museum will note brief

accounts of well known American Museum achieve-

ments, as the earty Hyde exploration work and
the expeditions of Charles L. Bernheimer, long a

friend of the Wetherills. There is a definite, authen-

tic statement of how ,John Wetherill discovered the

great cliff ruins of Mesa Verde and made them
known to the world. There is also what seems to be

a true account of the discovery of Rainbow Bridge;

although Indians were the first to see it, it was
John Wetherill who claims the honor of being the

first white man to stand under its arch. Yet these

historical matters are incidental, the main treatment

having to do with the experiences of Mrs. Wetherill

as helper and advisor to her Indian friends, and her

efforts to learn more of the Navajo point of view.

The reader is carried from one incident to another

before his interest lags, and though all are but

glimpses of otherwise long narratives, yet in the end

the reader will have a feeling for Navajo life and
readily understand why so manj^ people are fasci-

nated by that country.

—

Clark Wissler.

The Jangle in Sunlight and Shadow. By F. W. Cham-
pion M.A., F.Z.S. Published by Chas. Scribners Sons.
1934. With 96 pp. of plates.

A GAIN, like his previous book. With Camera in

Tigerland, Champion's latest narrative, The
Jungle in Sunlight and Shadow, comes through the

sultry haze of publications like a breath of fresh air

to greet the nature lover and the layman, too, with

its true and sympathetic lines and superb pictures

of the wild life of the Indian jungles.

Champion's long experience as Forest Officer in

the Indian Service has given him exceptional oppor-

tunity to follow his love of wild animal photography,

and this book is a dramatic and colorful record of the

thrills and dangers and pleasures that attend his

favorite and fascinating sport. Reading it, one

cannot help but feel the author's deep love and
sympathy for all wild life, for he sees them not as

" beasts," to be killed by blood-lusty sportsmen, but

as beautiful creatures in nature's garden, to be saved

as part of nature's great picture, to be observed and
studied for the better understanding they can give

us of life upon earth
—"hunted," not to be killed,

but photographed as they really are, pitting one's

own wits against their supercunning, entering their

very sanctuary and getting their portraits before

they even sense suspicion.

How well I can appreciate Champion's great

pleasures, his bitter disappointments, his patience

and his trying hours of labor to accomplish what he

has, for I, at different times, in company with two
of his own countrymen, A. Radclyffe Dugmore and
Cherry Kearton, have done this very work in Africa,

sitting out on half a hundred nights, doggedly wait-

ing for some denizen of the wild to come within

range of our bait and camera.

I know the disappointment of failure night after

night and the discomforts of long waits and of the

many, many little things that can cause defeat.

And so it is that I cannot too highly praise Cham-
pion's reallj' great achievements in wild animal

photography.

Exquisitely superb are all his photographs, with

definition, composition, and true natural history

—

not fierce or frightened to death (as some think they

should be), but quite peaceful animals, just as j^ou

really find them. Yet you almost shudder when you

turn to the pages of the tiger portraits and see tho.se

glassy eyes peering at you.
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This book is a real contribution to science, not

only for these marvelous pictures, but also for its

very instructive and well written text. How little

we know of the life history of even our commoner

wild animals! There is a vast store of knowledge to

be gained, but it can never be gained with the gun,

for the "student" with a gun usually kills first and

wonders about the animal's habits afterward, when

it is all too late.

All too soon our wild animals will be destroyed

forever, and when that time comes, V^ooks like Cham-
pion's will live in their stead.

—

James L. Clark.

Creation's Doom. By Desiderius Papp. D. .\ppleton-Century
Company, New York, 19-34.

LIERE is a prophecy on a grand scale. Nothing

le.ss than the solar system from its fiery begin-

nings to its final conflagration. Dr. Papp with

strokes adjusted to the magnitude of his subject

paints a panorama of the past and the future of the

earth. By projecting the trends of the past into the

future and by analogy with recurrent earthly and

celestial events he confidently adumbrates the path

that man will travel and, after man, his successors.

As a prophet I definitely belong with the minor

ones, compared with Dr. Papp. He predicts a future

man somewhat inconsistent in his physical traits,

wholly appalling to our esthetics and perhaps worthy

of a new zoological rating. This future creature will

be completely bald, with an enormous head, a re-

treating, toothless jaw. Moreover, he will lack

external cartilagenous ears, his foot will be reduced

to four toes and his digestive apparatus will be re-

duced and adjusted to concentrated food in pill

form. But more than this, homo futurus will have

new senses and powers. He will have the ability

to sense spontaneously the chemical nature of things,

by means of spectroscopic powers to analyse various

substances, and he will be able to send and receive

radio messages via his brain. This miraculous super-

man will produce babies in the laboratory and when
life becomes dull he will be able to suspend his life

to some future epoch. Commensurate with these

new organic developments, his control of nature will

be equally superior to our own.

But man, if the creature described above may be

so called, will not continue forever. His minute in

the cosmic clock will soon end and the insect world

will replace him, particularly the termites and the

ants. This dynastic succession will occur when the

sun has become much cooler than it is at present.

Since the sun is the origin of life and upon its phas-

es depend the character of the living organisms on

the earth. Dr. Papp foresees with the gradual ex-

tinction of the sun a corresponding change on

earth until the last representatives of life are

gigantic imicellular organisms feebly surviving on

the arctic earth.

Although the constant dangers threatening the

earth are vividly portrayed. Dr. Papp reassures us

that the sun and earth will go on for countless years

and die a natural death before it is finally consumed
in the destructive fire.

Dr. Papp's reliance on certain guideposts will

perhaps weaken the trust of some in his infallibility,

but his wide range and his journalistic style will be a

recommendation to those repelled by more orthodox

scientific writing.

—

Harry L. Shapiro.

Vanishing Wilderness. By Francesca R. LaMonte and
Micaela H. Welch. 340 pages. New York, Liveright, 1934.

V\7lTH sympathetic understanding and scientific

accuracy, the authors of this beautifully writ-

ten book tell the life stories of nineteen wild animals

whose home is the fast vanishing wilderness. Each
of the chapters deals with a different animal, rang-

ing from our own American bison to the elusive

okapi of Africa. Written in rich, simple style, with

frequent touches of humor, the book is well suited

to children of ten years or more, but no animal lover

of any age should miss these delightful accounts of

creatures that are becoming increasingly rare. A
feeling of shame creeps over the reader as he realizes

that, in most cases, man is solely responsible for the

extermination of these splendid and defenseless

inhabitants of the wild. The Junior Literary Guild

did well to choose Vanishing Wilderness for its

July book, and by so doing has placed both science

and the cause of conservation in its debt. A short

foreword by Dr. James L. Clark, vice-director in

charge of preparation and exhibition, at the Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, introduces the

book. The format is pleasing, with a gay, orange

cover and excellent paper and print. Two color

plates and numerous pen and ink drawings by Cap-

tain Vladimir Perfilieff illustrate the next.

The book is full of human interest, the authors

emphasizing throughout the importance of animals

to man from earliest times. Wild creatures from

every part of the world move across a background

richly woven of historical and geographical incident,

and of legend and folklore. Here we find answers

to familiar questions too often ignored by the scien-

tist, and many fascinating details about the private

lives of animals from babyhood to old age. We
learn how the animals got their names, where baby

animals are born and how their mothers care for

them, what they eat, how they play, how long it

takes them to grow up, and how old thev are when

they die.

We see our own magnificent bison when "sixty

million of them packed the plains." We follow the

"wobbly-legged, scrawny baby" from the time

when he ambles into the herd under his mother's

protection, to the proud day some ten years later

when he wins the place of "boss" of the herd. We
grieve with him in his pathetic defeat by a stronger

bull when he finally has to yield his leadership and
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withdraw to the outer fringe of the herd to live his

remaining years in loncUness. We learn how the

giraffe came by its name and how it was long re-

garded by kings as a curiosity and a treasure. We
watch a band of these fantastic animals nmnine

across the plains of Africa, " rocking their long necks

in rhythmic balance," or find them standing ud.

asleep, with their heads among the tree tops. We
sympathize with their difficulties in getting a

drink—twenty minutes of straddling their long leg-

of contortions and manoeuvres before they can get

their mouths down to the water. We laugh to see

the sleek little otters at play, coasting belly-whopper

down hill and shooting into the water at the bottom.

We read with mixed feelings of the spankings and

caresses that the mother elephant administers to her

baby with her trunk. We delight in the playfulness

of the lioness as she rolls with her cubs, and admire

the fine courage of her mate as he takes his last stand

in the center of a band of Masai spearmen. The
story of the unbelievable duck-billed platypus reads

like a fairy tale.

The book closes with a delightful chapter on the

shy and mysterious okapi, colored like chocolate

candy, with white markings. So far as is known, no

white man has ever seen him alive in his forest home.

Perhaps some young reader of this inspiring book
will one day be the first white man to see the okapi

living in its remote African home.
—Hazel L. Muller.

A Field Guide to the Birds, giving field marks of all speciea
found in eastern North America; by Roger Tory Peterson.
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1934.

'

I
'HIS little volume, of convenient size to be carried

afield in the pocket, is surely destined to find its

way into the hands of everyone in eastern North
America who desires to become more familiar with

the birds in their native haunts. A vast amount of

information about the essentials of field identifica-

tion is here collected and put into usable form.

Characteristics which are of no use in the field

are kept out of the discussions, and emphasis is

placed on those which may be most readily detected

under varying conditions of light and distance.

Thus the pattern and chiaroscuro of the bird's plum-

age are frequently of greater importance than the

actual colors of which the light and dark areas may
be composed. The haw^k against the sky, or a line

of ducks far out on the water, may show little

color, but there may be certain bold marks which,

if they can be seen, will tell the several species

clearly. The outline of the bird in flight (where this

is diagnostic), the shape of the outspread tail, the

pointedness of the wing, the curvature of the bill or

its angle of meeting the forehead,—these are often

the characters on which the observer must depend
for his identification of his subject, and they are well

recorded in the monochrome drawings which illus-

trate a portion of Mr. Peterson's book. In the

case of many of the smaller birds of woods and open

country, color is an essential detail, and colored

plates are given where black-and-white would be

inadequate. The particular patch or bar, or un-

marked area which may have .special importance

in distinguishing a bird from another somewhat

similarly plumaged species, is pointed out on the

plate to show the observer what should be discerned

to make recognition certain.

The text contains brief diagnoses of the various

species with attention given to the special recogni-

tion marks, the possible sources of confusion, the

characteristic mannerisms, and, sometimes, the

peculiarities of song. Females, young, and fall or

winter adults are discussed, when notably distinct,

and compared with adult breeding males, even when
no illustration is given of these additional plumages.

It is my opinion that the book would have been

improved by having some scheme of reference be-

tween the text and the plates, for these are not

always immediately adjacent. With an active

subject in the bush, an observer may be unable to

spare much time for hunting through the pages to

get both discussion and figure in his mind's eye

before the bird eludes him. The answer to this, at

present, is to use the book frequently enough to

learn the position of the respective items.

In the arrangement of the text, the species are

taken up in the order of their systematic classifica-

tion, which is fair enough and is an aid to the begin-

ner in learning the relationships of birds. On the

plates this order is broken and a certain arrangement

by resemblance is followed, largely within the respec-

tive families. This, again, is quite satisfactory after

the student has learned to tell a vireo from a fly-

catcher, or a kinglet from a wood warbler. If this

stage of ornithological development has not been

reached, there may be some difficulty experienced

in finding the correct place in the book to begin the

search. Doctor Chapman's familiar and historic

Color Key to North American Birds, the precursor

and foundation of works like the present one, occu-

pies a niche in this field from which it has not yet

been displaced, though its drawings are not the

finished ones of Mr. Peterson's volume. There is

much merit in a system whereby all the North

American birds of confusingly similar coloration are

placed together on the page for easy comparison of

size and pattern.

None the less, A Field Guide to the Birds marks a

distinct advance in works of its kind. Information of

the sort which it presents is cumulative, and many
years of practical experience have gone into its

construction. The names of the various workers

who checked the author's manuscript before its

publication are assurance of the care which has been

taken to make the book as accurate and up-to-date

as possible.—J. T. Z.
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The Bashford Dean Collection of Arms and Armor in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Jntioductinn and Bio-
graphical (Outline by fail Otto v. Kienbusch, Former
President of the Arms and Armor Club. Catalogue by
.Stephen \'. Grancsay, Curator of Arms and Armor, The
Metropolitan Museum of Art. Published by the South-
worth Press, Portland, Maine, 1933.

Th ARLY in his boyhood, the late Di'. Ba.shford

Dean showed a marked predilection for at least

two widely different fields in which to collect and

study specimens: natural history (especially of

fishes), and mediaeval arms and armor. His work

in both these fields continued until his untimely

death.

He left a large collection of drawings of the

embryos of certain archaic fishes. These are being

incorporated in articles by various specialists and
published in parts comprising The Bashford Dean
Memorial Volume—Archaic Fishes under the editor-

ship of the present writer. Five articles have already

appeared. The first of these is a memorial by his

former student, Dr. W. K. Gregory, in which Doctor

Dean's life and zoological work are analyzed by
subjects and epochs. A bibliography containing

315 titles comprises a full list of Doctor Dean's

publications.

The memorial volume now under consideration

has to do with the field of Doctor Dean's other

major interest—that of collector and student of,

and authority on mediaeval arms and armor.

Doctor Dean had been honorary curator of arms
and armor in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

several years before he resigned his curatorship of

fishes in the American Museum in 1912. In 1914 he

was made curator in the Metropolitan Maseum, a

position which he held until 1927, when he resigned

and was made a trustee.

Coctor Dean's work in this field resulted in making
the arms and armor collection of the Metropolitan

Museum the greatest in America and one of the four

greatest in the wor d. Before his connection with

the Art Museum, he had been engaged practically

all his life in making an extensive private collection

of arms and armor. After he became curator, by a

special understanding with the trustees, the rule

orbidding curators to deal in art objects was sus-

pended in his case since it was understood that a

large part of his collection would eventually come
to the Metropolitan.

The year following liis resignation from the staff

of the Metropolitan Museum was spent in adding to

his home in Riverdale a great Gothic hall in which
properly to mount and display his own collection of

arms and armor. By the irony of fate, death over-

took him just when the armor was being arranged.

By Doctor Dean's will one-fourth of his collection

was given to the Metropolitan Museum. In addi-

tion, Mrs. Dean and Miss Harriet Martine Dean
presented to tlie Museum many pieces of armor.

Others were purchased and presented to the Mu-
seum by his friends. The whole constitutes the

Bashford Dean Collection f)f Arms and Armor, the

greater part of which is catalogued in this memorial

volume. Most of this armor is displayed in a special

room in the Metropolitan Museum.
The quarto volume under consideration consti-

tutues a memorial to Doctor Dean from the Arms
and Armor Club of New York City. The first 48

pages are taken up with an account of Doctor Dean's

work in biological science, in the service of the

Government during the World War, and in the

collection and study of mediaeval arms and armor.

This part of the volume is from the pen of Carl

Otto V. Kienbusch, former president of the Ai ms and

Armor Club. Included is a bibliography of 135

titles of his publications concerning arms and armor.

The main portion of the volume (230 pp.) is a

scholarly catalogue of the 197 pieces of the Bash-

ford Dean Collection now on exhibition in the

Metropolitan Museum of Art. These priceless

objects comprise such notable pieces as the helmets

and elements of armor which came from the citadels

of Chalcis and Rhodes and which are reminiscent of

the Christian Wars in the East. There are no less

than six harnesses of the Fifteenth Century, the

best period from the viewpoint of form. Among the

nine enriched harnesses of the Sixteenth Century,

are included those of Philip II of Spain and of Duke
Johann Wilhelm of Saxe-Weimar. Showing the

mutual influence of costume and armor are elements

of a puffed and slashed armor and a doublet and

trunk-hose. Of outstanding merit as works of art

are seven guns, with inlaid stocks, and one with a

stock of sculptured ivory, bearing the heraldic arms

of Philip of Croy; a sword made by the blade-

smith of Cesare Borgia; and a helmet with a cock's

crest, plumage and wattles skillfully represented,

which was made by the court armorer, Jorg Seusen-

hofer of Innsbruck.

The careful descriptions of these 197 objects are

supplemented by notes, comparisons, provenance^,

and bibliographies. They are illustrated by 63

quarto plates, 8 in line drawing and 55 (plus the

frontispiece showing the Armor Hall at Riverdale)

in collotype. The fine quality of these illustrations

makes the volume itself a work of art. This cata-

logue is the work of Stephen V. Grancsay, Doctor

Dean's favorite pupil, devoted assistant, and able

successor. It deals with matters outside the present

writer's field. However, even to an inexperienced

eye, it is plain that Mr. Grancsay has put into these

descriptions such a profound knowledge of the

objects listed as will make this catalogue of the

Dean Collection in the Metropolitan Museum one

which will long rank among the outstanding

memorials of its kind.

It is not often th:it a man succeeds so greatly in

two such widely different fields and after death has

erected for him two such monuments as The Bash-

ford Dean Memorial Volume—Archaic Fishes and

The Bashford Dean Collection of Arm,s and Arinor—
Biographical Outline and Catalogue.—E. W. Gudger.
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Left:—A native fam-

ily near Manila. The
carabao, or water buf'

falo, is an important

beast of burden to the

rural natives

''^rit,>^^'

Ewtn-i GaUmi-ii/

Right:—A Bagabo Moro. A
large part of the most dramat-

ic of Philippine history could

be written about the Moros.
Following the introduction of

Mohammedanism among
them they became fiercely

warlike, and from their bases

in the southern portion of the

archipelago made frequent

raids upon other portions of

the islands, more or less in

the manner of the old Norse
sea rovers of northern Europe

Left:—People of the terraced

rice fields. The Igorotes have
created a marvelous system
of rice fields on the steep hill

sides of the valleys they in-

habit in Luzon

Ewiiig \OitUinvn>j
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Above:—Rice is an important Philippine

crop, and the carabao is an idsal work
animal for use in the paddy fields

Eu'inu Galloway

Right.-Philippine women are

shown here winnowing grain

by the simple expedient of

pouring it from baskets,
while the wind blows the

chaff away

Below:—Terraced rice fields near Baguio.

These wonderfully constructed rice ter-

races offer real engineering difficulties,

yet the Igorotes have carried this work
on for many years

Pill). Photo Service
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Above:—A primitive sugar

mill. Sugar has come to be

one of the principal products

of the islands—a fact that

may present complications

when independence is finally

a reality, for at present Phil-

ippine sugar reaches the

American market with a

marked tariff advantage over

the same product from cer'

tain other countries, and with
independence this advantage

will undoubtedly be lost

Coconuts are raised in large

quantities in the Philippines,

and, as shown in this view,

are often transported by
being made into rafts which
are floated down the streams

from the interior. Great dis-

tances must sometimes be

covered, for the archipelago

is more than one thousand

miles in length, and while

many of the islands are small,

some approach or surpass the

size of Ireland

Puh. Photo Service
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or just the pure love of adventure might

cause the men of one village to go out on a

raid. If successful, they brought the heads

of the slain back to their town, where a

great celebration was staged. There they

sang the praises of the victors, and the

youths were fired with the desire to show

their prowess in battle. But the defeated

\'illage held a debt of blood against the win-

ners, and at a favorable time sought to col-

lect as many heads as they had lost. Thus

feuds were built up which lasted through

generations and prevented the growth of

anything like tribal unity.

The Coming of the Moros

Despite these savage customs the people

were advanced in many ways. They built

substantial houses raised high above the

ground on piles; they practiced a varied

agriculture; they had dogs, chickens, pigs,

and carabao. Their women had learned to

weave and, while their ordinary garments

were scanty, they had jackets for special

occasions and blankets to wear about their

shoulders. Somewhere in their travels they

had learned the art of working iron with a

forge, and in their smithies they made highly

tempered head axes and knives. They had

no written language, but a rich body of lore

was chanted by their bards. Year by year

these invaders came in greater numbers un-

til the pressure of population carried them

to all parts of the archipelago, and in their

advance they dro^T the pygmies to the in-

accessible fastnesses of the mountains or

exterminated them.

Then came the Moro. About the year

1400 Arabian traders and missionaries first

reached the southern Philippines. They had

previously converted many of the Malayan

islands of the south to Mohammedanism
and, when they reached the Phillipi)ines,

they were no less successful. 1'heir con-

quest was a peaceful one, tiiough thei(>

can be no doubt that the fact they possesscnl

firearms, hitherto unknown in this part of

the island world, helped them to gain an

easy ascendency. The new teachers es-

tablished themselves as rulers, and under

their peaceful sway many warring villages

were united.

Their conversion to Mohammedanism
and the admixture of Arabian blood into

the ruling class seemed to put iron into the

blood of the converts. They became the

Norsemen of the Orient. Trade was opened

up between different islands and even with

Borneo and Java, while their pirate fleets

scoured the Sulu seas and made their name
a terror. For purposes of convenience and

protection they built compact villages far

out over the water and these larger units

made them a much more effective fighting

force. In addition to their organization

and fanatical bravery, they came into pos-

session of firearms, and soon they were not

only carrying on raids by sea but even the

wild tribes o the southern islands paid

them occasional tribute of loot and slaves.

Sometimes they met their masters in the

defending tribes and whole parties were cut

to pieces, but this only added desire for

revenge to the other incentives for battle.

It seems certain that, had the arrival of the

Spaniards been delayed one or two centuries,

the adherents of Mohammed would have

spread to every part of the Philippines. As

it was, their outposts and settlements had

reached Manila Bay when the white men
first saw the Islands. Long after the Span-

iards were established in Manila, they had

to wage unceasing warfare with these fan-

atical pirates. With favorable winds their

fleets would speed northward, leaving a

trail of desolation in their wake. To guard

against these raids, forts and watchtowers

were erected at points of vantage, and these

still stand as mute testimony to the prowess

of the Moro warriors.

The discovery of the Philippines by

Magellan checked the advance of the Mo-
hammedans and led to the establishment

of Spanish rule in these distant lands. It

likewise led to the introduction of Christian-

ity and thus set the stage in the Orient for

a struggle between the adherents of these

two great faiths—a struggle which today



A Native

House

Architecture in the Philippines runs the whole gamut

from the extreme crudity of the Negrito's huts to the

last word in modern construction, yet such thatched

houses as the one shown above are probably more

typical than almost any others
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Above:—The oldest fort

in the Philippines—Fort

San Pedro—erected by the

Spaniards and used by
them during their three-

and-a-half century occu-

pation of the Islands. It

is located at Cebu

Left :
— The Philippines

were discovered by Ma-
gellan in 1521 during his

famous first circumnaviga-

tion of the earth. It was
to the Island of Cebu that

he first came. He was
killed on the neighboring

island of Mactan. This

pavilion, in Cebu, marks

the spot where the Span-

iards first celebrated Mass
in the Philippines

Photo.. John T. Zimmir
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Above:—The oldest street

in the Philippines—Calle

Colon, in Cebu. This

first permanent European
settlement in the Philip-

pines was founded by
Miguel Lopez de Legazpi,

in 1565

Right:—An old Spanish

watch tower. Many of

these structures are still

to be found in the Philip-

pines, dating from the

time when marauding
Moros were a constant

source of danger. As a

protection against these

piratical invaders such
towers long played an im-

portant part

Photo., John T. Zimmer
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offers one of the chief threats to the new

PhiUppine nation.

Spain

The story of the next 350 years is one

of absorbing interest, but we have space

to note only a few of the events which lead

up to the situation of today. Under the

leadership of a nobleman named Legaspi

the Spanish in 1565 began the task of ex-

ploration and pacification. Except for the

Moro country, the conquests of the coast

proceeded rapidly, sometimes by force,

sometimes by peaceful means, but always

aided by the industry and enthusiasm of the

friars. These teachers established them-

selves in the various communities as fast

as they accepted the rule of Spain. They

found no great rulers; instead there were

many petty chiefs, each fearful of the other

and glad to accept the protection which the

friars could give them. It is doubtful if

history records another conquest of such

magnitude with so little loss of blood.

We have already seen something of the

people with whom these newcomers had

to deal. Only a little advanced beyond the

savage state, continuously at war with one

another; some were slave holders; others

men who decorated their homes with the

skulls of their enemies; people whose gods

demanded human sacrifice, yet despite all

this men and women of great potential

ability.

In the lowlands they were induced to es-

tablish theii- towns near the churches. Roads

were built, courts established, but, above

all, the people were taught the elements of

t'lie new religion. With Spanish rule came

trade; European articles of dress and fur-

niture began to appear, and many dwellings

wore built in Spanish style. In Manila and

the larger cities the leading natives sought

to copy the ruling class, and they in turn

were imitated in the provinces.

With trade relations established, Chinese

merchants entered the Philippines in great

numbers. They occupied one large section

of the capital citv, and in every settled vil-

lage they opened stores. Usually they came

without their families and quickly began

to intermarry with the natives. Thus there

sprung up the large mestizo or mixed blood

group which today forms an important

element in the population.

In the south the Moro still held sway and

often made raids on the Christians. Back

in the hills the pagan tribes continued their

old life and customs, but generation by

generation the settlements along the bord-

ers was absorbed by the civilized peoples,

until in some islands the pagan element

completely vanished.

Then came the decline and eventual down-

fall of Spanish rule. Land difficulties, cor-

ruption, intolerance, and the continued ex-

clusion of the natives from participation in

the Government, all played a part in the

growing discontent which finally culmin-

ated in a series of outbreaks.

The UisriTED States

In 1898 a particularly threatening rebel-

lion was under way when America declared

war on Spain and Dewey's fleet entered

Manila Bay. The events which followed

form a little known chapter in American

history. For three years our troops were en-

gaged in stamping out insurrection. The

country, already impoverished by the strug-

gle against Spain, was further devastated.

Public buildings were occupied by troops;

bridges, railways, and telegraph lines were

destroyed. People were called from all pro-

ductive labor to fight the new invaders.

At the end of the struggle the islands were

prostrate but the spirit of the people was

unbroken.

America made great promises. She de-

clared she would give independence to the

Filipinos as soon as they showed themselves

capable of maintaining a stable government.

She promised education, native participa-

tion in government, freedom of press and

religion, and development of communica-

tions. Most of these promises have been

fulfilled. Now the day of liberation s at

hand.
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In tho preceding pages we have followed

the racial and cultural movements into the

islands. What of the present situation?

Changes That Have Come

In the mountains of Luzon, in the inten<jr

of Mindanao, in Palawan and to a lesser ex-

tent in other islands, the pagan tribes are

still to be found. They probably number
less than a million individuals, yet they

dominate large areas. However, they are

no longer the "wild men" first encountered

by the Spanish and Americans. Head-

hunting has practically vanished and inter-

tribal warfare has ceased. Under American

rule roads and trails have penetrated the

most remote regions and with them have

come profound changes.

A few months ago the writer had occasion

to revisit a district which twenty-five years

ago was typically pagan. In those days

ordinary dress of the man was a clout and

a belt from which hung a bush knife or head

axe. When groups went on the trail, they

carried spears to be used in case of attack.

Tlie women, when at work, wore only a

wrap-around homespun skirt. Strings of

beads held their long hair in place, while

strand upon strand of colored beads covered

their arms.

T'he houses, raised high on piles, had few

of the furnishings found on the coast ; there

were no beds, chairs, tables, or lamps. No
stores or market places were to be found in

their villages, and schools and churches had

not yet penetrated far inland. Spirit houses

appeared at various parts of the towns and

around these the people carried on elaborate

ceremonies for the spirits who guarded their

destinies.

On special occasions they went in parties

to the market in some Christianized town,

but their stay was brief, and they showed

no confidence in their civilized kinsmen.

Often when asked why they did not do cer-

tain things, they would shrug their should-

ers and say, "It would make us look like

Christians."

Now a hard road has penetrated a part of

that region and passenger-carrying trucks

go daily to and from Manila. The villages

on the road are no longer isolated. Traders

come and go to an open market in the cen-

ter of the town. A little store furnishes

canned goods, coal oil and cheap cloth.

Near by is the public school and church.

One searches to find even a single spirit

house, and inquiry soon discloses that the

old ceremonies are almost a thing of the

past. The dress and house furnishings are

those of the coast, and the men now talk

politics, gold mines, or the depression, rather

than head-hunting.

The Passixg of the "Wild Men"

Even where contacts have been less \io-

lent great changes have taken place and the

"wild men" are being rapidly merged into

the Filipino population. Like all people in

transition they have paid a price for their

new toys. The elders have seen the old

standards abandoned, they have seen the

young people forsake the ceremonies and

ridicule the sacred places. They have seen

cock-fighting and gambling deprive their

families of their lands; they have seen the

old moral code shattered. To them the pass-

ing of the old order is a catastrophe. There

can be no doubt but that the old life has

been completely disorganized and with it

the lives of many individuals who have

been brought up during the period of change.

But the children of today are being raised as

Filipinos and they and their children will be

merged completely in the new nation. There

will be no reservations for the "wild men"
for there will be none. Since they are of the

same race and language groups as the civil-

ized peoples, no such bars will hinder assim-

ilation. The wild tribes offer no insoluble

problems for the new nation.

Coming to the Christianized peoples,—

the Filipinos,—we find them divided into

many groups—Ilocano, Tagalog, \'isayan,

Pampanga, and so on through a long list.

In general, these divisions represent lin-

guistic groups, but all are closely related

dialects of Malay, and it is an easy matter
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The old and the new.
Manila, since 1572, has

been the administrative

headquarters of the
Philippines, and now
has come to be an im-

portant modern com-

mercial center. Never-

theless, side by side

with modern structures

and modern mechanical

equipment are to be

found old, and in some
cases, almost archaic

structures, equipment,

and methods

I'liruHi (iiilloway

Bullock cart and automobile.

Such contrasts are not rare

in the far-flung Philippine

archipelago

Manila

A modern and almost foreign note is 'the

classic architecture of the new post office in

Manila. In thirty-six years, however, much
of the atmosphere of the largest city of the

islands has been radically changed

Etving Oallowaj/
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Right:— The Pasig

River, as it runs

through Manila, has

taken on much of

the atmosphere of

the Thames or the

Hudson. This pic'

ture certainly sug'

gests the Far East

much less than it

7; does the West
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for a native from one group to acquire a

speaking knowledge of another. In addi-

tion to this a large number in every region

now speak EngHsh or Spanish.

Physically there is great similarity in all

the population—pagan, Christian, and

Moro. All belong to the Malayan race,

which in turn forms one branch of the great

Mongoloid division of mankind. The de-

scription for the pagan tribes applies equally

well to the coast peoples except where inter-

marriage has produced a mixed or mestizo

population.

Within the linguistic groupings are the

provinces which, in the Philippines, com-

pare with the states in America. There are

provincial rivalries and a certain amount

of group consciousness between language

divisions, but they are not greater than the

regional differences in the United States.

Mestizos, or mixed bloods, because of

better advantages in the past, play an ex-

ceedingly important role, but they merge

imperceptibly into the general population.

As a matter of fact, a larger part of the

mixed group is the result of intermarriage

between Fihpinos and southern Chinese, two

groups belonging to the same racial division.

The Future

In the larger cities where there is an accu-

mulation of wealth the homes reflect Europe

and America as closely as tropical conditions

permit. Until recently the dress of the

women continued to be that of Spain of the

time of the conquest, but today the school

girls and younger women are copying the

modern modes. Public schools have been

crowded throughout the period of American

occupation, while higher education has been

given to a large number in normal schools

and the University of the Philippines.

A good export trade has been built up in

hemp, copra, sugar, and tobacco, while im-

ports have greatly increased. Yet to a sur-

prising degree the Phihppines are self-sus-

taining.

As one goes into the provinces he finds

a lower standard of living than among the

rural populations of America or much of

Europe, yet comparing favorably with the

mcst advanced peoples of Asia.

During the years since Dewey's vic-

tory, the Filipinos have been given increas

ing participation in the government until

today they are practically self-governing.

Those acquainted with the Islands know

that a number of very able political leaders

have arisen, but up to the present time there

has been but one issue—independence.

With that settled, there are already signs

of the development of strong political fac-

tions, and it seems that the Philippines are

to enjoy all the questionable advantages

of our party system.

Probably the greatest internal threat to

the new nation lies in the Moro population.

In race and language they are similar to

the rest of the Filipinos, but religion and a

long tradition of conflict raise barriers to

unity. Throughout the days of Spanish

rule there was constant warfare between

Christian and Mohammedan. America

broke the power of the datos, or rulers, but

sporadic outbreaks have taken place even

within the last few months. However,

there never has been a time in the last

three hundred years when relations have

been as friendly as now. In some sections

of Mindanao, Christian and Mohammedan
settlers are living peaceably in the same val-

leys. The Moro are comparatively few in

numbers, less than one-sixth the total popu-

lation. Yet they have shown themselves

powerful adversaries. It will require all

the tact and political sagacity of the Filipino

leaders to bring this element into a united

nation, but it can be accomplished if com-

plete freedom is maintained in political and

religious matters.

Three and a half centuries ago most of

the population of the Philippines was on a

cultural level no higher than that of the

pagan tribes we have described. Under

Spanish and American rule and through

contacts with other peoples they have pro-

gressed far on the road we call civilization.

Their past history promises much for the

future, and we may predict for them a

high place among the nations of the Orient.



My Florida Bird Guests

Observations made at the edge of a

Miami garden during a second season

In the January-February, 1934, issue

of Natural History, Doctor Chap-

man recorded his observations for the

first season he spent at his Miami
home. The following article is thus,

in part, a continuation of the earlier

one, though each is complete in it-

self.
—The Editors.

IN
November, 1933, I wrote to my Florida

landlord of the preceding winter that I

would re-rent his place on BiscayneBay if

he would assure me that there had been no

change in its surroundings. This implied

that the bird blind I had built in the adjoining

mangrove swamp was still in position. Since

this edifice was on neither his ground nor

mine,, it was unfair, perhaps, to expect him

to be responsible for its existence. But, as a

matter of fact, it was this 6X 7-foot shack,

not his Spanish villa, that I wanted.

I did not ask him to promise the presence

of my bird companions of the past season.

That, I felt, was to be arranged between

them and me; and I had sufficient faith in

their constancy to believe that, if they were

alive, they would again be my guests. So I

signed the lease and paid my rent. It re-

mained to be seen whether I had taken

merely a house or whether there were birds

to go with it.

The result was of both personal and orni-

thological interest, and every bird-lover can

imagine the feelings with which, on the morn-

ing of December 12, I distributed food in the

accustomed places and then entered the

little study in which I had passed so many
productive hours to await the response to

my invitation. At first it was disappoint-

ing. The place itself showed so little change

;

the log at my doorstep on which the wild-

by

Frank M. Chapman
Curator-in'Chirf,

Department of Birds

American Museum

Photographs by the author

cat had walked, the crab-holes, the vegeta-

tion, the feeding-table were all so exactly

as I had left them that I found myself

expecting to see the same birds in the same

places. I forgot, for the moment, that for

more than seven months they had not been

fed here; that there was no unfailing feast;

no concentration of food. Meals now had to

be hunted; a mouthful here, another there.

Experience, or the actions of their fellows,

must tell them that last winter's Provi-

dence had reappeared. So, slowly, bird

by bird, the guests assembled, until, at the

end of a week, I had a company which, with

few exceptions, was surprisingly like that of

the preceding year. The exceptions were the

comparative absence of red-winged black-

birds, the entire absence of blue jays, and

the presence of ground doves. In 1933

twenty-odd redwings, mostly females, came

daily. This year only three or four of both

sexes were present. This number included a

one-legged adult male, presumably the in-

dividual of 1933 whose infirmity apparently

still made him an outcast. The blue jays, I

felt, had proved attractive marks for a boy

with a .22 rifle; a single jay appeared on

April 9, but at that time they were moving

everywhere, doubtless in search of nesting-

places.

There were tw^o pairs of ground doves.

They came daily and were most welcome.

As for the others, there were six to eight each

of cardinals, catbirds, and painted buntings,

or essentially the same number as last year,

and one each of the hermit thrush, northern

or Maryland yellow-throat, and mocking-

bird, or exactly the same number as last



The hermit thrush asked for

no recognition of its rank as

America's first songster and
always waited for others to

finish before it took its share

of suet

After it began to nest the

ground dove cam: alone,

leaving its mate to incubate

A three-storied dining table

with cardinal, painted bunt'

ings, and catbird at their

breakfast

tiM^'y^Jnir---
*
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A catbird and cardinal reg-

ister doubt as to who has

prior claims to the food

before them

A mockingbird shows no

jealousy toward its double

in the mirror, indicating that

it was not on its territory

Catbird and painted bunting

lunch more peacefully tO'

gether than would two in-

dividuals of either species

.- -^S^^Jl
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year. The first two I believe were the same

individuals ; the mockingbird, I am equally

confident was not. Of the company of

1932 there were lacking in species, beside the

blue jay, only the myrtle warbler and oven-

bird. Each had been represented by a

single bird, and a score of reasons can be

given for their failure to return. In their

stead a Florida or white-eyed towhee, very

much out of place in a mangrove swamp,

came almost daily until February 17. After

that his high-pitched whistle towhee, so differ-

ent from the articulate chewink of the north-

ern towhee, was not heard.

I should add that, as before, three and

sometimes four marsh hares were daily

patrons of the lunch table, that the black

snake and blue-tailed lizard still inhabited

the log at my threshhold, and the land-crabs

solemnly proceeded with their various occu-

pations from enlarging their burrows to

plucking leaves. On the whole, therefore, I

felt very much at home when, a week after

my arrival, I settled myself for a winter's

v\Titing in these familiar and cheerful

surroundings.

Upset Plans

Unfortunately, at this point my plans

were seriously disturbed and it was February

2 before I returned to my bird blind. An
acute attack of convalescence now claimed

the greater part of my attention; what

follows, therefore, is based on rather casual

observations during the next three months.

Meanwhile food had been distributed regu-

larly and, as in the past year, there was no

marked change in the composition of my
bird group, and I found conditions in

February very much as I had left them in

December.

For a nature-lover whose sole occupation

was to await a return of strength certainly

no more favorable and enjoyable place could

have been found than this retreat in the

mangroves with its warmth and sunlight

and bird companions. Day after day, idle

but contented, I watched aimlessly, tire-

lessly, the cardinals, catbirds, and buntings.

the doves, hermit thrush, and yellow-throat

who, in accepting my bounty, seemed to

admit some special relation with me.

In color and character they made a varied

company. The cardinals, spring's herald in

the south, began to sing early in February,

and thereafter the air resounded with their

tender, musical notes. Seven different songs

I recorded for the male at my doorstep, but

this year I did not see the female sing. The
fact that she takes a vocal part in courtship

makes their wooing highly interesting, but

so dense is the mangrove foliage that I saw

little of what transpired within its walls.

The painted buntings are as colorful as

they are silent. The female and male of the

year are leaf-green; the adult male is as

vivid as a trogon. Four or five of these birds

fluttering in the sunlight and shadow over the

feeding table make an enchanting kalei-

doscopic display. One never tires of watch-

ing them.

The personaUty of a single catbird is suffi-

ciently pronounced to have won him a high

place in our ornithological annals. Imagine,

then, the impression produced by half a

dozen of his kind all within a few yards of

you. One observes that there is never a

moment when they are not conscious of

every significant detail in their surroundings,

be it of sight or sound. Their large, black

eyes, clearly defined in their gray setting,

express an alert, intelligent perception;

their caudal gestures seem eloquent and

appropriate ; they are aware of your presence.

In short, the catbird is good company. His

nesting song has won him fame, and even

at this winter season his voice deserves

praise it has not received. It is a musical

soliloquy, a harmonious, rambling, pro-

longed improvisation with no evident theme,

but varied and most pleasing.

Hermit Thrush

At Gainesville, Florida, in January and

March I have heard the hermit thrush sing a

repressed song, but my single representative

of that distinguished species at Little River

uttered only its shoft chut call-note. Per-



Mockingbird

An
Irregular

Visitor

This mockingbird, which was the only one to

visit Doctor Chapman's feeding station, was

the resident of a dwelling distant two hun-

dred yards or more and came only at irregular

intervals for a drink and a meal of suet. It was

not a gifted songster and did not imitate other birds
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Marsh Rabbit

and Cardinal

The association between birds and rabbits,

illustrated on this and the following page, was

one of the interesting developments of the feed-

ing-table. Under natural conditions they would

meet rarely, if at all, but their common interest

in food brought them together, and the birds'

normal fear of so large an animal soon disappeared



The marsh rabbits soon

learned to eat chick-feed

and often preempted
most of the space at the

dining table. A cardi'

nal, however, is occupy
ing a ''seat" at one cot'

ner. The background of

intertwined mangrove
roots and branches af'

forded protection for

the diners when alarmed

A marsh hare and
catbird dine tO'
gether. It was here

that the rabbit was
struck by a hawk
from which, with
the loss of some fur,

it escaped. After

two days of seclu'

sion it reappeared at

the feeding table ap'

patently none the

worse for the attack

r .J
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haps it was not of the singing sex. In any

event its gentle presence brought welcome

memories of June vespers in the hemlocks.

Always modest and retiring, the bird asked

for no recognition of its high rank as Ameri-

ca's first songster, and waited for others to

finish before it took its share of seed or suet.

That masked midget, the yellow-throat,

personification of restlessness, zigzagged its

way through the maze of mangrove roots as

though looking for something it could never

find. But its presence was proof that it

could find its way over the thousand miles

or more that separated its summer and

winter homes.

To these companions of the preceding

year there were added two pairs of ground

doves, exquisite little creatures, perfect in

form, plume, and motion. With soft,

questioning coos, on pattering pink feet they

came eagerly but cautiously from the

tangle of mangroves, their sleek, rounded

heads and coral beaks nodding to and fro

with each step, their wing-quills flicking

nervously.

The Lady of Seventy-Seventh Street

Recalling an incident of a double-decade

ago, I decided to see if I could not strengthen

my relations with, these independent accep-

tors of my bounty. At the time to which I

refer a lady of mature years daily fed the

sparrows and pigeons that lived on the

Seventy-seventh Street side of the American

Museum. Carrying a large paper bag con-

taining bits of dried bread, she scattered this

food at certain places and at the same time

uttered the usually ineffective whistle of her

sex while the birds quickly gathered about

her. "No doubt," I said to myself with the

always superior air of the professional, as I

frequently witnessed this pleasing scene,

"the good lady believes that the birds are

responding to her call, and does not realize

that it is the conspicuously distributed food

that attracts them." But one day, as I was

passing one of her feeding stations, associa-

tion prompted me to repeat her Avhistle,

when, behold ! pigeons and sparrows at once

came flocking about me in obvious expecta-

tion of food of which I had not a morsel.

Nor could I believe that the birds were mis-

led by any resemblance between me and

their lady patron.

I trust that both as a man and a naturalist

I profited by that experience. At any rate,

it remained green in my memory, and I de-

termined now to see if I could not create at

least a phrase of language which the birds

would understand. Every morning, there-

fore, while I distributed food, I whistled

loudly a bar from the greater yellow-legs'

call. It required thirty-seven days to estab-

lish the association between sound and food.

Thereafter I could enter and remain within

my little house and, by whistling, bring the

still unseen birds from their seclusion before

giving them their breakfast. To a limited

extent, therefore, we became on speaking

terms, and more than ever I seemed a mem-
ber of their community.

Breakfast, I may add, consisted of oranges,

intermediate chick-feed, suet, and water.

Oranges supply both food and drink. They
are taken freely by catbirds and mockers,

less so by cardinals, and not at all by bunt-

ings and doves, who are strictly graminivor-

ous. Grapefruit are almost as acceptable as

oranges. Lemons are ignored when either

of the other fruits are available, but are

eaten very sparingly when offered alone.

In spite of the fact that the individuals of

this little avian community occupied the

same few square yards of earth and fed at

the same table for more than four months, no

intimacies developed between them. Omit-

ting the ground doves, who were obviously

mated, among the others, even of the

same species, there seemed to have arisen

no feeling of good-fellowship, or even recog-

nition. The single individuals of hermit

thrush and yellow-throat obviously passed

the winter without contact with their kind

Toleration and Lack of It

The catbirds, cardinals, and buntings were

more tolerant of other species than of their

own. That is, a catbird and cardinal might
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feed side by side, but never two cardinals

(unless they were mated). This feeling of

antagonism was aroused not alone by food

competition but it appeared to be tempera-

mental. Thus, for no apparent reason,

two catbirds would suddenly engage in a

claw to claw combat and flutter noisily

upward through the vegetation. Even the

undemonstrative buntings gave vent to

these exhibitions of ill will and mounted into

the air like slowly ascending, feathered fire-

works. With them, and probably also with

the catbirds, the actors were males, but

both are winter residents, and their nesting

season was too distant to attribute with cer-

tainty these manifestations to sex rivalry.

But the combats of the resident male cardi-

nals were evidently due to this cause. All

three species, it should be observed, are not

social in the sense that bob-whites and red-

wings are. That is, they did not frequent the

feeding stands in close-knit groups. But if

the flocking impulse was lacking among
them, they possessed sufficient communal
spirit to come to their frequently taken meals

together and to leave them together. Birds,

therefore, were present or absent at more or

less regularly alternating intervals. These

were shorter in the morning, longer at mid-

day, and with some approach to morning

frequency in the late afternoon.

Hence, at 9 a. m., immediately after the

first distribution of food, all the birds and

three, rarely four, marsh rabbits came for

what they doubtless considered an unpardon-

ably late breakfast. Then followed an active

period as the hungry birds eagerly fluttered

about the food-table and the food on the

ground beneath it or visited the suet-

perches. If there was no alarm, false or real,

they continued to feed until at the end of

ten or fifteen minutes their hunger was

appeased when, almost as one bird, they re-

tired to the undergrowth to digest their

rapidly eaten meal. If they had not been

disturbed, twenty to thirty minutes might

elapse before another bird was seen. If

they had left before their meal was finished,

they returned sooner. Thus, while there

was much variation in the times with which

this program was observed, it nevertheless

was followed with surprising unanimity.

Next to their mutually shared interest in

food, the birds exhibited in common what
one is tempted to call a sense of fear but

which I beheve may be more correctly

designated a sense of caution. I cannot

believe that any creatures could properly

discharge the normal functions of their

existence if they lived in constant fear of

their lives. That they are shy and alert

and never for a moment, when moving, off

guard, is their normal mental attitude

toward an environment in which, actually or

potentially, danger is always present. Never-

theless, when, after a false alarm, the feeding

bird returns to its interrupted meal within a

minute or two, but after an actual attack is

absent half an hour, it apparently exhibits

the difference between the effects of false

and real fright.

A Hawk Appears

During the first half of the present season

the birds, as a whole, were far shyer than

they were during the corresponding period

of the preceding year. They were alarmed

more easily and adhered more closely to the

protection of the vegetation. Eventually it

appeared that my daily distribution of food

here had not alone made the place attractive

for grain-eating birds, but that they in turn

had made it attractive for bird-eating birds.

In other words, a sharp-shinned hawk had

found the hunting about my feeding stands

so much better than in the country at large

that he appeared to have made his head-

quarters in my vicinity. I had no gun and I

am not sure that I should have used one.

The sharp-shin is part of the picture that I

wish to see as it was painted. He was born

a carnivore just as the cardinal was born a

grain-eater. Doubtless most of the birds he

kills are below the standard of their kind

and he functions, therefore, as an eliminator

of the unfit. In this connection it is my duty

to place no food where my guests will be

unduly exposed when eating it.



Four

The catbirds bathed^ at in'

frequent intervals; the other

birds rarely entered the bath.

Suet was their favorite food,

while several tests showed
that orange was preferred to

grapefruit and that lemon

was not taken if either orange

or grapefruit were available.

Although they had been
closely associated for at



Catbirds

least five months and hence

subjected to exactly the same
influences of increasing light

and temperature, the six cat-

birds present left for the north

over a period of about two
weeks (April 14-29). This vari-

ation shows an individual re-

sponse to the causes that initi-

ate migration, suggesting that

they are, not wholly external
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The result leaves me rather in sympathy

with the sharp-shin! In spite of repeated

attempts he has not, so far as I am aware,

secured a single meal here. A female, or

young male bunting feeding within a foot of

cover, escaped a hawk's plunge with the loss

of nearly half a tail, but this is the nearest

approach to a bird tragedy that I wit-

nessed this winter.

After his startling dash the hawk sat

quietly for nearly a minute about a yard

above the ground in a small bu'feh fifteen

feet from the blind. Perhaps he was "getting

his breath." He was motionless, indicat-

ing that he had missed his aim, and when he

quietly flew, this belief was confirmed by his

empty claws and the five greenish tail-

feathers I found beneath his perch. I wonder

how often birds sacrifice their tails to save

their lives?

A Test

The sharp-shinned, and his laj-ge cousin

Cooper's hawk, are apparently the chief

enemies of small birds. From attack by

these predators they are ever on guard. We
have only to imagine ourselves constantly

exposed to the aim of a sharp-shooter whose

own life depends on taking ours, to realize

the birds' need for vigilance; to understand

why the catbird at my doorstep is so in-

tensely alert before he relaxes long enough

to take a bite of suet or splash in the bath.

There is a reason, therefore, why they so

often take alarm, and in response (usually)

to the catbird's warning cack-cack dive into

the denser growth.

To test the birds' recognition of the sharp-

shin as a source of danger I placed a mounted

specimen about nine feet from the ground in

a small tree thirty feet from the feeding-

table. It was concealed by a bunch of

leaves, which, attached to a cord, I could

lower from within my study. On every

occasion when the hawk was thus exposed,

a catbird gave the alarm note and all the

birds that had been feeding on and about

the table at once took wing. But when a

mounted screech owl was used in repeating

this experiment, the birds paid no attention

to it. This test, however, should be carried

further before we assume that hawk and owl

are actually distinguishable.

In view of the frequent occurrence of the

sharp-shin in their vicinity it is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that my guests should have

exhibited increased caution. In me, how-

ever, they showed added confidence and, as

the season advanced, came freely to the

feeding station while I sat within a few feet

of it. Doubtless with due use of patience,

which Mabel Osgood Wright has called the

salt of the bird-catching legend, they could

have been induced to feed from my hand.

The marsh rabbits grew even tamer. I am
by no means sure that they did not answer

to my whistle in the morning; but possibly

they may have heard, or even felt, my foot-

step as I came to the blind. However this

may be, they came with or even before the

birds, and I attributed their comparative

lack of fear to the apparent absence of

enemies. The wild-cat of last year had not

reappeared, and he, I assumed, was their

only natural foe here. But at 3.15 on the

afternoon of April 7 a hawk, probably a

female Cooper's, struck a rabbit while it was

feeding near the feeding-stand. With loud

squeals and fljdng fur the animal struggled

past the blind, bearing the bird on its back,

and escaped beneath a dense growth of

pandarrus about twenty-five yards from

where it was attacked. Here the hawk was

unable to follow, and, as I looked from my
door, it took wing through the low willows.

For the preceding week and a half three

rabbits had been present daily. For the

two days following, only two appeared, and

I assumed that the one missing had been

fatally wounded. But on the third day a

third rabbit was present. He had a bare

spot on his back, a mark, I believe, of the

hawk's claw.

As the year advanced, the call of the

nesting-season was answered by my guests

in diverse ways. The ground doves now came

alone, doubtless leaving their partner to

take his or her turn on the nest. Their



A .female cardinal,

with lowered crest,

dines alone

Three

Cardinals

The cardinal's crest gives it un-

usual power to express its emo'
tions. The male (center) regis-

ters alertness and suspicion as it

approaches its meal of suet. The
female (lower) is enjoying a sun-

bath and raises her plumage gen-

erally to permit the penetration

of the sun's rays



Photograph of a barn owl
made fifteen minutes after

sunset with a 14'inch, F12.5
lens, wide open and an ex-

posure of three seconds.

The bird was born in the

dead tree trunk on the top

of which he is standing

A land-crab duel. The bur-

rows of these animals dot

the ground about the bird-

blind. Although they fight

fiercely among themselves,

they do not attack the birds,

ana the birds show no fear

of them

A red-headed (adult) blue-

tailed skink and a black

snake occupied a log at Doctor
Chapman's doorstep, in 1933

and also in 1932. Neither
ot them showed any interest

in the bird guests. The snake

appeared irregularly and usu-

ally was bound for parts

unKnown
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visits seemed to be made without regularity

in time as regards sex. A male cardinal an-

nounced that this was his territory and pur-

sued all trespassers. To others the call came

from higher latiudes.

In writing of these northern migrants

among last year's bird guests, I referred to

the theory that attributes the date of their

departure to an inner prompting connected

with the annual return of the breeding season.

If, therefore, as I surmised, my single yellow-

throat and hermit thrush were the same

individuals that were with me last year, it

might be inferred that the development of

their organic cycle would start them on their

journey to the nesting ground at essentially

the same time both years.

My records show that in 1933 the yellow-

throat disappeared on March 25. This year

he was not seen after the 24th. With in-

creased interest I now watched my hermit

thrush. Would he (I assume the sex) show

equal regularity in the time of his departure.

In 1933 he left me on March 29. This year

he was present daily until the 30th. During

that day he seemed exceptionally active.

His periods of presence and absence were un-

questionably shorter than usual. He .seemed

more alert. Was he feeling within him the

stimulating influences that, without contact

with his kind, were to send him on his way?

However this may be, the following morning

he had gone. Nor did I see him again.

Here then was confirmation of my belief

in the identity of yellow-throat and thrush

with those of the preceding year, and support

for the theory that the time of their depart-

ure for the nesting ground is an expression

of the sexual phase of their organic cycle.

Whether, as has been suggested, the

underlying influence that sends them on

their journey is increased light due to

lengthening days is open to question. The

annual season of reproduction in birds is

initiated under a wide variety of conditions.

Light and heat decrease as well as increase,

or they may not change perceptibly. In the

' tropics birds nest throughout the year, but

apparently there is as much individual,

seasonal regularity there as in latitudes

where the date of the nesting season seems

to be governed by climate. On Barro

Colorado Island, Panama, I found pairs

and groups of birds nesting at the same time

year after year.

Should we not, therefore, regard the

enlargement of the gonads, marking the

approach of the period of reproduction, as

one of the several phenomena of the birds'

physiological cycle, and attribute it to the

cumulative influences of a past and present

environment rather than to any one existing

cause?

My catbird guests all occupied the same

home during their five or six months' stay

in the south, but, instead of leaving for the

north at the same time, showed a variation

of some weeks in the time of their departure,

indicating a variable response to whatever

factors are responsible for this phenomenon.

Before the cardinal has finished his sunset

song, the young barn owl who, like his

predecessor of last year, was born in the

dead tree trunk above my blind, begins his

food call; nor is his hunger appeased when

the cardinal greets the rising sun. It must

be confessed that his "peevish scream" is

not a soothing sound, and there are occasions

during the night when I should like to

discipline this continuously vociferous owlet

and his indulgent parents. But when I

consider how his dreams are doubtless dis-

turbed by the vibrant roar of distant motor

cars, the hum of "blimps" and airplanes

far and near, the unspeakably irritating

racket of insignificant outboard motors, I

feel that he, rather than I, has cause for

complaint.

April 30.—The last catbird has gone, and

it is time for me to follow him. We make

essentially the same journey but what a

difference in our methods! For days I have

been packing books and manuscript,

cameras and field-glasses, clothing for winter

and for summer: and tomorrow I board a

steamer, product of a Century of Progress,

which, under the guidance of trained men,

aided by chart, sextant and compass, will

make its way northward. But the catbird,

with no thought of ways and means, spreads

his wings and flies into the night.



spiders That Fish

by

O. Lloyd Meehean
Junior Aquatic Biologist,

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries

Readers of Natural History will re-

member, in former issues, two articles

on spiders as fishermen and hunters

contributed by Dr. E. W . Gudger of

the American Museum; others by

the same author have appeared in the

Bulletin of the New York Zoological

Society and Science Monthly. Mr.

Meehean has now prepared the follow-

ing article on the same subject,

which is published with the permission

of the U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries.

—The Editors.

HAVE you ever seen a spider fisher-

man? Although his type might be

found around any body of water in

the South, he isn't as frequently observed

as the more common kind. He lurks in the

weeds and thickets, like the poacher he is,

and fishes and devours his prey in seclusion.

Interesting observations have been made
at the United States Fish Hatchery, near

Tishomingo, Oklahoma, where the fingerling

catfish are put into small rearing ponds. A
little platform has been built out in each

pond to which these fish come every morning

and evening to be fed. At the sound of foot-

steps on the platform thousands of black

bodies swarm and push one another as they

rush forward eagerly. Their ungainly heads

are thrust to the surface of the water, and

hungry mouths protrude out of the upper

film, with jaws working in eagerness for the

dried skim milk or ground liver which they

are to receive for their meal.

As the particles sink into the water, each

one is surrounded by many broad faces

nosing the morsel to break off pieces of suit-

In Which the Activities of Certain

Poachers of the Ponds Are Recorded

able size. Every lump of food is pushed

around until it is gradually broken up and

eaten; then the eager fish return for more.

It is at this time that native caution dis-

appears as each individual zealously pur-

sues the all-absorbing business of getting a

satisfactory meal. Consequently he is not

so wary and more easily falls prey to the

less timid enemies. Or, in the early morn-

ing hours, when the pangs of hunger force

him to forsake his murky hiding place under

the thick growth of weeds or algae covering

the bottom of the pond, he seeks his food

among the grasses in the shallow water and

fails to notice the predators lurking on the

stems of weeds or willow branches dipping

into the water.

On one of his usual before-breakfast ex-

cursions around the ponds, Mr. H. C.

Minch, hatchery foreman, found that an

assassin had been loose among his charges.

Many bodies were floating on the surface

of the water. Some were partly eaten,

with jaws missing or flesh stripped from the

back. Others had a hole on either side of

the backbone at the base of the skull. Many
were mere wasted remnants of their former

selves with only skin and bones left.

Mr. Minch noticed that a number of fish

appeared weak and thin, later to become

floating corpses. Each morning many
would be found with the flesh stripped from

the head and thicker portions of the back.

The number of fish in the pond diminished

as the carnage went on.

Finally, as the victims became scarcer and

the raiders grew bolder, he made a discovery,

one breakfast time, that solved the mystery

surrounding the killing of the catfish and

proved the undoing of the invaders. As the

depleted ranks rushed warily and swiftly

to the platform, the backs and noses began
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to break water in a final dash for the drop-

ping morsels. Suddenly a hairy shape drop-

ped from the tall stems of grass and fastened

itself to the back of one of the dusky feed-

ers. There was a quick splash and all had

disappeared except the victim. He lashed

the water furiously as the attacker took a

new hold around his body with four pairs

of powerful legs and pressed his mandibles

into the spinal column at the base of the

brain.

A violent struggle took place. The cat-

fish thrashed the water, and wiggled, and

rubbed his back against the weeds and

bottom in an effort to dislodge the spider.

Time after time he tried with .supreme ef-

fort to get rid of his enemy by various

means, but each trial was shorter and each

rest grew longer. The spider took advan-

tage of these rests by adjusting his legs for

a tighter grip and sinking his mandibles

deeper. After a few short con\'ulsions fol-

lowed by one or two weak tries, the victim

relaxed as though under the influence of

a drug.

The air entrapped among the hairs and

under the legs of the spider made them
buoyant enough so that he and his prey

were brought to the surface of the water.

As the spider broke free of the surface film,

Drawing by Hope Haupt

Poaching
"The catfish thrashed the water, and wiggled,

and rubbed his back against the weeds and

bottom in an effort to dislodge the spider"
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he cautiously loosened the grip of his hind

pairs of legs on the catfish and reached

around for something to which to attach

himself. Any movement of the fish, how-

ever weak, was sufficient to cause him to

tighten his grip around the body.

Working his way over the surface of the

water from weed to weed by pulling him-

self along with the two hind pairs of legs

and with his mandibles still embedded in the

victim, the spider was able to reach a cluster

of weeds sufficiently large to hold his weight

and near enough to the surface of the water

so that he could devour his prey at leisure.

At no time did the spider release his grip,

so that there was no possibility of the fish

breaking loose even if it had not been in a

comatose condition. Although he was

picked up in a dip net and transferred to a

bottle of formalin, the spider persisted in

keeping tight hold until the effect of the

formalin made hmi let go.

Up to the time the struggle was observed

there had been no clue as to the identity

of the raiders. Later, a number of these

spiders were found attached to weeds or

grass close to the surface of the water, or

with their victims pulled up on shore. Fish

remains upon which the spiders had fed to

a greater or lesser extent were observed

along the banks.

The emaciated forms of catfish and half-

eaten carcasses continued to float each morn-

ing until it was decided to get rid of the

hiding places of these arachnids. This was

accomplished by spra3ang the banks with

gasoline to destroy all the spiders. The
hiding places or footholds that they might

find among the weeds and grasses which

grew out in the shallow water were elimi-

nated by alternately spraying with gasoline

and burning around the edge of the water.

This ended the attacks.

Specimens of the spiders sent to the

American Museum of Natural History

were identified by Mr. W. J. Gertsch as

large females of Dolomedes sexpunctatus

(Hentz). He states that they are common
throughout the region east of the Rocky

Mountains, and that there are three other

species of Dolomedes reported from Okal-

homa that are sufficiently powerful to kill

fish.

Catfish up to two and three-eighths in-

ches in length were killed by these spiders.

Invariably, unless he had already started

to devour the victim, the spider was found

with the mandibles sunk in the prey at the

base of the head and the legs clasping the

body in a straddling position. Large fe-

males in my collection measure eleven-

sixteenths of an inch. They are particu-

larly tenacious and refuse to let go of their

prey unless forced to, therefore they are

easily captured.

The drawing used in connection with this

article was made by Miss Hope Haupt of

the Louisiana State Normal College at

Natchitoches, Louisiana, and gives her con-

ception of the attack. The spiders and cat-

fish were drawn from actual specimens

taken when the observations were made.

Since finding that spiders attack catfish,

I have captured a small spider with a sun-

fish, Helioperca incisor (Cuvier and Valen-

ciennes). These specimens were taken in

a fish pond at the United States Hatchery

at Natchitoches, Louisiana. The fish was

still struggling when taken from the water.

Actual observation of the attack was not

made, since the pair were taken with a dip

net in long grass overhanging the water.

Another spider was taken with a top

minnow, Gamhusia patruelis (Baird and

Girard), in a bayou below Chaplin's Lake

at Natchitoches. Although the fish was

dead, the spider had not started to devour

it. This capture was made in a thick

growth of duckweed, in the process of sein-

ing for fresh-water shrimp with a dip net

about two and one-half feet in diameter.

Li both instances nothing was added to the

observations already made. However, they

do seem to indicate that this type of thing

is widespread, and that the spider is im-

partial as to the species taken and will at-

tack any of the smaller fish that come near

the surface of the water.



Patagonian Oasis

Even amid the wind'swept desolation of

southern Argentine a haven may occasion-

ally be found

THERE are three Patagonias. One,

and it is incomparably the largest,

is a wilderness of ubiquitous peb-

bles, black lava flows, sterile volcanic ash,

sparse thorn bushes, and eternal wind. It

is a caricature of a country, a setting for

antique melodrama, and in the words of

the melodramas "it ain't fit fer man 'r

beast." The second is so unlike this that

it seems a misnomer to call it Patagonia

at all. The narrow ridges of the cordillera,

the glaciers of the southern Andes, and the

wooded coast region of South Chile his-

torically belong to Patagonia, too, but they

are so unlike the pampa and meseta region

in appearance, climate, and spirit that it

is misleading to include them under the

same name.

The third Patagonia is a saving grace in

the midst of the first. Even in the wind-

swept grimness of pampas, if there is soil

and water, verdure may appear, and a wel-

come haven from the rigors of one of the

most unattractive of the earth's corners

may arise. Unfortunately the requisites

of soil and water are very rare, and the

green land forms such a small part of the

Patagonian landscape that it is no more

than a few scattered oases.

Look at a map of extreme southern

South America. It will not be accurate,

for even now there are large areas whiJch

have not been adequately explored or cor-

rectly mapped, but it will show the main

features. In extreme northwestern Pata-

gonia two streams, the Neuquen and the

Limay, rise in the Andes; one flows south-

eastward and the other northeastward,

and they meet at the little settlement

called Neuquen. The resulting river, the

Rio Negro, flows on through the meseta

by

George Gaylord Simpson
Leader of the

Scarritt Expeditions, and

Associate Curator of Vertebrate

Palaeontology, American Museum

region, barren even in this milder latitude,

and into the sea near historic Carmen de
Patagones, most southern town of Buenos
Aires Province. The narrow valley of

this river is the most northern Patagonian

oasis.

For about three hundred miles south of

the Rio Negro there is no water except in

occasional wells oi desert springs. Then
comes the Rio Chubut, which also owes
its continuous but fluctuating flow to head-

waters in the distant mountains. Its mid-

dle course is near latitude 44° South (Port-

land, Maine, is nearly in latitude 44°

North). The next permanent river, the

Deseado, is nearly two hundred miles far-

ther south at its nearest point, but between

the two are the large lakes Musters and
Colhue-Haupi, whose waters are also being

utilized for the gradual development of a

small oasis.

The region between the Rio Negro and
the Rio Deseado is the most sterile and
unpleasant part of Patagonia, a strong

superlative, and the Chubut River flows

nearly through the middle of tliis. Here
in America it is hard to visualize what
this means to the country and to traA-elers

in that distant land. I sit here looking

out at green grass, leafy trees, busy streets,

tall buildings, and it is an effort to recall

the thrilling joy, the real rapture, that I

have felt at seeing a muddy stream, a few

poplars, and a rather forlorn little frontier

town.

The first time I saw the Chubut Valley,



Above:—Goat country.

Where cattle cannot live

the settlers raise sheep. In

country too poor even to

support sheep, goats are the

last resort. Such scenes as

this show that even water

cannot create an oasis in

Patagonia without the fur-

ther requisites of good soil

and human labor

A gaucho. The traditional

costume is now rarely seen.

A few old conservatives still

use it, but otherwise it is

only donned for celebra-

tions. With its lace pants

,ind voluminous chiripa, the

costume looks effeminate.

Hit its wearers are at least

s tough as their American
ounterparts, the old-time

cowboys
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Aboue.—The Chubut Valley n
a main artery of traffic and much
of the wool from the Cordillera

passes over this route to Trelew
or on to the coast

Below;—Sheep raising is on; of

Patagonia's principal industries

and, consequently, wool one of

its major exports
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my party and I had been wandering and

working in central Patagonia for seven

months. Work done, we turned northward

with reHef, but so deadened by the wind,

harsh hving conditions, hard work, and a

repugnant environment that we could not

really visualize anything else or believe

that release was near. From Comodoro

Rivadavia, the largest town of Patagonia

but a desolate, treeless, corrugated iron

place, we traveled for three days. Con-

stant mishaps delayed us, but we were

used to them.

An Unbelievable Valley

On the third day, toward sunset, we were

driving across the nearly flat and wholly

drab pampa beneath flame-colored, wind

shredded clouds In the last hundred miles

we had passed just one house, a small

square box of mud and tin. Everywhere

else were pebbles and thorn bushes, with

only an occasional guanaco or hare to give

life to this monotonous and desert plain.

Unexpectedly we came to a jumping-off

place, sudden cliffs and steep slopes down

to a flat-bottomed valley. Straight ahead

in the valley was a spot that represented

the Territorial Capital, Rawson, and some-

what nearer, to the left, was a more distinct

cluster of houses beneath two tall radio

towers, the town of Trelew, metropolis of

the oasis. We went down into the valley,

and life became a strange dream. We
seemed to be driving along a country lane,

between rows of green trees, and over

rustic bridges across placid canals and

streams. We seemed to pass farm houses

and green fields and to see cows wandering

homeward to be milked, escorted by white

and blonde children. Surely it could not

be real!

Since that memorable moment, I have

spent some time in the valley, in most of

its various small settlements, and have

traveled along the better part of the river

course, from Trelew to Paso de los Indios.

I have learned that even the valley has its

barren and truly Patagonian stretches and

that the best of it is not the paradise it

seemed on first sight, but the exhilaration

of that first shock will always make it

stand out in memory.

On that first visit we stayed only two

nights in Trelew, but somewhat more than

two years later we were there again, and

became better acquainted. This time we
came in from the north, or northwest, and

although we were only beginning our work

instead of ending it as before, the valley

was almost equally welcome. We had

been traveling for three weeks, as steadiliy

as circumstances permitted, and we had

had lots of luck, all very bad: few or no

fossils, which we had hoped to find, con-

tinual breakdowns, a nearly tragic slip-up

in financial arrangements, illness. Such

is still the common lot of the traveler in

Patagonia, and we had been far off the

beaten path, such "beaten paths" as

there are. In one place where motor car

never went before and never should again,

after mishaps that exhausted our supplies,

we came gently to rest with a broken crank-

case in a howling wilderness of jagged lava

blocks, and stayed] there, foodless and

waterless, until a repair was effected with

some household cement and an old shirt.

The Chubut Valley looked good to us

then, too.

Metropolis

Trelew is wonderful only when seen in

its vast setting. It looks like most Argen-

tine country towns, but this conformity

is itself a triumph and almost unique in

Patagonia. The straight streets, laid out

at right angles, are wide, and some of them

are lined with small plane trees, not flour-

ishing but accomplishing the miracle of

survival. The avenue from the railroad

station is a boulevard for two blocks, with

a coarse grass plot in the center. Most
of the buildings are stucco, one story high

except for the national bank and the main

hotel, which rise in grandeur above the flat

town. There is a plaza, ragged but green

in summer. There are good stores and
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large corrugated iron warehouses. There

is a Colegio Nacional, national high school,

which enjoys a reputation as one of the

best educational institutions in the country.

There is a private school where instruction

is in English and which struggles to keep

the children of British and American set-

tlers throughout Patagonia from forgetting

their ancestral tongue. There is a three-

story hotel with running cold and (for a

trifling extra fee) hot water. A catalogue

of the wonders of the metropolis would

be endless. New York is not as remark-

able in its environment as Trelew is in its.

A Patagon)ian Wales

Rawson, Trelew, Gaiman. and Dola-

von are strange names for Argentine towns.

Then there is the place, farther up the river,

which the natives call Blahk Ay-zheh, and

which is spelled Black Eye. And around

Trelew are places with such names as

Bryn Gwyn, Drafa Dulog, and Bryn

Crwn. Tlie oasis is partly inhabited, and

was indeed largely created, by people of

Welsh descent. About 1865 a group of

Welsh people, dissatisfied with economic

conditions and (it is said) nursing a hearty

grudge against their neighbors and mas-

ters the English, emigrated to the Argen-

tine and were given the Chubut Valley

to live in, generosity somewhat tempered

by the fact that the valley was then bar-

ren and generally considered worthless.

They turned to with the idea of creating

a new Wales, where language, customs,

religion, and life in general were to be

purely and exclusively Welsh. With pick

and shovel they dug ditches and irrigated

the alluvial flats of the Rio Chubut with

water from the river. Along the ditches

and around the fields they planted poplars,

now large and imposing. A railway was

built from Gaiman and Trelew to the sea

at Puerto Madryn. (It has now been ex-

tended up the valley to a point near Las

Plumas.)

The idea of isolation and a new Wales

did not work as expected; such ideas

seldom do work out. There is still a dis-

tinctly Welsh atmosphere in much of the

lower valley. Welsh faces are seen on

every side, and the Welsh language is still

spoken, but to the distress of the elders,

the third and fourth generations, now ap-

pearing, tend more and more to be absorbed

into the Argentine population. Spanish

is the common language of the valley, and

much of the best land and most profitable

business is no longer in Welsh hands.

The descendants of the pioneers have lost

their spirit. They are not, as a class,

particularly industrious or progressive, and

the Welsh Colony cannot now be called

flourishing. Such progress as now occurs

is only in small part due to them.

The best part of the valley is the stretch

of some twenty-five miles around Trelew

and Gaiman, a smaller town about twelve

miles from Trelew. The valley bottom here

is from three to five miles wide and

most of it is irrigated and fertile. There

are probably at least forty thousand acres

of useful land (the figure is my own guess,

and I am sorry to say that I have not

checked it with the official estimate).

With varying degrees of comfort, this

supports a population of several thousand

people. The value of the oasis is clear

from the fact that the same amount of land

away from the river in this region would

support about three families.

Oasis and Desert

The contrast is amazing. There is this

narrow band of arable land, a bare hair-

line on the map of Patagonia, and then at

its edges, with no transition, begins a howl-

ing desert. Two minutes' walk from Tre

lew or Gaiman, on the northern side of

the valley, is enough to pass from pleasant

country scenes to a dry land of pebbles,

sand, and thorns. The steep valley vralls

rise abruptly from the river bottom. They
are in most places absolutely barren cliffs

and slopes of dazzling volcanic ash, sUppery

clay, or glLstening gypsum.

The value of change is amusingly illus-



Town and

The town of Trelew has wide
streets, rows of small trees, and
many modern improvements
which the visitor is quite will'

ing to appreciate, for, in order

to reach this metropolis of the

Chubut Valley, the traveler

must cross an unbelievably
harsh and arid region. For

Patagonia, Trelew is a delight'

ful place, but even here the wind
is almost incessant. There are,

naturally, few traffic jams, but

the town contains a few mod-
ern buildings such as the Bank

of the Nation shown below



Country

Architecture in the Chubut
Valley leaves something to be

desired. The Indian hut at the

right is built of mud-plastered

sticks and it blends into the

landscape so perfectly that from

a distance it is almost invisible.

The two huts shown below,

one covered with flattened kero-

sene tins, and the other built

of sticks and mud, are quite

typical of the region. Structures

more elaborate than these are

very rare indeed outside the

towns, and even in town such

hovels as these are common

^'^. >r-'^v.
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trated by the fact that when the citizens

of fortunate Trelew take an afternoon off

for a picnic, they do not as a rule go to

some shady grove along the river. The

favorite picnic, ground is a place called

"El Castillo," "The Castle," a round hill

with castellated, in places vertical, sides,

which is on the desert side of the valley

margin and hence a desolate spot for an

outing. This locality, incidentally, has

more serious claims to fame than as a

picnic site for the elite of Trelew. From
its own slopes and those of the main valley

wall near it have come many remains of

fossil whales of the early Miocene, some

twenty-five or thu'ty million years old.

The Oysters of Patagois/ia

It is one of the many anomalies of Pata-

gonia that not only here, but still farther

from the sea, still higher in elevation, and

in still drier parts of the desert are found

remains of whales, of penguins, and of

many kinds of sea shells. Over almost

all of what are now the high plateaus of

this region the sea once roared. It is ironic

and maddening to be traveling through the

hinterland, parched and hungry, with

"water, water— " nowhere, or perhaps only

a few tepid drops in a tin canteen to drink,

and to come across the shells of oysters a

foot in diameter. How one's mouth

waters! One oyster, just one, would be a

succulent feast for a king. But it is no

use. As Mark Twain would say, they are

dead now. One could almost curse the name
of Hatcher, the gn^at American explorer,

for whom these now long-defunct oyster

dinners are named.

We camped near the Castillo for a time in

1933, if it can be called camping to stay in a

house and be fed by an excellent Italian cook.

Our next camp in the valley was oven

more luxurious and will still further ex-

plain my unbridled enthusiasm for the

Patagonian Oasis. We stayed across the

river from Gaiman on a fruit farm run by

a man nominally Argentine, since he was

born in that country, but in speech, ap-

pearance, and habits more American than

I. His wife is American and his children

technically Argentine, although his charm-

ing small daughter has been infected at the

English school in Trelew with the almost

virulent exaggerated Anglicism of the ex-

patriate English. They have a modern

and pleasant house, where w^e reveled in

real luxury and could almost imagine our-

selves back home. Our host had acquired

some of the old run-down orchards left by

the early settlers, had incorporated him-

self to acquire capital, and as the company

"La Araucana" was engaged in reviving

and renovating the place and establishing

a business in fine apples and other temper-

ate zone fruits, many of which grow very

well here in the oasis. The most difficult

problem, that of reaching an adequate

market, is still acute, but this exemplifies

the very good best that can be done in the

valley with energy and initiative.

A Rajlroad Without Freight

This part of the valley owes its im-

portance not only to the development of

its own resources but also to the fact that

it is an important avenue of commerce

and outlet to the sea. Through it passes

the wool from the scattered sheep ranches

of the barren interior and the richer zone

of the distant cordillera. The railway, re-

cently completed to near Las Plumas,

about one hundred twenty miles (in a

straight line) from Madryn, the port, has

considerable influence in this, but less than

it should have. In the endeavor to in-

crease its scanty revenue, the freight

charges have been made so high that many
shippers find tliat it still pays to take the

wool to Trelew or on to Madryn on wagons

in the time-honored way. The economic

principles involved seem a little confused

to a mere scientist when he sees a perfectly

good railway apparently going to pieces

for lack of trade, and enormous amounts

of ideal freight for it hauled for days par-

allel to the tracks on primitive carts drawn

by horses and mules.
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Above Gaiman, the valley narrows and

becomes less fertile and less accessible.

The main wagon track to the interior and

the more winding railway track climb up

on to the pampa north of the valley and

across the dreaded "travesia," a stretch

of about seventy-five miles with no water

and almost no inhabitants even now. From
this more typically Patagonian desolation,

the road plunges down again into the val-

ley at Las Plumas. As if afraid to wet its

feet, or in haughty scorn of the valley

dwellers, the railroad stops on the heights.

It is proposed some day to continue the

line back to the Cordillera, and there is

even a dream of linking it up with the more

northern hnes so that one will be able to

ride on trains from Buenos Aires to Trelew.

But that will be manana.

Las Plumas is a quiet town with none of

the bustle of Trelew, where I have seen

as many as three automobiles in one block.

Having all outdoors to build in, they have

not bothered about streets and have put

up the four or five buildings scattered

around irregularly several hundred yards

from one another. We stopped at the hotel,

which tastefully combines sticks, mud,
flattened tin cans, and corrugated iron in

its architecture (the Chubutian Order),

and as the wind howled and everything

portable for several leagues to windward

was rattled and banged on the tin roof,

w^e knew that we had definitely left the

oasis.

Dangers of the Road

We spent one night, and then were barged

across the narrow but unfordably deep

stream. On the other side there are two

roads. One climbs out of the valley and

runs over the waterless pampa for a him-

dred miles, more or less, to Paso de los

Lidios. The other stays down in the \al-

ley and follows the river. The outer track

is a little longer and is feared because a

breakdown on it may mean, and has meant

for some luckless souls, death by starvation

or thu'st, but as a road it is much bettei'.

In spite of its terrors, most of the carters,

all fatalists and gamblers at heart, follow

it. The track along the valley is hardly

less desolate, and is so rough, rock strewn

,

eroded, and generally nasty as to be nearly

impassable at all times and often com-

pletely so, but it is shorter and it has water.

A Land of Grandeur

We were saved from any emotional con-

flict over this choice by the fact that fos-

sil-bearing strata had been reported in the

valley, and we had to go that way to check

up on them. The report was false, and we

cursed all lying geologists as we banged

and groveled our way along the unspeak-

able wagon trail. We did not get stuck.

The capriciousness of travel is one of its

chief charms and, at the same time, annoy-

ances. How many times have we started

off gaily for what promised to be a gentle

joy-ride, and found ourselves at midnight

deep in fetid mud, or mournfully attempt-

ing to patch up some mortal wound to our

fickle mechanical beast of burden! This

time we had departed sadly, hiding the

quaver in our voices as we bade good-bye

to the prophets of our doom, determined

to die for the honor of bone-digging (if

it has any honor), and everything went

smoothly and we arrived at our next des-

tination in one short day.

Furthermore, the difficulty of the track

was more than amply compensated by the

grandest scenery I have seen in South

America, with the possible exceptions of

Mount Aconcagua from the air and of the

harbor at Rio. If this valley were in Europe,

every rock would have its legend and we
would have known of its renown while still

in our cradles. If it were in the L^nited

States, it would be a national park and, while

they were not busy eating hot-dogs, thou-

sands of sunburned tourists in knickers too

small for them would express the nearest

to rapture that their measly souls can at-

tain by saying "Sorta pretty, ain't it?"

As they are in Patagonia, naturally no one

ever heard of the Valley of ^Martyrs (''^"alle
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Aboic. Desolation. By far

the major portion of Pata-

gonia is like this

Left:—Giant fossil oysters

now found on the arid mar-

gins of Chubut Valley

Below:—This picture was
taken less than a mile from

the river, yet every move-

ment of the horses raisea

clouds of volcanic ashes

Desert
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and Oasis

Below.—The Chubut River
near Trelew wanders placid'

ly among the wind'tossea

poplars but the desolate

pampas are not far away



Above:—In the upper Chubut Valley, even

the presence of water is not always enough
to create an oasis

Left:—Away from the few streams

and lakes spots of verdure such as

this are very rare

Below:—Between the river valleys the vast

expanse of Patagonia is a sterile region of

black lava and white volcanic ash
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de los Martires"), the Valley of Ruins

("Valle de las Ruinas") and the Altars

("los Altares"). Being unknown, however,

has at least the advantages that there are

no tourists and that we can enjoy the smug
satisfaction of believing ourselves the only

people in North America who have ever

seen that sight, or are very likely to

see it.

There are enormous cliffs, often really

vertical (it would surprise the average

sight-seer to know how seldom a cliff is

actually vertical), and composed of pure

variegated porphyry. There are caves in

which a regiment could hide. There are

peaks and pillars, prows of ships. Gargan-

tuan monuments, strange statues, all carved

by wind and weather from rock which

sometimes here seems "living rock" in-

deed. There are seeming ruins in the

shadow of which the greatest structures

of Egypt or of Greece would be lost. There

are horizontally-banded, fantastic flutings

of white, yellow, blue, and red. There

are the "altars," each a hundred feet high

and seemingly attended by frozen priests

of nearly equal stature.

Desert Canons

Tlirough this scene winds the Rio Chu-

but, in varying lights a silver cord, a river

of fire, or a dun-colored highway. In

places strange natural forces of the Glacial

Epoch have caused it to abandon a gorge

already hewn from the solid porphyry and

follow a new channel of equal grandeur,

and here the scene seems more strange

than ever, for these canons without the

accompanying stream are impressively queer

and seem ominously dead.

Words and space are lacking to describe

these things. And, too, they are beyond
the oasis of which I have written. Their

bearing on the oasis is simply that this is

the same river, and this valley a continu-

ation of "the Valley," and yet there is

only this desolate and nearly lifeless gran-

deur. There are a few Indian huts with

some goats scrabbling for an existence

near by. In the few better spots there are

even sheep herders' huts. Here and there

a valley flat has a little grass or perhaps a

few willows, so buffeted by gales that they

grow eastward almost horizontally. But
these valleys and gorges are savage and
they are not under the human yoke as is

the subjugated valley of the oasis.

The Deserted Inn

Not far from Paso de los Indios, the

point where the river coming from the

north turns eastward in its course to the

sea, there is an inn. It was built in hopes

that wool-carters would pass this way, and
was tritely but accurately called Bella

Vista ("Beautiful View"). The carters

do not now pass this way, and the innkeeper

has so little optimism that he does not

bother to stay there very much. We
found the place open but deserted, so

moved in, uninvited, according to free

Patagonian custom. A shepherd saw us

from a distance and relayed the news of this

miracle to the absent innkeeper, so that

he arrived in time to try to take advantage

of our custom to get enough money to

move to some more prosperous point.

The difference between an inn and a house

is often reduced to the technical point

that at an inn the owner feels free to charge

(and often to overcharge) for accommo-
dations.

After dooming this ambitious man to

wait there for another miracle before he

can afford to migrate, we went on the

next day to Paso de los Indios (which

makes one long for the cosmopolitanism of

Las Plumas), and then left the ri\er and

its valley and plunged into the unmapped
and wild heart of Chubut Territory, where,

as the old mariners were wont to say, we
passed divers grievous adventures.



Beaver
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The original exploration of the American West
was performed largely by trappers bent on taking

beaver skins. Almost exterminated by this un-

controlled trapping, they are now growing more
numerous, and are again demonstrating their value

as agents of conservation

Ol^R beaver population is increasing.

Last season the state of Pennsyl-

vania provided trapping for the first

time in many decades. After beaver had

been destroyed in that state, two were im-

ported in 1917 and subsequently forty-six

pairs were brought in. By 1933 the num-

bers had grown to approximately 15,000,

according to the Pennsylvania Board of

Game Commissioners. Similar success has

been attained elsewhere as well.

With a revival in the beaver numbers,

the vacationist now often sees near at hand

that mysterious animal w'hich lured the

trapper into the wildest and most remote

sections of the country long before gold

beckoned to the prospector. Fishermen

today frequently see beaver swimming in

ponds or streams, diving to the bottom for

underwater plants, or crawling on to the

banks to eat, preen, or repair houses or

dams. The trapper is being allowed to

take the surplus numbers of this valuable

fur bearer to increase his income.

Our country is fortunate to have the

beaver's existence assured, because he is a

friend to many, a detriment to few, and an

enemy to none. The pioneers recognized

only his valuable fur, but people now are

learning of his other values. His ponds

provide excellent breeding grounds for fish,

water fowl, muskrats, otter, and mink, and

afford succulent underwater plants re-

quired by the moose. The beaver docs no

harm to any of these neighbors. In addi-

tion, his dams catch fine silt which would

otherwise wash down the streams and rivers.

When the food supply of one district is ex-

hausted, the beaver abandons the ponds.

After they are deserted, they still check

flood waters; the thick deposits of finest

silt absorb and hold moisture and eventually

become the richest of meadows for grazing

animals or garden spots for the farmer. Not
only is the immediate country benefited,

but the country down stream is also bene-

fited through the checking of flood water

and its gradual release into the streams.

So far-reaching is the value of the many
small dams along a watercourse, that the

government is employing some of its emer-

gency workers to establish check dams. In

the Black Hills of South Dakota, where

beaver have been trapped out and denuda-

tion is a serious problem, the government

is building small beaver-like dams. But

without constant attention, such as the

beaver gives, these efforts cannot succeed in

holding back soil and water.

In return for his many benefits, the beaver

takes little. He sometimes floods roads or

fields and he cuts down trees. Mr. Vernon

Bailey, of the Biological Survey, has found

a method of inserting a drainage pipe into

the dam which effectively holds the water

at any desired level in spite of the efforts of

the beaver. He has also invented a live

trap so that the beaver may be caught un-

harmed and moved to other districts. The

trees which the beaver cuts are usually of

little or no commercial value. In the West

the beaver prefers quaking aspen trees,

cottonwoods, and willows, none of which

are of commercial use. He cuts few ever-

greens even if they are abundant. Usually

one or two small ones each season suffice

for a family. Seemingly they are used as a

tonic. When the soft wood deciduous trees

and willows are gone, the beaver usually

moves elsewhere.

In addition to the indirect aid to fisher-
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Having removed this

lighter branch, the beaver

turned his attention to

the heavier section of the

tree, as is shown in the

photograph below and the

one on the preceding page

Starting the notch. Note

that a single long chip is

being removed in one

,iiece, the beaver having

cut it loose at the ends

and chiseled it out by

progressive strokes of his

long lower teeth

© Weiuldl Chapman
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Wendell Chapman

The desire of a beaver to cut

a limb off flush with the

trunk sometimes causes him
to stretch three feet or more

to do his work

Because he cuts with his

lower incisors only, the beav-

er turns his head nearly up-

side down to cut the upper
face of a notch in a stand- ^

ing tree

Small branches are cut diago-

nally by a few progressive

strokes of the lower teeth
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men, hunters, and agriculturists, and in

addition to the vahie of his fur, this animal

has played an important role in American

history. So important was he in the early

days of the West that his pelt was the me-

dium of exchange. All commodities, in-

cluding other furs, were valued in beaver

hides, which were packed like currency in

bundles of sixty to a hundred skins. It was

the quest of his pelt which opened the West.

For the nature lover the beaver has in-

terest and inspiration. His communal life,

cooperative efforts, and his harmonious

social system are as exemplary as those of

the ants and bees. But he accomplishes his

social unity without making slaves of most

of his population and distorting the vast

majority from normal individuals into

workers, as do the insects.

A Friendly Colony

One autumn we came upon a colony of

beaver hard at work cutting and storing

food for winter, and were accepted by them

as friends. For two months we watched

them daily. On several occasions they

touched us with their paws or noses, crawled

over our feet, wetting our shoes with water

dripping from their coats. Frequently they

turned their backs to us while working,

their paddle-shaped tails resting at our feet.

The largest beaver of the colony was the

leader. Leadership, in so far as we could

determine, was a matter of self-sacrificing

obligation based upon capability. Every

evening before the night's work began,

this old beaver was the first to leave the

lodge and to reconnoiter around the pond

in search of enemies. If he observed un-

favorable signs, he returned to the lodge

and did not reappear for an hour or more.

If an intruder was causing a disturbance,

the beaver whacked the water with his

tail before diving. If the intruder was

quiet, he dived silently. If all was well,

he went on land to the aspen grove. Being

larger and stronger then the rest, he did

more work and faced more dangers. The
labor and capital, production and distri-

bution of the beaver present no social

problems. Each individual joyously does

all he can to build and store for winter.

Once the food is stored, it is community

property, and everyone is entitled t0 all

he desires so long as any food remains.

Good citizenship on the part of the beaver

is largely a result of his eagerness to work.

Nature has made it imperative that each

beaver labor or starve. He cannot live

idly. His incisor teeth grow rapidly to

offset the tremendous wear in cutting his

wood for food and structures. Whether

or not he works, his teeth keep growing,

and if long left idle, they might grow out

and pry his mouth open, so he could no

longer eat. He can keep the growth down
chiseling the teeth together as he does in

sharpening them, but a substantial amount

of gnawing is needed to keep them normal.

We examined a beaver skeleton illustrating

this. A shot had broken the lower jaw,

throwing it out of line so the upper and

lower pairs of incisors did not meet. The
beaver was therefore unable to cut and the

uncurbed growth of the incisors finally

barred his mouth, causing him to starve,

although his jaw had completely healed.

To prevent a similar fate the normal

beaver gnaws dry poles during the spring

and summer when he cuts no trees for stor-

age, and few for food. Often on his vaca-

tion trips he cuts dead wood for no ap-

parent reason, except to keep his teeth in

order. And so we see that the beaver,

irrespective of whether or not he becomes

leader of the colony, labors according to

to his ability. His position seemingly is

not one of honor, it is merely one of re-

sponsibility and risk.

Beaver Food

Each evening after seeing that all was

well around the pond, the old beaver

devoted half an hour to his "breakfast."

If he found the aspen branch we had

dragged to the water's edge, he would tow

it to one of his several dining seiats. These

were stumps or logs half a foot under
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water, on which he sat. Before the frost

had parched the leaves, he grabbed them

with both hands, shoving them into his

mouth with open palms, like a human baby

feeding itself, and smacking loudly. Twigs

up to the diameter of a lead pencil he

grasped with one end in each paw, bent

them double, and fed them with mechanical

steadiness into his planing mill teeth. His

lower jaws, working at the rate of five or

six strokes per second, shaved the stems

into thin flakes. Upon accumulating a

mouthful, he paused to masticate the

"corn flakes," alternating his lower jaw

first to one side then to the other in chew-

ing. Branches larger than a lead pencil

in diameter he peeled with the same rapid

motion of the lower jaw. He held the

sticks with hands bent up at the wrists,

flaking the bark neatly from one end,

sliding the stick along, and turning it as

he ate. When eating from these small

sticks the beaver looked like a flute player.

Sections of tree trunk which were too

large to hold were grounded in shallow

water or against the storage pile and the

bark chiseled off. If a log still contained

bark after the meal was finished, it was

anchored in the storage pile.

Peeled sticks were sometimes taken im-

mediately to the roof of the lodge and con-

verted into "shingles," but usually they

were abandoned until the beaver or some

of his clan felt inclined to work on the roof.

The meal finished, the beaver swam
around the storage pile, re-anchoring any

loosened pieces, whereupon he left for the

harvest field.

EtavisioN OF Labor

A half hour or more after the old beaver

left the lodge, others came out at intervals,

evidently assuming that all was well if he

did not return. No news was good news.

After dining, each adult beaver went to

join in harvesting. As soon as a tree was

felled, several helped in cutting and haul-

ing, although a single beaver usually felled

the tree.

Trips on to the land were made hesitat-

ingly by the first beaver, because of the

possibility of the presence of coyotes and

bears. But once he was working and could

be heard by the others, they waddled con-

fidently up the runway. Immature beaver

seldom ventured far on land. But when

trees were felled close to the pond, they

went to help. Sometimes the older beaver

piled branches at the water's edge, which

the small beaver eagerly towed to storage.

How A Tree is Felled

Before cutting a standing tree, the beaver

seemed to consider only two things: first,

to find a comfortable place in which to

sit or stand; and second, to locate the most

tender part of the bark within reach.

The beaver turns his head nearly upside

down to cut the upper face of a notch in a

standing tree, because he cuts with his

lower incisors only. The upper jaw is

rigid and used for holding, the upper teeth

at most merely marking the bark. We ob-

served many times that the lower incisors

did all the cutting. Examination of any

recent beaver cutting will clearly bear out

this fact. Each double-grooved tooth mark

blends out at the end of the stroke as

gradually as it blends in at the beginning.

If both pairs of teeth shared in the cutting,

there would be a perceptible seam where

the two pairs of cutting teeth meet. When
felling a tree or cutting it up for storage,

the beaver cuts at about half the rate of

the eating stroke. His working speed

is from two to three jaw strokes per

second.

If chips lodge behind the incisors and

balance in the mouth, the beaver usually

flips them out with his paws and not with

his tongue. The reason for this apparently

unnatural act is that the tongue rests under

fur-lined lips, which pucker in above the

toothless portion of the gums behind the

incisors. These fur flaps keep the mouth
effectively closed even when the jaws are

opened for cutting. Such sealing of the

mouth permits the beaver to cut under



Wendell Chapman

Above:—He can twist about

very easily, even to the point

of brushing his back. Oc-
casionally, in his preening,

he pauses to remove a leech

Left:—The beaver's personal

habits are exemplary, and he is

given to spending more than

S a little time grooming his coat

Wendell
Chapman

Below:—The top of his head

gets a little attention. Fond
of preening as they were,

however, those observed by
Doctor and Mrs. Chapman
never preened each other

Wendell Chapman



^ight: — Eating
; m a 1 1 t w i g sV

'.verything they

'at is first shaved

into "corn flakes"

We7idell Chapman iJ^

Right;—He is Hkeiy to strip>very chip ^,
of its bark

Wendell
Chapman

Wfndell
Chapman

In the circle:—When eat-

ing from small sticks the

beaver bears a humorous
resemblance to a flute

player

Below:—Sentinel pose. The hind,

webbed foot has a small toe on the

outside, nert to which is the main
toe. The thumbless forepaws are

very dainty

© Wendell Chapman
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cold water without exposing the mucous

membranes of the mouth and throat.

When the tree comes crashing down,

the bea\'er runs to the pond regardless

of the duection in w^hich the tree is falling.

Undoubtedly, tree-felling is very dangerous

when the trees are a foot or more in diam-

eter. But trees which are six to eight in-

ches in diameter are less hazardous than

might be supposed. By the time they

descend, the beaver is well on his way and

beyond the point where the heavy trunks

will fall. He is out where the fluffy branches

cushion the impact, and unless a limb

breaks off and gouges him; his sturdy body

will withstand the blow even if the tree top

descends upon him. Once we saw a tree

nine inches in diameter fall on a beaver

without injuring him.

Food Supplies

After several minutes of watching and

listening, the beaver returns to the fallen

tree. Quickly cutting off enough branches

for a load to take to storage, he departs.

A load may be anything from one limb to

half a dozen small branches. Usually he

completes the trip to storage without in-

terruption, but occasionally he drags the

branches only as far as the water's edge

before returning to the tree for more.

When gathering a load of small branches,

the beaver trims off three or four, piling

them to one side. When he has cut off all

his mouth will grasp, he gathers up the

branches with his foi'epaws and places them

behind his incisors. When but two brandies

are sufficient for a load, he holds the first

one in his mouth while he cuts the second.

Once we observed a beav(>r attempt to

cut a second branch while holding another

so large it interfered. With one forepaw
he grasped the first branch, remov(Hl it

from his mouth, held it resting on his other

forearm, cut off the second branch, and then

adjusted both in his mouth for hauling.

Twigs and branches up to half an inch

in diameter are cut off diagonally with a

single stroke of the incisors. Those from

half an inch to about an inch and a half

in diameter, are cut off on the diagonal

by three or four progressive strokes, the

lower incisors making the entire cuts.

Larger limbs are notched, the beaver turn-

ing his head to cut the notch on either side

,

and then chiseling the wedge out before

attempting to remove it. These notches

\'ary from two to seven or eight inches in

width when started.

The larger end of a cutting is held in the

mouth as the beaver drags it down the

runway or tows it through the water.

The beaver usually carries limbs or branch-

es stem end first. Projecting limbs and

branches which point backward offer much
less resistance than if the limb were towed

small end first, in which case the branches

would stick forward and catch readily on

brush down the runway or would offer

more resistance to towing through the water.

When the load needs to be adjusted or

shifted to the opposite side of the mouth,

the beaver, if on land, grasps the branch

with forepaws and hoists it overhead; if

in the water, he may make the shift in the

same manner or he may let go and dive

under to the opposite side.

Moving the Logs

When cutting off limbs or when cutting

a tree trunk into sections, the beaver

usually takes time to eat the green bark

from the largest chips. Unless fear of

enemies keeps him away, he invariably

returns to the scene of the felled tree,

picks up and sniffs at all the chips, and

strips them of their bark.

Heavy limbs or log sections often lodge,

while being dragged to the pond. When
this happens, the beaver braces his teeth

and forepaws against the aspen and shoves

forward and upward with tremendous

strength. If it is a log which lodges, the

beaver sniffs carefully for projecting limb

stubs, which he cuts off flush before trying

to move the piece.

The beaver shakes himself like a dog

as he crawls out on the shore, flipping the
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water from his outer coat and fluffing it

up into paintbrush tips from which addi-

tional water drips. Frequently he takes

time out for a most careful toilet. Sitting

on the land, he rubs his cheeks against the

lay of the fur, giving himself a most ludi-

crously fierce appearance. Then, with

forepaw^s pressing his fur and swiping out-

w^ard in unison, he preens his chest, work-

ing down to his stomach and sides in over-

lapping swaths, reaching around each side

as far as his short arms will permit. Twist-

ing around, he brushes his back, occasion-

ally remoAing a leech. Dropping down
on all fours, he uses first one hind foot with

the split toe nalis, then the other, to comb
his sides in deliberate strokes resembling

the shaft of a boat wheel in movement.

On the first and second toe from the inside

of the foot the nails are double, the upper

portion being loose and fitting down over

the lower. The upper nail opens much
like a parrot's beak, and is of advantage

in combing.

Preening fluffs up the fur and presses

out the water. Except for the I'emoval

of an occasional leech, the beaver we ob-

served rarely directed attention to one spot

with that avid interest so characteristic

of monkeys. Judging from the calm, even

preening of these beaver, they were not

inhabited.

Preparing for WrNTER

With the approach of winter, the beaver

puts the lodge in good repair. Both the

lodge and dam are examples of the beaver's

weaving. Sticks and poles are shoved

endwise into the growing structure with

no plan or pattern, except that each added

stick is poked somewhere.

Towing old poles through the water^

often having gone on land to get them, the

beaver crawls on to the lodge, walking

upright with insecure footing. Occasion-

ally he steps into a hole and grounds

astride a stick or pole, in which event he

waves his webbed foot around for another

grasp. When he finds new footing, he con-

tinues his uncertain ascent. Arriving near

the top of the lodge, he proceeds to poke
the pole into a crevice, so long as it will

move. One evening we saw a beaver hoist

a very long pole on to a house. Shoving

it into a hole, he kept poking it along until

it stuck out beyond the opposite side and

above the house, finally tipping into the

water. As the pole failed to lodge, the

beaver simply shoved it up one side of the

house and down the other. By the follow-

ing afternoon, however, the pole had been

worked in securely. When the beaver

is in position to work a stick in, he grasps

it with his teeth, shoves it endwise with

a side thrust of his head, and then takes

a new hold for another shove, and con-

tinues this action until the stick lodges.

Plastering with Mud

For mortar the beaA'er dives to the bot-

tom of the pond, scoops up armfuls of

mud, and carries the load pressed against

his chest and chin. In climbing on to the

lodge, it is often necessary for him to hold

the mud with only one forepaw, the other

being used to assist in climbing up the

tangled mass. The beaA'er clambers up
on hind legs, braced by the tail, bending

over to lay his stomach against the roof

as he loses his balance. ArriA'ing at the

desired spot, he places the mud in a crevice

and pats it in firmly, not with his tail, but

with his forepaws, kneading it in place.

Frequently he falls when climbing on to

his roof, but the spills are without serious

consequence. When the hind foot rests

oA-er sharp sticks which gouge the thin

web, one shudders as the beaver places all

his weight upon it, but evidently it is

tough, because a stripped or punctured

web is rare.

When cold weather freezes the mud,
which has been mortared around the inter-

locked poles and sticks, the beaver is pro-

tected by the forerunner of our re-inforced

concrete. Then his home defies even a bear.

In nature and disposition the beaver is

one of the kindliest creatures on earth.
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WendeU Cliapmnn

So lacking in fear were these

beavers that they did not hesi-

tate to turn their backs toward
Doctor and Mrs. Chapman WINTER

Beaver frequently ate from Doctor and Mrs.
Chapman's hands, even touching them with

forepaws and noses. However, they seldom

Wendell Chapman

When cold weather freezes the

mud that is plastered on the

beaver's house, this becomes
strong enough to defy even a bear

With the approach of winter the beaver

puts his lodge in good repair, often cov-

ering it with mud until the poles are

barely visible

Wendell Chapman
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COMES

Weivhll Chapman

The "leader" gathers several small

branches with his forepaws, and
adjusts them in his mouth, in

order to carry them to storage

became so friendly until the sun had gone
down, thus making a detailed camera record

of their friendlier moments almost impossible

WendM Chapman

Wendell Chapman

When the pond is freezing rapid-

ly the beaver does not venture

far from the hole he has broken

in the ice

Ice is beginning to form on the ponJ,

but in the under-water "cooler" the

beaver's food will keep fresh until

springtime

© Wenddl Chapman
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Although as nervous as a spirited horse

when alarmed, ordinarily he is patient,

kindly, and persevering. He seldom quar-

rels with members of his family, and when
differences do arise, he protests by mildly

blowing, much as a goose does. These dif-

ferences seldom arise among members of

a colony, except when one interferes with

the working of another. A beaver likes

to accomplish his task alone and resents

the near presence of another. He often

shoves away a persistent intruder. That
usually ends the matter and the trespas-

ser departs without ill humor. In case the

intruder is a kitten, the adult beaver does

not push it away. He patiently works on

as the kitten sniffs up inquiringly at his

mouth, gets right under his nose, clambers

over the busiest spot, and makes himself

a general nuisance. But the kittens are a

necessary part of the trials and tribula-

tions of the old beaver.

The adults are not so patient with the

three-quarters grown youngsters, sending

them away whenever they interfere. Nor
are the older children so tolerant with the

kittens. But the worst quarrels result

merely in a shove or a splashing tug of war
over a branch. Members of a beaver

colony quarrel only over the privilege of

working, not over ownership. The moment
a piece is anchored in the storage pile, any-

one may take it, ownership being asserted

only while the piece is in a beaver's pos-

session.

Lack of Team Work

One evening we observed an immature
beaver crawl up a runwa;y to a standing

tree on which its twin brother was cutting.

The worker, noticing the advancing com-

rade, stopped and turned his head around

to murmur his gruffest warning. Not-

withstanding, the trespasser came on, and
as he approached, the first beaver turned

around ahd started shoving. Like a

couple of comedians both darted their

paws out in unison to push the other in

the chest, until finally the intruder lost

his balance and fell over sidewise, where-

upon he left.

Although the beaver built their struc-

tures as a community, we never observed

any evidence of team work. If one bit off

more than he could drag to storage, that

was his own lookout, and the others did

not concern themselves over any diffi-

culty he might have. Nor did he expect

help. Such a thing as giving a hand was

apparently unknown to these beaver.

We obtained a number of pictures of

beaver apparently working together, but

in most cases they remained near each

other only long enough to be photographed.

In some cases an adult tolerated a kitten

or half-grown beaver at his side, but team

work, as such, seemed foreign to their

understanding.

Fastidiousness

In habits the beaver is fastidious. Never

have we seen stains or excreta anywhere.

These are always deposited in water. Or-

dinarily, rodents are filthy in this respect,

as anyone knows who has observed mice

or rabbits. The beaver has risen far

above his cousins in neatness, as well as in

other accomplishments. We were present

when a recently abandoned lodge was

openedby a Ranger. The rooms were

immaculate.

It is indeed fortunate that one of the

most exemplary, one of the most fascinat-

ing, and one of the most lovable of all our

wild animals is beginning to show con-

fidence in man.

Before the white man came, the Indians

looked upon the beaver as superior to other

animals. They regarded him with super-

stitious awe, and many tribes never killed

the "little brothers." But with the ap-

pearance of the fur trader, the Indians

were persuaded to trap the "little people,"

and the beaver learned to avoid the human
being.

Only in recent years lias this enigma

of the wilds again ventured forth in the

presence of man.



Drought on a Wet Planet

The disastrous effects of lessened rainfall,

and the widespread havoc that often follows

extended periods of dry weather by

Charles Fitzhugh Talman

ACCORDING to a recent estimate, the

amount of water lying at all times

on the surface of the earth exceeds

332,500,000 cubic miles in volume and

weighs more than 1,500,000,000,000,000,000

tons. Every second of the day and night

something hke 16,000,000 tons of this vast

store passes into the atmosphere by way of

evaporation and is spread abroad by the

winds. At the same average rate of 16,000,-

000 tons a second, water falls from the sky

as rain and snow upon the lands and seas of

the globe. We live, therefore, upon a wet

planet.

Why, then, such disasters as the one that

has taken toll this year in the United States

to the extent of thousands of millions of

dollars? Why should humanity ever suffer

widely for lack of water in a world so gen-

erously supplied with it?

There are two explanations of the para-

dox. First, Nature is outrageously capri-

cious in her distribution of rainfall. About

one-third of terra firma is always barren

because of persistently deficient rain. An-

other third gets too little on an average to

make agriculture a profitable occupation.

Over almost all the rest the farmer's busi-

ness is a gamble on account of frequent or

occasional droughts.

Second, man still depends for nearly all

his food and clothing directly or indirectly

upon plants, which are exceedingly wasteful

in their use of water. Plants collect and

utilize only a fraction of the rain that falls

on fields, pastures, and forests, and they

require relatively enormous amounts of

water to produce small amounts of material

useful to mankind. Probably some day

all foodstuffs and clothing materials will

be manufactured directly from elementary

substances within the walls of factories

instead of being produced by the slow,

wasteful, and precarious methods of agri-

culture and grazing, and then the scourge

of drought will be a thing of the past.

The word "drought" applies hterally to

any state of dryness; but when we speak

of "a drought" we usually mean a pro-

tracted period of dry weather more or less

abnormal for the region where it occurs.

Our conception of a drought implies, more-

over, certain conspicuous effects of such

weather, either as exercised directly or

through the depletion of water in the soil.

These include the withering or stunted

growth of vegetation, the shrinking of

streams, and the failure of wells and springs.

Mere scarcity of rain does not necessarily

bring about droughty conditions. Loss of

water from plants and from the soil through

evaporation usually plays an important

part in a drought, and this process is favored

by hot weather, low atmospheric humidity,

and high winds. An ideal criterion for de-

fining a "drought" would take account of

all factors concerned in reducing available

moisture to a harmful extent, but deficient

rainfall is the principal factor, and in most

quantitative definitions of the term it is

the only one considered.

No single definition of this sort has been

adopted by meteorologists for use all over

the world, because the rainfall requirements

of any one region differ mdely from those

of another, but several have been proposed

for use in particular countries. Two have

been employed in certain publications of

the United States Weather Bureau. Ac-

cording to one, a drought is a period of 30



Photo., U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

Left:—An ear of corn from a

drought'Stricken field, com-
pared with one from a field

amply watered. The U. S.

Department of Agriculture

has determined that for every

pound of dry matter pro-

duced, a field of corn requires

368 pounds of water

Publisher's Photo Service

Above:—A Colorado harvest

after a , sufficiently ^^moist

growing season

Below:—In South Dakota the 1934
drought has been exceptionally

severe, yet such luxuriant crops as

this have not been uncommon in

previous years

Brown Bros.
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Above:—A Texas pasture

during the past summer,

when a single cow found only

a meager supply of food on
fifty of these parched acres

Brown Bros.

Right:—A Texas pasture

during a season of sufficient

rainfall. At such times this

is excellent "cow country"
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Below:—An Oklahoma farm after a

dust storm. Scenes such as this have

been common throughout the agri-

cultural West during the past

summer
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days or more during which the rainfall does

not amount to 0.25 inch in any 24 hours.

The other defines a drought as a period of

21 days or more during which the rainfall

is not more than 30 per cent of the normal.

What Is a Drought?

In Great Britain the Meteorological

Office describes as an "absolute drought"

a period of more than 14 consecutive days

without 0.01 inch of rain on any one day,

and as a "partial drought" one of more than

28 consecutive days the mean rainfall of

which does not exceed 0.01 inch a day. Dur-

ing the 62 years ending with 1919 there

were 69 absolute droughts in London. The

term "engineers' drought" is applied by

the British to a period of three or more con-

secutive months, the aggregate rainfall of

which does not exceed half the normal

amount for the same period.

The meteorologist is often asked by the

layman whether a certain drought was more

"severe" than another; or, for example,

whether the drought of 1930 or that of the

present year or some other should be re-

garded as the most "severe" in American

history. How can we measure the severity

of a drought in order to make such com-

parisons?

The extent of territory affected, the total

deficiency of rainfall over the area, and the

duration of the drought are obviously

factors to be considered in estimating its

severity. The disastrous effects of a drought

depend more upon the time it lasts than

upon the total shortage of rain; hence, ac-

cording to some authorities, severity in-

creases as the square of the duration.

These effects are, however, still more

dependent upon the kinds of crops and

other vegetation exposed to the drought,

the stage of plant growth at which it

occurs, and other non-meteorological cir-

cumstances.

Thus the task of measuring the severity

of a drought is one for the economist rather

than the meteorologist. We can say

categorically whether a certain drought

was more costly than another, but whether

or not it was more severe in a physical sense

is often a difficult question to answer.

So far as the meteorological features of a

drought are concerned, the most important

one—the shortage of rainfall—is best ex-

pressed in tons rather than in the custom-

ary inches of depth, since not everybody

realizes that an inch of rainfall is equivalent

to 113 short tons (101 long tons) of water to

the acre. This illuminating method of in-

dicating the magnitude of a drought was

employed by the Weather Bureau in a re-

view of the great drought of 1930, in which

the Eastern States suffered much more

severely than they have suffered this year.

The statement reads:

Twenty-seven states had deficient precipitation

each month for periods ranging from two to twelve

months, and the total shortage for these states dur-

ing the droughty period was more than 700,000,000,-

000 tons of water. For the eight states—Maryland,

Virginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, Ohio, Missouri,

Indiana, and lUinois—most affected by the drought,

the shortage was nearly 300,000,000,000 tons, and,

in general, for each 100-acre farm, for the three sum-

mer months alone, it was about 60,000 tons, or an

average of nearly 700 tons a day.

These figures are given in short tons

—

2,000 pounds to the ton. Thus the daily

shortage during the summer on a good-

sized farm in the states mentioned averaged

1,400,000 pounds, or about 167,500 U. S.

gallons of water, as compared with the

supply in a normal year.

What Plants Require

Such figures become even more under-

standable in relation to drought when we

consider the amounts of water that growing

plants, if they are to live and thrive, must

obtain from the soil. For example: A corn

plant takes up about 368 pounds of water

for every pound of dry matter it produces.

An acre of cabbage plants needs more than

2,000,000 quarts of water in a season. Two
hundred beech trees on an acre require

nearly double that amount. More than

800 pounds of water must be put into the

soil to produce a pound of dry alfalfa. Half
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a ton of water is used by a tree in niakinfj; a

pound of wood.

Fortunately for the farmer, the supply

of soil water in any region is far more stable

than the rainfall of the same region, because

there is usually a large reserve of such water

deep in the ground, which accumulates in

rainy weather (as well as from the melting

of snow) and is but slowly depleted when
the rainfall fails. If plants depended direct-

ly upon rain for their supply of moisture,

agriculture would hardly be possible even

in nominally humid climates, which are,

as a rule, subject to occasional dry spells

of long duration. Southern New England,

for example, is a well-watered region, with

a normal rainfall about double the minimum
amount required for ordinary crops; yet

statistics show that once every two years,

on an average, this region experiences a dry

spell lasting 30 days or more, during which

no day brings as much as a quarter of an

inch of rain.

Lowered Water-Tables

A serious depletion of soil water results

from persistent drought, and especially from

a succession of droughty years. Gradually

the water-table—the upper limit of sat-

urated soil—from which the roots of plants

draw water either directly or through the

wicklike action of intervening soil, sinks

below the reach of all but the deepest-

rooted plants. The soil down to a con-

siderable depth becomes so dry and powdery

that the water from occasional showers seeps

rapidly through it and is lost to plants. With

the general killing of vegetation, the bare

surface soil is easily swept up by the winds

in clouds of dust, which may assume spectac-

ular proportions and spread far beyond their

place of origin, as has happened from time

to time this year in the United States.

The unprecedented epidemic of dust

storms in this country during the past spring

and summer, though probably due in part

to unwise agricultural methods and exten-

sive over-grazing—both of w^hich have strip-

Dcd the land of protective natural vegeta-

tion—appears to have been also the result of

an enormous reduction of soil water in

regions where there has been a general

downward "trend" of rainfall for many
years.

A Decline in Rainfall

An analysis of rainfall records made by
J. B. Kincer, of the Weather Bureau, shows

that over a large area of the northern Middle

West, centering in Minnesota, this decline

has been in progress for the past twenty-five

years, being one of a series of slow upward
and downward swings revealed by records

extending over the past century. During

these swings the rainfall of individual years

has sometimes departed widely from the

prevailing upward or downward tendency,

but the latter is plainly shown by a curve

plotted from the averages of overlapping

periods of ten years each, each ten-year

period beginning a year later than the pre-

ceding one.

Similar ^low oscillations of rainfall ap-

pear to be fairly common throughout the

world and there has been much discussion

as to their causes. One of their effects has

been to foster the delusion that the rainfall

of various parts of the world has changed

permanently for better or worse within

historic times. Unfortunately these trends,

though they are of great economic import-

ance, are too indefinite and irregular to af-

ford a safe basis for long-range forecasts of

drought.

With the doubtful exception of floods,

droughts have, in the aggregate, cost more
human lives and caused more misery and

destruction than any other disasters of at-

mospheric origin. In their ultimate effects

—as, for example, in provoking wars, migra-

tions, and social upheavals—they have

undoubtedly played a much greater part

in human affairs than have all other weather

disasters combined. In the United States

severe droughts have been the commonest
cause of commercial panics and have often

caused an extensive transfer of population

from one part of the country to another.
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A great dust cloud ad'

vancing over the plains.

The frequency of dust

storms in the middle

and western United
States in 1934 surpassed

all previous records.

During May an enor-

mous cloud of dust

from the parched lands

west of the Mississippi

swept over the eastern

states and far out over

the Atlantic Ocean

1.

Drought on the range. Con-
ditions throughout the
drought-stricken region have

often been tragic. The
people of great areas have

required aid, and thousands

of head of live stock have

perished miserably

Photo., U. S. Dept. of Agriculture
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'Before"

Farms that in the recent past have been as

pleasant and productive as this South Dakota

dairy farm were turned, during the past season,

into desert-like wastes , with the streams dried

up, the grass gone, and even the leaves of the

trees withered and lifeless
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Before immigration was restricted, every

great drought in Europe promoted a larger

exodus than usual to the New World.

The days of famines due to drought are

by no means over. Russia and Persia have

experienced them on an immense scale dur-

ing the present generation; China, which

suffers from them at frequent intervals, is

enduring a terrible one now. In the past

they were not only commonplace events

but were viewed complacently by philoso-

phers and government administrators as a

natural check on the growth of population.

Droughts and Famine

Until England shouldered the white man's

burden in India, the droughts of that coun-

try caused famine on a colossal scale. One

reads in the old chronicles of drought-bred

famines in which ''the land became densely

covered with bones in all directions, until

it was like one great burying-ground.

"

The famine of 1769-70 destroyed one-third

the population of Bengal. As recently as

1876-77 five million people died of hunger

in India as a sequel of drought.

In civilized and well-governed countries

today human beings no longer perish of

hunger and thirst in time of drought, though

they still endure much misery on account

of the visitation and a good many may
eventually die from its indirect effects.

One common result of prolonged drought

is the pollution of drinking water, leading

to outbreaks of typhoid and other diseases.

On the other hand, a severe drought,

wherever it occurs, causes suffering and

mortality on a vast scale among the lower

animals, both wild and domesticated. Many
thousands of animals purchased this year

by the United States Government to save

them from starvation were so emaciated

that they were unfit for shipping to mar-

ket. In the summer of 1930 it was reported

that more than 10,000 horses died in the

fields of Iowa in a single week.

In her vivid novel The Wind, Dorothy

Scarborough pictures this phase of a drougiit

as witnessed on one of the old-time Texas

ranges, where the water holes had dried up
and there was no railroad near to haul water

:

The plains in their terrible distinctness showed

dead prairie dogs, dead jack-rabbits here and there.

They had perished for lack of food and water. Only

the coyotes remained, and they prowled night and

day, for they lived on flesh and grew fat on the

bodies of the dead. There were no song-birds left;

only the buzzards—carrion birds.

Gaunt, cadaverous beasts staggered about, tor-

tured by heel-flies that nagged them constantly;

bawling in distress, searching everywhere for food

and water. They had devoured every spear of the

dried bunch grass and needle grass, every leaf and

bean from the mesquite bushes, every stalk of last

year's weeds, and now there was nothing! They
came close to the house, as if making appeal to their

masters not to abandon them to death.

They pawed the ground, as if to find food deep-

buried there; some greenness under the tricky sand,

some water beneath the burning desert. Some of

them threw their heads around to the side, as if the

torture of thirst twisted the muscles. Their tongues

swelled, turned black, protruded from their mouths.

Some of them went mad from thirst and fought, gor-

ing each other to death.

Capt. W. F. Owen, in the narrative of his

African voyages, tells how the large town

of Benguella, in Portuguese West Africa, was

once invaded by thirsty elephants, who
fought a bloody battle with the inhabitants

for possession of the wells. Darwin, in his

Naturalist's I oyage, pictures the fright-

ful ravages wrought by the "gran seco" of

1827-30 among the cattle of Argentina, a mil-

lion head of which perished in the province

of Buenos Aires alone. He says

:

I was informed by an eye-witness that the cattle in

herds of thousands rushed into the Parana and, being

exhausted by hunger, were unable to crawl up the

muddy banks and thus were drowned. The arm of

the river which runs by San Pedro was so full of

Photograph on opposite page by Ewing Galloway

Three-quarters of a century ago almost
EVERY MAP OF THE WESTERN PART OF THE UnITED
States showed a vast area that was called

"The Great American Desert." This Idaho
WHEAT field WAS, AT THAT TIME, AN UNDREAMED
OF POSSIBILITY. So SEVERE WERE THE DROUGHT
CONDITIONS OF 1934, HOWEVER, THAT MANY
FIELDS ONCE AS PRODUCTIVE AS THIS HAVE BEEN

TURNED INTO PARCHED WINDROWS OF SHIFTING

DUST, FROM WHICH EVEN THE SEED WAS BLOWN
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Rainfall history is

not merely a mat'

ter of ''dry'' and
"wet" years. Mr.

J. B. Kincer, ofthe

Weather Bureau,

is shown here with
his record of "sec-

ular trends" of

rainfall in the up'

per Mississippi

Valley. It shows
a general decline

in rainfall during

the last twenty
7 five years

Photo., U. S. Forest Service

A drought is com-
monly thought of as

due entirely to scanty

rainfall, but the loss

of moisture from the

soil and from plants

by evaporation is usu-

ally an important fac-

tor. An "evapora
tion pan"" is showi
here, by means ol

which the rate of

evaporation can read-

ily be determined
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putrid ciucutsses that the muster of a vessel tuld ino

the smell rendered it quite impassable. Without

doubt several hundred thousand animals thus per-

ished in the river.

The effects of a great drought are ex-

tremely varied. One, of which we have

heard much this year, is a marked increase

in the number and destructiveness of forest

fires. Apart from this effect of drought

on forests, milhons of saphngs die for want

of water, and the larger trees that survive

make much less than the normal annual

addition of wood to the nation's timber

resources. With the exhaustion of pastures,

poisonous weeds are extensively eaten by

live stock, resulting in much sickness and

mortality. Some insect pests thrive on

drought, though others, fortunately, are

curbed by it. Scarcity of water for indus-

trial use sometimes occasions heavy losses;

as, for example, where large hydroelectric

plants are forced to close down or resort to

steam. The whole catalogue of evils that

drought brings in its train is much too long

to set forth here.

What Causes Droughts

The causes of droughts are disturbances

—

of unknown origin—in the normal circula-

tion of the earth's atmosphere. It is the

winds that spread water vapor over the

earth and, as they cool, especially by ex-

panding as a result of upward movements,

condense it into clouds and deposit it as

rain and snow. An active interchange of

air currents tends, in general, to bring pre-

cipitation; a stagnant state of the air to

bring dry weather.

The trade winds of the South Atlantic

Ocean supply rainfall—too much of it, at

times—to northeastern Brazil, but it appears

that now and then these winds slacken or

shift a little from their habitual courses, and

then the "Nordeste" suffers from the ruinous

droughts for which it is world-renowned.

The southwest monsoon blowing in summer
and autumn from adjacent waters provides

the bulk of India's rainfall; but in some

seasons the monsoon is weak or irregular,

and the crops fail. The swirling winds of

"lows," or barometric depressions, that

travel in endless succession from west to

east across the United States bring us ample

rain or withold it, according to their fre-

quency and intensity and the courses they

pursue.

Distant Causes

The atmosphere is always quite unevenly

distributed over the globe—piled up in

some regions and deficient in others—as

can be seen from a comparison of barometer

readings made simultaneously at different

places, and variations in the winds are asso-

ciated with variations in these inequalities

of atmospheric mass and pressure. Dis-

placements of air and attendant disloca-

tions of wind systems appear to be more

or less definitely interconnected all over the

world. Thus abnormalities in the Indian

monsoon are found to be related to abnor-

malities of winds and weather in South

America, the Aleutian Islands, and other

distant regions; and it is not improbable

that a drought in Iowa or Nebraska may
be related to unusual atmospheric condi-

tions that prevail in places thousands of

miles away.

One of the most striking recent develop-

ments in meteorology is the eager search

now in progress for "teleconnections" of

world weather and the attempts made

—

officially in India and some other countries

—to predict the dryness or wetness of com-

ing seasons on the basis of these inter-

relations.



Ornaments of Pre-Columbian

Central America

by

George C. Vaillant
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Mexican Archaeology,

American Museum

CENTRAL American ornaments re-

semble the antique jewelry of

Europe in that skillful workman-

ship contributed more to the value of a

piece than the intrinsic worth of the stone

or metal. The cost of a jewel was not

expressed by its size, as in the case of those

modern diamond rings which reflect so

clearly the bank notes tendered in pay-

ment.

The ancient Central Americans worked,

as precious, such stones as jade, turquoise,

obsidian, rock crystal, amethyst, opal,

beryl, onyx, and carnelian, not to speak of

other stones resembling these in textures

and color. Around the Isthmus of Pan-

ama emeralds were used as ornament, and

they have been reported also among the

Aztecs. Metals employed for jewelry in-

cluded gold and copper, but silver orna-

ments are extremely rare, owing to the

metallurgical skill required for extracting

the ore. If few of the stones which we
moderns consider precious are represented

in this list, it should be recalled that the

ancient Mediterranean peoples, notably the

Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, knew
equally little of our modern gem stones.

Their ideas of value were certainly as

developed as our own, but to them the

sources for modern precious stones were

almost completely closed.

The stone most generally esteemed by

the Central Americans was jade. The

The fifth of a series of articles on native

Central American art

New World varieties are distinguishable

from the Asiatic jade, not only in chemical

composition, but also in that elusive trait

called "feel." Considerable mystery sur-

rounds the exact origin of American jade,

because no natural deposits have yet been

found in Central America. The few speci-

mens that reveal the original shape of the

raw product suggest that jade was col-

lected in bowlder form from stream beds

but was not mined from the veins. It is

quite possible that the more accessible

places producing jade have been effectually

gleaned of the precious substance by the

ancient inhabitants, even as the Spaniards

in the Colonial period exhausted the gold

deposits which could be worked by hand.

From the general distribution of jade ob-

jects according to the towns listed in the

native manuscripts as paying tribute in

that medium, the chief source must have

been within the limits of the modern

states of Oaxaca, Guerrero, Chiapas, and

southern Vera Cruz. Costa Rica also pro-

duced much jade ornament, but the work-

manship is not comparable to that of the

north.

The value of jade to the Central Ameri-

cans can be authenticated in various ways.

The finest work and most skillful sculp-

ture are lavished on objects of this stone.

The tribute rolls show a constant demand

for jade beads and ornaments. The Na-

huan word for jade "chalchihuitl" and

its hieroglyph were used with the conno-

tation of "precious," and in describin;i;

the adornments of gods and chieftains,



Jade is among the hardest of stones,

and was most precious to the ancient

Central Americans. They worked it

without metal tools, so that the manu'

facture of ornaments like these must
have required months of labor. New
World jade can readily be distinguished

from the Old World variety

Jadeite

The three jade sculptures shown on
this page are among the treasures of

the Americs^n Museum of Natural His-

tory. The middle photograph repre-

sents a small figure in the Maya style

from Ocosingo, Chiapas. The top and
bottom figures represent the same
tiger-faced divinity. The seated figure

is a little more than three inches high,

but the upper one is more than a foot,

and is the largest carved jade from

Central America. Both carvings may
be the work of the semi-mythical

Olmecs of Vera Cruz
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the chroniclers refer to jade in the same

luscious way that we describe the dia-

monds of the mighty in our own society.

Jade was prominent in the lists of gifts

made by the native rulers to the Spaniards

at the time of the Conquest. Finally, we
have the testimony of the Conquistador,

Bernal Diaz, our most engaging first-hand

source on the Ancient Mexicans. In

describing how the Spaniards looted the

treasure of Montezuma's father, previous

to their disastrous sortie from Mexico

City during the Noche Triste, he says,

"
. . . Many of the soldiers of Nar-

vaez and some of our people loaded them-

selves with it (gold). I declare that I had

no other desire, but the desire to save my
life, but I did not fail to carry off from

some small boxes that were there four

chalchihuites (jades) which are stones very

highly prized among the Indians, and I

quickly placed them in my bosom under

my armor, and later on the price of them

served me well in healing my wounds and

getting me food." No one who has read

The True History of the Conquest of New
Spain would ever doubt Bernal Diaz's

practical sense of economic values.

Uses of Jade in Central America

The uses of jade were manifold. Axes

and chisels were ground out that were not

only a-sthetically pleasing in their polished

sjonmetry, but also, due to their hardness,

extremely useful in carving softer stones

for major sculptures. Ornaments com-

prised sets of beads, often matched as to

color and size, ear-plugs, and pendants.

Some of the ear-plugs were too large for

human use, and this type of jewelry must

have been made especially for the statues

of the gods. Little pendants often engraved

with floral designs or human figures are

most pleasing, since they combine the

natural luster of the stone with the bal-

ance of design inherent in Central Ameri-

can craftsmanship.

The process of manufacture must have

been laborious, to judge from the unfin-

ished fragments that have been found.

The jade pebbles were often sawed into

slabs by means of a string of rawhide used

in connection with a rude abrasive like

sand and water. Pecking and grinding

must also have helped to reduce the irregu-

larities of the natural stone. In the Oaxaca

specimens especially, one sees evidence

that a circular drill of bone or reed was used

to engrave many elements of the decora-

tive design. Some of the secondary details

may have been brought out by sharp-

edged flakes of obsidian. Finally the

artisan imparted a lustrous polish to the

specimen.

Main Steps in Working Stone

Prof. M. H. Saville acquired for this

Museum a series of onyx vases that illus-

trate very neatly the main processes in

working stone. First there was the primary

stage of pecking out the block into the

desired external form. The next stage lay

In hollowing the interior by isolating with

a tubular drill thin columns of stone,

which could be readily broken out. A
third step consisted of smoothing off the

irregularities left by pecking and boring.

Then the final details were added, and a

general burnish completed the vessel.

There is no doubt that this general method

applied to the working of all the harder

stones, with the substitution of sawing for

drilling when the need demanded.

Yet the true beauty of jade is expressed

by a series of small sculptures that bring

out in miniature all the consiimmate design

of the major plastic art. These small

idols, Uke the Necaxa "tiger" and the

larger votive axe from Vera Cruz, illus-

trate that element of monumentality which

the better examples of Central American

sculpture possess. By the term "monu-
mentality " I mean the capacity of a carved

figure to be indefinitely enlarged or re-

duced so that the sculpture, due to the

balance of the elements involved in the

composition, is neither distorted by the

one nor diminished in dignity by the other.



This tiny rock crystal skull

represents countless hours of

labor, and is one of the three

finest specimens in the world.

It is probably the work of an

Aztec lapidary

Crystal,

Copper, and

Serpentine

Copper was occasionally used for orna-

ment, as is attested by this large bell

sculptured in repousse. The negroid

features suggest a point of origin in

southeastern Mexico

The little baby-faced fig-

ure to the left resembles

the jade figure on page 579.

The statuette is of ser-

pentine, and the technique

of carving suggests an imi-

tation of the effects ob-

tainable in the harder
green stone, jade
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The Necaxa tiger, although only three

inches high, is as impressive as if it were

thirty feet. The Ocosingo jades, represent-

ing softer influences from the Maya coun-

try, lose nothing in comparison with the

monumental reliefs with which the Mayas

enhanced their stelae and temple walls.

In fact, from our modern point of view,

we can comprehend these minor carv-

ings more readily than the great, since

a bibelot one can keep and handle, but mas-

sive religious sculpture seems to belong

to the god in whose honor it was created.

SUBSTI^-UTES FOR JaDE

Many greenish stones, like porphyry,

serpentine, and wernerite, the native jew-

elers worked in a manner similar to jade.

Perhaps they could not distinguish these

minerals from jade, or perhaps they knew

that through the substitution of softer

stones they could attain the same effect

achieved in the harder and rarer medium.

That extraordinary group of sculptures,

attributable perhaps to the legendary 01-

mecs, depicts people with tiger and baby

faces, both in jade and other stones.

The work in rock crystal, due to the

excessive hardness of the material is, from

the technical point of view, even more

impressive than the jade sculpture. A
few examples exist from various sites

of beads and pendants. The most famous

example, however, is the nearly life-size

skull in the British Museum, and a minia-

ture, illustrated for the first time in these

pages, is one of the treasures of tho, Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History. The

rock crystal vase, found by Doctor Caso

in Tomb 7 at Monte Alban, represents oven

more strikingly the days of patient work

that th(^ creation of one of these master-

pieces must have? consumed, in the absence

of any of our modern mechanical aids.

Ear-plugs and labrets of obsidian (vol-

canic glass) ground so thin as to be almost

transparent, indicate that this useful sub-

stance was treated on occasion as a gem-

stone, and sometimes it was used as a ma-

terial for sculpture. Even iron pyrites,

commonly ground to make mirrors, was

at least in one instance carved, as is at-

tested by a lovely example in the Troca-

dero. Amethyst, opal, carnelian, and the

like have been utilized as beads, while

turquoise was used above all for mosaic

work. The accounts of the loot of the

Conquistadores mention emeralds, but they

may have been exceptionally fine jades.

In fact, of all the stones treated as precious

by the Central Americans, jadeite and neph-

rite produce the most conspicuous examples

of the lapidary's finesse. In civilizations

so essentially religious in character as those

in Central America, it is to be expected that

the work in their most precious stone would

produce a sculpture comparable in every

way, except size, to the best monumental

examples.

Althougli we have insisted that jade was

more valuable than gold to the ancient

Central Americans, and Bernal Diaz quotes

Montezuma's ambassador as saying "that

these rich stones of chalchihuite (jade)

. . . were of the highest value, each

one being worth more and being esteemed

more highly than a great lodd of gold,"

this precious metal none the less had value

among the Central Americans. Copper

was also worked as ornament, but it was

more commonly fashioned into tools. On
the other hand, gold, save for some spor-

adic mentions of fishhooks, seems to have

been reserved for ornament.

The Origin of Gold Work Technique

The techniques for working gold were ap-

])arently invented in northern South Amer-

ica. Indeed, Colombia and Ecuador have

produced in sheer bulk the greatest Indian

tr('asur(*s exhumed in the New World.

From these countries the gold-worker's

art spread through Panama to Costa Rica.

Perhaps because tiie sources of the raw

metal were negligible, there is no further

great development of gold-working, until

one reaches southern and central Mexico.

There we find the cleverest goldsmithing
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in the New World, although no addition

seems to have been made to the funda-

mental techniques of manufacture imported

from the South.

How Gold Ornaments Were Made

The Central Americans apparently knew
nothing of smelting or other methods of

separating the metal from the ore, for they

extracted grains and nuggets of gold from

river beds. This raw metal they melted

down and worked either by hammering

or casting. This latter method is extreme-

ly ingenious, since it is like the European

cire-perdue process. The pattern to be

cast was engraved on specially treated

clay over which was spread a layer of wax.

The wax-covered pattern was then coated

with more clay through which a wax-filled

aperture was made. The mold was then

baked, during which process the wax
melted and ran out. The molten metal was

poured into the resultant cavity, and when
the gold had cooled, the mold was broken

in order to extract the ornament which,

save for a final polishing, was then ready

for use.

The Central American goldsmiths knew
how to plate copper with gold, and in

Mexico they sometimes fused gold and

silver into a single ornament. According

to contemporary accounts, animals were

made with movable legs, and fish with

the scales so cunningly jointed that they

wriggled. In Mexico they knew how to

beat out gold leaf and apply it to objects

of wood and stone, while there was con-

siderable work in repousse, which involves

the beating out of a pattern in relief from

the reverse of a gold or copper plate.

The regions producing gold ornaments

are characterized by various types and

styles of presentation. A rich gold art

emanates from a chieftain's tomb in the

province of Code, Panama, scientifically

excavated by the archaeologists of the

Peabody Museum of Harvard University.

Here delightful animal figures contrast

with the austerity of heavy ornaments and

ceremonial discs in repousse. Another

group of gold objects comes from Costa

Rica in the magnificent collection of Minor
C. Keith, half of which is on view in the

American Museum of Natural History.

There are close parallels between this art

and that of Panama, and here also one

may enjoy the fresh vitality of little ani-

mals like frogs, crabs, and armadillos, as

well as marvel at the bulk of formal orna-

ment. An earring representing an animal

seated in a swing indicates a quaint humani-
tarianism unwilling to allow even an orna-

mental beast to dangle by its neck. A
whole collection of birds of various sizes

could serve as models to jewelers today,

so marked is the chic of the cleverly

coventionalized forms. There is a con-

siderable amount of copper plating and
copper alloy that attest to some skill in

metallurgy.

In the region occupied by the great Maya
cities, there has appeared even less gold

than jade, and both seem to owe their

presence to trade. The Sacred Well at

Chichen Itza, source of the greatest treas-

ure hitherto found in the Maya area,

yielded gold ornaments obtained from
as far as Costa Rica to the southeast and
southern Mexico to the southwest. It is

not until the frontier between the High-

land and Maya cultures is reached that we
find the great development of gold-working.

Notable Examples of Gold Work

According to Prof. M. H. Saville, whose
Goldsmith's Art in Ancient Mexico is the

authoritative work on this subject, north-

ern Oaxaca produced more notable gold

objects than any other section of Mexico,

and this statement was made before the

discovery of the treasure in Tomb 7 at

Monte Alban. Nor can this rich harvest

be entirely due to the drain put by the

Spaniards on other parts of Mexico, since

they were as active in Oaxaca as anywhere
else. A soldier named Figueroa, accord-

ing to Bernal Diaz, gave up trying to

conquer the Indian tribes of ]Mixteca and



This ornament (after Sa-

ville, 1920) is an exquisite

example of Mixtec jewelry

in the National Museum
of Mexico. It imitates a

feather'mosaic shield and
the background of the

design is turquoise inlay

The gold ornaments in the photograph above
and at the lower right illustrate the barbaric

jewels of Panama and Costa Rica. However, a

strong sense of design gives to the four massive

brooches a highly decorative effect. The group
of five little animals (right, above) is more natu-

rahstic in treatment, although a bird-headed

monkey is a beast met more commonly in

mythology than in a zoo

Central

American

Goldwork



The three Httle ornaments above
(after Saville, 1920) came from

Oaxaca, and show the extraor-

dinary skill of the Mixtec gold'

workers in their reproduction of

a harpy eagle, a monkey, and a

horned owl. Note especially

the treatment of the owl's feath-

ers. It is a tragedy that so much
of this lovely ornament found its

way to the Spanish melting pot
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"determined to undertake the excavation of

graves in the burial places of the Caciques

of these provinces, for he found in them a

quantity of gold jewels . . . and he

attained such dexterity that he took out

from these over five thousand pesos de

oro in addition to other jewels obtained

from the pueblos." The enormous yield of

Doctor Caso's remarkable discovery at

Monte Alban gives an idea of the scope

of the gold-worker's industry there. Fin-

ger rings, to wear below the knuckle and

at the first joint, bore representations of

eagles executed in filigree. Necklaces ar-

ranged in decorative tiers and massive

gorgets depicting gods and religious sym-

bols gave evidence of a sumptuous cere-

monialism. Pearls also were scattered about

the tomb and innumerable fragments of

turquoise attested to disintegrated mosaics.

Sophisticated as was the subject matter

of the Monte Alban jewels, the outlines of

some of the gorgets show the southern

ancestry of the goldsmith's art in Oaxaca.

Museum Pieces

The collections of the American Museum
reveal a few consummate examples of gold

work. A small owl's head, complete even

to the overlapping feathers, corroborates

the tales of the Conquistadores and shows

a technical precision not unworthy to be

compared with Benvenuto Cellini's artist-

ry. A haughty little harpy eagle head

combines naturalism with a strong sense

of decorative values, and a large lij) orna-

ment representing an eagle head sub-

ordinates naturalistic detail to design,

without distorting the essential realism

of the reproduction. Even beads are care-

fully worked into forms which are as sat-

isfactory individually as tiiey are when

grouped as a necklace.

The Aztec gold work, thanks to the assidu-

ous looting of the Spaniards, has almost

completely disappeared. We know that

there was a guild of goldsmiths, high in

socia standing, wiio inhabited a special

quarter of Azcapotzalco and claimed descent

from the legendary Toltecs. Conspicuous

in the tribute sent by Cortes to his king

was a golden "wheel" six and a half feet

in diameter, inscribed like the famous

"calendar stone" with the sun, day signs,

and other symbolic elements relating to

time as recorded by the Aztecs. Cortes

was also the recipient of a necklace in

which golden scorpions were a conspicuous

element. How far the Aztec goldsmiths

were influenced by Oaxacan styles the

dearth of specimens from the Valley of

Mexico prevents our saying, but in the

lists of Spanish loot there is a general cor-

respondence between the descriptions of

the Aztec treasure and the different types

of ornament recovered in Oaxaca.

The jeweler's art in Central America,

as can be seen by the illustrations accom-

panying this article, is capably developed

and appears less alien to our modern tastes

than the major arts. Personal eclecticism

and the joy of individual possession in-

fluence one's taste in ornament to a great

degree. A contributory factor in the ap-

preciation of an art is the possibility of

incorporating examples in one's own milieu,

a condition difficult to envisage with the

major exam})les of Central American arts.

However, to keep as a bibelot a jade orna-

ment, or to wear a gold idol as a brooch

or cliarm is perfectly feasible, since such

an action invoh^es no violent adjustment

of aesthetic or ideological conceptions. Per-

haps the sheer craftsmanship of the Cen-

tral American jewel worker will lead us

to as close an appreciation of Central

American art as any other factor in these

remarkable civilizations.



American Museum Activities,

Expeditions, Education,

Meetings of Societies,

and New Members

American Museum Radio Broadcasts

In line with President Davison's policy to make
every effort to increase general public interest in

natural history subjects, the American Museum this

fall is participating in a series of broadcasts which

brings to the microphone many members of the

Museum's scientific staff and other widely known
explorers who, in the form of interviews with Mr.

Hans Christian Adamson, also of the Museum
staff, will discuss their discoveries and exploi'ations

in remote corners of the globe.

These broadcasts, given in cooperation with the

American Bosch Radio Corporation, are presented

every Sunday afternoon at 5:30 o'clock from station

WJZ over a coast-to-coast hook-up of about three

dozen stations of the National Broadcasting

Company.

The first of the series began on August 19 when

President Davison gave a realistic account of how

he and his party made close-range observations of

lions in Africa. On the following Sunday, Dr.

Roy Chapman Andrews, acting director of the

Museum, took the Radio Explorers with him to the

Gobi and recreated the dramatic discovery of the

shovel-toothed mastodon.

On Sunday, September 2, Colonel Theodore

Roosevelt talked about his expedition for specimens

of the rare Ovis poll in the Himalaya Mountains.

He was followed on September 9 by Dr. Robert

Science in the Field

and in the Laboratory

Edited by

A. Katherine Berger

Cushman Murphy, who discussed "Life Among the

Penguins. " Other speakers and their subjects follow:

Sept. 16—Martin Johnson, "Exploring the 'Dark

Continent' by Airplane."

" 23—Dr. Vilhjalmur Stefansson, "Strange

Truths about the Arctic",

" 30—Amelia Earhart, "Adventiues in

Aviation";

Oct. 7—William J. Morden, "Hunting the

Siberian Snow Tiger;"
" 14—Dr. Clyde Fisher, "Startling Facts about

the Stratosphere'
'

;

" 21—Prof. William K. Gregory, ".\ustralian

Explorations";
" 28—Dr. James L. Clark, "Captured by

Mongolian Bandits";

Nov. 4—Mrs. F. Trubee Davison, "Hunting

Elephants and Leopards in Africa";

" 11—Harry C. Raven, 'Gorillas"

The foregoing schedule is subject to change,

should conditions make it necessary.

"These broadcasts," said President Davison in

announcing the program. " form one more step in the

American Museum's efforts to increase public

interest in natural history. We believe that they

provide a splendid opportunitj' to bring the Mu-

seum to those who live too far from New York to

visit it. On the other hand, these weekly talks should
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create added interest on the part of those who reside

in or near New York.

"Radio presentations along the Hne followed in

this series of broadcasts is a new undertaking for

the Museum, and I sincerely trust that our members

and friends will not alone enjoy them but also give

us such helpful criticism as they may feel disposed

to render."

The program will be broadcast in the following

cities

:

Louisville, Ky.
Nashville
Memph's
Atlanta
Birmingham
Jackson
New Orleans
Denver
Salt Lake City
Spokane
Houston

New York
Boston
Springfield
Baltimore
Washington
Syracuse
Rochester
Pittsburgh
Cleveland
Tulsa
San Antonio

Detroit
Cincinnati
Chicago
St. Louis
Cedar Rapids
Des Moines
Omaha-Council

Bluffs
Kansas City
Oklahoma City
Dallas-Fort
Worth

Shreveport

Milwaukee
Madison
Minn. St. Paul
Duluth-Su-

perior
Fargo
Bismarck
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Portland
Seattle
Hot Springs

Pre-Inca Civilization

Dr. Wendell C. Bennett, assistant curator in

anthropology at the American Museum, has just

returned from South America, where he has been

since last December continuing the survey and ex-

cavation in the high plateau of Bolivia begun by the

Museum expedition of 1932. The object of the

survey is to study the distribution of Tiahuanaco

culture, a Pre-Inca civilization which had its center

in Tiahuanaco.

Among the important results of this expedition

was the finding of well preserved foundations of

house sites which furnished many details heretofore

unknown. One house was about 30 feet long and 15

feet wide on the outside. There were double walls,

each more than a foot thick, and a space was left

between the walls for storage. These bins were

entered from the inside of the house through square

window-niches, decorated with stepped edges.

There was only one door to the house and no outside

windows. The doorway was well paved with flat

stones. A long slot on one side of the doorway was

once filled with a wooden slab which could be slid

back and forth. A sliding doorway is, Doctor Ben-

nett believes, a new type for South American

archa'ology. The walls of the room were plastered

with a well backed and polished clay.

Twelve tombs were found under the floor of this

house containing skeletons of children and adults.

Fragments of the cloth blankets with which they

had been covered were still preserved,—the only

cloth Doctor Bennett has ever found in this country

of heavy rains. Every indication was that the

burials had been made one by one while the occu-

pants continued to live in the house.

Bone needles and knives, stone axes and grinders,

and many fragments of cooking bowls and other

pottery furnish clues to the identification of the

dwellers. A grain, called quinoa, was found, which

is the popular food of the Indians today.

Two temples were also discovered, one of which,

when excavated, proved to be about 30 feet square,

with walls of cut and dressed granite blocks, some
decorated with inset niches. Two elaborately cut

upright lava pillars formed a gateway. The temple

was of undoubted Tiahuanaco style, and potterj-

discovered there suggests that the temple may have

been dedicated to puma worship.

Natural History hopes to publish in a later issue

an article telling the story of these interesting finds.

Important Fossil Discoveries in Wyoming

Barnum Brown, who went out to Wyoming in the

spring of 1934 intending to excavate and ship back

to the American Museum two fossil Sauropods

which he had discovered on a previous expedition,

stumbled upon the remains of a whole herd of pre-

historic animals. Doctor Brown considers this one

of the most important finds in his whole history of

exploration,, and he is now hard at work removing

the bones from their age-old burial place. When
ready for shipment, the bones will weigh in excess

of 75,000 pounds, and will fill two freight cars.

Doctor Brown is planning to remain in the field

until December.

Honors

Prof. Henry Fairfield Osborn recently was the

recipient of a Diploma of Membership in the Acade-

mia Asiatica, Teheran, Persia, which had elected him
an Honorary Member at its General Assembly on

January 13, 1932. At the same time a similar

Diploma of Membership was conferred upon the

American Museum.

A Giant Meteor Seen in New York

New Yorkers had the opportunity recently of

viewing an unusually brilliant meteor, or fire-ball,

provided they were star gazing at the right moment.

This celestial visitor, which flashed across the sky

about 9:30 on Monday evening, July 23, 1934, was

described by many as resembling a huge airplane on

fire. It faded from view after approximately four

seconds, and flared up near the end of its course,

bursting like a rocket. That it was not merely one

of tlie small garden variety of shooting-stars, such

as are seen on any clear night, is evidenced by the

fact that its flight was visible over New Jersey, New
York, Connecticut, and Rhode Island. The geology

and astronomy depai'tments of the American Mu-
seum have reccMved many reports from spectators of

this cosmic display, tlie most remarkable coming

from Mr. Vail, of Madison, New Jersey, where the

meteor not only outshone the full moon, but rivaled

those intensely white magnesium flares used in war

time to illuminate^ the landscape. Though its

actual path through the earth's atmosphere has not

yet been determined, it is known that fire-balls

appear on the average at a height of about 85 miles
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above the earth, and di.sappear at a height of about

30 miles, often traveling in th(^ meantime a distance

of 200 miles or more.—A. L. Draper.

A New Color Exhibit in the American Museum
Mutations, or germinal changes, ar(> the fii'st

stages in the formation of new species. Hence the

various color "sports" sometimes found in nature

are of special interest to the naturalist. In the Hall

of Reptiles an exhibit of living specimens has re-

cently been arranged to show three types of color

mutations. These include a bright yellow variety

of the common pond frog; a black, melanistic form

of the garter snake; and a red variation of the

chicken snake. Bj- way of comparison a normal

specimen of each species is also included in the

exhibit.

The green color of the normal pond frog is not due

to green pigment but to a reflection phenomenon.

The short light rays falling on the skin of the frog

are reflected back by certain guanine-containing

cells which are backed up by black pigments.

These reflected rays are passed through a filter of

oil-containing cells which give the green appearance

to the skin. The yellow "sport" lacks the black

pigment cells, and consequently the short light waves

are not reflected back through the yellow filter; as a

result the skin appears not green but yellow.

The innovation of live frogs and snakes in the

Reptile Hall makes the exhibit particularly valuable.

A Memorial to B. T. B. Hyde

Sunday, August 5, 1934, marked the unveiling of

a bronze memorial tablet dedicated to the late

Benjamin Talbot Babbit Hyde ("Uncle Benny")

at the Kanawauke Lakes, Palisades Interstate

Park. It was here that "Uncle Benny" in the

summer of 1920 began his work in nature education

at the Boy Scout Foundation Camp near Bear

Mountain, and where he established the first out-

of-doors museum.
The tablet was unveiled by Major William A.

Welch, who spoke briefly of Uncle Benny's great

contribution to child life in America through his

interest in natural history education, particularly

in the Interstate Park.

Following are excerpts from a tribute to Uncle

Benny by Mr. William Gould Vinal, of Western

Reserve University, on this occasion:

Just a few days over a year ago, Uncle Benny passed away at
Santa F6, New Mexico, on Jnly 27, 193.?. He was 61 years old.

There are those here who knew him, but all of you belong to his

day. This is Uncle Benny's home. He was nature leader here
from 1920 to 1926. He did not seek the metropolis nor main
highways. He sought the byways. He above all others would
have us take him as he was, in the spirit of simplicity. He was
str.aightforward, outspoken, sincere, good-natured, popular and
well known. Nearly all his life was spent in service to others.
The hey-dey of his experiences emanated from this peninsula.
There was onlv one Uncle Benny. He was never Benjamin

Talbot Babbitt'Hyde. It is right that the words "Uncle
Benny" should top this plaque. He was Uncle Benny to Boy
Scouts, to campers in the Palisades, to college professors, to
government officials, to cowboys and to plainsmen. He was
always his own self. He was always simple and generous. He

was always perfectly natural. .\s such he won national fame

—

shall we call it the (legree of B. I.,—a lover of boys. In 1927 he
went to Santa F '• and there he founded the Children's Nature
Foundation of the Southwest. Wherever he went he was des-
tined to work for the nature interests of children. * * *

It was in the Park that Uncle Benny's fame was achieved.
He will be largely remerriberefl by his deeds which radiated
from this center. Uncle Benny drew inspiration from inquisi-
tive boy.s and stanrling today in front of this bowlder of gneiss,
wc will all do well to remember that plain, simple, strong, well
built leader who for the humblest urchin around his castle

—

Kanawauke Museum—had alwaj-s an answer—simply and
pleasantly spoken. Here held forth the pied piper of Kana-
wauke, who could get more enthusiasm—yes, more knowledge

—

from the raggiest of ragamuffins. A more fitting place for this
tablet, a more beautiful and pictuiesque site could scarcely be
im.Tgined.

Uncle Benny was not content with "doing" nature in the
orthodox way. To a red-blooded boy he was like an oasis in a
desert. Uncle Benny roughed it. He was always at the Camp
Leadership Courses of Teachers College of Columbia Univer-
sity. These courses were held yearly at Bear Mountain, and
might well be continued to meet the present great need for
outdoor leaders. Uncle Benny could ha'.e f)een enjoying
feather beds in Brooklyn but he preferred to sleep on a stone
hearth at Bear Mountain Inn. Boys worship such a man.

Uncle Benny never dealt with dry facts. His mind did not
feed on uninteresting details. It was this characteristic that
made him the hero of the Boy Scouts of America. He never
displayed his wares by the lecture method. He was always to
be seen in the midst of a group chatting away about some snake,
toad, or "creature," as he called them. The chances are that
he took them from his flannel blouse or pocket. Perhaps a
snake would be drinking water or it might be a rattler.******* Uncle Benny had traits of that
Great Commoner, Abraham Lincoln, who would get up on the
seat with the driver of the stage coach to talk with a human
being. Uncle Benny would listen to boys. Smoking his pipe,
he would bow his head, listen to a question, and probably
answer it by another question. He was always surprised at the
boy's discovery. "Well, well, well, what do we have here?
Where did you find this'?" And how often boys want to knowl
And how they look about for some one safe to approach to ask
a question. Sometimes, T am sorry to say, they do not dare ask
the adults. They \yould shy at the "pesky critter" or perhaps
in sheer exasperation say, "You write an essay about it."
And those boys little realized that they were paying a great
tribute to the big fellow to whom they were bringing their
treasures.

It is hard to tell what is of most worth in teaching .science.

Men often err in attempting to draw the line between profes-
sional teachers and great teachers. While I hope that it is

true that professional teachers may become great, it also re-
mains true that all great teachers have by no means been trained.
Some arc born gifted. It does seem that although Uncle Benny
had great knowledge and a great firmness of purpose, he will be
remembered for his ways with boy naturalists. He who has the
ability to promote a genuine interest in the same thing in which
he has his heart m.ay well be ranked as n great teacher. Uncle
Benny's leadership is being carried on by his former disciples
such as Bill Carr and Mitzi Brown. May their kind ever
increase!

I can see in my mind's eye a grtat file of boys and girls.

They are hea<led away from the lakes and forests that Uncle
Benny loved so well. And in the new forests which they dis-

cover I can picture woodland flowers and the American robin,
the black-masked raccoon—yes, the brown-patterned milk
snake—and, as this band of youngsters catches sight of these
wood-folks, they get a thrill, and now they will pause to whisper
thanks in just two words, "Uncle Benny."

This is an hour that calls for outdoor ieadership. Never have
we needed as now to get out in the woods and enjoy leisure.

We need Uncle Benny to show the way. W'ell may we pause
this Sunday afternoon on the shores of Kanawauke to dwell
upon thoughts of L'ncle Benny; to hold up his virtues, which
were the simple ones; to get inspiration if we may from an
example that ought to be held up for the guidance of youth.
In furnishing boys healthy, leisure-time occupation, he saved
the state of New York many times money enough to build a

monument. He reared in the affections of these boys a far

greater monument, more to be prized than any tablet of precious
metals in the whole world. What more reed be added? We
honor ourselves in honoring the memory of Uncle Benny Hyde.

The Bear Mountain Trailside Museum, operated

by the American Museum of Natural History, has

been carrying on the work started by Uncle Benny

so many years ago. It is now under the direction, of

Mr. William H. Carr, assistant curator in the de-

partment of education, who knew and worked side

by side with him constantly during these j'ears. At

the unveiling Mr. Carr said:
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Benjamin Talbot Babbit Hyde, whom we all knew as "Uncle
Benny" Hyde, first came to the Kanawauke Lake region in
1920. For seven years he labored to build a type of educational
institution that eventually proved a unique contribution to
nature teaching throughout America. Today his work has
spread to other lands, and is still spreading.

It is altogether fitting that a memorial to Uncle Benny's
work in the East should be placed heie, near the log Pavilion,
where his Boy Scout Museum was first established.
No one who knew Uncle Benny wih ever forget him. His

tireless efforts to spread the gospel of nature appreciation and
knowledge brought him into contact with men, women, and
children wherever he journeyed—and he journeyed far.

His was an inspired life, a life of devotion, of unselfish service
in the cause of encouraging children and grown-ups to intel-
ligeritly enjoy life in the open.

His tastes were simple. He had little use for stereotyped
rnethods of presenting subject material. The keynote in ah of
his teaching was informahty. His abilities as a showman aided
in his exhibition work to a very large extent. He had a genius
for making ordinarily dull subjects intensely interesting.
A keen sense of humor came to the fore on numerous occa-

sions and often saved the day. Uncle Benny was particularly
anxious to encourage people to lose their fear of everyday wood-
land creatures, such as harmless spiders, toads, reptiles, and a
host of others. He discovered that the best way to educate
parents was to work through the children. He was enabled to
quell the fear of perfectly harmless snakes in hundreds of persons
in this way. *****

Uncle Benny's activities were so numerous and his accom-
plishments so many that it is difficult to speak of him at all in a
few words. The important incidents that entered his everj--
day life here at Kanawauke were countiess. We would like to
tell of many of these incidents but cannot at this time. His
life was so cheerful, his manner so fine that he became a virtual
hero to many of the young campers in the Park. Children
would come to the museum door in droves, and the first question
asked was usually,
"Where is Uncle Benny?"
I would like to read at this time a few extracts from an

editorial that appeared in the Santa F6 New Mexican on July
27, 1933. This editorial showed appreciation for Uncle Benny's
work in the Southwest, where he settled after having left the
confines of the Palisades Interstate Park. It read in part.

"Uncle Benny was eternally a boy, he loved all boys;
and they gravitated to him as to a magnet. His life was one
of boyish enthusiasm, sweetness, and generosity, of abso-
lutely unselfish work to teach boys the secrets of the
out-of-doors.

II
Uncle Benny was, in fact, a unique institution.

"Few individuals have done more to build wholesome
and manly citizens hereabouts, and there have been no
better citizens."
Uncle Benny's foremost success, perhaps, lay in his ability

to work with individuals. He spent hour after hour with
children who came to him with nature problems to be solved.
He was never too busy—-never too involved with other matters.

His tolerance and patience were unending. We, who worked
by his side for many years, will never cease to be thankful
for that friendly, kindly association.

Uncle Benny's influence will be exerted for years to come.
He was a modest, honest, and straightforward leader who sought
no undue credit; who made no claim to priority for his achieve-
ments. He surmounted difficulties that would have discouraged
a lessor man, for he was a true pioneer.

His story is still being written.

Dutch Elm-Disease Laboratory

Mr. R. Kent Beattie of the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, principal pathologist in charge

of the work on tree disease emorgencios, announces
that the Bureau of Plant Industry has moved its

research laboratory for study of the Dutch elm-

disease from Wooster, Ohio, to Morristown, New-
Jersey, because New Jersey is now the principal

center of infectifin.

The new laboratory is in chai'ge of Curtis May. It

is located in the midst of the seriously infected area

around New York City, and is equipped to identify

suspected specimens collected in any State. The
cooperation is urged of all tree lovers everywhen; in

watching for this disease which menaces the Ameri-
can elm.

Not every sick elm has the Dutch (>lm disease.

Watch your (>lms for unltinq leaven or yellow leaves or

brown leaves, accompanied by brown streaks in the

young wood. If you find this combination, send

twigs the size of a lead pencil which show the brown
streaks to the Dutch Elm Disease Laboratory, 2

Park Place West, Morristown, New Jersey. There
the fungus willl be cultured and it will be deter-

mined whether your trees have the Dutch elm

disease or some other malady. With the speci-

mens, send a statement of the exact location of the

tree.

Elm-Disease Exhibit

The "brown streaks in the wood" which people

have been asked repeatedly to look for in trees

suspected of being afflicted with the Dutch elm-

disease are clearly illustrated in a new exhibit in-

stalled a few weeks ago in the Museum Building at

the New York Botanical Garden.

The specimens of wood have been taken from a

tree near the grounds which the Garden authorities

cut and burned this month, with the owner's permis-

sion, as soon as its diseased condition was discovered.

Also displayed are some of the beetles which carry

the fungus disease from tree to tree by transporting

the spores on their bodies.

Part of a limb, with the bark removed, shows the

breeding tunnels and feeding galleries of the beetles,

while other limbs show how the beetles escape by

boring a hole through the bark. In a part of the

exhibit contributed by the United States Depart-

ment of Agriculture, beetles are shown feeding in

the crotch of an elm twig—one important means by

which the fungus enters the wood. Successive stages

in the life of the beetle and of the fungus, as well as

different types of dark streaks in the wood, caused

by the fungus, are likewise shown.

In notes appended to the exhibit, it is pointed out

that other diseases possess similar symptoms of

yellowing, wilting, and dropping of leaves, and of

dark streaks appearing in the wood. It is therefore

necessary for a laboratory to make cultures from the

infected wood or from the beetles believed to be

carrying the disease, to identify the fungus. But

once the Dutch elm-disease is discovered, immediate

action toward cutting and burning the tree is essen-

tial, especially during the season [August] when the

beetles are emerging and flying to other trees.

Otherwise the di.seas(> will be widely spread among
the elm trees of the east.

Tlu! New York Botanical Garden is cooperating

with federal, state, and local authorities in the study

and eradication of the Dutch elm-disease.

—C. H. Woodward.

Forest and Rainfall

How forests feed the rainfall to the thirsty land,

and how the absence of tree and for(>st ground cover

peimits the soil and the country to become a prey to

alternating flood and drought is shown in the
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exhibit of the Forest Service, United StatesDepart-

ment of Agriculture, at the Century of Progress

Exposition at Chicago. Hundreds of Fair visitors

each day show interest in the miniature forested

and denuded plots exposed to "rainfall" and watch

the contrast in run-off of surface water.

This exhibit, prepared in the Washington office of

the Department, illustrates the water absorption

power of the forest cover, the water percolating

slowly through a spongy mass of forest ground litter,

feeding the rootlets of the plants and the springs and
streams. Alongside the miniature forest is a bare

and burned-over plot which, because the pores of the

soil are sealed, is unable to hold the rainfall and put it

to work. Instead, it permits the water to run off

quickly, causing destructive erosion and floods and

permitting only a little of the moisture to pene-

trate into the hard soil.

New Food for Fishes

Common goldfish, tropical fish, as well as game
fish, live longer and grow larger than normal when
they are fed a recently developed food made from
concentrates of milk in flake and granular form.

This assertion is made by the inventors of the

product after a series of thorough tests. They are

Robert Roughsedge of The Dry Milk Company,
Inc., and Dr. George C. Supplee, director of the re-

search laboratories of The Dry Milk Company,
which is one of the Borden Associated Companies.

The new food is already proving to be popular at

fish hatcheries. For example, one of the New York
State game fish hatcheries is feeding it to the trout

it raises to stock the streams of the State. Also, a

New Jersey hatchery has made a practice of feeding

it to the tropical fish it raises.

Long experiment was necessary to develop a

process whereby milk could be kept insoluble in

water. By conquering this difficult problem, the

inventors have made available for fish the strength

and growth-developing qualities of milk. Two
secret mechanical processes are utilized in manufac-

turing the product.

It is said that the new food has many advantages

over the ordinary types of fish foods such as cereal or

grain basis products or dried or ground liver. The
food is high in protein and vitamin content which

supplies the fish with a well balanced food necessary

for proper nourishment.

Fish fed the new food live considerably longer on

the average than fish fed other kinds of food, it has

been definitely established. The reason for this is

that fermentation and contamination are greatly

reduced because the unconsumed food does not

decompose and foul the water.

Until recently little studj^ has been devoted to

the feeding of aquarium fish or to the many dangers

that follow improper feeding. Now it has been

proven that more than 75 per cent of the deaths of

fish in home aquariums and pools is due to faulty

feeding.

Rapidity of growth is stimulated by the new food

principally bcause it is well balanced and contains

only the necessary natural elements.

Another characteristic of the new food is its

economy. Due to its high nutritive value, onlj^ one-

half of the quantity of food usually used at one

feeding is necessary. It is unusually light and fluffy.

A physical property of the product, which is not

prevalent in other foods is what is known as "surface

return" or "refloat." When a small quantity is

placed on the surface of the aquarium, the greater

part of it will remain afloat. However, a small

portion will sink to the bottom and, after a minute,

rise to the surface. This "refloat" characteristic

reduces the possibility of contamination from

particles lodging between stones and sand where it

cannot be picked up by the fish.

As many fish fanciers like to feed food of the

same shade to their various colored tropical fish, the

new food has been prepared in eight colors. The
preferred colors are white, pink, and green.

A special medicinal fish food is also being experi-

mented on by Mr. Roughsedge. Tests have shown

that certain parasites, which are prevalent in July

and August in outdoor fish pools, can be eliminated

by feeding with this special medicinal food. One
parasite in particular attaches itself to the various

parts of a fish's body and gradually saps the fish's

vitality until it dies.

These parasites have been a difficult problem for

large goldfish hatcheries for many years and it is

expected that the new food will solve the problem.

Meetings of Societies

At the International Congress of Anthropological

and Ethnological Sciences held in London, Julj' 30

to August 4, the American Museimi was represented

V.>y two delegates. Prof. William K. Gregory, curator

of the department of comparative and human
anatomy, and Dr. George Emerson Brewer, re-

search associate in somatic anthropology. Professor

Gregory, by invitation of the program committee of

Section A (Anatomy and Morphology), presented

two illustrated papers: "Man's Place among the

Primates" and "The Comparative Aspect of

Dentition."

Mr. George Pinklcy, James Arthur research assist-

ant in the department of comparative and human
anatomy of the American Museum, who has been

carrj'ing on his researches in the department of

anatomy, University College, London, read a paper

on "A New Interpretation of Wadjak Man." This

paper was highly praised by the chairman. Sir

Grafton Elliot Smith, as an important contribution

tending to show that the Wadjak (Java) skull

described by Dubois shows evidences of relation-
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shipd with the modern races of Homo sapiens,

especially with the Mediterranean race.

At the close of the Congress Professor Gregory

made a brief visit to Thurso on the north coast of

Scotland; where he was the guest of Prof. C. Forster

Cooper of Cambridge University. For several

summers past Professor Cooper has been excavating

in a quarry not far from Thurso, bringing to light a

large collection of the oldest known ganoid fishes

from the Old Red Sandstone, of Devonian age.

Professor Cooper is reserving a representative series

of these valuable specimens for presentation to the

American Museum.

Gigantic Glass Front for Museum Group

During the summer two large sheets of plate glass

were set into the front of the Coral Reef Group in the

Hall of Ocean Life at the American Museum by the

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. These are the

largest plates of glass that have been used hitherto

in a museum e.xhibit, and among the largest that

have been set in this city. The glass protecting the

part of the group on the gallery floor is the larger of

the two, measuring 12 feet 5 inches in height and 19

feet 9% inches in length. The glass for the submarine

portion of the exhibit beneath the gallery measures

10 feet 9 inches in height and 18 feet 11 inches in

length.

In order to get these sheets of glass into the Mu-
seum it was necessary to remove the doors, door

casings, and transoms of the employees' entrance of

the east tower, and to construct a special carriage to

transport the great sheets through the archway into

the Hall of Ocean Life. A special crew of fourteen

men were sent to handle the glass sheets, which are

now safely in place.

Distinguished Guests

Twenty-two Dutch children, good-will ambas-

sadors to the United States, from the Netherlands,

during their visit in New York, were guests of the

American Museum at luncheon on Saturday, July

21. Dr. Walter Granger received the party, and

Mr. George L. Alpers, advertising manager of

Natural History, with the aid of Dr. G. G. Simp-

son, acted as host. The visitors were in charge of

Jonkheer C. L. H. Quarles Van Ufford and Mim
Borregaard. During the luncheon, the Dutch
visitors pre.sented a plaque to the Museum, which

was received by Doctor Granger. They also made
gifts of Dutch products to several other mcmbei's of

the staff who were present. .\ft('i- kmclieon, in spite

of the hot weather, several delightful hours were

spent in viewing the various exhibits at the Museum,
including the new African Hall which as yet is not

open to the public.

The party of Dutch boys and girls were specially

picked as representatives of the Netherlands Govern-

ment for a twelve-days' visit to New York. While

here, they visited many of the points of interest in

New York City and environs, including Col. Theo-

dore Roosevelt's birthplace and a day at President

Roosevelt's home at Hyde Park. They returned

to Holland on July 30, on the "Volendam" of the

Holland-America Line.

Natural History Lectures

"Meshie," famous "child of a chimpanzee." will

appear in person with her owner, Mr. H. C. Raven,

associate curator of comparative anatomy at the

American Museum, on November 24 at 11 A.M.
at Carnegie Hall, New York City, where she will

contribute her share toward the natural history

education of young people, under the auspices of the

United Parents Teachers Association of Greater

New York. This association is giving a series of

entertainments on Saturday mornings, beginning

October 6, that are planned to meet every interest

and age and that will vary from opera to circus, and

will also include lectures and films on natural history

subjects.

Errata

The model of Tikal in the Buffalo Museum, a

detail of which was illustrated in the July-August

issue of Natural History in connection with Dr.

George C. Vaillant's article on "The Art of Painting

in Pre-Columbian Central America" was incorrectly

credited in the legend accompanying it. The Tikal

Group was designed by Herbert Maier, who also

made the temples. The background was painted by

Henri Marchand. The figures were made by H.

Biainard Wright, and the group was executed under

the direction of Carlos E. Cummings, acting directrr

of the Buffalo Museum.

On page 429 of the September issue of Natural
History there appeared a photograph of the Stand-

ing Rock Indian Agency. This, in the caption, was

said to be in North Dakota. We must apcjlogize for

the very obvious error. It should huve read South

Dakota.



Reviews of New Books

Recent Publications For

Those Interested in Nature

Romantic Copper—Its Lure and Lore. By Ira B. Joralemon.
Miniiii; Kujrineer and Geologist. D. Appleton-Century
Company,—249 pp., 1934.

'

I
'HIS book, which is ably written by a well-

known American mining engineer and geologist,

gives the amazingly dramatic story of the recovery

of copper from the earth throughout historic times.

Cyprus, "the island of copper," affords material for

the first chapter; the .second chapter is devoted chiefly

to .Spain. In each instance the story of the discovery

of copper in each of these places and of the mining

methods used by the Phoenecians, Romans, and

Moors are contrasted with present-day methods. It

is not only surprising to note how much ore was

mined prior to the invention of gunpowder and

dynamite, but to what extent human labor was

used in Roman times as

compared with the present-

day machine age. Today it

is not an unusual sight in

the Rio Tinto section of

Spain to see the teeth of a

power shovel cut through

the oak beams implanted in

the mines by Roman slaves

some 1500 years ago. Chap-

ters are also devoted to the

discovery and development

of the copper mining indus-

try in the states of Michi-

gan, Montana, Utah, and

Arizona. In all of these

places the book fully de-

scribes the lusty life of the

mining towns, the mighty

contests that arose between

rival miners and companies,

and the principal characters

that figured therein. The
scene then shifts to the pre.s-

ent where diligent search

for copper has extended in-

to Mexico, Chile, Peru,

Australia, and Africa. Cop-

per, the red malleable metal,

has afforded a lively story

of greed, ambition and mi-

raculous discoveries, of com-

ic rivalries and tragic fail-

ures, of steady scientific

progress and of battles be-

tween industrial magnates.
—Chester A. Reeds.

Random Notes on the History of the Early American
Circus. By K. \V. (',

. Vail. American Antiquarian .Society,

Woritster, -\Iass.

'~PHE author of this valuable little monograph is

over mode.st in calling it "Random Notes," for

it is well arranged under the headings Animals.

Trained Animals, The Menagerie, Acrobats, Freaks,

Indians, Equestrians, these elements uniting at the

end into The Circus. The first real American circas^

that is, a show with riders, leapers, tight-rope danc-

ers, and a clown, was more or less patterned after

Astley's "famous London circus." It was founded

by John Bill Ricketts, who came from England in

1792, built a riding school in Philadelphia, and

shortly thereafter added a circus as above defined.

The author does not make it clear that the modern

;:^C»SC3Se3®»Si»S»S»3ed$C^d$CdS»S»3^£dS(::

To the C U R I O U S.

To be-ieca at Major Leavenworth's Stable, oppofitc Mr. Lothrop's, State-Street,

Two CAMELS,
Male and Female, lately imported from

^ R A B I ^.

THESE ftupcndous Animals are mod deferving the Attention of the Curious, ^
being the greateft natural Curiofity ever exhibited to the Public on this

Continent. They are Nineteen Hands high ; have Necks near Four Feet long ;

have a large high Bunch on their Backs, and another under their Brcafts, in the

Form of a Pcdeftal, on which they fupport themfelves when lying down j they

have Four Joints in their hind Legs, and will travel Twelve or Fourteen Days

without drinking, and carry a Burden of Fifteen Hundred Weight ; they are re-

markably lurmlefs and docde, and will lie down and rife at Command.

Price of Admittance for a Gentletnart or Ladyy Nine-pence tacb.
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BY R. W. G. Vail
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circus is widely different from its Roman namesake,

in which the military and fighting spirit was pre-

dominant.

Each of the main constituents of the American cir-

cus had independent and sporadic beginnings in Co-

lonial days, and it was not until after the Revolution

that the circus sprang rather suddenly into being.

At first lion tamers, trained elephants, etc., appeared

as individual entertainers; the menagerie, or collec-

tion of wild and trained animals, emerged about

1789, but, according to the author, did not combine

with the circus proper until about 1822, when

James West's company of fine trained horses and

riders added a spectacular play with "the ele-

phant and the camel" in the cast.

"Early in the 1820's," writes Mr. Vail, "the

American circus was beginning to go on tour and it

has been estimated that there were more than thirty

on the road at that time. The old shows in their

permanent buildings had been too costly, and only

those, like West's, which went on the road, made

any money. Permament amphitheatres were too

expenisve, and canvas-sided enclosures too unsatis-

factory because of the constant threat of inclement

weather. So it was but natural that Howes and

Turner's Circus should have, in 1826, embarked on a

long and successful career under a full-top canvas,

and with this innovation began the history of the

modern circus."

There are many curious and amusing things in the

book. The Philadelphia "Aurora" of July 26, 1796,

stated that "the elephant possesses the adroitness

of the beaver, the intelligence of the ape and the

fidelity of the dog. He is the largest of quadrupeds;

the earth trembles under his feet. He has the power

of tearing up the largest trees and yet is tractable

to those who use him well." The "Learned Pig"

of Boston was "taught to discover the cards, to

assort the letters of words, and to bring numbers for

any purpose." Quite an intelligence test—of the

trainer.—W. K. G.

Some Hamilton Crinoids of New York and Canada. By
Winifred Goldring.

This Bulletin, (No. 3 of Volume 15) just issued

by the Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences describes

the new species in the Reimann Collection owned by

the Society and gives added information about some

previously but imperfectly known species.

One of the species new to science

—

Botryocrinus

reimanni—is a new meat-eating sea lily or crinoid

and was named by Doctor Goldring after its dis-

coverer, Irving G. Reimann, curator of geology,

Buffalo Museum of Science.

Recent American Museum Publications

During July and August the following Novitates

and Bulletin were published by the American Mu-

No. 73.3.

No. 734.

No. 735.

No. 736.

No. 737.

No. 738.
No. 739.

No. 740.

NOVITATES
List of Chinese Turtles, Crocodilians, and Snakes,

with Keys. By Clifford H. Pope.
A New Antilocaprid and a New Cervid from the

Late Tertiary of Nebraska. By Erwin Hinckley
Barbour and C. Bertrand Schultz.

A New Notoungulate from the Eariy Tertiary of
Patagonia. By George Gaylord Simpson.

Some Bees of the Genus Ceratina from Africa. By
T. D. A. Cockerell.

Some Foraminifera from Western Long Island and
New York Harbor. By Benjamin Shupack.

African Muscidae— 1. By C. H. Curran.
Further Notes on African Trypetidae (Diptera) in

the Collection of the American Maseum of Nat-
ural History, with Descriptions of Three New-
Species. By H. K. Munro.

Frontal Protuberances in Horses. An Explanation
of the So-Called '"Horned" Horse. By S. Harm-
stead Chubb.

Primitive Archid^skodon and Palaeoloxodon of South
Africa. By Henry Fairfield Osborn.

Two New INIammals from Kazakstan. By George
G. Goodwin.

New Species and Subspecies and Additional Records
of North American Anthidiinae. By Herbert F.
Schwarz.

Lovenilampas, a New Echinoidean Genus from the
Cretaceous of Brazil. By Carlotta Joaquina
Maury.

New Hesperiidae from Trinidad and Peru (Lepi-

doptera: Rhopalocera). By E. L. Bell.

BULLETIN
Vol. LXVl, Art. Ill—The Diptera of Kartabo, Bartica District,

British Guiana. By C. H. Curran.

No.



Ichthyosauri

Dinosaurs
Mammoths
Mastodons

In fact, the whole grotesque host of prehistoric

creatures parades across the pages of

Animals of the Past
By Frederic A. Lucas

The author tells his story of these extinct inhab-

itants of the ancient world with charm and

vividness, interspersing his tale with many fine

illustrations. It is of interest to grown-ups and

children alike.

221 pages, numerous illustrations, Bound in cloth.

Price, 85 cents postpaid.

Address orders to THE LIBRARY

The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West New York, N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance

Leica
THE CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS

AND AMATEURS ALIKE

George Gaylord Simpson, Ph.D., leader of the
Scarritt Expeditions, Associate Curator of Verte-
brate Palaeontology, American Museum of Natural
History, took hundreds of Leica pictures on his trip
to the Patagronian Oases in Southern Argentine.
See his illustrated article in this issue.

The LEICA camera is light in weight, quick and
easy to load and handle, and is unaffected by
adverse climatic conditions. Takes 36 pictures on
a single roll of film. Interchangeable lenses adapt
the LEICA to all photographic purposes and all

lighting limitations. Write for free booklet to

E. LEITZ, INC., Dept. 596, 60 E. 10th St., N. Y.

^0^'-

The Guide to the Hall of

. . Biology of Mammals

By Robert T. Hatt

is one of the Museum's latest additions to its Guide Leaflet series. This very

compact booklet is more than mere description of an exhibition hall; it serves,

as well, as an introduction to the major groups of mammals and their out-

standing biological characteristics. In fact, it does not at all depend upon the

exhibit for its usefulness and interest. The frontispiece, entitled "The Family

Tree of Mammals" is only one of its many fine illustrations.

49 pages, many illustrations. Bound in paper.

Address orders to The Librarian

The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West, New York. N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance

Price 33 cents, postpaid
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Zd,DDD milBS of lu.vurious cruising

on a world-famous ship, visiting 21 fascinating ports

. . . in l4 different countries . . . 104 never-to-be-for-

gotten davs on a Round the ^\'o^ld President Liner

. . . f..r as little as $834 First Class.

And here is the hest part of all. You niay stopover

if you like, and as you like, in any or all of the coun-

tries of call. (Your ticket allows vou two full vears.)

$

Rouno
THE

UIORID

FIRST cmss

The curious iiiriibao— Hhilippine henst iif burden

\ isit asliorr or make sidetrips . . . then continue, on

the next or a latir of these liners tiial sail every week

from New York and the Pacific Coast via Hawaii and

the Simshine Route and from Seattle via the Short

Route to the Orient—thence, fortnightly, on through

(he Suez, Round the World.

Your own railroad or travel agent, or anv of our

offices (New ^ <»rk, Boston, Washington, D.C., Toronto,

Chicago, Cleveland, Seattle, Portland, San Francis(;o

and Los Angeles) will give you all details about this

and other, shorter President Liner cruises.

DOllHR
Steamship lines

Are you interested in the great

nations which, preceded ours in the

Western Hemisphere? If 50, you

will jind

Old Civilizations

of Inca Land

By Charles W. Mead

A fascinating story ofan an'

cient people who achieved

a high degree of culture in

the new world before its

discovery by the white

man. In the study of their

architecture, their social

and political organization,

their religion and ceremo'

nies, their art and their

science, you will find the

thrill of real adventure.

117 Pages, 55 Illustrations

Bound in cloth

Price $1.10 postpaid

Address orders to The Librarian

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY
77th Street and Central Park West

New York, N. Y.

All payments must he made in advance



...a lucky Dlumber
for Vacationists

t,tu SPA/VISH UfAIIV/
Travel on trim luxurious pleasure liners. Sail to

glamorous foreign countries. Visit mysterious Haiti,

beautiful Jamaica, Colombia, South America, and
Panama. Choose wisely—a Colombian Line cruise

... at temptingly low summer rates.

18 Day Cruise to Haiti — Ja-

maica — Colombia, (So.

Am.) — Panama — $160 up

(Two weeks and an extra weekend)

Circling the whole Spanish Main!

Visiting Port-au-Prince, colorful

capital of Haiti; Kingston, Ja-

maica, Romantic British colonial

outpost; picturesque Barranquilla

and Cartagena, Colombia, South

America; Panama and the Canal

Zone with visit to the world-

famous Canal. Live aboard ship

all the way. Five shore excur-

sions at slight additional cost.

11 Day Haiti Cruise $110 up

{Including all expenses)

Allowing 3 days and 3 nights in

picturesque Haiti. Room and meals

at first-class hotel in Port-au-

Prince. Motor sightseeing trip.

1 1 Day Haiti — Jamaica
Cruise — $125

{h'cUiding all expenses)

Allowing 1 Yz days and a night in

Kingston. Two shore visits in

Haiti. Motor sightseeing trips in

Haiti and Jamaica.

NO PASSPORTS required on any of the above cruises

Regular Weekly Sailings EVERY THURSDAY

17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK

3
GREAT TRAVEL
REGIONS IN ONE

CRUISE

The West Indie.s —
South America—Cen-
tral America—a com-
plete cros.s-section of
the romantic sub-
tropics ... see them
all in one glorious
cruise ! Two weeks
and an extra week-
end is all the time
you need.

3
WELL-

BALANCED
ITINERARIES

Outlined in detail at
the left. The 18-day
cruise allows 9 days
afloat—9 days ashore
. . . and visits of from
1 to 2 days at each
port ; ships dock at
every port. The shorter
cruises are equally
well-balanced — with
just enough time at
>ea— plenty of time
ashore.

3
POPULAR

CRUISE LINERS

The sensational new
ships "Colombia" and
"Haiti" are ultra-mod-
ern in every respect
with air-cooled dining
rooms, verandah
swimming pools . . .

their popular com-
panionship "Pastores"
is equally well-
equipped—all provid-
ing everything for
your comfort and
pleasure at sea. De-
lightful surroundings,
courteous ship person-
nel, excellent cuisine.
All outside rooms,
sound moviss, orches-
tra, etc.



A UNIQUE APARTMENT
HOTEL COMBINATION

• SUITES HAVE COMPLETE KITCHENS

• FULL HOTEL SERVICE MAY BE UTILIZED

AS DESIRED

Ideal East Side location

just across Central Park

from the Museum of Nat-

ural History; also conve-

nient to the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Apart-

ments of 2 to 6 rooms by

the day, month, or year,

furnished or unfurnished.

The Croydon standards of

service and equipment

continue to be of the highest. Inspection of the un-

usually attractive model suites will be worth while.

Sun roof, children s playroom, splendid restaurant.

Two rooms witli kitchen and dining alcove.. .$1 25 to $250 monthly on lease, including hotel

service. Rates without service are less. Accommodations for transients. Booklet N on request.

®t)e Cropbon
12 EAST 86TH STREET • NEW YORK • BUtterfield 8-4000

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF WILBUR T. EMERSON
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...#7 Lucky Number
for Vacationists

^d. Spa/vkhMaijv/
Travel on trim luxurious pleasure liners. Sail to

glamorous foreign countries. Visit mysterious Haiti,

beautiful Jamaica, Colombia, South America, and
Panama. Choose wisely—a Colombian Line cruise

... at temptingly low summer rates.

18 Day Cruise to Haiti — Ja-

maica — Colombia, I So.

Am.) — Panama — $160 up

(Two weeks mid ait extra weekend)

Circling the whole Spanish Main!

Visiting Port-au-Prince, colorful

capital of Haiti; Kingston, Ja-

maica, Romantic British colonial

outpost; picturesque Barranquilla

and Cartagena, Colombia, South

America; Panama and the Canal

Zone with visit to the world-

famous Canal. Live aboard ship

all the way. Five shore excur-

sions at slight additional cost.

1 1 Day Haiti Cruise $110 up

(Iinliidhtg all expenses)

Allowing 3 days and 3 nights'' in

picturesque Haiti. Room and meals

at first-class hotel in Port-au-

Prlnce. Motor sightseeing trip.

1 1 Day Haiti — Jamaica
Cruise — $125

{liirhidiiix all expenses)

Allowing 1 Yi days and a night in

Kingston. Two shore visits in

Haiti. Motor sightseeing trips in

Haiti and Jamaica.

NO PASSPORTS required on any of the above cruises

Regular Weekly Sailings EVERY THURSDAY

17 BATTERY PLACE, NEW YORK

3
GREAT TRAVEL
REGIONS IN ONE

CRUISE

The West Indies —
South America—Cen-
tral America—a com-
plete cross-section of
the romantic sub-
tropics . . . see them
all in one glorious
cruise ! Two weeks
and an extra week-
end is all the time
you need.

3
WELL-

BALANCED
ITINERARIES

Outlined in detail at
the left. The 18-day
cruise allows 9 days
afloat—9 days ashore
. . . and visits of from
1 to 2 days at each
port ; ships dock at
every port. The shorter
cruises are equally
well-balanced — with
just enough time at
sea — plenty of time
ashore.

3
POPULAR

CRUISE LINERS

The sensational new
ships "Colombia" and
"Haiti" are ultra-mod-
ern in every respect
with air-cooled dininpr
rooms, verandah
swimming pools . . .

their popular com-
panionship "Pastores"
is equally well-
equipped—all provid-
ing everything for
your comfort and
Iilcasure at sea. De-
lightful surroundings,
courteous ship person-
nel, excellent cuisine.
All outside rooms,
sound movies, orches-
tra, etc.



Distant Scenes brought To You . .

W''hether you motor over familiar roads or

tour by rail and water, you largely increase

your area of interest with a pair of Bausch &

Lomb Binoculars. Optically as fine as human

skill will permit, Bausch & Lomb Binoculars

are equally superior in mechanical construc-

tion. They are designed to yield maximum sat-

isfaction and are guaranteed. At your dealer's.

De luxe 40-page catalog mailed on request.

Literature on Telescopes and Micro-

scopes sent gladly to interested inquirers.

BAUSCH
Ot LO^D ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

731 ST. PAUL ST., Building C

A Garden Full of

DARWIN TULIPS

*2.25
for

Few S|iriiif; flowcriiifi

plants rival the Darwin
Tulip lor l)riilian(e of

hiooin. Borne on slronfr

steins, often exceedinji

three feet, they are a

wonderful addition to

the flower garden.

50 Bulbs, finest mixed, selected from 15 named
varieties, will be sent for S2.25.

Plant any time before the ground becomes frozen,

and they will bloom from the middle of May to

Decoration Day.
Mail your order with Check, Money Order, or Cash.

Sent prepaid to your home anywhere in the United Slates.

New Bulb Catalogue^free on request

132-38 Church St. (Cor. Warren St.) New York City

Branch Stores: White Plains, N. Y. Stamford, Conn.

Newark, N. J. Englewood, N. J. Hempstead, L. I.

Proposal or Application for Membership
IN The American Museum of Natural History

Ofje of the world' s greatest scientific institutions invites you

to become a member, or to propose others for membership

Mu. E. Roland Harriman, Treasurer,

The American Museum of Natural History,

77th Street and Central Park West,

New York, N. Y.

I PrODOSG I

Is. 1 Mor membership in The American Museum of Natural History
(Apply

j

Membehship Fees

$3.00 Associate

$10.00 Annual
S2.5.00 Sustaining

$200.00 Life

Name.

Address

City or Town State

.

My check for $. . . . is enclosed, of which $2.10 is fora year's subscription to Natural History,

(If proposal is for life membership, it is understood that $.3.5.00 of the fee is for a life subscription to the magazine.)

Proposed by

.

Address

,

City or Town State

.
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Lion

and

Lioness

The handsome male in this photograph is said by

Martin Johnson to be "the largest and finest"

that he has ever seen. Both animals watched the

photographer with interest while motion and still

photographs were being made, and even consented

to growl a little, so that an excellent sound recorJ

was made on the film



Wings Over Africa
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by

Martin Johnson

An account of a photographic expedition that traveled

by airplane through 60,000 miles of African sky

HAD I been told, three years ago, that

on our next expedition to Africa we
would fly our own airplanes for

60,000 miles over the jungles and lakes and

plains of the once "dark" continent, I

would have been convinced that my inform-

ant was mad. Yet that is what happened,

despite the fact that until so short a time

ago I had what I imagined to be a definite

and deep-seated aversion to flying.

My change of mind came about quite

unexpectedly. Called to Kansas from New
York by the serious illness of my father, I

went by the quickest possible route—which

was, of course, by air. So expeditious was

this means of travel, and so simple and

pleasant, that I found myself keenly inter-

ested in a subject which theretofore I had

never imagined would appeal to me. My
next step was to learn to fly, and, after that,

to talk Osa (my wife) into learning. Even
yet, however, we had no idea of purchasing

planes for use in Africa. But then, on a visit

to Bridgeport, Connecticut, we went out to

the Sikorsky plant, as a matter of curiosity,

and, though we did not realize it at the time,

we saw the planes we ultimately took with us.

Weeks passed before we really admitted to

ourselves that we wanted them, but as I

look back now, I see plainly that the die was

cast on the occasion of that first visit to the

Sikorsky factory. At any rate, when we
sailed from New York, in December. 1932,

for Cape Town, we had with us on the ship

two Sikorsky amphibians by means of which

we were determined to carry our expedition

supplies and ourselves first from Cape Town
to Nairobi, and from there to many interest-

ing spots in the outlying districts that there-

tofore had been, very often, so hard, or even

impossible, to reach in the time at our dis-

posal and with the equipment that our task

required.

There were eight in our original party, for

photographic expeditions have grown more

complicated for other reasons besides the

addition of airplanes. Had I been forced,

for instance, when I first started to handle

the crank of a motion picture camera, to

learn the complexities of "sound equipment

"

as well, I might—and with reason—have

considered the matter beyond me and turned

to simpler pursuits. But having fairly well

mastered "cinematography" before sound

photography was added to an already rea-

sonably complicated procedure, I merely

buckled down and attained a fair under-

standing of this newer and more compli-

cated business. But now, as if motion pic-

ture cameras and sound equipment were not

enough, I was adding aviation for good

measure.

Nevertheless, cameras, sound apparatus,

and airplanes together are a little too much
for two people to handle satisfactorily, and

while Osa and I, on our earlier expeditions,

have gone into the field with no assistance

beyond what our native "boys" could be
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Airplanes

The large photograph shows part of

an assemblage of pygmies in an

opening in the Ituri Forest, as they

danced around the Johnsons' plane

—the first that they had ever seen.

Thirtysix of these little people were

taken up at one time in the big

"ship." The picture at the lower



and Natives

left shows the plane after it had

landed in a narrow opening among

the trees, where careful handling

was necessary both in landing and in

taking off. The picture at the lower

right was taken in the Kaisoot

Desert, among the Somali people

who examined it with interest
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depended upon to deliver, we now required

two competent pilots, and two men equally

competent to handle the sound apparatus.

The result was that in addition to Osa

and myself our party also included Boris

Sergievs'ky and Vern Carstens, our pilots,

and A. J. Sanial and Robert Moreno, our

sound engineers. As a matter of fact, there

were others as well, though some were

scheduled to go only as far as East Africa.

Boris Sergievsky, for instance, had other

contracts to fulfill, while Al Monvay, our

mechanic, had to return to the Sikorsky

factory, and Arthur Sanial had to return to

the United States to carry on his work in

"sound" engineering. But when our planes

had been assembled in Cape Town and took

off from the ample waters of Table Bay, we

formed a party of considerable dimensions.

Plans

I am invariably asked, before we start

on any expedition, just what our plans are.

The truth of the matter is that detailed plans

are rarely on our calendar. Our purpose is

to make the best possible motion pictures of

animals and natives, and in order to do that

we have long since learned that we must take

advantage of conditions as we find them.

Consequently, almost our onlj' main

purpose on our last expedition was to be

prepared, both with equipment and with

transport, to do this although, with planes at

our disposal, we did look forward to visiting

Lake Rudolf, an immense body of water

which extends from Abyssinia far into the

northern part of Kenya Colony.

But it is necessary to say that our purpose

never was to photograph animals from the

air. Effective animal pictures must be from

reasonably short distances, and, too, they

must, for the most part, show undisturbed

and comparatively tranquil scenes. These

cannot be obtained from the air. But air-

planes are useful in looking over the land,

and they make possible the most remarkable

speed in a land so largely devoid of roads.

But we did more than use our planes as

means of transportation. With fixed camps.

where repairs could be made and where

supplies could be kept, we often sailed off

"into the blue" with our planes so equipped

that we lived aboard as comfortably as if we
had been on a motor cruiser or a small yacht.

Then, with the larger of the two (it is a

10-place plane) as the "houseboat," and the

smaller 5-passenger plane with which to do

our "scouting," we had no need to pitch

camps or to go equipped with all of the para-

phernalia that the usual safari requires.

For a few days we were thus able to live in

perfect comfort hundreds of miles away from

our base camps. Both planes, being am-
phibians, can land either on the plains or

on the rivers and lakes, though often we had

to fly back and forth over our chosen landing

places many times in order to clear the place

of animals among which we might otherwise

have had a rough, or even a calamitous,

landing. The ponderous back of a hippo-

potamus or a crocodile in a lake or a river

offers all the elements of danger to landing

that a rock might offer, with a few others

thrown in for good measure, and a beautifully

level section of the plains is literally filled

with possibilities of unfortunate landings if

antelope and zebra and giraffe abound.

Thus a certain amount of care is necessary

in order to eliminate a danger that is not so

often found elsewhere in the world. It is

only fair to our planes and to Vern Carstens,

however (and incidentally to Mrs. Johnson

and myself, for we flew the planes ourselves

more than a little), to say that in our sixty

thousand miles of African flying, during

which we landed in scores and scores of un-

prepared spots, not once did we have any
difficulty that even remotely suggested a

"crack-up."

It was interesting, too, to see the result of

landing a huge and roaring plane near some
native village to which, theretofore, an air-

plane had been a thing unknown. To expect

them to show keen interest or even fear was,

I suppose, natural enough. But to come
down, as we did, quite unexpectedly on Lake

Rudolf, and to be received, and even aided,

by natives to whom airplanes were utterly



In Camp

Ready for

a Flight

The Johnsons' planes are shown parked at

a camp on the side of Mt. Kenya, ready to

take off for a flight in any direction on the

receipt of news from the natives of the

movements of game



Mountain,

Lake,

Left: Mt. Kenya
among the clouds,

as it appeared

from an altitude

of 18,000 feet.

So rarefied was
the air at this

height that even

the winding of a

spring'driven
camera left Mr.
Johnson almost

exhausted

Below. Landing a

plane in a Kikuya
village. Immedi'
ately after this pic-

ture was taken, one

of the huts collapsed,

due to the fact that

too many of these

frightened natives
chose it as a shelter

n



and

Plain

Right: The rug-

ged, barren shores

of Lake Rudolf,

a most dangerous

region in the

event of a forced W
landing
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unheard of, and then to see that they paid

absolutely no attention to the great planes,

which were the most apparent objects in

sight, was, I must admit, a surprise to me.

In one place, where there were no trees and

where no shade gave relief from the broiling

sun, these natives crouched in the shade of

the wings when we had beached the plane,

and showed not the slightest interest, other-

wise, in it. Even when Vern Carstens took

the plane up and circled over our heads these

strange Turkanas did not so much as look

up to watch him as he flew.

Yet, on another occasion, we took up

thirty-six pygmies while we were on a visit

to the Ituri Forest, in the Belgian Congo,

and a more delighted and highly pleased

group I never saw.

Pygmies in an Airplane

Since my first visit to the pygmy country

six or seven years ago I have been a great

admirer of these delightful little people.

In the twenty years or more that Osa and I

have spent so largely among savage and

primitive peoples, I never have come across

more likeable natives than these little

fellows of the Ituri Forest, and it was with

more than a little interest that I looked

forward to introducing them to our air-

planes.

We sent a party ahead in order to have a

landing field prepared in a clearing we re-

membered, and when we had given them

time to reach the place, and to remove the

ant hills and other obstructions to landing,

we followed. The signals that were set out for

us told us the field was ready for our recep-

tion and we landed without the slightest

difficulty, to find almost two hundred

pygmies awaiting us.

We had only a few days at our disposal,

and I set about inviting a group of the little

people to take a flight with us, but my invita-

tion failed. They did not refuse, but neither

did they accept, each of them smiling and

shrugging his shoulders, suggesting by signs

that his nearest neighbor was a likely pros-

pect. So presently I gave up the invitation

method, and proceeded to round up a group,

directing them into the plane.

The chief and his wife definitely refused

to go, but I managed to include two of their

children-^tiny little girls about fifteen years

of age. They were especially bright little

things, and I wanted them in the party.

Neither of their parents seemed overly de-

lighted, but neither did they object, so, with

the cabin literally alive with the excited

httle people, we took off.

Never have T seen a more delighted crowd.

They jabbered constantly, and pointed

excitedly out of the windows at landmarks

they recognized. When, however, after

fifteen or twenty minutes in the air, we

passed over a large hill, they grew more

excited than ever, and I tried to learn the

cause. After some linguistic difficulties the

reason for their excitement was explained.

It was their custom, occasionally, to visit

that hill, in order, I gathered, to collect

herbs or something of the kind, and it always

took them two days to reach it through the

forest. Yet we, in twenty minutes, had

flown that distance, and in another half

hour had visited still other "distant"

places. It is no wonder they were excited.

But when we had returned, and landed with

a rush and a swoop, I learned something

new about natives.

So interested had I been in the reactions,

of the pygmies in the plane that I had given

no thought whatever to the reactions of those

we had left behind, but, when, having

landed, we opened the doors and turned

loose our thirty-six happy and excited

guests, I was amazed to see the chief's

wife—the mother of the two little girls we

had taken—run fearfully forward. She

sought out her ciiildren and hugged them.

She chattered and wept and kissed them re-

peatedly, fondling them and patting them,

eager to reassure herself that they were safe

and sound and whole.

Never before had I seen natives kiss each

other. Never before, in twenty years spent

largely among such people, had I seen such

obvious signs of affection. That natives
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Above: Two rhinos, un-

decided on what course to

pursue as an airplane flies

overhead, are photographed
by Mr. Johnson

Right: A fine specimen of a

female elephant. Note the

slender tusks, differing so

greatly from the thicker and
heavier tusks of the male

Below: A ground monkey
whose curiosity brought
him close to the camera
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almost always treat their children well, I

knew perfectly, but not until that moment
had I given a thought to the frightened

mother who had seen her children disappear

into the interior of the huge and noisy plane

—

—had seen the thing sweep away with a roar

and a cloud of dust—had seen it mount into

the heavens and disappear so quickly be-

yond the horizon. What her fears were no

one can imagine. She knew nothing of the

possibihty of engine failure or of conceivable

airplane tragedies. Yet certainly she had

been afraid—so much afraid, in fact, that

in her relief at seeing them safe and sound

once more, she showed all too plainly that

mother love among the pygmies of the Ituri

is no different from the mother love to which

we have grown accustomed here at home.

Among our own black "boys," some of

whom have come to be fairly competent

mechanics, there was no enthusiasm for

flying. They would go up when we told

them they had to, but on several occasions

they chose to walk 150 miles or more to

Nairobi rather than fly that distance with

us in less than two hours. They knew

enough of motors to know that motors some-

times stop, and they had no desire to be in

the sky with such a possibihty prominent

in their minds.

But this should not be an airplane story,

for the airplanes, with us, were incidental

to animal photography.

Lions

We photographed animals in the Be'gian

Congo, in Uganda, in the Sudan, in Kenya
and in Tanganyika Territory, but the part

of it that Mrs. Johnson and I enjoyed most

was our visit to the lion country of Tangan-

yika Territory where Mr. and Mrs. F. Trubee

Davison were our guests. They had come

to collect elephants for African Hall at the

American Museum, but no visit to the game
fields of Africa couki possibly be complete

without including a call on the "friendly"

lions of Tanganyika.

As has often been explained, lions show no

fear of, and very little interest in, automo-

biles, and apparently they do not differen-

tiate between the people in the cars and the

cars themselves. Certain it is that in a car

one can approach whole groups of lions far

more closely than would be possible if one

were afoot. A lion will generally sit or stand

almost apathetically as a car approaches,

and will even yawn, sometimes, in your very

face, whereas he would bolt abruptly, or

charge, were a person to attempt to walk

toward him.

Osa and I, of course, had seen all this

time and again. I have taken literally

thousands of feet of motion pictures of such

lions. As a matter of fact, the cars I use for

such work have movable tops, in order to

make it possible for me to stand up and
'

' crank. " In this position I am plainly visible

from my waist up, yet the hons still do not

seem to recognize the fact that I am not a

part of the car. Were I to step to the ground,

however, they would know quickly enough,

and I should have to be prepared for either a

charge or a bolt.

But while Osa and I had gone through this

experience scores of times, the Davisons had

not, and I have yet to see the person who,

the first time he sees a wild lion in the open,

is willing to be too intimate. The first time

we took them out, for instance, we paused

at a distance of 150 feet or more from some

lions we had located, and when I urged Osa,

who was driving, to move up closer, Mr.

Davison almost angrily objected, obviously

under the impression that I was trying to

"show off." Yet, after a few days in the

field, Mr. and Mrs. Davison drove off alone

one morning, and when, after doing some

work around camp, Osa and I followed, we

found they had driven up so close to a

handsome lion that the radiator of the car

interfered with the photograph Mrs. Davi-

son was trying to get, with the result that

she was standing up and leaning forward

precariously, intent only on obtaining a

"close-up" of the lion, which surely was with-

in fifteen feet of the car.

Such "hunting" is, after all, quite the

most appealing. It is unfair to drive up to
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Leopard
These handsome cats are notoriously difficult to photo-

graph, owing to their nocturnal habits and their rapid

movements. This fine specimen was photographed

on the slopes of Mt. Kenya



Many journeys easilymade by
air would have required so

much time by other means of

travel as to make them highly

impractical

Martin Johnson making mo'
tion pictures from the larger

of the two airplanes. For the

most part, however, the

planes were used merely for

''scouting" and for trans'

portation



Among
the Clouds

The Johnsons' planes in the vicinity of

Lake Rudolf. In four hours this great body

of water could be reached from Nairobi by

plane, though on foot the journey would

be a matter of weeks and in an automobile

it would be foolish to attempt the journey



In Kenya Colony

The larger picture was taken

at the camp estabHshed in the

Northern Frontier country.

The two natives had come to

camp with a supply of goat's

and camel's milk. The smaller

photograph shows Mrs. John'

son fishing for trout near

their Mt. Kenya camp, where,

at an elevation of about 7000

feet, the fishing was excellent

and the game plentiful
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the unsuspecting creatures and blast them

into "kingdom come" with a rifle. And a

lion skin, after all, is no such trophy as a

thousand feet of close-up motion picture

film. The result of the Davison's lion

"hunt," therefore, was that the lions re-

mained unhurt while we finally drove off

with our ammunition intact and only our

film expended.

There are animals, of course, that are not

so easy to approach. And in our efforts to

make sound records to accompany our pic-

tures we have met with all sorts of difficul-

ties. Many sounds are rarely to be en-

countered except at night, and an infinite

variety of conditions affect the sound record.

The wind, for instance, often sighs and

whistles so loudly in the sound record as to

ruin otherwise good animal sounds. On one

occasion, too, the insects that flew against

the sound mechanism ruined the record by

the popping sounds they added.

Leopards

On the other hand, we occasionally had a

piece of exceptionally good luck, such as

favored us in the Northern Frontier coun-

try when we unexpectedly obtained an ex-

cellent series of pictures and a perfect sound

record of a leopard.

We had found a small stream in this

mostly dry region not far from which, on

either side, stood a low and abrupt cliff.

The land beside the stream was level and

well dotted with trees and shrubs, among
which the animals found a comfortable

place in which to live. From cliff to cliff,

across this level stretch was, perhaps, half a

mile, and from the vantage points that

could be chosen on either cliff one could

train a camera on the open spots in which

the animals occasionally were to be seen.

We set our cameras up, therefore, in the

best spot we could find, and took our sound

recording apparatus out into the level

ground below, connecting it with our equip-

ment by a long wire. Hardly were we ready

when a beautiful leopard, all unaware of our

presence, appeared in the sunlight well

within range of our cameras.

I began cranking immediately, of course,

and having obtained an unusually good

series of exposures, beckoned to one of our

black "boys" who clung to the cUff near by.

From long experience, he knew what was

expected of him, with the result that he

stood up and shouted. Instantly the

leopard tensed and snarled. Then, seeing

the shouting fellow, the animal charged.

Straight toward the cliff he came, while I

still cranked. Up the steep rock he leaped,

clawing and snarling as he came. For

fifteen feet or so he scrambled up, only to

slip and slide, still snarling, to the bottom.

Again he tried, but by now less determinedly,

and, sliding to the bottom once again, he

gave it up. Turning back his lips and

snarling once more, he stared upward for a

moment, and then turned away and dis-

appeared among the bushes.

It may seem in the telling that that

is not very much, but leopards are hard to

photograph. They are mostly nocturnal

animals—small, very rapid, and unexpected

in their movements. Thus it was distinctly

an accomplishment to obtain so clear a

motion picture with the sound record to go

with it.

Our work in Africa has come, after four-

teen years, to be a round of experiences

forever similar to and different from earlier

experiences that we have had. When we
were new to the work, the unexpected w^as

forever happening, but that is less true now.

We have had experiences with most of the

different animals and understand them better

than we did, and the same is true of the

natives. Consequently, though unexpected

things are bound to occur in such a task as

ours, they are rarer, now, and even the un-

expected has about it less of the surprising.

We do not feel that Africa is a land of

danger. It is, instead, a delightful land,

filled with the most appealing of natives

and animals, among whom, now, we feel

most pleasantly at home.



Gold and Silver

by

Thomas T. Read
Professor, School of Mines,

Columbia University

DOMESTIC and world policies and

theories regarding the functions of

gold and silver as money have re-

cently enhanced public interest in them,

although they have always been social

leaders among the metallic elements. They
have long been referred to as the "noble"

metals, albeit it is a bit uncertain whether

they won the appellation through their

relatively high resistance to corrosion, or

because law and custom have generally

provided that gold and silver deposits

should belong to the supreme ruler of the

country, rather than to the local land-

owner or their actual discoverer.

Gold shares with platinum the distinc-

tion of being the only metals that are cus-

tomarily found in nature in the metalhc

state; nearly all the others typically occur

in compounds. Silver divides with copper

the honor of occasionally being found in

large metallic masses, though most of the

world's stock of these two metals has been

derived from compounds. Only a few other

metals are ever found in the metallic state,

rather rarely, and in only small amounts,

whereas gold is seldom found in any form

except the metallic one. A few tellurides

are the only natural compounds of gold that

are known, and were it not true that they

occur in large amounts at Cripple Creek,

Colorado, they, too, would have to be rated

as rather rare.

In spite of the fact that there is an easily

observable relationship between the size of

the particles in which gold occurs in nature,

and the ease with which it is collected, we
really have very little definite information

about it. I hesitate to say which was the

The probable effects on the production of the "noble''

metals of present-day monetary theory and practice

largest piece of gold ever found, lest the

statement should be challenged. It does not

really matter, for very large pieces of gold

are rare, and it will suffice to say that only

two or three weighing more than a hundred

pounds each are known. And, of course, it

would be impossible to establish which was
the smallest piece of gold ever found,

though that honor probably belongs to some

of the particles described by T. H. Hite,

in Economic Geology, Vol. 28, pp. 686-691

(1933), who reported that gold particles so

small as to weigh only a billionth part of an

ounce were "abundant" in the sand from

the Snake River, Idaho, which he examined

with a high power microscope, while particles

as small as a ten-billionth of an ounce were

"sparingly present."

The answer to the practical question as to

how one would collect such small particles

of gold is that it is very difficult. Gold is

five or six times as heavy as most of the

minerals that are its common associates,

and if the gold particles are even as large

as a poppy seed, it is not at all difficult to

"pan" the gravel and collect the gold in the

bottom of the pan. Huge dredges elevate

gravel and pass it over riffled tables, the gold

collecting behind the riffles
;
perhaps only one

ounce is caught for every three hundred tons

of gravel handled. But the small particles

are difficult to catch, since they are so light

that they tend to float in even a slowly-

moving current of water; they often seem

to have adsorbed films on their surfaces,

and perhaps carry electric charges.

The saving of fine gold has not only

always been a problem of the placer miner,

but also the principal cause of labor for the

quartz miner. Agatharcides, writing in the

Second Century B.C., described the infinite

labor with which Egyptians reduced gold ore
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Gold and platinum are the only metals customarily

found in the metallic state. Silver and copper occa-

sionally are so found, but Nature supplies us with very

few others of which this is true. So finely divided,

however, is most of the gold in the world deposits,

that particles as small as one ten-billionth of an ounce

are not unknown, and only two or three nuggets

weighing more than one hundred pounds have ever

been found. The Montana mine, shown in this

photograph, is representative of many of the mines in

the Rocky Mountain region

Gold
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Around the Homestake Mine, at

Lead, South Dakota, could be
written one of the most dramatic

stories ofgold mining. Gold valued
at more than $250,000,000 has

been taken from this one mine

Below: Silver is so commonly
found with other metals that

it is often merely a by'

product. This Colorado
mine produces both lead and
silver. Many copper mines

also produce some silver

Ewing Galloway
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Above: The refining plant of a

Sardinian silver mine. Sardinia

produces some millions of dollars

worth of silver annually

Ewing Galloway]

Right; A silver mine at

Pachuca, Mexico. Mexican
silver mines are numerous and
many of them are unusually

productive

Below: The Rand is the world's most
spectacular gold producing area, and
South Africa, consequently, leads the

world in gold output. The view below
is of the "Robinson Deep Mine"

Puh. Photo Serpice
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to a fine powder so as to set the gold particles

free, in order that they could be recovered

by washing. Under the slave system, where

labor was supposed to cost nothing because

one slave could produce enough food for

two, this expenditure of effort scarcely

mattered, but, with the abolition of slavery,

there arose the question as to whether the

value of additional gold recovered by the

expenditure of more labor was more than the

cost of recovering it. This basic condition

was obscured by two facts. Until after

1850 most of the world's gold had been

derived from placer deposits, and nobody

knew how much gold had not been collected,

only what had been obtained. Then, too,

the increase in production resulting from

new discoveries was so much more impor-

tant than improving the recovery from ores,

that no one except the operators of quartz

mines was much concerned about the

proportion of the total gold recovered.

The gold won during the Sixteenth and

Seventeenth Centuries was almost certainly

more than had been secured in all human

history previous to that time, and the

amount added to our stock between 1850

and 1900 was eight times the quantity ob-

tained in 1800-1850.

Early Inventions

Nevertheless the producers of gold from

ore had long been exercising ingenuity to

decrease the cost of pulverizing the ore and

to increase the recovery of gold from the

resultant powder. Before the Middle Ages

they had invented the stamp mill and learned

ow to operate it by water power; for

undreds of years there was no great ad-

\ ance in the crushing process, only gradual

improvement in the design of the stamp mill

and the materials of which it was con-

structed. Sometime after 1850 an unknown

inventor substituted flat sheets of copper

with their surfaces covered with quicksilver

for the inclined tables covered with riffles

or blankets to catch the gold. The agitation

of the crushed material within the stamp

battery operated to clean the surface of the

gold particles, and any that were heavy

enough to sink to the quicksilver surface in-

stantly dived beneath it, like a duck into

water, and were there safe from the tendency

of the flowing water to carry them along.

The largest particles of gold did not pass

through the screen with which the front of

the battery was provided, and were removed

from within it, by hand, at frequent intervals.

The Need for New Methods

The only way to force the stamp mill to

yield a very fine powder was to provide it

with a very fine screen; a fine screen not

only decreased the amount that could be

crushed daily, but also gave trouble by

clogging and wearing out quickly. Tests

on the material running off the end of the

table revealed that, while there was still

some gold in the larger particles of quartz, it

was mostly in the particles of sulphide

minerals that occurred sparingly in the ore.

So new devices were invented to separate

and save these sulphide particles, and they

were sent to smelters whenever their gold

content was high enough to pay for the cost

of the treatment.

Before the middle of the Nineteenth

Century various means had been tried to

recover the gold from these sulphides with-

out smelting, the most successful being the

use of chlorine, but even that was so expen-

sive that the margin of profit was small.

About fifty years ago the problem became

acute, because the greatest gold field of the

world's history, the Rand of South Africa,

was discovered, and there half the gold was

in particles smaUer than 0.05 miflimeters

in diameter. It was easy to collect the half

of the gold that was in the coarser particles,

but the finer material was so baffling that it

cost more to recover than it was worth.

Whenever an important problem arises,

someone comes forward with a solution for it,

and the solution in this case was a dilute one

of potassium cyanide. By leaching the

crushed ore with water containing a few

pounds of potassium cyanide per ton, the

fine gold particles M^ere dissolved, and by
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passing the gold-bearing solution over zinc

shavings, the gold was precipitated on

them. This method gave rise to a whole

bevy of new problems, for the finest crushed

material, called "slime," would not permit

the cyanide solution to percolate through it

in the vats, and had to be separated from

the "sand." Nor was it easy to separate the

gold-bearing solution from the slime, and

great ingenuity was applied to inventing

improved filtering devices and finding out

how to wash the gold-bearing solution out

of the slimes without diluting it to such a

degree that it was expensive to handle and

could not reused after the gold had been

precipitated from it. Soluble substances in

the ore also gave trouble, but in one way or

another most of these difficulties were sur-

mounted, and the cyanide process provided

a cheap and effective process for recovery

of fine gold from ore. Nothing better

seems likely to be devised. Incidentally,

the increased knowledge thus obtained

through the large-scale handling of dilute

solutions and of finely divided solids proved

useful in the most unexpected ways. It not

only brought about a tremendous advance

in the whole general subject of hydro-

metallurgy but, for example, a company
that began operations thirty years ago in

building improved devices for handling gold

ore now does a large business in supplying

equipment for sewage treatment.

"Froth Flotation"'

Only one major improvement was still to

come; the application of froth flotation to

gold ores. First applied to the saving of

fine particles of metallic sulphides in a

froth produced by agitating the crushed

material with water, air, and the right com-

bination of a little oil and enough chemicals

to secure the most effective hydrogen-ion

concentration in the solution, it was found

it would collect the small particles of gold

as well as the particles of sulphide in which

they were locked up. Nearly all the fine

gold in the ore could thus be cheaply collected

in a relatively rich "concentrate" that was

less expensive to treat than the whole mass.

As a result the time-honored amalgamated
plates are going out of use except in a few

places where local conditions favor their

use. In some places it is also more economi-

cal to smelt the concentrate than to cyanide

it. Gold recovery practice, that twenty

years ago was almost stereotyped, has be-

come decidedly diverse.

Wear and Cost

One diversity is in the equipment used in

crushing the ore. The standard stamp mill

remains in use in mills already built, but no
one would put it in a new mill, for cheaper

and more effective grinding devices are now
available. But fine grinding will always be

relatively expensive. Our stomachs are

able to digest food without digesting them-

selves, but any machine that grinds ore

inevitably wears away its grinding surfaces.

The gold recovered from placer deposits,

which until recently was an important

fraction of the total, is now rapidly declining,

and most of the world's new gold comes from

ore that is mined and crushed. The earth's

surface has been so thoroughly explored that

it seems unlikely that large new placers will

be discovered, except possibly in northern

Siberia, and most people doubt the pos-

sibility of their being found there. Soviet

Russia has declared that it is going to

increase its gold production to the point at

which it will rival that of South Africa,

which in recent years has furnished about

half of the annual world output of new gold.

Gold production in Russia has been some-

what increased in the past few years and, in

a Soviet economy where the cost of produc-

tion of anything urgently needed scarcely

matters, can probably be further increased,

but most people who are familiar ^^ith the

practical considerations involved feel that

the hope of its ever rivalling South Africa's

output is only a dream.

Those who are optimistic over the future

of gold production (and there are many
optimists) point to the enormous increase in

Canada's gold production m the last twenty
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Left: Cyanide tanks at Hidalgo,

Mexico. In the cyanide process,

the gold or silver particles are

dissolved, after which the solu-

tion is passed over zinc shavings,

upon which the precious metal is

precipitated

Circle: A five-pound gold

nugget mined in Plumas

County, California. Such
nuggets are far

from common

Ewino Galloway

Below: An Alaskan placer mine.

By playing powerful streams of

water upon them, the gold'bear-

ing gravel and sand are washed

through sluice boxes in which

the gold, to some extent at least,

is trapped

Ewing Galloway

n muwoi
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Right: Gold-bearing ore in a

California mine, five hundred feet

below the surface. Mines m
South Africa have been worked
to such enormous depths that the

heat of the shafts must be count-

eracted by forced ventilation

Circle: Silver ore. Occasionally
found in metallic form, silver

more often appears in combina'
tion with sulphur, arsenic,

antimony, etc.

Ewing OaUoiciiy
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years. The pessimists point out that

Canada's 1933 production was only a small

fraction of that of South Africa, where pro-

duction must inevitably decline as costs of

mining increase with increasing depth;

some of the mines are already more than a

mile deep, and the air circulated through

them has to be mechanically cooled to re-

duce the temperature so that men can work
effectively at such great depths. The cost of

mining the ore is the "neck of the bottle"

since it is typically several times the cost

of the gold recovery process. There is little

hope of making any further large saving in

the cost of gold recovery and, unfortunately,

nothing immediately apparent as a possible

way of much decreasing the cost of mining.

The Alaska-Juneau is an outstanding ex-

ample of a gold mine with a very low mining

cost, but the main reason for that is the

natural conditions that exist there; other

mines cannot copy its methods and obtain

equally low costs.

The Slight Effect of the Price Change

So long as the price of gold remained

legally fixed at $20.67 per Troy ounce it

seemed evident that sometime in the future

new gold production would decline toward

the vanishing point, since the necessity of

working at continually increasing depths,

and treating lower grade ore as the richer

deposits became exhausted, would eventually

result in its costing more than $20.67 to

produce an ounce of gold in most places.

That eventuality has been postponed by
enactment fixing the price of gold at $35

per ounce in the United States. The reason

for that was to influence prices and inter-

national exchange rather than to stimulate

the output of gold. While it has encouraged

many people to attempt to reopen old mines

and re-work old placers, these have mostly

been newcomers to the field of gold produc-

tion, and the established companies have not

typically greatly increased their output.

Some of them fear to invest capital in

increased output, for a price that is arbi-

trarily increased by agencies outside their

control can be as arbitrarily decreased. In

some places new taxes have been imposed so

the higher price does not yield a correspond-

ingly higher profit, and some companies

have thought it wisest to decrease the grade

of ore mined so that the annual yield in

dollars, and therefore the operating profit,

remains about the same as before.

Future Output

Possibly the 1934 gold output, measured

in ounces, will be less than in 1933, though

valued at a higher rate. The working of

lower grade ores will eventually yield a

greater cumulated total of ounces, for a good

deal of ore that at the $20.67 price would

have been left in the ground will be taken

out and sent through the mills, where its

gold content will be recovered.

The technical argument as to how soon the

world's output of gold, which in 1933 reached

a maximum, would begin to decline was

rather like an argument as to whether a

sixty-year old man would die in the next

decade, or live to be over a hundred. At

least, it was like that so long as the price of

gold was legally fixed and regarded as

unchangeable. Sometime output must de-

cline and in the distant future probably

become quite small, though the time when it

would completely cease would be long, long

in the future. Changing the price of gold

has changed the technical situation, and

while it is difficult to prophesy exactly what

will happen, it seems clear that the begin-

ning of the decline has been postponed, and

the total quantity of new gold that will be

obtained will be increased. So far, in the

United States, the increased price has

brought into the Mint more old gold (from

old jewelry, gold fillings, etc.) than new.

Only a little over half of the gold produced

since 1492 is in central banks and other

monetary stocks; no one knows exactly

where the rest of it is, though we can guess

from the gold-platod articles, gold-lettered

signs and books, and the gold fillings in

teeth that are seen all about us. The gold

fillings that are buried with deceased
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persons probably represent the most signifi-

cant way in which gold, once obtained, is

permanently lost. It can be recovered from

most of the other uses, when and if it be-

comes worth while.

Economic and Industrial Needs

Whether it is necessary to have a continu-

ing supply of new gold to permit the world's

business to function properly is a matter for

bankers and economists to debate. But a

mining engineer may be permitted to have

an opinion on the subject, and it seems to me
that most exchanges of goods and services

are made without involving gold except as

an abstract measure of value, and that some

other abstraction would serve equally well

except for the confusing effect it would have

on people's minds. Its industrial uses are

not very large, and metallurgists and

chemists can probably be relied upon to

provide some substitute material or alterna-

tive method of procedure that, while not

quite as good, will at least serve.

While the gold that is obtained in the

ways that have been described nearly

always contains some silver, the amount
thus recovered is almost negligible. Much
silver is associated with lead and copper ores

and is recovered as a by-product in the re-

fining of those metals; the largest silver

producer in the United States is the Ana-

conda Copper Mining Company. The ratio

of the value of the silver to that of the copper

or lead is usually so small that the rate of

output is not then governed by the price of

silver. Silver ores that do not contain lead

or copper are sometimes sent to lead or

copper smelters as the most economical way
of handling them, and there is a diversity

of other methods of recovering silver that

would only be confusing to describe. The
point is that only part of the world's annual

silver output is dii'ectly influenced by the

price of the metal, though of course the by-

product producers are glad to have the price

high.

While the quantity theory of money
held sway, it was essential to have a large

annual output of silver to facilitate exchange,

especially in India and China (and a few

other countries) where silver bullion was,

roughly speaking, bartered for other com-

modities because it was what the producers

of raw materials would take most freely in

exchange for their products, and it was also

fairly easy and safe to transport. But with

the gradual drift toward a single gold stand-

ard there ceased to be any real reason for a

half-dollar being made from silver, since its

value was fixed by its being possible to

exchange two of them for a gold dollar. On
that basis a half-dollar might just as well be

minted from stainless steel as from silver.

The mints began to figure on the cost of the

metal and the cost of coining it into dimes,

quarters, francs, milreis, etc. and the sub-

stitution of copper, nickel, and other alloys

for silver in coins began to increase so rapidly

that the silver producers were aghast, for its

price began to decline.

The Uses of Silver

Industrial uses have never corresponded

to more than a minor, though large, frac-

tion of the amount of new silver sold yearly.

Most silver is never really "consumed";

to a larger extent than gold it gets tied up in

articles, such as silver-ware, from which it

can be retrieved, when and if people want to,

but a large fraction of the silver used even

in photography comes back into use through

secondary recovery. On the whole, the

world keeps building up a stock of silver,

and there is always the possibility that some

corrosion-resistant alloy that is nearly as

white as silver will catch the public fancy

or be "put over" by an advertising cam-

paign. The trend toward substitution of

alloys for silver in subsidiary coins brought

its price down to a quarter of what it had

been but a few years before, and to the lowest

level it had been in history.

The development of a trend toward sub-

stitution of white alloys for silver in industry

would have taken the price of silver to even

lower levels. The obvious way to prevent

tliis was to peg the price of silver through its
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Silver bars in a

vault of the East-

man Kodak Com'
pany . Large
quantities of silver

are constantly be-

ing used in the

manufacture of

photographic
plates and films

Below. Silver is

widely used for

the manufacture

of table ware, and
the factories de-

voted to this work
use large quanti-

ties ofthe "'white"

metal. The pic-

ture below shows
one step in the

manufacture of

spoons
Ewing Galloway
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The heavily gilded altar of the Seminario de

San Martin, Mexico. Such uses for gold are

now far less common than formerly, yet

many displays of this kind are still to be

found. Nevertheless, the gold that they

contain forms a comparatively small part of

the world's supply of precious metal

A
Sixteenth Century

Altar
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monetary use, and that has now been done

in the United States. There is nothing

"revolutionary" about what has been done

here; it will not "inflate the currency," no

one cares whether a Federal bank note says

"one dollar" or "one silver dollar" and few

have any clear ideas as to what difference it

makes. The amount of paper dollars now in

circulation is only a fraction of what might be

issued against the Treasury's gold stock, and

though the silver certificates can be issued in

payment for the silver bullion taken in, it

would seem likely to me that they will either

soon come back into the Treasury or else

drive in a corresponding quantity of gold

certificates.

Results

Thus everything will be as it was before,

except that the Treasury will have to provide

storage space for the silver bullion (and

hence may have to do some building), those

people who for some time past have been

speculating that the price of silver would be

artificially raised will be able to collect their

profits, and the producers of silver, whose

previously pegged price of 64}^ cents per

ounce for new domestic silver looked rather

precarious in the face of the world price, now

have a sort of a "back stop" in the pegged

price for old bullion. The increased price

will cause some increase in production in

some places, but I do not anticipate that it

will amount to much, and the yearly output

will continue, as before, to be chiefly in-

fluenced by the rate of production of copper,

lead, and other associated metals.

The Probable Future

So it appears, to one chiefly interested in

the technology of gold and silver production,

that the "revolutionary" changes that have

taken place in the past couple of years in the

monetary aspects of the two metals have not

produced, nor should have been expected to

produce, any equally revolutionary changes

in their technology. The curves of gold and

silver production for the century 1900-2000

will show some change, but not much, as a

result of what has been done. Various un-

predictable things that might happen could

change them more. For example, another

Rand might be discovered in the eastern

region of Ecuador, which is almost com-

pletely unexplored and uninhabited. Per-

sonally, however, I do not think it hkely

enough to be worth going to look for it.



"Wolf" of Mongolia

by

Roy Chapman Andrews
Leader,

Central Asiatic Expeditions

" Peiping, China (U. P.)—After 13 years of adventuring in

North China, Mongolia, and on the tablelands of Central

Asia, Wolf, one of the world's most famous dogs, is dead.

The constant companion of Dr. Roy Chapman Andrews on
all the travels of the Central Asiatic Expeditions of the

American Museum of Natural History, Wolf achieved a

fame which extended far beyond the borders of China. . .
."

From the Washington Post

I
NEVER before wrote an article about an

animal, but Wolf wasn't just a dog—he

was an institution, in Peiping (Peking).

He has been "mentioned in despatches" a

score of times. Whenever the Central Asiatic

Expedition returned after an exploration in

the Gobi Desert, the newspaper correspond-

ents asked first about Wolf's exploits.

Thirteen years ago he, with five other

pups, was born in Kalgan, that little frontier

city on the edge of Mongolia. Jack Strange

loved him, but he never could keep him at

home. Always Wolf was ranging the hills.

Sometimes he would disappear for a week.

He looked so much like a wolf that Strange

feared he would be shot by wandering

Chinese soldiers. Thus he came to me.

Norman Lovel, one of the expedition's

motor transport officers, brought him to

Peiping on a cold winter's night. There were

four of us in the office when he arrived.

Wolf went from man to man, sniffing each

one and regarding him gravely. Perhaps

it was because I gave him the back of my
hand to smell while the others presented theii'

palms. Anyway, he flopped down on the

floor with his head against my feet. When
we left the room an hour later, I was the one

he followed.

He loved camp life in the desert. As soon

as preparations began in the spring, Wolf

was bursting with excitement. He knew
perfectly well what it was all about. One
April we sent seven of the motor cars across

the city in the evening to be loaded on to

the train early in the morning. Only one

truck remained in the compound. I w^as

ready to go at daylight, but no Wolf. We

searched every corner of the gardens and

every room in the house. Not a trace. I

couldn't wait any longer and left orders to

have a coolie bring him to Kalgan by the

next train. A huge tarpaulin covered the

truck, tied down by ropes except in front.

I was driving and was half w^ay to the city

gate when a cold nose touched me on the

back of the neck. Wolf's head was cautiously

extended from under the tarpaulin. His

look was half pleading, half reproach. I

stopped the car and put my arms around his

neck; with a yelp of delight he struggled

out on to the seat at my side. Poor old dog!

When he had seen the seven other cars driven

off the previous night, he thought we were

going to leave him behind. I never could

figure out how he had managed to burrow

under the tarpauhn, for the ropes were pulled

tight and he was a large animal.

Wolf had come to believe that all dogs were

his enemies. It was natural enough, because

he was a foreigner in Mongolia, and the huge

Mongol dogs went for him like a shot. They
seemed to object to the fact that he was

different. He certainly was a lot more hand-

some, and perhaps they resented his personal

beauty. Anyway, there was no sniffing

around—they fought at sight. Wolf had

learned that attack is the best defense, and he

generally beat them to it. What fights those

were! Wolf had one advantage. He wore

a spiked collar, and that protected his

throat. Also he was cleverer than the others.

But they have thick, matted hair, and some-

times it was difficult for him to get a throat-

hold.

Wolf had discretion as well as valor. He
was perfectly willing to take on any two dogs



In Larsen's compound,

Kalgan. Preparations for

the start for the plateau,

which looms up in the

background. Wolf is the

most excited member of

the party

The motor fleet of 1928.

Wolf suffered from car

sickness the first day-

out in the spring, but

after that he seemed to

enjoy the changing

scenes and the excite'

ment of the long days of

travel across the desert



Wolf and

His Master

Wolf was on friendly terms with all mem-

bers of the camp, including the Chinese and

Mongol servants, and especially the cook, but

his master always came first in his affections
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in Mongolia, even though they were bigger

and heavier than he, but he watched his step

when there were three or more. The Mongol

dogs are terrifying beasts,—larger than a

police dog, black with brown points, and

savage as tigers. From earliest birth they

are taught to guard the caravan or camp,

and will attack a stranger at sight. Not

only that, they will eat him, too. The

Mongols have a peculiar custom. They do

not bury their dead. Instead, they throw

out the corpses to be devoured by the dogs,

wolves, and birds. Near a lama monastery

packs of dogs that live largely upon human

flesh are always prowling about. In Urga,

the capital of Mongolia, it is most unsafe to

go out at night unarmed. I came into Urga

one evening on horseback after a seventy-

mile ride. My pony was dead tired and

trotted slowly up the main street. Suddenly

five large dogs rushed from behind the old

Russian Consulate. One leaped for my leg,

bat I kicked him off and he caught the

stirrup leather ; another fastened his teeth in

the pony's hind leg, and a third got a hold

on his tail. As I pulled my rifle from the

holster, the pony lashed out wildly with both

feet. One dog rolled over yelping, and in-

stantly the whole pack were upon him. In

less than five minutes the injured dog had

been devoured. I watched a pack of dogs

tear apart a dead Mongol who had been

dragged out from the Lama City. It took

just seven minutes to scatter the corpse over

the plain. I won't give you the details for it

wasn't a nice sight.

Man-eating Dogs

I had a narrow escape myself from being

eaten by fourteen dogs while lying asleep

in a fur bag on the desert near the Turin

monastery. Only a lucky shot from a tiny

22-caUber rifle which killed the leading dog

and turned the pack saved me from a

horrible death. Almost every member of

the Central Asiatic Expedition has been

attacked, and we made it a rule never to

move from camp without a revolver.

Thus you can see what pleasant compan-

ions Wolf had in Mongolia and why he

didn't like them. He was a dog of breeding

and character, and it was a long way beneath

his dignity to associate with canines that

eat human flesh and are cannibals besides.

He knew that he never would get a square

deal; that they would turn on him at the

first yelp; so he declared war on all dogs.

Wolf and the Wolves

Wolves he didn't like, but I think he

respected them. He knew they were bad

medicine even for a fighting police dog.

The Mongolian plains wolves are long-legged,

rangy beasts perhaps a little heavier than

Wolf was. He would bark at them from a

safe distance or if one of us backed him up

with a rifle, but he would not attack in

earnest. Two wolves came near camp early

one morning. Wolf routed me out of the

tent by frantic barking. When he saw that

I had my rifle and was following, he dashed

furiously at the wolves as though he would

finish them both off. They loped slowly away

at first but suddenly stopped and faced him.

You should have seen him put on brakes

with all four feet! He wasn't having any,

thank you. As he saw me drop on one knee

to shoot, he jumped to one side and waited

for what he knew would come. I killed

the nearest one but the other was only

wounded. He whirled about and tried to

run, but Wolf was on him like a tiger.

When I came up. Wolf had his deadly throat-

hold and the story was almost ended. Again,

early one morning, a wolf walked right into

camp; I suppose it was curiosity. We
tried to "sic" Wolf on the animal but he

wouldn't be "sicced." He gazed about the

landscape in the most interested manner in

every direction except at the wolf. He
knew that we were not backing him up with

a rifle and he didn't intend to be the goat

for anybody's fun.

Gazelle drove him wild for he couldn't

catch them. One morning a great herd

came up out of the badlands not a hundred

yards from the tents. They streamed over

the rim of the basin in a yellow flood, thou-
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sands of them. Wolf would dive for an

antelope like a bullet. It would wait until

he was almost ready to spring and then leap

away. Since a gazelle can reach a speed of

sixty miles an hour for the first dash, poor

Wolf didn't have a ghost of a chance.

The animals were only playing with him and

he knew it. After an hour he dragged himself

into my tent absolutely exhausted and

flopped down. He simply radiated disgust,

and it was perfectly evident what he thought

about all antelope.

"His" Gazelle

But he got his own back one day. A herd

of gazelle came within a few hundred yards

of camp. Jumping into a car with Mac
Young driving, we had a shot in less than

five minutes. I wounded two bucks, but

they could still run at a very respectable

speed. Wolf had followed the car and had

almost caught up with us when I fired.

Without a pause he shot by, racing for the

nearest gazelle. Mac and I jumped into the

car to watch the finish. It was a beautiful

race. Inch by inch Wolf hauled up on the

buck. For a hundred yards he ran almost

at its heels; then with a terrific spring he

hurled himself on to the quarters of the

gazelle. They rolled over together, but Wolf

had a hold on the flank, and his weight held

the antelope down. Suddenly shifting to

the throat, he tore open the jugular vein.

When we had the antelope in camp, Wolf

lay down beside it and for hours would let

none of us come near. It was his buck, killed

by himself, alone, he thought. It represented

final victory over the animals which had so

often made a monkey of him before all the

camp.

In spite of this. Wolf assumed respon-

sibility for the safety of a baby gazelle which

we had as a pet. One of the Mongols caught

the little thing when it was only a few hours

old and brought it to camp in the sleeve of

his coat. Wolf knew instantly that that

gazelle was not to be killed. It was so tiny

and helpless that it had to be protected, and

if our two ravens attempted to annoy it as

they did everything else, Wolf would drive

them off like a tiger.

Wolf met his match one day in the shape

of a hedgehog. As you know, these little

fellows are about half the size of a hare and

are covered with spines as sharp as needles.

When they roll themselves into a tight ball,

they are absolutely impervious to attack.

Wolf's first hedgehog drove him nearly mad.

He couldn't figure it out at all. It smelled

like an animal but it didn't feel like any

animal that he had ever touched. Biting

only got his mouth full of quills. Rolling it

over with his paws pricked his feet. Bark-

ing didn't do any good. When it uncurled

and started to run, at his first touch it

rolled up again. For two days he puzzled

over the enigma assisted by a Mongol puppy

and a pet crow. At last he definitely gave

up. But he had lost so much "face," as the

Chinese say, over the performance, that he

decided completely to ignore the existence

of the darned thing. We kept it as a pet for

months, but never would Wolf so much as

glance in its direction, even though it actu-

ally ran over his feet. He would move
quickly away, apparently absorbed in some

object on the far distant horizon.

"Connie" the Vulture

Another of the camp pets used to annoy

Wolf a good deal. This was a black ^allture.

It is one of the largest birds of the world and

has a wing spread of ten feet. Ours was

named "Connie." She had been reared

from a fledgling and, of course, was per-

fectly tame. Wolf had a particular place

in the back of the tent, close against the

cloth, where he loved to sleep. Connie

liked the same spot. When she found Wolf

in possession, Connie would go to the out-

side and jump up and down on the cloth

directly over the dog. Wolf would wake

with a start and dash out onl}-- to find

Connie hurrying to get inside before he re-

turned. This is really true. I have the

evidence of all the other men on the expedi-

tion to prove it. You have to be par-

ticularly careful about your stories when



Friends and

Left: Wolf could kill a

sheep with ease, but the
hedgehog completely baffled

him and he finally accepted
it as a member of the party

Below: Connie, the black

vulture, shared honors with
Wolf as the Number One
Camp pet in 1925. She
came to the expedition as a
fledgling and is now in the
Bronx Zoological Garden



Acquaintances

Right: Wolfand Dr. Walter

Granger survey the field

from a newly established

camp on the desert

Below: A baby gazelle and

its foster mother. Wolf
understood clearly that the

gazelle, the goat, and her

own kid belonged to our

camp and that they must

not be harmed
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there are fifteen other men who can check

you up.

Wolf didn't hke Connie but he tolerated

her. Except when she drove him out from

his place in my tent, he assumed a lordly

indifference and disdained even to notice

her. A Mongol puppy which we had, loved

to play with the vulture, but not Wolf. He
was the most dignified and the most jealous

police dog I have ever known. For instance,

he simply would not tolerate another dog in

the Peiping house.

Wolf, the Sheep Killer

Wolf had one bad habit that nearly cost

him his life. He was a sheep killer. It is

almost an axiom that sheep killing can't be

cured in a dog. I don't think it can, perma-

nently, but I did cure Wolf temporarily.

The method, however, was pretty severe.

The disease developed in Wolf rather

gradually. The first year he was with us

nothing happened until the middle of the

summer. Then Walter Granger came into

camp one night and reported that he had

found two freshly killed sheep in a ravine

and had seen Wolf not far away. Apparently

the two sheep had strayed from the flock,

Wolf had come upon them suddenly, and was

overcome by temptation. This first ex-

perience of such a diverting pastime gave

him the germs of a disease which raged in

his blood like a fever.

A few days later George Olsen actually

saw him kill a sheep. The Mongol owner

came into camp highly incensed but was

pacified by receiving more money than the

animal was worth. We ate the sheep. It

became a common occurrence, and the men
complained of having too much mutton.

But I will say that Wolf was a good judge

of sheep so far as their edible qualities were

concerned. He always picked tender ones.

Finally we had to tie him up until we left

that place.

At the next camp our caravan joined us.

The loads were no sooner off and the camels

peacefully grazing out on the plain than

Wolf began to do his stuff. Selecting a

camel right in the middle of the herd, he

drove it out, biting and barking at its heels.

When he had frightened the poor beast half

to death and it was running across the desert

as though the devil were after it. Wolf came

back for another. In half an hour, in spite

of all the Mongols could do, our camel herd

was fleeing in every direction; we couldn't

stop Wolf. He was deaf to all commands
and no one could catch him. He was pos-

sessed of but one idea—to scatter that herd.

Some of the camels were so frightened and

ran so far that our Mongols did not find them
for three days.

Of course Wolf was tied up after that

performance. But he seemed so penitent

and pitiful that I let him free after a week's

punishment.

Our next camp was on the edge of an

oasis near a Mongol village. The first

evening Wolf distinguished himself by tear-

ing the throat of a heifer and scattering the

herd of cattle to the four winds of heaven.

I gave him a severe beating, which certainly

hurt me more than it did him, and tied him

up for another week.

The Last Straw

The climax came some time later when
he killed two sheep half a mile from the

tents. A big Mongol rode into camp ab-

solutely furious. Before he calmed down I

thought blood would be spilled, the worst of

it being that he was perfectly right. We
didn't have the ghost of a defense. He said

that if we did not keep that infernal foreign

dog tied up, we'd have to leave right then

or he and his friends would drive us out.

It was a rich fossil field and we couldn't go.

We tried another method that I hoped would

work because of Wolf's great dignity. With

a short rope I tied one of the dead sheep to

his collar. Wherever Wolf went he had to

drag that sheep. It was to be a constant

reminder of his sins. Never did I see a more

dejected or humiliated dog. He wouldn't

look at anyone; he was crushed to earth.

After two days of living beside the dead

sheep his condition was pitiful. But I
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thought for good measure that he had better

have another twenty-four hours. Then we

let him loose and I watched him carefully.

There were half a dozen sheep near camp.

For five minutes Wolf ran from one tent to

another visiting every member of the expedi-

tion just as though he had returned from a

trip abroad and was infinitely glad to be

home. He seemed to want to dispel the idea

that he had ever been so disgraced as to be

tied for three days to a dead sheep. I had

decided that either Wolf had to be cured or

he must be killed. We couldn't stay in

Mongolia and have the natives turned

against us by a sheep-killing dog. Much as I

loved Wolf, the expedition was more im-

portant than his life. As a last resort I

determined to give him a dose of fine shot.

For an hour after his release Wolf was able

to resist the temptation of those grazing

sheep. Then, suddenly, he cracked. I saw

him gaze fixedly at the animals and begin to

tremble. Saliva dripped out of his mouth
and like a shot he was off. Shouts were

useless. He was in the grip of an un-

controllable disease.

Cured—Temporarily

I grabbed my shotgun and, just as he sank

his teeth into the throat of a young ewe, I

fired a charge of No. 6 shot at his hind

quarters. The impact knocked him off his

feet, but he certainly was a sportsman. He
never even yelped but limped off silently

behind the camp. He circled about and tried

to crawl into my tent. I hardened my heart

and drove him away. He went to George

Olsen's only to be refused asylum. Out on

the desert he crawled and lay down a hun-

dred yards from camp. I was almost weeping

but he had to be cured or killed. After an

hour I asked Doctor Loucks, the surgeon,

to go out and examine him. He reported

that Wolf's rear end was pretty w^ell filled

with shot but that no bones were broken and

that he would be all right in a few days.

Next morning he was a sorry spectacle,

so stiff and sore that he could barely walk.

He got no sympathy or petting, but by the

end of the week he was pretty well recovered.

Did it cure him? Yes, temporarily. We had

no more trouble that season. Whenever

sheep were near camp. Wolf would deliber-

ately lie down in the rear of my tent, away

from temptation. If I saw the suspicious

trembling and drooling, a sharp word sent

him into the tent.

The Disease Returns

But the next season the old disease was

back upon him although not so strongly. He
could resist it if one of us were near, but he

did kill two or three sheep before the summer
ended. The treatment had one bad perma-

nent effect, however—it made him deathly

afraid of guns. Even in Peiping when I was

practicing with my revolver in the mornings,

Wolf would crawl under my bed until the

shooting ended. He feared a gun so badly

that it was next to impossible to get photo-

graphs of him. The moment a camera or a

stick was pointed in his direction he ran like

a stag. The poor dog had another experience

which he never forgot. The surgeon, Doctor

Loucks, wanted to inoculate him against

rabies before we went to Mongolia. He had

to be muzzled and trussed like a pig for

market, and I never have seen such abject

terror exhibited by any animal, although

he was not hurt in the slightest. In some
way he associated it with the shooting in

Mongolia. Like many surgeons, Doctor

Loucks had a faint odor of iodoform about

his clothes. From that moment on the

smell of iodoform or the sight of an instru-

ment case would send Wolf into the gardens,

up the stone rock work and on to the roofs.

He used to prowl for half a mile over the

roofs of the neighboring houses, hunting

cats and greeting the dogs in the various

compounds; but he never descended except

in our own yard.

He was ill one day and I telephoned Doctor

Loucks to look him over. Wolf w^as lying

on the floor in my office. The instant he

heard me mention his name, he sat up listen-

ing intently. He would not go back to

sleep, and half an hour later when the doctor



Wolf was the

least concerned

member of the

party when sand,

rocks, or mud
made trouble

Above; Back in China. A
halt to replace a broken

axle on the return journey

from Kalgan to Peiping.

Familiar sights, sounds, and

smells tell Wolf he

nearing home

Right; Wolfs car. He was
usually tied short so that

should he be jolted off

he would not fall under

the wheels



At Baron Sog

A Mongolian

Lamasary

Wolf from a safe vantage point can survey the numer-

ous lamasary dogs and enjoy the muttony odors of the

lamas themselves. Wolf was always ready to take on

one or two lamasary dogs for a fight, but usually there

were too many for him, and he was safer on his car



Wolfs great'' temp-

tation. Unlike the

Mongol dogs Wolf
could not appreciate

the sacredness of the

Mongol's sheep and

goats, and he became

a ''killer"

In U. ga. Half wild

Mongolian dogs be-

ing fed by lamas in

the streets of the

Capital. It is these

same dogs which de-

vour the human
bodies thrown out

on the City's mortu-

ary dump
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arrived, he took one look and dashed for his

safe haven on the roofs. The Chinese serv-

ants all firmly believed that he could un-

derstand English; and they used to warn me
not to talk about him over the telephone if

he were present.

Wolf as a Host

When a visitor came to the house, Wolf

greeted him with delighted barks. He would

sit up and offer his paw and everyone in-

stantly succumbed to his charm. But Wolf
knew in a few minutes whether or not they

were just being polite or whether they really

liked dogs.

I remember that Noel Coward, the actor-

playwright, captured his affections at once

because Noel adores dogs. Before I knew it,

they were rolling over and over on the floor,

having the most wonderful romp. While

Noel was in the house Wolf would not let

him out of his sight.

When the expedition was in the Gobi,

Wolf was a busy dog. Everything that went

on about the camp was his concern. At night

particularly, did he feel his responsibility.

As long as candles were burning in the tents,

he would drop in every half hour for inspec-

tion. When the men crawled into their

sleeping bags and extinguished the lights.

Wolf would make a last visit, nuzzle each

one to be sure that he was all right, and then

cross that tent off his list. After all the

lights were out Wolf would lie down about

ten feet in front of my tent and doze for a

few moments, but always with one eye open.

Once or twice during the night he would

inspect the camels, although he seemed to

feel that they were not really a part of his

job.

It was a sad time for both Wolf and me
in 1932 when I closed the Central Asiatic

Expedition's headquarters in Peiping. It

meant breaking up the home in which we
had lived for twelve years. And it meant

saying good-bye to each other perhaps for-

ever. With the initial packing, Wolf's

excitement rose to fever heat. He thought
we were getting ready for Mongolia. Then
slowly he realized that something was wrong.

This wasn't the usual kind of an expedition.

There were no motors chugging in the great

front courtyard and the rooms were being

dismantled. Sadness crept over him and he

drooped like a half-dead flower. The last

week when an auction sale was held in the

house Wolf was really ill. For two days he

touched no food. He drank water in great

gulps but I could not tempt him to eat a

mouthful. He lay on the floor in my bed-

room, gazing sorrowfully at me with his

big brown eyes. If I moved, he was at my
heels. He did not want to leave me for a

second in what he knew perfectly well were

our last hours together. The day before I

left Peiping, I took him in my car to the

house of one ofmy friends, Mr. H. R. Elkins,

manager of the Peiping branch of the United

Press. Wolf ran about inspecting the rooms
but always coming back to gaze into my
face. In the hall, when I put my arms
about his neck to say good-bye, his head

was wet with the tears which I could not

control. I never saw him again.

Left Behind

You may wonder why I did not bring him
to New York. It would have been cruel to

him. All his life he had roamed the plains of

Mongolia or had a great Chinese compound
in which to run. For him, in New York,

life would have meant my pent-house roof;

lonely days when I left in the morning and
only a few brief hours together while I

was dressing for dinner. It would have

broken his heart—he would have died in

six months. Far better that he stayed in

China in the surroundings where he was
born, with a new master who soon became his

devoted slave.



The Gobi Bird Group
by

Roy Chapman Andrews
Leader, Central Asiatic Expeditions

A new exhibit recently opened at the

American Museum, portraying the birds

of the great Mongolian desert

ANEW bird group has just been opened

in the American Museum in the Hall

of Birds of the World. This shows

the bird life in the Gobi Desert, and depicts

what the members of the Central Asiatic

Expedition to Mongolia saw from the door

of the mess tent. In the distance is the

eastern range of the Altai Mountains with

the snow-covered peak Baga Bogdo (Les-

ser Buddha), dominating the surrounding

country.

So far as we know, this peak had never

been climbed by a white man before its

summit was reached in 1925 by Lieut.

Frederick B. Butler and Dr. Harold A.

Loucks. The Mongols told us that it was a

sacred mountain and that anyone who

attempted to climb it would begin to bleed

at the mouth and shortly afterward die.

On the southern side of the peak are

beautiful meadows inhabited by numbers of

the great Altai sheep {Ovis amnion) and

ibex. At the base of the mountains is a

ong line of sand dunes extending for fifty or

sixty miles east and west.

Tsagan Nor, the lake in the background,

is a typical example of the saline lakes found

in various parts of the Gobi. Although this

was fed by a fresh-water stream and a few

springs, nevertheless the water was too

salty to be fit for human consumption. The

camels, however, drank it with pleasure.

In 1922, when the expc^dition first visited

the lake, it was very much larger than at the

time represented by this group, which was in

the season of 1925. At the end of that year,

after Major L. B. Roberts had made a

careful map of the lake itself, the water

completely disappeared, leaving only a

white expanse of salty mud.

The lake was a breeding ground for many
kinds of water birds. The most beautiful

were the ruddy sheldrake, two of which are

shown in the background. The graceful

demoiselle cranes in the foreground arrive in

Mongolia in the spring in great flocks, and

it was a never ending source of interest to

the members of the expedition to watch the

birds in their mating antics.

The Mongolian skylark, another typical

Gobi Desert bird, is in great demand by bird

fanciers in China. Thousands of the young

are captured and sent to Peiping and other

large cities, where they are sold at from one

to five dollars. The skylark has a most

amusing habit of mewing exactly like a cat.

The sand grouse shown on the right side

of the group are Gobi birds which are of

importance to every traveler. Near every

bit of water they swarm in millions in the

morning; they furnished for us a most

welcome food supply as well as excellent

sport.

The Gobi Desert is alive with raptorial

birds. Hawks, eagles, kites, and great black

vultures are to be seen at almost any

moment sailing in the sky or swooping down

on to the desert.

The season of the year shown in this group

is early summer after the birds have mated,

and the time is late afternoon, when the

lengthening shadows have brought out the

beautiful contours of the sand dunes and the

desert. Mr. F. L. Jaques, the artist, has

caught in an extraordinary manner in his

painting, the brilliant hght of the dry, clear

atmosphere in the Gobi. When I fiirst saw

the group, I congratulated Mr. Jaques on

the clever lighting by which he had been

able to produce the effective shadows of the

birds and plants. To my intense surprise

he told me that all the shadows were painted.

Tlu; foreground of the group is typical

Gobi vegetation and terrain, the gravel

having been brought from the desert by the

Central Asiatic Expedition.



In the Gobi
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Birds of

the Desert

This lifelike presentation of the birds of the Gobi
Desert has recently been put on display at the Ameri-
can Museum, in the Hall of Birds of the World. The
scientific information and the specimens were collected

by the Central Asiatic Expeditions, and the view
portrayed is the one seen by the explorers from the

door of their mess tent. Demoiselle cranes, ruddy
sheldrakes, Mongolian skylarks, sand grouse, hawks,
eagles, vultures, and other birds are included in the

group, with a salt lake called Tsagan Nor in the back'

ground, beyond which appears a part of the eastern

range of the Altai Mountains



The Toradjas of

Celebes

by

Suydam Cutting
Trustee,

American Museum

Even in the modern world there are peoples so detached

from the affairs of civili2;ation as to feel few of its influences.

The people of the Celebes hills make up such a group

CELEBES is one of the four great Sunda

Islands of the Dutch East India

Archipelago. Inhabited by three im-

portant Malay people, the Bugis, Mandars,

and ToradjaS; it is the last one of these that

this article will attempt to describe.

A great part of the area of this island has

been barely, if at all, touched by civiliza-

tion. Since the Dutch occupation, head-

hunting and war, which used to be major

occupations of the inhabitants, have been

stopped, yet the natives still observe their

primitive tribal customs and mode of life.

Civilization, to them, has been merely the

introduction of law and order (drink, dis-

ease, and degeneracy never having touched

them). Like their neighbors in the adjacent

groups of islands, they always have been

fiercely warlike, a tendency which was not

restricted merely toward the natives of

other islands, for they formerly fought

frequently among themselves. As true head-

hunters, they looked upon heads as their

greatest trophies, and zealously guarded them

when they hung along the interior walls of

their houses. This practice, however, offended

the Dutch, who have had them all removed.

The Toradjas, being people of the hills,

have most of the attractive characteristics

that are common among such peoples.

Beautifully built and of medium height,

they are virile to an unusual degree. Though

their faces are regular and very fine, the

features are, unfortunately, often marred

and distorted by massed stains and hideous

wads of betel nut which they carry in their

mouths or under their lips. So large are

these wads that their faces are often twisted

quite out of shape by them. Their sense

of humor is excellent and, though often

bitterly cruel and with fiery courage, they

nevertheless are most kindly toward stran-

gers to whom they have taken a fancy. Their

hospitality is extreme. Immediately a visitor

enters a village, for instance, if he has been

properly introduced by a person friendly

to them so there will be no shyness on their

part, he is certain to be served with fresh

roasted corn and a mild sugar-palm wine.

The topography of the Toradja country

is one of low chains of hills and mountains

with frequent broad valleys between. These

valleys are usually upland ones running as

high as 2000 feet or more above sea level.

The villages are located on the hills, which

are steep with narrow ridges. Except where

the land has been cleared for agriculture,

it is covered with a dense rain forest that

usually extends to the borders of their

villages, while, from November to May, the

rains of the northeast monsoon come down
with true tropical intensity. This country,

which is considerably higher than the sea

coast of the island and is intersected by

mountain ranges running as high as 5000

feet, is directly in the path of the warm,

moist winds coming from the surrounding

seas. Consequently this area receives a great

deal of precipitation and takes the brunt of

the rains of the island. Even during the so-

called dry months of the year, afternoon

showers are frequent.

The virgin jungle is dense and heavy with

underbrush of massed spider-web growth



Toradja

Houses

Each of these houses is occupied by a communal

family group, m which the lives of the old and the

decrepit are likely to be far from easy. The houses

are built of bamboo and palm, and are usually

decorated with excellent polychrome carvings in

which the art of these people is carried to its

highest point
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Villagers

Below: A Toradja man with
a typical native basket. The
art of these people shows
to better advantage in

their wood carving than in

their pottery and basketry

Right; A Toradja

woman with a

native stringed in-

strument that is

cleverly and artis-

tically carved

«5^

The large photograph was taken on one of

the weekly market days, when villagers

from round about congregate at a con-

veniently located spot easy of access from

each of the neighboring villages. Various

products, both of agriculture and of the

local arts, are displayed, and brisk trading,

by barter, is the order of the day
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and thorn. To travel through it is heavy-

work and can be accompUshed only by

methodically chopping one's way.

As the villages of hill tribes go, those of

the Toradjas are small. The houses have

two floors, set close together and built on

piles, though from the point of view of

either rain or flood there seems little reason

for this as, due to their elevated location,

there is ample drainage. These houses,

which are highly interesting in themselves,

are most carefully built, often at great

expense to the owners. Made of bamboo and

palm, with their thatched roofs beautifully

curved upward at both ends and extending

from six to eight feet over the end walls,

they protect the exquisite polychrome carv-

ing that is lavished on them. Even the small

rice houses standing near by are perfect

miniatures in detail of the owners' dwellings.

Some of the latter, more particularly those

of the rich, take as long as one and one half

years to build.

As good water is everywhere, the Toradjas

have greatly simplified their system of

supply. By sphtting bamboos into halves

and removing the intersecting joints, they

have formed admirable small troughs. Many
of these, when joined together, form conduits

which bring the water from the near-by

streams or springs not only to the village but

actually to the individual houses.

There are no fireplaces that can be used

for heating purposes. What fire they do use

is solely for cooking purposes and very

curious and original are the receptacles in

which this is done. Small troughs of wood,

hollowed and lined with native tin, form

permanent and safe places for the fires,

which burn nowhere else.

Communal Life

The Toradjas live in communal family

groups, each group occupying one house.

As the married sons bring their wives to live

in the house, too, it is common to see several

generations all together. In such a com-

munity, the lot of the old and decrepit is not

an easy one. There is no seeming reverence

for age and, since everyone has to work, the

elder members of the household and, more

particularly the women, do all the more

menial jobs. They are an agricultural

people with rice as their main staple. Due
to the steepness of the hills on which they

live, the terracing of the latter is difficult,

and they prefer to plant their crops in the

near-by valleys. Small rest houses with

thatch roofs are set in the cultivated areas,

and in these the workers find protection

both from the sun during the hot hours of

the day and from rain. The villages them-

selves are not always visible from the

valleys and, on first sight, one often wonders

where the inhabitants can possibly live that

have cultivated such vast areas.

Crops and Scarecrows

Their crops, are, of course, exceedingly

important, and naturally attract the many
birds of the region. Consequently, many
ingenious devices have been developed to

frighten these marauders away. An amusing

one is a piece of bamboo about six inches in

diameter, halved and strung across a small,

rushing stream that adjoins the fields.

The hollow part of the bamboo faces up-

stream and, getting the full force of the

current, it continually jerks the hempen

cord to which it is attached. This cord,

which is extended out over the fields, has

everywhere fastened to it a series of tiny

bamboo whistles which are thereby in

constant operation. The noises so caused

really serve a double purpose. Not only do

they frighten away birds, but many evil

spirits are likewise urged to go elsewhere.

Usually once a week there are grand

market days that are attended by the citizens

of neighboring villages. The various prod-

ucts, both of agriculture and of their own

arts, are displayed, and brisk trading takes

place through the medium of barter.

These marts are always located at a central

spot in some valley.

The arts of the Toradjas are quite simple.

The women weave a strong linen cloth about

the size of a roller towel which is colored
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A
Paddy

Field

Rice is a staple food among these

people of the Celebes, and near the

rice fields, which are located in the

valleys while the villages are in the

hills, small rest houses are erected

in order to furnish shelter from rain

and from the sun during the hottest

hours of the day



Native

Architecture

The houses of the

Toradjas have two floors

set close together, the

whole structure being

supported on piles

Below: The thatched

roofs curve upward at

both ends, extending far

beyond the walls
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either a loud blue and purplish check or white

with a red band. It is used by men, women,

and children, who drape it around their

heads, shoulders, or loins, the young women
often using it to hide the lower part of their

faces from strangers. Another type of

weaving consists of coarse brown, red, and

black bed covers. They are commonplace

in hue and design, and show great deteriora-

tion from the charming ones created by these

people fifty years or so ago. Their house-

hold utensils are composed of a few wooden

or clay bowls and spoons. The former often

are very nicely carved and are used in cere-

monial processions, when they are filled with

fruits and rice and carried on the heads of

young women. The spoons are also carved,

but they have no ceremonial uses, being

designed simply to avoid the necessity of

eating with the fingers. A few baskets are

woven but are uninteresting in appearance

and of mediocre quality. The men have

krises (long swordlike knives) that are finely

made of native metal with both the blade

and the handle in elaborate design. Except

for these and the cooking utensils, the only

use they have for metal is in tipping their

plows. When working in the fields, the men
wear basket-like contraptions that cover the

whole of their backs. These give them pro-

tection both against the sun, should it be too

hot, and against rain. In order to profit by

this protection during the downpours, they

lean far forward and so keep dry. A proud

man it is who can wear the skin of a "tokata"

(dwarf water buffalo) over this basket;

this would be characterized as full dress

and not many own such valuable apparel.

War Implements

The Toradjas' implements of war are

merely the kris and the blowpipe, the latter a

formidable weapon five feet long that shoots

a tiny dart at surprising velocity. This

little dart is feathered at its base to give it

accuracy, and for a short distance, such as

twenty feet, it will fly out at such speed as

to be practically invisible. It and the kris

are both impregnated with a deadly poison.

As for religion, the Toradjas are nature

worshipers, the most primitive of all re-

ligions. The only living objects of worship

they have are blue-eyed albino water buf-

faloes, and, as these are extremely rare, they

are very expensive and highly treasured.

These animals spend their lives most care-

fully tended in open pens. Not every village

can boast of such a possession.

Burial Customs

This is the country of the famous rock

graves, interesting because, so far as is

known, the inhabitants never have dwelt in

cliffs. The graves, with which they take

infinite pains, are situated where there are

natural rock caves or slotted openings high

up on the faces of almost perpendicular

cliffs. These appear to be in wholly in-

accessible places. The bodies of the dead,

after having been embalmed and wrapped

in bits of cloth, are laid on a rocky shelf,

and then are merely covered with sticks of

wood. Tlie better types of graves have

elaborate and beautifully made human
effigies placed beside them. These effigies

are carved out of wood and made life-size.

Painted and dressed, as they always are,

they give one a weird feeling when one

comes upon them unexpectedly and sees

ten or twelve pleasant faces leaning on a raM

and peering down.

Like their Malayan brothers, every

Toradja man that can, caresses and fondles

a game cock. These are bred for their own
private cock fights about which they show

tremendous enthusiasm. As an additional

spur, they fasten to each leg of their

cocks a short blade of native metal about

three and one half inches long and sharp-

ened to a razor edge. For this reason the

fights are of short duration and, since the

blades are poisoned, any wound causes

death. The Toradjas are ardent betters,

which adds greatly to the excitement of these

fights.

On this island the most interesting of the

extremely few species of larger mammals are

two indigenous types of the water buffalo.
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These are called anoa (Bos rkyressicornis)

,

the local name being tokata. Except for

size, there is a good deal of resemblance

between them. The lesser of the two are

most interesting, being the smallest members

of their species in the world. Both of these

are brown in color, show no distinctive mark-

ings, and have short, very sharp horns not

dissimilar to those of antelope or gazelle.

The Dwarf Water Buffalo

Their habitat is limited to the dense

jungles, as only here does the plant life

grow on which they feed. The larger ones

sometimes come into the open and attack

domestic water buffalo. Then they charge

the latter and go straight for the stomach,

frequently causing such serious laceration

as to result in death. This courage and

ferocity is not lacking among the smaller

ones, who, when wounded by native hunters,

may likewise charge ferociously.

The natives occasionally hunt the smaller

tokata. As the animals must, naturally,

be sought in their own habitat where, due to

the jungle, progress is slow and practically

without visibility, the natives have trained

dogs to follow the scent. To anyone not

native to these jungles, such a day's hunt is

hardly a pleasant jaunt.

Having decided to try our hands at this

new game, we made an early morning start,

and, after walking for a bit up the bed of a

small, rocky stream, we entered the jungle.

Incidentally, stream beds, no matter how
numerous their rocks and bowlders, were

followed in preference to the jungle, as

the going there was actually better. On
entering the jungle, we started immediately

to climb a sharp ridge, and from then on

most of the day was spent either in further

climbing or in descending. Two men with

their krises were in front laboriously opening

up a meager trail. The foremost cut away
the absolutely impassable barriers, while the

next one cleared off the ever-present thorny

growth that, semi-cut, hung about in

festoons. Soon game trails were found and,

later, clear signs of a tokata's hoof marks of

the previous night. The dogs, however, did

not seem to want to honor the scent, nor did

our native guides seem to care a bit whether

they followed the game trails or not. Travel-

ing was simply dreadful, due not only to the

denseness of the underbrush and thorn, but

also to the steepness of the way and the

slipperiness of the drenched ground. Our

guides' bare feet with ten good, clinging toes

gave them a great advantage o\'er the spikes

we wore. Not even once during the several

days' hunting did a pair of bare feet let a

man down. This could hardly be said of

the spikes.

Sometimes during the course of the day

there were light showers, but one was aware

of them more through sound than feel.

The close proximity of the trees with their

interlaced tops formed an almost complete

umbrella. But the moisture, nevertheless,

seeped through, and it was this that kept the

ground always in a slippery, dank condition.

When traveling along the edge of ridges,

one forever had to be prepared to hold on,

but going up hill was exhausting. If the

trail were extra steep, the ground would be

correspondingly looser, and hauling one's

self up on hands and knees was then the

common task. There was plenty to hold on

to ever ready at hand, but much of it was

thorny, and many of the small trunks were

rotten with age and snapped with the slightest

strain. To the natives, born in this country,

climbing or descending was apparently as

simple as travehng along the flat, but bitter

were the moments to me when, having just

completed some very heavy hill work, we

found it had to be immediately repeated.

Jungle Travel

The skill with which the natives moved

through the jungle was remarkable. Their

procedure was not so much that of a walk as

a slow and careful slink. Traveling more or

less naked, but miraculously avoiding thorns

and particularly the vicious ones of the

rattan, they would finish the day w^ithout a

scratch.

We started the hunt armed with a rifle



Below: The niches in the face of the

cliff are graves, and the figures shown
standing at the rail are elaborate

human effigies, carved from wood
and carefully painted and dressed

Above: A valley in the Torad'

ja country. The vegetation,

owing to the plentiful supply

of water, is beautifully green,

and clear, rushing streams are

numerous

The structure shown below is the

grave of a local sultan. It takes the

form of a typical Toradja house,

with thatched roof, carved wood'

work, and upturned, overhanging

ends



A load of clay

bowls, made fast

to a bamboo carry-

ing pole. These
are commonly
used by every

household, but are

seldom decorated.

The native artis'

tic instinct seems

at its best only in

wood carving

A family group,

resting on the

lower floor of a

handsomely
carved and
painted house.

The carving
shown at the top

of this picture is

in a typical Torad-

ja design, which
is the more at-

tractive for the

coloring that has

been added
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and a camera, but after the first three

minutes they were turned over to a native to

be carried. The denseness of the jungle

made the former useless, and after the

second day it was left behind and the owner

became just a spectator. Due to lack of

visibility, the camera might as well have

followed the rifle.

When out hunting, one rarely saw the

dogs, but their owner knew fairly well where

they were and could always call them in.

Should they have gotten on to the trail of a

tokata, they were trained to run him to

bay. Unless this was accomplished, how-

ever, the chase must ultimately have dis-

appeared in the blue, leaving us far behind.

The natives who were leading us were

armed, for the hunt, with spears. These

were about five feet long, with detachable

heads. The spear point itself ended with

one strong barb. Attached also to this

spearhead was a cord to the other end of

which was fastened a narrow piece of wood
about a foot and a half long. Consequently,

should a speared tokata attempt to escape

into the jungle, traihng the long cord with

this small billet of wood at its end, he would

immediately become entangled in the under-

brush and be held so firmly that he could

be easily dispatched by the hunter. On the

other hand, speared tokatas have frequently

made straight for the hunter, with lowered

horns. The numerous scars on one old hunt-

er's legs bore ready testimony to this.

Stalking Tokata

The small hunting dogs were always

active and quite untiring but never too

specific about what they might be after.

On our first day out there were two moments
filled with high hopes. The dogs were cer-

tainly giving tongue and we strained every

muscle to keep up with them, but the effort

proved vain, for they had been on to only a

snake and a monkey.

Our hunt was, for the most part, merely

wasted effort. Up and down and in and out.

Thorns, slippery hillsides, drenched vegeta-

tion, and rarely a place to rest. But at

length, after several arduous days, one tokata

was speared, and we gladly returned to the

village for a well earned rest.

A Wonderful Country

Tenure of land among the natives is in the

hands of the head men or petty sultans.

Agriculture is carried on entirely by the

peasant class, who pay tithes in produce to

the owners for the use of the land. Tenants

and landlords have always gotten on verj^

well together in good fellowship, for the

Toradjas have good reason to be happy, as

they are blessed with a truly wonderful

country. The rainfall, which is regular

throughout the year, is never so severe as to

be oppressive nor so mild as to be insufficient

for their crops. All this moisture gives the

open spaces a beautiful aspect. The natural

flora is of a lovely shade of green, and there

are emerald paddy fields, innumerable clear,

rushing streams, clumps of coconut palms,

kapoc, bamboo thickets, myriads of wild

flowers, and many different varieties of

orchids. Besides this, there are many pic-

turesque gorges, chasms, and precipices.

Due to the elevation, the climate of this

region is very pleasant. There is no burning

heat about mid-day and the nights are

always cool. One is quickly struck by the

surprising absence of any insect pests.

When going through the jungle, there are no

encounters with centipedes, scorpions, red

ants, or thick spider webs. Mosquitoes are

scarce and there is little malaria and few

other diseases. As there are no large mem-
bers of the cat family or other predatory

animals on the island, tokatas have no en-

emies save man. Traveling about in this

country, one sees no sign of poverty, as

everyone is occupied in some way, and no

droughts or blights ever affect the crops.

Tills area is easily reached, for new motor

roads have recently been put through, and

from these, by riding tiny native bred po-

nies, one can visit many villages. Fortunate

are the Toradjas. It is no wonder that one

so often sees their faces wreathed in smiles.



A Forest of the Past

One of the natural wonders of the western

world is the Petrified Forest of Ari2;ona, in

which are trees of a vastly ancient age,

turned, in the almost endless years that

have passed, to quartz;

by

Harriet Geithmann

Photographs by William Nelson

IT
was John Burroughs who suggested that

we "drop off at Adaniana on the rim of

the Painted Desert in Ai-izona" and see

the Petrified Forest. As a result of that bit

of advice the Santa Fe dropped us off one

October morning at daybreak at Adamana
on the fringe of one of the natural wonders of

the world. There, luckily, Rawhide Bill took

us in tow.

On the way over to the inn for ham and

eggs we learned that Adamana received its

poetical name from the old-timer Adam
Hanna himself, Arizona's sheriff, stage

driver, herder, and scout of 1889. Adam
Hanna's Inn waits on the banks of a choco-

late-colored stream called the Rio Puerco,

"dirty river." So muddy is this little river

as it winds lazily through the desert's

sagebrush and Mexican greasewood that

nothing can live in it or even drink in it.

Even the coyotes bark their disapproval all

night long. In the cottonwoods that fringe

its banks, Adam Hanna used to hear the

orioles and mocking birds. As for us, we
saw few birds on our trek, a gaunt raven,

a desert sparrow, and a burrowing owl.

After breakfast. Rawhide Hill, cowboy,

scout, geologist, and guide, picturesque

follower in the pioneer footsteps of Adam
Hanna, tucked us into his rattling good car,

and off we whizzed in a cloud of dust to pay

tribute to the First, Second and Third or

Rainbow Forests as well as the Blue Forest.

The nearest of Arizona's forests of stone was

but a few miles to the south, Jack rabbits.

highly colored Hzards and horned toads

scurried out of our way.

Presently we were in the fossil forest clink-

ing over chips of agate, jasper, onyx, and
chalcedony, Arizona's carpet of gems, rich

in color and fadeless. Everywhere were

petrified logs but no standing trees. All

were prostrate, silent, fallen giants with

hearts of jasper.

''Many of these logs," declared Rawhide
Bill, "measure from three to thirty feet in

length and in diameter from one to four feet."

Everywhere we found broken trunks, cart

wheels, stove-lengths sawed off by the gods

themselves, cylindrical sections five or six

feet in length. The inner sections were

colored brilHant reds, yellows, blacks,

purples, and lavenders, as were the chips

scattered about. Many of the fragments

were smeared with "desert varnish" of

bright red. On one of the mesas Rawhide
Bill showed us the cannon log. In this entire

region rich with logs we found few limbs or

roots anywhere.

We discovered the prize log, howe^-er, in

all these forests of solid stone, the most
perfect tree, was the log of chalcedony, a

bluish quartz, that served us as a jewelled

footbridge over a gully on the northeastern

border of the forest. This amazing tree of

stone, called the Natural Bridge, reminded

us of the two Johns, John Burroughs and his

guide, John Muir, who roamed through these



Left: "Old Faith-

ful," a large,

petrified tree in

Rainbow Forest,

has a root end

seven feet in di'

ameter

Above: The root end

of this badly weathered

tree in the "Second

Forest" has been named
"The Lion's Head" be'

cause of its fancied re'

semblance to the king of

beasts

A section of petrified

log left "high and dry"

on a wind-eroded block

of sandstone. This en-

tire block has slid about

500 feet down hill from

its original position on
the rim of the mesa, the

slope of which is shown
in the background at

the right



Right: For years broken

sections of petrified

trunks like these served

as raw material for the

manufacture of table

tops, paper weights,

beads, and pendants

Below: A close-up of a

beautifully colored block

of petrified wood. This

specimen has now been

polished and is on ex-

hibit at the local mu'
seum. Despite the fact

that the tree has been

entirely replaced by
stone, much of the origi-

nal woody appearance is

still retained
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fossil forests in 1909, studying the over-

whelming evidences on every hand of time

and change. Everywhere the geologist,

John Muir, found "beautiful wood replaced

by beautiful stone." They, too, crossed this

same chalcedony bridge, which is about 111

feet long, 4 feet in diameter at the base, and

18 inches at the tip. This beautiful speci-

men spanned a ravine 44 feet in width and

50 feet in depth, a gash in the earth between

two colorful mesas. Both ends of this

great tree were embedded in sandstone.

At the bottom of this gulch we saw a clump

of cedars and cottonwoods, the only trees

in the neighborhood.

Trailing from mesa to mesa, rich in

agatized logs and fragments of logs, we were

amazed at the variety of color and wealth of

beauty. Under the microscope these bril-

lant cross sections have revealed to the

exploring eyes of the geologist the interest-

ing fact that some of these rigid forms

Araucarioxylon and Woodworthia were giant

pine-like trees that do not now live in the

northern hemisphere.

The Extent of the Forest

The Petrified Forest National Monument,

which now includes the Blue Forest as well

as the so-called Aztec Ruins, covers about

25,625 acres of gems, some 40 square miles or

more, several sections of land, all of which

are in the Apache and Navajo counties of

northeastern Arizona on the southern border

of the Painted Desert which has been but

recently added to the reserve. This is the

plateau country, the western rim of which is

fifteen miles east of the little Mormon town

of Holbrook. Through this plateau, which

is 5700 feet above the sea at its highest, an

arroyo winds among the buttes in a southerly

direction. The upper 700 feet of this great

plain have been worn down by forces of

erosion, atmospheric action of one kind or

another, into valleys and gorges separated

by mesas and buttes. In the clear, sunshiny

air of Arizona these ridges of sandstone,

shale, and clay are picturesque because of

their brilliant terra cotta, blue, and mauve.

Those colored with red oxide are the most

brilliant of all. In some of these mesas, which

are being undermined constantly, we found

trees in situ, perpendicular columns of stone

.

pillars of an ancient temple not built by
human hands.

Theories

An early geological theory in regard to the

origin of these forests would have us believe

that this great plateau was once an inland sea

into which emptied an ancient river. Down
this river floated millions of evergreen trees.

When they reached the inland sea. they be-

came water-logged and gradually sank to the

bottom. In due time these logs were gently

covered up with layer after layer of sand and

silt as the sea receded or evaporated. This

all happened during the Triassic Period in the

Mesozoic Era, 200,000,000 years ago more or

less. At that time the herbivorous dino-

saurs, some of which measured 85 feet in

length and weighed 10 tons, were roaming

the continent. After the trees were covered

by the Mesozoic Seas, they gradually became

silicified and their hearts of wood turned to

hearts of stone. This geological fact makes

the petrified forests of Arizona much older

than those of Calistoga, California, Wyo-
ming, and Yellowstone National Park, which

are largely credited to the Tertiary Period.

The foregoing explanation has not been

proved and there is considerable evidence

against the above theory of transportation.

A later opinion is that this area was doubtless

the bottom of an enclosed body of shallow

water supersaturated in mineral content in

which all organic remains became agatized,

including not only the trees but invertebrates

as well. In this particular region, where there

were no trees, there are thin sheets, or strata,

of chalcedony. Many years ago before the

forest was visited to any extent by tourists,

Phytosaurus and labyrinthodonts and other

reptilian remains were common in the

vicinity, and they likewise were agatized,

whereas in the same stratigraphic position



Right; 200,000-

000 years ago

—

more or less—
this tree may
have been a bit

of the drift'

wood on a

shore line that

was visited by
dinosaurs

Below. A typical scene

in the Petrified Forest,

showing the scattered

profusion of logs and
sections. Many of the

logs, though broken, still

lie with their sections in

proper sequence
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Left: A log emerging from
its ''grave." The butt end
section has slipped down
hill a trifle, owing to the

erosion of its support

Below A natural bridge in

the making This large tree

IS precariously supported by
two marl hills, the guUey
being almost ready to carve

Its way under the log

Below Agate Bridge

must at one time have

been a twin bridge, for

the remnant of another

log remains in the sand-

stone at the right-hand

side of the picture At
some time in the past

this other log must have

broken into pieces, and

Its remnants have been

swept down into the

arroyo beyond

^,v-%



Above: A large and very well

preserved tree in Rainbow
Forest. Though changed to

stone, the appearance of the

tree has been most faithfully

retained

Behw: This section of a

hollow log has been petri-

fied as faithfully as other

sounder trees have been

Above: The effects of

weathering. The tree in

the foreground has been

exposed to the weather so

long that it is badly dis'

integrated, while the one
in the background, having

been more recently exposed,

is still fairly well preserved.



At the left a petrified log is shown
supported by a narrow ridge with
practically no footing on either side.

A little more erosion will bring

about the fall of this fossil, when,
undoubtedly, it will be broken into

many fragments

««««•>?»>•

The "woody" exterior of the sec-

tions shown above is clearly apparent.

At the right appear the "Twin
Sisters"—an odd name, for there are

three of them. The largest of these

measures about 100 feet in length
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on the Little Colorado River oqiuilly abun-

dant woods and animal remains ai'c silicificd

but not agatized.

Aeons later the beds of sandstone and clay

in which tlie conifers were embedded met

with upheaval. Gradually they were put

under great strain and stress and raised to

their present altitude, a mile above sea level.

In due time the sand and shale surrendered

bit by bit to atmospheric forces. Logs, sec-

tions of logs and shattered fragments of logs,

all of quartz which resists erosion longer than

any other mineral, were revealed everywhere.

Scientists believe that the forests represent

immense conifers which millions of years ago

swayed in the wind, trees that towered from

100 to 200 feet in height and measured from

2 to 4)^ feet in diameter.

Vandals

Roads and trails now crisscross Arizona's

carpet of gems. Thousands of Americans

and their cousins from afar visit these fossil

forests every year. Among the visitors

there are naturally many vandals who stop

to plunder as they slide through. They are

not content with picking up a chip here and

there to serve as a precious paper-weight,

but they must smash large specimens to bits

in search of brilliant fragments of jasper,

onyx, and opal. Rehc hunters are they,

laughing at law and order as they carry off

the forest piecemeal. Men from the four

corners of the earth have already shared the

treasures of these fossil forests. The Zunis

supphed themselves from the forest years

ago with material for objects both of use

and ornament, pestles, arrowheads, hammers,

knives, and charms. Even the houses of

certain Indian villages in the neighboriiood

of the forests were constructed out of precious

logs of chalcedony. Great table-tops and
pedestals from the Petrified Forest of

Arizona may be found in the Shell Room of

the royal woodchopper's former palace at

Potsdam, where the walls and ceiling are a

shining mosaic of minerals, polished stones,

and shells. Skidding across the waxed in-

laid floors in felt slippers that reminded us of

snowshoes, we found this room of Air.

Hohenzollern a geological treasure house

flashing from corner to corner with trophies

from land and sea. At the World's Fair were

more logs, polished slabs, table-tops, clock-

cases, mantles, and pedestals from these same
fossil forests. Even jewelers and manufac-

turers of emery substitutes have not o\'er-

looked the forests entirely. Ever since John

W. Stedman heard of these forests from the

lips of the Zunis and visited them in 1851,

the first white man to do so, and especially

after the opening of the railroad in 1880.

they have been treasure-trove to every

passing guest afoot or awheel. All of the

material remaining in the field has now been

set aside as a part of the Petrified Forest

National Monument.
After trying to solve this geological puzzle

with the help of Rawhide Bill and liis pet

theories, we left the desolate ruins of the

ages and turned back to Adam Hanna's Inn

on the banks of the Rio Puerco which is even

now spanned by a worthy bridge of concrete,

a solid link in the modern highway system of

the fossil forests. Thrice glad were we for

having followed not only the advice of

John Burroughs but his footsteps as well

across Arizona's magic carpet of gems.



The Pottery of Pre-Columbian

Central America

by

George C. Vaillant
Associate Curator of

Mexican Archaeology,

American Museum

THE potter's art in Central America

reveals an extraordinary development

of imaginative skill. It seems little

bound by those set requirements of ritual

which governed artistic expression in the

arts we have considered in the five preceding

articles. Humble as are the uses of pottery,

an almost infinite invention is displayed by

the multiplicity of forms and decorative

styles. The work in clay suggests that here

the oppressive grasp of religion was relin-

quished, releasing the fancy thwarted in

other directions. No other part of the world,

China not excepted, shows such diverse

forms and decorations as their displayed

by pre-Columbian ceramics in the area

between Chile and the Rio Grande.

In Central America, as elsewhere, the

invention and practice of agriculture relieved

man from his unremitting search for food,

since the harvest created a store to satisfy

his needs for months to come. The leisure

thus gained gave him a chance to use his

mind in directions other than the hunt, and

led to the series of inventions and intellectual

conceptions which culminated in the handful

of great World Civilizations. One of the

first steps taken by the early farmer was to

devise means of conserving his winter

food supply and of preparing it for palatable

consumption. In the attainment of these

ends, the development of containers of baked

clay played a significant and highly impor-

tant part.

The last of a series of arricles on native

Central American art

Apart from its importance as an invention,

pottery has a more complete historical

record than any other phase of early culture

in Central America. The hardness of baked

clay renders it relatively immune from the

destructive action of rot or fire, which have

so affected textiles and wooden objects.

Even when a vessel is broken, the fragments

survive among the ruins of a building or in

the village refuse heap. The lack of intrinsic

value secured pottery from the cupidity of

invaders, greedy for treasure. The common
household functions of ceramic products

cleared them of the stigma of heretical

barbarism, which impelled the Conquista-

dores to destroy so much of the native

religious art in Central America. The use-

fulness of pottery made it a usual equipment

for the dead in their life beyond the grave, so

that many complete examples have been

conserved in burials, to satisfy later the

rapacious curiosity of excavators. Thus the

study of pottery, because it is both prevalent

and indestructible, has become the backbone

of archaeological technique, and by means of

the local and tribal decorative styles it is possi-

ble to trace the history of early peoples by the

fragments of their vessels. Unfortunately,

the involved descriptions of pots and pans,

which in consequence fill professional reports

on excavations, effectively quench whatever

interest the layman might take in them.

To absorb the full beauty of Central

American ceramic form and design, one

must look beyond the borders of the Greek

aesthetic ideal. The exquisite shapes of

Greek vases resulted from the harmonious



This vase from Miahuatlan Oaxaca represents

Macuilxochitl, the Mexican god of games and

feasting. The simple Hnes of the vessel throw

into vivid prominence the lively figure of the

divinity. The design on his loin cloth and his

necklace of gold and jade are faithfully repre-

sented

Ceremonial Vessel

from Mexico



Left: This vase from Tepic,

Mexico (after Lumholtz 1902)
represents a turkey. The wing
feathers and wattles of the

neck are picked out in gold leaf

Below: Guatemala was the

source of this elaborately-

carved vase (after Saville

1919) which is a master'

piece of Maya ceramics

Below: The glazed effect of this type of Sal-

vador pottery was so greatly admired in

ancient Central America that it was traded

far and wide. This delightful example shows
how successfully the potter animated the

vessel by the use of a few simple lines



^
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Above: This sturdy jar from western Mexico
illustrates the architectural proportions of

much Central American pottery. Structure is

stressed, rather than concealed, as Central
American art is relatively little concerned with

ephemeral grace

Below: The pottery of Costa Rica is often

lavishly ornamented, but in these ex'

amples painted designs are used to empha'
si2;e simple effigy forms. Note how the
jars are supported in one case by a tripod,

in the other by an annular base

Above: This vase from

one of the earliest Cen-
tral American cultures

shows how excellent

decorative effects could

be attained by the use of

a lustrous surface and a

few simple lines
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principles devised to govern the proportions

of their vessels, but lovely as were the re-

sults, these formulae restricted the range of

forms. Central American pottery, in con-

trast, seems completely without such laws,

so varied are the shapes. A more detailed

examination discloses, however, the opera-

tion of rigorous local customs to which the

potters strictly adhered. As the pueblo, or

town, was the chief unit of group organiza-

tion, there arose almost innumerable local

styles, differing widely from one another and

giving to the whole of Central America the

effect of aesthetic anarchy, so far as pottery

is concerned.

While the shapes of Greek vases give the

effect of defeating gravity by their graceful

upward curves, the Central American potters

seem to stress the difficulty of keeping their

vessels erect. The greatest dimension is apt

to be horizontal, rather than vertical, and

emphasis is placed on the support which in

the smaller vessels is usually a ring base or

three or (less commonly) four legs. So

constant is the use of a low center of gravity

that vases with the "soaring" quality of the

Greek urn are almost unknown. It is

possible that the technical difficulties of

building up a vessel with strips of wet clay

may have necessitated a more solid structure

than that demanded by the more rapid

Greek process of throwing up a vessel on the

potter's wheel.

The shapes of Central American pottery

are as eminently satisf3ang as the forms of

natural objects. Some bowls are almost

spherical and others have the form of a pear.

Cylindrical vases of varying dimensions

express a delicate grace if tall and narrow, or

practical solidity if short and wide. By
curving the walls slightly inward or outward,

beautiful variations are obtained. Again, a

bowl may be grooved to give the effect of a

gourd, or else ridged spirally to bring up the

high lights on its surface. Many vessels are

made in two sections, a wall and base, and,

by increasing the size of one or the other,

not only are various delightful proportions

attained, but also fields are created for a rich

variety of decorative effects. In western

Mexico occur especially attractive forms,

which involve a curved base, with an almost

horizontal shoulder, out of which protrudes a

flaring neck.

The simplest form of decoration is to

polish the exterior of the vessel. The
methods of firing the pots seldom produce an

absolutely even color, so that the glossy

surfaces suggest the tones of polished fruits

or the glossy coats of animals. Black, for

example, is seldom jet black, but more the

shade of well-used walnut furniture. Reds

range from the brown tones of a russet apple

to the solid shades of red peppers, dried and

polished. Browns merge into black at one

extreme and dwindle through imperceptible

gradations to a matt yellow. Warm orange

tones characterize the clays of several

ceramic families, while others show steely

gray shades. Such lustrous tones enhance the

pure forms in a way that painting never can.

There are numerous cases of effigy vessels,

where in the simplest stages, a head, limbs,

and tail, added to the pot, give it a pleasingly

alive appearance. Sometimes the head alone

is added and the anatomical details are

incised. In extreme cases the animation of a

pot is carried so far that it becomes a sculp-

ture in clay, like the figures of western

Mexico mentioned in a previous article.

The most consistent use of effigy pottery

is in the Plumbate Ware of Salvador, which

has a vitreous surface and is the nearest

approach to true glaze in Central America.

Since the tripod support was so important

in keeping a vessel on an even keel, the

Central American potter gave vent to his

imagination in constructing this useful

adjunct. One way was to make the legs

hollow and insert pellets of clay, so that they

became rattles. Often the supports were

modeled into imitations of animal or human
legs, and sometimes, in Costa Rica, Atlan-

tean figures supported the bowl. The
modeling of bird and animal heads was also

thought a suitable means of transforming a

functional necessity into an ornament.

When a ring base was used, it was often

1



Mexican Design

The sources for Mexican pottery

designs are many and varied. In the

upper right hand picture the purely

conventional grecque is used, where
as the vase at the lower right is

ornamented by the hieroglyph for

one of the days of their month,
which is a conventional representa-

tion of the reed. The jar at the

upper left is ornamented in plaster

cloisonne, and the central band
(after Lumholt2; 1902) reproduces the

design from a similar vessel. Such
stylized human figures are rare in

Mexican ornament



Above: This cover from a

Zapotec incense burner shows
the transformation of a vessel

into a ceremonial sculpture

Left: The incensario

at the left is much re'

stored and comes

from the Teotihua'

can culture of the

Valley of Mexico. It

shows the building'

up process utilized

in this class of reli'

gious vessel

Below: This clay mask from

Vera Cruz, is a simple and

straightforward piece of

sculpture, yet it may have

been used in connection

with some elaborate crea-

tion like that on the left

i



Above: This life-sized figure

from the Valley of Mexico
is a remarkable technical

achievement, requiring
great skill in building up
the sections so that they

would not collapse of their

own weight

The head at the upper right

was one of a pair of elEgy vases

found with a burial of the

Ma2,apan culture at Teotihua-

can. Although treated sculp-

turally it is none the less a

container. The large figure at

its left, and the seated figure

from Nayarit arc pure sculp-

tures. The photographs on
these pages show in striking

fashion the contrast between
convention and naturalism in

Central American art
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painted or carved, and sometimes by closing

the bottom, it was converted into a rattle.

Two other methods of decoration were in

general use. One was to produce a decora-

tive effect on the surface of the pot by inci-

sion or applying bits of clay. The second

was to add a painted design. Which of the

two was the earlier there is no means of

knowing, since no really primitive culture

has yet been discovered in Central America.

If the Southwestern United States, which

show the transition between hunters and

agriculturists, produce painted designs as the

earliest ceramic decoration, the Argentine

and the Eastern United States contain

primitive tribes who incised and stamped

their rude vessels. Therefore, in describing

Central American ceramic decoration, we

cannot follow an evolutionary plan.

Incising and carving the surface of a bowl

were especially common. The cruder ex-

amples, from the earliest cultures yet found,

show simple geometric patterns made some-

times after svm drying and occasionally after

the pot was baked. A striking development

of this process was the Teotihuacan method

of champleve, in which, after a vessel had

been fired and burnished, the polished sur-

face was cut away to leave a figure in relief.

Sometimes the effect was enhanced by rub-

bing red pigment into this roughened back-

ground. Some of the finest reliefs in the

Maya country may be found on carved vases

of this type from Yucatan, where great skill

in sculpture and drawing raised the champ-

leve work from the secondary field of decora-

tion to the primary one of Fine Art.

A type of decoration which is found in

western Mexico and perhaps derived from

this work in champleve approaches the

technique of cloisonne. In the Mexican

examples a completed pot was covered with

plaster and the desired design outlined by

scraping the soft exterior down to the

original surface of the pot. Into these

scraped zones, plaster strips of different

colors were laid, creating a harmonious, if

fragile, decoration. Another method of

ornament involved a covering of plaster.

which was then painted in fresco. These

plaster decorations could not have survived

daily use and must have required special

treatment for mortuary or ceremonial use.

In fact, in several examples, a painted

design has been concealed by a covering

of fresco or plaster cloisonne.

Another decorative style consisted of

pressing a stamped design on to the wet

surface of a bowl. This process, when re-

peated, gave a symmetrical series of orna-

ments in relief or intaglio. Even commoner

was the attachment of decorative elements

made in molds, which might represent floral

patterns, human and animal heads, or else

purely conventional designs. Clay vessels

were sometimes touched up with gold leaf,

like the celebrated Tepic effigy vase, and

clay beads treated in the same way were

thrifty imitations of the real thing.

Painted decoration involved a prevalent

use of geometric design. As we have sug-

gested in the section on Crafts, there is very

strong evidence that the textile art with its

complementary ornamental patterns was

developed long before pottery. Since, in the

Southwestern United States the designs

painted on pottery are in direct imitation of

the earlier basketry patterns, there is

considerable likelihood that this practice

was quite general in the New World. There

was no orderly evolution of design from

naturalism into conventionalization. The

use of naturalistic elements appeared late,

strictly governed by the requirements of

harmonious design.

The arrangement of the design in most

localities was in panels. Frequently these

design units, when on the outside of the bowl,

were arranged in threes, so that a complete

pattern could be seen. This principle is

based on a "rule of thumb" geometry,

since a little less than a third of a cylindrical

body can be viewed from the side. Continu-

ous patterns, except for borders, are much
less common. Besides the steps, grecques

and volutes of geometric design, there were

also conventionalizations of natural forms.

Flowers, animals, hieroglyphs, religious sym-



Elaborate painted designs

come from the Maya
country. The two cir'

cular patterns (after

Merwin and Vaillant

1932) adorned a plate

and a bowl cover from

Holmul, in the Peten

district of Guatemala.

They are in polychrome

Wiiiiniii atimt"""^

Below. The realism of the two
Maya vase paintings is skilfully

adjusted to decorative needs.

Extraordinary as is the fancy

shown in their creations, the two
designs from Cholula bowls are

equally original in conception.

The pattern shown in the central

rectangle was inspired by a

feather headdress placed against

an ocelot skin, and the decoration

below utilizes a feather fan



Maya
Pottery

Left: The Maya used

their script in decora'

tive fashion. This vase

from Guatemala, like the

Holmul plate on the

preceding page, utilizes

bands of glyphs to divide

off design fields

Designs

Below: The conven-

tionalized pelican on

this vase is carried

out in red tones on a

white background.

This and the upper

vase are after Gordon
1925

Left: This vase from

Salvador is ornamented

by designs in black and

orange on a yellow field,

while the Maya bowls

on the preceding page

show similar uses of

warm red and orange

tones with black out'

lines
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bols, were cuiinin«^ly treated to make decora-

tive effects. Ill the Maya pottery of Copan

and Salvador the monkey was often used,

since its elongated arms and tail were

readily adaptable to the needs of design.

The colors include shades of white, red,

yellow, orange, black, with occasional uses

of blue and green. The disposition of the

colors usually involves one for the back-

ground, another to outhne the design, and a

third to fill the patterns. Sometimes when

realistic elements like a headdress or a

butterfly are portrayed, they are used

naturalistically. The fullest use of natural-

ism in color and design is in the celebrated

"picture" vases from the Maya country

which we have considered under Painting.

Besides pottery vessels, the work in baked

clay extends to many other types of objects.

The figurine cult, which contributes so much
to the plastic art of Central America, ab-

sorbed much of the potter's inventiveness.

Spindle whorls, the weights used for the

wooden shafts in spinning cotton, become, in

the hands of Central Mexican clay workers,

beautiful Httle creations, with their lustrous

red or black slips and delicately worked

reliefs. The stamps for adorning cloth or the

skin, are often of clay, and represent in

their cutting skillful judgment of balanced

design. Musical instruments like whistles,

flutes and ocarinas require of the potter a

knowledge of the physical properties of tone,

while the cylindrical drums of Central

America are often beautifully ornamented

by carving or painting. A curious musical

instrument, very rarely found, is the

whistling jar which gives out a note by the

air expelled when the liquid is poured out.

The massive incensarios, used to burn in-

cense before the temples, are as imposing

from a structural point of view as from one

of ceremonial art. Pipes, used presumably

for ceremonial smoking, since cigarettes

and cigars were the usual method for con-

suming tobacco, are frequently exquisitely

polished and \'ery well proportioned. Censers

or incense ladles often received treatment

comparable to the best of the ceremonial

art.

The relationship of these Central Amer-

ican clay forms to tlu^ art of the present day

brings one face to face with the besetting

difficulty of modern European art. We are

in an age of revolution, intellectual and

artistic as well as political and technical.

There is a tendency to abandon individualism

for group action, and, in the fields of archi-

tecture and the decorative arts, function and

the relationship between the material and

the form tend to suppress the individualism

of the craftsman's personal expression. The

copying of alien art forms is arid w^hen it is

not jarring, so that it would be stupid to

utiHze in our art today the content of Central

American aesthetic expression. On the

other hand, the impersonality of Central

American art, which expresses a mass life

under divine direction, dovetails well with

our modern disciplines under mass produc-

tion and mass movement.

The Chicago World's Fair, intended for

the absorption of millions of people, produces

the anonymous effect of the work of thou-

sands of artisans and engineers, but not the

genius of an individual. Much this same

spirit permeates the art of Central America.

The principles of design and form are no less

inherent in our discipline by graph, blue

print, and mathematical formula than in the

ancient Central American rule by ritual.

This article and the five preceding it have

been intended to show the various aspects of

Central American art without insistence on

the complicated historical background. The

relationship of the individual Central Ameri-

can to his art, we can probably never know

precisely, although we can be certain it was

not aesthetic in our modern sense of the word.

On the other hand, we moderns can extract

a great deal of pleasure, even inspiration,

from the contemplation of the works of these

gifted people, if we lay aside the tenets and

traditions of our past art history to examine

Central American art from the viewpoint of

our modern industrial age.



The Loch Ness ''Monster''

by

William K.

Gregory
Curator of

Ichthyology and

Comparative Anatomy,

American Museum

Surprised in the act ot

stealing a sheep the

"Monster" indignant'

ly asserts his ancient

prerogative of making
forays and collecting

tribute from the help-

less country'side

ON a recent trip to the north of Scot-

land I stopped off for a while at

Inverness, which is the home port of

the "Loch Ness monster." Inverness is as

romantic and beautiful as only a Scotch city

can be, with its castle and kirk and verdant

hills. A swift-flowing stream carries the

clear waters of the long, narrow Loch Ness

northeastward to the Moray Firth. So I

stood thoughtfully on the suspension bridge

underneath which the Loch Ness monster

must have passed if it came in from the

North Sea. At that time the water was

pretty low, but in time of flood a good-sized

seal or even a killer whale might easily have

passed up into the Loch in pursuit of salmon.

The latest ''photographs" of the "mon-

ster" look like the dorsal fin of a killer whale.

One hesitates to contradict twenty million

Scotchmen, especially on their home grounds,

but I noted for future use that ^^Nessum

monstrosum,'" as the animal has been face-

tiously named, must be a creature of pro-

tean form and varjdng proportions. In a

guidebook to Loch Ness it is described and

figured as an overgrown edition of the

Japanese "giant salamander," which is a

four-foot mud puppy with a head that has

The trouble with this ''monster" is that

he is too plausible to be honest. No-
body but Nature produces utterly

unexpected things like the Diplodocus



This obliging beast [shows off his

mammalian face and hind feet combined
with reptilian scales and tail

The veracity of the "photographs" that illustrate

this article may be open to question. We can only

say in their defense that they are from picture

postcards purchased by Doctor Gregory in Inverness
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Two "monsters" in a

single loch. A sinful

waste of native talent

^Jm^-'

Why do "sea-serpents
'

insist on throwing their

bodies into vertical coils,

in a manner so mechani-

cally futile"^

been flattened as if under the foot of a

behemoth. Another veracious artist, how-

ever, represents the head as long and narrow,

but with a giraffe-like tongue. Unfortun-

ately, the lower jaw is not articulated at the

posterior end. A third depicts the monster

as emerging from the Loch and looking like a

feeble libel on Charles R. Knight's well

known restoration of AUosaiirus. A fourth

imaginative genius has produced a master-

piece by combining the features of several

reptiles and mammals with the back fins of

a teleost fish. But nothing but

the corpus delicti satisfies tlie

relentless scientist.

The fair city of Iverness teems with

souvenirs of its belo\'ed monster: postcards

ad lib. in the Scotch equivalent of the "Five

and Ten," little bronze monsters in the

jewellers' shops, wooden monsters for the

bairns to ride upon, and rubber monsters

to take in bathing in the already chill waters

of the Loch. And the silver tide of tourists

still runs high. Surely the good beast is

the greatest benefactor of his country since

Sir Walter Scott. But why pick on Scotland

for this innocent and profitable amusement?

Many a country could show

^yOrse pastimes in the pres-

ent i)eriod of world history.

"Sic 'em, Rover"



Science in the Field

and in the Laboratory
American Museum Activities,

Expeditions, Education,

Meetings of Societies,

and New Members

The Sage West China Expedition

Mr. Dean Sage and liis wife, Mrs. Anne Tilney

Sage, joint leaders and sponsors of the Sage West

China Expedition, left New York City on June 29

for Western Szechwan, China. The expedition hopes

to collect specimens of the giant panda, takin, and

golden monkey, and will, of course, make such col-

lections of the mammals and birds of the region as

time will permit.

Mr. T. Donald Carter and Mr. William G. Shel-

don were detailed by the American Museum to

accompany the expedition. They left in advance

of Mr. and Mrs. Sage, on April 23, 1934, in order to

make the necessary arrangements for arms permits,

passports for the interior, et cetera.

The department of mammals is in receipt of a

letter from Mr. Sage, dated Shanghai, August 11,

1934, in which he advises "this morning the final

papers arrived from Nanking, and we shall be off up

river on the next boat. All the information we can

get is to the effect that the fall months are the most

favorable ones for collecting in Western Szechwan,

and we are highly hopeful of what we may accom-

plish The Chinese Museum people here have

been more than good to us, and the Director General

of the Academia Sinica has given permission for all

our staff to go out He is a very able scientist

by the name of V. K. Ting. . . . Now that we are

out here, I must say that I wish we could stay for a

year or so instead of only a few months! There is

much interesting work to be done, and always the

lure of Tibet and the country just north, where we
are told that the Tibetan grizzlies are to be found in

numbers."

The Scarritt Expeditions to Patagonia

One of the aims of the Scarritt Expeditions of

1930-31 and 1933-34 to Patagonia was to seek the

oldest mammals of South America. In this the ex-

peditions were remarkably successful, finding re-

mains of older extinct mammals than any known
before from that continent. These extremely im-

portant small fossils are now being studied, and they

prove to represent a whole new fauna, the most

primitive of Patagonia and forerunner of the amaz-

Edited by

A. Katherine Berger

ingly exotic and strange later extinct animals most

of which wore described by the great Argentine

paleontologist Ameghino. The new geological

formation, older than the Casamayor from which

came Ameghino's oldest mammals, has been named
the Rio Chico Formation, and its fossils will soon

be named and described in scientific publications of

the American Museum.
Dr. Egidio Feruglio, the Italian geologi-st, who

has done much valuable work in Patagonia and

assisted the first Scarritt Expedition there, has

forwarded his collection of Patagonian fossil mam-
mals to the Museum for study and identification

—George Gaylord Simpson'

Archaeological Material for the American Museum

Mr. N. C. Nelson, curator of prehistoric archaeol-

ogy in the American Museum, visited Yellowstone

Park for two wrecks this last summer, and engaged

primarily in research for archaeological material, of

which a small collection was obtained from camp
sites and the shores of Yellowstone Lake. He also

visited the region around Austin, Texas, and in the

company of Prof. J. E. Pearce, examined a number

of so-called burnt-stone mounds which for a number

of years have been yielding extremely interesting

chipped stone implements. A small collection of

these was obtained.

During the summer a very interesting collection

of pottery and skulls was sent to the American Mu-
seum by a missionary friend of Mr. Nelson's from

the Kasai District, Belgian Congo. They were

found in a cave which some fifty years ago served as a

temporary refuge for the people of the locality when

they were being attacked by a neighboring tribe.

Astronomy

The curator of the department of astronomy,

American Museum, takes great pleasure in announc-

ing a most generous gift to the department from the

United States Naval Observatory, through its

Superintendent, Captain J. F. Hellweg. Captain

Hellweg has presented to the department five large

transparencies of the August, 1932, total solar eclipse.

Four of the transparencies show the corona and

prominences during totality, and the fifth shows the

equipment of the United States Naval Observatory

expedition. These transparencies have been in-
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stalled in the Pro-Astronomic Hall at the American

Museum.
The astronomy department has also acquired

another valuable gift, but, unfortunately, through

the sad death of a loyal friend to the Amateur

Astronomers Association and the department. For

several years the department has had the privilege

of using a 3-inch refracting telescope, lent by Mr.

B. T. B. Hyde of Santa Fe, better known to thou-

sands of nature lovers as " Uncle Benny." Early this

spring "Uncle Benny's" friends were shocked to

hear of his sudden death. When the curator of

astronomy was in Santa Fe this summer, Mrs. Hyde
most generously presented to the department this

fine telescope, saying that she knev/ "Uncle Benny"
would approve of this disposition of the instrument.

Daily ten-minute talks on the Solar System are a

new departure inaugurated by the department of

astronomy. These talks take place in the Pro-

Astronomic (Eclipse) Hall daily except Sunday at

2, 2:30, 3, 3:30 p.m.

The officers of the Amateur Astronomers Associa-

tion are pleased to announce the lectures for the

coming year. They are trying a new experiment this

season, incorporating into the year's lectures three

series of three lectures each, believing that this may
give a valuable continuity in the series. Dr. Clyde

Fisher opened the year on October 3rd with a talk

on the "Nebular Theory," the first of his three talks

on "Cosmogony." His second talk, on October

17th, was on the " Planetesimal Hypothesis." Fol-

lowing is the list for the remainder of the year:

November 7

November 21

December 5

December 19

January 2

January 16

February 6
February 20

March 6

20

Dh. Clyde Fisher "Cosmogony—Modern
Developments."

Dr. J. H. Kimball "Aerial Navigation and
Meteorology."

Dr. O. H. Caldwell "The Astronomer's New
Tool—The Electron."

Mr. Charles A. Federer, Jr. "Stellar
Diameters—Luminosities and Temperatures."

Mr. Charles A. Federer, Jr. "Stellar
Diameters—The Interferometer."

Mr. Charles A. Federer, Jr. "Stellar
Diameters—Giants and Dwarfs."

Dr. R. E. Lee "This Wobbling World."
Mr. Stansbury Hagar "Constellations of

the Mayas and the Mexicans."
Dr. E. E. Free "How and Where Astronomy

Began; Hours and Days among the Sumeri-
ans of 6000 years ago."

Dr. E. E. Free "The Great Days of Astrol-
ogy; When Star Watchers Were the Best
Advisers in Economics."

Dr. E. E. Free "Is Astrology Still Useful?
The Real Relations of Planets and Birth
Dates to Health, Success and Happiness."

Dr. Pal.mer H. Graham "Comets."
Mr. David B. Pickering "Variable Stars."
Annual Meeting. Motion Pictures.

Those meetings are open to the general public

and anyone interested is most cordially invited to

attend.

The officers of the Amateur Astronomers' Asso-

ciation are also happy to announce that again this

year there will be both elementary and advanced

classes in astronomy, and an amateur telescope-

making class for members of the Association. In-

formation about the activities of these groups may be

March

Apri

April
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Michigan in whose hands tho island herd rests, will

need to take immediate steps greatly to reduce the

numbers of moose. Tin; first culling, which must be

drastic, will probably require the use of guns.

Ev(^ntually, it has been suggested, wolves, bear or

mountain lion brought to the island may help to

keep the herd nearer an optimum size. Then, per-

haps, the summer visitor may not be able to boast of

how many moose he saw but will get something of a

thrill when he does see one—or one of the even more

interesting flesh-eaters.

Fluorescent Minerals

A new exhibit illustrating the effect of fluorescence

in certain minerals has been installed in the north-

west corner of the Morgan Hall in the American

Museum. This exhibit is contained in a .standard

upright case of the type used in the Morgan Hall,

but with opaque top and sides. The fluorescent

minerals are placed on black steps and viewed

through a window in one side of the case.

The ultra violet light is furnished by a Nico

mercury vapor tube presented to the department by

the New York Mineralogical Club.

Over the window is lettered the following explana-

tion:

This case contains a group of minerals that exhibit the
physical character known as fluorescence.
When exposed to direct radiation of ultra violet (invisible)

light rays, they glow with variously colored light emitted from
within the mineral as exposed.
Only certain species of minerals exhibit this phenomenon, and

of these only varieties found in certain places are fluorescent.

An automatic switch changes the illumination of

the case from ordinary electric lighting to ultra

violet radiation and back again. While the white

light illuminates the case an inside label reads:

These minerals are now illuminated by electric light. The
electric light transmits light of all colors. The colors of the
minerals are therefore those of the color of the light they re-
flect; the other colors being absorbed by them.

Watch the light change

Upon the change to ultra violet radiation, the

letters of the foregoing label disappear, and between
the lines the following appears in fluorescent letters:

Invisible ultra-violet rays are now falling on these specimens.
These minerals have the property of absorbing the ultra-violet
rays and stepping them up to a wave length of visible light.
The new light, created wthin the minerals from the ultra-
violet rays is emitted as a cold glow.

Watch the light change

Specimen labels written in black and fluorescent

inks are also readable under the changing light.

—H. P. Whitlock.

Natural History Objects from the Upper Amazon
Dr. Harvey Bassler, recently appointed research

associate in the department of amphibians and rep-

tiles at the American Museum, has returned from
Iquitos, Peru, with a large collection of natural

history objects brought together during twelve

years of field study in the out of the way places of the

upper Amazon. Doctor Basslei- is planning to re-

main at the Museum for some months while study-

ing his unsurpa.s.sed collection of South American

reptiles which he recently presented to the Museum.

A New Form of Fossil Antelope

Messrs. Quentin Roosevelt and J. W. Burden the

past summer discovered in a cave of .southern Ari-

zona two partial skulls with other remains of a new
form of antelope of the pronghorn group. Previous

to returning to school at Groton they have super-

vised the preparation of this material in the Ameri-

can Maseum, and are publishing a preliminary de-

scription of the same in Novitates. "We encountered

the first sign of fossils, a small bone projecting from

the ceiling, on our way out of the cave on the first daj'.

The explored part of the cave consists mainly of a

large cavern 30-50 feet high, of grayish limestone,

into which opens two entrances and the mouth of a

long tunnel. It was at the mouth of this tunnel that

the second bones were foimd, and it was here that we
first commenced operations and secured the only

mandibular ramus. Later at the spot where we had
first noticed the bone in the ceiling, we worked for

three days with the result that we uncovered two
skulls, a pelvis, some vertebrae, and numerous limb

bones. The fossils were embedded in rubble, which
consisted largely of limestone fragments and hard-

ened clay. The floor of the cave to great depth was
made up of rich dark earth permeated with frag-

ments of rock. Some distance dov\Ti the passage

there were stalactites of many sizes and shapes

and signs of water erosion. In the main room w-e

fouiid a piece of pottery and a bone cracked by fire."

Fall Program, Department of Education,

American Museum
Several new features mark the opening of the fall

program of the American Museum. Although more
than 32,000,000 contacts were made with children

and adults by the Museum last year, plans have

been completed for even wider contacts during the

coming season.

Activities for Adults.—Free activities for adults

will have a prominent place on the program, includ-

ing lectures and specially arranged tours of the ex-

hibition halls, courses for teachers, astronomical

talks and meetings, copies of indoor nature trails to

assist in studying and understanding various halls,

and a series of 42 radio talks over WOR at 6:30 P.M.
on Saturdays, dealing with each of the 42 halls of

the Museum, followed by tours the following Satur-

day to the halls spoken of in the previous broadcast.

Weekly programs of Museum events may be had
upon application.

The FREE GUIDING SERVICE wiU be considerably

enlarged this year. The six general weekly tours

conducted by Dr. William Lord Smith at 11 and 3 on

Wednesdays, Fridays, and Saturdays will be con-

tinued, but in addition a definite program of trips

for adults on six consecutive Saturdays at 3 p.m.
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has been arranged to study and contrast the habits

of various primitive peoples, including the South Sea

Islanders, the Eskimos, Pygmies, and Indians of the

Americas. The group assembles in the main foyer

of the Museum.
Other free Saturday attractions are programs of

MOTION PICTURES on history, geography, and nature

at 2 P.M. which provide instructive entertainment

for both child and adult.

At 4 P.M. on the four Saturdays from October 20

to November 10 a most fascinating series of informal

talks on the beautiful new Drummond Collection

of jades, ivories, ambers, and other gems is offered

by Mr. Whitlock, curator of minerals and gems.

Ten free lectures on biologic science Tuesdays

at 3.40 P. M. from October 2 to December 11 offer

much of interest to biology students of any age as

well as to the layman. A new plan has been fol-

lowed this year in dividing the course into two sec-

tions, the first for elementary and general biology

and the second for advanced.

There will be more extensive cooperation with

the colleges and universities of the city than

ever before. Five free courses for teachers will be

given in cooperation with The College of the City of

New York and one course for teachers in conjunc-

tion with New York University. "Alertness" and

college credit will be allowed for each course. Adults

other than teachers may take the courses upon pay-

ment of a fee. Museum members are admitted free

to courses given in cooperation with City College.

An entirely new offering in this group is the

cour.se in "Applied Physiology and Health," dealing

with the origin, development, functions, and care of

the human body.

"Nature Study for City Teachers," given in

cooperation with the College of the City of New
York, is designed to help teachers who have been

appointed nature curators in their schools and also

teachers of elementary biology to recognize speci-

mens in the field or laboratory and to learn some-

thing of the interdependence and importance of

nature. Because of the overwhelming demand for

this course during the past three years, a change of

policy has been made this year to permit unlimited

registration. The number responding totaled 180.

"Astronomy for Teachers," given in cooperation

with New York University, is a cultural course for all

teachers or any adult student interested in the sub-

ject. Observations with telescopes will be made.

Other courses carrying City College credit as well

as alertness credit are a spring course on "The Mu-
seum in Elementary Social Studies" and preliminary

and advanced courses on "The Mechanics of Visual

Instruction."

A number of popular courses in natural history,

including astronomy, crystallography, insect life,

seashore and pond life, birds, and geology will be

given by well known authorities at the Museum in

conjunction with New York University's program of

Adult Education.

Four particularly fine lectures for museum
members are being announced for alternate Thurs-

day evenings, starting October 25. World famous

explorers and scientists will speak. The Know Your

Museum Series for members will differ this year from

past years in offering four walks and talks for inten-

sive study of Indian Arts and Crafts as shown in

Museum exhibits. These will be on alternate Tues-

day evenings, beginning October 30.

AcTiviTrES FOR CHILDREN.—The various activi-

ties for children which have been so successfully

carried on for many years through the Museum's

department of education will be continued with im-

portant additions. Free lectures, illustrated with

motion pictures and colored slides, on geography,

history, nature, and industries will be given for

school children on Monday, Wednesday, and Frit-

day mornings from October 8 to December 7. Ex-

hibition Hall Talks are offered to classes from the

public schools. A new feature of this series of Ex-

hibition Hall Talks will be a Special Activity Pro-

gram, affording the child unusual opportunity for

self expression along artistic natural history lines.

The Special Activities will include Finger Painting

as a medium of free expression of the child's impres-

sions in the Museum and of his allied emotions

and reactions in the outside world of nature; Na-
ture Crafts, in which the children will create ar-

tistic nature designs and objects, modeling, blue-

printing, and spatter-printing; and third a class

in the technique of making Miniature Groups of

various natural history subjects, such as various

races of people in their natural habitat, or of ani-

mals in native surroundings. Sight Conservation

Classes will be continued by arrangement with each

teacher, giving children thus handicapped on oppor-

tunity in the Museum classrooms to handle and

"see" with their fingers. Museum objects.

The Museum sponsors two clubs for children,

—the Junior Astronomy Club and the Thoreau

Nature Club. The former, now in its sixth year, and

open to all boys and girls between ten and eighteen

years of age upon payment of a nominal membership

fee, has a program of unusual interest for the coming

season. Meetings are held on the first and third

Saturday night of each month from October to

June.

The Thoreau Nature Club was organized to stimu-

late and direct boys and girls of high school age who
are interested in natural science. It offers a program

which appeals to a variety of interests, and attempts

to promote individual initiative in progressive pro-

jects, and individual leadership among its members.

Its program is outlined by the club itself and guided

by the departments of the Museum. The activities
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consist of amateur original research and study

and the report of such endeavors at the meetings,

definite field study by small groups who report to

the club or a general field trip by the entire club,

activities which familiarize the group thoroughly with

the Museum, and lectures by guests invited by the

club. The mei^tings will be held regularly on alter-

nate Saturday afternoons at 2:30 p.m.

Another interesting series of four talks has been

arranged for children of members on alternate

Saturday mornings, beginning October 27. Captain
Bob Bartlett, Dr. Roy Waldo Miner, and Dr.

Raymond L. Ditmars will speak in this course.

New Exhibit for Darwin Hall

The department of living invertebrates, American

Museum, is preparing an enlarged anatomical

model of the primitive chordate A mphioxus, to be

exhibited in the Darwin Hall. Extensive dissections

and anatomical drawings for this purpose have been

prepared by Dr. George H. Childs, under Curator

Miner's direction. The completed exhibit will fill

an important gap in the series illustrating the com-
parative anatomy of invertebrates and primitive

vertebrates planned for the Darwin Hall and the Hall

of Fishes, and is in direct line with the needs of all

higher schools and universities.

Distinguished Visitors

H. R. H. The Duke of Saxe Coburg and Gotha,

president of the German Red Cross, and Col. Paul

Draugt, vice-president of the German Red Cross,

accompanied by the Duke's aides. Captain Nord,

Baron von Levetzow, and Mr. von Grolman visited

the American Museum during their short stay in

New York on their way to Japan to attend the

International Red Cross Conference at Tokyo.
Miss Midori Torii, staff member of the Torii

Anthropological Research Institute in Tokyo, spent

three weeks during September and October at the

American Museum making comparative studies of

Mr. N. C. Nelson's collection of archaeological speci-

mens from Mongolia. Miss Torii's father, Mr.
Ryuzo Torii, who is an eminent anthropologist in

Japan, has collected in Manchuria and Mongolia,
and his daughter undertook to make a study of

American Museum material for him.

Honors

Pacific University, at its annual meeting of the

Board of Trustees held in May last, voted unani-

mously to confer upon Mr. H. E. Anthony, curator

of the department of mammals at the American
Museum, the degree of Doctor of Science in honors.

American Museum Receives Animal Painting

One of the warmest friends and supporters of the

great outdoor purposes of the American Museum
was the late Archibald Rogers of Hyde Park, a

trustee of the Museum during the years 1891-1910.

As a nature lover and sportsman in the relatively

early period of the Wild West he was instrumental

in the establishment of the Glacier National Park
and was influential in the still earlier establishment of

the Yellowstone National Park. After retirement

from the Museum Board he spent the remainder of

his life in his beautiful country home on the Hudson.
As a memorial to Mr. Rogers and as an expression

of their own interest in the Museum, his sons and
daughters are presenting to the Museum one of the

finest works of the well-known animal artist, Wil-

liam J. Hays. Mr. Hays was one of the few American
painters who specialized largely in hunting scenes,

and the present gift—a group of buffalo—is one of

his largest canvases. It is interesting to recall that

this picture was purchased by Mr. Archibald Rogers

at auction thirty years ago, at which a representa-

tive of the Museum made a bid. It is in fine condi-

tion and will be a most welcome addition to the

collection of animal paintings already in the Mu-
seum. The gift will be a double memorial—to the

Rogers family and also to one of the most distin-

guished animal painters of the older period in

America.

—

Henry Fairfield Osborn.

Recently Elected Members of the American Museum
ClNCE the last issue of Natural History, the

following persons have been elected members of

the American Museum.
Life Member

Mrs. Henry Manning Sage.

Annual Members
Mesdames Vladimir V. Bobritsky, Kenneth C Miller,
Martha B. Schirmer, Batt L. Spain.
Misses Marion L. Fonseca, Elizabeth P Martin, Helen
Seeley.
Rabbi Jonah B. Wise.
Messrs. Francis S. MacIlvaine, Henry' M. Sage, Jr., Irving
Schmelzel.

Associate Members
Mesdames J. F. Ketcham, George A. Moore, Dennie Rob-
ertson Peteet, Wm. Rogenstein, Albert G. Scherer, Jr.,
William Lord Sexton, Boy'd E. Wilson.

Misses Corinne Flaniken, Shirley Friedman, Dora Mac
Intyre, Beryl Parker, K.a.thryn C. Salter.

Reverend Paul J. Sand.^lgi.

Doctors Jno. Miller Fraser, Kunizo Hltkuda, Alice M.
Russell, Herbert A. Schulte, Minnie B. Scotland, I. N.
Phelps Stokes.

Professor Paul S. McKibben.
Captains Arthur Haas, Wauthier.
Messrs. Anton F. Baarslaq, Ben:. Blumberg, Juli.vn B.
Clark, Jr., A. E. Cone, Gerald Curtin, L. Irby Davis,
Max Drucker, Jerry Fairbanks, Adrian C. Fox, Hugh M.
Hamill, Emil Helbing, C. D. Hudson, Edward T. K.ine,
Edward H. Lebeis, Jr., Heinrich Lieder, John M.
Michener, Charles Monti, Robert King Moody, Jr.,
J. B. Pangman, Elliott Perkins, Maurice Richmond,
Seymour, H. Rinzler, Ralph H. Ross. Theodore Shaffer,
Edwin S. Seabury', J. D. Seldon, Albert Setzer, James
Shand, Frank M. Sheldon, Louis Sherwood, J. Forman
White.



Reviews of New Books

Recent Publications For

Those Interested in Nature

Eskimo Year. A Naturalist's Adventures in the Far North.
By George Miksch Sutton. The Macmillan Co., N. Y.
Illustrated with photographs, and with black and white
drawings by the author.

/^EORGE Miksch Sutton is a man of parts.

And, like Gaul, his parts are three: he is one

of America's foremost bird painters; he is a Member
of the American Ornithologists' Union; recently, in

The Atlantic Monthly and, now, in this volume, he

emerges as a "popular" writer about natural history

and exploration.

Sutton the painter is here represented only by a

series of effective black-and-whites; although he

modestly disclaims scientific importance for the

volume, the bird student and ethnologist will read

and reread many of these pages with unflagging

interest; and Sutton the writer shows that he has

learned from Sutton the painter the validity of the

old saying, "One picture is worth ten thousand

words."

He calls the book "a study in human adjustment

... a studj^ in relationships. But first of all it is

the story of a glorious adventure in a glorious

country." He has made it all of these things, with

eminent success—in spite of the Halliburton touch

suggested by his "glorious adventure." It should be

hastily explained that the Halliburton touch is

misleading!

As the account of a sojourn in the Arctic, Eskimo

Year is unusually satisfying; the author has a happy
flair for telling the reader exactly how he lived.

We learn, vividly, of the things he touched, of the

things he heard. "The sandy soil was honeycombed
with lemming burrows. Whenever I stood still I

could hear the little mice gritting their teeth." He
recounts, with unlabored drama, the things he saw

and it is, perhaps, as a painter with words that he

is most successful. Six-year-old Pete—short for an

Eskimo name that "was unmentionably obscene"

—

had never .seen a railroad train but, "He had a

favorite block of ice out on the harbor where he sat

by the hour playing at 'dog-team.' In front of him,

their feet grotesquely stuck in the snow, was a

'team' of frozen fox bodies, skins removed. How
unspeakably chilly they looked, their pale flesh ex-

posed to the wind, their teeth grinning oddly!"

The things he smelled, and the things he tasted

—

and ate—make most of the hardships of expository

explorers pale into weak discomforts. Before he goes

to bed, after half a night of bird-skinning, he .steps

outdoors and all the dogs in camp raise their voices

—

"the North Country's national anthem." "Sam
got up and came out to make certain nothing was

wrong. We had a cup of tea together. Then I went
to bed, taking with me a cake of lavender soap,

something I could smell, thereby forgetting the beds

of stinking kelp." The Eskimos " have an odd odor,

but it is a happy odor." "We ate boiled oogjook—
seal's intestine—at several meals. In preparing this

dish John cut the intestine into three pieces of equal

length, put these pieces between the fingers of his

left hand, and pulled them rapidly through with his

right hand, thus squeezing the partly digested

material out. Then he braided the limp, flattened

strips deftly, and coiled the braid into a pot. The
intestines shortened and thickened and became

brittle with boiling, so that when we cut them the

sections snapped and popped and sprang this way
and that." A walrus was killed and the stomach,

fullof shelled clams, given to Sutton. "I hankered,"

he writes, "for those raw clams in the stomach near

me. . . . When I perceived that the molluscs had

not been chewed up nor digested to any great extent

I tried one. It was delicious in an unexpected way.

I tried another. Then I dismissed whatever inhibi-

tions remained and downed them by the dozen. I

believe my system needed them, for they seemed to

satisfy an indefinite craving
"

If these quotations give something of the flavor

of the book, it must not be thought that all—or even

most—of this adventure requires strong stomachs

on the part of author and reader. There is tender-

ness and understanding and humor and a genuine

liking for the primitive people among whom he

lived. He taught them, to while away a dull even-

ning, the old-fashioned card game of Snap! " Doubt-

less you have played the game," he writes, "though

you may have called it by another name. It is a

simple game. Childish in fact. But just try it, for

one whole evening, with the Eskimos!

"All goes well until John Ell or Kayakjuak or

Kooshooak becomes really interested. One by one

most of the players are weeded out as their piles of

cards are exhausted. Now only a few 'good' players

remain.

"Blood, figuratively speaking, is in every eye.

Blood, quite literally blood, is on every hand.

Finger-nails are split or broken, palms gashed or

scraped, wri.sts jabbed, and every time 'Schnap!'

is called there is a wild pulling and wrestling and

pounding and yelling that sets the dogs outside to

fighting.

"Wait, please, until you have played Snap! for
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Dr. Edwin H. Frost (right) and Dr. Clyde

Fisher at Brantwood, William.s Bay, Wis-

consin, July 7, 1934.

Photograph by TeAta

six hours at a stretch; wait until

you have put iodine on the wounds

and bandaged up the fingers and

hands of six or eight players, before

you call an evening of Snap! with

the Eskimos a stupid evening
"

Small wonder that this ornitholo-

gist became an intimate of the Es-

kimos and that they judged him

"the sort of man who will get what

he goes after."

—

William Vogt., ^
An Astronomer's Life. By Edwin Brant

Frost. Boston and New York: Hough-
ton Mifflin Company. 1933.

TT would not be easy to say who is our greatest

•* American astronomer, but certainly our best

beloved is Edwin B. Frost, director emeritus of the

Yerkes Observatory. In his autobiography, Doctor

Frost says that everybody is kind to a blind man,

but this generalization will by no means explain the

high esteem and the warm affection felt for the blind

astronomer by all who have come in contact with

him. Doctor Frost was first a genuine, human man,

and second he was an astronomer, and all his friends

as well as all who read his delightful book will

realize that his handicap, coming soon after middle

age, calamitous though it was, had very little to do

with the case.

He was born in Vermont, educated at Dartmouth

from which he received his baccalaureate, master's,

and an honorary doctorate degree. He pursued

graduate studies in physics and astronomy at

Princeton, Strassburg (Germany), and at the Royal

Astrophysical Observatory at Potsdam. Of his

student days he has written a fascinating account,

with almost all of the astronomy left out.

From beginning to end the book contains more

amusing anecdotes than any autobiography or biog-

raphy I have ever read. This leads me to suspect

that the author kept a note book of these stories.

How else could he recall so many? His keen sense

of humor is shown by the number and the fitting

quality of these.

He seems always to have had the bent of an all-

round naturalist, his first love being the birds. On
his tenth birthday, his father and mother presented

him his first bird-book, E. A. Samuel's Birds of

New England, which is still one of his treasures.

When mere boys, he and his brother adopted the call

of the olive-sided fly-catcher, rather a rare bird, for

their own. And many years later, at an important

outdoor function, he tells how his daughter called

him by the note of the white-throated sparrow,—

a

pre-arranged signal.

Doctor Fro.st observed independently that the fre-

quency of the songs of the tree cricket was dependent

upon temperature, and devised a formula to repre-

sent this relation.

Of popular interest are his investigations of the

question whether the winters have not changed, be-

coming milder than formerly and with less snow.

Forty years' records at Dartmouth and thirty

years' records at Yerkes Observatory failed to in-

dicate any noticeable change in the climate.

The experiment by means of which the lights of

the Century of Progress Exposition were turned on

by the light from the first magnitude star, Arcturus,

caught by the world's largest refracting telescope

in Doctor Frost's observatory, is a romantic con-

ception first suggested by the blind astronomer.

The life story of Doctor Frost is surprisingly free

from technical astronomy, and consequently is well

adapted for the lay reader, as it should be. It is the

account, however, of one of our foremost astrono-

mers, who w^as for years professor of astronomy and

director of the observatory at Dartmouth, from

which position he was called to the University of

Chicago as professor of astrophysics. From 1905

to 1931 he was director of the Yerkes Observatory,

which is under the control of the University of Chica-

go. In 1912, in recognition of his outstanding work

in the field of astrophysics, he was granted an

honorary doctorate of science degree by the Uni-

versity of Cambridge. His host of friends and

admirers will be grateful for this story of An
Astronomer's Life.

The Blind Astronomer

I see him day by day,
His clean, fine face

—

His almost silver hair

—

Smiling as he feels his way
Through awakening spring-

time days
He cannot hope to see.

His eager brain.
His search for Truth,
His finest hopes
Are caged and blinded
By the darkness of his eyes
And yet I see him
Day by day
Smiling with the spring.

Written by his son—Frederick H. Frost
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Ocean Waves and Kindred Geophysical Phenomena. By
\aughan Cornish. With additional Notes by Harold
Jeffreys. Cambridge University Press, 1934.

TN this interesting book Doctor Cornish reveals how
he became so fascinated with the waves which

beat upon the south coast of England, that he was

led to give up his secluded home on the cliffs near

Branksome Chine and investigate various wave
phenomena in different parts of the world. The
greater portion of the book is devoted to a narrative

account of the numerous observations and deduc-

tions that were made by Doctor Cornish on the

waves which are raised by wind upon the ocean, of

the kindred forms which wind and currents raise and

propel in sand and snow, and of tidal bores and

progressive waves in rivers. To supplement the

observations made by Doctor Cornish, Doctor

Jeffreys has prepared a section devoted to the mathe-

matical and geophysical interpretation of the data

gathered by Doctor Cornish. This joint account of

existing wave phenomena is not only of great value

to the student and geologist who is obliged to inter-

pret the wave impressions and kindred phenomena
found preserved in the rocks of past ages, but it is of

interest to the layman or the scientist who fre-

quents the seashore or sails on ships.

—Chester A. Reeds.

The Naturalist on the Prowl. By Frances Pitt. With photo-
graphs by the Author. New York. The Macmillan Co.
1934. 8vo. 137 pp.

'

I
'HIS book is an introduction to the delights of a

natural history interest out of doors from the

first gray of dawn till the shadows of night descend,

with practical hints from the author's wide experi-

ence for observing and particularly photographing

wild birds and animals. It is a colorfully written

narrative of varied field experiences in Britain,

—

with a pair of starlings nesting in an apple tree, a

dotterel in the Scottish mountains, puffins and gray

seals on the coast, and so forth.

Though books and articles of similar scope dealing

with American birds are not lacking, it will make a

worth while addition to any nature lover's library,

and the subject matter is so general as to be of

interest anywhere. It would be hard to find a

greatsr abandance of useful suggestions more
pleasantly or less obtrusively presented in one small

volume; or a better balanced philosophy for the

amateur naturalist who goes afield sure of finding

beauty and interest in the wild, with the chance of

adding to the sum of human knowledge, and with

respect for the value and principles of conservation.

References to many species contribute sound

knowledge of their habits and place in nature. The
"rustling" of bat wings is, however, something one

might take exception to, even if merely a figure of

speech. The strong presumption is that British

bats fly not much less silently than do ours. The
illustrations, photographs, are superb. There is not

a great deal of significant data about the birds and

animals mentioned, but as such we may call atten-

tion to a discussion of the dancing of male black-

cocks; evidence that the gray lag goose has a sense

of smell; and a photograph of a puffin with a beakful

of fish tells something of the feeding habits of that

bird.—J. T. N.

The Great Trek. By Eric Anderson Walker. A. and C. Black,
Ltd., London, 1934. 8 vo. 389 pp. 3 maps.

'

I
'HE Great Trek means only one thing to the South

African. It refers to that mass movement of

Dutch Boers from the old Cape Colony into the new
and free lands, the future states of Natal, Orange

Free State, and Transvaal. Starting in 1836 and

concluding in 1848, it represented a stubborn gesture

of a stubborn people to maintain their way of life

even if they had to trek far to seek it. The tragedy

lies in the fact that they never really gained their end

because that was impossible. Neither in numbers, in

distance, nor in hardships was this a migration to

take first rank among those odysseys famous in his-

tory. No Moses appeared to guide these wander-

loving people; and no epic has as yet been created to

transmute their annals into hterature. And yet the

Great Trek does stand out as a great gesture, a symbol

(if not a portent) of South African history. It sums

up the story of a people who were their own worst

enemy and who monotonously repeated the errors

of their fathers. But more than this, it clarifies the

drama of race contact and race conflict, the end of

which is still uncertain. This last will, I think, be of

intense interest to ethnologists and other students of

race. But for all readers this particular history of the

Great Trek is to be recommended. It is vivid, in-

telligent, and imaginative.—H. L. Shapiro.

Recent American Museum Publications
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pedition Manatee and Other Recent Manatees.
By Robert T. Hatt.
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Terrestrial Isopoda. By Lee Boone.

Volume LXVI Art. VI . Studies on the Organs of Reproduction
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A. Chambers.

Volume LXVI Art. VII. The Pangolins and Aard-Varks Col-
lected by The American Museum Congo Expedi-
tion. By Robert T. Hatt.
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Northern Mongolia. By RadclilTe H. Beckwith.



If you would like to know more about

the original inhabitants 'of the great

prairies, read

North American Indians

of the Plains

By Clark Wissler

This Handbook by an outstanding

authority on the American Indian

gives a manysided picture of those tribes

who for centuries made their homes on

our western plains. It discusses physical

types as well as material culture, social

organization, religion, ceremonies, art

and language.

172 pages, maps, 5S illustrations. Bound
in cloth. 85 cents postpaid.

Address orders to THE LIBRARY

The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West

New York, N. Y.

A II payments must be made in advance

FOR 80 YEARS

THE RECOGNIZED WAYTO

SOUTH AFRICA

Take the fast, luxurious route. Cross to

England in your favorite liner . . . sail any
Friday from Southampton for Capetown in

one of the great steamers or motor ships of

the Union -Castle fleet. Special through fares.

SPECIAL TOURS... an opportunity to visit

incomparable Victoria Falls and Durban, pop-
ular resort of the Natal Coast. Reduced rates.

Literature and full information about Lnion-

Castle Line from THOS. COOK & SON,
General Passenger Representatives, 587 Fifth

Avenue, New York, or local steamship agents.

Quoth 'the RAVEN" (Bulletin of

the Virginia Society of Ornithology)

in December, 1933, concerning

BIRDS OF THE
NEW YORK CITY REGION ^-^/^

By Ludlow Griscom

"The Editor would like to recommend, at this time a book which ... he finds very

helpful in field identification ... Its discussions of field marks and its suggestions

toward field identification are unsurpassed. It is particularly helpful in pointing out

the marks by which closely similar species may be recognized in the field. The author

is an expert in this phase of bird study."

400 pages, 6 colored plates, 30 text illustrations and 1 map. Price $1.10 postpaid

ADDRESS ORDERS TO

THE LIBRARIAN, THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
77TH STREET AND CENTRAL PARK WEST - - NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Ljiving in New York?
Check on the merits of the Prince
George Hotel. Lots of educators
and scientists stay here. Per-

haps you will like it, too.

• Convenient to the Museum by either

subway or "el."

• Complete—1000 rooms with bath.
5 restaurants. Tap room. Radio
rooms. Sun roof. Library.

• Environment—Visit us and see what
we mean.

• Economical—Daily rates ; room with
private bath for one from $2; for
two from $3.

Monthly rates from $45 for room
and private bath.

Meals range in price from 40 cents.

Send for new booklet N.

PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL
Alburn M. Gii/tersoii, Mmiai^cr

27th to 28th Streets (just off Fifth Avenue)

New York

Variation is wider in dogs than in any

other animal. They difFer vastly in size, weight, color

shape and proportion. Domestication is largely re-

sponsible for this variation in spite of which the

dog maintains a high quality. The variety of effects

obtainable by the photoengraving method of re-

production and it's latitude for all printing surfaces

gives it the First consideration where quality press-

work is demanded. The illustrations in this book

are printed from "Sterling" engravings.

•

STERLING ENGRAVING COMPANY, NEW YORK, N. Y.

304 EAST FORnr- FIFTH STREET

WUrroy 4-0715 »o 0726
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S. S. STATENDAM
LUXURY CRUISE TO THE

MEDITERRANEAN
EGYPT AND THE HOLY LAND

FROM NEW YORK

FEB. 7th, 1935

58 Days - 25 Ports

16 Countries
•

The annual visit of the

flagship of the Holland-

America Line is the event

of the year in the

Mediterranean.

THE ITINERARY

The itinerary is one of the finest ever

offered and includes Madeira, Gibral-

tar, Cadiz {for Seiille), Tangier

(Morocco) , Malaga {Spain), Algiers

{North Africa), Palma de Mallorca,

Cannes, Malta, Port Said {for Cairo)

,

Haii A {Holy Land), Beirut {Syria),

Rhodes, The Dardanelles, Istanbul,

The Bosporus to the Black Sea,

Athens, Ionian Sea, Corfu, Kotor,

Ragusa, Venice, Messina, Naples.

Monte Carlo, Southampton, Bou-

logne-sur-Mer, Rotterdam.

FOR BOOKLETS SEE

YOUR LOCAL AGENT
OR WRITE TO

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE
29 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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A UNIQUE APARTMENT
HOTEL COMBINATION

• SUITES HAVE COMPLETE KITCHENS

• FULL HOTEL SERVICE MAY BE UTILIZED

AS DESIRED

Ideal East Side location

just across Central Park

from the Museum of Nat-

ural History; also conve-

nient to the Metropolitan

Museum of Art. Apart-

ments of 2 to 6 rooms by

the day, month, or year,

furnished or unfurnished.

The Croydon standards of

service and equipment

continue to be of the highest. Inspection of the un-

usually attractive model suites will be worth while.

Sun roof, children s playroom, splendid restaurant.

Two rooms witli kitchen and dining alcove.. .$125 to $250 monthly on lease, including hotel

service. Rates without service are less. Accommodations for transients. Booklet N on request.

Wi)t Cropbon
12 EAST 86TH STREET • NEW YORK • BUtterfield 8-4000
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{lOULL-EXPENSE CRUISES

NASSAU-MIAMI-HAVANMZDAIS

FARE INCLUDES SHORE TRIPS AT EACH PORT

CRUISING is great fun! Particularly one of these delight-

ful jaunts on the popular Munargo! All day long you

can bask in the warm sunshine— or play—or swim in the

outdoor pool. And at night, with a sky gleaming with stars

to watch you—dance on deck—or join in gay times!

You visit three fascinating ports of call—each decidedly

different—and all entrancing. Nassau, historic, quaint, where

you swim and lunch at Paradise Beach—and see the Marine

Gardens as well! Miami, modern, gay, with an auto tour to

its famous beach and lovely suburbs. Havana, exotic, excit-

ing—Paris right at America's door. An auto trip of the city

also included here. It'll be loads of fun!

The Munargo, docking at all ports, is your hotel through-

out. "Wonderful food and service. Fortnightly Sailings.

SOUTH AMERICA
Via the beautiful East Coast

ON FRESHLY RECONDITIONED AND REDECORATED LINERS

YOU'LL revel in the comforts and luxuries ofthese

splendid liners! They've been reconditioned and

redecorated to make your trip more enjoyable—and

we know that purpose has been achieved. They're so

spic-and-span, so attractive and inviting, so delight-

fully comfortable! With brand new furnishings and

tasteful decorations. And i^// cabins are o«to^^. Broad

decks, movies, outdoor swimming pool, delicious

cuisine, service that delights. The American Legion,

Southern Cross, Pan America and Western World, largest

liners in the South American service, sail fortnightly

to Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Montevideo and Buenos

Aires, calling at Trinidad as well, northbound.

See the beauties and wonders of the fabulous east

coast of South America! Rio, the loveliest city in the

All sailings from Pier 64, North River, New York. For further information see your travel agent,

MUNSON S. S. LINES
67 Wall St., N. Y., BOwling Green 9-3300. Gen. Agts. for New England: H. L. Mulligan, Inc., 33 Devonshire St., Boston.

world, with a harbor big enough to hold all the

world's navies. Santos, wherefrom more coffee is ex-

ported than anywhere else the world over. Monte-

video, proudly boasting the world's most healthful

climate. And Buenos Aires, happy metropolis of the

Argentine—a vivid mixture of New York and Paris

—the city where life is lived!

BERMUDA
$50 Round Trip

Also 12 days $90 and up, including steamer fare

and 8 days in hotel. Fortnightly sailings on Sat-

urday on South American liners, whose special

construction assure steady sailing.
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A Street

in Bethlehem

Different in detail though the cities and villages of

Palestine and Syria always have been, they nevertheless

must often have been similar in general appearance

and in atmosphere. From the article on Dura by

Doctor Hardy, in this issue, therefore, one may be

able to obtain at least a general idea of the cities of

Palestine as they were shortly after the time of Christ



Dura—An Ancient

City of the East '^
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Edward Rochie Hardy, Jr.

The arid lands to the east of the Mediterranean Sea are the home of three of the great

religions of the world. The Bible and the Koran were written, consequently, with these

lands as a background, with the result that Christian, Jew, and Mohammedan alike draw

their basic religious laws from this region. But all too rarely have these lands been

described as they were during the 'periods at which these religions were originated, and it is

in an attempt to give a picture of a typical city and its vicinity of the time of the Roman
occupation, shortly after the beginning of the Christian Era, that Natural History

presents the following somewhat imaginative description of Dura. The recently

uncovered ruins of this city of the Euphrates Valley are here described as they were

about 185 A.D., when it was still under the control of Rome. To a greater or a less extent

all the cities of Palestine and Syria resembled, the city of Dura as it is described

here by Doctor Hardy.—The Editors.

AT the time of year when everyone's

attention is being drawn to events

that happened in Palestine and Syria,

recent discoveries as to how Hfe was lived in

that part of the world eighteen centuries ago

are of more than usual interest. A remark-

ably complete picture of the life of a town on

the Syrian border is being given by the ex-

cavation begun by the French and now
carried out by Yale University at Dura on

the Euphrates. Here, on a site neglected,

indeed unknown, until a few years ago, a

whole town is being laid bare.

******
It was on a bright spring day, in the year

which we would call 185, that Lucius

Scribonius Mucianus first came in sight of

Dura. Son of a leading family in one of the

Roman towns of north Africa, he was start-

ing out in a career in the government service.

As the first step, he had received a commis-

sion as prefect in command of the cohors II

Ulpia equitata (second Ulpian mounted

infantry), and was on his way to meet his

troops. At Antioch he had reported to the

governor of Syria, and had been introduced

to the red tape of Roman army administra-

tion. One of the sergeants (decurions) of his

cohort, and a few of its soldiers, were escort-

ing him. From Antioch they had moved east

to the Euphrates, and then followed the road

down that river. On their right stretched the

Syrian desert. Across the river were the

almost equally barren lands of Mesopotamia.

For some distance above Dura, however,

irrigation made possible the farms, and even

the orchards, of its citizens. At the moment
Mucianus and his escort had turned aside

from the cultivated land, as the road they

followed swerved to meet the caravan route

straight across the desert from Palmyra.

About a mile northwest of Dura they passed

through a triumphal arch. Its inscriptions

proclaimed that Trajan had passed this way
seventy years before on his invasion of the

East. It was simple and unadorned, yet

enough to remmd Mucianus of the monu-

ments of his home town, and even of the



Dura

On a site neglected until a few
years ago, beside the Euphrates
River on the borders of Syria,

excavations begun by the French
and now carried on by Yale Uni'
versity are bringing to light the

details of an important Roman
outpost of 2000 years ago. The
airplane view below shows the

outlines of the ruined city

Courtesy of the Gallery of
Fine Arts, Yale University

Courtesy of tlie Gallery of
Fine Arts, Yale University

The Palmyrene Gate of Dura is

remarkably well preserved and
shows clearly the methods of

fortification used in the erection

of city walls of biblical times

Below:

A model, made under the dixzc-

tion of Henry Pearson, of a

Christian chapel excavated at

Dura during the season of 1931-

1932. Such chapels, neither

numerous nor large, were increas-

ing in number and importance
during the period described in the

accompanying article

Courtesy of the Gallery of
Fine Arts, Yale University
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Courtesy of the Gallery of
Fine Arts, Yale University

Remarkably well preserved

frescoes have been found here

and there among the ruins of

Dura. The picture at the

right shows the fresco of the

Tribune as it has been copied

by Lois North. It is a scene

of sacrifice by a Roman officer

and soldiers to the Palmyrene
gods. (See page 698)
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SEA OF GALILEE

Dura, though detached from Palestine and actually on the bor-

ders of Syria, was on main routes from Antioch and Palmyra

to the east, and consequently had considerable contact with the

cities of Palestine

imperial city. But his moment's homesick-

ness was soon dispelled by the eagerness of

youth. Ahead of him was the wall of Dura,

behind it his future home.

The desert wall of Dura ran from north-

east to southwest for about a third of a mile.

More than twenty feet high, it was a massive

and striking fortification. Its battlemented

summit was broken by several towers, and

by the massive gate toward which Mucianus

was now heading. The road, coming from

the west, reached the Palmyra gate at an

angle. The construction of the gate showed

that Dura had never ceased to be primarily

a fortress. Three successive doors barred

the way, and on either side strong towers

rose above the wall. But on this occasion

all was peaceful. The doors were open, and

only a few sentries and a customs inspector

occupied the guard-rooms. A caravan on its

way to Palmyra was slowly moving out, its

camels heavily loaded with goods from the

East. Mucianus' uniform and his military

passport saved him formaUties at the gate.

He returned the salutes of the soldiers,

kissed his hand to the statue

of the Fortune of Dura, which

stood in a niche in the wall

with a lamp burning in front

of it, and so entered the city.

Ahead of Mucianus ran the

principal street, which broad-

ened to over thirty feet, and

was bordered by colonnaded

buildings. But the decurion

turned instead to the left, down
the narrow street which ran

directly under the wall. On
their right were the two-story

houses of which most of Dura

was composed,—stone in the

ground floor, brick above. Ex-

cept for an occasional en-

trance, usually a very narrow

door, they presented blank

walls to the street. At regular

intervals the cross streets

opened into the street under

the wall, for Dura was laid

out in regular square blocks, much hke an

American city of today.

"They say this city was laid out by one

of Alexander's generals," the decurion

explained.

Nearing the northwest corner of the city,

the little group turned into side streets and

then emerged on an open space.

"The government has been planning to

build us a regular headquarters ever since

we came here," went on the decurion.

"They've torn down some buildings for it,

but that's as far as they've got in the last

twenty years. Our barracks are those made-

over private houses to the right,—that

building in front is a temple we all use for

headquarters. You'll be assigned rooms in

the commander's house at the left."

Under a columned gate they entered the

temple of Artemis Azzanathcona.

The temple consisted mainly of a large,

rather irregular, open court. The actual

shrine of the goddess and its anterooms

jutted out from the wall opposite the en-

trance, near the left-hand corner. A few of
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the rooms about the sides were smaller

chapels, but most had been turned into the

headquarters offices and record-rooms of the

Ulpian cohort, and the detachment of the IV
Legion (Scythian), which together made up
the garrison of Dura. Mucianus was not

formally 1 o take over his command until the

next day, but he found his predecessor

waiting to receive him with a guard of honor,

the bright colors of their parade shields

shining in the sun. Soon the soldiers were

dismissed to their posts, and the two

Romans went into the company office.

Here the aduarius (company clerk), with

a few assistants under him, was waiting to

exhibit his files. But first Mucianus paused

to look over the three letters which were

waiting for him. Each was written on papy-

rus, folded, addressed on the outside. The
first was a circular from the governor of

Syria, to all commanders: "Please show all

courtesies to the Parthian envoy Vologeses,

now on his way to Antioch. Give him the

customary escort, entertain him at your

posts, and report all expenses." The second

informed Mucianus that Athenodorus, son

of Nicanor, hoped that he would dine with

him that night in the presence of the god

laribol. The third told him that the

legionary commander and the procurator

(comptroller) of the province, were at the

commander's house, and would be glad to

see him at noon.

Then the retiring officer explained the

records

:

"Here is the hst of your men, arranged in

order of enlistment. Twenty years here,

the cohort has been filled up with local

recruits. The record of the horses gives

description, price, and who approved the

purchase. Awful lot of red tape in this

business; everything like that has to go to

Antioch. Then this is the journal,—each

day your name, the watchword, record of

BLOCK
Drawing by TJenry Pearson, 193S.

PLA N DURA t U R.O P0.5 , .^Y R. I A
Courtesy of the Gallery of Fine Arts, Yale University
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any changes or special details. And the offi-

cial calendar will tell youwhat imperial birth-

days, and so on,we observe . What watchword
would you like for tomorrow, by the way? "

"Pax Augusta," repHed Mucianus.

At the noonday meal Mucianus met his

superior, and the visiting procurator.

"Fortunately we aren't very busy just

now," the legionary officer was saying. " You
must detach some of your own men tomor-

row to send the procurator on his way back.

Better tell your decurion to give them some

of the old horses; that'll make him see you

need some new ones. Then, in a day or two,

this Parthian will be at the frontier just below

us, and we must both send some men down

to meet liim. There is some kind of city

festival today, and we'd better both put in an

appearance at the sacrifice late this after-

noon. I'm asking one of my centurions to

show you around the place before that. He
served under Marcus Aurelius on the

Danube. Are you going to old Atheno-

dorus' dinner, by the way? You might as

well; he's the chief man on the city council,

even if he is rather stuffy at times."

A Tour or the Citt

The centurion took charge of Mucianus

after the meal. By steering the conversation

away from the campaigns of the great Marcus

whenever they came up, Mucianus was

able to get quite a lot of information out

of him. He was only too willing to talk

about the map he had drawn on his dress

shield, which showed all the towns he had

been through on the European frontier, but

most of his service had been spent in this

very garrison, and he knew Dura through

and through. First, being easily passed by

the sentries as military, Mucianus and the

centurion climbed the steps of the wall and

started to walk around it.

"This place is shaped pretty much like a

semicircle," explained the centurion. ''In

back we have the cUffs over the river, on

either side ravines like this one. The desert

side is the only place where the wall has

nothing to help it out."

From a Hill Top

They passed the Tower of the Archers, and

climbed the hill until they were at the

opposite side of the city from the Palmyra

Gate. It was a beautiful sight. Below them

the main street terminated at the River

Gate, an archway from which steep steps

led down to the land below. Trains of

donkeys came in, loaded with foodstuffs or

with jars of water. Citizens of Dura were

going out to inspect their farms in the valley

below. On the plain by the river the pains-

takingly irrigated fields and gardens pleased

the eye. Beyond them the Euphrates fol-

lowed its lazy course toward Parthia, and in

the distance were the hills of Mesopotamia.

Mucianus and his guide descended and

started west through the city.

"That is the old palace on top of the hill,"

explained the centurion. "The Parthian

governors used to five there before we took

the city. It isn't used for much now,

—

offices, and sometimes a reception in the

state apartments. Their walls are marble,

all different colors. We still keep the citadel

fortifications up, though I hope we don't

have to use them."

Emerging from the citadel walls, they

stood on the crest of the hill overlooking the

lower city. Most of its blocks were made up
of private houses, Ut by small courts on the

inside. The large courts of the temple stood

out, and the larger structures of the various

baths. There was considerable movement
up and down the main street, and a newly

arrived caravan was filing into the courtyard

of the inn near the Palmyra Gate.

The descent from the citadel was made
even greater by a small ravine. It was nec-

essary to descend below the lower city

and then climb steps up to it. On the way
down there was a considerable level space,

where one of the junior centurions was

drilling a company of legionaries.

"They tore down some of the houses to

make us a parade ground," the centurion

explained, "but even so it isn't half way big

enough."



Since time immemorial

such camel caravans

as this have made
their way across the

arid lands to the east

of the Mediterranean.

Though this is a

present'day photO'

graph, it is certain that

such scenes were com'

monplace two thou-

sand years ago

Photograph Amerian
Colony, Jerusalem

A model of the temple

of Jerusalem as it ap'

peared after having

been entirely rebuilt

from its foundation

and doubled in area

by Herod, who ruled in

Jerusalem from 37 B.C.

to 4 B.C.
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On the way up the steps the street was

bordered by shops. In one a dealer was dis-

playmg to a housewife his stock of woolen

goods. Some were in bright colors with

designs of flowers.

"But, madame," Mucianus overheard the

fellow say, "the best people are going in for

quieter shades this year. Take this cream-

colored one with the stripe, for instance."

In another a mother was getting new shoes

for her boy who had outgrown the old ones.

Well-made little leather boots, and a pair of

palm-rope sandals for everyday wear.

At the top of the steps the two passed

through a monumental arch, and were back

on the main street, with the Palmyra Gate

ahead of them. Here the street was colon-

naded, and here were located some of the

more exclusive shops. A men's shop dis-

played fine imported handkerchiefs, and the

latest dalmatics (dress coats) and cloaks.

In a jeweler's a young man was picking out a

wedding ring. Was the inscription "Har-

mony" a good idea, or would it suggest that

he was somewhat lacking in confidence? A
middle-aged woman had had the whole stock

of bracelets, necklaces, earrings, and pend-

ants displayed to confuse her in selecting a

birthday present. Farther on a dry-goods

dealer carried the fine linens which the rich

merchants' wives wore on great and sacred

occasions, and a fancy pottery shop was

well stocked with jugs glazed a beautiful

green, delicate imported plates, and decora-

tive lamps. Mucianus' eye was caught by

the grinning head of a negro, which turned

out to be a bronze jar.

Market Square

" Do you want to take a look at the market

square?" said the centurion, and wlien

Mucianus agreed, they turned left, under

another monumental archway, into one of

the more important cross-streets. On
cither side were smaller shops, mere booths,

in fact, barely big enough for th(> {proprietor

to get in with his goods. Farther on, a

broader plaza led off from this street, and

the main Market Square, which replaced

an entire block. Here was the final terminus

of the caravan route, as far as it entered the

city. In the larger stores the caravans

passing through could find supplies and fit-

tings. In the lesser streets of the business

district were the stonecutters, the black-

smiths, the potters.

The Language

"Do you have to learn Syrian to live

here?" said Mucianus as they returned ;

toward the main street. He had noticed that I

the conversations and bargaining in the "

market were mostly in that language, and

that it was in Syrian that the children had

shouted at their games.

"No," replied the centurion. "Every-

body of any education talks Greek, though I i

don't suppose there's much Latin outside

the army. They have all kinds of people

here, though. Most of these camel-drivers

who go through are Arabs of one kind and

another. Palmyrenes, Persians, people from

all over Syria. The only kind I can't stand

are those old families, like the fellow you're

having dinner with tonight. They still call

their children Alexander and Seleucus, and

are stuck up about being descended from the

first settlers, but, except for their names,

they're as Syrian as anybody else here—as

much as your wild men in the cohort."

Another digression from the main street

took them to the temple of Atargatis. Like I

the temple in which Mucianus found his

headquarters, the main feature of this was a

large coiu't, with a sanctuary and smaller

shrines around. In the shrine, partly

visible from th(^ court, priests in white robes

and conical mitres were conducting the

afternoon ritual of changing the clothes of the

goddess and her divine consort Hadad. Off

one corner opened a room with seats ar-

ranged like a tiu^ater, where the council was

in session. And scattered around in the

court of this, th(^ principal temple of the

city, were votive stelae. One was offered

by the council of Europus for the health of

the emperor.

"Why Europus?" asked Mucianus.
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"Oh, that's thf! old name of the place,

given by the founder after some place in

Macedonia."

A majestic slab recorded iiovv Lysias, son

of Diogenes, had built this chapel to the

glory of the goddess and for the welfare of

his family. Near it Abu Ilim the Arabian

prayed, on a cheap plaque, for himself and

his daughter. Elsewhere sightseers had

scratched their names on columns. Had
Mucianus been a more sensitive young man,

he might have speculated on what causes had

brought these worshippers who were bowing

before the chapels. Grief and hope, business

and love, and many other of the things that

move men and women were doubtless repre-

sented. On the way out, the two passed a

merchant doing business with an astrologer;

his daughter was about to be betrothed,

and how much would he charge for casting

the prospective son-in-law's horoscope?

A Jewish Home

Mucianus and the centurion turned their

steps back toward the commander's house.

They left the main street near the gate, and

followed one of the streets parallel with the

wall. At the door of one of the houses the

centurion stopped and knocked. It was

opened by an old and dignified Jew. The
centurion introduced him as the school-

teacher Samuel, and asked if he would show

them his buildings. The rabbi took them

first into a court, such as that of most private

homes in Dura.

''Here are my rooms," he remarked, "and
there a hostel for poor travelers of our

nation."

The Synagogue

Another court was visited, on one side of

which was a somew^hat higher building. This

was the synagogue, into which Samuel con-

ducted them. It was a fairly large, oblong

room, the dimly visible walls covered with

frescoes of scenes, as he explained, from the

sacred books. Near the center of one of

the longer sides was a platform, and next to

it a columned niche, similar to the inner

shrines in the temples. A curtain was drawn

before it, and a burning lamp hung in front.

"That is your . . . err-r," .said Mucianus,

suddenly remembering that these were the

ciu-ious philosophic worshippers who did not

use statues.

"The Law of God," nodded Samuel, with a

gentle smile.

"There are," said the centurion when they

had left, "many things in this street you

wouldn't guess from the fronts of the houses.

There is a cave, if you know what I mean,"

"I hope to be reborn" said Mucianus,

knowing that the reference was to the reli-

gion, or secret society, of Mithra to which so

many soldiers belonged.

"I am a lion," said the centurion, and

Mucianus bowed in recognition of his high

degree. "I have been able to give a paint-

ing of Zoroaster to our chapel, which was

built by one of the legionary commanders

some years ago. We shall be glad to see you.

"This house we are passing belongs to a

man you ought to watch, I mean your

actuarius. It's all right for him to have part

of a two-family house, Uke any other married

man in the auxiliary forces. But when he

takes the whole house, and orders a tile roof

with his portrait among the designs, and

says he does it by practicing as a notary

public on the side, I think there's something

queer about it."

Mucianus commented with a grunt which

neither committed him nor stopped the flow

of discourse.

"Then down at the other end of the street

they say one of these houses is really one of

those Christian churches. I know the

government is going easy on them just now,

but I think it's dangerous to have them

allowed in a garrison town, and so near the

frontier. I understand one of the potters

in the market is their bishop, I think they

call it."

It was indeed true that one of the houses

was the meeting-place of the Christians of

Dura. It w^as a small community, one of

those in which the few Christian heads of

families chose one man for bishop and
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another to be their deacon, a type of organi-

zation common in the small Syrian churches

of this period. Two rooms in the house

were thrown together as the main meeting-

place, and another was provided with a tank

for baptisms. This latter was soon to be dec-

orated with frescoes of the Good Shepherd,

and various scenes from the New Testament

.

Doubtless the old centurion would have

been much more alarmed had he known that

the same day that brought Mucianus to the

city had brought a copy of the new Life of

Christ by Tatian, which was used for the

gospel readings in the churches of Syria.

Even in the camp there were soldiers as loyal

to this new religion as he was to Mithra.

On one of the walls in the headquarters had

been scratched an anagram of the Christian

liturgical formula pater noster.

The City's Baths

On returning to his quarters Mucianus

asked where the baths were.

"There are several in the town," he was

told; "the best one is in the main street

near the Palmyra Gate. But if you're in a

hurry, there are good enough facilities just

the other side of the barracks."

There he went, since the sacrifice and

dinner were soon due. Just as an American

knows he is home when he sees a drugstore,

so the Roman found something familiar, all

over the empire, in the baths. At Dura they

were especially important, since the supply

of water was so hard to get that there were

none in private houses. Even in the second-

best bath of this frontier town, Mucianus

found dignified halls and the hot and cold

pools he had been used to at home.

Incense and Sacrifice

So refreshed, Mucianus donned his white

holiday uniform, and went with several of

his cohort to the temple of the Palmyrene

Gods. Here a crowd was gathered in the

court. Many of the soldiers were here, and

many of the citizens. Travelers from

Palmyra who had just completed the five-

day journey across the desert were glad to

find that the festival was being observed.

The local aristocrats in white tunics, their

wives in white robes and an abundance of

jewelry, took their places on the steps of an

outer shrine. The legionary officer and

Mucianus were ushered to positions befit-

ting their dignity. Holy water was sprinkled

over the crowd with a palm branch. Incense

was offered on the burners that stood before

the shrines. White-robed priests opened the

inner shrine, revealing the statues of Baal-

shamin, laribol, and AgHbol. Mucianus

noted with a smile that they wore the

general's uniform of Roman emperors, with

its cuirass and kilt. What was it that that

philosopher had said in his student days at

Rome? "All human thoughts of any god

were but sacred statues, behind which the

one and manifold divinity could be wor-

shipped." That, it seemed to Mucianus,

was a sensible outlook on rehgion. To the

sound of cymbals and accompanied by

dances the victims were brought out and the

sacrifice offered.

While a sacred dance continued at the

temple, the Romans seized the first occa-

sion to slip away. Changing into evening

dalmatics for Athenodorus' dinner, the com-

mander and Mucianus repaired together to

his house. This was one of the few large

houses left in the center of town, where

most of the old families had changed their

houses into accomodations for several fami-

lies, or had built shops around. Slaves

helped the visitors to wash theii* feet and

hands, and brought them into the main

room where the company was gathered.

The walls of Athenodorus' house were cov-

ered with frescoes from classical mythology.

Its ceilings were made up of tiles stamped in

decorative designs, flowers mostly, with a

few portraits among them. But the general

plan was the same as that of almost every

other house in Dura. Blank to the street,

its main rooms opened to the plain central

court, from which an exterior stairway led

to the second floor and the roof. Several

others of the leading men of Dura were

present to welcome the new officer. They

I



Jerusalem
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The minaret in the foreground is said to be built on the

site of the Tower of Antonia to which Paul, the

Apostle, was brought by the Roman soldiers, who
saved him from the mob. During the reign of Herod,
Jerusalem was very largely rebuilt, for the king,

friendly as he was to the power of Rome, was attempt'

ing to do for his capital what Augustus had done for

Rome. Since his time, of course, the city has been so

largely rebuilt as radically to change its appearance.

Nevertheless, it is probable that its atmosphere re
mains similar
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Acre as seen from the water.

This ancient city on the seacoast

of Palestine has played an ini'

portant part in the history of the

eastern Mediterranean since be-

fore the time of the Phoenicians.

The walls shown in this photO'

graph date from the time of the

Crusaders

On the shores of the Sea of Galilee.

This photograph was taken at

Tiberias which lies somewhat to

the north of the old city of that

name. The original city was
founded about 21 a.d. by Herod
Antipas, and named after the

Roman Emperor, Tiberius. A
more ancient town, probably

Rakkath, had occupied the site

at an earlier time

Copyriyhl E. M. Newman,
Publishers Photo Service
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were dressed as gentlemen would have been

anywhere, in tunics and formal cloaks of

various cuts. The women wore the high

Syrian headdress which was becoming fash-

ionable in the West at this time. If Mucian-

us was a man of taste, he thought they wore

too much jewelry.

Athenodorus' Dinner

With a few grains of incense to laribol,

Athenodorus' special patron, the meal

began. A toast ''Long live Murianus" had

been tastefully written on the wall which

met the eye of the guest of honor. Several

kinds of meat, with greens, special Syrian

sweets, and good imported wine were served.

But Mucianus was rather bored, as guests of

honor often are, at talking poHtics with

Athenodorus.

Such was life in one of the towns in which

the new Christian influence was just begin-

ning to make itself felt about a century after

the death of the founder of that religion.

Dura was, as a garrison town, somewhat

exceptional. But in the main its affairs

were similar to those of the towns in Galilee

in which Jesus had lived in the century

before. Pious centurions worshipped the

gods of the land they lived in. Officers sat

in the gate at the receipt of customs. Chil-

dren played in market places. Camels

moved lumberingly through city gates, and

never through needles' eyes. On one side

was the desert where even spirits could find

no rest—on the other the green land and its

flowers. Merchants planned to increase

their capital, and sowers went forth hope-

fully to sow. And within the city walls

were human hearts and souls and human
love and hate.

Had my imaginary Mucianus, whose ex-

istence I have almost come to believe m as

I have written this article, been a genius in

insight, he might have realized the great

human cry that went up from the life of Dura

for something dear and lasting. Rich and

poor alike knew that they would rest in

time in the monumental tombs on the road

to the triumphal arch, or in cheaper graves

in the ravines beside the city. The rich

erected their shrines in temples, or contrib-

uted stones to the sacred stairs of their ante-

chapels. Poorer citizens inscribed their

names on votive plaques with the petition

''May he be remembered." The Arab Sai,

of the Bani Bigan tribe, scratched on a wall

that he passed through with a company,

"and he longed for Taht and Gilbat,"

villages near Damascus. With equal earnest-

ness, and perhaps more confidence, someone

wrote on the walls of the church "Remem-
ber before Christ the humble Siseos."

But there is no reason to believe that

Mucianus was anything but a normal young

man. At the end of the evening he returned

from Athenodorus' dinner, thinking, per-

haps, of a girl in Carthage, gave thanks to

whichever of the immortal gods he most

believed in, and went to bed.

******
Note: The above fantasy is mamly based

on F. Cumont, Fouilles de Dura-Europos,

Paris, 1926, and P. V. C. Baur and M. I.

Rostovtzeff, Excavations at Dura-Europos,

reports of first to fifth seasons, New Haven,

1928-1934. My thanks are due to Professor

Rostovtzeff and others at Yale for showing

me the collections and material unpublished

or in course of publication. They are not,

of course, responsible for my imagination or

for any of my possible mistakes.



The Haunts of the

Wailing Bird

by

Alfred M. Bailey

Director,

The Chicago Academy of Sciences

Photographs by the Author and F. R. Dickinson

PONCE DE LEON, struggling across the

pine barrens and boggy marshes of

Florida, must have felt that his search

for the Fountain of Youth was rewarded

with success when he finally reached the

source of the Wakulla River—if he ever did.

Crystal waters pour from an underground

spring and form an azure blue bowl, lined

with cypress, myrtle, and bay, and then

wend their way southward, inevitably,

toward the Gulf of Mexico, between moss-

covered trees centuries old. Early summer,

with its myriad of bright-colored insects

mirrored in the unruffled surface of the pool,

is nesting time for the multitude of marsh

and woodland birds dwelling about Wakulla

Spring. Parula and prothonotary warblers

sing in subdued tones as they attend their

household affairs; herons stalk along the

muddy shores, pausing occasionally to

spear an unfortunate minnow; and rows of

black vultures, dressed in funereal garb,

sit silhouett(!d against the light blue of the

southern sky. It is a scene typical of Flori-

da's meandering waterways. An American

egret rises from the shore, its immaculate

wings glistening with flashes of light as it

flies away against the sun. Suddenly the

stillness is broken by a strange, strident note

near at hand, a piercing "cur-ee-aw," oft

repeated; a cry which rises to a height and

then ends in a prolonged wail. We are at

our journey's end. We may not have

reached the Fountain of Youth, but we have

arrived at the home of the limpkin (Aramus

Hunting with a camera for the limpkin,

an unusually interesting bird that has

come to be rare

p. pictus), a strange marsh bird which was

once numerous, but which is now rare.

It was this past spring that Herbert L.

Stoddard, F. R. Dickinson, and I imposed

upon the hospitality of Mr. Christy, who
owns this beautiful spring. He kindly lent

us a rowboat so that we might prowl among
the many channels which cut off vine-en-

twined islands, and search out the haunts

of the limpkin and pry into its personal

affairs. We wished to make motion films

for the Chicago Academy of Sciences and

we had no difficulty in locating birds and

their nests. Mr. Christy has jealouslj^

guarded his bird friends, and for some years

they have been allowed to attend to their

housekeeping unmolested. They were nu-

merous, and they had no hesitancy in making

themselves known. From the deep shadows,

back from the marshy river edge, we heard

the strange, far-reaching, rasping cries, and,

as we passed along, a large bird would

occasionally rise from the grassy cover and

fly away, with long neck outstretched and

extended legs dangling awkwardly beneath.

Some were perching in vine-covered trees

and would fly away, protesting, as we ap-

proached; others stalked out on exposed

limbs and scolded us as we paddled

slowly along. On points of little islets we
found piles of shells of the giant snail, where

the limpkin had carried them, and near

abandoned nests of the limpkin were other

accumulations, indicating possibly that the

one not on duty might have carried food to

the incubating bird. There was an abundant

food supply, for thousands of these great

snails were seen clinging to cypress trees

and logs, just above water, where they were

depositing their clusters of pearl-Uke eggs.



Limpkin

The
Wailing

Bird

Formerly common, the limpkin has now come

to be a comparatively rare bird. The photo-

graphs illustrating this article were taken

by Mr. Bailey and Mr. Dickinson with a

motion picture camera from a blind on

a private bird reserve in Florida



At Wakulla

Spring

It was in the neighborhood of this large Florida

spring that the accompanying photographs were
made. Because the owner of the property has

protected the feathered inhabitants of the region

during a period of years, Hmpkins are fairly

common in the neighborhood, though they
proved reluctant to pose for the photographers

From a blind set up within

a few feet of the nest, the

photographers made these

pictures. Undisturbed

though these birds normally

were, the one whose nest

had been chosen showed

more than a little timidity

when in the presence of the

blind
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A large alligator snapping turtle tumbling

down the muddy slope of one little island

attracted our attention by its awkward

efforts to reach water. We paddled shore-

ward and there w^as a flutter of great wings

as a black vulture floundered from the dense

thicket at the base of massive cypress trees,

raised into the air, and then alighted a few

yards away among masses of Spanish moss.

An old cottonmoutH water moccasin slid

from his dank resting place amidst the thick

growth of spider lilies into the depths and

disappeared among the twisting roots. A
short distance beyond, upon the ground at

the foot of the palmettoes and cypresses, were

two of the homeliest bird youngsters we had

ever seen. Apparently our good looks

were not appreciated, for the young vul-

tures became violently ill, and we realized

that their last meal had consisted of food a

long time dead.

Empty Nests

Three-quarters-grown young limpkins run-

ning through tangles of Sagiitaria warned

us that we were too late in the season to

secure photographs of nesting birds, unless

we were fortunate, for empty nests which

had been used but a short time before were

found on almost every island. Adults con-

tinually scolded while we remained near the

abandoned nests; probably their young were

crouching in cover near by, but we found no

occupied nests until we had nearly exhausted

the possibilities. And then, along the shore

of the river, we saw one in the open, sur-

rounded with a growth of green traiUng vines

and masses of flowering wild roses. As we

watched; a long-legged bird raised from the

nest, stood for a moment, and then launched

itself awkwardly over the side and dis-

appeared, protesting querulously. Three

eggs were in the firmly anchored platform,

and the location was ideal for photography.

The masses of green foliage which framed the

limpkin's house proved to be poison ivy,

but a photographer does not mind such

things. The blind was erected on a con-

\'enient stump, and it was my privilege from

this observation spot to indicate to my
companions which of the poison ivy vines

would have to be eliminated so that a clear

view of the nest might be obtained. Then,

when all was in readiness, we left so that the

old one might become accustomed to the

canvas hiding place.

As w^e paddled off, weaving our way
carefully through a tangle of fallen and half-

submerged cypresses, one of the wallers

followed us for a short distance, keeping well

hidden behind the trailing vines but com-

plaining ceaselessly with its strident calls.

It was a day later, after the sun had

chmbed high enough to drive away the

shadows, that we returned to the nesting

site. Swallows-tailed butterflies hovered

over flowering marsh plants, and the eerie

cries of a pair of ospreys nesting on a near-

by cypress snag blended with those of the

wailing birds in protesting our arrival. I

climbed into the blind; the camera was in

place with the lens focused upon the three

eggs, and all was in readiness for the arrival

of our victim. My companions pushed off

from the shore and soon the squeak of the

oarlocks died away in the distance. The
shrill screams of the ospreys were modulated

to routine family discussions and the wallers

ceased their scolding. Then, a short dis-

tance away, a long-legged bird with light

spotting stalked from behind a clump of

gray Spanish moss upon the bare limb of a

dead cypress; it eyed the bhnd for a few

moments, the brown eyes scanning my
hiding place carefully. Satisfied, appar-

ently, that all was well, the wings opened

and the bird launched heavily into space,

dropping behind a tangle of vines a short

distance from the nesting platform.

The Subject Appears

It was just nine o'clock in the morning;

light conditions were ideal and now was the

time to secure our pictures. We had traveled

(^ight hundred miles by car; had imposed

upon the good nature of our friends in help-

ing us locate the haunts of this strange

wader; and in a few moments more I could



Sentinels

Black Vultures

In the neighborhood of Wakulla

Spring, black vultures were com-

monly seen sitting on moss-draped

branches, and a pair of unattractive

young were found on the ground

among the palmettoes and cypresses



Spider

Lilies

These beautiful

lilies, conspicuous

among the rank

vegetation that

surrounded the

spring, made a gay

note amid dark cy-

presses and Span'

ish moss. Masses

of poison ivy and

wild roses also

formed colorful

patches against

the deep under-

growth



Warbler

Above; Parula and prothonotary

warblers sang among the foliage

which was reflected in the azure

blue waters of the spring. The
photograph shows a prothonotary

warbler at the entrance to its nest

Below: Giant snails clinging to the

cypress trees and logs just above
the water

Giant Snails

A favorite food of the

limpkin is the giant snail,

and piles of shells of

these creatures are found

near the abandoned nests

of the limpkin. The
pearl-like eggs of the

snail are often to be

seen where they have

been deposited on the

bark of trees and logs

near the water
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start cranking the camera. There was a

rustle of vegetation, the long, brownish beak

was thrust into the open, and beady brown

eyes scanned the front of the blind. The

limpkin was within a few feet of the nest,

directly within the field of the camera, but

nearly hidden except for the eyes which

peered from the shadows. The sun beat

down upon the blind, making a steam oven

of the place, and I crouched motionless,

my hand upon the crank, waiting for the

limpkin to climb upon the nest. I scarcely

dared breathe for fear of frightening her;

perspiration dripped from my face upon the

camera and ran down my arms, thence

dropping methodically upon the base of the

stimip on which I was perched. Still the

bird watched, barely moving her head. At

ten o'clock she was still standing motion-

less, apparently without a worldly care.

The eggs were protected from the sun by a

trailing bit of vine, so there was no danger

of their being spoiled by the heat, but after

two more hours of waiting on my uncomfor-

table perch, three hours of standing motion-

less, and a noonday sun directly overhead, I

was not so sure about the photographer.

The Subject Disappears

The harsh voice of the other limpkin fi'om

a near-by tangle seemed to arouse my sub-

ject to action, for she slowly came out on tlie

swaying branch, ready to climb upon the

nesting platform. As soon as she was in

full view, I started to crank the camera.

The bird paused with head thrown up, and

with a squawk launched into the air. For

three hours I had awaited my opportunity,

and the bird had flushed at the first whirring

of the film!

I stayed for half an hour longer without

seeing or hearing the waller, so abandoned

the blind in favor of the mosquitoes which

were so niuiicrous that standing room was

at a premium, and as I retreated along

the shore, the bird gave no sign of being in

the vicinity.

The Subject Poses

When the sun was low over the tops of the

cypresses, we again rowed to the blind.

As we approached, the limpkin raised from

her eggs and stood watching us without

showing alarm until we were within thirty

feet, and then she flew from view. In the

blind once more, I waited without hope, and

once more heard the sound of the oarlocks

dying away. There was a coolness in the air;

the leaves stirred faintly in the breeze; and

the dull monotone of the mosquitoes did not

seem so ominous as during the heat of the

day. The time for photography was short,

for the sun would soon be below the fringe

of cypresses and the dusk of evening would

be over land and water. There was a swish

of wings and a sound of a heavy body

alighting on a bough, and just back of the

nest was our limpkin teetering on the sway-

ing branch, with wings half spread to aid in

keeping her balance. She uttered no sound

and seemed not to have the least interest in

the blind or the whirring camera, for she

turned toward the nest, stood for a moment
as though uncertain, her long neck out-

stretched, and then climbed slowly upon it.

Our work was over. We had invaded the

haunts of the wailing bird, had learned some-

thing of its habits, and finally, when evening

shadows were long, had secured the photo-

graphs we had so desired.



An
Unfinished

Book

By Clark Wissler
Curator-iO'Chief

Department of Anthropology

American Museum

This picture shows
the hole in the cover

made by a bullet.

The ball passed at

an angle almost com-

pletely through the

book

ON exhibit in the Plains Indian Hall of

the American Museum are two books

of Indian drawings. The Indian

artists purchased ordinary account books

about 12"X5K" such as were used by Indian

traders in the 70's, and a few colored crayons,

and so equipped, set themselves the pleasing

task of filling the pages with, drawings of

men, hordes, buffalo, etc. Similar books

are found in other museums. It seems to

have been the style for Indians of that period

to fill such a book with pictures representing

their own exploits in war and the chase as

well as those participated in by their fellow

tribesmen. The book herein described is of

special interest because of the tragedy asso-

ciated with it. Pasted to the cover of the

book is a letter which runs as follows:

Post of San Antonio, Texas. Sept. 21, 1889.

My dear Joe:

Only the canvas covered book has any special

history, the booii with the bullet hole in it. It was,

or rather the pictures were, drawn by a Northern

Cheyenne Indian while in confinement at Fort

Robinson, Nebraska during the winter of '78-'79.

I was then Post Adjutant. I endeavored to get the

book but its owner and maker refused to part with is

for any price. So I gave the matter up. It purports

to depict the deeds of several of the Northern Chey-

ennes during their famous march from the Indian

territory to Wyoming territory. The outbreak of

the Cheyennes is well known, and [as] a consequence

of the outbreak, I got the book in this manner.

Four troops of the 3rd cavalry, "A", "E", "F", and

"H" commanded by Captain Wessells, who by the

way was severely wounded, surrounded the hostiles

and charged upon them, killing all the bucks and un-

fortunately in the melee, some women and children;

but previous to the charge I saw an Indian with the

book pressed down between his naked skin and a

strap around his waist; another strap went between

the middle of the book and around his shoulder. I

turned to Private Laselle of H troop who was near

me and said, "I want that book if we come out all

right." Several others of the enlisted men heard me
also. When the fight was over, and as the dead

Indians were being pulled out of the rifle pit, thej'

drew out finally my Indian with the book, apparently

dead; the book was injured to the extent of a carbine

ball through it and was more or less covered with

fresh blood. This fight took place near Bluff

Station, Wyoming Territory, January 22, 1879.

The Herald of the 23rd, 24th, or 25th will give an
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account of the same. The muster rolls of the Troop

"H" 3 cavalry on file at the Adjutant General's

office will tell you of the fight also. This fight was

the closing one of a series of fights with the Indians,

and they perished to a man. In haste, Frank

The engagement referred to in this letter is

described in George Bird Grinnell's, The

Fighting Cheyennes, according to information

from Indian part'cipants.

Aside from its human interest, this book

of drawings is a typical illustration of the

pecuUar conventional style of art developed

by Plains Indians. A careful study of this

art has been made by Helen H. Blish of

Detroit, Michigan. Miss Blish was fortun-

ate enough to secure what is probably the

finest example of these illustrated books,

made by a Dakota-Sioux artist, representing

events between 1870-1900. In all cases the

drawings are in color, the figures first out-

lined with lead pencil, and then colored in

with crayon. The book shown here has

about 150 leaves of which about 40 are

blank, the others bearing drawings, in

many cases upon both sides of the leaf.

Most of the illustrations depict incidents of

the warpath, about equally divided between

fights with Indians, United States soldiers,

and horse stealing. While all these draw-

ings are conventional, many are spirited.

One particularly impressive sketch shows the

capture of a lively mule. Doubtless, had

the Indian artist survived this, his last fight,

the remainder of the book would have been

filled with exploits of himself and companions.

While this exhibit is unusual, most objects

in our Indian halls have their human side;

all were made with care, and perhaps at

great sacrifice, to be prized for a time, only

at last to find their way into a museum.

Unfortunately, details such as these are

usually lacking from the record—many no

doubt are associated with tragedies as inter-

esting as this book of drawings.

A SAMPLE PAGE OF THE BOOK OF InDIAN DRAWINGS REPRESENTING A FIGHT BETWEEN SOLDIERS AND INDIANS.

An Indian in war dress, probably the owner of the book, is pursuing an army officer



Lake Titicaca
An archaeologist explores the high lake

which lies between Peru and Bolivia

THERE are many ways of traveling on

Lake Titicaca. Two steamboats, the

"Inca" and the "Ollan til," glide silently

down its length from Puno, Peru, to Hua(nii,

Bolivia, while the passengers sleep. It is well

that they are not aware that, to the south,

two peninsulas jut out to form the narrow

straits of Tiquina through which the boat

must pass, leaving the great open lake and

entering the southern pocket known as the

"Laguna de Uinamarca." This Bolivian

section of the lake is dotted with islands and

finger points of land around which the ship

must wesLxe, in the night, without the aid of

piloting lights or buoys, and trusting solely

to navigation.

In addition to steamboats small motor

launches and some outboard motor speeders

cruise about the lake and are operated prin-

cipally by the Bolivian government to run

down smugglers. These are not the best

means of transportation for the archaeologist

or explorer, because the lake, around many
of the interesting bays and small islands, is so

filled with weeds that a motor boat cannot

navigate. So the archaeologist is limited in

his choice to sailing vessels.

The wooden sailboats, constructed like

enlarged, open rowboats with a sail in the

middle, are very efficient, if there is wind and

no rain. These boats are both built and

operated by the Indians who run a passenger

and freight service where and when business

demands. Finally, there are the balsa canoes

built of bundles of totora lake reed, and

propelled with a long poling stick, a double

paddle or a reed sail. These are the oldest

type of transportation and still the most

popular with the natives. The balsas are

made for from one to six passengers, each

type with a native name. The Indian con-

siders the balsa the most desirable method of

transportation. With wind, the sail carries

his boat at a moderate but consistent rate;

By Wendell C. Bennett
Assistant Curator in Anthropology

American Museum

Photographs by Junius Bird

without wind, he paddles; in shallow water,

he poles. Weeds and lake reeds are no bar

to his progress. His boat always arri\'es,

which is more than can be said of the other

types.

Lake Titicaca lies partly in Peru, partly

in Bolivia, on the high plateau of the Andes,

12,000 feet above sea level. It is 95 miles

in length and 35 in width, with an irregular

coast line of peninsulas and bays and with

many small islands. To reach the lake one

takes a train from the southern Peruvian

port of Mollendo and rides for two days into

the mountains. In the shallow parts of the

lake the water is filled with weeds and the

tall totora reeds. Trees will grow in shel-

tered spots around the lake, if they are

carefully protected, but, aside from the

plantation house surroundings, the shores of

the lake support very little vegetation.

Nevertheless, the land in the valleys and on

the lake flats is excellent for agriculture, and

the territory has been occupied for centuries

first by Indian and then by Spanish civiliza-

tions.

Eight to ten miles south of the lake in

Bolivia are the famous ruins of Tiahuanaco.

The temples, buildings, and fortresses that

compose this sHe are more than just another

ruin. Tiahuanaco is the center of a pre-

Incan civilization that spread its influence

and perhaps its political control to the coast

of Peru, northward into Ecuador, southward

into Chile and eastward into the Argentine

and parts of the upper Amazon region.

Tiahuanaco style, in designs, pottery making,

textiles or building, is distinguished from the

coast culture of Peru, and from the Inca

style. Tiahuanaco history is generally con-

sidered to cover the centuries from 200 to

900 A. D. This includes a great period of
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Backed by the snow-covered Andes,

half hidden in clouds, the barren shores

of the lake present scenes typified by

their cold beauty. The Indian lives in

his adobe, thatched'roof room (see left),

protected by the presence of his moun-

tain gods. The lake is the Indian's

habitat whether he sails in the modern

wooden boat (see right) or in his balsa
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florescence up to about 600 A. D., commonly
called the Classic period, and a later period

of decline (although the culture was still

active) known as the Decadent period, which

fills out the period to 900 A. D. When the

Incas invaded highland Bolivia in the

Eleventh Century, they found the temples of

Tiahuanaco in ruins.

In both major highland civilizations, Tia-

huanaco and Inca, Lake Titicaca has played

an important part. The Incas claimed the

Island of the Sun as the mythical place of

their origin. Consequently the lake region,

around the shores and on the islands, pro-

vides valuable archaeological material for

the study of the various phases of Tiahuanaco

and Inca culture. From December, 1933, to

August, 1934, the American Museum of

Natural History sent Mr. Junius Bird (as-

sistant field archaeologist) and myself to

Bolivia with the principal aim of exploring

and excavating around the southern shores

and on the southern islands of Lake Titicaca.

This trip continued the archaeological in-

vestigation begun in 1932 around the eastern

shore of the lake, and at Tiahuanaco itself.

A Lake Journey

Mr. Bird and I first went to Hauqui and

hired a sailboat to take us directly to the

Island of Pariti, about a five-hour run with

a fair wind. We started at ten in the morn-

ing with fifteen Indians who were bound as

passengers for points beyond. The wind

blew sharply for an hour and then dis-

appeared. Two Indian sailors tried vainly

to propel our boat with two tremendous oars,

but the speed attained was not startling.

At five in the afternoon we landed for a short

rest on the peninsula of Taraco which pro-

jects into the lake like a long finger. At

night came the wind, but unfortunately, too

much of a blow, because it only succ(?cded

in frightening sailors and passengers into

confusion and wails, which may have been

attempts at prayers. The rain poured

down. We thanked America for inventing

waterproof sleeping bags. At seven the next

morning our captain landed us on an island

which he claimed was Pariti. When we
finally found a native, he told us that we had

passed Pariti long before and were now on the

island of Paco. So we hired another sail-

boat and finally arrived at Pariti, just twenty-

five hours after starting. There we were met
by Sr. Pablo Pacheco who furnished us with

convincing proof of Bolivian hospitality.

Sr. Pacheco's hacienda occupies the whole

island of Pariti. It is a small island but

contains, nevertheless, a good portion of farm

land. It is surrounded by totora reed from

which the Indians make their balsa canoes.

Ducks and fish are plentiful. The Indians

live in their thatched roof houses, grow

potatoes, quinoa, wheat and barley, and

herd sheep and cattle. Pariti proved an ex-

cellent center for excursions around the lake.

Small islands lay in every direction and the

shore was not far distant. With Sr. Pache-

co's sailboat and motor launch, which he

generously placed at our disposal, we visited

many localities.

On the island of Quehuaya, but a short

half hour sail from Pariti, we examined the

ruins of an Inca village which extended

around the shores of a bay. The houses are

built of well-laid rough stone, with low door-

ways, inset niches on the interior, and

corbeled arch stone roofs. Square stone

burial towers are interspersed among the

house groups. In total we estimated about

200 houses and 25 towers in the village.

All are of typical Inca style of the same kind

found around the southeastern edge of the

lake.

On the island of Cumana, at a point close

to the mainland, the Incas had built a bridge

or road as a connecting link. The road has

always been so serviceable that even today

it is kept in repair. The construction is of

rough stone piled up to form a pathway now
about ten feet wide and well above the water

when the lake is at its normal level. The
water is said to be over ten feet deep at the

center of the path. The roadway curves

back and forth to reach the mainland, some
1000 feet away.

Farther west, on the same island of
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A map of the southern half of Lake Titicaca

TltlC^CSL (after Raimondi, Mapa del Peru, foja 30) locat-

ing the islands and sites mentioned in this article

Ciimana, at a site called Pajchiri we found

the first important ruin of Tiahuanaco

type. We had been informed of the exist-

ence of this temple by Dr. Fritz Kuebler,

director of the German College of La Paz.

The island of Cumana is quarter-moon-

shaped and quite extensive. Today it con-

tains seven farms, each with an Indian name.

The location of the ruin is at the head of a

small but fertile valley. A path of apparent

Inca construction runs by the ruin to the

land-connecting bridge described above. To
the west the trail continues around the island

to another artificial pathway which con-

nects the islands of Cumana and Quehuaya.

The ruin overlooks a bay from which

balsas depart in all directions. This com-

mand of water and land routes made the

location an ideal place for a temple.

The temple is of an open, stone-faced

terrace construction without enclosing walls.

It is badly destroyed but enough exists to

give a rough picture. Seven upright dressed

and niched lava pillars mark the remains of

part of the west terrace. Small cut stones

once filled the gaps between the uprights



An Indian girl

watches the excava-

tors but not without

proper precautions for

her pet lamb

The Indians

The bridge connecting the island

of Cumana with the mainland is

still kept in repair and serves,

among other things, as an excel-

lent fishing ground

Sunday market day is an important affair not only for buy-

ing and seUing goods but also for gathering and spreading

news. The sweetest toned flut; and the brightest blankets

must be used at the market. The colored blankets are woven

by hand on a loom like that shown below



of Today
Where stone is available it is pre-

ferred to adobe for building per-

manent houses. It is a wealthy

Indian who maintains a home of

three separate rooms

A costume dance is in-

deed a tiesta, with

wine and music. No
dance would be com-

plete without a clown
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To the north of this terrace, and set in

shghtly, are three steps leading up to a plat-

form slab. All of this unit is of red sand-

stone, well cut and finished. Considerable

evidence suggested that at one time there

were two more steps, but at present steps and

top platform have been tilted out of position

by treasure seekers. It is also possible,

judging by the extension of the flattened

land, that there was another stone-faced

terrace to the north of the steps, correspond-

ing to the one to the south. However, any

reconstruction of the original plan of this

temple is made difficult by the destruction

resulting both from wash and the actual

removal of stone. For example, most of the

Inca house ruins in the valley have doorways

made of two cut stone blocks taken from this

temple, thus proving that the vandalism

started in pre-Spanish times, and also im-

plying that the temple is older than the

houses. Furthermore, back of the terraces

and the steps are irregular rows of cut stones

and down the valley are many isolated cut

stone pillars, all of which were removed at

one time from the temple.

Disappointing Excavations

In spite of the promising aspect of this

site twenty-two pits were dug around the

ruin without material results. Many Inca

fragments were found, but practically noth-

ing of Tiahuanaco type. However, the

cutting of the stones, the jointing niches,

and the general plan of the temple are un-

doubtedly of the same style as the great

temples of Tiahuanaco.

Pajchiri temple, augmented with excava-

tions on several islands, furnished us with

excellent evidence of the inhabitation of the

islands in pre-Spanish periods, and so we
left them for a trip to Lake Titicaca's shores.

We went first to the straits of Tiquina, that

narrow passage which divides the lake in

two unequal parts. Tiquina, on a Sunday,

is a colorful place because it is the central

market for the Indians of all parts of the

lake. All boats passing through the straits

must stop to show their proper papers. The

passage is filled with boats of all description

and the little town is alive with the bright-

colored costumes of the Indians. Those

there to sell have their wares spread before

them on a blanket. Those buying mill about,

selecting and bargaining. They have a wide

choice of sellers, but a rather limited variety

of goods is offered.

Chocupercas

We found no ruins right at Tiquina, but

following back along the southern shore of

the peninsula of Copacabana is a notable

ruin. We were told that this was the ruin of

Chocupercas in the section of Oje (which

Doctor Uhle described as "Llojepaya" ruin).

It consists of a raised terrace platform about 6

feet high, right on the shore of Lake Titicaca,

and at present partly covered by the lake.

The terrace measures about 400X295 feet,

the long axis north to south, and the short

axis parallel to the lake shore. It is faced

on all sides by large, fitted and dressed

blocks of lava stone. Corner stones, notched

stones, well fitted joints, and he general

nature of the dressed stone all suggest

Tiahuanaco style, but we did no digging to

confirm this opinion.

Continuing our journey back across the

lake to the southern shore, we worked along

the eastern side of the peninsula of Taraco.

There we excavated for some time, making a

cut through the artificial mound at Chiripa.

The Chiripa mound is about 100 feet in

diameter, and still preserves traces of a cut

stone square temple or fort on top, and part

of a cut stone facing wall around the outer

edge. Parts of the cut were excavated to a

deptli of over 15 feet before the undisturbed

base of the mound was reached.

Around the center of this mound we en-

countered a circle of adobe and small stone

house foundations. Two of these houses

were completely excavated in the time we
had to work, and an estimated twenty or

more (which would have completed the

circle) were left un ouched. The base of

the house walls still stands over three feet

high. One house foundation measures a little

less than thirty feet long and twenty wide.
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A Sliding Door

The walls are double, about 2 feet apart,

leaving an inner room measurement of

about 10 by 20 feet. The space between the

walls is hollow and the bins thus formed are

entered from the inside through small win-

dows. The walls are well finished on the

inside with a clay plaster, fired and polished,

and around the window-niches that enter

the bins are step-sided borders. The large

house has nine windows into the inner wall

bins, and three inset cubby holes to complete

the deco ative effect around the room. There

are no w'ndows that extend to the outside

and but one doorway. The outside wall

turns in to form the door passage, and the

inner wall, thick at this point, contains a

long, vertical slot, the length of which cor-

responds exactly with the width of the door

opening. The only explanation for this

construction is a sliding slab doorway, and

this idea is confirmed by a niche, cut opposite

the slot to receive the slab. In one house the

doorway consists of two slots for sliding

panels, one above the other.

The entrance floor is paved with flat

stones, but the inside room has a floor of

hard packed clay. The room was filled with

the debris of the upper walls which had

fallen in and covered the foundations, but

the remains of quantities of charred twigs

and burnt clay suggest that the roof was of

thatch and mud. The walls of the original

house were probably about six or seven feet

high. On the floor of the house we found

many pieces of broken pottery, bone needles

and tools, stone axes, grinders and grind-

stones. We found burnt quinoa grain of the

two varieties still used by the Indians today.

The pottery fragments come from plain

cooking bowls and painted vessels. The
painted wares, a new type to us, are mostly

straight-sided, flat-based bowls, decorated

with yellow triangles painted on a red back-

ground, and also embellished with modeled

animals in applique relief.

Under the floor of one house we found a

dozen burials, some in well-covered tombs,

still preserving traces of the covering cloth.

Cloth samples are rare in the rainy section of

Bolivia, and so these, although plain and in

bad condition, have considerable importance.

Beads and pieces of metal were found in the

graves, but no pottery. All indications were

that the burials had been made, one by one,

while the occupants continued to live in the

house.

Historical Significance

Most important for our archaeological

study was the finding of intrusive graves,

containing decadent style Tiahuanaco pot-

tery, cutting into the walls of the house from

above. This very definitely classifies this

new type house site with its new pottery

type as older than the later phases of Tia-

huanaco. Our cross-section analysis led us

to the conclusion that the house builders had

started the mound, built it up a bit, and then

made a circle of houses, corner touching

corner, and all entrances on the inside.

Perhaps there was a reservoir in the center

of the circle. Then the village was deserted

or destroyed and the tops of the walls fell in,

preserving the foundations. Later, the Tia-

huanaco people used the mound, building

it up higher, and making their temple or

fortress of cut stone in the center. This is the

reconstruction of events that our excavation

suggested.

While we were still excavating at Chiripa,

our friend, Sr. Pacheco, paid us a visit. He
mentioned that he had seen cut stones on a

hill on the lake shore to the east. We went

with him to examine the site and thus came

across a new ruin, that of Lucurmata. The

hill was quite extensive but there was one

flattened section which had every indication

of being a temple site. The hill had an ex-

cellent location, commanding a view of the

lake for miles around, overlooking the farm

land along the lake flats.

We made the proper arrangements with

the Museo Nacional de Tihuanacu, and

planned to start excavating on the eastern

side of the flat hilltop. Here the owner of

the land, Sr. Ambrocio Vigano, had dug a

small pit revealing two elaborately cut lava
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A semi-subterranean temple

of well'Cut stone blocks was
discovered on a hill at

Lucurmata

S t one-covered
tombs were found

under the house

floor at Chiripa

The Indians

Great dressed slabs of red sandstone formed the

central stairway of a Tiahuanaco type temple on

the island of Cumana
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blocks which were apparently part of a

temple. Our work confirmed this, and it was

seen that the two stones form the corner

entrance to a small, thirty-foot square temple.

The two pillars first discovered are the only

two uprights in the temple. The rest of the

stones are cut and smoothed granite blocks.

There were once two tiers of these blocks and

the lower one is still more or less in position.

The upper tier has, however, fallen into the

center of the temple. Many of the stones

from the upper tier have a projecting ledge

and inset step-sided niches for decoration.

A Partly Subterranean Temple

The clay floor of the temple is about six

feet below the ground surface level. Several

features suggest that the temple has always

been partly subterranean and probably

open. First the walls are aligned on the

inside, but the different blocks vary greatly

in thickness, thus making the outside facing

very irregular. Then all stones from the

second tier have fallen towards the center.

Finally, a well-cut drainage canal was found

in the northeast corner. This canal is cut

directly through the side wall block, and

based with a U-shaped slab. The canal

starts at the floor level of the temple and

slants down and out towards the edge of the

mound some fifteen feet away.

This temple is of true Tiahuanaco style in

form, decoration, and stone cutting. The

pottery is also typical of Tiahuanaco. On
the floor of the temple eighty per cent of the

pottery fragments found are from modeled

puma incense bowls. In this type the bowl

forms the body of the pinna, and has a

modeled tail at the back which serves as

handle, and a modeled, hollow puma head

at the front from which issues the incense

smoke.

West of this small temple, still on the flat

hilltop, we uncovered a terrace wall of up-

riglit and horizontal cut stone blocks and

pillars. This is about 165 feet long and has

three stairways, one in the center and one on

each side, which lead up the terrace. The
wall is extended from north to south and

only the outside face of the terrace (i.e.

the east) is finished and aligned. The stone-

faced wall is backed by a rubble fill. Many
of the stones in the wall are notched for

fitting. Back of the central gateway is a large

lava block with a square projecton from one

end, and back of this a set of two steps lead-

ing to a stone-paved area now badly de-

stroyed. At the north end of the terrace wall

is a peculiar path of flat stones, slightly

hollowed on one side, as if for a simple canal.

This path starts near the surface at the end

of the wall and curves down and in until it

ceases as mysteriously as it begins.

All around the flat-topped hill are cut

stones, including one set of four steps hewn

from a single lava block. Evidences of de-

struction are on every side. The terrace wall

has many stones missing. It is quite possible

that the small temple is of more recent con-

struction than the terrace wall, and really

is made of stones gathered from the older

ruins. The whole hilltop was once a ter-

raced, open temple of classic Tiahuanaco

type. The destruction (or perhaps the re-

building) started even in the pre-Inca times.

A twenty -minute balsa ride from the shore

in front of this temple site takes one to a

small island. As it is but a hundred feet in

diameter and barely two feet above the

water, it is uninhabited. Yet here we found

two statues. One was in three pieces but the

other, still well preserved, was of typical

Tiahuanaco style. Both statues probably

were brought from the temple on the shore,

but the Indians say a lightning bolt struck

the couple stone dead as they fished from the

island. There they remain, at all events, as a

reminder of the surprises and mysteries in

store for the archaeologist who employs every

mode of travel, not excepting the lowly balsa,

in his researches and exploration around

Lake Titicaca.



An account of certain strange anteaters

Africa and Asia

THE mammals, by definition, grow hair,

but there are some creatures, mam-
mals beyond all doubt, which grow so

little of it that they nearly miss the badge of

their class. Such a group is that of the

pangolins, bizarre anteaters which have

largely sacrificed the typical coat for one of

large, overlapping, horny scales, worn prac-

tically everywhere except over the face and

the underparts back to the tail. Hair is

greatly restricted, in some species, to small

areas around the lips and eyes. Other

forms carry a well developed coat on the

underside. Those species occurring in

Asia have a few long hairs protruding be-

tween the scales.

Europeans have devised or adopted sev-

eral names for these animals, such as manis,

scaly anteater, and pangolin. Somewhat

more picturesque are certain native names

which translated are: "cinnamon-bark"

(Arab); "stone-reptile" (Hindu); "jungle-

carp" (Hindu); and " hill-carp " (Hindu).

Like those other creatures with flexible

dorsal armor, the armadillo, the hedgehog,

and the pill-bug, the manis, when put on the

defensive, curls up in a ball, keeping the

plates on the outside and the soft under-

surfaces unexposed. Because of its thick

tail and the protruding scales, the pangolin's

simulation of a ball is less perfect than that

of an armadillo. It has indeed a leafy ap-

pearance that has caused visitors to my office,

when seeing a curled up skin fresh from the

field, to enquire whether the object was an

artichoke or a pine cone.

The scales which give this order, the

Pholidota, its chief character, are not gen-

erally considered a carry-over from the scaly

reptilian ancestors of mammals, but instead

a secondary development associated with

their peculiar feeding habits. The embryo-

logical history of these scales indicates that

Pangolins
of

By

Robert T. Hatt
Assistant Curator, Department of Mammals,

American Museum

they have arisen from the fusion of bundles of

hair, in much the same manner as rhinoceros

horn. To suggest that these scales arose be-

cause they were needed would of course be

heresy, but the correlation of structure with

habits is in this instance an easy one. There

are indeed so many advantages in this suit

of armor that it would be difficult to devise

another covering that would serve in such

good stead. To begin with a factor which

seems the most important, the pangolins

have completely lost their teeth, and, not

being particularly rapid animals, they are

open to the attack of any creature having a

taste for flesh. However, the scales are

tough, and in most species rather sharp-

edged, so that when an animal is rolled into a

sphere it is well nigh impregnable to any but

the largest predators. Scales are not the only

protection afforded these animals, for some

species climb away from danger, some escape

into tunnels, and all are equipped with an

efficient stink-gun capable of being used with

demoralizing effect against any animal so

indiscreet as forcibly to unroll one of these.

The fluid ejected from the pouch near the

root of the tail is not only ill-smelling but

possesses an acrid quality which, by action

on mucous membranes, gives marked distress

to the dog or other creature that serves as a

target.

Though there are many animals in the

world known as anteaters, the pangolins are

apparently the only creatures which special-

ize in eating true ants, the other "anteaters"

preferring the less dangerous antlike termites.

But, in Africa at least, the pangolins fear no

ant, sometimes going deliberately after

army ants, insects which, though small, are

formidable for their aggressiveness and great

numbers. The formic acid carried into the



Flexible

Armor

The long-tailed pangolin suggests a shuffling of

parts of an artichoke, a skunk, and an octopus,

yet cannot be converted into a table delicacy or a

comforting coat collar. The tail, second only in

usefulness to an elephant's trunk is, on demand,

a coat of mail, a broom, a prop, a climbing iron, a

fifth climbing appendage. On the underside at

the tip, the tail bears a sensitive fleshy pad which

serves as an informer where the eyes are not

directed
Herbert Lang, Photograph

Above: It would seem as though the pangolins

converted the exoskeletons of the ants into armor for

themselves, so strong and polished are their horny
scales

Herbert Lang, Photograph



Right; A youthful giant.

As most others ox^its group,

the giant pangolin walks on
its knuckles and the sides of

its feet. Thus the claws are

kept sharp for digging. No
ears or soft eyelids furnish

hold to the ants

H(rh(rl Lang, Photograph

Below: Tied in his tail.

The arboreal pangolins

are said to rest curled up
in the fork of a tree,

though it is certain, in a

different pose than this

Herbert Lang, Photograph
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skin by an ant bite is so unpleasant that we
may well imagine the taste for ants must

have been a long time in acquisition. The
manises do eat termites with great frequency,

and it is said they are not above picking up
an occasional beetle or even a worm, but

such digressions are not an indication of an

omnivorous diet.

Str.\nge "Uses" for Armor

It is to be marveled at that the pangolins

have the courage to feed on a column of

driver ants, but we have the authority of

Herbert Lang that they will do this. Most
other animals, and a few nimble birds are

notable exceptions, flee from these hordes

that are capable of overcoming animals of

large size. The armor-clad scaly anteaters,

in spite of their success among the ants, are

not invulnerable to attack, and when the ants

do succeed in swarming over an individual,

the scales are set violently quivering, and the

invaders, if they have not seized a bit of

exposed skin, are sent flying off into the

air.

This process is somewhat less picturesque,

though certainly more normal than the

account of some Asiatics which states that

the pangolins deliberately erect their scales

to entice the ants to go for the skin, and

when a sufficient number have done so, the

pangolins quickly flatten down the scales and

crush the ants. To complete the act, the

crafty pangolin walks into the water, raises

its scales, and thus pc^rmits the numerous

dead bodies to float to the surface, where

they are picked up and eaten.

The scales, though not used as antkillers,

have great potentialities for injvu'ing an

animal molesting the pangolin. The great

forest pangolin of west Africa which, it is

estimated, may weigh movo. than sixty

pounds, is in truth a very dangerous animal

to handle. Bordering the tail arc scales

which are sharp-edged; the tail of the coiled

manis, sweei)ing swiftly and with enormous

force over the edges of the back scales, has

the effect of a lawn-mower blade on anything

intercepting its course. A three-inch native

knife has been doubled over under such

circumstances. In the northeastern Congo,

where natives occasionally go dowm into

pangolin burrows to capture the animals,

they undertake a task which not infre-

quently has meant the mutilation of their

hands. Usually the hunters are armed with

a spear and do not risk a close encounter.

Scales on the arboreal pangolins have

proved useful under still other circumstances,

as attested by Mr. Lang, who observed that

they may fall, coiled up, from the highest tree

without suffering injury, the resilient scales

and strong skin muscle being sufficient pro-

tection against the shock.

Specialization in feeding habits is in-

variably accompanied by profound modifica-

tion of the animal's structure. In the case of

the Pholidota the presence of protective

scales is but a small part of the change.

Strong curved claws on powerful fore limbs

supply the means of breaking into the habi-

tations of their prey, and stout rear limbs and

tail form a solid base for such operations.

Additioiial protection against the onslaughts

of angry ants is given by the swollen, thick

eyelids, and the reduction of the ear conch

to a small fold of thickened skin behind or

above the ear. Not only may eyes be cov-

ered but even the ears and nostrils are cap-

able of complete closure.

The marvelous ability to engulf ants and

render them powerless with rapidity, is an

important part of the feeding process. Pan-

golin tongues, particularly those of African

arboreal species, are several times as long as

the head, a development made possible

by a unique elongation of the sternimi and

the associated tongue muscles. The long,

thin tongue can dart in and out with snake-

like rapidity and, twisting in among the

galleries of an ant colony, it picks up and

draws back into the ant-chute mouth all the

animals it touches. Enormous salivary

glands furnish an abundant supply of a thick,

sticky substanc(> to the surface of the tongue,

which holds the insects captive. On the

lightning-fast withdrawal of the tongue into

its groove in the floor of the mouth, the ants



African Pangolin

Herbert Lang, Photograph

Fearful,

Yet To Be

Feared

Pangclins are not aggressive but the giant

species can do great damage with their nias'

sive axe-edged tails. This weapon is swung

over the body with such force that a knife an

eighth of an inch thick, stabbed in its side,

has been doubled over



Scales and Tails

Above: The baby manis uses its

mother's tail as a perambulator.

H. Lang, photograph

Left: Unlike the African, this

Bornean pangolin has prominent

ears. H. C. Raven, photograph

Right: Asiatic manises often

end up in Chinese pharmacies

where their scales, as do dragon

tears, form part of the materia

medica. T. Donald Carter,

photograph



Herbert Lang, Photograph

Below: The long tail of

this African species is

kept circled about the

tree trunk as the creature

descends. If hurried,

the manis may coil and

drop from a great height

without injury

^. i.

Herbert Lang, Phulograpk

Left: The longest tail.

The west African yel'

low'scaled manis has the

longest tail of any of the

species, and one of the

longest mammal tails in

the world
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are swept off into the throat and hastened

with a further addition of fluids into the

stomach, where the hydrochloric acid and the

grinding equipment make short shift of any

resistant individuals that may have sur-

vived this long. The stomach is in fact

transformed into a gizzard-like organ in

which operate strong muscular grinding

forces aided by pebbles picked up by the

pangolin. Lacking teeth, the pangolin as it

were, stones its prey to death in the same
manner that birds grind hard seeds in their

gizzards, and the crocodiles triturate meals

too hastily swallowed.

This curious occurrence of stones in the

stomach was known before much about the

habits of the pangolins was established, and,

supposedly, on the finding of a specimen in

which no food was present in the stomach,

one contributor to a journal of researches

seriously discussed the proposition that a

manis might live entirely on mineral sub-

stances, a suggestion that would be difficult

to equal for absurdity.

The Usefulness of a Pangolin's Tail

Those manises that can climb are equipped

on the undersurface of the tail with a tactile

pad which allows them to explore their

environment for a suitable grasping place

w^hen their eyes are directed elsewhere. The
tails of these animals are even more useful

to them in the trees than the tail of a spider

monkey is to its owner, for, when they

ascend, the tail serves as a prop in the manner
of a woodpecker's tail, and during descent,

may completely encircle the trunk of a small

tree, allowing greater freedom to the legs.

The pangolins are silent animals, and are

not known to produce any noise through the

mouth other than a hiss. The young at

birth have much of the appearance of adults

except that their scales are soft and tlu; color

is lighter.

The Africans prize the pangolin not only

as a welcome source of meat, but in some
sections it is said that the arboreal species are

kept around the house for the purpose of

eating the ants and termites. A more curi-

ous value relates to their scales which in

parts of Asia are supposed to possess

aphrodisiacal powers and hence are in some
demand. In Kenya, I am told, the blacks

believe that pangolin scales have the power

of rejuvenation, which one may presume
represents a good example of faith healing.

Some primitive armor simulates pangolin

scaling, but I have not learned of any actual

instance of pangolin scales being used in the

fabrication of such a suit.

Differe;nces

Asiatic and African pangolins present

clear-cut differences, and it is the former

group that is the more primitive in its gen-

eral total of characters. One instance of this

is that no hairs occur between the scales of

the African species, whereas hairs are char-

acteristic of the Asian. More striking is the

difference in the sterna, anchorage for the

tongue muscles, which in all Asiatic species is

relatively short, simple, and primitive, and in

the African greatly elongated and divided

into branches which may unite with the

ends of the last pair of ribs. The external

ears of the Asiatic species, though not well

developed, form a distinct fold around the

orifice, whereas in the African the ears are

not marked, in adults, by even this small

eminence.

The diflficulty of feeding these animals in

captivity makes them one of the greatest

rarities in zoological gardens, and this is in

good measure the reason for their being little

known by the public. The suggestion was

once made that they might profitably be

imported to the tropics of the New World to

fight the destruction of fruit trees by leaf-

cutting ants, but to the best of my knowledge

this never has been done. So it is that any-

one in the Western Hemisphere, to see them

alive, must, like Mohammed, go to the less

mobile object, in this case not the mountain,

but the manis.



Earthquakes
An account of the sharp movements of the earth

that often bring tragedy to the inhabitants of certain

regions, together with an explanation of the instru-

ments that record these movements

by

Chester A. Reeds
Curator of Geology and

Invertebrate Palaeontology,

American Museum

THE needles on the seismograph in the

American Museum may suddenly,

without a moment's notice, begin to

trace on moving sheets of paper a threefold

series of wavy lines, which represent vibra-

tions that have passed through the earth

—

somewhere there has been an earthquake

and the seismograph is making a graphic

record of it. If the shock is sufficiently

strong, other seismographs in various parts

of the world will inscribe a record of the

same quake at approximately the same time.

The vibrations from a strong distant quake

may continue to arrive for an hour or more;

those from a small near-by quake will be

recorded in a much shorter time.

An earthquake is produced when the

materials composing the earth are broken

or displaced. The materials are hard,

brittle, and elastic, and they will resist change

until the forces acting upon them develop

stresses greater than their strength, then

they will yield suddenly and produce not

only a fracture, but a shock. A sudden

yielding of rocks to earth strains may give

rise either to a new fracture or to movements
along a previously existing fault. When a

sudden movement does occur along a new or

old fault, the frictional resistance offered by
the opposing rock walls no doubt contributes

its share to the development of vibrations.

Whatever happens, the sudden shock re-

leases energy, vibrations are set up and waves

are transmitted through the earth in various

directions to seismographs situated at differ-

ent distances from the point of origin. The
greater the dislocation, the greater the

vibrations set up, and the greater the distance

the waves will travel.

In the United States 62 major earth-

quakes and many smaller ones were recorded

instrumentally for the year 1933. The
average annual number of earthquakes

locally sensible to human beings is about

4000. Of this number, about 70 are major

quakes capable of instrumental registration

over a hemisphere or the entire globe.

There are some 200-odd seismological

stations scattered over the surface of the

earth. Many of these stations contain only

a pair of seismographs, the larger stations

contain three, four, or more makes of

instruments, each with a different degree of

sensitivity, and capable of registering, not

only the horizontal, but also the vertical

component's of an earth shock. It has been

recentl atimated that the number of earth-

quakes, which probably occur annually, and

which are susceptible of instrumental regis-

tration, approximate 8000. A limited num-
ber of modern seismographs have been in use

for the past 35 years. During this period,

it has been estimated that nearly 2500 major

earthquakes have been recorded, and about

140,000 smaller ones, which may have been

felt locally. The number which probably

occurred, both large and small, and which

may have been strong enough for registra-

tion by present-day instruments, may have

amounted to 240,000. It may be noted thus

that earthquakes are not of infrequent

occurrence.

In recent years the citizens of the United

States and of other countries have mani-

fested a widespread interest in the occur-

rence and distribution of earthquakes and in

the kinds of instruments which have been

devised for recording them. With the

gradual increase in the number of seismo-

logical stations in ^'arious parts of the



Wide World Pliotograph

A view of the wreckage of the city

of Melfi, Italy, after the earth'

quakeofjuly23,1930. Almost the

entire Mediterranean is included

in the geologically "young" zone

that continues across Asia Minor
and the Himalayas to the East

Indies and beyond

Italy

Taormina, Sicily, looking toward
the active volcano, Mt. Aetna,

and with the ruins of an ancient

Greek theater in the foreground.

Taormina and Messina were

severely shaken in 1908. The
loss of life exceeded 100,000.

The famous volcano of Sicily

and the fact that earthquakes are

not uncommonly felt in the island,

demonstrate its geologic youth

PuJilishers Plioto Service



Wide World Photograph

An aerial view show-
ing the ruins of Mi-
yagi, Japan, as they

were burning, follow-

ing the destructive

earthquake of March
3, 1933

Japan

Looking across Shoji

Lake toward Fuji-

yama. This particu-

lar volcano is quies-

cent but others in

Japan have played

their part in the

periodic earthquakes

that are common in

the Japanese archi-

pelago

©by E. M. Newman.
Publishers Photo Service
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civilized world, together with the improve-

ments that have been made in the different

types of self-recording instruments, there

has been a marked increase in the number of

earthquakes recorded.

The Composition of the Earth

The study which has been made during the

past few decades of seismograph records has

revealed that the earth has a crust composed

of solid material, and that it has a thickness

variously interpreted as being 40 to 60

miles in depth. The irregular configuration

of the earth's outer surface is a matter of

common knowledge. The highest point of

land, represented by Mount Everest, has an

elevation of 29,141 feet; the greatest depth

of the sea, known as the Swire Deep, off the

east coast of the Philippines, measures

35,433 feet. The maximum relief of the

earth's surface is thus approximately 12,^

miles. The average height of the land, how-

ever, is but 2,300 feet above sea level, or

nearly a half mile, while the oceans have an

average depth of 11,500 feet, or a little

more than two miles. The difference in

relief between the average height of land

and the average depth of the oceans is thus

2.6 miles. Only 28 per cent of the earth's

surface is above sea level, the remaining 72

per cent being below. In other words, one

part is land while nearly three parts are

covered by water. This relative distribu-

tion of land and water is in keeping with the

location of earthquakes, for maps showing

the distribution of earthquake epicenters,

for periods of one or more years, show that

earthquakes are far more abundant at sea

than on the land. It has been recognized

by geologists and other scientists that the

earth's surface has an irregular relief^ be-

cause of the presence of materials of differ-

ent densities near the earth's surface. Under

the continents the densities, which average

2.67 times an equal volume of fresh water,

are less than they ar(> for the materials imder

the oceans, which are of the order of 3. The
average density of the entire eartii is con-

siderably greater. It is 5.6 times as much as

an equal volume of water. As a conse-

quence, the materials of the inner parts of

the earth must be denser and heavier than

those of the outer crust.

We know, too, that the crust of the earth

is rigid, although it is composed of materials

of different consistencies, for, otherwise, the

high areas would slump down and the

materials composing them would move for-

ward to fill the valleys, the ocean basins and

their deeps, and produce a true spheroid,

which would be covered with water to an

average depth of about 7,500 feet.

The length of time during which the earth

has had this irregular configuration is not

definitely known. It has been long and may
be of the order of the oldest known rocks,

which are now regarded as exceeding a

billion and a half years. High mountains

such as the Alps, Andes, Caucasus, Hima-

layas, Rocky Mountains, and Sierra Nevadas

have not always been high, for they are of

comparatively recent origin geologically

speaking; older mountains, such as the

Appalachians of the United States, the Cale-

donian and Hercynians of Europe, have been

greatly reduced in height by the action of

the agents of erosion during many millions

of years. The still older Laurentides of

Canada, and the upturned strata of Man-
hattan Island and the adjacent mainland of

New York have been reduced by these same

agents of erosion to rolling uplands. Their

present relief does not suggest mountains,

but their geologic structure does. We may
conclude from this evidence that while the

high spots of the land and the low places of

the sea have not always been where they

are now, the relative distribution of the

continental land masses and the oceanic

basins has, with minor variations, remained

more or less constant for vast geologic ages.

What Happens When the Earth Quakes

In regions where large earthquakes occur,

it has been noted that either vertical or

iiorizontal changes, or both, take place in

the crust of the eartli. Tlie amount of

change produced at any one time may be of
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the order of a few inches or a small number
of feet, and have a lineal extent of either a

few miles, or as in the San Francisco earth-

quake of 1906, of several hundred miles.

In the course of irregular periods, of long or

short duration, earthquakes may recur in the

same place or in closely adjacent areas; the

combined result of a number of such recur-

ring earthquakes is to produce a well marked

change in the configuration of the earth's

surface at that place. Earthquakes, which

accompany either vertical or horizontal

changes in the surface of the earth, are not

only happening now, but they have occurred

frequently during the past history of the

earth. In fact, there is no portion of the

earth's surface which is absolutely free of

faults, those large fractures, which appear as

mute evidence that earthquakes have oc-

curred along them at one time or another

during the past history of the earth.

It is also true that during past geologic

ages parts of the earth's crust have been

either down-warped, upHfted or broken,

and in many cases, tilted. Evidence of this

may be seen in many of our highest moun-
tains where beds of limestone, sandstone,

or shale, which contain fossil remains of

shells that once lived in the sea, have been

found at high elevations. Volcanoes also

periodically bring up molten materials from

great depths and pour them out at different

elevations on the earth's surface. It would

be of interest in this connection if we knew
more precisely from what depth this white

hot lava arises.

Where Earthquakes Originate

The depth at which earthquakes originate

is a problem concerning which we would like

to have more precise data. Many earth-

quakes produce evidence of shift of earth-

blocks at the surface of the earth, others

leave no trace of such movements. While

some earthquakes undoubtedly occur near

the surface, with movements extending

downward, others appear to be deep-seated.

A study of Japanese earthquakes by K.

Wadati, 1928, shows that they may be either

shallow or deep-seated. The shallow ones

have an average depth of 25 miles, while

the deep-seated ones may originate at

depths of more than 186 miles. A few other

investigators have made studies of this

problem with varying results. The studies

of B. Gutenberg in 1929 of sixteen dififerent

earthquakes show that the focus or point of

origin of these quakes lies, with a few excep-

tions, at a depth of 28 miles or less. Some
investigators of this problem say that, if the

velocity of propagation of seismic waves
through the uppermost layers of the earth's

crust were more precisely known, there

would be less uncertainty in determining the

depth at which earthquakes originate.

Seismographs and Earth Vibrations

Seismographs are instruments designed to

record the vibrations transmitted through

the ground. During a great earthquake two
things are apt to happen, namely: (1) There

will be a lurch or displacement of the ground,

either horizontal or vertical, or horizontal

and vertical, the range of which may amount
to 20 feet or more. The amount of displace-

ment will not be recorded by the seismo-

graph. It may be determined by resurveying

the ground. (2) Vibrations will be set up in

the ground.

All earthquakes develop vibrations. The
period of the vibrations may vary from a

fraction of a second in near earthquakes to

20 or 30 seconds in distant earthquakes.

No one seismograph will record all of these

varied tremors. Due to limitations in con-

struction and recording, different types of

instruments are required for the registration

of near and distant earthquakes. A third

type of instrument, known as a tromometer,

is needed for registering the minute tremors

which precede and accompany volcanic

eruptions. A fourth type of seismograph is

required for those regions where great earth-

quakes occur, for there the motion is apt to

be so strong and vigorous that any machine

designed for the registration of other types

of earthquakes would be damaged or thrown

out of action.



Seismograph
The photographs at the

left and below show the

seismograph at the

American Museum of

Natural History. The
record which is being ex'

amined by the observer

below records an earth'

quake of moderate in'

tensity in the ocean bed
on August 29, 1934. So
accurate and sensitive

are these instruments

that though thousands

of miles may separate

them from the center of

the earthquake shock, a

study of the record will

often determine the
quake's location

Above: The seismo'

graphic record above

and the one parallel

to it on the opposite

page are in reality

two parts of one
record, made on No'
vember 20, 1933, on
the American Mu'
seum seismograph,

recording a quake

in Baffin Bay. SeismO'

logical stations have

reported these shocks

as being among the

strongest ever re
corded



Photograph by
Charles C. Mook

Above; Trouble
for a railroad.

This view, tak'

en immediately-

after the earth-

quake of July,

1925, at Three
Forks, Mon-
tana, shows the

havoc wrought
on a railroad

line by the dis-

placed masses

ofrock loosened

by the earth-

quake

Earthquake

A crack in the earth photo-

graphed after the earthquake of

July, 1925, at Three Forks, Mon-
tana, not far from the spot pic-

tured above. Such cracks in the

earth are not uncommon after

earthquake shocks, and some-

times can be traced for consid-

erable distances

Pliotoijrnph by Charles C. Monk
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Each kind of seismograph consists of five

essential parts, namely: (1) the "steady

mass" which remains or should remain

quiet during the time of an earthquake;

(2) the framework which supports the
'

' steady mass "
; (3) the recording apparatus

;

(4) a damping device whose function is to

keep the "steady mass" quiet; and (5) a

pier constructed in such a manner that it

stands free of buildings and is firmly con-

nected to the ground.

The Mainka Seismograph

In the American Museum installation

there are two horizontal pendulums, known

as the Mainka seismograph and built pre-

cisely alike and set at right angles to each

other. One is placed in a N-S direction, the

other in an E-W plane. The N-S instru-

ment registers the E-W component, the E-W
instrument the N-S component of an earth-

quake movement. The "steady masses"

in these two seismographs have been painted

black. Each consists of a series of 16

alternating iron and lead discs which have

been stacked in such a way that they make a

cylinder 15K inches in diameter and 22

inches high. The weight of each "steady

mass" is 450 kilograms or nearly 1000

pounds. Each "steady mass" is supended

from a sturdy angle-iron frame, painted

white, which rests upon a concrete pier.

The top of the pier, which has dimensions

3' 8" X 5' 8" and supports both instruments,

is level with the first floor of the Museum
building. It is not connected with the

building, however, for an air space separates

them. The pier, which extends downward
24 feet, has its lower half firmly imbedded in

Manhattan schist. The upper half of the

pier passes through the basement of the

building and there it is surrounded by a wall

of hollow tile. This tile wall not only

protects the pier, but it keeps the air sur-

rounding the pier of a uniform temperature.

Air conditioning of seismograph piers is an

important matter, for, if not attended to,

the seismograph records are apt to show

unnatural earth tilts brought about by un-

equal changes in temperature in the piers.

The mode of suspension of the "steady

masses" varies in different types of instru-

ments. The "steady mass" may be sup-

ported in such a manner that it represents

either a common pendulum, an inverted

pendulum, or a horizontal pendulum. In

these various types of suspension, the

equilibrium of the "steady mass" is respec-

tively stable, unstable, and neutral. Of these

three types of pendulum the horizontal one

offers the least amount of difficulty in

providing a "steady mass," which is essential

in an accurate seismograph. The horizontal

pendulum, therefore, is the one generally

used in the construction of seismographs.

A door or gate swung on two hinges is a

common example of this type of pendulum.

In order that the horizontal pendulum may
have a small amount of stability and may re-

turn to its initial position after displacement,

the axis of support is tilted slightly toward

the center of gravity of the "steady mass."

Swinging doors and gates also readily come
to rest when they are not hung perfectly true.

Tnifi Arrangement of the "Steady Mass"

In a simply constructed horizontal pendu-

lum the "steady mass" is usually firmly

attached to one end of a boom ; the other end

of the boom, which is free, ends in a steel

point which is pivoted in an agate cup near

the base of the mast or supporting frame.

The weight of the "steady mass" is sup-

ported in mid air by a wire stay, which is

attached at one end to the weight and at

the other to the top of the mast. This

mode of attachment not only keeps the

"steady mass" free of its supporting frame,

but it permits adjustment of the angle which

the boom makes to a horizontal plane

passing through its pivoted end. This angle

affects the period of the instrument, in other

words, the number of vibrations which the

"steady mass" will make in a second, when
touched lightly with the finger. For near

earthquakes a period of four to six seconds

is suitabl(»; for distant earthquakes one of

thirty seconds or even greater is desirable.
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In the American Museum installation of

the Mainka seismograph the "steady mass"

is kept free of the supporting frame by a Y-

shaped yoke, the two distal ends of which are

attached to the sides of the mass, while the

free proximal end is fastened to the frame in

such a way that a knife-blade spring is kept

under tension. The lower end of the sup-

porting stay consists of a bridle fastened to

the two ends of a pipe which passes through

the center of gravity of the "steady mass";

the upper end of this support terminates in a

wire which is attached to the top of the sup-

porting frame. The suspension is so deli-

cately adjusted that, if the "steady mass" is

slightly touched with the finger, it will swing

back and forth in a horizontal plane and the

vibrations will be registered by the record-

ing needle on smoked paper. From such

a registration the natural period of the

instrument can be obtained. In this con-

nection it may be stated that a seismograph

is most sensitive to those waves which cor-

respond to its own natural period of vibra-

tion. The period of the machine is noted at

the beginning of every record. New sheets

of paper are placed on the instruments,

usually at the end of every forty-eight hours.

The "Damper"

The movement of the "steady mass"
when touched is just the contrary of what

happens when an earthquake occurs; then

the earth, the concrete pier, and the white

supporting frame vibrate as a unit while the

"steady mass" remains quiet, at least for a

time, when it may begin, if not damped, to

pick up the earth's vibrations transmitted

through the supporting boom and stay.

The damper which is placed upon the side

of each supporting frame consists of a rec-

tangular metal box, a pair of round air holes

near the top with adjustable covers, a sheet

of metal within the box which acts as a

diaphragm, and a set of rods which connect

the diaphragm with the center of the

"steady mass." This is an air damper;

oil and magnetic dampers are also used on

some types of seismographs. The damper

offers resistance to any sudden movement
which may take place, especially the tend-

ency of the pendulum to swing in its own
natural period when an earthquake occurs.

How THE Recording Apparatus Operates

The recording apparatus in each instru-

ment consists of a connected series of mul-

tiplying levers. One end is attached to the

center of gravity of the "steady mass";

the other end is a freely moving well-

balanced recording needle which lightly

touches a moving sheet of smoked paper.

These levers magnify the earth tremors 100

times. In order that the earth movements
which pass through the pier and supporting

frame may be registered with reference to the

"steady mass" which remains quiet, the

recording levers are also attached to the

center of the "steady mass," the diaphragm

of the damper, and to the supporting frame.

In addition to the multiplying levers, the

recording apparatus in the Mainka seismo-

graph consists of a pair of revolving drums on

which sheets of smoked paper 15X90 centi-

meters in size, and joined at the ends, rotate

past the point of the recording needles.

The movement of the drums and smoked

paper, which is at the rate of 15 mm. per

minute, is controlled by a weight and

governor. Minute and hour dots are marked

on the sheets of smoked paper by a pointer,

which is controlled by a master wall clock

having electrical contacts.

Normal registration of a Mainka seismo-

graph appears to consist of a series of

parallel lines traced by the needle on smoked

paper. Actually the needle traces a continu-

ous line of closely appressed spirals, as when

a garden hose is coiled up, for the paper

moves over slightly as it climbs the higher

side of the gently inclined drums.

During an earthquake the needle swings

back and fourth across the paper and thus

inscribes the vibrations of the earth which

usually arrive in three phases known as the

First Preliminary tremors, P: the Second

Preliminary tremors, S; and the ]Main

Waves, L. In distant earthquakes one or
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The photograph at the

left, taken at Compton,
California, shows how
the wall of a building

crumbled away as the

result of a quake. Be-

low is a view of San

Francisco which in 1906

was fearfully damag-

ed by an earthquake

followed by fire
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New Zealand

I'uhiiiihera I'lioto Service

The photograph at the

right was taken at Na-
pier, New Zealand, Feb.

3, 1931, while an earth-

quake was still in action

in the vicinity. The view
below is at Aukland,

which was shaken by
the great quake of 1931.

New Zealand is periodi-

cally subject to earth-

quake shocks
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two reflections of these waves at the earth's

surface may occur, at one-third and two-

thirds the distance, and be recorded as

superimposed phases. The first case may be

designated as PRl, SRI, and the latter as

PR2 and SR2. The seismograph record of

such tremors indicates not only the paths by

which the various kinds of waves reached

the instrument, but also the properties of

the materials through which the waves

passed. The earth thus not only writes its

own epitaph, but this inscription is full of

meaning and is worthy of our careful in-

spection. For distant earthquakes, the

beginnings as well as the continuation of the

different phases of the record are indicated

on the seismogram by sudden or gradual

increases of amplitude, by sudden change of

period, or both, and by the order of succes-

sion in which they occur. For instance, it

has been determined that the P-waves, the

first to arrive, are longitudinal or compres-

sional waves with vibrations in the direction

of progress. They are fast and of small

amplitude, usually less than a millimeter.

Their velocity near the surface is 7 to 8

kilometers per second and their period varies

from 5 to 7 seconds. They usually follow a

direct path from the point of origin to the

recording seismograph, but a curved one,

since in passing through, they dip toward

the center of the earth where the rocks are

denser and their rate of propagation is faster.

Waves and Vibrations

The S-waves are transverse or distortional

with vibrations at right angles to the direc-

tion of progress. They are slower than the

P-waves, and have a velocity near the surface

of about 4.5 kilometers per second. Their

period is 11 to 13 seconds. They follow

approximately the same path as the P-

waves.

The main or long waves, L, which pass

around the surface are complex longitudinal

waves. Tlieir velocity is 3 to 4 kilometers

per second, depending on conditions. Ac-

cording to N. H. Heck, chief seismologist

of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey,

their velocity under the Pacific ocean is

about 20 per cent greater than under the

continents. Their periods vary greatly and

may be as large as 40 or 60 seconds.

The P and S waves of sharp, well defined

single shocks can be definitely differentiated

on a seismograph record for those earth-

quakes which originate at places more than

700 miles and less than 7000 miles distant

from the recording instrument. Further-

more, with an accurate timing apparatus the

times of arrival of these waves can usually

be definitely determined on the record, the

difference noted, and the distance from the

receiving station to the point of origin

(epicenter) calculated, or read off from an

empirical table or its graph, with an error

not greater than 25 to 50 miles. By using

the determined distance as a radius, and the

location of the station as a center, a circle

may be inscribed on a globe, or scaled map,

which will pass through the epicenter. Its

location on the circle may be determined by

applying the same method to distances ob-

tained from two other widely separated

stations, using one or the other of those sta-

tions as the center of the second and third

circles. The point of intersection of the

three circles, or the center of the triangle

formed by them, will be the location of the

epicenter. The use of the duration of the

first preliminary tremor for determining the

position of the epicenter of a distant earth-

quake is known as the Zeissig method. It is

the one used by most observers. Other

methods are sometimes used but they re-

quire special apparatus.

Whatever method is used it may be noted

that since 1899 there has been an ever-

increasing accuracy in locating earthquakes,

especially those 700 to 7000 miles distant

from recording stations. The location of the

main seismic areas is now well known—one

belt extends around the margins of the Pacific

Ocean, another forms a great circle about the

earth through the Mediterranean-Caribbean

regions. Other areas of frequency are less

well defined, for isolated occurrences are

common in many parts of the world, except
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Extending in a vast

horseshoe from Cape
Horn up the coast of

the Americas across

to Asia and down to

the East Indies is a

great band which
includes mountains

and islands of gee
logically recent
formation. Most of

the West Indies also

are included in this

region throughout
which earthquakes
are occasionally ex-

perienced. The view
on the right was
taken on the island of

Puerto Rico, and the

photograph below
shows the Chilean

Andes rising abrupt'

ly from the sea

Publishers Photo Service
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in the polar regions, where few earthquakes

have been registered during the past tliirty-

five years.

For near-earthquakes, that is, those that

occur within 10°, or 700 miles, of the epi-

center, there is no separation, on most seis-

mograph records, of the ])rimary waves, P,

and of the secondary waves, S,- and it has

been suggested that for this distance each

wave possesses both types of characters.

In other words, the characteristic features

of these waves, condensational on the one

hand and distortional on the other, are not

differentiated on seismograph records made
by instruments designed and set for those

quakes originating 700 to 7000 miles away
and known as distant quakes. Specially

constructed instruments are required to

separate P and S waves of near-earthquakes.

Those far distant earthquakes, which

originate 7000 to 10,000 miles or farther from

a recording station, do not register the

P waves, as the first recorded impulses,

since these waves are refracted at a depth of

2900 kilometers (1802 miles) into the inner

core of the earth and produce by their re-

fractions what is known as the ''blind

zone." Such refracted waves, when recorded,

are designated at P' waves. The velocity of

these waves just ouside the central core is

13 kilometers (8 miles) per second; inside

it is 8.5 km. (5.3 miles) per second.

So far as we know the S-waves originating

7000 to 10,000 miles distant do not emerge

from the inner core and we may assume,

since they are not transmitted through sub-

stances in a liquid or gaseous state, that the

inner core, with radius 3470 km. (2157 miles)

or .55 of the radius of the earth, is in a liquid

or gaseous condition and composed of a molten

mixture of the heavy metals iron and nickel.

The study of distant earthquake records

has indicated that the surface of the inner

core is a well marked surface of discontinuity,

and that it refracts or reflects the waves

which meet it. Some four other less pro-

nounced discontinuities separate the zones

of the earth which appear above it.

The one appearing at a depth of about 60

kilometers (37 miles) is well marked in many
seismograph records. It is the lower margin

of the crust of tlie earth.

Tiiese planes of discontinuity change the

path and energy of earthquake waves.

Problems to be Solved

The foregoing discussion gives a brief

resume of the general status of our knowledge

concerning the earth's interior, the propaga-

tion of earthquake waves, and the signifi-

cance of seismograph records. While various

seismological investigations have been car-

ried on during the past thirty-five years,

which have thrown a flood of light upon
hitherto unsolved problems and hidden

features of the earth, we would like to know
more about the earth's interior, the elastic

properties of the earth, the conditions which

produce earthquakes, and the composition

and structure of the layers composing the

crust. Geological observations on surface

indications during the past 150 years lead

us to believe that the crust is composed of

numerous layers of rock which are variable

in number, extent, origin, structure, and
composition. The recent development of

seismic prospecting for oil and other minerals

and the effect of the propagation of earth-

quake waves on buildings and other struc-

tures emphasize the importance of these

researches. Daily observation and studies

are being conducted by various organizations.

In the United States they are being carried

on by the National Government through the

Coast and Geodetic Survey with the co-

operation of the Weather Bureau, the

Geological Survey, the Bureau of Standards,

and the National Research Council. Other

organizations are also cooperating, such as

the Carnegie Institution of Washington,

the Jesuit Seismological Association, and the

various universities, colleges, and museums
in different parts of the country. The ulti-

mate aim of this study is a better under-

standing of the elastic conditions of the

earth.



The Wild Bees

By

T. D. A. Cockerell
University of Colorado

Boulder, Colo.

IT
is probable that there are not less than a

thousand kinds of wild bees in Colorado.

These inhabit diverse localities, some
being found only high in the mountains,

others on the plains; some only in the eastern

parts of the State, others to the south or

west. Perhaps about three hundred species

would be the maximum to be observed in

any one general locality.

Not only do these bees differ in their

distribution, but also in their habits and
mode of life. One of the first things a col-

lector will notice is that the kinds of bees do
not indiscriminately visit all sorts of flowers.

Some are rarely found except on one par-

ticular sort of flower, others range more
widely, and we have caught a bee with three

kinds of pollen on its legs. The domesticated

honey bee works longer hours and is prob-

ably more catholic in its tastes than any
native species. The student who has noticed

these facts may now turn to the structure of

the bees themselves, and he will quickly

learn that some have very long tongues,

adapted for getting nectar out of tubular

flowers, while in others the tongue is very

short, suited for lapping. The short-tongued

bees cannot got anything from the flowers

which do not have shallow, open corollas,

except in certain cases, where they cut a

hole in the side of such a flower as the Mer-
tensia, and thus are enabled to feed illegiti-

mately. We say illegitimately, because the

relation of bees to flowers is a reciprocal one.

The bees obtain nectar and pollen, but in so

doing they carry the pollen from flower to

flower, and so bring about fertilization. It is

accordingly advantageous to the flowers to

be visited by bees which confine their visits

more or less to one species, as a bee carry-

ing thistle pollen to an aster or buttercup

will not be of any service to the flowers.

The distribution and habits of some of

the thousands of species that are to be

found in the world

We now begin to understand why there

are so many kinds of bees. With more than

two thousand species of flowering plants in

the State, there is ample opportunity for

diversity in the bee-visitors. Yet this is not

'

the whole explanation. In the Pribilof

Islands, in Bering Sea, there are many beau-

tiful flowers, but only one sort of bee is

found, a large bumblebee peculiar to the

islands. It undoubtedly visits many differ-

ent flowers, and the cross-pollenation of the

others, so far as necessary, may be brought

about by flies or other insects. Florida has a

very rich flora, but Doctor Graenicher, an

expert student of bees, has recently recorded

the relatively meager bee fauna of a locality

in that State. He has probably overlooked

some species, but it is quite certain that the

bees are far less numerous than in our west-

ern regions. Similarly, New Zealand, with

many flowering plants, has very few bees,

the list being very much shorter than that for

Florida. New Caledonia is in this respect

like New Zealand, but Australia is extremely

rich in bees.

On mapping the distribution of bees over

the world, it is found that they are much
more abundant in dry regions than else-

where. The number of species in the Ameri-

can Southwest, in North Africa, in the

deserts of South Africa, and in Turkestan, is

astonishing. No doubt these regions are

especially rich in plants adapted to bee-

visitors, but a prime factor must be the

greater facilities for nesting. It may be

supposed that the relatively dry soil reduces

the danger from flooding and mold, and

presumably it does not contain so many
burrowing animals which might be injurious.

The nests of bees, in which the young are

reared, are of many kinds. We have the

social bees, like the honey bee and the

bumblebee, which have a definite form of



Photograph by C. R. Bitter

The long'tongued bee,

known to the scien'

tist as 'M.ciitovfia griscWa,

feeds exclusively on the

flowers of the wild bush

morning-glory. The pic-

ture at the right shows
the under side, together

with the long tongue

which cannot be folded

up and is held beneath

the body like the beak

of a plant bug

{Greatly magnified)

Photograph by C. R. Bitter

Right: A picture

from above, showing
Me/itoma griseWa.

This bee is to be
found only where the

wild bush morning-

glory grows. It is

common, for instance

,

about Denver, but at

Boulder, Colorado,

where its particular

flower does not grow,
this bee is never found

Leji: The head and mouth parts of

Melitoma grisella. This illustrates

a high degree of speciali2;ation
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organization on a communistic basis. But

far more numerous are the so-called solitary-

bees, which often form towns or communities,

sometimes including vast numbers of in-

dividuals, but have no social organization.

The nests of these solitary bees are commonly
in the ground, but there are some genera

which always nest in old stems of plants, and

others which build resin cells on the surface

of rocks. It is interesting to realize that

many millions of years ago, before the human
species lived on earth, the bees had de-

veloped many styles of architecture, some

very crude and simple, others quite elaborate.

They had also learned how to collect ma-
terials of various kinds, such as resin, cottony

substances, and leaves, to use in making their

nests. A species of wasp (Sphex) had even

taken to using a pebble as a tool. The leaf-

cutting bee (Megachile) takes semicircular

and circular pieces out of leaves to line its

cells. It is especially fond of rose leaves, and

is sometimes quite destructive. Megachile of

different kinds are found nearly all over the

world; there must be a couple of thousand

species in existence. But long ago they lived

and behaved as they do now, for in the

ancient shales of Florissant we have found a

fossil bee of this genus, and also leaves cut in

the characteristic manner.

Nests in the Hard Earth

Bees may be found nesting by the roadside

or in banks. Nomia, in Colorado, forms ex-

tremely populous towns in dry places, sink-

ing long, vertical shafts, leading to cells in

which the eggs are laid, food is stored, and the

bee-grubs develop. It is astonishing that

these small and apparently weak animals,

using their legs and mandibles, should be

able to make such excavations. The hard,

dry soil would seem to increase their difficul-

ties, but soft or sandy earth would be liable

to cave in.

The making of tlie burrow and the provi-

sioning of the colls are not iho only operations

necessary in bee-hous('kee[)ing. Various

ontrivances appear to liave the purpose of

keeping out unwelcome visitors, those flies.

wasps, and other creatures which would

destroy the young. Certain flies, with fuzzy

bodies, are seen continually hovering over

the nests. Antlike wasps or Mutillidae, the

females of which are wingless, run about and

explore the holes of the bees. As these ene-

mies are abundant, and evidently prosper, it

may be thought that the bees have no pro-

tection from them. Yet we see various kinds

of structures over the entrances to the nests,

porches, cylinders, tunnels, and the like.

The Nomia constructs a tunnel on the

ground, into which the bee itself has some

difficulty in penetrating. After a heavy rain,

these structures are largely or quite demol-

ished, and the enemies seem to gain an

advantage.

The Balance of Nature

In all this we see the balance of nature.

The Nomia towns, in spite of enemies of

many kinds, are very populous indeed. The
arrangements made by the bees are quite

sufficient, under normal conditions, to keep

up the population from year to year. But if

it were possible to remove or destroy all the

parasites and predators, the result in a single

season would be excessive over population,

disastrous to the bees themselves. We are

reminded of the conditions in the great ani-

mal reserve in South Africa, Kruger Park.

Here we saw many thousands of antelopes,

zebras, giraffes, and other herbivorous

animals. But also, we saw many lions. The
lions prey upon the antelopes, and keep down
their numbers sufficiently so that they do not

increase beyond the possibility of being sup-

ported by the available vegetation. The
biological balance in nature is indeed a

thing to wonder at. Insects produce vast

niunbers of young, but on the average there

must be one pair each season to mature and

replace the parents of the season before.

This means the destruction, by one means or

another, of about 98 per cent of prolific

species, if the population level is kept

steady. As a matter of fact, it fluctuates,

and in some seasons there is a considerable

increase in others the species may be locally



A Bee that

Nests in the Earth

This bee

—

Anthophora occidentalis

—is common in Colorado. It oft2n

nests in the same banks in which
Mehtoyna grisella is found, but

though they are related, in a general

way, Anthophora is the larger

Plioto(/rap}i by Robert Nieilrach

Photograph by C. R. Bitter

The large picture is of the head of a

male Anthophora. The small picture

at the top is of a female at the entrance

to the nest, which is a tunnel in a bank.

The small picture at the bottom shows
the white markings on the face of a

male, that serve to differentiate it

from the female which has no such

marking

Photograph by Robert Niedrach



The three pictures in the column below
show, first, a block of soil cut from a

roadside near Denver in which appear

the vertical tunnels of J^omia ba\eri.

Second, the nest of the leaf-cutting bee,

Megachile sapellonis, after a log, in

which the hole was bored, had been

split. At the bottom of the page is a

photograph of the "porch" made by
Anthophora over the entrance to its

tunnel

The topmost picture (enlarged) shows
extremes in the si2,e of bees. The
large one is Mesotrichia tenuiscapa

from Siam, the small one is Perdita

minima from California. Below the

photograph of the two bees, Diadasia
australis is shown obtaining food from
the flower of the prickly pear. Next in

line is a photograph of the larva of
Tvjomid ha\eri, which is to be found in

its underground cell

Pholoijrapli by Robert Niedrach
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exterminated. Many thousands of species

have undoubtedly disappeared altogether,

But like the fluctuating changes in climate,

these variations, in one direction or the other,

do not prevent the existence of a general

uniformity over very long periods of time.

The line is an undulating one, but not regu-

larly rising or falling.

Bees and Morning-glories

One of the most remarkable bees is

Melitoma grisella, which frequents the flowers

of the wild bush morning-glory. This plant

is common near Denver, and southward, but

we do not get it at Boulder, and hence there

is no Melitoma. Ordinary long-tongued bees

have the mouth-parts so constructed that

they can be folded up, and held out of sight

under the head. The Melitoma has the

mouth-parts excessively elongated, and in-

stead of folding up, they are held under the

body, like the beak of a plant-bug (Hemip-

tera) . Melitoma nests in the same banks as

the large Anthophora bee, and is related to it

in a general way. Each makes a porch at the

entrance to the nest, and this structure,

made of earth, has a longitudinal slit or

opening along its upper side. The porch of

the Melitoma is attached throughout its

length to the bank, but that of the Antho-

phora stands out from the bank, and is

regularly curved, with the opening down-

ward. It accordingly has the general form

of a water-tap. Comparing the architecture

of those various bees, we find that that of the

Anthophora is most highly developed,

standardized and specialized in form. That

of the Melitoma is more primitive, although

the mouth-parts of the Melitoma are more

speciahzed than those of the Anthophora.

The architectural arrangements of the

Nomia are still more primitive. In the

tropics, the stingless honey bees, Trigona,

construct a funnel or tube of wax leading to

the entrance to the nest. This is quite a

different structure from any of those made
by the native Colorado bees.

The comparisons just made suggest a refer-

ence to the fact that in the course of evolu-

tion the various structures or habits do not

necessarily become specialized in the same

groups. Among the bees, changes may take

place in the wings, while the mouth-parts

remain relatively primitive, or vice versa.

Peculiarities of behavior may arise in one

genus, while related genera show nothing

unusual. Even closely related forms differ in

these respects, and it may be said that every

species has some special attributes, not only

of form, size or color, but also in relation to

its conduct. Facts of this kind have been

discussed in the most illuminating way by
the French entomologist Fabre. The sexes

of bees often differ greatly. In certain of

our genera (as Melissodes and Tetralonia)

the males have very long antennae, while the

females have them relatively short. The
reason for this is not clearly understood, but

we know that the antennae are sense organs.

In genera related to those just mentioned, the

antennae are of the shorter type in both

sexes. These same bees usually have the

face yellow or white in the male, while that

of the female (exclusive of the hair) is black.

In the case of Anthophora, the hght-faced

males can be seen guarding the entrance to

the burrows, while the females are at work,

storing the cells with provisions.

Giant and Pygmy

Some bees are very large, fully as large as

the last joint of one's thumb. Others are

much smaller, and some are excessively

minute, so that they cannot be seen properly

without a microscope. Among the smaller

bees is a genus called Perdita, with many
species in the Western States. These little

creatures, which most people would take for

small flies, are associated with particular

flowers, from which they rarely stray. The
commonest kind may be seen gathering

pollen from the so-called bee plant, Peri-

toma or Cleome. The collector who wishes

to find new and rare bees will look out for

different plants, which are likely to have

special kinds of bees visiting them.



Where a Comet Struck

the Earth

by

Clyde Fisher

Curator, Department of Astronomy

American Museum

Meteor Crater, from which 300,000,000 tons of

rock and soil were dislodged some 50,000 years ago,

when a gigantic mass of meteoric iron from outer

space collided with the earth.

AMETEOR shower is one of the most

impressive phenomena in the whole

reahn of nature. Its sudden appear-

ance, together with the suggestion of falhng

or shooting stars, makes it most effective in

exciting wonder and fear, especially in un-

tutored and primitive minds. Various tribes

of American Indians used the November

shower of 1833, " the rain of stars," as a mile-

stone in their calendars.

While showers or swarms of meteors are

comparatively infrequent, the adventitious

or occasional meteors are extremely common.

It is estimated that between 15,000,000 and

20,000,000 meteors enter the earth's at-

mosphere every twenty-four hours. Accord-

ing to the counts of Prof. Thomas C.

Poulter, of the second Byrd Antarctic

expedition, these numbers should be many
times greater. Most of these are exceedingly

small, weighing perhaps only a few grains

each. When we recall that there are 7000

grains in a pound avoirdupois, we realize

how tiny they must be. Practically all of

the meteors that penetrate the earth's

atmosphere day after day are burned up, due

to the heat generated by friction in the air,

and consequently do not reach the earth.

Occasionally, of course, one comes clear

through to the earth, and, if found, it is

called arbitrarily a "meteorite," the name
"meteor" usually being reserved for one

which enters the earth's atmosphere, but

which does not come through to the earth.

Nearly 1000 falls of meteorites are known,

of which 569 are represented in the collec-

tions of the American Museum of Natural

History.

Although nearly 500 falls of meteorites

have actually been observed, the phenom-

enon still attracts much attention,—and well

it might, for these are the only direct mes-

sengers from space that come to the earth,

the only heavenly bodies besides the earth

that we can actually touch. So far as the

writer knows, the most recent fall to be

observed was that of July 1, 1933, when two

masses of stony meteorite were seen to fall

near Spartanburg, South Carolina, one

weighing about twelve pounds and the other

about half as much. This fall occurred in

the daytime, and was observed by several

persons.

During the last few years it seems that a

more than usual number of large meteors,

sometimes called fire-balls or bolides, have

been observed. On March 24, 1933, a

gigantic meteor flashed across five south-

western states. An airmail pilot flying near

Amarillo, Texas, declared that it looked as

big as the hangar at the Wichita Airport.

Some most unusual and striking photographs

of the train left by this fire-ball were secured

in Colorado. On September 27th last

another huge meteor was observed in Cali-

fornia by an airplane pilot, who thought it

necessary to swerve his plane to keep

from colliding with it. In neither of these

cases was there found any meteoric material

constituting a fall.

The greatest falls of meteoric or cometary

material known on the face of the earth

were not observed. In fact, with the excep-

tion of the Siberian fall of June 30, 1908, all

of these occurred in prehistoric times. The
first crater produced by the impact of a

meteorite or mass of meteorites, that was

realized to be such, is Meteor Crater in
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Right;

Meteor Crater in Arizona,

located about twenty miles

wast ofWinslow and thirty-

five miles east of Flagstaff,

photographed from a plane

in winter, when snow cov'

ered the landscape, includ-

ing the bottom of the crater

Pholoi/raph by Hulh Anna Fxtlur

Left: Clyde Fisher with Jack Irish, the

pilot on his first flight over Meteor
Crater

Below: Clyde Fisher surveying the Crater

from the north rim. Note the sizable

buildings of the mining company on the

crater floor
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Photograph Jroin Yerkes Observatory

Craters of the Moon
Above: The moon at gibbous phase between first quarter

and full, showing many of the 30,000 craters on the side

which is always turned toward the earth. The similarity

of these lunar craters to Meteor Crater in Arizona is evident

Below: The elevated rim of Meteor Crater from a distance

of two or three miles. It varies in height from 130 to 160 feet

Photoyraph by Clyde Fisher
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Right: Meteor
Crater, blanketed

with snow, as seen

from a plane; San

Francisco Peaks,
from forty to fifty

miles distant, are

shown in the back-

ground; Canyon
Diablo, about three

miles to the west-

ward, may be seen

in the middle ground

Meteor
Crater

Below.

Meteor Crater from

a plane on an early

summer morning.

The automobile
road connecting U.

S. Highway 66 with

the north rim shows

in the lower right-

hand corner

Photograph by Clyde Fisher
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Arizona. It was not until the early years of

this century that the theory that this crater

was caused by the impact of meteoric or

cometary material was set forth by Mr.

David Moreau Barringer, geologist and min-

ing engineer of Philadelphia, and to him

must be given the credit for discovering the

origin of Meteor Crater and of convincing

scientists of the truth of his theory.

Meteor Crater is best seen from the air,

and consequently the most satisfactory

photographs have been made from an air-

plane. A huge, circular crater, nearly a mile

in diameter and nearly six hundred feet

deep, with a conspicuous elevated rim,

formed in solid limestone and sandstone,

constitutes an impressive challenge to one's

desire to understand the causes of things.

Svante Arrhenius, the great Swedish scien-

tist, author of the electrolytic theory of

matter, called it "the most interesting spot

on earth." This enthusiastic statement was

doubtless made in view of his theory for the

origin of life upon the earth, namely, that it

was brought to this planet upon a meteorite.

Located in north-central Arizona, Coco-

nino County, about twenty miles west of

Winslow and thirty-five miles east of Flag-

staff, the crater is easily reached by the

Santa Fe Railroad or by U. S. Highway 66.

Although doubtless known to the Indians

long before, it was first brought to the atten-

tion of the scientific world in 1891. It was

called at that time Coon Butt(? or Coon

Mountain, tlie latter part of the name refer-

ring to the elevated rim.

What Was Its Origin?

The origin of this crater was at first ex-

plained by the scientists of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey as the result of a steam explo-

sion. Because of the absence of lava and

other evidence of volcanism, no scientists

have believed it to b(! a volcanic crater.

One writer advanced the theory that it was a

limestone-sink. But the cr(>dit for the con-

ception and establishment of the theory that

is now well-nigh universally accepted goes to

Mr. Barringer,—and a magnificent concep-

tion it was. He set forth the idea that this

crater was the result of the impact of a huge,

dense mass of iron meteorites, possibly the

head of a small comet, and this theory has

now come to be held by nearly all geologists

and astronomers.

This meteoric mass penetrated 40 to 50

feet of purplish-red sandstone (Moencopie

Formation -Triassic), which lies next below

the thin soil of the surrounding plain; then

crashed through some 300 feet of Kaibab

Limestone (Permian Age), the same rock

that outcrops in the Grand Canyon of the

Colorado in northwestern Arizona, and that

caps the eroded pinnacles in Bryce Canyon
in Utah; then it plowed into the Coconino

Sandstone (Permian Age), which underlies

the Kaibab Limestone, shattering this

stratum to a depth of some 600 feet, or

practically to the Supai Sandstone (Permian)

underneath.

Impact of a Gigantic Meteor

The meteoric origin of the crater is sug-

gested by the occurrence of literally thou-

sands of pieces of meteoric iron around the

crater. These fragments were found as far

as four or five miles from the crater on all

sides, but the nearer the crater, the more

numerous they were. In other words, the

Meteor Crater is practically in the exact

center of an area from which have been col-

lected many more specimens of meteoric

iron than have ever been found on all of the

rest of the earth's surface.

The largest piece was reported to weigh

nearly a ton; the second largest piece, now
in the Field Museum of Natural History,

weighs 1013 pounds; a large mass weighing

several hundred pounds is in the American

Museum of Natural History. It is estimated

tliat between ten and fifteen tons of meteoric

iron have been shipped away from Meteor

CratcT, all of which has been collected within

about five miles of the crater, most of it in

the immediate vicinity.

Meteorites have been known to burst in

the air just before striking the earth, but

very few, if any, of the individual pieces of
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Meteor Crater iron, whether large or small,

show evidence of the bursting in the air of

an enormous meteorite. For this reason it is

believed that the crater was formed by a

huge meteorite accompanied by thousands

of small ones, or more probably by a huge

dense mass of comparatively small, iron

meteorites.

The meteoric iron from the vicinity of

Meteor Crater is known as Canyon Diablo

iron, named from a gorge located about three

miles to the westward.

Meteoric Origin

This Canyon Diablo iron is remarkable in

its composition, for it contains from 91 to 92

per cent of iron, some 8 per cent of nickel

(common in meteoric iron), traces of cobalt

(also common in meteoric iron), silicon,

sulphur, phosphorus, carbon, iridium, and

platinum, as well as traces of a few other

elements. TroiUte, a sulphide of iron,

found only in meteorites, occurs. Silicon

carbide occurs in this iron, and this is the only

place it is found in nature. SiUcon carbide is

manufactured under the trade name of

''Carborundum," at Niagara Falls, New
York. It is next to diamond in hardness.

Probably correlated with the silicon carbide

is the occurrence of diamonds, all extremely

small. Five diamonds were obtained from

this iron by Dr. J. W. Mallet, F.R.S. It was

thought that the platinum, along with the

nickel, occurring in this meteoric iron would

justify a commercial enterprise. In fact,

it was this idea that prompted the mining

ventures and the explorations which have

given us so much interesting information.

Considering its composition, it is not sur-

prising to know that the late Dr. George P.

Merrill, of the Smithsonian Institution,

stated that Canyon Diablo iron is one of the

hardest and toughest of all known meteoric

irons.

When polished and etched with nitric

acid, the Canyon Diablo iron shows definite

and pronounced Widmanstatten figures.

Besides the unoxidized meteoric iron,

there have been found at the crater many so-

called "shale-balls," which are generally

rounded or globular masses of distintegrat-

ing meteoric iron and nickel oxide, many of

them containing solid nickel-iron centers.

The late Prof. O. C. Farrington, who was

curator of geology in the Field Museum and

certainly one of the greatest students of

meteorites, believed the shale-balls to be the

result of terrestrial oxidation, and not that

occurring when passing through the air.

More than one hundred shale-balls have

been found, the heaviest weighing more than

forty pounds. Some contain microscopic

diamonds. Besides the typical shale-balls

there are in and about the crater great

quantities of oxidized iron-shale, which

without much doubt came from shale-balls.

This gives a suggestion as to the fate of

some of the Meteor Crater iron. There is

reason to believe that most of these irons

are residuals of shale-balls.

In determining the origin of the crater,

the composition of the elevated rim is sig-

nificant. This rim, which is 130 to 160 feet

higher than the surrounding plain, and one

and one-half miles in outside diameter, can

easily be seen from more than ten miles

away. It is made up largely of bowlders

and smaller fragments of Kaibab limestone

and Coconino sandstone. Some huge bowl-

ders were ejected from the crater and thrown

over the rim to the distance of a mile or more.

It is true, of course, that the ejected bowlders

occur more abundantly as one approaches the

crater.

"Star Dust"

Much of the Coconino sandstone has been

reduced to a fine rock-flour, so fine that it

requires a microscope to show that it consists

of shattered or pulverized sand-grains. This

rock-flour or "star-dust," as it has been

called, composes a great part of the rim,

nearly three miles in circumference, and it

has also been found 850 feet deep in the

crater. There are literally millions of tons of

fuie powder, white as snow. It is estimated

that it constitutes 15 to 20 per cent of all

material thrown out by the impact.
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Of all the evidence that Meteor Crater was

caused by impact, perhaps the most con-

vincing to geologists is the fact that much of

the Coconino sandstone was changed into a

vesicular, metamorphosed rock, looking not

unlike pumice stone and very light. In fact,

the quartz has been fused, and is now amor-

phous and not crystalUne. This silica-glass

or fused quartz has been named by the

mineralogists "Le Chatelierite."

The Hmestone-sink theory could not ex-

plain the elevated rim made up of bow^lders,

fragments, and rock-flour. It could not

explain the presence of rock-flour and fused

quartz at all. It could not explain the

presence, in the rim, of Coconino sandstone

bowlders which came from a stratum that

underlies the Kaibab limestone.

A steam blow-out theory might account

for the rock-flour, although this seems to the

writer extremely doubtful, but it seems

certain that no scientist would maintain

that it is competent to account for the silica-

glass or Le Chatelierite.

Dr. George P. Merrill, internationally

known authority on meteorites, states that

there is no record of a sudden outburst of

volcanic action wherein the heat generated

was sufficient to fuse crystalUne quartz.

The Steam Blow-out Theory

While the steam blow-out theory is very

doubtfully competent to account for the

rock-flour or "star-dust," and while it

seems certain that it could not possibly ac-

count for sufficient heat to produce the fused

quartz or silica-glass, it is further weakened

by the fact that there are no igneous or

eruptive rocks in or around the crater or in

the neighborhood, and the fact that there is

no evidence of solfataric activity ; and by the

finding of unaltered sandstone (Supai) in

place, in the bottom of the crater in its

proper stratigraphical position, shown by the

cores of numerous drill-holes sunk in the

floor of the crater.

The fact that the crater is in the center of a

meteor fall would be looked upon as a coin-

cidence by the advocates of both the lime-

stone-sink theory and the steam blow-out

theory. But the finding of meteoric material

not only embedded in the talus, underneath

the lake deposits in the bottom of the crater,

but also 500 to 600 feet below the crater

floor, proves that the meteor fall occurred

at the same time that the crater was formed.

The probability that these two unusual

phenomena would occur at the same time

and at the same place is so small as to be

neghgible.

The question that naturally arises is how
large a mass of meteoric iron would be neces-

sary to produce the result,—to plow into

solid rock and form a crater about four-fifths

of a mile in diameter and nearly 600 feet

deep!

It has been estimated that the mass of

meteoric iron weighed as much as 10,000,000

tons, that it was several hundred feet in

diameter, and that it was moving from seven

to forty miles a second.

The amount of rock dislodged and partly

thrown out of the crater has been estimated

at over 300,000,000 tons. The true crater is

filled to one half its depth with rock frag-

ments which rolled back.

On the bottom of Meteor Crater there are

now from 70 to 90 feet of lacustrine or lake

sediments formed when this was a small lake.

In these deposits many fossil shells were

found, which were identified by Dr. W. H.

Dall as
'

' all recent species local to the region

of southwestern United States."

Prof. Elihu Thomson, after visiting the

crater, wrote, "This Arizona crater bears all

the evidences of impact and the evidences of

nothing else."

If this crater was formed by impact, where

is the main mass of the meteoric iron? Mr.

Barringer and his associates have attempted

to answer this question by drilling some

twenty-five holes in the floor of the crater.

A number of these have gone down into the

undisturbed Supai sandstone, but no large

pieces of meteoric material have been found

in these borings. Finally a bore-hole some

1400 feet deep was sunk on the south rim,

at the bottom of which some hard body was



Photograph by W. T. Gordon

Right: Hoba, the largest

known meteorite, near the

southern boundary of the

Hoba'West farm in the Groot'

fontein district of Southwest
Africa. Estimated weight 60

to 70 tons. The second person

from the left is Dr. L. J.

Spencer, who has charge of

meteorites in the British Mu'
seum

H. Locke

Ahove: Self-explanatory model

of cross section of Meteor
Crater built by H. Locke

Left: Canyon Diablo iron,

weighing several hundred
pounds, now located in front

of Fred Harvey Indian Build-

ing in Albuquerque, New
Mexico

Photograph hy Clyde Fisher
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struck. Of this boring, Mr. Barringer re-

ported, "Eventually this hole (the last

boring sunk through the south rim, it having

been determined that the mass approached

from the north at an angle of approximately

45°) encountered what is beyond doubt the

upper part of the buried cluster of iron

meteorites, finding it exactly in the pre-

dicted position." No one yet knows how

large it is. It is significant however, that the

geophysical investigations, both magnetic

and electrical, as well as the geological evi-

dence, all pointed to a large mass of meteoric

iron under the south rim.

Suggestions have been made that perhaps

the main mass of the meteorite is no longer

to be found. In this connection Dr. F. R.

Moulton, co-author of the Planetesimal Hy-

pothesis, wrote: "If the meteorite entered

at a speed of 10 miles per second and only 1

per cent of its kinetic energy were used in

expelling it, then it would be thrown out with

a speed of one mile per second." He and

others have suggested that the energy of on-

ward motion, when the meteoric body was

suddenly stopped, might have been trans-

formed into sufficient heat to vaporize the

main body.

The inevitable question arises : What is the

age of Meteor Crater? It is certainly young,

geologically speaking. The sharp angles of

the bowlders and fragments of the rim and

talus indicate that. Some juniper trees grow-

ing on the south rim are said to put it back

at least 700 years. The presence of lapiUi

and volcanic ash found in the lake deposits

in the bottom of the crater correlate it with

the last volcanic eruptions in the near-by

mountains of Arizona. These, together with

other evidences of the lake deposits, point to

a probable age of 50,000 years.

A comparison of Meteor Crater with the

craters on the moon has led some scientists to

believe that the latter were also caused by

impact. While it is probably true that the

majority of astronomers accept the volcanic

theory of the origin of the moon's craters, there

ismuch evidence in favor of the impact theory.

Until recently it was believed that Meteor

Crater was the only one of its kmd on the

face of the earth, while there are 30,000 on

the side of the moon turned toward the earth.

But more and more are being identified on

the earth. The meteorite craters so far

studied are distributed as follows: one near

Winslow, Arizona; one near Odessa, Texas;

a group of some thirteen near Henbury in

Central AustraUa; the Wabar craters in

Arabia; a group of craters on the Baltic

island of Oesel belonging to Estonia; the

Siberian craters; a doubtful one at Ashanti,

in West Africa; a doubtful group near the

coast of South Carolina; a supposed crater in

Persian Baluchistan; and the Campo del

Cielo craters in Argentina. However, judg-

ing from descriptions, the most impressive

and the most interesting of these is Meteor

Crater in Arizona.

Pholoi/raph hy
Clyde Fisher

Huge bowlders in

the rim thrown up
at the time the

crater was formed
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Moose and Wapiti in the Western United States

Doctor H. E. Anthony returned to the American

Museum October 22nd from a short expedition to

Wyoming and other western states. The primary

purpose of his trip was to collect a study specimen

of the moose found in Wyoming and named for the

Hon. George Shiras, 3d, the Shiras moose. Owing

to the generosity of Mr. Shiras, who contributed

funds for the collecting of a specimen of this species.

Doctor Anthony was able to camp on the upper

Yellowstone where moose were plentiful, and to pick

a very good bull which was saved as a skin and

complete skeleton.

The unusual conditions of drought throughout the

West had so dried up the valley of the upper Yellow-

stone that areas formerly marshy were firm and dry,

and there was exceptional opportunity to study

moose in the willow thickets and meadows along the

river. In a short space of time, from 2:30 p.m. to

dark, on the day Doctor Anthony first pitched camp,

he saw no fewer than thirty moose of which several

were males with large heads. The bulls were trying

out their antlers against the brush and occasionally

against one another, and several times during the

night the clashing of horns, as two bulls tried their

strength, awakened sleepers in the camp.

Doctor Anthony also secured a good specimen of

bull wapiti for the Museum as well as small series of

the smaller mammals from the Snake River valley

near Jackson, Wyoming. Doctor Anthony was the

guest of Mr. Prentiss N. Gray at his ranch on the

Snake River, and due to the cooperation of his host

he was able to accomplish much more during his

brief trip than would otherwise have been possible.

At this time Mr. Gray and Mr. R. R. M. Carpenter

were engaged in collecting a group of wapiti for the

Philadelphia Academy of Sciences, and Doctor

Anthony joined forces with their camping party.

Mr. Frederick F. Dalley and his son, of Ancaster,

Ontario, were also members of the same party.

Doctor Anthony drove through Yellowstone Park

and over some of the wapiti range to the south of the

Park in order to secure first-hand impressions of

grazing conditions as these animals find them. The
status of the Wyoming wapiti is the cause of much
concern to all of the conservation societies in this

country. As a member of the committee of several of

these societies, he obtained information on this trip

which will be of considerable service. Unfortunately

for the wapiti, the drought has unquestionably cut

down the range along the Wyoming-Idaho border.

Upon completion of the work in Wyoming, Doctor

Anthony motored back by way of California,

Arizona, and the southern states, to complete a

round trip of more than 9000 miles back to the

Museum. Throughout most of this circle he was
deeply impressed by the serious consequences of the

drought, and discovered that in many regions the

setback to the flora and fauna has been of such a

degree that a number of favorable seasons will be

needed before original conditions can be restored.

Eskimo Study

Junius Bird has recently returned from a two

months' sojourn in Hopedale, Labrador, where he

and Mrs. Bird with one Eskimo were engaged in a

search for the oldest Eskimo remains in that vicinity.

In the course of their work, twenty-one houses at

five different sites were cleared. These houses were

originally made of sod with stone paved floors (the

winter houses typical throughout the Arctic) and

averaged about 40 feet long by 25 feet wide. From
the results of the summer's work it appears that the

ancestors of the present-day Eskimo have been in

Labrador no longer than 400 years, because in most

cases, the kitchen middens contained iron nails,

etc., of European manufacture.

Flora of New Guinea

The New York Botanical Garden reports that the

entire study set of specimens from the Archbold

collection of plants from New Guinea has now been

mounted. Members of about twenty families are

being packed for shipment to specialists in other

parts of the United States, in England, Germanj'-,

France, Holland, and Sweden. The rest of the de-

terminations will be made at the Botanical Garden.

This valuable collection of flora was made by Mr.

L. J. Brass on the Archbold American Museum
Expedition to New Guinea in 1933-34.

No More Electric Seals

Responsible furriers have for ten years or more

fought the despicable practice of the trade of mis-

representing furs by misleading names so that by a
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little dyeing and a little lying the muskrat became a

seal, the rabbit a fox. To N. R. A., however, must

go the credit of requiring that all furs be truthfully

labelled. This year the untutored fur buyer may
look for such labels as "domestic dog" instead of

"Persian lamb," "Isabella fox" or "Japanese lynx"

or raccoon instead of "Alaska sable," with a fair

chance of knowing what kind of fur she is getting,

if not what quality.

Under the new ruling a dyed, blended, tipped, or

pointed fur must be so labelled; the true name of the

fur used as the last word of the description. When a

geographical name is used, it must be the actual

country of origin of the fur, as "Russian house cat,"

except wherein the country or place indicates a

color, in which case this must be indicated, as in

"Sitka-dyed fox."

One may presume, however, that a new group of

euphonic names will be in vogue. Doubtless the

rabbit will remain a "lapin," the woodchuck a

"mammot," the coypu rat a "nutria." The public

likes to be fooled.

Wild Life in Uganda

Under the title " Wild Life in Uganda " the London

Times of August 18 printed the following interesting

editorial concerning some results of wild life con-

servation in Africa.

Recent news from Uganda suggests that in parts of tropical
Africa official zeal for the protection of wild life can be carried
too far. A generation ago the elephant seemed doomed to
extinction in Uganda; an article from our Correspondent
which is published on this page suggests that these huge and
noble beasts are now becoming too abundant for the comfort of

the farmer. The latest annual report of the Game Warden
contains excellent evidence—that of an elephant poacher now
turned game-ranger—of their increase. In less than thirty
years many herds seem to have doubled, and quantity has been
accompanied by no deterioration in the quality of their ivory.
For some years past the authorities have tried to control their
movements. The herds are attacked if they stray out of the
uninhabited districts into cultivated country; at one time they
seemed to have learned the danger of trespassing, but the state-
ment that the shooting of over 400 of them in one area has had
"little effect" seems to indicate that earlier lessons are for-

gotten when an elephant population becomes too numerous for

its habitat. And when the object of its invasion happens to be
a banana plantation or a cornfield, a few elephants can ruin a
village harvest in a night. Their power of travelling rapidly
and noiselessly over long distances makes their attacks the more
formidable; they are therefore a constant threat to the cul-

tivator, and if their numbers are allowed to increase as they
have done of late the farmer in Uganda is likely to become
increasingly critical of their protection by the authorities.
No one with any imagination would desire the extermination of

these splendid beasts, but their multiplication will have to be
drastically checked unless the British and African authorities
in the Protectorate are prepared to pay very heavy compensa-
tion to the aggrieved peasants. Their tendency to wander and
their capacity to live on many different kinds of vegetation,
whether in swamps, mountain forests, parklands, or jungles,
make ontrol far more difficult than is the case with local

species such as the white rhinoceros or the tree-climbing gorillas

of Kayonsa. These interesting apes seem to be on nodding
terms with the local pygmies, and to be much better tempered
than the mountain gorillas of Belgian Ruanda; their small
numbers—their community is at most eighty st-ong—and their
specialized habits make their protection a much easier matter.

Spiders and Bats

Mr. Wallace Adams, chief of the Fish and Game
Administration and Insular Game Warden in the

Philippine Islands contributes to Natural History
the two following unusual observations on the

habits of spiders and bats:

A SPIDER GOES FROG-HUNTING

On the evening of October 15, 1931, Dr. Otto

Schobl, the eminent scientist of the Bureau of

Science, Manila, Philippine Islands, while sitting on

the porch of his house, was startled by the cry of a

frog evidently from pain or fright. Thinking it had
been caught by a snake, as he had previously seen

occur near this same place, he changed his position to

make sure and was greatly surprised to see a spider,

about two and a half inches long, grasping a frog

larger than itself.

The spider was observed to cling to the vines, at

the same time holding the frog with some of its legs

and the two fangs which were imbedded in the frog,

which was going through titanic convulsions. The
frog was suspended in a horizontal position.

While under observation the frog stretched out all

four legs to their full extent and apparently died.

Doctor Schobl noted that the action of the frog was
the same observed when this animal is struck by a

cobra, and it was his opinion that the frog died

from poison injected by the spider.

This tragedy occurred in the dense vines of the

porch into which the spider escaped with its prey.

Unfortunately, neither the spider nor the frog was

recovered for identification.

FISH TRAP CAPTURES MAMMALS

In examining a small bobo, or fish trap, which hung
in the corridor of the Manila Aquarium the remains

of four bats were found.

This cylindrical trap, measuring thirteen inches

in length and four and one half inches in diameter,

has the customary funnel entrance with an outside

opening of three and one fourth inches and tapering

to an irregular opening of about one half by five-

eighths of an inch. This opening is about six inches

from the entrance and is formed by the ends of the

sharpened bamboo splints or sticks.

The entire trap is constructed of split bamboo
very closely woven, and is used by the Ilocanos of

the Ilocos region of Luzon for the catching of Ipon

or small gobies.

The remains are those of adult bats, three having

been caught apparently at one time while the other

evidently entered at a later date. The well-known

habit of bats to secrete themselves in dark places led

these four to their death.

The Aquarium is an open structure so that bats

have free access at night, as they do in most of the

buildings in and about Manila, and it is not unusual

to see them cross and recross the area lighted by the

projector in the theaters.

Shrunken Heads

Two shrunken heads from the interior of Ecuador

were recently presented to the American Museum

by Mr. and Mrs. E. Hope Norton. While other

shrunken heads are already in the Museum, these are
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exceptional because of their specially

made headdresses. Each headdress

has a long coil of beetle wings over

a base of human hair. Beetle heads

are used as a border across the fore-

head, and red and yellow bird

feathers complete the headdress.

The Jivaro Indians give this treat-

ment to the heads of their slain

enemies, which they keep as tro-

phies of war. While the process of

head-shrinking varies slightly, these

heads are typical of the general man-
ner in which it is done. Both heads

were slit from the top center to the

base of the back of the neck in

order to remove the bone, then

carefully sewn. Hot sand was then

poured inside to shrink the head,

while the outer skin was ironed with

a heated stone. During the shrink-

ing the face is constantly modeled
with the fingers in order to keep the

resemblance of the dead enemy.

The headdresses described above
were then made to fit the heads.

These two heads are notable addi-

tions to the South American Hall

collection at the American Museum.

Foreign Museums Honor
Professor Osborn

During the month of August and
early September Professor Osborn
motored in his own car 2170 miles

through western Germany, Austria,

and northern Italy, from Hamburg
to Genoa. En route he visited the

museums of Stuttgart, Ttibingen,

Jena, and Munich, especially the Deutches Museum
founded by his friend, the late Dr. Oskar von Miiller.

When Doctor Miiller left America after an incognito
visit to the American Museum, he stated in a news-
paper interview that the two things which impressed
him most were Niagara Falls and the American Mu-
seum of Natural History; Professor Osborn returns
the compliment by saying that the Deutches Mu-
seum in its educational arrangement far surpasses
any museum in the world today. It embraces
history and evolution of not only every branch of

science—chemistry, physics, astronomy—but also
of all the applications of science up to the latest

discoveries; it also covers the history of musical
instruments, especially those developed through the
genius of Germany.

Professor Osborn was given a warm reception in

Frankfurt by Dr. Arthur von Weinberg, honorary
president of the Senckenberg Museum, also by Dr.
Rudolph Richter, who has succeeded Director

SHRUNKEN HEADS FROM THE INTERIOR OF ECUADOR

Drevermann. He was invited to address the Johann
Wolfgang Goethe University and officers of the Mu-
seum in special convocation August 22. As he was
obliged to resume his journey earUer, the special

convocation was held on August 20, when the

honorary degree of Doctor of Science was conferred

upon him in the presence of the science faculty and
the museum staff.

At Tubingen Professor Osborn was most cordially

received by Dr. von Huene, distinguished head of

the University Museum, under whose guidance he

studied the superb collections assembled by Dr. von
Huene, including the theriodonts of Brazil and South
Africa, and especially the room of honor for the

skeletons of Plateosaurus. He also saw the fine col-

lection of Aurignacian carvings collected by Dr.

Gustave Reich, recently discovered in the caverns,

including earliest examples of prehistoric sculpture of

the horse, mammoth, and lion—a fine phase of glyp-

tic art.
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At Munich Professor Osborn was cordially guided

by Dr. Stromer through the rearranged collections of

the Museum; also by Dr. Ferdinand Broili, director

of the Staatssammlung.

An Appreciation of Dr. Berthold Laufer

Berthold Laufer, curator of anthropology, Field

Museum of Natural History, Chicago, died Sep-

tember 13, 1934.

Doctor Laufer was born in Cologne, Germany,

October 11, 1874. He received his previous training

in the Universities of Berlin and Leipzig, receiving

his Ph.D. degree from the latter in 1897. He began

his anthropological career in America as a member of

the Jesup North Pacific Expedition organized by
the American Museum and directed by its depart-

ment of anthropology, spending a year (1898-9) in

anthropological research on the Island of Saghalin

and among the natives of the Amur River in Eastern

Siberia. The collections made at that time are now
on exhibition in this museum, and the results were

published in the Memoirs of the Jesup North Pacific

Expedition.

In the meantime, the department of anthropology

developed a project for collection and study in

China, financed by the late Jacob H. Schiff. Doctor

Laufer was then appointed a special investigator

under this grant and spent the years 1901-4 in

China, collecting materials and information for an

exhaustive study of the original culture of the

Chinese. These collections are now on exhibition in

the Asiatic Hall of the American Museum.
Shortlv after Doctor Laufer's return to the Mu-

seum, he accepted a position in the Field Museum
of Natural History, Chicago, where he eventually

became head of the department of anthropology.

He was the outstanding authority on the peoples of

Eastern Asia, and contributed many important

publications in this field. His untimely death is a

great loss to American scholarship.

Distinguished Guests

Prof. Henry Balfour, director of the Pitt-Rivers

Anthropological Museum at Oxford University was a

visitor to the American Museum late in September.

He was especially interested in the Mongolian

material in the Museum's collections.

Astronomy

The construction of the Planetarium building in

the northeast corner of the American Museum
grounds is progressing very rapidly. The steel work
and floors have been finished and the ribbing forms

are practically ready for the pouring of the concrete

for the exterior dome. To see the building taking

form is most encouraging and points to the opening

not many months hence. At the request of the

R.F.C., motion pictures are being made every few

days, showing the progress of development.

An Omission

Dr. Clyde Fisher's name was inadvertently

omitted from the review oi An Astronomer's Ldfe,

by Edwin Brant Frost, which Doctor Fisher had

contributed to the Book Review Department of

Natural History for November.

Recently Elected Members of the American Museum
CINCE the last issue of Natural History, the

following persons have been elected members
of the American Museum:

Patrons
Mrs. Clifford H. Pope.
Mr. Michael Lerner.

Honorary Life Member
Mrs. RosANNA D. Sanderson.

Life Member
Mrs. George Shiras, 3d.

Sustaining Member
Mrs. Lloyd Saltus.

Annual Members
Mesdames Leah Haber, Dorothy S. Horwath, Laurence
RossBACH, Joseph B. Schusser, .J. Shedd, H. S. Sterling.
Mother St. Paul.
Sisters Mary Anita, M. Felicitas.

Misses Mabel M. Borck, Gertrude L Byres, Filomena M.
Greco, Mildred C. McAusland, Elvia R. Miraqlia, Alice
H. Ralston, Grace Randall, Mary Eliza Saunders.
Doctor Alfred Meyer.
Messrs. Louis K.Berman, Godfrey Bligh, W. O. Borchbrdt,
Hejrman C. Koenig, Max Rosett, Heinz Rdhe, Lawson
Sandford, Sig. Saxe, William B. Schallek, F. H. Schauf-
FLER, Frederick A. Spencer, William D. Voorhees, Jr.,
Milliard Wolfson, E. G. Woodworth.

Associate Members
Mesdames Bruce Brooks, Charlotte CAimoLL, Truman
Parker Handy, Austin Ioleheart, Duncan McLaurin, F. 1.

W. Robinson, H. R. Robinson, I. J. Hoe, Samuel Russell,
Walter J. Ryan, E. L. Ryder, Howard F. Shattuck,

Dorothy H. Sielke, Warren Van Kleeck, Margaret E-
Van Winkle, A. E. Williams.

Sister Miriam Ursula.

Misses Eunice Foster, Florence S. Hammond, Martha
Heagy, Nell Hirschberg, Effie B. Inman, Frances M.
Kewish, Paula Lind, Naomi R. Luker, Margaret G. Miller,
Mary L. G. Muir, Bessie M. Ross, Hannah Harriet Sam,
Magdalene Schluenzen, Charlotte Schnee, Harriet
Searight, Jennie D. Sherwood, Mildred C. Sweet, Mar-
garet Tappen, Alice W. Tucker, Arlbne J. Van Dbrhoef.
Reverend Thomas B. McClement.
Colonel Frank James Morrow.
Major Robert E. Cheeseman.
Doctors H. S. Baldwin, M. Beckett Howorth, Clarence
A. Mills, Philip Rosenblum, Eda M. Round, Lester A.
Round, Saul S. Samuels, Jerome Selinger, W. B. Short.
Professors S. C. Schmucker, Russell G. Sholes.
Honorable John J. Freschi.
Messrs. Lafone R. Bellhouse, William W. Bent, Richard
H. Bills, George H. Bissinger, B. F. Black, Arthur Bol-
ton, F. BouRLiBRE, Carl Burger, Henry R. Chadsey,
Sol Chawkin, Isaac Cherkassky, Derick Daniels, Samuel
Daniels, Harold Dixon, Louis Drezner, Brent R. Finch,
Herbert Goldstein, Gilbert A Harrington, Naonosuke
Hazama, H. Herzfeld, Murray T. Johnson, John Anderson
Johnston, Frederick B. Kopf, Michael Leder, Joseph
V. Mitchell, Douglass Cecil North, Henry I. Patrie,
Sayre Spring Phillips, John Price, R. E. Robertson,
Ale.xander, C. Robin.son, George B. Rose, Ralph N. Rosen-
baum, Gilbert Rosenberg, Arthur P. Ross, L. S. Ross,
Bernard A. Rothman, Charles J. Roylb, L J. Rubin,
GusTAVE Rubner, Adolph a. Rydgren, J. L. Savage, G. A.
Schieren, Jr., Aaron Schoen, Aaron Schreiman, Raymond
c. r. schul/e, f. j. scuddbr, j. h. senior, f. dickeman
Seymour, J. A. Simpson, F. T. Stalh, William S. Warren,
William F. Weiss, Alfred F. Whitino.



Reviews of New Books

Paleolithic Man and the Nile Valley in Nubia and Upper
Egypt. By K. 8. yandford and W. J. Arkell, Univ. of Chicago
Press, 1933. Quarto, 92 pp., 21 text fig.s., 43 plates, map.

'

I
'HIS more than ordinarily interesting publica-

tion, issued by the Oriental Institute of the

University of Chicago under the editorship of its

director, James Henry Breasted, was presented to

the Osborn Library several weeks ago. Considered

in its full setting, it is the second volume of a report

on the archa^o-geological investigations conducted

by the authors in the Nile Valley region during a

period of years beginning in 1926. The specific aim

of the protracted field observations is the determina-

tion of the geologic antiquity of man as revealed by
his chipped stone implements found imbedded in the

fluviatile deposits constituting the Nile Valley floor

and side slopes for a distance of several hundred miles

upstream. A typical cross section of the valley

trough is marked, especially on the west side, by a

series of steps or terraces composed of gravels laid

down at successive stages in the descent of the river

level. There are at least seven of these gravel ter-

races, respectively at 300, 200, 150, 100, 50, 30, and
10 feet, above the present valley floor, the top ter-

race being necessarily the oldest. Subsequently, the

valley floor and even the lower gravel terraces were
overlaid by a deposit of fine silt, presumably due to a

temporarily high, slow-moving Nile current. Since

the final drop in the river level, the silts on the valley

slopes have been largely removed by erosion, while,

in the case of the valley floor, deposition still goes on
from year to year.

To date no unquestionable artifacts have been
found in the three upper gravel terraces, said to be of

either Late Pliocene or Early Pleistocene age. The
first recognizable implements, of Chellean type, oc-

cur in the 100-foot terrace, which is regarded as

definitely Pleistocene. The succeeding terraces

contain implements respectively of Acheulian, Early
Mousterian, and Middle or full Mousterian affinities.

The mantling valley slope silts contain a flint in-

ventory beginning as Late Mousterian in character

and ending as a microlithic industry resembling the

Azilian-Tardenoisian of Europe. This silt phase
industry, called Sebilian after the type site Sebil,

corresponds in time and in general typological char-

acteristics to the Upper Paleolithic of Europe. The
succeeding Neolithic and Dynastic remains are found
on the surface of the ground, as well as in the more
recent silts composing the valley floor, and therefore

involve no important geologic considerations. All

in all the report is a masterly piece of work, yielding

results of the highest significance for archaeology.

—N. C. N.

Recent Publications For

Those Interested in Nature

"The Natural History of the Frilled Shark, Chlamydose-
lachus anyuineus." By Eugene W. Gudger and Bertram
G. Smith. Article V of The Dean Memorial Volume:
Archaic Fishes. 1933,245-319, fig. 1-31, PI. 1-5.

T> EADERS of Natural History will doubtless

recall that the late Dr. Bashford Dean, founder

of the American Museum's department of fishes,

and curator of arms and armor at the Metro-

politan Museum of Art, left behind him a double

legacy and tradition, on the one hand to zoology

and on the other to art and history. Under the first

heading were his own numerous investigations on

archaic fishes, including the old armored fishes of

Palaeozoic times and their more or less degenerate

descendants, the lampreys, sharks, and ganoids of

the present time; his legacy to art and history on the

other hand was the result of his amazingly fruitful

labors in the field of arms and armor. Moreover,

Dean inspired many of his old students and colleagues

to carry on his work along various lines after his

death, and it is they who have initiated and are

either continuing or have already completed the

Dean Memorial Volumes. These include the recently

published imposing "Catalogue of the Dean Collec-

tion of Arms and Armor in the Metropolitan

Museum," put forth by his friends of the Arms and

Armour Club, and the Dean Memorial Volume on

"Archaic Fishes," which is being issued in parts by
the American Museum and will eventually form a

completed volume.

The purpose of this volume, which is being edited

by Dr. E. W. Gudger, is to present original contribu-

tions to the study of the "archaic fishes"; it is based

in part upon the material collected by Dean himself,

and illustrated mostly by his own hand in a superb

series of previously unpublished plates, picturing

many stages in the embryology of the hagfish

{Bdellostoma stouti), the frilled shark {Chlamydose-

lachus anguineus), and the Port Jackson shark

{Cestrncion philippi).

The latest memoir of the series, by E. W. Gudger
and Bertram G. Smith, deals with the natural

history of the frilled shark. This extraordinary

creature once made a great stir among zoologists

land palaeontologists by getting itself discovered at a

propitious period in late Victorian times, long before

swarms of fruit flies, rats, and guinea pigs had
crowded other animals out of most zoologists'
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THE OPEN MOUTH OF Chldmydoselachus anguineus, showing the
TRIDENT'LIKE TEETH SET IN ROWS. PHOTOGRAPH OF A HEAD PRE'

SENTED to THE ZOOLOGICAL CABINET OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY BY

DR. BASHFORD DEAN ABOUT 1905

Cope, showing him up at every point and
eventually forcing a somewhat half-hearted

apology from him. Nevertheless, Cope, though
wrong in detail, was generally adjudged by
zoologists to be right in principle, and Dean
himself believed that Chlamydoselachus, al-

though speciahzed in some features, was truly

an archaic survivor of the sharks of far-off

Palaeozoic times. Not even the authors of

the present work, however, have ventured to

"debunk" this venerable figure, beyond noting

the fact that the family to which it belongs is

not known through fossils of earlier than PHo-

cene date. And it might well have been pointed

out that all the really primitive known sharks

of Palaeozoic age differ widely from the frilled

shark in skeleton, in dentition, and in pattern

of the shagreen denticles with which the skin

is studded, thus increasing the probability that

the frilled shark is a relatively modern type.

However, this rather irreverent comment
upon what is only a small section of the excel-

lent memoir by Gudger and Smith is really

inspired by a letter from Doctor Barbour, re-

cently published in Copeia, from which we
venture to quote the following sentences:

laboratories. The frilled shark, which is found

chiefly in fairly deep waters off the coast of Japan,

has the piratical look of a large eel (whence its

specific name anguineus) and its huge mouth bristles

with an armature of trident-like teeth, with points

sharp as needles.

These three-pointed teeth led to a controversy

between Samuel Garman of the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology of Harvard University and the describer

of the frilled shark, and Prof. E. D. Cope, the famous

palaeontologist and zoologist, of Philadelphia. Dr.

Thomas Barbour, the present director of Garman's

old Museum, tells us that Garman, who was a most

painstakingly accurate, conservative, and con-

scientious worker, undeniably disliked Cope, with his

slapdash inaccurate citations and half-baked gen-

eralizations. Cope, from a hasty reading of Gar-

man's preliminary descriptions, immediately rushed

off a note to the American Naturalist proclaiming

the frilled shark as a living survivor of the fossil

sharks of the Permian Age, represented by Didymo-

dus. Garman replied in substance that in the frilled

shark the teeth were trident-like, while in the

Permian Didymodus, each tooth had but two main

cusps. Cope, ignoring the correction, stuck to his

guns and made more inaccurate statements, giving

wide circulation to what miglit well have been

called the "myth of the frilled shark." Then
Garman, doubtless praising the Lord who had de-

livered his enemy into his hands, came down hard on

All of this . . .is written for just one reason and
that is to explain why, when I got Gudger and Smith's
great memoir, I read it avidly from cover to cover.

Here is the true story of this splendid and extraordinary
creature, the whole story so far as that can be written to-

day. Here is not only a complete, painstaking search for

every atom of available information, but a fair and generous
presentation of the controversies to which various appraisals

of its relationships both with recent and fossil sharks, have
given rise.

The whole material is well written, the illustrations are
admirably chosen, the presentation is clear and fair—what
more can one ask for. Ichthyologists owe the authors a
debt of gratitude. They hope for more. How Garman
would have devoul-ed this great paper had he lived to see it

appear!

The "more" referred to by Doctor Barbour will,

it is planned, be forthcoming in due time, in a paper

by Prof. Bertram G. Smith on the anatomy of the

frilled shark.—W. K. G.

To The North. By Jeanette Mirsky. The Viking Press, 1934.

JEANETTE Mirsky's book tells the story, em-

bracing many centuries, of man's conquest of the

Arctic. More than merely a history of the north-

ward expansion of the geographical horizon. To

the North presents the epic of man's strenuous

efforts to triumph over an Adversary (for as such it

has been the habit to personify the Arctic until recent

times), and to solve the mysteries of a long forbidden

realm. In that the mysteries have mostly been

solved, it is a story of the broadening of the mental

horizon. The lasting drama of the tale, however,

lies in the feat of mastering the mysteries in such a

way as to render the "adversary" permanently

less formidable.

Attempts to explore and colonize the primitive

North are by no means a recent form of enterprise.
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Jeanette Mirsky's book tells how before 1000 a.d.

the Norsemen established a settlement in Greenland

which quickly grew to 2000 persons and for three

centuries flourished, then suffered complete extermi-

nation by causes unknown. She describes also the

life of a Seventeenth Century boom town of 15,000

north of Spitzbergen, within eleven degrees of the

Pole, which endured less than half a century.

Purely exploratory expeditions have left a

similarly dismaying trail of death. At least four

such expeditions described in To the North perished

in tola; and no less than eight others lost at least a

third of their members.

The rule, which applies in exploration as well as

in warfare, that the successful invasion of a territory

depends largely upon the correct understanding of

the opponent's weapons, has proved a tragically

difficult lesson in the Arctic. Someone has remarked

that it took civilized man six centuries simply to

devise a shirt that conveniently buttoned down the

front. With perhaps graver implication it might be

pointed out here that it took white man in the Arctic

about as long, even though his motive in going there

was often to secure furs for sale in more temperate

regions, to learn the wisdom of wearing proper furs

himself. This is one illustration out of many. Six

centuries and longer to learn how to live and travel

in the North ! And the irony of it is that the Eskimos

and other Arctic peoples knew how all along.

Jeanette Mirsky's book carries us down through

the work of the modern explorers, who only recently

have succeeded in rendering the Arctic permanently

less formidable. The triumph of Peary through the

utilization of Eskimo helpers, and the achievements

of Stefansson, who so thoroughly mastered the

technique of Arctic travel as to rival the natives

themselves, are of course no less glorious for having

followed that long era of "victorious defeats."

Their work, and that of others after their example,

forms the indispensable basis for the latest phase in

Arctic exploration wherein aircraft figure promi-

nently.

The discovery of the Arctic makes a dramatic

story throughout, and Jeanette Mirsky has displayed

a thorough grasp of her subject in recording it.

—Edward Moffat Weyer, Jr.

The Families and Genera of North American Diptera.
By C. H. Curran.

"K/flDGES, gnats, punkies, mosquitoes and green-

heads, to cite only a few of the common names
applied to groups of true flies or two-winged insects,

are dealt with in a comprehensive work entitled The
Families and Genera of North American Diptera, by
Dr. C. H. Curran of the department of insect life,

American Museum. While this work is intended

primarily as a reference book, the scientific terminol-

ogy is as simple as is consistent with accuracy,

and the terms used in this and other works on the

subject are explained in an illustrated glossary

comprising fourteen pages.

The rdle of flies in the spread of disease and in rela-

tion to human welfare is discussed briefly in a clear,

convincing manner, under the various families to

which the carriers belong, while many of the species

injuring crops are also mentioned. According to the

author, most flies are beneficial and play an im-

portant part in the control of other insects as well

as in the pollcnation of flowers.

In addition to a fine colored plate there are more
than 150 pages of illustrations showing the structural

details of most of the 1900 genera recognized from

North America, including Central America and the

West Indies. The profusion of illustrations should

prove of the greatest assistance in the use of the

keys which comprise the main body of the work.

A book of this kind has long been needed and the

author is to be congratulated on the successful

completion of so arduous a task.—F. E. Lutz.

The Handbook of the Heavens. 1934. Published by The
Junior Astronomy Club, American Museum.

"VILT'ITH the exception of the British Astronomical

Association Handbook I know of no other

handbook for observers, written in the Enghsh
language, that gives such a concise statement of

important celestial phenomena for the year.

The Handbook of the Heavens bears all the earmarks

of having been prepared by a group of people who
know very well just what such a book should contain

to be of use to the observer, and the material has

been prepared in a form that leaves nothing to be

desired.

This Handbook should be of use not onlj^ to the

members of the Junior Astronomy Club and their

young friends, but should also be a welcome addition

to the outfit of a great many other observers and of

many students that take up astronomy in college. I

hope that it may be a regular addition to the library

of guides for the amateur astronomer.

—

Bart J. BoK.

Memoirs of a Camp Follower. By Philip Gosse. Long-
mans, Green and Company. 300 pp., 1934.

TDHILIP Gosse went to France as an officer of the

R.A.M.C. Few men went into the war and
emerged from it to write books on their lives without

writing about blood, but unlike other medical

officers, Gosse carried with him to the trenches not

only his operating tools, but field glasses for birds,

traps for mice, and a fishing rod for leisure. The
mouse traps were not for the protection of food or

bandages, but a means of enriching the collections

of the British Museum. Oldfield Thomas, genius for

making collectors of naturalists, even had a represen-

tative following the King's armies in Flanders.

No matter what the surroundings of a man, if he

carries with him a bag of mouse traps, his unsavory

reputation spreads, and so it was with Gosse, who
found himself one day officially appointed "Rat
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Officer to the Second Army." As such he spread the

doctrine of rat control until the army was rat-

conscious, upon which he was transferred to India.

There, the lack of great military activity left him

with few official duties, to the benefit of science, for

more collections were made and new species dis-

covered in the fauna of India.

Gosse is as admirable a naturalist as he is an author.

In France he crept "about the wet ditches and

hedgerows with a piece of ration cheese for bait,"

until the hunter became the hunted, and his actions,

suspicious and unbecoming a British officer, caused

his detention. In India, where over-ardent work in

collecting led to hospitalization, Gosse kept his

orderly busily trapping, bringing specimens to the

hospital for measuring—until one day the matron

changed her lunch hour and objected to a pile of bats,

rats, shrews, and a mangy toddy cat on the clean

floor of the ward.

The author's enthusiasm, adventures, and good

humor will appeal to any reader, whether or not he

knows a wag-tail from a kestrel. This author of an

exciting book on piracy has shown that the trapping

of mice can be attended with adventures as fascinat-

ing as the trapping of Spanish galleons.—R. T. Hatt.

A Conquest of Tibet. By Sven Hedin. Translated from the
Swedish by Julius Lincoln and published by E. P. Button
and Co., Inc., New York, 1934.

CVEN Hedin, after half a century of exploration in

central Asia resulting in numerous publications

both scientific and popular, has become our modern
Marco Polo. Though he is still in the field at the

age of sixty-nine, the present volume is neither a

journal of recent exploration nor a summary of

scientific achievements, but is rather a handsomely

gotten up book of reminiscences about his repeated

adventures in Tibet during the interval from 1896 to

1908. Indeed, the principal interest attaching to the

volume is a series of some 250 realistic pen-and-ink

sketches by the author largely illustrative of the

succession of isolated dramatic episodes composing

the verbal account, itself derived presumably from

journals elsewhere published in full. For all that,

the leisurely armchair traveler may gain from these

pages an essentially correct and indelible impression

of the long mysterious Tibetan plateau and its people.

More specifically, the book relates some of the

events coimected with the author's luckless attempt

to reach the capital city of Lhasa in disguise. It

hints at the more prosaic labors of gathering data for

mapping several blank Tibetan areas. And it

reveals the author's sense of triumph on locating the

sources of the Indus, the Sutloj, and th(^ Brama-
putra rivers, the identification of the Transhimalayan

range, as well as his satisfaction in wini\ing the

friendship of the then powerful spiritual liead of

Lamaism, the Grand Lama of Tashi-lunpo. But
overshadowing all such details, the really lasting

impression conveyed is of a long, long trail, made

difficult at every turn, not only by bandits but by
Tibetan officialdom— neither seemingly quite so

fierce as might be supposed; a trail winding up and
down innumerable cold and ever stormy mountain

passes, ranging in altitude around 18,000 feet; a

trail strewn with dead and dying pack animals, and
even occasionally marked by the graves of faithful

native caravan helpers. Touching directly on all

this, the one thing which the book does not clearly

bring out is the astonishing fact that a lifetime of

dangers and hardships such as here described has

left no noticeable marks on the explorer himself,

who remains ever the same youthful, vigorous, and

self assured personality. The book, incidentalh',

lacks a much needed map of some sort.—N. C. N.

The Secret Kingdom. An Afghan Journey. By Ben James.
Reynal and Hitchcock, Inc., New York, 1934.

TN this book, Ben James takes his readers beyond

that inhospitable sign, which greets all travellers

at the Afghan border, "It is Positively Forbidden

to Enter Afghan Territory."

Pleasantly, amusingly, he leads one as by the hand,

through trails and villages and towns in that far land,

which to most is just a name. If here and there

hatred and bloodshed mar the scene, is this not

Afghanistan? But there is human interest and

comedy to offset the gore.

In the pagts devoted to Mr. James's stay in Kabul,

one gets a much clearer picture of poor, weak

AmanuUah's rise and fall, and the succeeding reign

of the unlettered bandit, Bacha Saquo, is diverting

in the extreme.

The Secret Kingdom is not a scientific work. It is

a near approach to a friendly talk with Mr. James

him.self, a tale, simply told, of experiences such as

most of us would like to have.

—

Florence Moruen.

Webster's New International Dictionary. Published by
G. & C. Merriam Company, Springfield, Mass. 1934

'~PHE second revised edition of Webster's New
International Dictionary came off the press in

August. The following members of the scientific

staff of the American Museum served on the staff of

its special editors: Dr. Clark Wissler, for anthro-

pology; Mr. Herbert P. Whitlock, for mineralogy;

Dr. E. W. Gudger, for ichthyology. Illustrations of

mammals, birds, fishes, insects, crustaceans, and

other invertebrates, hundreds in number, were

drawn by Mr. W. H. Southwick.

Recent American Museum Publications

NOVITATES
No. 746. A MoUuscan Faunule from the Pierre Formation in

Eastern Montana. By H. N. Coryell and
Eleanor S. Salmon.

No. 747. Two New Frogs from Darien. By Emmett Reid
Dunn.

No. 748. Some New Ostracodes from the "White Mound"
Section of the Haragan Shale, Murray County,
Oklahoma. By H. N. Coryell and Virginia A.
Cuskley.

No. 749. A Ne v Rhinoceros from the Siwalik Beds of India.
By Kdwin H. Colbert.

No. 7.50. ProvisioiKiI Cla.ssification of Extinct South American
HodU-A .Matiitiials. By Gorge Gaylord Simpson.

No. 7.")I. African Tachinidae.—I. By C. H. Curran.



If you would like to know more about

the original inhabitants of the great

prairies, read

North American Indians

of the Plains

By Clark Wissler

This Handbook by an outstanding

authority on the American Indian

gives a many'sided picture of those tribes

who for centuries made their homes on

our western plains. It discusses physical

types as well as material culture, social

organization, religion, ceremonies, art

and language.

172 pages, maps, 58 illustrations. Bound
in cloth. 85 cents postpaid.

Address orders to THE LIBRARY

The American Museum of Natural History

77th Street and Central Park West

New York, N. Y.

All payments must be made in advance

The Best

Gift you

can give a

Camera Enthusiast is the

PHOTOSCOPE
It will help him moke

Perfect Pictures

The Photoscope is a photoelectric cell that

tells the exact exposure to use indoors or out

under any light conditions. You simply point

the nneter at the scene you want to take,

read the figure on the Dial and set the

camera to agree. Then shoot, and the result

is AUTOMATICALLY CORRECT.

Price Complete $27.50

Write for illustrated booklet N. H. or see it

demonstrated at

WILLOUGHBYS
World^s Largest Exclusive Cnmera Supply Store

110 West 32nd Street, New York

Suggestions for Christmas
from THE MUSEUM SALES ROOM

CARDS

A very interesting supply of material on natural history subjects,

suitable for Christmas gifts, is available at the Museum sales booth,

in a wide range of prices. There is a new set of eight Christmas

cards that will delight with their exquisite, soft'toned colorings.

Also, hand'painted wall tile in fascinating variety; small brass

and bronzie models of dinosaurs, elephants and other specimens.

There are books by men such as Carl Akeley; Roy Chapman

Andrews; Frank M. Chapman; William J. Morden; William

Beebe, and many other well-known authors whose works just teem

with interesting and exciting adventure as well as reliable natural

history. A full list of material, together with prices will be sent

by the Registrar on request

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
15 WEST 77th STREET. NEW YORK, N. Y.



ROLLEIFLEX
ROLLEICORD
The constantly increasing

popularity of these cameras

reflects, in no uncertain man-
ner, their thorough adaptation

to present-day conditions.

Their many automatic features

facilitate speed in operation

and certainty in results.

They possess the automatic

sharpness of the Reflex camera,

the simplicity of the Roll-

Film, the compactness and
operating economy of the

miniature camera and produce,

moreover, pictures that need

not be enlarged. In both
cameras, a high-speed focusing

finder lens gives a brilliant

image—full film size and
right side up—on a ground
glass focusing screen, indicat-

ing even thruout exposure,

the sharpness you will ob-

tain on your negative as well

as your subject's pictorial

qualities. Price $50 and up.

Send for literature indicating

new reduced prices.

Write for your copy of the new, beautifully illus-

trated and comprehensive RoUeiflex Book, a most

worthwhile and brilliant treatise on

photography

CAMERAS
that THINK
for YOU

$2.00

BURLEIGH BROOKS
127 West 42 Street New York



l^iving in Ncw York?
Check on the merits of the Prince
George Hotel. Lots of educators
and scientists stay here. Per-

haps you will like it, too.

• Convenient to the Museum by either

subway or "el."

• Complete—1000 rooms with bath.
5 restaurants. Tap room. Radio
rooms. Sun roof. Library.

• Environment—Visit us and see what
we mean.

• Economical—Daily rates; room with
private bath for one from $2; for

two from $3.

Monthly rates from $45 for room
and private bath.

Meals range in price from 40 cents.

Scud for new booklet N.

PRINCE GEORGE HOTEL
Alburn M. Gutterson, Manager

27th to 28th Streets (just off Fifth Avenue)

New York

fHctu/iemakmq!
what better gift

can Christmas bring?

KTEVV pocket-size Zeiss Ikon Cam-
eras take photos impossible with

conventional types. Shots at night,

extremely fast action pictures, un-
posed shots of children or friends,

sporting events— pictures that pulse
with life.

Automatic focussing with built-in

distance meter assures critically
sharp picturesand therefore enlarge-
ments to remarkable size. All
models equipped with world-famous
Zeiss lenses.

"Contax" and "Super Nettel"
take 36 pictures on standard dne
film. Speeds up to 1/1000 sec. The
three "Super Ikomat" models A, C
and D are adjustable for taking
cither 8 pictures of one size or 16
pictures of half that size. Ready for
action at the press of a button.
Many other Zeiss Ikon Cameras

from $16 up. At leading dealers.

Write for literature

CARL ZEISS, Inc. Dept. C
485 Fifth Ave., New York rjEISs:)
728 So.HillSt.,Los Angeles b^d

2^/55 Skon Cameras

U. S. Patent No. 1,960,044

LEICA combines speed, depth of focus and
wide aperture as no larger camera can do.

The pioneer miniature camera ten years

ago—the leader today. Price, $85.00 up.

Write for free booklet No. 612, E. Leitx,

inc., 60 East 10th Street, New York.

Voriafion is wider in dogs than in any

other animal. They diFPer vastly in size, weight, color

shape and proportion. Domestication is largely re-

sponsible for this variation in spite of which the

dog maintains a high quality. The variety of effects

obtainable by the photo-engraving method of re-

production and it's latitude for all printing surfaces

gives it the First consideration where quality press-

work is demanded. The illustrations in this book

ore printed from "Sterling" engravings.

•

STERLING ENGRAVING COMPANY, NEW YORK, N.

304 EAST FORTY- FIFTH STREET

/AUrroy 4-0713 (o 0726



S. S. STATENDAM
LUXURY CRUISE TO THE

MEDITERRANEAN
EGYPT AND THE HOLY LAND

r^^

FROM NEW YORK

FEB. 7th, 1935

58 Days - 25 Ports

16 Countries
•

The annual visit of the

flagship of the Holland-
America Line is the event

of the year in the

Mediterranean.

THE ITINERARY

The itinerary is one of the finest ever

offered and includes Madeira, Gibral-

tar, Cadiz {for Seville), Tangier

(Morocco), Malaga (Spain), Algiers

(North Africa), Palma de Mallorca,

Cannes, Malta, Port Said (for Cairo)

,

Haifa (Holy Land), Beirut (Syria),

Rhodes, The Dardanelles, Istanbul,

The Bosporus to the Black Sea,

Athens, Ionian Sea, Corfu, Kotor,

Ragusa, Venice, Messina, Naples,

Monte Carlo, Southampton, Bou-

logne-sur-Mer, Rotterdam.

FOR BOOKLETS SEE

YOUR LOCAL AGENT
OR WRITE TO

HOLLAND-AMERICA LINE
29 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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